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ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE STATION. 

The Maine Fertilizer Control and Agricultural Experiment 

‘Station, established by Act of the Legislature approved March 

3, 1885, began its work in April of that year in quarters fur- 

nished by the College. After the Station ‘had existed for two 
years, Congress passed what is known as the Hatch Act, estab- 

lishing agricultural experiment stations in every state. This 

grant was accepted by the Maine Legislature by an Act ap- 

proved March 16, 1887, which established the Maine Agricul- 

tural Experiment Station as a department of the University. 

The reorganization was effected in June, 1887, but work was 

not begun until February 16, 1888. In 1906 Congress passed 
the Adams ‘Act for the further endowment of the stations estab- 

lished under the Hatch Act. 
The purpose of the experiment stations is defined in the Act 

of Congress establishing them as follows: 

- “Tt shall be the object and duty of said experiment stations to 

conduct original researches or verify experiments on the physi- 

ology of plants and animals; the diseases to which they are sev- 

erally subject, with the remedies for the same; the chemical 

compcsiticn of useful plants at their different stages of growth; 
the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pursued un- 

der a varying series of crops; the capacity of new plants or trees 

for acclimation; the analysis of soils and water; the chemical 

composition of manures, natural and artificial, with experi- 

ments designed to test their comparative effects on crops of 

different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage 

plants; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds 

of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic ques- 

tions involved in the production of butter and cheese; and such 

other researches or experiments bearirg directly on the agri 

cultural industry of the United States 2s may in each case be 
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deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying conditions 

and needs of the respective states or territories.” 

The work that the Experiment Station can undertake from 
the Adams Act fund is more restricted and can “be applied 

only to paying the necessary expenses of conducting original 

researches or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural 

industry of the United States, having due regard to the vary- 

ing conditions and needs of the respective states and territories.” 

INVESTIGATIONS. 

The Station continues to restrict its work to a few important 

lines, believing that it is better for the agriculture of the State 

to study thoroughly a few problems than to spread over the 

whole field of agricultural science. It has continued to improve 

its facilities and segregaté its work in such a way as to make 

it an effective agency for research in agriculture. Prominent 

among the lines of investigation are studies upon the food of 
man and animals, the diseases of plants and animals, breeding 

of plants and animals, orchard and field experiments, poultry 

investigations, and entomological research. 

INSPECTIONS. 

The inspection of food and drugs, the inspection of fertilizers, 

the inspection of concentrated commercial feeding stuffs, the 

inspection of agricultural seeds, the inspection of fungicides and 

insecticides and the testing of the graduated glassware used 
in creameries, are entrusted to the Station through its director, 

who is responsible for the execution of the public laws relat- 

ing to these matters. ‘The cost of the inspections is borne by 

fees and by a state appropriation, and the examination of 

chemical glassware by a charge for calibration. 

OFFICES AND LABORATORIES. 

The offices, laboratories and poultry plant of the Maine Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station are at the University of Maine, 

Ororo. Orono is the freight, express, post, telegraph and tele- 

phone address for the offices and laboratories. 

Visitors to the Station will find it convenient to leave the 
steam cars at Bangor or Old Town, as the railway station at 

Orono is a mile from the University. Bangor and Old Town 
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trolley cars pass through the campus. ‘They pass the railway 

station in Bangor 5 minutes after the hour and half hour, and 

the railway station in Old Town, 20 minutes after and 10 min- 

utes before the hour. 

HicHMoor FARM. 

Highmoor Farm, purchased by the State for the use of the 

Station, is located in the twon of Monmouth, 2} miles from 

the Monmouth station and the same distance from the Leeds 

Junction station. It is on the Farmington branch of the Maine 

Central Railroad. A flag station, called Highmoor, is on the 

farm. Monmouth is the post, telegraph and telephone address 

for Highmoor Farm. Both Leeds Junction and Monmouth are 

freight and express addresses. 

Visitors are always welcome. Granges, Farmers’ Clubs and 

others desiring to visit Highmoor Farm are requested to arrange 

dates in advance. 

Tue AIM OF THE STATION. 

Every citizen of Maine concerned in agriculture has the right 

to apply to the Station for any assistance that comes within 

its province. It is the wish of the Trustees and Station Council 
that the Station be as widely useful as its resources will permit. 

In addition to its work of investigation, the Station is pre- 

pared to make chemical analyses of fertilizers, feeding stuffs, 

dairy products and other agricultural materials; to test seeds 

and creamery glassware; to identify grasses, weeds, injurious 

fungi and insects, etc.; and to give information on agriculturai 

matters of interest and advantage to the citizens of the State. 

All work proper to the Experiment Station and of public 

benefit will be done without charge. Work for the private use 

of individuals is charged for at the actual cost to the Station. 

The Station offers to do this work only as a matter of accommo- 

dation. Under no condition will the Station undertake analyses, 

the results of which cannot be published, if they prove of gen- 

eral interest. 

CoRRESPONDENCE. 

As far as practicable, letters are answered the day they are 

received. Letters sent to individual officers are liable to remain 
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unanswered, in case the officer addressed is absent. All com- 

munications, should, therefore, be addressed to the Director or 

HO sEMICS 

Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Orono, Maine. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

The Station is organized so that the work of investigation is 

distinct from the work of inspection. The results of investi- 

gation are published in the bulletins of the Station. ‘These 

make up the annual report for the year. ‘The results of the 

work of inspection are printed in publications known as Official 

Inspections. ‘These are paged independently of the bulletins 

and are bound in with the annual report as an appendix thereto. 

Miscellaneous publications consisting of newspaper notices of 

bulletins, newspaper bulletins and circulars which are not paged 

consecutively and for the most part are not included in the 

annual report are issued during the year. 

All of the bulletins issued by the Station are sent to the names 

upon the official mailing list prepared by the Office of Experi- 

ment Stations, to all newspapers in Maine and to libraries and | 

to agricultural exchanges. Bulletins which have to. do with 

general agriculture and the Official Inspections which bear upon 

the feeding stuffs, fertilizer and seed inspections are sent to 2 

general mailing list composed chiefly of farmers within the 

State. ‘The publications having to do with the food and drug 
inspection are sent to a special list including all dealers in Maine 

and other citizens who request them. The annual report is sent 
to directors of experiment stations and to libraries. Copies of 
all publications are sent to the newspapers within the State and 

to the press on the exchange list outside of the State. 

BULLETINS ISSUED IN torr. 
No. 187. Insect Notes for 1910. 24 pages, 36 illustrations. 

No. 188. Field Experiments. 8 pages. 
No. 189. Orchard Spraying Experiments. 48 pages, 23 illustrations. 

No. 190. ‘Two Species of Macrosiphum. 12 pages, 14 illustrations. 

No. 191. Method for Determining Weight of Parts of Eggs. 20 pages, 

3 illustrations. 

No. 192. Breeding for Egg Production. 64 pages, 9 illustrations. 

No. 193. Poultry Notes. 24 pages, 8 illustrations. 
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Control of Blackleg Disease of the Potato. 28 pages, 1 illus- 

tration. 

Insect Notes. 20 pages, 5 illustrations. 

Fungus Gnats. Part III. 80 pages, 148 illustrations. 

Finances and Index, 12 pages. 

OFFICIAL INSPECTIONS ISSUED IN: toi1. 

20. 
30. 

BM, 

Fertilizer Inspection. 36 pages. 

Oysters, Pork Sausage, Clams, Imitation Beer. 8 pages. 

Feeding Stuff Inspection. 20 pages. 

Changes in Inspection Laws. I2 pages. 

Fertilizer Inspection. 32 pages. 

Spices, Prepared Mustard, Honey and Gluten Flour. 16 pages. 

Food Sanitation. 12 pages. 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS ISSUED IN Gomme 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No: 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

- No. 

No. 
No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

308. 
399. 

400. 

AOI. 

402. 

403. 

404. 

405. 

406. 

407. 

408. 

409. 
AIC. 

Ani. 

AT2. 

413. 

414. 

AI5. 

416. 

AI7. 

Ai. 

Poultry Diseases and Their Treatment. 216 pages. 

Maine Apple Diseases. I page. 

Papers from Plant Pathological Laboratory. I page. 

Four Insect Pests. 24 pages. 

Suggestions for Woodlot Owners in Maine. 28 pages. 

Notice of No. 402. I page. 

Seed Test Register. 1 page. 
List of Publications in 1910. 1 page. 

The Typhoid Fly and Its Allies. 8 pages. 

Flea Beetles and Early Blight of Potatoes. 4 pages. 

Plant Lice of the Apple in Maine. 12 pages. 

‘Cut Worms in Maine. 4 pages. 

Notice Relative to Publications. 1 page. 

Notice Relative to Publications. 1 page. 

Note Regarding Variation in the Single Combs of Fowls. 8 

pages. 

Notice of Poultry Diseases and Their Treatment. 1 page. 

Notice of: Poultry Diseases and Their Treatment. 1 page. 

Available Bulletins and Reports of the Station. 4 pages. 

Packing Food under the Maine Pure Food and Drug Law. 

4 pages. 
Notice of Four Insect Pests. I page. 

Laws Regulating the Sale of Agricultural Seeds, Feeding 

Stuffs, Fertilizers, Drugs, Foods, Fungicides and Insecti- 

cides. 12 pages. 
Directions for Taking Samples of Fertilizers. 2 pages. 
Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Agri- 

cultural Seeds. 2 pages. 

Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Com- 

mercial Feeding Stuffs. 8 pages. 
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No. 422. Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Com- 

_ mercial Fertilizers. 4 pages. 
No. 423. Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Fungi- 

cides and Insecticides. 4 pages. 

No. 424. Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Drugs. 

4 pages. - 

No. 425. Requirements Under the Law Regulating the Sale of Foods. 

22 pages. 

No. 426. Free Aanalyses of Feeding Stuffs. 2 pages. 

No. 427. .Manufacturer’s Certificate, Feeding Stuffs Inspection. I page. 

No. 428. Manufacturer’s Certificate, Fertilizer Inspection. 1 page. 

No. 429. Manufacturer’s Certificate, Fungicides and Insecticides Inspec- 

tion. I page. 

No. 430. Certificate of Registration. 1 page. 

No. 431. Orchard Spraying Experiments. 1 page. 

No. 432. Experiments at Highmoor Farm, 1911. 6 pages and map. 

No. 435. Proper Growing and Handling of Potato Seed Stock. 16 

pages. 
No. 436. Notice of Potato Seed Stock. 1 page. 
No. 437. On the Accuracy of Trap Nest Records. 10 pages. 

No. 438. Breeding Poultry for Egg Production. 1 page. 
No. 439. Poultry Notes. 1 page. 

No. 440. Breeding Poultry for Ege Production. 1 page. 

No. 441. Poultry Notes. 1 page. 

No. 442. Control of the Blackleg Disease of the Potato. I page. 

No. 443. Station Publications. 1 page. 

POLOEN. PU BUICALIONS) ol, 

In the numbered series of “Papers from the Biological Lahoratory:” 

No. 24. Biometric Ideas and Methods in Biology: Their Significance 
and Limitations. By Raymond Pearl. Scientia (Bologna), 

Vol. X, 5th year (1911), XIX-3, pp. 101-119. (A French 

translation of this paper was also issued). 

No. 25. Inheritance of Fecundity in the Domestic Fowl. By Raymond 

Pearl. Amer. Nat.,- Vol. XLV, pp. 321-345. (This paper 

is reprinted as Part IV of No. 32 below). 

No. 26. The Mendelian Inheritance of Certain Chemical ‘Characters in 

Maize. By R. Pearl and J. M. Bartlett. Zeitschr. £. Abst. 

u. Vererb. Lehre, Bd. VI, pp. 1-28. 

No..27. An Accurate Method for Determining the Weight of the Parts 

of the Eggs of Birds. By Maynie R. Curtis. Me. Agr. 

Exp. Stat. Ann. Rpt. for 1911, pp. 93-112. 

No. 28. Biometric Arguments Regarding the Cenotype Concept. By 

Raymond Pearl. Amer. Nat. Vol. XLV, pp. 561-566. 

No. 29. The Personal Equation in Breeding Experiments Involving 

Certain Characters of Maize. By Raymond Pearl. Biol. 

Bul., Vol. XXI, pp. 339-366. 
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No. 30. On the Accuracy of Trap-nest Records. By Raymond Pearl. 

Me. Agr. Exp. Stat. Ann. Rept. for 1911, pp. 186-103. 

No. 31. A Note on Certain Biometrical Computations. By Raymond 

Pearl and Lottie E. McPheters. Amer. Nat. Vol. XLV 

pp. 756-760. 
No. 32. Breeding Poultry for Egg Production. By Raymond Pearl. 

Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. Ann. Rept. for 1911, pp. 113-176. 
Papers published-but not in the numbered series: 

a. Poultry Diseases and Their Treatment. Compiled by R. Pearl, F. 

M. Surface and M. R. Curtis. Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. Circular — 
308, pp. 1-216. 

b. A Note Regarding Variation in the Single Combs of Fowls. By 

Ry Pearl. eo Mendel Som Vol. iy) pp. 180-195 

c. Some Recent Studies on Variation and Correlation in Agriculture 

Plants: By Re Pearly Amer iNet Vol Saha pp, 45-425) 

d. Opportunities for Corn Breeding in Maine. By R. Pearl. Ann. 

Rept. Me. Seed Imp. Assoc. for 1910, pp. 146-152. 

e. Poultry Notes—1o1o. By R: Pearl. Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. Bul. 193 
Pp. 177-200. 

ENTOMOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS. 

No. 45. Paedogenesis in Tanytarsus. O. A. Johannsen, Science 

XXXII, 768. 
No. 46. Insect Notes for 1910, O. A. Johannsen, Me. Agr. Exp. Sta., 

Bul. 187, pp. 1-24. 

No. 47. Two species of Macrosiphum. Edith M. Patch, Me. Agr. Exp. 

Sta. Bul. 190, pp. 81-02. 

No. 48. Insect Notes of 1911. O. A. Johannsen and Edith M. Patch, 
; Me. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 195. pp. 229-243. 

No. 49. Pemphigus tessellata on Alder and Maple. Edith M. Patch, 
Me. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 195, pp. 244-248. 

No. 50. Fungus Gnats, Part III. O. A. Johannsen, Me. Agr. Exp. 

Sta. Bul. 106. pp. — 

CIEUAINGS.S) UN) SIN IMIOUNE S SRA 

March 1 Dr. Frank M. Surface resigned as Associate Biol- 
ogist to accept a research position in the Kentucky Agricultural 

Experiment Station. From March 1 to December 31 Dr. 

Eugene P. Humbert was Associate Biologist at which date he 

resigned to go to the New Mexico College of Agriculture and 

experiment Station. 

Gem M. Coombs began work as stenographer in May. 
June t Henry A. Millett resigned as Assistant and was suc- 

ceeded by Charles C. Inman, and in September John Summers 
resigned as Assistant and was succeeded by Vernon Folsom. 



BULLETIN NO. 187 

INSECT NOTES FOR 1010.* 

O. A. JOHANNSEN. 

Following the custom of former years, notes of a miscella- 

neous character comprising new observations, new locality refer- 

ences, etc. of insects taken by us or sent in during the season 
are given here. Compilations and remedial measures are both 

avoided, and the statements are often the mere transferral of 

notes from the Station records. Insect notes of more popular 

character are given in more detail in other bulletins and circu- 
lars issued by the Station. The lot numbers quoted are refer- 

ences to our Station records, inserted for our own ‘convenience. 

The parts on the Aphidide aud Psyllide were written by Miss 

Edith M. Patch, to whom the new species must be credited. 

EE IPD Cue INMEIRAY, 
As usual by far the largest number of species concerning 

which complaints are made and also sent to the Station for 

identification this year, belong to this order. Those most fre- 
quently sent in were Anisota rubicunda, Diacrisia virginica, 

Hyphantria cunca, Euproctis chrysorrhea, and Tmetocera ocel- 

lana. ‘The following species are noted here primarily for the 

locality or food plant records. 

Apatela americana. Mountain ash. Seal Harbor. Sept. 

Balsa malana. Apple. Orono. May. 

Noctua clandestina.: Hollyhock, strawberries. FE. Sumner. 

May. 

Cucullia convexipennis. Cult. aster. Orono. Sept. 
Rhodophora florida. Evening primrose. Orono. July. 

Pheosia dimidiata. Balm of Gilead. Orono. July. 

Euproctis chrysorrhoea. Strawberries. Bath. June. 
Paleacrita vernata. Apple. Orono. May. 

*Papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station: Entomol- 

ogy No. 46. 
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Alsophila pometaria. Apple. Monmouth and Orono. May. 

Epicnaptera americana. Apple. Orono. July. 
Eurycyttarus confederata. (Fig. 2.) Cambridge. June. 

Plodia interpunctella. Packed raisins. Portland, Orono.  _ 

Coleophora fletcherella. Apple. Orono, Monmouth. April. 

Bucculatrix canadensisclla. Birch, alder. Many localities. 

Bucculatrix pomifoliella. Apple. East Corinth. 
Tischeria malifoliella. Apple. Monmouth. June. 

Hyphantria cunea (Fall Web-worm). 

Of all insects submitted to us for identification the web-worm 
was most frequently sent in, and in this region at least its work 

was the most conspicuous. Many different kinds of trees and 

shrubs were affected, the apple being particularly subject to 

injury. Fig. 1 illustrates one of several apples which were 

taken from a web-worm nest. The caterpillars had peeled the 

apples. 

Heterocampa guttiwitta (Saddled prominent). 

After 3 seasons of very severe infestations these insects have 

suddenly disappeared. We have seen no specimens nor have 

any been sent in. In response to letters sent to people living in 

districts most severely infested in former years we learn that 
no insects of this species have been observed. 

Bucculatrix canadensisella (Birch leaf Bucculatrix) as a leaf 

miner. 

This insect was reported and the larva described in Insect 

Notes for 1909. This year the adults were abundant in June 

upon the birch leaves. Though some cocoons were found upon 

the trunks and branches, most of them were seen upon dried 

leaves, sticks and grass underneath the trees and among rubbish 

in fence corners. Some flat, translucent objects, resembling 

the eggs of the codling moth, though of course much smaller, 

were seen on the under side of the leaves, which may have been 

the eggs of the Bucculatrix. Early in August no larve had yet 

been observed externally upon the leaves, but many leaf miner 

trails, each with a minute larva within, were seen. Several 

leaves containing miners were carefully examined to be sure 

that there were no larve upon the surface, and placed in a cage. 
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After a few days all the larve had left the mines and were feed- 

ing on the surface. Examination proved them to be the larve 

of B. canadcnsisclla. ‘Thus it is seen that this species passes 

the first 2 months of its existence as a leaf miner in the same 

manner as the Apple Bucculatrix. 
The young larva is rendered quite conspicuous by the promi- 

nence of the black ganglia of the ventral nerve cord, visible 

even when within the leaf mine. The full grown larva has 3 

pairs of claws on each of the intermediate abdominal prolegs, 

but in the earlier stage there is but one pair. The nerve ganglia 

become less noticeable as the larva increases in size. 

Fortunately for the birches, the larvae do not reach their 

ereatest development until late in August, so that there can be 

but little permanent injury done to the tree. In the region 

about Orono, Betula populifolia and papyrifcra as well as the 
cultivated B. alba show the greatest amount of injury, while 

B. Ienta and lutea are less severely treated. The alder (Alnus 
imcana) when near a birch tree may also be attacked, though 

the injury to the leaf is not so great. 

DIPTERA. 

From among a number of observations upon the biology of 

various species of Diptera and reserved for publication else- 

where, the following have been selected as being of general 

interest. As in former years, Rhagolctis pomonclla (Apple 

maggot) heads. the list of the more injurious Diptera of Maine. 

Parthenogenesis and Pedogenesis in Tanytarsus. 

Notes on the pzdogenetic reproduction of Tanytarsus dissi- 

milis have already been published in Science (Nov. 25, ’10). 

To the observations made there may be added that although 

many adults were reared this year no males were among them. 

One female, accidentally held captive by its wings in its own 
pupal skin, was observed to lay eggs. ‘These eggs were trans- 

ferred into distilled water, but unfortunately immediately dis- 
integrated. Later more eggs were obtained which had been 

laid by newly emerging females. The eggs in each string, 

about 60 in number, are arranged side by side, but lie somewhat 

obliquely in a single row, surrounded by gelatine. Each egg is 
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elongate oval in outline, flattened on one side. About 2 days 

after deposition the larve emerge through a longitudinal slit. 

The nearly transparent larve, within a few hours begin the con- 

struction of their cases or tubes. As the insects were confined 

in glasses with tight fitting covers, and no males have been bred © 

this year, we have demonstrated here a case of pa:thenogenetic 

reproduction. 

Simulium and pellagra. 

The two species S. hirtipes and venustwm, so common in 

various parts of the northeastern states, were abundant during 

the spring and summer in this vicinity. To those who have 

camped in the woods or mountains where Simulium is abundant, 

the bite of this short-bodied, hump-backed little fly is only too 
well known. The females only are blood-thirsty. They are a 

veritable scourge to the hunters and fishermen in Maine. Re- 

cently some German veterinarians have shown that they are 

the cause of a serious disease in cattle. More recently still 

Dr. L. W. Sambon of England makes the claim that S. reptans 
is the transmitter of the disease Pellagra prevalent in the south 

of Europe, which in the last 2 or 3 years has excited physicians 

in the southern states. Sambon states that the disease follows 

water courses and only persons much in the open are attacked. 

These facts are peculiarly significant and here is the clue by 
which a link may be added to the chain of circumstantial evi- 

dence to establish the guilt or innocence of the gnat. The insect 
breeds only in water which is shallow but at the same time swift. 

If the larva be transferred to still water it will die in a very 

few hours, but it may live for several days in a situation kept 

moist by trickling water. The larve are found on rocks and 

debris, particularly in little brooks. and the adult flies are never 

found at a great distance from such localities, rarely entering 

houses. If Sambon is correct in. his view we must assume that 

a person afflicted with pellagra has been in the open in the vicin- 

ity of a brook or stream where Simulium abounds, at a com- 

paratively recent period prior to his infection. 

Simulium reptans, the species which is accused of carrying 
the infection in Europe, has been thus far only recorded from 

Greenland on the western hemisphere. ‘This, however, in itself 

would be no bar to the acceptance of the theory, since we know 

that in the case of malaria several species of Anopheles are con- 

cerned in the transmission of the disease. 
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Another theory is the one recently advanced by Alessandrini 

in his paper, “Pellagra due to Filaria in drinking water from 

shallow wells,” in Policlinico (June 26, 1910). He claims that 

the sea shore and mountainous regions are exempt, and that the 

disease ceases to spread where artesian wells are substituted 

for shallow wells and surface drinking water. As Simulium 
is particularly common.in the vicinity of small streams in moun- 

tainous regions, and cannot breed in quiet surface water or 

shallow wells, the views of this investigator are decidedly op- 

posed to those of Sambon. 
Though laboratory methods are necessary to finally establish 

the fact whether or not this little gnat is concerned in trans- 
mitting pellagra, the peculiarities in its breeding habits give the 
physician living in regions where the disease is preyalent a basis 

upon which to work. 

Psila rose (Carrot rust fly) on parsnips. 

This insect has occasionally been reported from Canada and 
also from Maine and New York as injurious to carrots and 

celery. ‘This spring some parsnips which had been in the ground 

over winter, were pulled, and found to bear the characteristic 

“rust spots” of the carrot rust fly. The pupal skins were found 

in the ground, not adhering to the roots. The larve form cavi- 
ties, especially in the upper third of the root, the cavities not 

exceeding 14 inch in depth. As a number of larve were found 

it appears that part at least hibernated in this state. Adults 

emerged the first 2 weeks in May. Many parsnip roots exposed 

for sale in the markets in this vicinity at this time were found 
to be similarly affected. 

Eurosta solidaginis. 

See Eurytoma gigantea under Hymenoptera. 

Phorbia fusciceps (Fringed Anthomyiian). 

In a market garden in Orono many bean plants were affected 

by the larvz of this insect mining in the cotyledons and stems 

early in June. Though at first the plants seemed severely in- 

jured, after the larve had pupated most of the plants fully re- 

covered, apparently unaffected by the earlier injury. 

Some complaints were also received from farmers in Aroos- 

took County claiming injury to seed potatoes. Specimens sub- 

SS 
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mitted were badly decayed and infested with the larvee of this 
fly. It is quite possible that the infestation by the fly occurred 

after decay had set in, as some decayed tubers were found free 

from larve. ‘The flies emerged the latter part of June. 

Phorbia (Chortophila) cinerella. 

A number of specimens, both male and female, were reared 

from larve associated with Musca domestica from horse manure, 

the flies emerging about September 1. This insect was first 
described by Fallen and redescribed by Meigen under the name 

of pusilla, under which name it is given by Schiner (II. p. 638). 
The description by Rondani in Dipt. Ital. Prodromus VI. p. 220 

is most characteristic. 

Hematobia serrata (Horn fly). 

This insect has been recorded from Maine in the Report of 

Maine Agr. Expt. Stat. in 1892 and again in 1896. These 
pests were very abundant this year during August, upon the 

University herd. 

‘Musca domestica (Typhoid fly). 

Many specimens were reared from nearly fresh, non-ferment- 

ing horse manure. The eggs were deposited about Aug. 20, 

the flies emerging September 8-10. Associated with this species 

were the larve of Spherocera subsultans, Borborus geniculatus, 

and Phorbia cinerella. 

Phormia regina. 

The larve of this widespread species were found early in 

July, in decaying water melon rind. Adults emerged July 29-30. 

In the key on p. 342 of Williston’s manual (3d Ed.) the last line 

reads, ““Mesonotum flattened behind transverse suture.” This 

does not apply to Phormia regina. See also Townsend’s state- 

ment in last paragraph on page 123, Smithsonian Miscellaneous 

Collections, Vol. 51, and Thompson’s note, last paragraph on 

page 213, Psyche, Vol. XVII. 
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COLEOPTERA. 

Beetle injuries most frequently noticed this season were those 
caused by Saperda candida (Round-headed apple-tree borer), 

Conotrachelus nenuphar (Plum Curculio) on the apple, and 

Pissodcs strobi killing the terminal shoots of young pine. Other 

injurious species are those noted below. 

Amphicoma vulpina. 

Mr. John C. Parlin of Norridgewock sent in some specimens 

of this species with the statement that he had seen large num- 

bers of them clinging to oat heads and flying over the field near 

Buckfield, Maine. He writes further, “ * * * the owner of 

the farm told me that in June he found in a corn field adjoining 

the grass field a great number of brownish grubs which they 

called ‘little grubs’ to distinguish them from the ‘white grub.’ 
* * * He said they were about the diameter of a lead pencil, 

shorter than the white grub. Of course he does not know that 

these grubs were the larvae of Amphicoma but when he found 
the beetles so abundant just off that end of the corn field he 

connected them in thought even before I spoke of them. He 

said there were thousands of the beetles in the field.” Mr. Par- 

lin states in a later communication that the corn field was an old 

run out June grass field the year before. He also had seen the 
beetles in great numbers in the vicinity of Norridgewock flying 
over a newly mown field. 

Callidium antennatum (Black horned Callidium). 

The larva of this species was noted by Harris, and later by 

Packard, living in the trunks of pines and junipers. It was 

again noted in Bulletin 148 (Me. Agr. Sta.) numerous specimens 

having been found at Athens in the attic of a new house, the 

inference being that they emerged from the pine timber. Spe- 

cimens were also found in Orono resting on cedar trunks. This 

year some specimens were sent in August Io from East Holden, 

Maine. Lots 18 and 1294. 

Saperda obliqua (Alder borer) infesting birch. 

A number of specimens of this species were found in Orono 

in the small branches (14 to I inch in diameter) of the European 

white weeping birch (Betula alba). At the time of pupation, 
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the latter part of June, the branches containing grown larvae 

and pupae were broken off by the wind, the break occurring 

near the cell containing the insect. The larvae are white in 

color. Adults were obtained about 2 weeks later. Lot 1229. 

Otiorhynchus sulcatus (Black vine weevil). 

This « -cies has been recorded by Professor Forbes, Mr. 

Swartz, and also by Doctor Fletcher of Canada upon corn, ferns, 

and the cyclamen. In March of this year Mr. Wm. Miller of 

Bar Harbor sent in specimens for identification which were 

said to be nibbling the flowers while the larvae were doing much 

damage to the roots of cyclamen. As the species works by 

night some difficulty was experienced in catching the culprits. 

Lot 852. 

HYMENOPTERA. 

Lophyrus abietis (Fir Sawfly) 

This year there have been no complaints made to the E-xperi- 

ment Station concerning this insect which for several seasons 

has been so injurious to the firs in some parts of the State. 

Emphytus canadensis (Violet sawfly). 

Some larvae answering Dr. Dyar’s description of the above 

mentioned species were found July 2 in Orono, feeding upon 

pafisies. This insect has been reported from several northern 

states and: irom Canada.” In Bul27, mn: si, Uz Ss: Dept eae 

Div. Ent. p. 26, is given a full account of this pest. Lot 1236. 

Aulax glechomae and Torymus flavicoxa. 

Spherical galls were very common this summer upon plants of 

Nepeta hederacea (Ground Ivy) which grow abundantly along 

the roadsides near the University campus. ‘The galls (Fig. 4) 
which are usually green, though sometimes tinged with red and 

yellow, were full grown by the end of July and by the middle of 

September had become dry. They do not appear to differ from 

Connold’s figure in “British Vegetable Galls.”” The gall maker 

is an Aulax in the sense of Kieffer (Genera Insectorum) and 

answers Cameron’s description of A. glechomae in his “British 

Fhytophagous Hymenoptera,”. excepting that the abdomen is 

uniformly dark brown and shining. Some plants with galls 
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_ upon them were transplanted to the Insectory in June. In Sep- 

tember, when examined, each gall was found to contain a single 

mature, fully developed Aulax; while all galls gathered from 

plants growing in the open at this time were found to contain 

larvae of Hymenopterous parasites. Galls gathered in the fall 

of 1909 and kept over’ winter produced only parasites (Torymus 

fiavicoxa, lot 767) which emerged in June. 

Eurytoma gigantea. 

Is this species a true gall maker or is it parasitic upon the 

larvae of Hurosta solidaginis? ‘The galls in which they are 
feund cannot be distinguished externally from those inhabited 

by the Trypetid excepting possibly by their slightly smaller 

size. The cavity within the gall, however, is irregular in shape, 

discolored and darkened, and filled with frass, differing in this 

respect from the cell of the dipteron which is clean and oval in 

shape. Larvae of various sizes of the Hymenopteron were 
found in the smaller galls collected March 29, while only pupae 

of the Trypetid were present in the larger galls. In August 
galls were again gathered and examined. Each contained a half 

grown Lurytoma larva and in none was there evidence of it hay- 

ing been inhabited by the Trypetid. The fact that the frass 

seems to be of plant tissue, that the gall cell is irregular in 

sEape, and that half grown larvae are found, all lead one to 

believe that this species is not parasitic. 

HETEROPTERA, 

Blissus leucopterus (Chinch bug). 

Complaints have been made that some insects, spoken of as 

“ground fleas” kill the grass in large patches on the lawns in 
Bar Harbor and in Bangor. An examination showed that the 

injury was due to the nymphs of the Chinch bug which were 

present in large numbers. Some years ago this trouble was 

more wide spread. ‘The details of these former occurrences and 

the remedies suggested will be found in the Reports of the 

Maine Station for 1892 and 1894 and also in Bulletin 91 (1903). 
ot. 1270. 
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HOMOPTERA. 

Gossyparia spuria (Elm bark louse). 
Badly infested twigs of the American Elm were sent in from 

Castine, Maine. Several trees upon the University campus at 

Orono are also affected. Lot No. 1208. 

Phenococcus sp. 

Some specimens of what may be P. dearncssi with the descrip- 
tion of which they agree, were sent in from Wiscasset, Maine, 

ir June. The white downy secretions make this insect a conspic- 

uous object. They were found under the bark of an apple tree. 

Lot No. 1244. 

Eulecanium canadcnse. 

This species was abundant on the branches of an elm tree in 
Bridgton, Maine, June 9, 1910. Lot No. 1207. 

Chionaspts lintnert. 

One tree of Betula populifolia, was found in Orono in August 
badly infested with this scale. Lot No. 1300. 

JE SPALL Va Le. 

EDITH M. PATCH. 

So little attention has been paid the psyllids in New England 
that a group of 6 species taken in Maine during the summer of 

1910 has been of interest to the collectors. Two of these, at least, 

Psylla pyricola and P. striata, from the character of the host 

plants are of real economic importance, the one being at times 

a serious pest of the pear and the other when abundant being 

injurious to the new growth on shade birches. Besides these 6 
species, a blackberry psyllid is sometimes abundant in Maine 

but we have at present no material to work up for this. 

For the study of structural characters, the admirable paper by 

Mr. H. B. Stough* has been of great aid and the species here 

briefly recorded were worked over with reference to that pub- 

lication. For the Comstock-Needham terminology of psyllid 

*t910, H. B. Stough. The Hackberry Psylla. Pachypsylla Celtidis- 

mammae Riley. A s'udy in Comparative Morphology. The Kansas 

University Science Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 9. 
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wing veins (Fig. 18) the reader is referred to “Die Fossilen 

Insekten”** and to “Homologies of Wing Veins’*** for the 

interpretation of Sc and I. 

Psylia pyricola. 

Apparently the first record of an infestation of the common 

pear tree psyllid in Maine was given by a correspondent in 

Camden, Maine, September 10. ‘The pear leaves submitted were 
badly discolored both by the psyllid work and the attendant hon- 

ey dew fungus. Nymphs, pupae and adult psyllids were abun- 

dant at this date. 

Psylla- floccosa. 

The downy psyllid of the alder was very abundant upon the 

new growth of Alnus incana (L.) Moench, this spring. This 

species was described in The Canadian Entomologist Vol. 41, pp. 

301-303. For the sake of comparison with the two new species 

of this genus which follow a few characters of floccosa are here 

given. 

Head. ‘The head is broader than the prothorax, and of prac- 

tically the same type as that of galcaformis. ‘The epicranial 

plates are distinctly separated by a median suture and the 3 ocelli 

are arranged as in galeafornus. Like the 2 other representa- 

tives of this genus here described the antennae are normally 10- 

jointed and a single distal circular sensorium is borne upon 

joints IV, VI, VIII and IX. The terminal spine-like setae are 

nearly equal in length. Slender setae are present, but not num- 

erous, on joints III-X inclusive. The antenna is about 2.5 mm. 

long and filiform and the tip extends nearly to the genital seg- 

ment of the abdomen. Fig. 8 gives the head in cephalic aspect. 

Wings. Fig. 5. The wings are colorless but in form and 

venation they are exceedingly similar to galcaformis, and the 

stigma though indicated is very narrow and pale. The wing is 

abort 4.2 mm. long. 

Gemtalia. Male. ‘The supra-genital plate is somewhat cylin- 

**1T905-1908. A. Handlirsch. Die Fossilen Insekten und die Phy- 

‘ogenie of Rezenten Formen. 

*ETAOG, Edith M. Patch. Homologies of the Wing Veins of the 

Aphididae, Psvllidae, Aleurodidae and Coccidae. Annals of the Ento- 

mological Society of America, Vol. 2, No. 2. 
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drical and without lateral processes. At the geniculation the 

copulatory organ is enlarged and knob-shaped. From a lateral 

aspect the forceps widen out near the tip. The tip on the inner 

surface has 2 blunt processes not claw-like as in galeaformis, 

and the inner setae at the tip are much more numerous than in’ 

galeaformis. Fig. 7 will give an idea of some of these charac- 

ters. 

Female. ‘The lateral aspect of the genital segment (Fig. 6) 

shows the following characters for the female. The dorsal line 

of the supra-genital plate is nearly straight to near the tip where» 

the end of the plate is abruptly and conspicuously turned up. 

The setae of this plate are scattered but long, and they are not 

present at the tip. Numerous setulae, small and blunt, give the 

plate a pebbly appearance when viewed through a 1-6 in. objec- 

tive. Circum-anal wax glands are present. The subgenital plate 

has a pointed end and the surface is very sparingly supplied 
with setae the length of those upon the supra-genital plate. The 

ovipositor and the very broad sting-palpi extend beyond the 

upper and lower plates. Fig. 6. 

Psylla galeaformuis n. sp. 

Specimens of this species have been taken from the leaves of 

the Alder, Alnus incana, July 26, 1905; August 17, 1905, and 

September 1, 1910. In head and wing characters it is so much 

like floccosa that they might easily be taken for the same species. 

These 2 alder species can, however, be definitely separated on 

the characters of the genitalia as will be seen from the accom- 
panying descriptions and figures. The frontal cones of galea- 

formis are relatively shorter and blunter than in floccosa and the 
wings are yellow which distinguishes them from the hyaline, 

colorless wings of floccosa. 

The general body color of a well colored specimen is pale yel- 

lowish brown beneath and dark brown dorsally. Head reddish 

orange dorsally, rest pale yellowish brown. Thorax with lobes 

reddish amber marked with white curved lines, the lobe of the 

metathorax being redder than the others.. Legs are pale yellow- 

ish brown. The fore-wings are transparent and a pale golden 

brown in color with veins brown except at base, where they are 

greenish. Abdomen with about 7 dark brown transverse heavy 
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bands, between the first and second of which is a deep rich red 

band. The genital segment is dark brown. 

Head. ‘The head is broader than the prothorax. The cephal- 

ic aspect (Fig. 13) presents 2 sub-quadrate epicranial plates, 

the dorsal margin of which gives a decided concave curve. A 

distinct median suture separates the plates. All 3 ocelli are 

visible in this view of the head. The front ocellus, situated at 
the ventral end of the median epicranial suture, is just at the 

median dorsal angle of the frontal lobes. The frontal cones 

are large, triangular processes, their combined bases extending 

the full breadth of the head ventrad the compound eyes, and in 

length the cones are nearly equal to the length of the epicranial 

plates from the same aspect. The distal tip of the cone is di- 

rected ventrad. The setae of the cones are longest and most 

numerous near the tips. The antennal sockets are about on a 

line with the front ocellus.. The antennae are about 2.75 mm. 

long, reaching if extended backward far along on the abdomen. 

The antenna is 10-jointed. III is longer than any other joint, 

IV to VIII are subequal, IX and X combined are about equal 

to VIII. Joints IV, V1, VIII and IX each bear a single distal 
circular sensorium. ‘There are a very féw scattered slender 

setae on the antenna and X is armed with two stout terminal 

spine-like setae not quite equal in length. 

Wings. In form and venation the wings of galcaformis are 

typical of the genus Psylla. The stigma is distinctly indicated 
but narrow, appearing like a mere widening of the costal mar- 

gin. Fig. 9 gives a more adequate idea of the venation than 
a description. The wing length is about 4.1 mm. 

Genitalia. Female. The genital segment is long and taper- 
ing, from the lateral aspect. The supra-genital plate has a 

slight concave curve in dorsal outline, the tip is rounded and 
semewhat hood-shaped and is bristling with long setae. Setae 
of the same sort are present but less numerous along the dorsal 
line of the supra-genital plate back from the tip and along the 
lateral surface are small but stout spine-like setutae which are 
visible through a 1-6 in. objective. The subgenital falls far 

short of the supra-genital plate in length. The tip is pointed 
and splinter-like. Along the ventral surface are long setae and 
on the lateral surface are short, stout spine-like setulae, both 
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setae and setulae being practically the same as those of the upper 

plate. The ovipositor slightly exceeds the supra-genital plate 

in length. The sting-palpi are narrow, compared with those of 

Psylla floccosa. Fig. 12 represents this segment, 

Male. ‘The genital segment (fig. 10) is of the same general 

type as that of foccosa and it would be difficult to separate these 

two species on that segment without a dissected mount. A re- 

liable character is found, however, in the forceps of the sub- 

genital plate. When viewed from the caudal aspect each arm 

of the forceps is seen to be tipped with two acute claw-like pro- 

jections in contrast with the blunt forceps of foccosa. ‘The 

terminal inner setae of the forceps are not so numerous as in 

Hoccosa. Fig. 11. 

The color notes are taken from the living specimen, and the 

structural details from balsam mounts. Cotypes collected from 

Alnus incana (L) Moench. July-September, at Orono, Maine. 

@uot=1 326) Sbs3)) 

Psylla striata n. sp. 

The tips of birch shoots were very commonly covered by in- 

conspicuous woolly masses in the new growth during the spring 

of 1910. Concealed in this protective covering were psyllid 

nymphs. Late in June the mature forms appeared. ‘The fresh- 

ly molted specimens had greenish thorax and abdomen and yel- 

low wings. Among the older well colored individuals the fe- 

males had 3 distinct, abruptly marked color divisions, the head 

and thorax being amber yellow, the abdomen vivid green to the 

cephalic edge of the genital segment which was dark yellowish 

brown. The wings were amber in tone and darker than the 

head and thorax. In the male the head and thorax were pale 

amber yellow, the wings a darker yellow and the abdomen pale 

green. ‘The eyes of both male and female were dove gray. 

Head. The head is broader than the prothorax. The ce- 

phalic aspect (Fig. 16) presents the following characters. The 

2 epicranial plates taken together are heart-shaped, the dorsal 

line being a concave curve and the line from the posterior ocelli 

to the front ocellus being a convex curve. A distinct median 

suture separates these plates. The frontal lobes are prominent 

but are relatively shorter than in floccosa and galcaformis and 

are more rounded. ‘They are supplied with setae. The anten- 
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nae are relatively shorter than in floccosa and galcaformis. They 

are 10-jointed. III is the longest joint. IV to VIII are sub- 

equal. IX and X together are about equal to VIII. A single 

distal circular sensorium is borne by each of segments IV, VI, 

VIII and IX. ‘The 2 terminal stout spine-like setae of X are 

unequal in length, one being about 34 the length of the other. 

‘The antennal length is about 1.55 mm. 

Wings. In form and venation the wings of striata (fig. 14) 

are the same general type as those of foccosa and galeaformis 

except that in the striata wing the stigma is relatively much 

wider and more strongly indicated. The wing length is about 

2.65 mm. 

Genitalia. Male. ‘The supra-genital plate is somewhat coni- 

cal with the anal opening at the distal tip a little flared. This 
plate is about evenly and thickly supplied with setae. The for- 

ceps of the subgenital plate are also thickly setous, the setae 

becoming shorter and more spine-like at the tip. The tip of 

each branch of the forceps is armed with 2 strongly chitinized 
claws. Fig. 15 gives a very good idea of these structures. 

Female. From the lateral aspect, well shown in Fig. 17, the 
genital segment of the female shows the following characters. 

The supra-genital plate is fusiform at the end. ‘This fusiform 

portion is without long setae and the margin is striated. A few 

scattered setae are present along the dorsal line and numerous 

stray blunt, very short setulae thickly stud the lateral surface 

of the plate. A well defined circular area of circum-anal wax 

glands is present at the cephalic portion of the plate. The sub- 

genital plate is broader than in galcaformis and floccosa and the 
tip is gently curved up. ‘There are a few setae present chiefly 

along the ventral line and the lateral surface of the plate is 

thickly set with strong setulae similar to but longer than those 

of the upper plate. ‘The lower plate is considerably shorter than 

the upper. A little cephalad the tip of the lower plate the ovi- 

positor takes a sudden bend dorsad and the tip of the ovipositor 

touches the supragenital plate, but does not extend to the end of 

the plate. 

The color notes are from living material and the structural 

details are from balsam mounts. 

Cotypes collected from Betula, June, at Orono, Maine. (Lot 
1228) 
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Aphalara veazici n. sp. 

A green bodied psyllid with amber yellow wings was collected 

in great numbers in the vicinity of Orono. The vegetation 

swept by the collecting net was Solidago and Myrica aspleni-. 

folia L.. (sweet fern) in one locality and grass, Solidago and 

other growth in a second locality. The nymphs were not found 

and the host plant is as yet unknown. ‘The species was most 

abundant in late June and early July, though a few specimens 

were taken in the same localities July 27. 

Head. The head is broader than the prothorax and nearly 

twice as broad as long when viewed from the dorsal aspect. 

The cephalic aspect of the head (Fig. 19) shows 2 approximate 

but separated quadrate epicranial plates (ep). ‘These are raised 

and very distinct. At the latero-caudal angles of these plates are 

situated the posterior ocelli. In a triangular enlargement of 

the suture between the 2 epicranial plates at their mediocephalic 

angles is situated the front ocellus (fo). ‘The ventral aspect of 

the head (fig. 20) shows the frontal cones (fc), ovoid in outline 

placed one on each side the frons (fr). The frons is also rather 

ovoid and about the size of the frontal cones. The distal end of 

the frons projects caudad. The antennal sockets are about on a 

line with the front ocellus and are situated in an angle caudad 

the frontal cones and mesad the compound eyes.. The antenna, 

if extended backward, would reach a little caudad the base of 

the first pair of wings, their length being about 0.8 mm. There 

are 10 joints. III is longer than any other. IV to VIII are 

subequal, each being about half the length of III. [IX and X are 

shorter and broader than the preceding joints. X with two stout 

terminal diverging spines, one of which is slightly longer than 

the other. Joints [V to VIII inclusive each bear a single distal, 
laterally placed, circular sensorium fringed with delicate hairs. 

These resemble somewhat the terminal sensorium of the fifth 

and sixth antennal joints of the aphids. The antenna is not 

setose. 

Wings. ‘The wings are amber yellow in tone and are with or 

without pale brown flecks which when present give the distal 

portion of the wings a mottled appearance. The variation in 

the flecking of the wings is perhaps due to differences in the age 

of the individuals, as psyllids are uniformly paler when young 

than the more highly colored individuals. The distal end of the 
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wing is rounded and the veins are stout. There is no stigma, RI 

striking the margin at a point a little nearer to the base of the 

wing than to the distal end of Rs. The cephalic branch of R 

touches very nearly the extreme tip of the wing. ‘The wing 

length is about 1.85 mm. Fig. 18 gives a typical wing of this 

species. ore 

Gemtalia. In the male the abdomen is abruptly constricted 

just cephalad the genitalia. The suwpra-genital plate (sa) is a 

fleshy upright structure attached to the dorso-cephalic portion of 

the subgenital plate. It ends distally in a membranous ring 

which is the anus(a). Extending caudad from the lateral areas 

of the supra-genital plate are two lateral processes (Ip) of this 

plate. In a lateral aspect these plates are triangular in form, the 

cephalic portion being attached to the upright portion of the su- 

pra-genital plate. ‘The distal portion of these lateral processes 

touch the lateral surface of. the forceps when the forceps are di- 

rected cephalad. ‘The supra-genital plate is armed with short 

spine-like setae which are visible through a 1-6 in. objective. 

Those near the region of the anus are longest and stoutest. 

The arms of the forceps (f) at the caudal extremity of the 

sub-genital plate (sg) are from the lateral aspect largest at the 

distal end which is blunt and somewhat rounded. Each arm 
(Fig. 24) is supplied on the inner surface near the tip with a 

large strong claw-like process. The forceps when examined 

through a 1-6 in. objective are seen to be sparsely supplied with 

setae. At the base of each arm on the cephalic surface is a 

strong spine-like seta. Figs. 21, 22 and 24 represent these 

parts. 

The genital seement of the female is somewhat. wedge shaped 

and is less than the combined length of the 3 preceding ventral 

-segments. The supra-genital plate (sa) is gently up-curved at 

the distal tip. The dorsal portion is supplied with long setae 

plainly visible through a 2-3 inch objective. Its lateral surface is 

thickly beset with very short, stout setulae visible through a 1-6 
inch objective. Near the base of this plate at the dorsal median 

line is a region of circum-anal wax glands. These were difficult 

to locate in the ordinary dissected balsam mount. The subgeni- 

tal plate (sg) is not so long as the upper plate, being about the 

length of the 2 preceding ventral segments. Its surface is 
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sparingly supplied with small setae, larger however than the 

setulae of the supra-genital plate. 

The brown highly chitinized pointed tip of the ovipositor ex- 

ee to the tip of the supra-anal plate (sa). Fig. 23 gives 

good lateral aspect of this segment. 

* The color notes are from live specimens and the structural 

notes are from balsam. 

Cotypes collected in June and July at Orono and Veazie, 

Maine. (Borsa 222 ander 220. othe). 

Trioza obtusa n. sp. 

This species was bred from nymphs developing on Amelan- 

chier canadensis (1,.) Medic, the winged forms appearing July 

6, 1910, and later. A male of the same species taken from 

Amelanchicr is in our collection with the date August 1, 1906. 

In general coloration this species varies from pale green bodied 

freshly molted individuals with colorless hyaline wings, to older 

deeply colored individuals with bodies of ochre yellow and wings 

very dark and smoky. The mesonotum is roundly pointed ce- 

phalad and more elevated than pronotum. 

‘Head. ‘The frontal cones are not vertical but are distinctly 

visible from above. They are widely diverging, the mesal line 

being convex and the lateral line concave. ‘The tip is rather 

acute. A dorso-cephalic aspect of the head (Fig. 29) shows 2 

quadrate epicranial plates with a median suture between them. 

All 3 ocelli are visible in this aspect. ‘The antennae are short 

and 10-jointed. IX, X and distal VIII are darker and some- 

what broader than the preceding joints. IV, VI, VIII and IX 

each bears a distal circular sensorium. Two very unequal setal 

spurs terminate X, the shorter one being about half the length 

of the longer and thicker. The antennal length is about 0.85 

mm. 

Wings. Fig. 25 sufficiently represents the form and venation 
of the fore wing. They are sometimes very dark and 3 char- 

acteristic black dashes are present at the wing margin, one be- 

tween the cubital branches, one between the branches of media 

and one between media and cubitus. The wing is roundly 

pointed at the apex between the branches of media. The vena- 

tion is a good Trioga type, the main vein branching into R, M, 

and Cu at practically the same point. There is no stigma. The 
wing length is about 2.63 mm. 



Genitalia. Female. The genital segment ends in an obtuse 
point. Fig. 26 represents a slightly dorso-lateral view. The 
supragenital plate has no long setae at the tip but some very 

smal! setulae. A circum-anal area of wax-glands is present at 
the cephalic portion of this plate. The deep hollow subgenital 

plate is pointed at the apex. There are numerous stout setae 

scattered over the surface but none at the distal tip. 
Male. ‘The abdomen of the male is strongly constricted just 

cephalad the genital segment. The supragenital plate consists 

of an erect portion ending in a circular opening,—the anus. 

Extending nearly from the base but not quite to the tips of this 
portion are two broad lateral processes. ‘These processes are 

concave on the dorsal line and bluntly rounded at the tip. They 

are very thickly set with setae. A row of very long, strong 

lash-like setae fringe the concave line of these processes and are 

thickest at the tip. The forceps of the subgenital plate are 

strong structured enlarged and blunt at the end, and consider- 

ably constricted about midway their length. Fig. 27 shows this 
segment. 

The nymphs of this species were found in all stages upon the 

leaves of Amelanchicr canadensis. ‘They were collected by Mr. 
William C. Woods, July 6 to July 27, 1910. They fed-upon the 
ventral surface of the leaves where their presence was readily 
detected on account of the beautiful white floss-like wax fila- 

ments that curled softly up from the margin of their bodies. 

These wax filaments are secreted by wax glands which extend 
im a single marginal row in the earlier stages but which in the 
later instars occur both on the margin and for a considerable 
distance mesad on the dorsal surface of the body. A crescent 
shaped area of wax glands surrounds the anus in all the nymphal 
stages. 
Nymph. First instar. Fig. 30. ‘The marginal wax tubes are 

cylindrical and are arranged 8 on each side of the head cephalad 
the eye, one on each thoracic segment at the caudal angle, and 
about 12 along each side of the abdomen. 

Second instar. Fig. 3x. The marginal wax tubes are cylin- 
drical and are arranged 10-13 on each lobe of the head cephalad 
the eye; a single prothoracic waxtube situated caudad the eye, 
7 along the mesothorax, 3-4 on the metathorax, and about 18 
along each side of the abdomen. 

INSECT NOTES FOR IQIO. 19 
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Third instar. Fig. 32. The marginal wax tubes are not quite 

uniform in size. They are arranged 14 on each lobe of the 

head cephalad the eye, a single one on the prothorax just caudad 

the eye, 15-16 on the wing pad of the mesothorax, 4-5 on the — 

wing pad of the metathorax and about 30 along each side of the 

abdomen. 3 

Fourth instar. Pupa. Fig. 33. The marginal wax tubes 
are vasiform and vary in size. Upon the head the wax tubes 

are thickly situated over an area nearly the breadth of the eye. 

There is one prothoracic marginal wax tube just caudad the eye. 

The marginal wax tubes of the mesothoracic wing pad number 

about 60 while others are present extending mesad, and the mar- 
ginal tubes of the metathoracic wing paca number 10-12. On 

the abdomen are about 60 marginal tubes and a thick triangular 

atea of dorsal tubes extending cephalad. 

The thorax and abdomen of the prpa are pale green with pale 

yellowish brown broad transverse bands. The head is of a pale 

yellowish brown tint, with dark eyes. The antennae hardly 

reach the wing pads which are creamy white. Entire body with 
a stiff but delicate white fringe of long wax filaments in an 

unbroken and perfectly regular row. 

Cotypes collected on Amelanchicr canadensis (1.) Medic, in 
July at Orono, Maine. (Lot 1238). 

APHIDIDAE. 

EDITH M. PATCH. 

Mindarus abietinus Koch. 

(Schizoneura pinicola Thomas). 

On July 12, 19c9, the tips of white spruce, Picea canadensis 

(Mill.), and balsam fir, Abics balsamca (1.) Mill., in the vicin- 

ity of Orono were noticed to be very generally and very seriously 

affected. No cause for the trouble could at that date be found. 

In the growth of mixed young balsam fir and white spruce the 

new shoots of the fir were entirely killed, having withered after 

making a growth of about one-fourth inch. The spruce tips 

were much ruffled and in many cases also dead and it was sur- 

mised that the same cause might be responsible for the trouble 

of both these conifers. (Lot 759. Lot 760). 

It was not until May 25, 1910, however, that the explanation 

ae poe eT ae be 
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of this fir and white spruce trouble was chanced upon. At this 

date the new growth of both these conifers on the Maine Cam- 

pus was noticed to be badly ruffled and upon examination found 

to be thickly packed with Mindarus abictinus. Only apterous 

viviparous forms were present, those on the fir being mature and 
already producing, while those collected on the spruce molted on 

the night of May 25 and were producing by the 27th. The ten- 

der new growth was the only part of the tree infested, the aphids 

feeding upon the shoots and the needles becoming curled, rough- 

ened, and uneven from the disturbance. The infestation was 

so severe that these trees could not be touched without a heavy 

shower of honey dew ensuing and the branches were wet with 

the sticky globules. | 

In the vicinity of Orono these aphids were so very generally 

attacked by Syrphus maggots that by the first of June scarcely 

a Mindarus could be found, and in their stead hungry syrphids 
were vainly seeking for food. Practically the whole infestation 

in this locality was therefore wiped out about two weeks before 

the usual time* for the development of the winged forms and 

their migration from white spruce and fir. 

The 1910 growth of both white spruce and fir retained their 

ruffied appearance during the season and many of the twig tips 

died. Typical work of Mindarus was received July 8, 1910, 

from Caribou, Maine, from the owner of a fine spruce hedge 

who reported that it had made excellent growth for about 12 

years but that this present season the tips of nearly all the upper 

branches were dying. 

The work of this insect is illustrated by Figs. 34-36, these 
photographs being taken July 11 of spruce and fir twigs which 

were thickly infested late in May. 

Specimens of Mindarus abictinus upon Abics balsameca were 

sent from Highspire, Pa., on May 25, with the comment that 
they were present in 4 different localities. ‘These were winged 

which would indicate that the migrants develop some 3 or 4 

weeks earlier in that region than in Maine. 

The summer generations of M. abictinus have not been found 

in Maine. Of special interest in this connection is the record by 

Doctor Felt (25th Report) of the abundance of pinicola Thomas 

*Me. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bulletin 182, p. 244. 
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upon the roots of white pine seedlings, and the fall migration 

thence. (Aphid Nos. 21-10, 22-10, 53-10, 54-10). 

RECENT LITERATURE ON MINDARUS ABIETINUS KOCH. 

Felt, E. P. Schizoneura pinicola Thomas. 25th Report of — 
the State Entomologist (1909) 1910. pp. 80-81. 

Niisslin, O. Zur Biologie der Gattung Mindarus Koch. Bio- 
logischen Centralblatt., (Bd. XXX, Nt, 12) and 735° 15. esjame 

und 1, Juli 1910. 

Patch, Edith M.-. Me. Agric. Expt. Sta: Bul. Nes 1e2gipm 
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Tullgren, Albert. Aphidologische Studien I. Uppsala 1909. 

Pp. 59-61. 

Aphis sedi Kalt. 

The Garden Orpine, or Ljive-for-ever, Sedum purpureum — 
Tausch., along the Orono roadsides was observed to be badly de- 

formed in June, the stem terminating in a rosette of abnormally 

small leaves (Fig. 3). The aphid concerned with this deforma- 

tion corresponded to Aplus sedi Kalt as presented both by Koch 

and Buckton and there seems no reason to consider it a different 

species. This species has not previously been recorded for 

America. (Aphid 24-10). . 

Eucallipterus tihae (Linn.) 

From September 5 to 29 collections of &. tiliae were made 
from the ventral surface of leaves of the basswood. Tilia ameri- 

cana L. at Orono. During this month, apterous viviparous, alate 

viviparous, apterous oviparous females and alate males were 

taken. (Aphid 110-10). 

Pemphigus rhois (Fitch). 

Sumacs in Bangor, Me., were rendered particularly ornamen- 

tal this fall by virtue of great numbers of the large beautiful 

galls of P. rhois on the leaves. The aphids in one gall were 

counted on October 2, and 141 apterous viviparous forms, I150 

winged viviparous forms besides numerous nymphs and pupae 

were present in a single gall. (Aphid 145-10). 

Sait vee wu Ee i 
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Hyalopterus arundinis (Fab.) 

An especially heavy infestation of H. aruwndinis occurred on 

a variety of large green plum trees at Orono this season. Later 
in July the leaves on the ventral surface were so thickly packed 

that there was “beak room only” for the aphids present, the rest 

of their bodies being pressed out from the leaf and supported 

by one another. No tendency of leaf curl was manifested, the 
leaves remaining perfectly flat. (Aphid 79-10). ? 

Tetraneura graminis (colophoidea). 

Through a misprint on page 208 of Bulletin 181 of this Station 

the name of this insect appeared written as a trinomial. Colo- 
phoidea should have been enclosed in braces as it here appears. 

Chermes cooleyt m New England. 

Typical large, well-formed galls of Chermes cooleyi Gillette 

were received from Manchester, Mass., in September I9g10, 

where they were taken on Colorado Blue Spruce. . As this tree 

is not generally grown in the east the infestation is of especial 

interest. In Chermes of Colorado Conifers, Proceedings of the 

a: Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1907, Professor 

Gillette states that in Colorado this species migrates to. red fir, 

(Pseudotsuga mucronata) and that he finds the galls most numer- 

ous in parks or lawns where the blue spruce and red fir are 

for its possible economic bearing. In plans for landscape gar- 

dening in the east which include the Colorado Blue Spruce, it 

would seem wise not to plant the red fir or closely allied varie- 

ties on the same or neighboring estates. 

clustered together. This fact in the life history is significant ~ 
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Smynthurus albamaculata (Garden flea). 

A correspondent from Newport Farm, Maine, sent in speci- 

mens of this insect with the statement: “ * * * they eat up 

everything in sight. I am also sending you a sample of their 

work on peas and onions. As for small seedlings such as beets, 

carrots, and spinach, they eat them as soon as they break 

ground.’ Accounts of the habits together with the description 

of this species were published in the Report of the Maine Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station for 1896, pp. 124-126. See also 

notes in Bulletins No, 123, p. 220, and No. 134) p. 225. sles 

No. 1152. 



1, Webworm injury. 

3, Work of Aphis sedi on Live-for-ever. 4, Gall of Aulax glech- 

omae on Ground Ivy. 

2, Bag worm (Eurycyttarus confederata). 
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Psylla floccosa. 5, Fore Wing. 6, Caudal segment of female; 

lateral aspect. Note that the supra genital plate has an abrupt 

upward turn at apex. 7, Forceps of male; caudal aspect. Note 

blunt tips. Compare with fig. 11. 8, Head, cephalic aspect. 





Psylla galeaformis. 9, Fore wing. 

segment of female; lateral aspect. 

Io, Caudal segments of male; 

lateral aspect. 11, Forceps of male; caudal aspect. 12, Caudal 

13, Head, cephalic aspect. 





Psylla striata. 14, Fore wing. 15, Caudal segment of male; caudo- 

lateral aspect. 16, Head; cephalic aspect. 17, Caudal segment of 

female; lateral aspect. 
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Alphalara veaziei. 18, Fore wing. 19, Head, cephalic aspect. 

20, Head; ventral aspect. 21, Caudal segment of male; dorso- 

lateral aspect, forceps retracted. 22, do.; lateral aspect. 23, 

Caudal segment of female; lateral aspect. 24, Forceps of male; 

cephalic aspect. 





Trioza obtusa. 25, Fore wing. 26, Caudal segment of female; 

dorso-lateral aspect. 27, Caudal segment of male; lateral aspect. 

28, Marginal wax glands on wing pad of pupa. 29, Head; dorso- 

cephalic aspect. 





Trioza obtusa. 30, First instar. 31, Second instar. 32, Third 

instar. 33, Pupa. 





Work of Mindarus abietinus. 34, On Spruce (Picea canadensis) . 
35, 36, On Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea). 
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BULLETIN NO. 188* 

IPOD EXPERIMENTS: 

REPORTED BY CHARLES D. Woops. 

VARIETY TEST OF OATS, IQIO. 

According to the Yearbook. of the U. S. Department of Agri- 
culture the oat crop in the State of Maine for r909 amounted to 

4,558,000 bushels. The value of this crop on December 1, 1909, 

iS given as $2,661,000. Only two other crops, (potatoes and 

hay) exceeded oats in the total amount of wealth produced in 

the State. Nevertheless it is clear that the majority of the 

farmers in the State devote but little attention to oats as a 

grain crop. It is seldom that one finds a farmer who plants 

more than a few acres and these are often cut green and used 

for hay. Yet the ease with which the oat crop can be seeded, 

its resistance to late frosts, its adaptability to our climate and 

soil conditions and the high price which the grain brings in 

the eastern market, recommend it as a profitable crop. More 

attention to cultural methods and to seed selection are practical- 

ly certain to yield greatly increased returns with this crop. 

On account of the importance of this crop to the farmers of 

the State, the Experiment Station has long desired to under- 

take some experiments relating to better methods of culture 

than those usually practiced and better seed. The acquisition 
of Highmoor Farm for experimental purposes made it possible 

to start some of this work in 1910. 

Many of the poor yields of oats are due to poor seed. For 

this reason it is proposed to undertake some breeding or seed 

improvement work with oats. The aim of this work will be to 

obtain varieties which are better adapted to our conditions and 

which will yield a greater number of bushels per acre. 

* Experiments on top dressing mowing land and the effect of differ- 

cut methods of culture of potatoes were begun in 1910. These will be 

reported when completed. 
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As a preliminary to definite breeding operations it is neces- 

sary to determine some of the varieties which are best suited 

to Maine conditions. Accordingly during the past season a num- 

ber of varieties have been tested. Thirty-one plots were plant- 

ed, each containing one-tenth of an acre. ‘Twenty-five different 

varieties were used. In the case of the Kherson, Regenerated 

Swedish Select and Banner oats two or more plots were planted 

with the same variety. In these cases, however, each plot rep- 

resented seed from a different source (cf. Table p. 27). The 
iand selected for the test was to all appearances verv uniform. 

it was a light sandy loam soil sloping gradually towards the 

east. The land had been summer fallowed the year before to 

kill out the witch grass. It was disked twice in the spring be- 

fore the oats were sown. This gave an excellent seed bed. 

The grain was put in with a disk grain drill and sown at the 

rate of 2 bushels (by measure) per acre. Commercial fertilizer 
carrying 3.3 per cent of nitrogen, 10 per cent available phos- 

phoric acid and 7 per cent potash was applied at the rate of 

300 pounds per acre. ‘The field was rolled after the grain was 

sown. Notes were taken on each plot during the growing sea- 

son. The grain from each plot was cut and threshed separately. 

Before planting the seed oats were given the formaldehyde 

‘treatment for smut. As a consequence the entire field was free 

from smut, except for one small patch in one of the plots, where 

some untreated seed was planted by hand to fill out. Here smut 

appeared. It is impossible to give accurate figures regarding 

the matter but the annual loss to the State from oat smut must 

be large.. This loss is entirely preventable. One needs only 

to treat the oats with a weak solution of formaldehyde before 

planting. Full directions for carrying out this treatment have 

been published by the Station as a circular bearing the title 

“Oat Smut and Its Prevention.” A copy of this will be sent to 
any resident of Maine upon application to the Director of the 

Station. The treatment is simple and easy of application, and 
costs almost nothing. One pint of commercial formaldehyde 

should cost not to exceed 20 cents anywhere in the Sie and it 

will treat 50 bushels of seed. 
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_ Table Showing Varieties of Oats, Sources of Seed and Yields 
Per Plot and Per Acre. 
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B: 1|Danish Island..... W. A. Burpee. ___|Late in 
a : Philadelphia, Pa........ 935.25 |149,95\46.6|White .| maturing. 

P 2/Burpee’s Welcome, W. A. Burpee. say kel 
mt. Philadelphia, Pa.........|231.75 |181.95,56.6| White .| 
a 3|/White Tartar King, W. A. Burpee, | 
‘ Philadelphia, Pa.:......-/260.75 |195.95)57.9) White .|Closed head- 

4\Tartar King....... J. Levasseur, : ae 
“ : Tessierville, Quebec..... 297.50 |215.50)67.3| White . 

, 5/Black Tartarian...|Towa Seed Co., 
a - Des Moines. fowa........ 963.50 |911.50\66.1|/Black. .|Closed head- 

> 6|Kberson Griswold Seed Co., a | 
. (Univ. No. 1)....| Lincoln. Nebr.......... 250.25 |999 95\69.4| Yellow. Barly. 

7|Kherson......--... Towa Seed Co., 3 
¢ Des Moines, Towa... ..... 934.00 |203.50,63.6) .ellow.| Early. 

; 8\Irish Victor....-.. lowa Seed Co... aie 
x » Des Moines, Towa........./312.00*|995 50/70.5) White . | 
a 9|Early Champion. ./Towa Seed Co.. aks 
; Des Moines. Towa........ 964.50 |911.50/66.1) White .| Karly. 

10|Prosperity......... Towa Seed Co., 
: Des Moines, Iowa........ 987.50 1909.50.65.) V bite - | 

a 11|Silver Mine.:...... lowa Seed Co., lee 
- Des Moines, Towa........ 278 00 |227.00|71.0| White . 
c JOAN Cin C@lWoe i Ss eepeaures Towa Seed Co., age 
a Des Moines, Towa...-.... 299.00 |224.00/70.0| White . 
: 13|Regenerated Garton-Cooper Co., er 
% Swedish Select..| Chicago, Tl...........--- 284.25 |930.75/72.1|W bite . 
a 14/Regenerated Griswold Seed Co., ie 
E Swedish Select..) Lincoln. Nebr.........., 279.50 |292.50)69.5| White . 

15|Regenerated L. L. Olds' Co.. Paes 
7 Swedish Select..) Madison. Wis............ 280 00 |934.50|73.3| White . 
a: 16|Swedish Select....)L. L. Olds Co., : 
a Madison. Wis....-....- ».1245.25 |209.75|65.5| White - 

PHPTeSident-is 22.22. Garton-Cooper Co., a Ge 
Ghicacos lille eeee tin: 261.75 |218.95)/68.2| White . 

AGSISCHATOR sews =< 01 Garton-Cooper Co., , 
Ghigaroullleeeerees ess _./248.75 |171.95/53.5| White .|Closed head. 

BG VALCUOTHeniavaieycss v:e'a's =< Garton-Cooper Co., 
(Cline, Willlagseecnos cone 261.50 |190.50|59.5| black. . 

-20/Old Island Black..|/E. EB. Arsenault, 
Urbinville, P.E.1....... 244.50 |178.00\55.6|Black..;,Weak straw- 

4 21)White Wgyptian...|/T. J. Wigginton. by | 

me Bridgetown, P. H.I...... 989.75 |181.95|56.6| White .|Closed head. 
a 22|Newmarket........ C. R. Gies, 

Hidelberg. Ontario...... 254.00 |213.50,66.7| V hite - 
23\Imported Seotech |H. 1. Goltz. a 

gcctlae ae Rardsville, Ontario...... 243.00 |192.00/60.0| Yellow. |Farly. 
é 24\Early Blossum...../D. Innes. ants i 
a Tobique River, N. B..... 286.25 |178.75|55.8| White .|Closed head. 

An 25|Unnamed White, |Geo. B. Haskell Co., “hy! 
ta Maine grown....| Lewiston, Me...........- 222.95 |193.95,60.4| White .|Mixed — 
= 26 (BaNNEeY.........+.. W. HH. Pawsen, a varieties. 

Dy Cooldale. Alberta........ 248.50 |226.50|70.8| White . 
4 PAU) 200 SC) Dae eee Geo. Koyee, hy 

Meridale, Ontario....... 254.50 |208.0045.0| White . 
28)Banner...... ... |W. M. Black, 2 

By g Creelman, Saskatchewan|253.50 |221,50)69.2| White . 
oe OES AINTION oa.ccccy. ses W. E. Palmer, a 

Da Scotch Lake, N.B....... 245.25 |206.75/64.6) White . 
‘a 30|/Ligowo............ D. Carmicheel, 

i West Lorne..Ont......... 277.50 |212.50)46.4| White.) 
31/Unnamed White, |Prof. G. H. Hamlin, Mixed, earty 

Maine grown... | Orono, Me............ .-. (242.75 |210.25|65.7|Mixed.| and late. 

PASV CLE GS vaverainmiasieleielayersisisiaie les, sieieele 262.48 Spe salsa | 

* Straw a little damp when weighed. 
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The table on the preceding page gives for each plot the name 

of the variety, the source of the seed, the number of pounds of 

straw obtained from each, the number of pounds of grain and 

the calculated yield per acre. Data relating to color of the grain 

and the time of maturity are also given. The weights of the 
grain and straw were obtained at the time of threshing and be- 
fore the grain had been recleaned. The number of bushels per 

acre are calculated on the basis of 32 pounds to the bushel. The 

seed for Plot Nos. 4, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 31 was 

purchased from members of the Canadian Seed Growers Asso- 

ciation. 

SUMMARY. 

From this table the following points are to be noted: 
1. ‘The average yield over the whole piece was at the rate 

of 64.2 bushels to the acre. ‘This can only be regarded as very 

satisfactory when it is remembered that for the State as a whole 

the average yield of oats per acre in 1909 (Yearbook U. S. 

Dept. Agr.) was but 37.0 bushels. In the same year the state 

showing the highest average yield per acre was Montana with 

51.3 bushels. The high yield obtained in the experiments here 

reported shows what it is possible to do under average Maine 

conditions with proper attention to quality of seed and cultural 

conditions. 

2. The highest yielding variety in the test was Regenerated 

Swedish Select, with an average of 3 plots at the rate of 71.6 

bushels to the acre. The highest yielding single plot was No. 

15, the Regenerated Swedish Select plot planted with seed from 

Wisconsin. There was, however. no significant difference be- 

tween this plot and No. 13 planted with Garton-Cooper seed. 

3. The plot yielding at the lowest rate was No. 1, the Danish 

Island oats, with 46.6 bushels to the acre. This was an end 

plot, and probably does not represent the relative worth of this 

variety. ‘Taking the yield as it stands, however, it is nearly Io 

bushels (exactly 9.6) more to the acre than the generai average 

for the State in 1909. 

4. The Kherson oats, which are so popular in ceriain parts 

of the West, yielded very well in this test, somewhat contrary 

to expectation. They are a small oat but with a relatively low 
percentage of hull, which enhances the feeding value. 
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s. The Senator oats (Plot No. 18) made a very rank growth 
in the field, and were to the casual observer before threshing the 

best in the test. The straw was heavy, the leaves broad, and 

the grains very large and plump. Because of the ijarge per- 

: centage of hull, however, this variety proved upon threshing to 
4 be next to the lowest in rate of yield of all those in the test. 

4 6. From the table it appears that but one plot (No.1) yield- 

q ed at a rate lower than 50 bushels per acre. Six plots out of 
s the 31 (Nos. 8, 11, 12, 13, 15 and 26) yielded at the rate of 70 

| or more bushels to the acre. 

7. It is of some interest to examine the yields of the 4 plats 

of Banner cats, because the seed from which they were planted 

represents such a wide geographical range. It was thought at 

the outstart that the New Brunswick seed (Plat 29) would be 

likely to give a better yield than seed of the same variety from 

the far west. ‘The climatic conditions in New Brunswick are 

very similar to those obtaining in Maine. As a matter of fact, 
however, the two plats planted from seed from the Canadian 

Northwest (No. 26, Cooldale, Alberta, and No. 28, Creelman, 

: Saskatchewan) each produced at the rate of about 5 bushels 

7 more per acre than plot No. 29 from New Brunswick seed. 

: It is to be understood that these statements are simply based 

¥ upon the experience in 1910. ‘They are not offered as definite 

: conclusions regarding the relative merits of the varieties con- 

: cerned. To reach such conclusions it is necessary to conduct 

d such variety tests over a period of years. It is expected that 

a these experiments with oats will be continued in 1911. 

Hicu Rice vs. Mopiriep RIpGE CULTURE FOR PoTato Grow- 

ING IN AROOSTOOK COUNTY. 
“S.A Cag eR 

The method of ridge culture is almost universally used by 

potato growers in Aroostook County. Probably over go per 

cent of the farmers practice what might be called extreme ridge 

culture. The ridging begins at the time of planting. The plant- 
er most used has a plow so constructed that it makes little more 

than a mark cn the soil unless it is very light, instead of a fur- 

row, then the disks at the rear of the machine cover the seed 

by throwing up a ridge perhaps 4 inches high so that the seed 

at the very start is practically on a level with the surface be- 
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tween the rows. A few farmers make a practice of going over 

the field with a weeder and somewhat flattening the ridge but 

the number that do this is comparatively few. The method 
most usually followed is to go between the rows with the cul- 
tivator perhaps 8 to 10 days after the potatoes are planted and © 

then as soon as they begin to break the ground go over with 

the horse-hoe and bury them up also burying the weeds at the 

same time and thereby raising the height of the ridge. This 

kind of cultivation is continued until the tops are too large to 

pass through without injury. By this time an A shaped ridge 

has been formed about 12 to 15 inches high and, of course, the 

surface between the rows has been dropped by the continual 

scraping up of the soil so that the tubers growing in the ridge 

are considerably above the surface between the rows. 

Tt can readily be seen that in a dry season a field so handled 

must suffer considerably from lack of moisture. Of course, in 

a wet season as is frequently experienced in Aroostook County 

no lack of moisture is felt and the drains between the rows are 

an advantage rather than an injury, but in an extremely dry sea- 

son it would seem that the drainage is too great. The ridges 

being high and narrow dry out very quickly and it would ap- 

pear therefore the crop must suffer more from lack of moisture 

than it would if the roots of the plants were below the level as 

they are when modified level culture is practiced. 

The two dry seasons of 1905 and 1906 were somewhat disas- 

trous to potato fields cultivated with the high ridge and the 
crop was considerably below a normal crop in the dry sections 

of the county. For this reason experiments were undertaken 

in 1907 for the purpose of comparing a more nearly level cul- 

ture such as is practiced in southern New England and some 
dryer sections of the country with the ridge method common 
in Aroostook County. 

Mr. Oscar D. Benn, who lives a short distance out of Houl- 
ton, has practiced a modification of a ridge and level culture 
for several years and reports it as successful. He plants the 
seed as deep as possible with a Robbins planter and keeps the 
field free from weeds by frequently going over it with the weed- 
er, in three different directions—crosswise, lengthwise and diag- 
onally. In this way he claims to keep the weeds down during 
the first stages of growth without injury to the plants more 
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cheaply than he can by the ridge method. The weeder is used 

until the plants get too high for a weeder, then the cultivator 

is run between the rows until the plants are 8 to 9 inches high. 

At this time the horse hoe is used to throw up a low ridge which 

is broader and flatter on the top than the ordinary ridge and is 

not more than half as high. ‘The horse hoe is used only once 

and this is usually the final hoeing of the field. Mr. Benn claims 
that the potatoes are more easily taken care of by this method; 

more easily harvested, and in a season that is at all dry, better 

crops are obtained than by the method of ridging. 

EXPERIMENT IN 1907. 

The season of 1907 proved an extremely wet one and unfa- 

vorable for this experiment so that the modified method of ridge 

culture could not be strictly followed. Six acres on the farm 

of Mr. John Watson, Houlton, were given to the experiment, 

three acres being used alternately for the modified ridge and 

three check plots were cultivated by the method of high ridge. 

The yield on plot 2 is much below the others but this was 

apparently not due to the method of culture but to the soil. 

There was a strip of several rods on the upper part of this lot 

where the tubers were very scabby and only a light yield was 

obtained. This condition extended slightly into plot 3 reduc- 

ing the yield of that plot somewhat but not nearly to such an 

extent as on plot 2. For this reason in the comparison plot 2 

is omitted. 

Yield of Merchantable Potatoes Per Acre. 1907. 

- Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 2 Plot 4 Plot 5 Plot 6 
Full ridge. Modified Full ridge. Modified Full ridge. Modified 

ridge. ridge. ridge. 

366 bushels 231 bushels 297 bushels 308 bushels 312 bushels 355 bushels 

“HE Rete Howe VUE Gees GUNN Seocoaeeen) |ueas sa pagonanoodoods scnodopeaCdepods 325 bushels. 
avetare formodinied ridge culture, plots4 and 6........0.0: csc cscs ese eeeene 333 bushels. 

EXPERIMENT IN 1908. 

For the modified culture experiment this year 90 rows, nearly 

three acres, were planted on new land on the northwest part of 

Mr. John Watson’s farm in Houlton. The plan of planting in 

a solid piece instead of in strips as in 1907 was adopted for con- 

venience in cultivating early in the season when it is desirable 
to run the weeder and smoothing harrow crosswise to keep 

down the weeds. 
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While July was rather dry for the high ridge culture, the 

potatoes did not appear to suffer much from the drought. 

Abundant rains early in August insured the crop. ‘The yields 

were as follows: . 

Yield Merchantable Potatoes 1908. 

Pull srideer check: plot, ta. % ae pee seer a arts eee: 314 bushels. 

Moditiedsridice 2ralcyes came y ee setts treat: OOD) ieee 

Full’ ridge *check plot Eerie Gerais cee Ge 268 ea 
Averavewtorecheck. plots ar aa: eR een rgs a Bo aahede oa 291 in 
ayyeiaiers santos! Collin DCIS a - 5862 Ver Sa aes 301 = 

EXPERIMENT IN 1909. 

This year about three acres were selected for the experiment 

of fairly uniform land which was in grass the preceding year. 

Other than part of the field carried a good deal of witch grass 

it proved to be a good piece for the purpose. ‘Two acres of 

the middle section of the piece were taken for the low ridge cul- 

ture and a half acre on each side were planted to check plots and 

given the high ridge culture. 

The spring proved to be cold and wet and the field was not 

planted until May 31. The whole season had abundant rainfall 

even too abundant for the high ridge culture during the sea- 

son. Because of the continued cold and wet the potatoes did 

riot break through the ground until June 18. ‘The potatoes were 

so late planted and so slow to come up that the vines were still 

very green and tender when the first frost came early in Sep- 

tember. On this account the yields were very materially re- 

duced. They were as follows: . 

Yield of Merchantable Potatoes 1909. 

Hulliridge per acne, average two) plots. .eae0 ee 204 bushels. 

Moditiedtiid sen permackennr nite sii ee enn aee 210) 2 oem 
The average for the three years was 

Wow, rides ctiliite c 4 cap ane eee 273 bushels per acre. 

Modihed aidwescultiiness it access 283 bushels per acre. 

In these three years there were, therefore, practically noth- 

ing to choose between the two methods so far as the yield was 

concerned in Aroostook County. 

*The plots were strictly comparable as to area but were a little less 

than an acre each. 
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ORCHARD SPRAYING PROBLEMS AND EXPERI- 

MENTS: A REVIEW OF, AND A CONTRIBUTION 
TO PREVIOUS DATA. 

W. W. Bonns. 

The spraying of economic plants for the control of insect and 

fungous enemies has markedly increased within the past decade. 

This is largely due to the work of experiment stations in demon- 

strating the effectiveness of the operation and the profit attend- 

ing it. Great improvements in spray machinery and materials 

have helped much towards the adoption of spraying as an annual 

farm operation, and especially is this true of the fruit growing 
industry. The progressive orchardist today recognizes the ne- 

cessity of timely, thorough and intelligent application of in- 

secticides and fungicides in order to sell his fruit in the best 

and most profitable markets. 

Spray INJURY. 

The increase of spraying operations has, however, been ac- 

companied by serious problems for the solution of which the 

erower turns to the experimenter. The use of bordeaux mix- 

ture, for many years the standard orchard spray, and even today 

recognized as the best all-round fungicide known, has been ac- 

companied by injury to fruit and foliage. 

Complaints of such injury have been increasing with each 
season and are not confined to any section of the country. ‘The 
severity of the injury varies in degree and in different seasons. 

It has long been known that bordeaux mixture cannot be used 

with safety on the peach and Japanese plum when the tree is in 

leaf, although Cordley and Cate report the use of 5-6-50 and 
3-6-50 formulae on peach foliage without injurious results.* 

* Cordley, A. B. and Cate, C. C. “Spraying for Peach Fruit Spot.” 

Oregon Agric. Expt. Sta. Bulletin 106 (1909), p. II. 
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On the apple and pear the injuries have manifested them- 

selves in two ways,—burning and spotting of the leaves and 
russeting or “corking”’ of the fruit. 

The leaves so affected show dead brown spots, similar in gen- 

eral appearance to some leaf spots produced by fungi and espec- . 

ially to those of the fungus causing black rot and canker of 
pomaceous fruits (Sphaeropsis malorum, Pk.). These spray 
injury spots are generally circular or roundish, though often 
irregular. Frequently the areas are large, as if a number of 

smaller ones had coalesced. Occasionally the margins of the 

leaves show the characteristic dark brown or blackened dead 

tissues (Fig. 47). 
Such foliage injury is very frequently followed later in the 

season by yellowing and premature leaf fall. This occurs early 

or late according to the severity of the injury; in some seasons 
it is absent. ‘That this phenomenon is the direct result of using 

bordeaux mixture or other sprays has not been fully proved, 

but the frequency with which it accompanies spray injury tends 

to establish a correlation between them.* 

On the fruit the injury is first seen as small, dark, fly-speck 

like spots. These are not to be confused with infections of the 

scab fungus (Venturia Pomi (Fr.) Wint.) or with the fly speck 

‘fungus (Leptothyriwm Pomi (Mont. and Fr.) Sace.). The for- 

mer are regular, smaller,—about one millimeter diameter,—and 

not sunken. The final appearance of the fruit is well known 

to nearly all orchardists with experience in spraying. The 

skin is washed or splashed with a rusty or russet colored coat- 

ing which materially detracts from its appearance. In very 

mild cases of injury fruit of a naturally good color may, it is 
said, practically overcome a slight russeting as the season de- 

velops. Such instances have been reported in this State this 

year. In more severe cases the apple has been stunted in 

growth and has suffered malformation, while the russeted sur- 

*Mr. F. C. Stewart also reports spotting and yellowing of leaves 
following the use of an arsenical without bordeaux. “Two Unusual 

Troubles of Apple Foliage.” New York Agric. Exp. Sta. (Geneva). Bul- 

letin 220, Part ID, p: 226. 
Woodworth and Colby also ascribe leaf yellowing and early leaf fall 

to injury from Paris green. California Agric. Expt. Sta. Bulletin 126, 

jh us + ((arstoisy)); 
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face may be greatly roughened, corrugated, or show pustule or 

teat-like formations. In very severe cases the skin may crack 
and exhibit V-shaped clefts in the flesh of the fruit (Fig. 50). 

BorDEAUX Injury; Literature and Commeni. 

The toxic action of copper compounds on plants has been 

a fertile field of investigation for botanists and plant patholo- 
gists at home and abroad, but the most recent important con- 

tributions to the literature of bordeaux injury are those of 

ome. Eledrick, New York,* Prot. C. S: Crandall, Illi- 

nois,** and Dr. B. H. A. Groth, New Jersey.*** 
Hedrick’s extended investigations and experiments developed 

the following points: 

Spray injury is prevalent in all sections of the world where 
bordeaux mixture is used. 

Excess of lime is not a preventitive, nor improperly made 

bordeaux the sole cause of injury. 
Injury increases proportionally with the amount of copper 

sulphate used. 

Wet weather following applications is a favorable condition 

for the production of injury. 

Yellowing and leaf fall are dependent upon the amount of 

injury. 

Different species vary in susceptibility to injury; the peach, 

apricot and Japanese plum being most readily affected, the com- 

mon plum, quince and apple showing more resistance. 

Varieties within the above groups vary in susceptibility to 

injury. 
Somewhat similar injuries occur on trees not sprayed with 

bordeaux, and are ascribed to factors of frost, fungi, arsenicals 

and the lens or “burning glass” action of drops of water on the 

fruit in intense sunlight. 

* Hedrick, U. P. “Bordeaux Injury”. New York Agric. Expt. Sta. 

(Geneva), Bulletin 287 (1907). 
** Crandall, C. S. “Bordeaux Mixture”. Illinois Agric. Expt. Sta. 

Bulletin 135 (1909). 
*** Groth, B. H. A. Ceoninniton to the Study of Bordeaux Injury 

on Peaches.” New Jersey Agric. Expt. Sta. Bulletin 232 (1910). 

+ Nore.—Attention is called to Hedrick’s classification of apple va- 

rieties in relation to their susceptibility to spray injury which is given 

on pp. 346-349, of Bulletin 185 of the Maine Station. 
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Changes in the chemical nature of bordeaux are produced by 
weather conditions and by atmospheric moisture in particular. 

The injurious action of bordeaux is ascribed to the solvent 

action of the cell sap and of meteoric waters following spray- 

ing, upon the copper hydroxide of the mixture. The copper 

thus left in solution is the toxic agent. , 

No great importance is attached by Hedrick to the nature of 
the lime (air slaked or freshly slaked), used in making the 
mixture as a factor in producing injury. 

Crandall, after a series of carefully controlled experiments 
covering a number of seasons, arrived at the following conclu- 
sions: 

Air slaked lime in bordeaux gives more injurious results than 

when freshly slaked lime is used. 

Equal and full dilution of the two ingredients gives least 
injury. 

Excess of lime is advantageous only as a subsequent spray 

and not as an addition to the bordeaux. 

Properly prepared bordeaux gives injury under unfavorable 

weather conditions ; rain and dew are important assisting factors. 

Small amounts of copper become soluble soon after the ap- 

plication of bordeaux, and this solvent action increases more 

rapidly with meteoric waters than with water artificially applied. 

The physical condition of the leaves bears a relation to the 
amount of injury. Lesions produced by insects and fungi ren- 

der foliage more susceptible to injury. 

Recurrent leaf yellowing epidemics have no direct relation to 

weather conditions, and evidence of bordeaux as the sole cause 

of yellowing is not established. Copper sulphate solutions, 

however, when injected directly into trees produce yellowing, 

the degree of injury depending on the strength of the solution. 
Groth’s work was confined to the peach after some prelimi- 

nary work which included the apple and the plum. His experi- 

ments, conducted both in the field and under control conditions 

under glass, led him to a theory of spray injury involving, among 

the chemical and meteorological factors previously recognized, 

a physiological one. He finds: 
Bordeaux injury is independent of the density of the appli- 

cation. 

Copper is the toxic agent. 
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Apples are more resistant to injury than peaches. 

The factors necessary to the production of injury appear to 

be water on the leaves, high atmospheric humidity, shade and 

an excess of plant respiration over carbon dioxide assimilation. 

His theory is, that under proper conditions of minimum light 

intensity, the carbon dioxide of respiration exceeds that of 

assimilation and escapes through the stomata where, dissolving 

in water on the leaves, it brings the copper of the bordeaux 

mixture into solution. Such solvent copper enters the leaves 

by diffusion through the stomata and causes death of the cells. 

The solvent action of plant secretions upon bordeaux mixture 

mentioned by Hedrick as a possible causative agent in bordeaux 

injury of the apple is doubtless offered on the strength of an- 

alogous experiments of Schander* with bordeaux in its relation 

to Fuchsia and Oenothera and also with Phaseolus multiflorus. 

This work is cited by both Hedrick and Crandall. Schander 

ascribes all bordeaux injury to the action of secretory organs 

upon the copper hydroxide. Crandall, in commenting on this, 

points to the fact that no proof of the solvent action of secre- 

_ tory organs upon bordeaux has been demonstrated in the case 

of the apple. The possibilities, as Crandall notes, are in favor 

of a combination of many of the factors heretofore. regarded 

as solvents of the copper in the mixture; the physiological fac- 

tor recently submitted by Groth appears to be a vital one in 

arranging experiments where the conditions of control shall be 

well assured. 

Leaf injury has in all cases, so far as known, been ascribed 

to the entrance of copper in solution into the leaf tissues. How 

this toxic agent comes in contact with the tissues finally de- 

stroyed is a question regarding which there is a difference of 

opinion. One theory of imbibition and osmosis held by a group 

of prominent foreign: investigators is opposed to the chemotactic 

theory’ of others.** 

Crandall has rightly emphasized the necessity of isolating 

and determining, if possible, the group of factors now held 
responsible for injury under the general heading of atmospheric 

*Schander, R. ‘‘Ueber die Physiologische Wirkung der Kupfervit- 

riolkalkbrithe.” Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbitcher 33, pp. 517-584. (1904.) 

**For a detailed account of these theories and the experiments on 

which they are based, see Crandall (loc. cit. pp. 228-232). 
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conditions, and Groth’s experiments have been along this line. 

In addition, as Crandall again points out, the physical condition 

of the leaves as related to injury demands experiments to de- 

termine this point. 

Clark* considers that*the amount of injury done to a species 

is dependent upon the following conditions: 

The specific susceptibility of the protoplasm of the plant to 

the toxic action of copper. 

The solvent properties of the cell sap on the copper hydroxide. 

The permeability of the epidermis or cuticle to the cell con- 

tents under favorable exosmotic conditions. 

Weather conditions following spraying which provide con- 

ditions for exosmosis of a portion of the cell contents. 

Obviously, if these are the necessary conditions, there is an- 

other important physiological factor to be considered. This 

is the nature of the cell content of the leaves, which will regu- 

late the degree of permeability. Such cell contents will depend 

largely upon the conditions that affect the metabolism of the 

leaf. Nothing makes this appear more evident than the strik- 

ing differences in the amount of injury produced under identi- 

cal conditions on trees of varying degrees of thriftiness. 

CHOoIcKE OF INSECTICIDES. 

The use of insecticides has not to date given rise to such 
serious problems. Insoluble arsenicals have been the common 

agents employed, usually combined with the fungicide solution. 

Paris green was the form of arsenic originally used and is still 

adhered to by some. Although effective, it has been very large- 

ly superseded by arsenate of lead which combines equal effi- 

ciency with increased adhesiveness and greater safety to foliage. 

The tendency of arsenate of lead to undergo chemical change 

when combined with the fungicide, and the nature of such 

change when it does occur, are questions now before station 

chemists. Of late arsenite of lime has been recommended by 

*Clark, J. F. “On the Toxic Properties of Some Copper Compounds 

with Special Reference to Bordeaux Mixture.’ Botanical Gazette 33: 

pp. 26-48. (1902.) 
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Prof. J. P. Stewart* as a cheaper and chemically more stable 

form of arsenic to use. Stewart’s data indicate a slower rate of 

decomposition of this material in combination with lime-sulphur 

solutions than either Paris green or arsenate of lead. Its ad- 

hesive properties appear to be less than the latter’s. No field 

experiments are cited to support the recommendation. Experi- 

ments of the season just past have shown that arsenite of lime 

is less desirable than arsenate of lead.+ 

Whatever the differences of opinion regarding the actual 

method of injury, the fact accepted by all investigators in this 

field is that copper is the injurious element in bordeaux mix- 

ture. Recognizing this fact, an effort has been made in recent 

years to eliminate the copper containing solutions in spraying 

plants of proved susceptibility despite their recognized high 

fungicidal efficiency, and to find a satisfactory substitute. 

SULPHUR AND SULPHUR COMPOUNDS AS FUNGICIDES. 

In this effort attention has chiefly been turned to solutions 

of sulphur in chemical combination. 

Pure sulphur in powdered form has long had a place among 

fungicides. Flowers of sulphur has been used for the control 

of powdery mildew of the grape (Uncinula necator (Schw.) 

Burr.) and is effective in greenhouses against rose mildew 

(Sphaerothea pannosa (Wallr.) Lév.). A lime-sulphur paste 
is also mentioned by Duggart as a means of control of this 

greenhouse fungus. 

“Curiously enough, however, as early as 1833, before the gen- 
eral use of fungicides, Dr. Wm. Kenrick§ recommended for 

mildew on grapes a mixture of sulphur (1% pints), quicklime 

(a piece the size of the fist) and boiling water (2 gallons). 
This mixture, after cooling, was diluted with cold water and 

*Stewart, J. P. “Concentrated Lime-Sulphur. Its Properties, Prepar-- 

ation and Use.” Annual Rept. Pa. State College (1908-1909) Part II, 

PP. 292-203. 

7Mr. L. Caesar of the Ontario Agricultural College reports severe 

injury in some cases this past season from the use of arsenite of lime. 

In general the results were markedly inferior to those obtained with 

lead arsenate. 

tDuggar, B. M. “Fungous Diseases of Plants’? (1909), p. go. 

§The New American Orchardist (1833), p. 328. 
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allowed to settle. The clear liquid was then drawn off and 

diluted to make a barrel full before using. In 1885 Wm. 

Saunders* also recommended for pear blight a self-boiled lime 

and sulphur wash consisting of 8 pounds sulphur and one-half 

bushel of lime with boiling water, the mixture to be applied as — 

a whitewash with brushes, and for mildews he advised appli- 

cations of the clear sulphur liquid drawn off from this wash 

and greatly diluted.”** This was the forerunner of Mr. W. M. 

Scott’s now well known “self boiled” lime sufphur preparations. 

In spraying peach trees in the Pacific Coast States with boiled 

lime sulphur solutions for the control of the San José scale it 

was found that this insecticide also served in some way as a 

fungicide, in that a winter application acted successfully as a 

preventative of peach leaf curl (Exvoascus deformans ( Berk.) 

Fuckel) the following spring. Possibly it was this fact that 

furnished a hint of the availability of lime-sulphur solutions 

for other fungous parasites. 

Experiments at the New York (Geneva) Scions in 1902+ 

developed the fact that lime-sulphur applied in early spring for 

the control of San José scale had an apparent fungicidal effect 

in controlling apple scab. (Venturia Pomi (Fr.) Wint.) Later 

work at this station also took into account the fungicidal value 

of the early lime-sulphur application as a substitute for the first 

bordeaux-arsenical spraying.t As this application was made 

before foliage developed it gave no indication of the value of 

the sulphur solutions for summer use. Summer spraying at 

a strength sufficient to control San José scale on Japan plums 

was injurious to the trees. 

Experiments in making a lime-sulphur wash without boiling 

were reported without data as to trials.§ 

*Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 43-44. 

**Scott, W. M. “Self Boiled Lime Sulphur Mixture as a Promising 

Fungicide.” U. §. D. A., Bureau of Plant Industry Circular 1, (1908). 

tLowe, V. H. and Parrott, P. J., “San José Scale Investigations IV. 

Part 1.” N. Y. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 228 (1902), pp. 405-407. 

tParrott, P. J., Beach, S. A. and Woodworth, H. O. “The Lime- 

Sulphur-Soda Wash for Orchard Treatment.” N. Y. Agric. Expt. Sta., 
Bull. 247, (1904). 

Parrott, P. J., Beach, S. A. and Sirrine, F. A. “Sulphur Washes for 
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Previous EXPERIMENTS WITH LIME-SULPHUR AS SUMMER 

SPRAYS. 

Two forms of lime-sulphur sprays have been employed as 

fungicides since 1907—the self-cooked or so-called “‘self-boiled” 

preparation devised and first used by Mr. W. M. Scott of the 

Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A., and the boiled solution 

first tried as a summer spray by Prof. A. B. Cordley of the 

Oregon Experiment Station.* The results obtained have 

proved an incentive to further work along these lines by the 

Federal Department of Agriculture and station workers in sev- 

etal states where the fruit growing industry is of considerable 

importance. 

Scott’s work in 1907** carried on in Arkansas and Missouri, 

was a comparison of his self-boiled with the cooked lime-sul- 

phur and with bordeaux in the control of bitter ret (Glomerella 

rufomaculans ( Berk.) Spauld. and von Schrenk), apple blotch 

(Phyllosticta solitaria, EK. & E.), peach brown rot (Sclerotinia 

fructigena (Pers.) Schroet.) and peach scab (Cladosporium 

carpophilum, Thum). The self-boiled mixture was of the 15- 

10-50 formula.; Both cold and hot water were used in the 

making. The 5-3-50 formula was boiled for 45 minutes. 

Weather conditions were favorable for spraying, and 3 appli- 

cations were made. . 

Results: Bitter rot, a serious trouble in southern apple 

regions, was successfully controlled by self-boiled lime-sulphur, 

as indicated in the following table. 

* Note.—The commercial lime-sulphur preparations do not differ in 

nature to any extent from the properly prepared home-boiled concen- 

trated solution. 

**Scott, W. M. Joc. cit. 

7Nore.—In referring to the composition of lime-sulphur solutions in 

this bulletin, the first amount represents pounds of lime, the second 

pounds of sulphur, and the last gallons of water. For the dilutions of 

concentrates the first figure represents concentrate in gallons, the sec- 

ond water. For bordeaux mixture, copper sulphate in pounds is given 

first, lime in pounds next, and water in gallons last. 
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Table tf. 

Per cent Sound Fruit. 

Ben Davis. Givens. 

Lime-sulphur self-boiled ..........-.....secceeeeeeeees 90.96 to 92.72 96.90 to 99.02 

ISOIMNGISEWER oo Souowo oma cag subagsupsodaosbedsbnsuaoodsaxoaL 91.65 to 96.40 89.12 to 99.80 

WM SPL iO Gisvescves che aseyesuveaisiayersislecosepaxes coe eteistae oe cere 9.50 to 19.08 37.79 to 60.66 

Apple blotch on Ben Davis trees was satisfactorily controlled 

with the self-boiled spray without leaf injury. The boiled 

5-3-50 solution gave considerable leaf scorch and some defolia- 

tion, but no injury followed the use of the self-boiled spray. 

Apple leaf-spot was held in check and peach brown rot and 

peach scab were both well controlled by the self-boiled solution. 

No data were taken on the control of apple leaf spot (Sphae- 

ropsis malorum, Pk.), but observations showed no infections 

after applications were begun. No experiments in controlling 

apple scab were made at this time. Concentrated lime-sulphur 

at 1-25 did no injury to apples, but no effective strength was 

found that was not harmful to peach trees. 

Cordley* was the first to record the favorable results of 

using a concentrated boiled lime-sulphur. His first work was 

with a stock solution of home preparation showing a specific 

gravity of 1.27 (Beaumé 31°) and an analysis of 2.38 pounds 

ot sulphur per gallon. This was used on apple, peach, pear, 

plum, prune, quince, grape, potato and celery. The results 

indicated that a dilution of 1-15 could be safely used on all of 

these plants except the peach. His experiment on Yellow 

Newtown apples for scab control yielded the following results. 

Table 2. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Per cent. Slightly Badly Spray 
Clean. Scabby. Scabbed. Injury. 

Wisely ove nneyell We araonoonsceds 19.9 28.7 51.3 0 

Bordeaux, 3 applications. 49.1 35.4 15.5 31.9 

Lime-sulpbhur 3 applica- 
TOMS Rear aeen eet 79.3 15.3 5.3 10) 

* Cordley, A. B. “Lime-Sulphur Spray to Prevent Apple Scab.” 

Better Fruit. Sept. 1908, p. 26. 
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A very great superiority of lime-sulphur over bordeaux in 

scab control is here shown on this one variety for that particu- 

lar season. It is more valuable as an indication of lime-sulphur 

efficiency per se than as an index of its superiority over bor- 
deaux as a fungicide. 

In 1908, using both kinds of lime-sulphur sprays and bor- 

deaux on the same block of trees, these results were obtained. 

Table 3. 

Per cent. | Per cent. Per cent. 
Per cent. Slightly Badly Spray 
Clean. Scabby. |  Scabbed. Injury. 

Unsprayed Lon Rea peRGeeres 15.1 iU7/pal | 67.1 (0) 

Selfboiled Lime-sulphur 
2 applications .......... 50.0 16.5 33.3 0 

Bordeaux 3-3-50, 2 appli- ; 
(CE NUKOLIS oo Aaa See raiae 55.9 8.0 | 35.9 52.1 

Boiled Lime-sulphur 2 ap- 
OIKKORITONOS Sane eeranenen O86 18.8 11.3 0 

Here again we find a greater efficiency in scab control of 

boiled lime-sulphur over bordeaux. 

Especially noteworthy is the high per cent of spray injury 

‘te fruit sprayed with bordeaux, and its entire absence on both 

lime-sulphur plots. This immunity was not shared by the foli- 

age. The same diltition used without any bad effects .in 1907 

seriously injured the leaves in 1908. Cordley accounts for this 

by the difference in climatic conditions in these seasons. He 

would endow a greater resistance to injury to the foliage pro- 

duced under the favorable conditions for growth that existed 

i 1907. In 1908 a greater precipitation and lower tempera- 

tures produced, according to his explanation, “a growth which 

was less vigorous, less hardy, more edematious and more sus- 

ceptible to spray injury.’’** 
In 1907 and 1908 Cordley and Cate*** tested. bordeaux and 

concentrated lime-sulphur (home-boiled) on peaches for the 

control of peach fruit spot. Bordeaux of 5-6-50 and 3-6-50 

*Cordley, A. B. “Lime-Sulphur Spray Preventive of Apple Scab.” 

Better Fruit, April, 1909, pp. 33-35. 

**Cordley, loc. cit. p. 35. 

errcondiey, A. B..and Cate, C. C. loc. cit. 
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strengths were used, and lime-sulphur (Beaumé 20°) at dilu- 

tions of 1-10, 1-18, 1-20, and I-20 in successive applications. 

3ordeaux caused no injury in either season. In 1908 the 1-18 

lime-sulphur of the second application resulted in very slight 

injury; the third at 1-20 inflicted noticeable damage. The 

fourth spraying at the same dilution had no further bad effect. 

In point of efficiency Bordeaux was pronounced slightly. bet- 

ter on the basis of actual figures, with a difference in its favor’ 

so small as to leave open the question of its superiority. 

In 1908 Mr. W. J. Morse* of this station attempted the con- 

trol of apple scab with the self-boiled mixture of Scott’s for- 

mula prepared with hot and with cold water, and bordeaux 

mixture, 3-3-50, making 3 applications. Several varieties fail- 

ing to set fruit, the data were confined to 4 Fameuse trees in 

each plot. Scab-free fruit was as follows: 

Table 4. 

Bordeaux Selfboiled Self-boiled 
Treatment. 3-3-50, Hot Water. Cold Water. Unsprayed. 

Per cent. clean fruit...... | 50 | 33 | 16 | 1 

No definite conclusions were drawn. Observations pointed 

to the prevalence of the disease in that season, as indicated also 

by the high per cent of scabby fruit. The increased strength 
of lime-sulphur prepared with hot water is indicated in its 

greater control compared with the cold water preparation. 

' Scott’s experiments in 1908** were made in Georgia, Arkan- 

sas, Nebraska and Illinois and in New Hampshire in coopera- 

tion with the state experiment station. Results showed self- 

boiled 10-10-50 and bordeaux 2-4-50 to be equally effective in 

controlling cherry leaf spot (Cylindrosporium padi, Karst.) on 

Montmorency. Self-boiled 6-6-50 and commercial concentrates 

at 1-40 gave slightly less control. Attempts to determine the 

relative effectiveness of the sulphur sprays and bordeaux for 

apple scab on Winesap in Arkansas had to be abandoned early 

* Morse, W. J. ‘““Notes on Plant Diseases, 1908, Maine Agric. Expt. 

Sta. Bull. 164, (1909). 

“Scott, W. M. “Lime-Sulphur Mixtures for the Summer Spraying of 

Orchards”. U. S. D. A. Bureau Plant Industry, Circular 27, (1909). 
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in the season, but estimates pointed to bordeaux, commercial 

lime-sulphur and self-boiled mixture as effective in the order 

named. In Nebraska the efficiency of commercial lime-sulphur 
for scab on the Winesap variety equalled 3-3-50 and 4-4-50 

bordeaux. Dilutions of 1-25 produced slight leaf injury. Self- 

boiled mixture caused no damage, was less adhesive and less 

effective, preventing only the early infections. Bordeaux caused 
fruit russeting but no leaf injury. 

The experiments of Prof. Brooks* at New Hampshire, co- 

operating with the Bureau of Plant Industry, embraced, in ad- 

dition to the home-prepared, commercial lime-sulphurs and bor- 

deaux mixture, commercial bordeaux and a so-called unboiled 

lime-sulphur mixture; in preparing the latter the lime was 

slaked and diluted to half the final volume, and the sulphur 

added to the remaining 25 gallons. These were then united 
to form a purely mechanical mixture of 50 gallons. ‘Trees 

used were McIntosh. Results were as follows. 

Table 5. 

| Per cent. Per cent. 
Times Badly Slightly Per cent. 

| Sprayed. Seabbed. Scabbed. Clean. 

Self-boiled L. S. 15-10-50. | 5 2.9 45.0 52.1 

Lime and Sulphur Mix-) 
ture, 9-6-50........ .... 5 10.2 57.8 32.0 

Boiled Li. S. 2-1-50........ 5 3.8 42.6 53.6 

Commercial L. S. 1-24....| 5 0.9 9.4 89.7 

Commercial L. 8. 1-49....| 5 1.3 16.5 82.2 

Bordeaux 3-3-50........+. | 5 2 18.2 80.6 

Commercial bordeaux... .. 5 16% 24.5 73.8 

Self Boiled L. S. 15-10-50... 4 9.5 55.8 34.7 

Lime and Sulphur Mix: | 
UTE; 9-650)... ee 4 Toll | 46.4 | 46.5 

Bordeaux 3-3-50..... .... 4 1.2 | 9.4 | 89.4 

Bordeaux 4-4-50.......... 4 Bot 5.6 91.7 

Wmsprayedu.css.+-2+-. cc: [eae 21.9 | 45.2 | 32.9 

The percentages here again indicate an efficiency of the self- 

boiled lime-sulphur considerably lower than the commercial or 

* Brooks, Chas. N. H. Expt. Sta. 19th and 2oth Reports (1908). Re- 

port of Dept. of Botany, pp. 385-380. 
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home-made concentrates. Bordeaux was most effective and 

commercial sulphur sprays were superior to the home made. 

The mechanical lime-sulphur mixture was highly inefficient. 

No injury was effected by the sulphur sprays. “In fact while 

there was occasionally an apple on the bordeaux plots whose 

appearance had been damaged by spray, the apples on the lime- 
sulphur plots were smoother and apparently more waxy and 

more highly colored than on the check plots.’’* 

Prof. R. K. Beattie** of the Washington State station in a 

comparative test of bordeaux and lime-sulphur on Jonathan and 

Ben Davis trees obtained the following data. The proportions 

of lime-sulphur indicated were obtained by diluting commercial 

concentrates to the desired strengths. 

Table 6. 

[ 
Per cent. 

Spray. Clean Fruit. 

LAIN S-SUUhoINUNe Be es Soo pe ooon nods enanoGoeene DoD noe oooCo soe oeorsasvoNSsenRS 95 

irae sul ol anne Abs). 5 5 oo osoenocebe spo odG DOs DoONEAsOODDIDODDADODOODCOORS 93 

ITE HSN| ODE Oy ooo ood oso nodo nO ddeoD cone sooo sDoSaND OSD F4OneSIaesaS 88 

Lime-sulphur ist and 2nd applications ..........-.++.0......--- +e eee eee 89 

Lime-sulphur 2nd and 3rd applications...........--.........--ee-e sees eee 94 

Lime-sulphur all three applications...........-2..2--- 1... eee ene e nee neee 92 

IhaNE- Sully Nl SOMOS, soos cogdeanoboso de DDE D esd segUunsneooospeouscuS: 91 

BOLdealixe waive TMIOLe lem@7ZiLesaetetet treble te tetettetete ieteletsteieleletetetete etait 52 

IBOrd eauban wad Deb OnG Ca UixXenO7/7il Cental estonia eter eee ee ele | 40 

IRYORO LSA MMOS Wyalsin TMS CYP MIME .58 soc poe dace quacceoscne os na oohssbescDe 48 

Bord ea uxsm ade nwaiia birmle swe be Ws crept tate etelode ater =yatetet ate etatne=seletetefetere aleletetaist=t-tt=ti=b> 39 

Bord eausrall Mine Sra eee erect ee rasteieias alaraleleletevole siete le teieteletet areas nee 44 

UM SPT AY S Mise etipctasetts weateienaale oe eee ere Penne ee eee eee eee eee ete tee rreees 37 

The last application, made just after the petals fell, was on 

a rainy day. No injury to fruit or foliage occurred with the 

lime-sulphur sprays, but fruit russeting resulted from bordeaux; 

such fruit was classed as unmarketable and was not included 

in the above table. 

* Brooks, C. loc. cit. 

** Beattie, R. K. ‘‘Lime-Sulphur Wash for Apple Scab.”” Western 

Fruit Grower. Jan. 1900, pp. 6-7. 
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At the Delaware station Prof. C. A. McCue* in 1908 sprayed 
several varieties of peaches with commercial and both home- 

made sulphur sprays, sulphur water and benzoate bordeaux. 

He did not consider his results the basis for definite conclusions, 

and merely pointed out the promising possibilities of the lime- 

sulphur sprays as fungicides for the peach. Benzoate bordeaux 

and sulphur water he declares unsafe, as well as undiluted lime- 
sulphur, irrespective of its time of boiling. Although control- 

ling brown rot with the self-boiled spray, he could not obtain 
peaches free from a heavy coating of lime. 

The season of 1909 witnessed an extension of experimental 

work along the lines in question. At the Michigan station Taft 
and Wilken** compared commercial and home-made concen- 

trates on apples, pears, cherries and plums. At 1-25 the pro- 

prietary sprays caused foliage injury and had to be reduced to 

1-40. Home-made concentrate of 12-15-50 formula reduced 

to one-fifth of that strength for summer use did practically no 

damage to foliage. 

At Cornell University, Wallace’s work was concerned with 

the control of peach leaf curlt and apple scab. One form of a 

commercial lime-sulphur solution was employed. 

On peaches strengths of 1-9, I-12, 1-15 and 1-20 were used. 

The per cent effectiveness was arrived at by choosing limbs 

with the eyes closed and counting the leaves thereon. Results 

are given in the following tables. 

LONE He 
JACKSONVILLE ORUHARD, EAST SIDE, SPRAYED AI’RIL 9, 1909. 

Number of Per cent, 
Treatment. Number of Limbs Diseased of Diseased 

Trees. Selected. Leaves. Leaves. 

UMEPLAVed acess csee. -.nes 4 | 14 660 58.9 

Niagara Lime-sulphur 1-9 6 22 18 0.9 
i 

* McCue, C. A. “Spraying for Brown Rot of the Peach, 1908”. Dela- 

ware Agric. Expt. Sta. Bull. 85, (1909). 
** Taft, L. R. and Wilken, F. A. Mich. Agric. Expt. Sta. Special Bull. 

48, (1909). 
+ Wallace, E. “First Report Niagara Sprayer Co. Fellowship on Peach 

Leaf Curl and Its Control.” Cornell University 1909. See also 

Bull. 276 (1909) N. Y. (Cornell) Expt. Sta. by E. Wallace and H. H. 

Whetzel, which gives additional data obtained by practical growers. 

% Adapted from original. 
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Table 8. 

JACKSONVILLE ORCHARD, WEST SIDE, SPRAYED APRIL 12, 1909. 

| 

| Number of Per cent. 
Treatment. Number of Limbs | Diseased of Diseased 

Trees. Selected. | Leaves. Leaves. 

Unsprayed RMadsossesaseeD 4 15 | 584 34.3 
, 

Niagara L. 8S. 1-12......... 4 26 106 4.1 

Niagara L. S. 1-15......... 5 22 46 2.3 

Niagara L. S. 1-20......... 5 30 204 6.1 

Table 9. 

ITHACA ORCHARD, SPRAYED APRIL 7, 1909. 

Number of | Per cent. 
Treatment. Number of Limbs Curled of Curled 

Trees. Selected. Leaves. Leaves. ~ 

Unsprayed.............6.. 4 28 | 920 41.8 
Niagara Lime-sulphur 1-S 4 27 | 213 5.9 

| 

Niagara Lime-sulphur 273 5.3 
METS Sepantnck ace mines ware 4 35 

Bordeaux 3-3-50......... 5 37 | 427 8.3 

According to this data, increase of control does not show an 

absolute relation to amount of dilution. Lime-sulphur is some- 

what more effective than bordeaux. In the case of this disease, 

however, this is practically of no importance, since, according to 

Duggar,* it has been definitely established that for control spray- 

ing must be done before the buds open and later sprayings are 

of little importance when the early one has been made. Hence 

the question of leaf injury from bordeaux does not enter into 

this problem. The advantage of using one form of fungicide 
throughout the year is of course obvious, but the absolute supe- 
riority of lime-sulphur over bordeaux in controlling this disease 

remains to be established. 

Wallace’s work on the control of apple scab** brings out more 

points of interest. The same commercial concentrate was used 

as in the peach experiments with 2 pounds arsenate of lead to 

1 OG. cit, py eZ: 
*k Wallace, E. “Second Report Niagara Sprayer Co. Fellowship on 

Apple Scab.” Cornell Univ. 1909. 
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56 gallons. The variety tested was Rhode Island Greening, 
with the following results.* 

Table tro. 

Number of 
Treatment. Number of| Apples Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Trees. Counted. Sound. | Russeted. Scabby. 

WAST aye Gees etesete sic tare sion ako Treo TN a! 1,663 2.5 29.7 42.3 
| 

Lime-sulphur, 1-30+ lead]. | 
RITEIOGILG, oo aconidomecmom etre 5 2,632 52.0 3.7 3.6 

Bordeaux mixture+lead | 
HUECMENIE coco oopnaabcoeceune 6 | 2,332 9.9 82.2 3.0 

Wallace also gives a table showing the effect of applications 

at different times. According to this, one spraying of lime- 

sulphur after the petals fall was superior to bordeaux used at 

that time or before the blossoms opened, both as to scab control 

or freedom from spray injury. Only one tree was used in each 

division of this experiment and the results must be considered 

with this fact in view. It is also proper to note that the other 

experiments involved a small number of trees per plot. 

Prof. Bethune** reports the results of commercial lime-sul- 

phur for controlling apple scab and pear scab (Venturia Pyrina 

(Aderh.) Snow apples received 3 applications at the usual 

times of 1-25, I-40 and 1-40 respectively. The results gave 99 

per cent of unaffected fruit. In one block where the second 

spraying was omitted 85 per cent was scab free. The first ap- 

plication caused slight tip burn of foliage but no fruit was rus- 

seted. 
Flemish Beauty pears received 4 successive applications of 

1-9, I-25, 1-40 and 1-40, entirely controlling the fungus. The 
1-25 strength caused slight leaf injury; 1-4o did no harm. 

Spraying with bordeaux proved less effective. 

* Adapted from original table. 

** Bethune, C. J. S. Rept. Ontario ene College and Experimental 

Farm (1909), pp. 34-35. 
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Professors Melander and Beattie* as a result of their trials 

recommended for apple scab boiled lime-sulphur at 1=1-5, with- 

out further dilution. This is practically the concentrated stock 

solution, and is far too strong for eastern conditions according 
to experiments so far on record. Such strength, however, they 

report as very effective without causing serious leaf injury. 

The experiments of Scott and Ayrest in 1909 consisted of 

a trial of the 8-8-50 self-boiled wash on peaches on a commer- 
cial scale, using it alone or with arsenate of lead, for controlling 

peach brown rot, scab and curculio. Very large numbers of 

trees were included in these trials and the results were in all 

cases markedly successful, the yield of marketable fruit being 

increased in some cases by one hundred per cent. In another 

case the yield of marketable fruit was Io times that from the 

unsprayed plot. Reports are also made in this connection of 

the commercially successful use of this spray in peach orchards 

of from 15,000 to 35,000 trees. Spray injury resulting from 

its application was so very small in amount as to be considered 

negligible. 

For apple scab in Arkansas, Virginia and Michigan Scottt 

used 4 commercial concentrates of 31° to 33° Beaumé density, 

both kinds of home-prepared lime-sulphurs and bordeaux. 

These were tried alone and with arsenicals. The tests were 

made on II varieties in the several regions. ‘The commercial 

sprays were used at dilutions ranging from 144-50 to 214-50, 

with arsenate of lead 2 pounds-50 or Paris green 6 ounces-50. - 
The results showed considerable differences, both in respect 

to foliage and fruit injury and scab control, the variations evi- 

dently depending largely upon the atmospheric conditions at 

spraying time and the varieties treated. Greater injury was ob- 

tained with Paris green than with lead arsenate. The commer- 

cial solutions used alone were more injurious to foliage than 

when combined with lead arsenate. 114-50 appeared to be the 

maximum strength consistent with safety. Bordeaux was some- 

* Melander, A. L. and Beattie, R. K. Wash. Agric. Expt. Sta. Pop. 

Bull. 28. 

+ Scott, W. M. and Ayres, T. W. “The Control of Peach Brown-Rot 

and Scab.” U. S. D. A., Bureau Plant Industry Bull. 174 (i910). 

£ Scott, W. M. “The Substitution of Lime-Sulphur Preparations for 

Bordeaux Mixture in the ‘Treatment of Apple Diseases.” U. S$. D. A. 

Bureau of Plant Industry Cire. 54 (1910). 
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what behind the boiled sprays in per cent efficiency, while the 
self-boiled mixture ranked last. ‘The latter caused neither leaf 

nor fruit injury, while Bordeaux produced russeted fruit in 
some cases. Slight russeting of fruit is also reported where 

the stronger commercial sprays were used. 

Mr. M. B. Waite* has recently reported the results of several 

new fungicide combinations for the apple. In these iron sul- 

phate or calcium sulphate is combined with standard bordeaux 

mixture or one of the forms of lime-sulphur solutions. These 

have been compared with the standard bordeaux, neutral bor- 

deaux, both kinds of lime-sulphur sprays and a combination of 

the boiled lime-sulphur with bordeaux; all of these used with 
lead arsenate. 

Promising results are given for the first year’s work. ‘The 

noteworthy facts are the fruit russeting of at least one variety 
(Ben Davis) by all the copper containing fungicides; the appar- 

ent reduction of injury by the addition of sulphur compounds 

to bordeaux and the promising action of a combination of iron 

sulphate and self-boiled lime-sulphur. 

Parrott and Schoene** have recently reported the results of a 
large number of cooperative experiments conducted in 1910 by 

practical apple growers in New York with the home-made lime- 

sulphur concentrates. These results are almost unanimously 

favorable to the use of the spray as a substitute for bordeaux. 

Slight leaf injury and fruit russeting are noted, but of a nature 

entirely negligible in view of the general superiority to bor- 

deaux. But one case of severe injury was experienced. Of 

the 20 orchardists conducting this experiment on a practical 

basis 19 purpose using the sulphur sprays the coming season. 

Wallace’s work during the season just past enlarged consid- 

erably on his previous field work. About 90 plots, embracing 

5 varieties of apples, 4 varieties of peaches and 2 varieties of 

pears were included in the experiments. ‘The sprays used were 

* Waite M. B. “Experiments on the Apple with Some New and Little- 

known Fungicides.’ U. S. D. A. Bureau Plant. Industry Cire. 58, 

*AGOLO) zo < 
** Parrott, P. J. and Schoene, W. J. “Experiments with the Home 

Made Concentrated Lime-Sulphur Solutions.” N. Y. Agric. Expt. Sta. 

(Geneva). Bull. 330, (1911). 

‘+ Wallace, EB. “Lime-Sulfur as a Summer Spray.” N. Y. Agric. Expt. 

Sta. (Cornell). Bulletin 289, (1911). 
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boiled lime-sulphur at. several dilutions with and without arseni- 

cals, self-boiled mixture, bordeaux mixture with lead arsenate, 

and the latter used alone. 

The results reviewed as a whole again demonstrated an effi- 

ciency of the sulphur sprays equal to bordeaux in fungus con- 

trol and reduction of injury to foliage and fruit. Some leaf 

injury was obtained, but serious defoliation occurred in but 2 

cases—one when arsenite of lime was used with lime-sulphur, 

the other when lime-sulphur with lead arsenate was applied to 

peaches with the carbonic acid gas sprayer. 

Russeting was noted on apples, but of a degree no greater or 

even less than that effected by the weather on unsprayed fruit. 

Wallace regards foliage injury from lime-sulphur* as entirely 

distinct from that produced by bordeaux mixture, because of 

the differences in chemical constituents. He is also of the opin- 

ion that injury from the former is limited to short periods fol- 

lowing the application of the spray, and that injuries appearing 

a considerable time after spraying may be ascribed to the arseni- 

cals used. In other words, in bordeaux as applied the copper 

is in the insoluble (hydroxide) or harmless form and cannot 

cause injury until certain changes occur. In lime-sulphur solu- 

tion on the other hand, the sulphur is applied in the soluble form, 

which is then many times more caustic than at any time after 

it has once dried. 

_ Wallace also emphasizes the conditions of the leaf as affected 

by insects and fungi and the vigor of the trees as important 

factors related to the degree and amount of injury inflicted. 

The amount of spray applied, according as this is excessive or 

moderate, is also regarded as bearing on the amount of injury. 

In connection with the above field experiments laboratory 

studies of the fungicidal properties of lime-sulphur alone and 

in combination were made.** Spores of peach brown rot, apple 

scab and apple canker were employed. 

The results show that equal concentrations are not equally 

efficient for different fungi. Arsenate of lead appears to have 

* Wallace, E. “Spray Injury Induced by Lime-Sulfur Prepara- 

tions., N. Ye Agric! Expt, Sta, (Cornell), Bull) 288) (orm): 

** Wallace, E., Blodgett, F. M. and Hesler, L. R. “Studies on the 
Fungicidal Value of Lime-Sulfur Preparations.’ N. Y. Agric. Expt. 

Sta. (Cornell). Bulletin 290 (1911.) 
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some fungicidal value, both laboratory and field tests indicating 

increased efficiency of the sulphur sprays when lead arsenate is 

added. 

The effect of carbonic acid gas, used in a gas sprayer, is 

worthy of note. With lime-sulphur solutions alone the re- 

action of the gas was not of a nature to produce injurious re- 

sults. Such reaction where lime-sulphur was used with lead 

arsenate did result in injury to peach foliage. The results ob- 

tained by Wallace do not warrant him in recommending the use 
of a gas sprayer in applying these materials when combinel. 

The addition of lime to lime-sulphur solutions gave no con- 

clusive results. Laboratory tests indicated increased fungicidal 

powers by the addition of iron sulphate to the lime-sulphur ; the 

use of the two combined with lead arsenate was less effective 

than when the iron sulphate was omitted. 

EXPERIMENTS AT HicHmMoorR Farm, Marne AGRICULTURAL 

EXPERIMENT STATION, IQIO. 

The increasing evidence of spray injury and the results of the 

preceding season in the orchards at Highmoor Farm made it 

desirable to test out the lime-sulphur sprays as substitutes for 

bordeaux mixture in this State. 
The experiment aimed at determining the following points: 

1. ‘The comparative efficiency of the lime-sulphur sprays and 

bordeaux mixture as fungicides, especially for apple scab. 

2. A comparison of these sprays in regard to possible injury 

to foliage and fruit on a variety especially susceptible to spray 

injury—the Ben Davis. 
3. The effectiveness of arsenate of lead in combination with 

lime-sulphur solutions. 

4. The relation of possible leaf and fruit injury to the com- 

bination of sulphur sprays with lead arsenate. 
The experiments as originally planned included a study of 

arsenic in other forms combined with the sulphur sprays and a - 

trial of the latter without arsenicals. ‘The number and condition 

of trees available this season for such a study made it necessary 

to confine it to the points aforementioned. ‘These cover the really 

important questions in the lime-sulphur problem. It is, after 

all, of very secondary importance whether or not lime-sulphur 
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as a fungicide may be advantageously substituted in the orchard 

for bordeaux. ‘The question of paramount importance is the 

determination of its relation and action in conjunction with a 
reliable insecticide. From the standpoint of general economy 
for the grower the onty solution of the spraying problem will 

be a safe and effective insecticide-fungicide combination. 

An orchard of 128 Ben Davis trees from 20 to 25 years old, 

of fairly uniform size and condition, and promising a moderate 
yield per tree, was divided into 12 plots. Plot 1 contained 9 

trees. The remainder consisted of 12 each, excepting Plot 9 

which contained 11.* The following table gives data of treat- 

ment. 

Table 11. 

) | 

| 
Amount lead arsenate 

Average in 50 gals. water. 

Density Amount used | 
Plot. Treatment.| Manufactured | Degrees in 50 gals. | 

by Beaumeé. water. 
| © First Second and 
| Applica. |third Appli- 

tion. cations. 

| 
1 Unsprayed... | | 

Niagara Sprayer, 
2 Lime-sulphur| Company...... | 34 PES EBD ISG coa5 cconcasc 12 NDSYe creme 3 Ibs. 

Bowker Insecti-, | 
3 Lime-sulphur| cide Co........| 34 AA PAlS.es is Phases Dulbs.gatees 3 lbs. 

Sterling Chemi-| | 
4 Lime-sulphur| calCo......... 31 WESC) Sieemeeh ane nboe 2 WOSa. see 3 Ibs. | | 

Grasselli Chemi-| | ; 
5 Lime-sulphur| calCo......... 33 PLB aoal Sy ase Soayeceesessie 2 MD Seyersieeeete 3 lbs. 

Jas.A.Blanchard | 
6 Lime-sulphur| Company...... 32 Rs aU SH esviere etese nia atew PeilSeaueoes 3 Ibs. 

| 
7 “Sulfocide” ..|B. G. Pratt Co...| 40 BS GaP osdosanec soe 2 Mos oo5 3a. 3 lbs. 

8 Intensified | | | 
Self Boiled | 
Lim e-s ul p- 10 lbs. lime........ Fi ; 
Inher aobo ee Home made..... /10. Ibs. sulphur....|/2 lbs....... 3 lbs. 

9 Boiled Lime- | [2h Ibs. lime ) ax 
sulphur.....;Home made..... 31 5 lbs. sulphur j 21 DSteaeer ere 3 Ibs. 

10 Bordeaux | 4 lbs. copper sulp- 
mixture ....|Home made..... hate. 4 lbs. lime/2 Ibs....... 3 lbs. 

. | | 

11 Bordeaux | 3 Ibs. copper sulp- 
mixture ....;Home made..... | | hate. 3 lbs. lime/2 lbs....... 3 Ibs. 

12 Unsprayed... | | 
| | 

* The third application of ‘‘Sulfocide”’ was 3, gallon to 50 gallons water. 
** Boiled with a constant volume of 10 gallons water and used at same dilution as 

commercial concentrates. 

* Two trees in Plot 12 were accidentally sprayed on one side in the 

second application and were omitted from the final count. 
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In making the self-boiled lime-sulphur, hot water was used 

and an attempt made to secure a large amount of sulphur in 

solution by making it in a small 10-gallon cask, conserving the 

heat by a covering during the process, and allowing it to stand 

for about 45 minutes before using. The lime was high grade 

and quick acting. Sulphur flour was used.* 

_ The lime of the boiled concentrated spray was slaked with a 

thin paste made of the sulphur in hot water, more water being 

added up to a total volume of 10 gallons. This volume was kept 

constant while the solution boiled for one hour. After cooling 

and straining it showed a density indicated in the table and was 

used at the same dilution as the commercial solutions. 

Arsenate of lead was not added in any case until the time of 

application. | 

Time oF APPLICATION. 

Owing to the nature of the experiment, a hand pump outfit 

was used. The applications, made with Mistry Jr. nozzles, were 

exceedingly careful and thorough, and occurred on the follow- 
ing dates: 

ist. When fruit buds began to show pink, May 13 to 16. 

and. After the petals fell, June 7 to 9. 

Bade itily 15 to 18. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS DURING AND FOLLOWING SPRAYING. 

Weather conditions at the time of the first application were 

most favorable. The days were bright, mild and warm, and 

remained so for at least a week after spraying. 

The second application was interrupted and followed by 

weather of the kind most favorable for the production of spray 

injury, according to previous experiences with bordeaux mix- 

ture. Showers interrupted and followed the spraying. The 

temperature and’humidity changes were great and sudden. Cold, 

rainy periods were followed by bright, hot, humid ones. Un- 

*It should be noted that the above method of making this mixture is 
in reality not the “self- boiled’? preparation of Scott’s recommendation, 
but an intensified modification, whereby more sulphur than Scott ad- 
Vises goes into solution. In making the self-boiled mixture the direc- 
tions at the end of this bulletin should be followed. 
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fortunately meteorological apparatus had not been installed at 

this time and the observations in this regard are of necessity 

general. Fair weather accompanied and followed the final ap- 

plication. 

RESULTS. 

Effect on Foliage. No injury to foliage occurred between the 
first and second applications. 

Observations made 2 to 15 days after the second application 

showed leaf injury on all the sprayed plots except that treated 

with self-boiled lime-sulphur. This injury appeared as light 

reddish-brown spots, in many cases greater in area than bor- 

deaux spots, and frequently seen on the marginal portions of 

the leaf. As the season progressed these dead areas became 

darker in color and brittle. In many cases the spots were small 

and round, being comparable in size and shape to those found 
on bordeaux injured foliage. The number of such areas per 

leaf was, however, considerably less. 

The degree of injury varied but little on the several sulphur 

plots. Plot 2 was slightly better than Plot 3 in respect to free- 

dom from injury. In the latter division the injury appeared to 

be confined to the smaller, less developed leaves. Plots 4 and 

5 were both slightly superior to 2, and Plot 6 ranked equally 

with the latter. 

Of all the lime-sulphur sprays the home-boiled preparation 

showed the greatest amount of leaf injury, and this was more 

apparent after the third application. (Fig. 48.) The actual 

amount of damage was slight. A fair estimate would be 2 per 

cent, compared with one-half to one per cent from the com- 

mercial sprays. In all cases, however, the injury had no appar- 

ent later effect. Foliage and wood growth were unchecked, 

fruit developed well and the functions of the tree seemed un- 

impaired. Indeed, as the season progressed, close observation 

was needed to detect any foliage injury whatever. (Fig. 57.) 

The leaves remained notably green and vigorous and hung on 

until long after harvest. 

The “Sulfocide” plot showed leaf scorching of the most severe 

kind shortly after the second application. Leaves were so badly 

burned that the affected tissues were crisped (Fig. 49). De- 
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foliation was marked and from the general appearance of the 

plot at the close of the season it may be assumed that the vigor 

of the trees was considerably impaired (Fig. 56). Injury was 

increased by the final application, although this was at a greater 

dilution than the weakest strength recommended by the manu- 

RAC HUI Cia Sea 

In comparison with the lime-sulphur sprays the bordeaux 

plots showed a markedly greater degree of leaf injury, estimated - 

at 25 per cent. The characteristic leaf spotting was produced 

(Fig. 47), followed by a moderate amount of yellowing and 

leaf fall to a lesser degree. (Fig. 58.) No difference in effect 

on foliage was noted between the two strengths of bordeaux. 

The foliage suffered markedly in comparison with the lime- 

sulphur plots, after allowing for differences in appearance due 

to the color of the two sprays. 

The adhesive quality of all the commercial solutions as well 

as the home-boiled concentrate was excellent on leaves and fruit, 

and compared well with bordeaux. The self-boiled mixture 

was inferior in this respect. 

Effect on Fruit. Contrary to the experience of most investi- 
gators, all the plots showed injury to fruit.** Not even the self- 

boiled sulphur plot was free in this respect. The injury was of 

two kinds; one a russeting, roughening and pustulation of the 

skin, frequently accompanied by malformation and practically 

identical with the several degrees of bordeaux injury. The 

most severe injury on any of the lime-sulphur plots was some- 

what less than the greatest injury from bordeaux (Fig. 51). 

No cracking or folding of the skin accompanied the former, and 

while russeting was quite common, it was of a nature in cases 
where malformation was absent to detract but slightly from the 

market value of the fruit. 

The other form of spray injury, confined to fruit sprayed with 

sulphur solutions, occurred without exception at the calyx end, 

and will be designated as calyx injury. 

*The manufacturer’s directions accompanying ‘“‘Sulfocide” give Paris 

green as the insecticide to be used with it. Lead arsenate was used in 

this experiment to determine its action, as no field test of such combi- 

nation seems to have been reported. 

**Note.—It should be borne in mind that the Ben Davis is especially 

susceptible to spray injury,.as compared with some other varieties. 

oy =" —— 
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When this fruit was about one-third full size a dark brown 

discoloration of the tissues immediately surrounding the sepals 
was observed. This was on the average one centimeter in di- 

ameter and fairly regular and circular in outline. As the season 

advanced it did not increase noticeably in size, but became 

blacker. Such tissue was hard, tough and very resistant to 

pressure; an axial section showed that the injury was confined 

to the skin and to a very minute part of the sub-epidermal tis- . 

sues. The macroscopic appearance of such tissues was in ac- 

cord with the descriptions of “‘corked” tissues on other parts of 

bordeaux injured apples. 

When this injury first became noticeable it was invariably 

accompanied by a bright carmine aureole upon the edge of the 

basin. This was the certain. index of calyx injury on fruit 

hanging high enough on the tree to obscure the other indications. 

This aureole disappeared entirely with the growth of the fruit. 

The blackened areas become somewhat depressed and fre- 

quently showed a tendency to separate = curl away slightly 

from the normal skin adjacent. 

In rare cases this form of injury spread well into the basin, 

was irregular in outline and confined to one side of the calyx. 

Two examples of the more severe type of calyx injury are 

shown (Fig. 52). 
Cases where the splitting of the skin at the edge of the injury 

gave opening for fungous infections resulted a little before har- 

vest in the production of a very small amount of rot. 

Injury from bordeaux mixture was of the nature indicated 

by the illustrations (Fig. 50) and tallied with the description of 

such injury previously given in this bulletin. 

Both bordeaux and calyx injury were evidently vafieres by 

the second application of the spray. No further effects were 

noted after the final spraying. 

The fruit on the “Sulfocide” plot suffered injury commen- 

surate with that of the foliage, both in amount and degree. 

The burning appeared at the same time as the calyx injury 

already mentioned, but in this case the last application, although 

diluted beyond the specified recommendation, produced addi- 

tional injury. 
Here also the damage inflicted was chiefly at the calyx. It 

was vastly greater than that previously described, and more- 
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over was not confined to the fruit basin or restricted to that 

part of the apple. The sides of the fruit were likewise affected 

and frequently deep clefts in the flesh occurred in conjunction 

with the burned skin. The injury when confined to the basin 

resulted in many cases in a marked shrinking and depression 

of that part. In addition, the fruit was stunted in growth and 
frequently misshapen. In color, texture and general characters 

the injury on these apples corresponded to that of calyx injury. © 

It was, as may be seen, (Figs. 53 and 54) greater, and it also 

extended deeper into the sub-cuticular tissues. Rot of injured 
fruit at harvest was also greater on fruit from this plot. 

In examining the fruit of the unsprayed plots we find evi- 

dence that must largely modify the conclusions to be drawn 

from this year’s results. Fruit removed as completely as pos- 

sible from the liability of catching spray from the other plots 
showed injury of the kind illustrated (Fig. 55). Aside from 
this, fruit not deformed showed a cansiderable amount of rus- 

seting, also of varying degree. 

A comparison of fruit from the several plots as to general 

appearance was notably in favor of all the lime-sulphur sprays. 

The apples from such plots were larger, of better color and had 

an attractive waxy bloom. In this respect fiuit from Plots 

5, 6, 8 and 9 was especially noteworthy. 
The “Sulfocide” plot produced smaller apples but on the 

average of still higher color. The fruit from the bordeaux 

plots was decidedly inferior in finish and color to any of the 

mest 

Effectiveness in Fungous Control. 

The early part of the season was favorable for infection by 

scab and fruit spot (Cylindrosporium Pomi, Brooks), as indi- 

cated by the check plots and unsprayed trees in the vicinity of 

the orchards. A prolonged drought in June and July doubtless 

served as a check on late infections. 

The leaves on the unsprayed trees were nevertheless consid- 

erably affected by scab, infection being estimated at 70 per cent, 

of which 50 per cent was severe. 
The self-boiled lime-sulphur showed least fungous control of 

any spray used. Here the per cent of foliage infection was 
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estimated at 50 per cent, but none of it was of a degree severe 

enough to materially affect the functions of the tree. 

In the other divisions control, so far as careful observations 

showed, was excellent and practically equal. The foliage was 

not entirely free from the fungus, but the infections did not be- 

come sufficiently established to do any evident damage. Such 

scabby foliage averaged from 4 to 8 per cent on the different 
plots. 

In estimating the efficiency of control on the fruit, scab alone 

was considered. No gradations of scabby fruit were made; 

the resulting data therefore do not show the amount of fruit 

which was very slightly affected. This in practically all cases 

was more than 50 per cent of the scabby fruit of all sprayed 

plots, and should be taken into consideration. 

Effectiveness of Lead Arsenate. 

The results obtained indicate an almost perfect control of 

insects affected by arsenicals. The unsprayed plots were thor- 

oughly infested during the season by codling moth (Carpocapsa 

pomonella, L,.), yellow-necked caterpillar (Datana ministra), 

tussock moth (Hemerocampa leucostigma) and fall web worm 

(Hyphantria cunea). ‘The last was extremely prevalent in 

Maine this season, and the check rows and unsprayed trees in 

the neighborhood were covered with the caterpillars. Not only 

leaves but fruit as well were attacked by them in Plot 1. | 

On the other hand, practically no trace of any of the afore- 

mentioned pests could be found on any of the sprayed plots. 

The cigar-case bearer (Coleophora fletcherella) and bud moth 
(Tmetocera ocellana) were present in all the orchards in the 

spring; the first spraying was not early enough to check the 

work of either insect, and some injury was done by the latter. 
It should be noted that almost every fruit classed as wormy 

was in the case of the sprayed plots injured by the plum cur- 

culio (Conotrachelus nenuphar) and not by codling moth. The 

control of the latter pest was therefore practically absolute. 

Russeted fruit as such was not included in the following data, 

as this was common to checks and sprayed trees alike, but se- 

vere deformity with russeting is given as an index of the amount 

of severe injury incurred. No distinction has been made between 

picked fruit and windfalls, as nearly all the fruit hung on the 
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trees until a few days before picking time, when a quantity of 

fruit dropped during a wind storm. The windfalls were pre- 

vented from rolling by a deep cover crop, and no difficulty was 
found in assigning the dropped fruit to its respective plot. 

Table 12. 

Per Per 
Density | Number] cent. Per Per cent. Per 

Plot Treatment. Degrees - of without} cent. cent. Calyx | cent. 
Beaumé.| Apples. scab. |Scabby.*|Detormed. Injury.|Wormy. 

1 |Check, Unsprayed 3 3,102 58.34 41.65 1.96 13.79 

2 |Niagara Lime- 
sulphur......... 34 7,736 | 92.70 7.29 222, 1.75 0.63 

3 [Bowker ‘Lime- 
sulphur......... 34 5,040 | 93.33 6.66 3.5% 1.07 1.54 

4 |Sterling Lime- 
sulphur........ 31 7,765 | 89.96 10.03 1.37 0.06 0.81 

5 |Grasse11ifLim e- 
Swiholiwhepeneseae 33 9,563 88.53 11.46 1.81 3.21 9.53 

6 |Blanchard Lime- 
sulphur.:....... 32 7,699 91.08 8.91 1.64 0.61 1.02 

7 |Pratt ‘“Sulfocide’| . 40 33660 94.42 5.57 44 .39** 0.16 

8 \Intensified Self 
| boiled Lime- 

sulphur......... 3,181 84.59 15.40 2.13 1.03 1.03 

9 |Boiled Lime-s ul- | 
LUT ae eelete hee eine 31 6,551 85.25 14.74 iL. et 0.09 1) 2B 

10|Bordeaux 4-4-50. . 7,185 | 83.29 | 16.70 6.77 1.51 

11| Bordeaux 3-3-50.. 5,215 85.95 14.03 5.79 1.97 

12|Check, Unsprayed 6,092 59.24 40.75 2.47 7.33 

* On sprayed plots 50 per cent. of respective amounts so slightly scabbed as to have 
fair market value. 

** Deformity and calyx injury sufficiently coincident to combine in one count. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

Examination of the above data shows a small balance of scab 
control in favor of the lime-sulphur sprays as against bordeaux 

mixture. ‘The “Sulfocide” plot shows the highest degree of scab 
control, but the points to be discussed later do not incline one 

favorably towards its use, at least with arsenate of lead. 

In general the chief significance of the foregoing table is the 
demonstration of the high fungicidal efficiency of the lime-sul- 

phur sprays. The per cent variations are all within the range 
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of experimental error, and their use in making comparisons 

between individual plots cannot serve as the basis for warranted 

conclusions. 

Neither of the home-made sulphur sprays were quite as ef- 

fective as the commercial concentrates. On the basis of former 

experiments, some reduction in fungus control was to be ex- 

pected in the case of the self-boiled lime-sulphur. The con- 

clusion, however, that home-made lime-sulphur concentrate is - 

inferior to the commercial sprays, must not be drawn from one 
year’s results, especially in view of the many experiments al- 

ready cited, pointing to the contrary. We believe that this fall- 

ing off, compared with the commercial solutions, may be partly 

accounted for by the greater foliage density of the trees of this 

plot. - It is reasonable to suppose that with equal care in appli- 

cation, such increase of leaves, especially towards the center of 

the tree, would not only make control of the fungus more diffi- 
cult, but the greater shade and reduced aeration would render 

propagation easier. The same explanation, although to lesser 

degree, may hold for Plots 10 and 11. Plots 9 to 12 inclusive 

consisted of somewhat larger and denser trees which had not 

been quite so heavily thinned in the pruning of the preceding 

winter. In general, however, we may consider this year’s data 

confirm the consensus of results obtained elsewhere as to the 

practical efficiency of lime-sulphur sprays in the control of apple 

scab and other fungi. 

Injury to Foliage and Fruit. 

“We have already seen that the lime-sulphur sprays proved 

immeasurably superior to bordeaux in their effect on foliage, 

and this under seasonal conditions at spraying time that put all 

materials used to the most severe test. On the question of in- 

jury to fruit, caution is needed in drawing conclusions. This 
is obvious when we consider the per cent of deformed fruit on 

both unsprayed plots (Table 12) and note its appearance (Fig. 

ss). These amounts run sufficiently close to the per cents 

indicated for the lime-sulphur sprays to warrant the assumption 

that the unknown agencies classed as weather conditions were 

this year responsible for much of the damage on the sprayed 

trees. Whatever these natural agencies may be, they were this 
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year widespread throughout the country, as shown by reports 

of injury to sprayed and unsprayed fruit. 

We cannot, however, concur with the view taken by some 

workers in this field, who, on the basis of their results, do not 

credit lime-sulphur sprays with ability to produce fruit injury. 

We incline to the belief that positive results such as ours are 

more significant than those of a negative nature. The fact that 

spraying trees with lime-sulphur has resulted in no injury to 

fruit may mean no more than the absence of conditions neces- 

sary for producing it with the spray in question, or that in some 

cases it has been used on varieties not especially susceptible to 

spray injury. 

A comparison of the injured apples from the check plots (Fig. 

55) and those from the lime-sulphur plots (Fig. 51) brings out 

the point at issue. The unsprayed fruit shows a good amount 

of russeting and remarkable deformity. But laying the fact of 

deformity aside, we do not find on the unsprayed plots the very 

evident pustulation or “pimpling” of the russeted surfaces so 

clearly evident on fruit from the lime-sulphur plots. This, be 
it noted (Fig. 51), is practically identical in appearance with a 

moderately severe case of bordeaux injury. 

Injury from lime-sulphur has moreover been reported in other 

states. Parrott and Schoene* recognize the russeting of apples 

sprayed this season with lime-sulphur. Two of the coopera- 

tive experimenters report severe russeting, although less severe 

than where bordeaux was used. Others report such injury to 

lesser degrees, and in general always less than the damage 

caused by bordeaux mixture. 

Prof. Cordley reports fruit injury of a nature similar to our 

experience. In experiments conducted by him in the Willa- 

mette Valley no injury could be obtained on fruit “without 

using the spray at a strength sufficient to seriously injure the 

foliage. = * * In the Hood River Valley, where we con- 

ducted certain experiments, entirely different results were ob- 

tained. No injury whatever to the fruit was produced by the 

application, which was made at the time the blossom buds were 

opening, nor by the second application which was made after 

the petals fell; but serious injury to the foliage and fruit did 

* Parrott, P. J. and Schoene, W. J. loc. cit. 
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result from the third application, which was made between May 

23 and May 28, and which was followed immediately by a few 

excessively hot days—so hot in fact that some sunscald of the 

fruit occurred in orchards which were not sprayed. The injury 

in question occurred in two forms. From 2 to 5 per cent of 

the fruit, principally upon the southwest side of the trees, suf- 

fered seriously from what appeared to be sunscald, but which | 

was more abundant in orchards which were sprayed with lime- 

sulfur than in orchards which were sprayed with some other 

combination. ‘There later developed upon a considerable por- 

tion of the fruit, which at the time showed no injury, a form 

of ‘russeting’ very similar to that caused by bordeaux. Just 

what the explanation of this injury is, | am not prepared at this 

time to say, but the evidence points strongly to the conclusion 

that we should warn fruit growers against the use of lime- 

sulfur, at least at the strength at which we have been using the 

sclutions during very hot weather.”* 

Fruit russeting following the use of lime-sulphur on apples 

has also been reported in Ohio this past season.** 

These results would seem to be somewhat in accord with 

those obtained in Maine. The weather conditions, however, 

were different, and the injured fruit in our experiment was not 

confined to any particular side of the tree. It was, moreover, 

found equally on trees of thin and dense foliage. 

Neither does the fact that some fruit injury was found on 

the intensified. self-boiled lime-sulphur plot prove said -injury 

to be solely due to weather conditions, when we recall that the 

mixture in this case was made with a view to getting the max- 

imum amount of sulphur into solution. 

The injury produced by bordeaux shows that it was from 

2 to 5 times as great. It was also more severe. In this respect 

the results of this year agree with those of preceding investi- 

gators as to the evident reduction of serious damage by the 

substitution of lime-sulphur for bordeaux mixture as summer 

sprays. We believe that further work along this line will con- 

tinue to furnish evidence warranting the substitution of lime- 

sulphur for bordeaux as a fungicide for all fruits most sus- 
ceptible to spray injury. 

* Cordley, A. B. In correspondence, Nov. 14, 1910. 

** Selby, A. D. Ohio Agric. Expt. Sta. In correspondence. 
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We are furthermore of the opinion that when weather con- 

ditions are right for the production of spray injury, no spray 
material now known can be relied upon to counteract or avoid 

it; and this will be especially true when said conditions produce 

injury on unsprayed fruit, as in the past season. Indeed it is 

highly probable that the fruit injury obtained this year (if we 

disregard the one kind that was undoubtedly caused by the 

arsenical), was due to the application of a spray, irrespective of 

its composition. In other words, under the unusual conditions 

at spraying time, the addition of moisture may have increased 

the degree of injury which the natural agents alone were capable 
of inflicting. Future experiments may prove that satisfactory 

’ fungicidal effects may be secured with greater dilutions at re- 

duced risk of injury. 

Effectiveness of Lead Arsenate. 

This point has already been fully discussed. The results cor- 

rcborate those of experimenters previously mentioned regarding 

the entire efficiency with lime-sulphur sprays, irrespective of the 

chemical changes occurring when used together. The check 

plots indicate that insects destructive to fruit were not especially 

numerous. Codling moth, as previously noted, was perfectly 

controlled. 

“Sulfocide”’ and Calyx Injury. 

The fact that calyx injury was found on neither check nor 

bordeaux plots, together with the very severe injury of similar 

nature on Plot 7 inclines us to the belief that this was the result 

of a chemical change whereby the arsenic was set free in some 

form capable of causing the results. The injuries already de- 
scribed and more particularly those on Plot 7 bear a very strik- 
ing resemblance to descriptions of a similar injury noted by Tay- 

lor at the Missouri Fruit Station on apples sprayed in a rainy 

season with bordeaux and Paris green. Between the second 

and third applications ‘‘apples were noted in the Paris green plot 

with blackened areas about their blossom ends. ‘These black- 

ened areas increased in size and became more conspicuous as 

the apples grew. By picking time some of the areas now shriy- 
eled had extended about the blossom end until it covered over a 

third of the surface of the fruit. In some cases the burned tis- 
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sue at the end of the apple had dried and separated from the 

normal portion and fallen away, leaving the seeds exposed at the 

bottom of circular cup-like depressions. Some apples less seri- 

ously burned showed deeply depressed calyx basins.”* Nearly 

one-fourth of the picked fruit from these trees treated with 

Paris green were reduced from first class, and many to cull 

grade from this cause. Trees treated with arsenate of lead de- 

veloped one per cent of apples blackened at the blossom end. . 

Rainy weather was held accountable for the intensity of the 

damage inflicted. 

Paddock** also reports an attempt to control an alternaria rot 

on apples described by Longyear,*** which affected the fruit 

at the calyx end. Paddock concluded that much of said alter- 

naria injury was really due to spraying with improperly pre- 

pared arsenicals, and emphasizes the necessity when using ar- 

senite of lime on Ben Davis and Gano of spraying during fair 

weather only. 

Scott and Quaintancey+ noted injury to leaves and fruit of 

the peach produced by lead arsenate in their 1908 experiments. 

Mr. J. P. Stewart of the Pennsylvania Station has observed a 

similar burning of peaches following the use of bordeaux and 

lead arsenate. 

Cordley has indicated the differences in chemical reaction be- 

tween lime-sulphur and the two kinds of lead arsenates, netural 

and acid, showing that the amount of soluble arsenic in mixtures 

of the fungicide with the acid arsenate is 4 to’7 times greater 

than when the neutral kind is used.t 

-These facts are significant in view of the aforementioned in- 
juries of this season. It is unreasonable to ascribe to a com- 

mon cause injuries so much alike as the russeting from lime- 

*Taylor, E. P. “Spraying Apples for Curculio and Codling Moth”. 

Missouri State Fruit Sta. Bull. 21 (1909). p. 69. 

** Paddock, W. Rept. of Field Horticulturist. Colo. Agric. Expt. Sta. 

Press Bull. 43 (1907). 

*« Tongyear, B. O. “A New Apple Rot”. Colo. Agric. Expt. Sta. 
Bull. to5 (1905). 

+ Scott, W. M. and Quaintance, A. L. “Control of the Brown-Rot 

and Plum Curculio on Peaches.” U.S. D. A. Bureau of Ent. Cire. 120 

(1910). 

*Cordley, A. B. “The Lime-Sulphur-Arsenate of Lead Mixture.” 

Better Fruit, May, 1910, pp. 37-41. 
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sulphur and bordeaux mixture and this other form of damage, 
so markedly different, so distinctly localized and entirely absent 

on trees sprayed with bordeaux and lead arsenate. Evidently 
the answer must be sought in the reactions of the arsenates and 

the sulphur sprays.* 

Relations of Density of Concentrate to Injury. 

The degree of injury to fruit and foliage varied only in a 
general way with the density of the concentrates. Allowing 
for the factor of experimental error, the results are in accord 

with the present practice of increasing the dilution with the 

density. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The experiment here recorded is the result of the first sea- 

son’s work and should be regarded as preliminary rather than 

the basis for final conclusions. In general the data presented 

show that lime-sulphur preparations may be efficiently used as 

summer sprays, and that with weather conditions liable to pro- 

duce spray injury lime-sulphur does less damage than bordeaux 

mixture both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Further data are needed regarding variation in the effect of 

sulphur sprays on different varieties. Other questions are those 

concerning the minimum effective dilution and the action of ditf- 

ferent arsenicals in combination with them. 

Arsenate of lead proved as effective with lime-sulphur as with 

bordeaux mixture. The use of a neutral lead arsenate is rec- 

ommended in order to reduce any tendency to arsenical injury. 

“Sulfocide” with lead arsenate gave unfavorable results on 

* Note.—This is indicated by tests made by the chemists of 

this station. “‘Sulfocide’ and an acid arsenate of lead used in the 

orchard experiments were mixed in the dilutions used in spraying, and 

allowed to stand. At the end of half an hour 100 cubic centimeters of 

the mixture after filtering showed 94 milligrams of soluble arsenious 

oxide. After standing for three days an equal volume yielded 104 

milligrams, largely in the form of sodium arsenate. 

The same test was made with the lead arsenate and one of the com- 

mercial lime-sulphur concentrates. Practically no arsenic was found 

in solution. Nevertheless the calyx injury on the commercial lime-sul- 

phur plots must be ascribed to a reaction between the concentrate and 

the arsenate. 
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foliage and fruit. Its use with Paris green was not attempted. 
Favorable results have in some cases been reported by growers 
when used with the latter arsenical. 

Unusual conditions favorable to the production of injury were 
prevalent this season. It is believed that future work with 

more dilute solutions will furnish still better reasons for the 

use of lime-sulphur as an orchard fungicide. ‘The many experi- 

ments referred to, as well as the favorable reports of practical ~ 

orchardists throughout the country, warrant Maine fruit grow- 

ers in giving the new sprays a thorough trial. Aside from the 

experimental plots, this Station purposes using home boiled lime- 

sulphur of 31° to 34° Beaumé density at a 1-40 dilution on all 

its orchards. 

The additional advantage of the sulphur sprays lies in their 

combined insecticidal and fungicidal powers. ‘The same stock 

solution used to control fungous diseases in summer is success- 

ful at greater strength as an insecticide for sucking insects 

against which arsenicals are ineffective. Such strengths must 

be applied when the tree is not in leaf. 

Homer Mabe vs. ComMMErcrAL LiME SULPHUR. 

Commercial lime-sulphur preparations now on the market 

are not superior to concentrated home made stock solutions 

when these are properly made and stored. The former are, 

moreover, considerably more expensive. At present prices of 

material the home made concentrate can be made at a cost of 

one-third to one-fourth that of an equal volume of a commer- 

cial solution if the materials are bought in quantity. This does 

not include the original outlay for a cooker and barrels for 

storage. The commercial preparation is a convenience, requir- 

ing nothing but a knowledge of its density before diluting. The 

home made concentrate can be made at any time and if properly 
barreled and kept from freezing can be stored indefinitely. 

Home made lime-sulphur can also at present be made cheaper 

than the home-prepared bordeaux mixture, so far as cost of in- 

gredients are concerned. The choice on grounds of economy 

is, therefore, merely between the expenditure of money or time 

and labor. 
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DrrREcTIONS FOR MAKING LiME-SULPHUR SOLUTIONS. 

The materials necessary for making these sprays are a good 

stone lime, free from grit or dirt, testing not less than 90 per 

cent calcium oxide and not more than 5 per cent magnesium 
oxide, and sulphur. Sulphur may be in the form of flowers of 

sulphur or sulphur flour. 

Self-Boiled Lime-Sulphur.* 

Use 10 pounds sulphur and 10 pounds of good stone lime to 

50 gallons of water.** These quantities may be increased to 
any desired amount provided the proportions are maintained. 

“Place the lime in a barrel and pour on enough water (about 
3 gallons to 20 pounds) to start it slaking and to keep the sul- 

phur off the bottom of the barrel. Then add the sulphur which 

should be worked through a sieve to break up the lumps and 

finally enough water to slake the lime into a paste. Consider- 

able stirring is necessary to prevent caking on the bottom. Af- 

ter the violent boiling which accompanies the slaking of the lime 

is over the mixture should be diluted ready for spraying, or at 

least enough cold water added to stop the cooking. Five to 15 

minutes are required, according to whether the lime is quick 

acting or sluggish. The intense heat seems to break up the par- 

ticles of sulphur into about the physical condition of precipi- 

tated sulphur and the violent boiling makes a good mechanical 

mixture of the lime and sulphur. Only a small percentage of 

the sulphur—enough to improve the adhesiveness of the mix- 

ture—goes into solution, but if the hot mass is allowed to stand 

as a thick paste the sulphur continues to unite with the lime and 

at the end of 30 to 40 minutes enough of the reddish liquid is 

produced to burn peach foliage and even apple foliage in some 

TAGs, a 
The mixture should be strained through a sieve of 20 meshes 

to the inch in order to remove the coarse particles of lime, but 

all the sulphur should, be worked through the strainer. 
The amount of water required to make the best mixture de- 

* Adapted trom the several publications of W. M. Scott, Bureau of 

Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. 

**& An 8-8-50 formula is recommended by Scott in his latest report on 

peaches. 10-10-50 is doubtless none too strong for the apple. 
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pends largely upon the lime. Some grades of lime respond 
quickly and take a large quantity of water, while others heat up 
slowly and are easily ‘drowned’ if too much water is added at 
once. Hot water may be used to good advantage in preparing 
the mixture with sluggish lime, but with quick-acting lime hot 
water is not necessary and is more likely to bring too much of 
the sulphur into solution. If desired the mixture may be kept 
for a week or more without deterioration, but should be thor- - 
oughly stirred before using.” 

In applying the self-boiled mixture the spray pump should be 

equipped with a good agitator, as the mixture settles to the bot- 

tom of the tank. In order to be evenly applied it must be well 

agitated. 

It is to be noted that this mixture has been found less effect- 

ive for apple scab than the boiled preparation. 

Home Boiled Concentrated Lime-Sulphur. 

Silly aap or eee Oe ne a IIo pounds. 
ies besten ade. <a corre ves ene ae 55 pounds. 

Water sufficient to make 60 gallons. 

“Slake the lime, mix the sulphur into a thin paste with a lit- 

tie water, add it to the lime, add sufficient water to make 60 gal- 
lons, bring to a boil and boil vigorously for 30 to 45 minutes. 

The sediment is then allowed to settle, after. which the clear 

dark amber-colored liquid is drawn off and may be stored in 

casks for future use.’’* 

In making this solution a large iron kettle or cooker Re some 

sort is necessary. A stock feed cooker of large capacity will 

answer. Fig. 45 shows a satisfactory form which can be had 
of Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, Ill.; The Wagner Manu- 

facturing Co., Sydney, Ohio; Farmers’ Supply Co., Philadel- 

phia, Pa.; or R. B. Dunning & Co., Bangor, Maine. The solu- 
tion can also be made with the use of direct steam, and this 

means has been frequently employed when large quantities of 

the material are made. 

DILUTING CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS FOR USE. 

With our present knowledge, the strength of lime-sulphur to 

use depends upon its density. This may be determined by a 

*Cordley, A. B. “Insecticides and Fungicides.’ Oregon Agric. Expt. 

Sta. Bull. 108 (1910). 
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Fig. 45. Lime Sulphur Cookcr. 

Fig. 46. Hydrometer and Cylinder for Testing Lime-Sulphur Densities. 
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cheap and simple instrument called the hydrometer. This con- 

sists of a hollow glass tube, its lower end terminating in a 
weighted bulb (Fig. 46). Placing this in a liquid, it sinks un- 

til the liquid displaced equals its own weight. In light solu- 

tions, therefore, it will sink deeper than in heavy or dense ones. 
The gradations to be read are marked on the scale on the neck 

of the instrument and are in degrees Beaumé or in terms of spe- 
cific gravity. Some instruments give both scales. The Beaumé 

is the one most generally used. 

These instruments cost about $1.00 and may be had of the 

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y., or other deal- 

ers in scientific apparatus. They are absolutely necessary for 

the proper use of lime-sulphur solutions. The contents of sev- 

eral casks from one manufacturer may vary in density, and 

experiments have shown that home boiled solutions will differ 

considerably in this respect even when the same amount of ma- 
terial and time of cooking are employed. 

The solutions should be tested at a temperature of about 60 

degrees, Fahrenheit. Density should never be determined when 

the solution is hot. 

The following is a table of dilutions.* 

Table 13. 

Number of gallons water for one gallon concen- 
trated solution. - 

Hydrometer Reading, : 
Degrees Beaumeé. 

Winter Strength Summer Strength 
(Insecticide) (Fungicide) 

F l 
32 12 30 

31 il 29 

30 10 28 

29 | 92 27 

28 | 9 26 

27 82 25 

26 8 24 

25 7 23 

24 7 22 

33 63 21 

22 6 20 

*Cordley’s figures. 
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It will be noted that the dilution at 32 degrees Beaumé is 

stronger than that used in the Maine experiments on the Ben 

Davis. A dilution of 1-40 for a concentrate testing about 32 
degrees is recommended for trial in this state on the more sus- 

ceptible varieties of apples. 

The concentrate should always be tested for density at the 

time of using. It is also a good plan to mark the density of 

each barrel-full at the time it is made. 

Arsenate of lead should not be added until the solutions are 

diluted and ready for use. 
Tf the concentrated solutions are to be stored for some time 

before using, the barrels should be entirely filled to exclude air. 

If this is not feasible, or when a part has been withdrawn for 

use and the balance is to be held for a considerable time, it 

should be protected from the air with a thin coating of paraffin 

oil or other heavy oil. If made during the winter it should not 

be allowed to freeze. 

TimE AND MerHops oF APPLICATION. 

Successful results from spraying operations depend upon 

three factors: properly prepared mixtures, timeliness and thor- 

oughness of application. Too much emphasis cannot be laid 

upon them. Failure to observe these conditions may be held 

accountable for the great majority of cases where spraying 

has not given the results desired. 

For the proper preparation or dilution of spraying mixtures 

it is only necessary to follow the directions given. Guesswork 

or slipshod methods should not be tolerated. The formule 

which have been and are being derived are the results of ex- 

periment and experience. Improvements may be made in the 

future. These the progressive orchardist will learn by obtain- 

ing the station bulletins on the subject as they appear. 

Timeliness of application demands merely a knowledge of 

the orchard enemies to be fought. These are described and 
means of control recommended in former publications of this 

station.* When the grower finds evidence of insect or fun- 

* Morse, W. J. and Lewis, C. FE. “Maine Apple Diseases,” Bull. 185 

of this Station. 

Patch, E. M. and Johannsen, O. A. “Apple Tree Insects of Maine,” 

Circular 383. 
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gous injury the cause of which he does not know, the necessary 

information can be obtained by sending specimens to the sta- 

. tion. Timeliness means protection by prevention. 

Thoroughness of application* is largely a matter of ex- 

perience and until this is acquired the idea of thoroughness 
will be that of the man who does the work. The amount nec- 

essary for each tree will depend upon the density of the foliage - 

and the way it has been kept open by proper pruning. 

Three important factors to be kept in mind in applying 

sprays are the maintenance of a high pressure, the use of the 

most efficient types of nozzles and the constant agitation of the 
liquid. 

A pressure of less than 100 pounds is not likely to produce 

the best results, and the insoluble nature of the insecticide in 

the liquid makes constant agitation necessary to keep the arseni- 

cal in suspension. 

With 100 pounds pressure and the improved type of nozzle 

the proper spraying of a large tree is a matter of very short 

time. The nozzle should deliver with considerable carrying 

power a spray of fine mist in the form of a hollow cone. Under 

these conditions it will be found necessary to keep the spray 

rod constantly in motion in order not to drench any part of 

te iEkee: 

Whether hand pumps or power machines are desirable de- 

pends upon the size of the orchard and its location. Engine 

power sprayers will be found most economical in large planta- 

tions where their use is practicable. In small orchards, or in 

large ones located on very steep, rough slopes, the hand pump 

with its small spray tank may be best adapted. The greatest 

disadvantage of the average barrel pump is the difficulty of 
maintaining the high pressure necessary for good work, al- 

though some of the improved hand machines may meet the 

requirements. In large orchards the hand pump, unless at- 

tached to a large spray tank, involves much loss of time due 

to the necessity of repeated filling. 

* See Maine Station Bulletin 185, p. 301. 
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SUMMARY. * 

Spray injury inflicted by properly prepared bordeaux mixture 

on fruit and foliage is primarily due to part of the materials 

composing it, and cannot be avoided by any known means when 

weather conditions following the spraying are favorable for in- 

jury production. 

The lime-sulphur sprays in the course of many experiments 

have been found in the majority of cases to be satisfactory sub- 

stitutes for bordeaux mixture in controlling fungous diseases 
in orchards. 

Some injury to foliage has been incurred with the use of lime- 

sulphur sprays. Part of such injury has been due to the use 

of too concentrated solutions or to leaf injuries caused by in- 

sects and fungi before the spray was applied. In practically all 

cases where proper dilutions were used leaf injury on apple 

trees was so slight that it could be entirely neglected. 
Results of many experiments show absence or reduction of 

fruit russeting with the use of lime-sulphur. 

The experiments at this station point to the following con- 

clusions: 
The commercial lime-sulphur sprays were satisfactory as 

fungicides and were superior to bordeaux mixture in their ef- 

fect on foliage and fruit. 
The home boiled concentrate was also satisfactory. The in- 

tensified self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture was less effective and 

less adhesive than any of the sprays used. 
Lead arsenate was entirely effective as an insecticide when 

combined with the sulphur sprays. 

Foliage injury occurred on all sprayed plots; it was more 

severe where bordeaux mixture was used. Leaf injury on the 

lime-sulphur plots was small in amount and not lasting in its 

effects. 

Injury to fruit was of two kinds. One was very evidently 

due to the arsenical used with the sulphur spray. The other 

form was similar to bordeaux injury, but less severe. 

Unsprayed fruit suffered severe russeting and malformation, 

due probably to weather conditions. 

Comparison of injured fruit from sprayed and unsprayed 

trees showed a greater degree of injury to the russeted surfaces 
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on sprayed fruit. Such increase of injury may be due to the 
nature of the spray, or merely to the addition of moisture at a 
time when atmospheric conditions could increase the degree of 
an injury which they could inflict without such addition. 

Injuries ascribed to arsenicals are undoubtedly due to changes 

taking place when lead arsenate is combined with the lime-sul- 
phur solutions. A neutral lead arsenate is recommended to re- 

duce the possibilities of injury. The amount of this injury: 
was this season small, and from the reports of other work is not 

a common occurrence. 

The use of “Sulfocide” with lead arsenate was decidedly in- 
jurious. 

On the basis of other experiments, the use of a carbonic acid 
gas sprayer is not recommended in applying lime-sulphur with 
lead arsenate. 

In conclusion we would encourage the trial of the lime-sul- 
phur solutions, home made or commercial, as substitutes for 

bordeaux mixture, especially on varieties of apples where bor- 

deaux injury has been noted. The general results of this sea- 

san’s experiment coincide with the many others reported in this 

bulletin regarding the effectiveness of lime-sulphur sprays as 

fungicides, and the reduction of injury to foliage and fruit. It 

should be remembered that the natural conditions that caused 

much damage on unsprayed fruit this past season are not of 

common occurrence, and still more favorable results may be 

looked for in the future. 
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Fig. 58. Partial Defoliation on 4-4-50. Bordeaux Plot 





BULLETIN 190. 

MACROSIPHUM DESTRUCTOR AND MACROSIPHUM 

SOLANIFOLI:* 

pre Mo > PATCH. 

Because of their similarity and the consequent lack of satis- 

factory specific characters in descriptions, many of the aphides 

belonging to the genus Macrosiphum have become confused 

both as to their status in literature and in collections. Some 

12 years ago I questioned one of our most careful aphidists 

concerning M. pisi and he replied with a laugh, “Pisi! Well, 

that’s a composite species ali right. All big green Macrosi- 

pha not otherwise easily placed are pisi.” 

A few years ago a second aphidist who has spent many years 

working over these insects told me with a half whimsical shrug 

of despair, “If an aphid-is a Macrosiphum, then I do not know 

the species.” 

It was with this confusion in mind that a critical examination 

of solanifolii was undertaken for characters which would sepa- 

rate it from closely allied species. I found that this aphid has 

been listed as “pisi’”’ in certain aphid collections and presume 

that it may be mixed with “pisi”’ in literature. What pist 

Kaltenbach is I do not know. There seems to be no reason 

to be sure that pisi has not been a composite species in Europe 

as well as in America both in collections and in literature. It 

is on account of this uncertainty that in this paper the whole 

pisi proposition is relegated to Europe where it should first be 

straightened out and “the destructive green pea-louse” of 

*Papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station: Ento- 

mology No. 47. 
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America is discussed under the name of M. destructor (John- 

son) which is conservative and safe for the present. 

Both destructor and solanifoliu may be characterized as large 

green Macrosipha with not infrequently color varieties of 

bright pink or soft yellow. For the most part the characters 

which separate them are relative, as destructor is in general 

larger with longer, more slender cornicles and a longer cauda. 

The antennal characters differ somewhat, the most distinctive 

difference being in the sensoria of the spuriae, this form in 

solamifolit having the sensoria of III about 3 to 6 and arranged 

at the base of the segment more in a row than in destructor, 

the spuriae of which have the very few sensoria (1 to 3 or 4) 

of III rather bunched at base of segment. But the most defi- 

nite and easily observable of characters which will serve to 

differentiate these two species is the presence or absence of 

reticulation of the cornicles, a character mentioned by Sander- 

son (1910a) in his interesting and suggestive comparative study 
of European and American specimens of “pisi.’ Mr. Sander- 

son, however, did not consider this character to be of specific 

importance although he mentions the presence or absence of 

‘reticulations in his descriptions and figures of the cornicles 

with reference to this character, and gives (Sanderson 1901a 

p. 74) reticulata as a variety name to those Macrosipha 

(chiefly from lettuce) having reticulated cornicles and more 
numerous sensoria on antennal segment III of the apterous 

viviparous form, (Sanderson 1901a p. 38). 

- Whether reticulata Sanderson may prove to be solanfolu 

or not, I have at present no biological evidence to indicate; 

but the structural characters of antennae and cornicles would 

separate reticulata from destructor and show that it is at least 

closely. allied to solanifolu. What the full synonomy of any 

of these similar species of Macrosiphum may be it would be 

folly to guess until the whole group is more thoroughly under- 

stood; but it does not seem futile to attempt to characterize 

destructor and solanifolii so at least that these two species 

may not be confused regardless of the host plant upon which 

they are taken. 

Mr. Sanderson in concluding his careful and valuable paper 

(1901a pp. 38-39) writes: “For the present, therefore, from 

the material studied, we are obliged to consider all of these 
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specimens as varieties of N. pisi Kalt. A larger series and 

further observation of their life histories may reveal specific 

distinctions. ‘The present account is published merely to show 

the extreme variability of this species (or, as it may prove to 

be, the likeness of several species), and the necessity of a care- 

ful study of it and allied species.” 
The purpose of this present paper is merely to add one more 

chapter toward the interpretation of two similar species, a chap- 

ter that seems necessary in connection with the biological and 

food plant data of these species which is needed before the 

economic status of these insects can be clearly understood. In 
regard to the need for further host plant data Mr. Chittenden 

(1909) writes: 

“The subject of alternate host plants is an important one, 

since the pea, being an annual, is not available as food for this 

aphis during the winter. It is desirable to ascertain all of the 

host plants of the pea aphis, and more especially the weeds, 

as some one or more of these may be factors of importance in 

the life economy of the species. It might be necessary in the 

future, should the depredations of this insect increase, to limit 

the growing of clover and other legumes, as well as their alter- 

nate host plants, if such be found, in the vicinity of pea fields. 

If all of the principal alternate plants could be discovered this 

might furnish a solution of the problem of how to deal with 
the insect.” 

The futility from an economic standpoint of compiling a 

series of host plants for a “composite species” is apparent. 

The descriptions of destructor in the Bibliography appended 

with especial reference to the beautiful figures (Folsom 1909) - 

in the Illinois Report are still easily available and suffice, to- 

gether with Miss King’s figures of the cornicles in this present 

paper, sufficiently to characterize the Destructive Green-Pea- 

louse. The imbrications of the cornicles extend clear to the 

tip in both apterous and alate forms, there being no terminal 

area of reticulation as is the case in solanifolu. 
This imbricated character of the destructor cornicle holds 

good in forms much diversified as to color and size, as both 

pink and green varieties are alike in this structure. It also 

holds good for the progeny individuals transferred from pea 

to shepherd’s purse and clover. The distinctions between the 
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reticulated and imbricated cornicles of any species of Macrosi- 

phum come out only in the mature insect and do not hold useful 
for the nymphs. 

In general Macrosiphum solanifolii* is a large, active species, 

usually green but very often pink, and sometimes yellowish, 

especially the young of the pink individuals. 

Decidedly pink individuals occur both with the winged and 

apterous viviparous females. At Houlton, August 17, 1905, 

a pink-winged viviparous female was taken with 12 young, 7 

of which were decidedly green and 5 decidedly pink. About 

20 pink viviparous specimens collected at Maple Grove, August 

19, 1906, were placed upon potato in the insectary. Some were 

winged and some were apterous. On August 29 the young of 

these were all found to be pink, though many were toning into 

pale yellow. The insectary specimens of oviparous females 

were largely pink, though many were yellow, and a few dis- 

tinctly green. 

Macrosiphum solamfolu. Winged viviparous female.—Head 

yellowish green. Antennae, proximal segments pale green, dis- 

tal segments dark; length of segments: III, .88 to .96 mm.; 

INie276: to" 29 anime VE (OA to 272 nai) Vo ONO 92 iadtadee ia alee 

.96 to 1.12 mm.; total length I to VII, 3.6 to 4.05 mm. Pro- 

thorax and thorax light yellowish green. Wings hyaline, veins 

dark brown, very slender, stigma pale brown. Total wing ex- 

pansion 8.1 mm. Legs with proximal part of femora and tibiae 

pale, tarsi and distal part of femora and tibiae dark. ‘Tarsi 

.16 to .2 mm. Abdomen light green unmarked dorsally or 

ventrally. Cornicles, with proximal portion green and distal 

portion dark brown, imbricated along the center but strongly 

reticulated at tip, cylindrical, length .95 mm. or about five times 

length of tarsus. Cauda light green, ensiform, length .48 mm. 

or about one-half length of cornicles. Total length of body 

to distal tip of cauda and exclusive of antennae 2.9 to 3.37 mm. 

Winged viviparous female, pink individual.—Head light yel- 

lowish. Antennae with I and II light yellowish, rest dark. 

Prothorax and thorax light yellowish pink. Abdomen pale 

pink. Cornicles light yellow with tips dusky and strongly reti- 

culated. Cauda pink. 

* For a fuller discussion of this species the reader is referred to 

Bulletin 147 of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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Apterous viviparous female.—Color as with the winged vivi- 
parous form. Antennae, length of segments: III, .8 to .96 

mime 72 to oo mm, V, 50 to .72 mm., VI, .16 to .2mm., 

VII, .96 to 1.2 mm., total length of segments I to VII, average 

about 4.05 mm. Cornicles .g6 to 1.04 mm. in length, and 

strongly reticulated at tip. Cauda .56 mm. Total length of 

body to distal tip of cauda and exclusive of antennae, 4.05 mm. 
Apterous oviparous female—Head pale, nearly white. An- 

tennae with proximal joints pale, distal half dark. Length of 

segments: III, .68 to .88 mm.; IV, .56 to .68 mm.; V, .52 to .64 
mm.; VI, .16 mm.; VII, .96 to 1.04 mm.; total antennal length 

I to VII average about 3.6 mm. Prothorax and thorax pale 

like head. Legs with femora and tibiae, proximal portion pale, 

distal portion dusky. Tarsi dark, .16 mm. long. Hind tibiae 
conspicuously darker and much swollen and thickly set with 

sensoria. Abdomen light salmon pink. Cornicles pale at base, 

distal half dark and reticulated at tip; length .6 to .8 mm. 

Cauda salmon pink, ensiform, length .32 to .4 mm. Total body 
length to tip of cauda, antennae excluded, 2.13 to 2.15 mm. 

The size of the hind tibiae of this form makes it readily distin- 

- guished from the apterous viviparous form and young, even to 

the unaided eye. 

The pink variety has been described because these predomi- 

nate among the oviparous females. The color scheme of the 

green and yellow forms can be determined merely by substi- 

tuting these colors for the salmon pink of the individual de- 

scribed, the dark coloration being the same for all 3. 

Winged male——Head and antennae dark brown. Length of 

antennal segments: III, .72 to .8 mm.; IV, .48 to 64 mm.; 

Weereetowomm.- Vi,.16 mm; VI, 1.04 to 1.28 mm.; total 

antennae length I to VII, 2.93 to 3.60 mm. Prothorax and 

thorax dark brown. Wings deflexed, hyaline, veins dark and 

very slender, stigma pale brown. Legs brown, darker at tips. 

Abdomen brown. Cornicles pale brown, dark distally and reti- 

culated, cylindrical, ‘48 to .56 mm. long. Total body length 

exclusive of antennae and cornicles, 1.12 to 1.57 mm. The 

thorax is large and strong, the abdomen much shrunken and is 

rendered conspicuous only by the long cornicles. The male 

is described from specimens in copulation, in order that no 

mistake as to the identity of the species might occur. 
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Insectary Host Plant Tests for M. sonalifolii. 

(July-October, 1907.) 

By planting potatoes in the insectary often, the plant lice 

were supplied with fresh plants which were colonized by the 

individuals which deserted the plants they had rendered sickly. 

Buckwheat was sown among the potato plants in the insect- 

ary and about 200 young and clean plants of shepherd’s purse 

were put into trays. Peas were also sown at the same time. 

By the time the buckwheat and peas were well up about 100 

fresh potato plants were available, and the M. solamifolu, de- 

serting the older potato stalks, colonized thoroughly the fresh 

potato vines, pea vines, and the shepherd’s purse apparently 

with no preference. Both winged and wingless forms were 

found for the rest of the season rearing contended progeny 

upon potato, and shepherd’s purse, and also upon the young 

pea vines. Except for stray individuals which, of course, 

would be found upon everything in the crowded insectary, the 

buckwheat remained apparently untouched. Whether M. so- 

lanifolii would have accepted the blossom tips of the older 

buckwheat or not was not demonstrated, as the buckwheat, 

although it lived, did not make much growth. 

October 11. Insectary search showed the Macrosiphum eggs 

near some of the oviparous forms both upon potato and shep- 

herd’s purse (Capsella Bursa-pastoris). Many of the eggs 

were glistening brownish black of well hardened eggs but some 

were pellucid green, showing that they had very recently been 

deposited. They were upon the plants indiscriminately on 

leaves and stalks. Males and oviparous females were present 

upon both these plants. 

The appearance of the oviparous females and the deposition 

of eggs with the uncaged material at practically the same time 

as that of the forms that had been prisoners for 2 months would 

indicate that these dates are about normal. In the insectary 

the migration from overcrowded potato stalks to fresh plants 

seemed to take place irregularly and not at any stated times, 

the condition of the infested plant apparently influencing these 

movements. The fact that they seemed to seek the fresh po- 

tato plants almost as readily as the peas or the shepherd’s purse 

might seem to indicate that if a similar succession of new pota- 
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toes were supplied them in the field they might not seek another 

host even there. As it is a wholesale migration has taken place 

each of the seasons these plant lice have been under observa- 

tion. 

The fact that M. solanifolu colonized readily upon garden 

peas in the insectary while M. destructor refused the potato 

(see page ) is not without interest. 

Insectary Host Plant Tests for M. destructor. 

(July-August, 1908.) 

The plants used for these tests were grown from seed and 

were kept in quarantine for the purposes of this test so that 

no infestation of the plants by other than the desired aphides 

was possible. 

From Peas to Red Clover. Pisum sativum L. to Trifolium 

Pratense. 

(a) July 21. -A lot of mature specimens and nymphs, re- 

moved from peas to red clover. July 27. Mature individuals 

all dead. Nymphs feeding along the clover stems. Aug. Io. 

One winged form developed. Several living nymphs present 

in clover. Aug. 12. Aphides all dead. (26-08.) 

(b) Aug. to. A lot of 15 alate forms which had deserted 

peas (to migrate) and were present on cloth ceiling of pea- 

vine cage were transferred to red clover. In less than an hour 

these had deserted the clover as they had the peas and had 

gone to the sides and top of cage. No young were produced 

on the clover. (50-08.) 

(eee. 12. A lot of 10 migrants from peas placed on 

clover. ‘They deserted the clover at once and did not produce. 

(50-08. ) 

From Peas to Potato Vines (Solanum tuberosum L,). 

(d) July 15. A lot of 20 nearly mature apterous indi- 

viduals transferred from peas to potato plants. July 17. All 

20 dead. No feeding on the potato took place. They would 

not remain on the potato but deserted it. (26-08.) 

(e) July 21. A lot of 50 mature apterous individuals 
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transferred from peas to potato. All died without feeding or 

producing. (43-08.) 

(f) Aug. 12. A lot of 14 alate individuals (migrants from 

peas) placed on potato. All died without feeding. No pro- 
geny. (50-08.) 

(g) Aug. 25. A lot transferred from peas to potatoes. 

All died without feeding. No progeny. (50-08.) 

(h) Aug. 25. A lot of apterous adults and half grown 
nymphs transferred from peas to potatoes. All died without 

feeding. No progeny. (26-08.) 

L 

From Shepherd's Purse (Capsella Bursa-pastoris (L.) to 

Potato. 

(i) Aug. 11. A lot of 5 alate individuals removed from 

shepherd’s purse to potato. These died without producing. 

(43-08. ) 
From Peas to Shepherd’s Purse. 

(j) July 17. A lot of apterous viviparous individuals and 

nymphs transferred from peas to shepherd’s purse. In 15 

_ minutes nearly all the aphides had already settled on the plants 

and begun feeding. July 21, Old aphides dead. Stalks fairly 

well covered with nymphs. July 31. Nymphs thriving though 

of a yellowish color. Aug. 6. Mature apterous and alate 

forms are present. These are hardly more than one-half the 

size of the parent. forms from peas. Aug. 25. This colony 

still represented by alate and apterous forms feeding on shep- 

herd’s purse and producing. (26-08.) 

(k) July 21. A lot of mature apterous individuals trans- 

ferred from peas to shepherd’s purse. July 27. Mature indi- 

viduals all dead. Good thrifty colonies of greenish yellow 

nymphs present. Aug. 11. Seventeen winged forms present — 

and some pupae. These are much smaller than their parents 

from peas. Five of these alate forms removed to fresh shep- 

herd’s purse where they at once settled and began producing, 

and by August 25 had developed a few winged and mature ap- 

terous descendants which were producing yellowish nymphs. 

(43-08.) Aug. 11. Five of the 17 alate forms (see the fore- 

going Aug. 11) were transferred to young pea vines where they 

settled, fed and produced. (43-08.) 
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Ge Adics 12). dot of 30 alate imdividuals’ transferred 

from peas to shepherd’s purse. Aug. 25. The progeny of the 

foregoing are small and yellowish but a healthy, vigorous 

colony. - 

From Peas to Various Plants. 

On Barley. 

(m)—(x). ‘Twelve tests were made attempting to transfer 

M. destructor from peas to barley (Hordeum vulgare L.). 

The barley was 6 inches high at time of tests and’ growing well. 

The aphides deserted the barley and crawled to the sides of the 

cage where they died within a few days. 

On Wheat. 

Four tests were made attempting to establish colonies on 

wheat. ‘Two lots of 10 apterous adults were transferred from 

sweet peas to wheat July 27. July 31 these and their progeny 

were dead. One lot of io alate aphides was placed on wheat 

July 27 and by July 31 these had died. August 10 several hun- 

dred specimens were taken from peas and transferred to wheat. 

August 11 scarcely any aphides could be seen on the plants. 

August 15, aphides all dead. Wheat was 6 inches tall at time 

of test and growing well. 

On Oats. 

July 27, a lot of 10 apterous adults transferred from peas 

to oats. July 31, aphides all dead. 

On Purslane. 

July 17, a lot of 15 apterous adults transferred from peas to 

common purslane (Portulaca oleracea L.). July 21, adults all 

dead. No young to be found. 

On Beets. 

August 10, a lot of 15 alate individuals which had migrated 

from peas to cloth on the cage were transferred to beets in 

small cage. These did not remain on the beet plants but flew 

to sides of cage where they died before August 15. 
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On Squash. 

August 11, a lot of 15 alate individuals transferred from 

peas to squash. They died within a few days without starting 

colonies on the squash. Test repeated with 30 nearly grown 

nymphs, all of which died within a few days. 

*k x * * 2K k x 

As a check against the foregoing tests, 7 lots under the same 

conditions in other respects were transferred from garden peas 

to sweet peas and from sweet peas to garden peas. All these 

lots established healthy colonies and thrived. 

While failure to establish colonies under these conditions is 

not a conclusive proof that M. destructor never feeds on the 

_ plants refused in these tests, it is certainly strongly indicative 
in that direction. On the other hand, there is no reason to 

believe that any species of aphid will establish thriving colonies 

on a plant in confinement that it would not accept in the open. 

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES. 

Figs. 59 and 60. M. solanifoli. Cornicle of male and tip of same, 

showing reticulation. No. 22-07. 

Figs. 61 and 62. M. solanifolii. Cornicle of apterous oviparous fe- 

male and tip of same, showing reticulation. No. 

22-07. 
Figs. 63 and 64. M. solanifoliu, pink variety. Cornicle of alate vivi- 

parous female and tip of same, showing reticula- 

tion. No. 106-06. 

Figs. 65 and 66. M. solanifolii, green variety. Corniclé of apterous 

viviparous female and tip of same, showing reticu- 

: lation. No. 50-05. 

Figs. 67 and 68. M. destructor. Cornicle of apterous viviparous fe- 

male and tip of same, showing imbrication. No. 

19-07. Collected from garden pea. 

Figs. 69 and 70. M. destructor. Cornicle of alate viviparous female 

: and tip of same, showing imbrication. No. 19-07. 

Figs. 71 and 72. M. destructor. Cornicle of alate viviparous female 

and tip of same, showing imbrication. No. 104-06. 

Collected from sweet pea. 

(Figures were drawn by Miss Charlotte M. King.) 
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AN ACCURATE METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE 

WiitC rik Ona Dib OARS Obs PETE 

EGGS Ol IsRvS. 

BY 

Maynigr R. Curtis. 

During the past four years the biological work of the Maine 

Experiment Station has included a considerable amount of 

biometrical work on the egg of the domestic fowl. In 1910 an 

investigation of the size relations and proportion of the parts 

of successive eggs of the same individual hen was undertaken. 

This work when completed will include a study of all the eggs 

laid during the first or pullet year by a flock of over twenty 

Barred Plymouth Rock hens. In this work it is necessary to 

get accurate determinations of the weight of the albumen, yolk 

and shell of each ege, 
In order that the data for this study might be accurate it 

was essential at the outstart to determine satisfactory methods, 

first, for preserving eggs for a few hours with practically no 

change in weight and, second, for accurately separating the 

parts of the egg. Since the results of the entire investigation 

cannot be published for some time, and since the methods 

worked out have proved useful in other investigations now in 

progress in this laboratory, it seems advisable to publish a dis- 

cussion of them at this time. 

MertTHOD FOR PRESERVING Ejccs To INSURE A Minimum Loss 

IN WEIGHT. 

It is often impossible to take data on eggs as soon as they 

are laid. In order to have comparable data it is therefore 

necessary to reduce as much as possible the error due to loss 

of weight from unequal evaporation. The amount of loss by 

*Papers from the Biological Laboratory of the Maine Agricultural 

Experiment Station. No. 27. 
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evaporation depends upon several factors. The most impor- 

tant of these are: first, the length of time which has elapsed 

since the egg was laid, second, the humidity and temperature 

of the surrounding atmosphere and the rapidity with which the 

air surrounding the egg changes, third, the character of the 

shell, and, fourth, the amount of exposed surface, i.e., the size 

of the egg. 

It seemed reasonable to suppose that the loss from evapora- 

tion would be reduced if the eggs were placed in small sealed 

jars immediately after laying. A preliminary experiment was 

performed to compare the loss of weight of eggs so preserved 

with that of eggs kept in the open air. September 9, 1910, 
twenty eggs were brought to the laboratory soon after they were 

laid. These were all Barred Plymouth Rock eggs laid between 

8 and 11 o'clock on that morning. No two, of course, were 

from the same hen. The eggs were divided into two groups 

of ten each. The first group was numbered from 21 to 30 in- 

clusive. Each of these eggs was sealed in a half pint Lightning 

fruit jar. Each jar contained a small amount of cotton to keep 

the egg from breaking when it was dropped into the jar. The 
ten eggs of the other group were numbered from 31 to 40 in- 

clusive, and were placed in a wire basket on the laboratory 

table. The eggs were weighed* each day for four days, being 
removed from the jars just before and replaced directly after 
weighing. The weighing was begun at the same hour and pro- 
ceeded in the same order (according to serial number of the 

eggs). At the end of the fourth day the eggs which were 

sealed in the jars were used in the separation experiment de- 

scribed later, but the eggs kept in the air were weighed also 

on the fifth and sixth days. Table No. I shows for each egg 

kept in the open air, (a) its daily weight; (b) its loss at each 
weighing from the first weight; (c) its loss in each 24 hours 

and its mean daily loss for both four and six days; (d) the 
mean loss for the ten eggs on each day; and (e) the mean daily 

loss on them for four and for six days. ‘Table No. II gives the 
same data for the eggs kept in sealed jars except that it in- 

cludes data for only four days. 

*A chemical balance was used in all the weighing of eggs and parts 

of eggs. The weights were taken to hundredths of a gram. 
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A comparison of these tables shows that eggs kept in the 

open air lose daily from 0.04 gr. to 0.13 gr. with a mean for 

the first four days of 0.0893, while eggs kept in sealed jars lose 

daily from 0.00 to 0.04 gr. with a mean for the first four days 

of 0.0228. That is, keeping the eggs sealed in jars reduces the 

evaporation to one-fourth that which occurs in the open air. 

Ta this laboratory egg data are usually taken within 24 and 

always within 48 hours after the egg is laid. The error due 

to evaporation which is likely to influence our results is, there- 

fore, the loss within the first 48 hours. In this time the eggs 

kept in the open air lost from 0.15 gr. to 0.24 gr. with a mean 

of 0.199, while those kept in jars lost from 0.02 gr. to 0.06 gr. 

with a man of 0.042. By keeping the eggs in jars the error 

due to this cause was reduced to nearly one-fifth that for eggs 

kept in the open air. The error 0.042 is too small to influence 

any conclusions likely to be drawn from the data. The method 
of preserving the egg in sealed jars 1s, then, sufficiently accurate 
for the present work. 

Tables I and II show further that there are individual dif- 
ferences in the amount of weight lost by eggs kept under iden- 

tical conditions. For eggs kept in the open air the minimum 

mean daily loss for the frst four days was 0.07 (egg no. 40) 

and the maximum was 0.115 (egg no. 38). On the sixth day 

these two eggs still represent the extremes* with mean daily 

losses of 0.0667 and 0.1067 respectively. For the -eggs kept in 

sealed jars the minimum mean loss per day for four days was 

0.0125 (egg no. 28) and the maximum was 0.03 (egg no. 29). 

These individual differences are no doubt due largely to vari- 
ation in the character of the shell in the eggs of different indi- 

vidual birds. The fact that—especially in the eggs exposed to 

the open air—the loss of weight in heavy eggs is greater than 

that in light eggs indicates that the amount of exposed surface 

‘and consequently the size of the egg is another factor. The 

relation between size of eggs and loss of weight is shown 
graphically in Fig. 73. 

*Eeg no. 36 also has a mean daily loss of weight of 0.0667 for six 

days. 
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This diagram shows the weight of the egg and its loss of 

weight in four days (96 hrs.) for the set of eggs kept in the 
open air. The continuous line represents the weights of the 

eggs plotted in the order of their magnitude. The broken line 

represents the loss in weight in 96 hours of the same eggs. 

‘The general trend of the lines indicates that there is some pos- 
itive correlation between the weight of the egg and its loss in 

weight by evaporation. The amount of data is too small to 

admit of measuring this correlation satisfactorily but the fact 

of its existence appears to be clear. The exceptions are such as 

would be expected on the assumption that the character of the 

shell is also an important factor. 

That the comparative loss on different days must be to some 

extent influenced by atmospheric conditions seems reasonable, 

but no experiment has been performed to measure this influ- 

ence. The eggs kept in sealed jars show a small variation in 

the daily means which cannot be analyzed by any data in hand. 

The mean daily loss in weight in the case of the eggs kept in 

the open air varies from 0.1 gr. on the second day to 0.066 gr. 
on the fifth day. The means for the first and second day 

(0.099 gr. on first and 0.1 gr. on the second) are much higher 
than those for the fifth and sixth (0.066 gr. and 0.069 gr. 
respectively) while the means for the third and fourth are 

intermediate (0.083 and 0.075) respectively. That is, there is 

a decrease in the absolute loss in weight after the second day. 

This is also shown by comparison of the individual means on 

the fourth and sixth days. In the case of every one of the 

ten eggs the mean daily loss is less when calculated on six days 

loss than when calculated on four days loss. The mean daily 

loss for all the ten eggs is 0.0893 when calculated on four days 

loss and 0.0820 when calculated on six days loss. This result 

might reasonably be expected since the more concentrated the 

albumen becomes the less rapidly would it evaporate. 
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METHODS OF SEPARATING ECGs. 

Before a study of the proportion of parts of eges can be 

made it is necessary to determine an accurate method for sep- 

arating these parts. In the boiled egg it is comparatively easy 

to separate them accurately. This method of separation was 

employed in some extensive but as yet unpublished work done 

in this laboratory. In this work the eggs were weighed fresh 

and dropped into boiling water ; allowed to boil twenty minutes 

and cooled, usually, in the open air and weighed again before 

the parts were separated. These eggs showed a loss of from 

I gr. to 1.5 gr. in weight due to boiling and cooling. An egg 

that is still hot weighs more than before it is boiled but loses 

weight rapidly in cooling. An experiment was undertaken to 

test different methods of cooling the eggs. 

Fourteen* eggs (nos. 6 and 8-20) were weighed and then 

boiled twenty minutes. Five (nos. 16-20) of these were cooled 
in the open air; five (nos. 11 to 15) in sealed half pint Light- 

ning fruit jars and four (nos. 6 and 8-10) under water. ‘Table 

III shows the loss of weight** of each of these eggs. 

Taare III. 

Showing the Comparative Loss in Weight Due to Different 

Methods of Cooling Boiled Eggs. 

% Suit = = 
2 Be oe esa, oS g S. ro op i ap | Oop } = 60 0 Zw S) 20 og S ese) Se g APs | os = Shee 
Se » | 2a | Se bo Bera | on tae “wo | B=5 
2S 0 oS) |.26 a0 Goe6 | 2 a0 oS 
28 @ | Hes | 8 3 Ass =5 g@ | Aes 

e | | | 
In water. 6 .91 |1n air. 11 1.51 (In sealed jars. 16 1.76 
In water. 8 1.25 |In air. iA I 1.75 In sealed jars. 17 1.79 
in water. 9 1.08 |In air. 13 | 1.60 In sealed jars. 18 1.68 
In water. 10 1.33 |In air. 14 | 1.54 (In sealed jars. 19 1.27 

In air. 15 1.49 In sealed jars. 20 1.58 

Mean loss........ 1.1425) Mean loss.... 1.578 | Meam loss...:........ 1.616 

This table shows that the eggs cooled in the open air lost 

from 1.49 to 1.75 gr. with a mean of 1.578. Those cooled in 

sealed jars lost from 1.27 gr. to 1.79 gr. with a mean of 1.616, 

*The experiment started with fifteen eggs but egg no. 7 was cracked 

when the eggs were put into the boiling water. 

**Complete data for these eggs are given in table IV. 
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and those cooled under water lost from 0.91 gr. to 1.33 gr. with 

a mean of 1.1425. ‘This experiment shows that the loss of 

weight in boiling and cooling is not decreased when the eggs 
are cooled in small closed chambers. The slight difference 

(0.038 gr.) in the amount of loss in the two cases is too small 

to be significant when such small numbers are concerned. 

When the eggs were cooled under water there was a decided 
decrease in the loss of weight. The two means are 1.578 in 

the case of the eggs cooled in air and 1.1425 in the case of 

those cooled under water. The mean loss is thus reduced by 

cooling in water to about three-fourths the loss when the cooling 
is in air. However, a loss of more than one gram in weight is 

too large to be overlooked in a quantitative study of the pro- 

portion of parts of eggs, and therefore any plan which involves 

the boiling of the eggs must be discarded in accurate work. 

With a little care and practice fresh eggs can be separated 

accurately. ‘This may be accomplished by a slight modification 

of the housewife’s method. An egg should be broken near the 

center allowing the albumen to run into a receiving dish, hold- 
ing the yolk in one half of the shell. Then turn the yolk into 

the other half shell and empty into the receiving dish the albu- 

men which remained with the yolk, The chalazze may usually 

be cut off by allowing each of them to slip over the shell so 

that they hang free with the yolk end on the broken edge of 

the shell. If the weight of the chalaza is insufficient, pressure 
may be applied at the edge of the shell or each chalaza may be 

clipped off with scissors. The chalazz are allowed to fall into 

the receiving dish. The yolk is then poured out of the half 

shell on to a filter paper and rolled on the paper until the last 

trace of albumen is removed. It is then dropped onto the 

scale pan. ‘The shell is also wiped with filter paper to remove 

the adhering albumen. The weight of the parts of the egg 

may thus be determined by weighing the egg before it is broken 

and then weighing the yolk and shell, which have both been 

dried of adhering albumen with filter paper. The weight of 

the albumen is then obtained by difference. 

While this is obviously the most accurate method of deter- 
mining the weight of the fresh albumen, it is impossible to 

determine the error in weighing the parts of the egg unless all 

the parts are weighed. The purpose of some of the preliminary 
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investigations was to compare the error in weighing the parts 
of a boiled egg with the error in weighing the parts of an egg 

separated fresh. The weight of the fresh albumen may be 

determined by using a scale pan to receive it when the egg is 
broken, and weighing with it the filter with which the yolk and 

shell are dried. This filter should either be previously balanced 

by another filter which is placed on the weight pan, or it may 

be weighed before use and its weight subtracted from the 

weight of the albumen and filter. 

Balancing or weighing the filters was found by experience 

to require about one minute each. An experiment was under- 

taken to determine the error which would be involved in con- 

sidering filters taken from the same package to be of equal 

weight. This experiment involves two assumptions. The first 

is that the weights of 50 filter papers taken in succession from 

one package of 100 filters is a random sample of the weights of © 

the filter papers of the same make, number and size. The sec- 

ond is that the distribution of the filters (as to weight) in the 

package depends entirely on chance, i.e., is random. ‘The filters 

used were Carl Schleicher and Schull’s No. 597, diameter 150 

mm. Fifty filters were weighed. The weights ranged from 

1.33 to 1.83 gms. The mean weight was 1.5636. The weight 

of each of these fifty papers was written upon a card, and these 

cards were then shaken in a cylindrical box. Four wires were 

stretched through the box in different planes and at different 

levels. One hundred drawings of two cards at a time were 

then made, the two cards drawn being returned to the box and 

the box shaken between successive drawings. The difference 

between the weights recorded on the two cards drawn together 

ranged from 0.00 gr. to 0.40 gr. The mean difference was 

0.1346 gr. In 88 of the 100 drawings the difference was below 

0.25. In other words this indicates that if one takes a pair of 
filter papers at random from a package and assumes that they 

are the same weight he will be in error in his weights because 

of this assumption 0.1346 gr. on the average. 

In five (26 to 30 Table IV) of the eggs separated fresh the 

filters used to balance the ones on which the yolk and shell were 

dried were taken from the pile without weighing or balancing. 

The error in weights is not perceptibly more in these than in 

the other cases where weighed or balanced filters were used. 
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Twenty-nine eggs were used in the experiment to compare the 

error in weighing in eggs separated before and after boiling. 

Fifteen of these eggs were separated fresh and fourteen were 

separated after boiling. The data collected in this experiment 

are shown in Tables IV and V. 

TaBLe IV. 

Data on Eggs Separated Fresh. 
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Boosoadoa 61.11 36.69 60.04 16.85 27.57 7.43 12.16 0.14 0.23 

GER a See | 66.69 41.48 62.20 17.86 26.78 7.15 10.72 | 0.20 | 0.30 

DO ei eigtis sya 48.28 26.80 5b. 51 16.39 83.95 | 4.93 10.21 0.16 | 0.33 
BAe cote 55.27 32.51 58.82 16.55 29.94 6.15 Tht} || O03 | 0.11 
DAM aero) 56.15 | 33.13 59.00 16.89 30.08 6.01 10.70 Ona | 0.21 

ets revelers! < 62.64 38.19 60.97 17.24 27.52 6.63 10.58 | 0.58 0-93 
WoTeOG) OOP 63.85 | 38.38 60.11 Tei) 27.15 7.59 11.89 0.16 0.25 
Pali cra saouad 53.86 31.10 57.74 16.51 30.65 5.99 isl i 0.26 0.48 

a Serer steve 53.31 31.73 59.52 15.97 29.96 5.384 10.02 0.27 0.51 
Moe dooce 72.47 46.01 63.49 18.21 25.13 7.79 10.75 0.46 0.63 
BOseoedods 61.83 | 36.14 58.45 18.72 30.28 6.90 11.16 0.07 0.11 

Mean.... 58.87 30.30 59.80 16.82 28.73 6.48 11.01 0.28 0.46 

*The weight of eggs 21 to 30 are the weights after they had been kept in sealed jars 

for 96 hours. See Table II. j 

7 In separating eggs 26 to 30 the filters used to balance those on which the yolk and 

shell were dried were taken from the package and were neither weighed nor balanced. 

Table V gives the data for the fourteen eggs separated after 
boiling. It gives the weight of each egg fresh, its weight 

boiled, the loss of weight due to boiling and cooling, the weight 
of albumen, yolk, shell and membranes, the error in weights 

(i.e., the differences between the sum of the weights of the 

parts and the weight of the boiled egg), the percentage of the 

parts of the boiled egg, and the percentage error in weights. 
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING WEIGHT OF PARTS OF EGGS. 105 

A comparison of the two tables shows that in the case of 

eggs separated fresh the errors in weights ranged from 0.06 
er. to 0.77* gr. with a mean of 0.28, while in the case of the 
boiled eggs the errors in weights ranged from 0.16 gr. to 0.52 

er. with a mean of 0.33. These errors in weights were all 

negative. The mean error of weighing is not greater in eggs 

separated fresh than in those boiled before separation. It 
should be said, however, that in the data here presented the 

error of weighing does show a greater range of variation in the 

case of the eggs separated fresh. This is probably due entirely 

to chance and is of no significance. The fact that the mean 

error of weighing is actually less in the case of the eggs sepa- 

rated fresh is not significant. This is shown by the amount of 

variation. Jf a single large error like that in egg 25 had 

occurred instead of either of the small errors in eggs 23 or 30 

the mean would have been greater than that for the boiled eggs. 

The errors are, however, smaller in a majority of the eggs sep- 

arated. 

The difference between the sum of the weights of the parts 

and the weight of the whole is approximately equal in eggs 

separated fresh and in those separated after boiling. When we 

consider that in the case of the eggs separated after boiling we 

must add to this error the also constantly negative error due 

to the loss in weight from boiling and cooling, it Becomes 

apparent that the method of separating the eggs fresh involves 

less loss of weight. In the 14 boiled eggs used in this experi- 

ment the mean loss of weight due to boiling and cooling was 

1.48 or almost five times the error in weighing. 

The difference between the sum of the weights of the parts 

and the weight of the whole does not take into account a pos- 

sible incomplete separation. That is, it is still possible that in 

the fresh egg a part of the albumen was weighed with the yolk 

and a part with the shell. If now we compare the two methods 

we find 59.80 as the mean percentage of albumen in the eggs 

separated fresh and 57.63 in the eggs separated after boiling. 

The mean percentage of yolk is 28.73 in the fresh eges and 

30.94 in the boiled eggs and the mean percentage of shell is 

*This was the first egg separated and there was some delay due to 

lack of experience. A drying of the albumen may be responsible for 

this high loss in weight. 
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T1.01 in the fresh egg and 10.80 in the boiled egg. That is, 
the percentage of albumen is higher and the percentage of yolk 

lower in the fresh egg than in the boiled egg. This is exactly 

the reverse of what would be expected if a part of the albumen 

had, as a matter of fact, been weighed with the fresh yolk. The 
percentage of shell is higher in the case of the egg separated 

fresh. This is what would happen if all the albumen was not 

removed. 

There must be some explanation for this difference in the 

percentage of parts. An inspection of the data suggests two 

possibilities, each of which seems to be partly responsible for 

the difference in the percentage of parts in the fresh and boiled 

eggs which were used in this experiment. These may now be 

considered. (1) In spite of their large individual variability 

heavy eggs tend to have a higher percentage of albumen and 

a smaller percentage of yolk than light eggs. The group sep- - 

arated fresh contained a larger number of heavy eggs than the 

group that were boiled before separation. (2) In eggs of 

equal weight, those boiled before separation contained a lower 

percentage of albumen and a higher percentage of yolk than 

those separated fresh. This led to the suspicion that the loss 

in weight due to boiling and cooling was largely, at least, a loss 

to the albumen. 

Figure 74 is a graphical representation of the relation between 

the weight of the eggs which were separated fresh and the 

percentages of their parts. The weights of the eggs are plot- 

ted in the order of their magnitude. They are shown by the 

solid black line. The line of dashes shows the percentage of 

albumen, the line of dots the percentage of yolk, and the dot- 

dash line the percentage of shell. Figure 75 shows the same 

thing for the eggs boiled before separation. 

Both of these diagrams show considerable individual varia- 

bility in the percentage of parts, but they indicate in general 

a positive correlation between the weight of the egg and the 

percentage of albumen, and an equal negative correlation be- 

tween the weight of the egg and the percentage of yolk. The 

data here plotted showed no correlation between the weight of 

the egg and the percentage of shell. 

The graphs also show that the group of eggs separated fresh 

contained several eggs heavier than the heaviest eggs in the 
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other group, while the group boiled before separation contained 

several more very light eggs than the group separated fresh. 

A comparison of the lines showing the percentage of albumen 

and the percentage of yolk in the two figures shows that for a 

given weight of egg the percentage of albumen is higher and 

the percentage of yolk lower in the fresh than in the boiled egg. 

lf the loss of the egg in weight due to boiling and cooling is 

a loss in weight of albumen, the data from fresh and boiled 

eggs should be comparable if the eggs are of approximately 

equal weight and a correction factor is applied. To make this 

correction the loss in weight due to boiling and cooling should 

be added to the weight of albumen, and the percentage of parts 

then calculated on the basis of the fresh weight of the egg. 

In order to test this hypothesis seven eggs were selected from 

the middle of each group. These eggs in the two groups were 

of approximately the same weight. In the group separated 

fresh they varied from 53.31 gr. to 61.11 gr. with a mean of 

56.04. In the other group they varied from 53.67 gr. to 59.08 

er. with a mean of 56.80. The data for these eggs is given in 

Tables VI and VII. ji 
Table VI gives for the seven eggs selected from the group 

separated fresh the data tabled for each of the fifteen eggs in 

Table IV. Table VII-gives the same data for the seven eggs 

selected from the group boiled before separation. In addition 

it gives the figures after correction on the assumption discussed 

above that the loss of weight due to boiling and cooling is a loss 
to the albumen. That is, the “corrected” weight of albumen 

given in Table VII is the weight of boiled albumen plus the 

total loss of weight of the eggs due to boiling and cooling. The 

“corrected” percentage of albumen is the percentage that this 

“corrected” albumen is of the weight of the fresh egg. The 

“corrected” percentage of yolk, of shell and membrane, and of 

error in weights is the percentage that each of these is of the 

fresh weight of the eggs. 

The following relations are seen from a comparison of Tables 

VI and VII. The assumption made changes the mean per- 

centage of albumen of the eggs boiled before separation from 
57-93 to 59.07. The mean percentage of albumen of the eggs 

separated fresh is 59.26. ‘The mean percentage of yolk of the 

boiled eggs is lowered from 31.06 to 30.22. The mean per- 
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centage of yolk in the eggs separated fresh is 29.14. The mean 

corrected percentage of shell of the boiled eggs is 10.20 while 

the uncorrected is 10.49. The percentage of shell of the fresh 

egg is 11.18. 

Tasle VI. 

Data on Selected Eggs Separated Fresh. 

TOTTI OSS GonaGUnE SC OnOney OO | 28 27 | 23 3 24 4 5 | Means 
J 

| | | | | 
WiGlehtiOre rei asceciicies ssf | 58.31 | 53.86 | 55.27 | 55.30 | 56.15 | 57.25 | 61.11 | 56.04 

WETS: Oi MilowNEM. s556s50000 31.73 | 31.10 | 32.51 | 32.20 | 33.13 | 35.20 | 36.69 | 33.22 
Per cent. of albumen. ....... | 59.52 | 57.74 | 58.82 | 58.23 | 59.00 | 61.48 | 60.04 | 59.26 

WEIan OF Woollen cossoascanuses 15.97 | 16.51 | 16.55 | 15.57 | 16.89 | 15.80 | 16.85 | 16.31 
Per cent. of yolk..............| 29.96 | 30.65 | 29.94 | 28.16 | 30.08 | 27.60 | 27.57 | 29.14 

Weight of shell, etc...... _....| 5.34 | 5.99 | 6.15 | 7.08] 6.01 | 5.93 | 7.43 | 6.28 
Percent. of shell, ete ..-....-. | 10.02 | 11.12 | 11.13 | 12.80 | 10.70 | 10.36 | 12.16 | 11.18 

| | 

MTLOTIMWwelehiseee = eee aeen 0.27] 0.26| 0.06] 0.45] 0.12| 0.32! 0.14] 0.23 
Per cent. error in weights....| 0.51 | 0.48) 0.11 | 0.81] 0.21 | 0.56! 0.23) 0.42 

TaslE VII. 

Data on Selected Eggs Separated after Boiling. 
] l : | 

Egg No....-..- A ce Bie 20 19 | 18 10 16 | 17 | 9 Means 
| | | 

| | 
Weight of egg fresh........... | 53.67 | 54.04 | 55.70 | 57.08 | 58.75 | 59.31 | 59.08 | 56.80 
Weight of egg after boiling...) 52.09 | 52.47 | 54.02 | 55.70 | 56.99 | 57.52 | 58.00 | 55.26 
Mosshmypowlimeve. sa. sce | 1.58 1.57 1.68 1.33 1.76 1.79 1.08 1.54 

’ Weight of albumen...........| 30.34 | 29.70 | 30.04 | 31.38 | 33.39 | 35.40 | 33.96 | 32.03 
Per cent. of albumen......... 58.25 | 56.60 | 55.6) | 56.34 | 58.59 | 61.54 | 58.55 57.93 

Wielchitiotiyolkeiaee-men-ne ccc 16.17 | 16.39 | 17.69 | 17.93 | 17.54 | 16.59 ; 17.74 | 17.15 
JeEIP Ceialiis Gi WOM sc es qagsoosaes | 31.04 | 31.24 | 32.75 | 32.19 | 30.78 | 28.84 | 30.59 31.06 

Weight of shell, ete........... | 5.38 6.22 6.11 | 5.90 | 5.87 | 5.22 | 5.78 5.78 
Pericente Otsmell weve yar | 10.33 | 11.85 | 11.31 | 10.59 | 10.30 | 9.08 9597 10.49 

| | | 
Error in) weighits!-...-)-.------|| 0.20) || O16) 0:18) 0249) |) (O519*) Orsi) 0252 0.29 
Per cent. error in weights... -| 0.388 | 0.380) 0.33 | 0.88 | 0.3 0.54 | 0.90 0.52 

Weight of albumen corrected.| 31.92 | 31.27 | 31.72 | 32.71 | 35.15 | 37.19 | 35.04 33.57 
Per cent. albumen corrected..| 59.47 | 57.86 | 56.95 | 57.36 | 59.83 | 62.70 | 59.31 | 59.07 
Per cent. yolk corrected...... | 30.13 | 30.33 | 31.76 | 31.44 | 29.86 | 27.97 | 30.03 30.22 
Per cent. shell, etc., corrected| 10.02 | 11.51 | 10.97 | 10.35 | 9.99} 8.80) 9.78 | 10.20 
Per cent. error in wts. cor’cted) 0.37 | 0.30 | 0.32) 0.86 | 0.382 | 0.52 | 0.88 0.51 

| | 

It is then apparent that this correction brings the percentage 

of albumen and yolk of the eggs separated after boiling much 

nearer the percentage of the same parts in eggs separated 

fresh. Yet the percentage of albumen is still slightly greater 

and the percentage of yolk smaller in the eggs separated fresh. 

This is directly opposite to what one would expect if there 

had been an incomplete separation of the fresh egg and a part 

of the albumen had been weighed with the yolk. It is also 
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directly opposite to what would be expected from the slight 

difference in weight in the two groups. The mean weight of 

the eggs separated fresh is slightly less than the mean of the 
other group. It would therefore be expected that the mean 

percentage of albumen would be less and the percentage of 
yolk greater than in the other group. This difference is prob- 

ably due to chance individual variations although it is possible 
that the yolk actually gains weight at the expense of the albu- 

men when the egg is boiled. 
The mean percentage of shell before correction, and even 

more after, is slightly less in the boiled than in the fresh eggs. 
This is what we should expect if the separation between this and 

the albumen were incomplete. ‘This is, indeed, the most prob- 

able explanation of the fact. The fresh shell has a damp 

appearance even after it has been wiped as dry as possible with 

filter paper. The boiled shell iooks almost dry. It is possible 

that the shell is somewhat dissolved in boiling and also possible 
that some of the difference is due to chance individual variation. 
All the work on the weights of the parts of eggs done at this 

laboratory shows that the chance individual variation in shell 

weight of eggs of equal weight is very large. 

To summarize this portion of the work it may be said that 
a comparison of the method of separating the parts of eggs 

fresh with the method of separating them after boiling shows 
that the error of weighing (1.e., the difference between the sum 

of the weights of the parts and the weight of the whole) is not 
essentially different in either case. Certainly this error is not 

larger when the eggs are separated fresh. Further, when the 

eggs are separated fresh there is no appreciable loss of albu- 

men due to drying. When eggs are separated after boiling 

there is im addition to the irreducible error in weighing an 

error five times as large, viz., the loss in weight due to the boil- 

ing and cooling. This error is not distributed pro rata between 

the different parts of the egg but is largely a loss to the albu- 
men. The data here studied indicate that the yolk may even 

gain weight at the expense of the albumen although the range 

of variation and the small number of eggs considered make a 

positive conclusion on this point impossible. 

The weight of the shell can undoubtedly be found a litfle 

more accurately in the boiled egg. Even when the shell of a 
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fresh egg is carefully wiped with filter paper the separation 

between it and the albumen is less perfect than when the albu- 

men is coagulated. The error in shell weight in the fresh egg 

is, however, several times less than the error in weight of albu- 

men in the boiled egg, the percentage of albumen being much 

greater in the fresh egg in spite of the small amount which is 
weighed with the shell. 

SUMMARY. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a study 

of methods by which an accurate determination of the weight 

of the several parts (albumen, yolk and shell) of the hen’s egg 

might be made. Such methods involve (a) the prevention of 

loss of weight by evaporation, pending the weighing of the egg, 

and (b) the accurate separation of the parts of the egg for 

weighing. After a trial of various plans to meet these two 

needs the following were found to be the most accurate of any 
which were practicable. 

1. A practical method of preserving eggs for a few hours 

which reduces the loss of weight by evaporation to a negligible 

minimum is to seal each egg as soon as possible after it is laid 

in a half pint Lightning fruit jar containing a cushion of ab- 

sorbent cotton. 

2. An accurate method of separating the parts of the egg 

is as follows: Break the egg near the center and allow the 

albumen to run into a receiving dish. Keep the yolk in one 

half of the shell. Then turn it into the empty half. The yolk 

is then dried on a filter paper. The shell is also dried on a 

filter. The yolk and shell are then weighed. The difference 

between the sum of their weights and the original weight of 

the unbroken egg gives the weight of albumen. 



BULLETIN No. 192. 

BREEDING POULTRY FOR EGG PRODUC MON: = 

- BY ; 

RAYMOND PEARL. 

PART i: 

SUMMARY OF FARLIER WorRK. 

Since 1898 an investigation in breeding Barred Plymouth 

Rock fowls for increased egg production has been in progress at 

the Maine Station. This work was put under the direction of 

the present writer in 1907. No systematic or detailed report of 

the results obtained was. made until 1909. Since that time a 
number of papers have been published dealing with one phase 

or another of these experiments. A list of these papers fol- 

lows.** 

1. Data on the Inheritance of Fecundity obtained from the 

Records of Egg Production of the Daughters of ‘‘200-egg”’ 

Hens. Maine Agl. Exp. Stat. Ann. Rpt. for 1909, -pp. 49-84, 
(Bulletin 166). 

2. A Biometrical Study of Egg Production in the Domestic 
Fowl. I. Variation in Annual Egg Production. U. S. Dept. 

Agr. Bur. Anim. Ind. Bulletin 110, Part I, pp. 1-80, 19009. 
3. A Biometrical Study, etc. II. Seasonal Distribution of 

Egg Production. Ibid. Part I, pp. 81-170, 1911. 
4. Is there a Cumulative Effect of Selection? Data from 

the Study of Fecundity in the Domestic Fowl. Zeitschr. f. ind. 
Abst. u. Vererbungsl. Bd. 2. pp. 257-275, 1909. 

* Papers from the Biological Laboratory, Maine Agricultural Experi- 

merit? Station, No. 32. 

** Dr, Frank M. Surface, formerly Associate Biologist of this Station, - 

is a joint author (with R. Pearl) of Nos. 1-5 inclusive of the papers 

listed. The other papers cited are by R. Pearl. 
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5. studies on Hybrid Poultry. Maine Agr. Expt. Stat. Ann. 

Rpt. for 1910, pp. 84-116, 1910. (Pp. 100-106 deal with fecun- 

dity ). 

6. The Relation of the Results Obtained in Breeding Poul- 

try for Increased Egg Production to the Problem of Selection. 

Rpt. 30th Meeting Soc. Proc. Agr. Sci. pp. (of reprint) 1-8: 

7. Inheritance in “Blood Lines” in Breeding Animals for 

Performance, with Special Reference to the “200-Egg” Hen. 

Anni pts Amer Breeders Assocs Voli. Vil pp. 317-320); eoime 

8. Inheritance of Fecundity in the Domestic Fowl. Amer. 

Nat. Vol. XLV. pp. 321-345, 19011. (This paper is reprinted 
iieuleasePart Von tte presem bulletin) a 

9g. Biometric Arguments Regarding the Genotype Concept. 

Amer. Naturalist, Vol. XLV, pp: 561-566, Iort. 

Most of these papers cited above deal with certain essentially 

negative results obtained in the earlier years of the experiments. 

It seems desirable, as an introduction to the positive results now 

reported, to review briefly the entire history of the work at the 

Maine Station in the experimental breeding of poultry with 

reference to the character fecundity or egg production. Another 

reason for publishing the present bulletin lies in the fact that 

most of the papers in which the original data and results have 

been presented are not easily accessible to the agricultural pub- 

lic. It is hoped that this bulletin may help to meet the demand 

for information on the part of that public in regard to the 

progress of the breeding work at the Maine Station. Finally it 

is desired to present at this time some data not hitherto pub- 

lished regarding obscure and doubtful points of interpretation 

and suggested criticisms of the experiments in breeding. 

For detailed evidence on any point discussed, except such as 

are here presented for the first time, the reader is referred to 

the original papers listed above. 

PLAN OF EARLIER WORK. 

The earlier work of the Station on this subject, which cov- 

ered the years 1898 to 1907 inclusive, was concerned, and exe- 

cuted in conformity, with the then prevailing views respecting 

the effectiveness of mass selection. The underlying idea which 

dominated these earlier experiments was that by breeding con- 

sistently year after year from the highest layers, regardless of 
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all other considerations, there must be brought about a definite 

and steady, if gradual, improvement or increase in the average 

annual egg production per bird. 

Two distinct and separate experiments were carried out dur- 

ing the period of the investigation prior to 1908. These may be 

designated as follows: 

I. Experiment in continued selection of fluctuating varia- 

tions in: fecundity. 

II. Experiment regarding the inheritance of fecundity. 

I. Experiment in continued selection of fluctuating varia- 

tions in fecundity. In 1898 there was begun at the Maine 

Agricultural Experiment Station an experiment to determine 

whether egg production in the domestic fowl could be increased 

by the continued selection of the highest egg producers as 

breeders. ‘This experiment was planned and started by Director 

-C. D. Woods and the late Professor G. M. Gowell.* An exact 

record was made of the egg production of each hen during the 

first year of her life; trap nests being used to furnish the indi- 

vidual records. The plan of the experiment begun in 1898 

was to make from a strain of Barred Plymouth Rock hens, 

which had been “pure” bred, i. e., without introduction of 

strange “blood,” for a long time by Professor Gowell, a con- 

tinuous close. selection with reference to egg production. The 

practice in breeding was to use as mothers of the stock bred 

in any year only hens which laid between November 1 of 

the year in which they were hatched and November 1 of the 

following year, 150 or more eggs. After the first year, all 

male birds used in the breeding were the sons of mothers whose 

production in their first laying year was 200 eggs or more. 

Since the normal average annual egg production of these birds 

may be taken to have been about 125 eggs, it will be seen that 

the selection practiced was fairly stringent. 

Close inbreeding was not designedly practiced. It was 

always in theory possible to avoid this, since after the first four 

* The present writer had nothing whatever to do with the planning of 

this experiment, nor with its conduct prior to December 1907. ‘There- 

fore, he cannot justly be held accountable, as he has been by some critics, 

for real or supposed defects in the plan and earlier conduct of this 

experiment. ‘The responsibility for the statistical analysis of the results 

is his, however. 
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years of the experiment the flocks were large (always contain- 

ing more than 300 birds and usually nearer a thousand). While 

there was no close inbreeding no “new blood” was introduced 
into the strain from the outside during the period of the experi- 

ment. 

II. Experiment regarding the inheritance of fecundity. In 
1907 the experiment described above, having led to definite 

results was brought to an end. There was planned for 1908 a 

new experiment designed to test from another standpoint the 

conclusions which had been tentatively reached from the earlier 

experiment. In the conducting of the long selection experiment 
the females used as breeders were grouped into two classes, 

viz., (a) “unregistered” or birds laying 150 to 199 eggs in the 
pullet year, and (b) “registered” or birds laying 200 or more 

eggs in the pullet year. 

It had been noted that the daughters of the so-called “regis- 

tered” hens (namely hens that had produced 200 or more eggs 

each in the pullet year) did not usually make high egg records. 

The “200-egg”’ birds which made up the “registered” flock came, 
in most instances, from the “unregistered” mothers. 

Experiment II was planned primarily to answer the follow- 
ing question: Will the daughters of high laying hens (“‘200- 

ege”’ birds) on the average produce more eggs in a given time 

unit than will birds of less closely selected ancestry? 

The experiment was carried out according to the following 
plan: On the first of November, 1907, there were put into 

house No. 2, of the Station plant, 250 pullets. Each of these 

was the daughter of a hen that had laid approximately 200 eggs 

in her pullet year. Asa matter of fact 11 of the 33 hens which 

produced these 250 “registered” pullets had each laid a-few 

eggs less than 200 in a year forward from Nov. 1 of their pul- 

let year. The writer has been criticized for including these 

birds in the work. When carefully considered such criticism 

appears to be without any real significance. In the first place 
nearly all of these 11 birds were “200-egg”’ hens in the sense 
that they laid this number of eggs (or more) in a period of 365 

days following the laying of their first egg. The records were 

for the sake of uniformity in presentation and analytical dis- 
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cussion in (1)* and (4) taken as from November I of the pullet 

year to November 1 of the mext year.-- That the records are 

taken in this way in no wise interferes with the fact that these 

birds were heavy layers. ‘The further fact which entirely suf- 

fices to justify the inclusion of these 11 birds with the 22 which 

laid 200 or more eggs in the year from November 1, flows from 

the comparison of the daughters of the 11 with the daughters 

of the 22 in respect to average egg production. Table I of 

(1) shows that the mean winter production of all “registered” 

pullets was 15.290. The mean winter production of the 67 

daughters of the 11 mothers under discussion was 16.03, and 

the mean winter production of the 125 daughters of the other 

22 mothers was 14.87. So far, then, from the low average win- 

ter production of all “registered” pullets in this experiment 

taken together being due to the inclusion of these 11 mothers, 

whose November 1 to November 1 record fell a little below 200 

eggs, and their daughters, actually this group of progeny had a 

higher winter production than the remainder of the “registered” 

flock. 

These pullets were divided into flocks of 50 each and were 

fed and handled in every way exactly alike. At the same time 

that these 250 “registered’’ pullets (so-called because from 

“registered” mothers), were put into the house there were also 

put in 600 other Barred Plymouth Rock pullets. ‘These other 

pullets were of approximately the same age as the 250 “regis- 

tered” pullets and differed in their breeding only in respect to 

their mothers. They came from hens that had laid less than 

200 eggs during the pullet year and more than 160. “Regis- 

tered’”’ cockerels (from the “2co-egg” line) were used as the 

male parents for all the pullets both “registered” and “unregis- 

tered.” ‘The 600 “unregistered” birds were divided into flocks 

as follows: ‘Two flocks of 50 birds each were kept in two pens 

in house No. 2, exactly like the pens in which the “registered” 

birds were kept. The remaining 500 birds were divided into 

four flocks—two of 100 birds each and two of 150 birds each 

and housed in the four pens of house No. 3. These pens are 

essentially like those of house No. 2, differing chiefly in the 

* Figures in parenthesis refer to the papers in the list of literature at 

the beginning, p. 113. 
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matter of size. A trap nest * record was kept of the exact 

individual egg production of each of these birds. 

RESULTS OF EARLIER WORK. 

The essential results of the two lines of investigation de- 

scribed above may be very briefly set forth here. Greater details 

are given in papers (1-8) cited above. These results are: 

1. ‘hat mass selection for high egg production on the basis 

of the trap nest record of the individual alone did not, as a 

matter of fact, result in a steady, continuous improvement in 

average flock production, though it was continued for a period 

of ten years. 

AZ, Aleit. AS 2) ime On mac, wae clapielnueics “ai “200-egg”” 

hens with from 6 to 9 years of mass-selected ancestry (on the 

basis of trap nest records) behind them were no better layers 

on the average than birds bred from the general flock. 

Now whatever opinion anyone may hold as to the biological 

interpretation of these results he must not after all forget that 

they are facts. While it has been argued that 10 years is far 

too short a time to learn anything about the effect of selection 

it should be remembered that he who makes this argument is 

really discussing a very complex theoretical matter. An un- 

biassed examination of the literature on the subject indicates 

that the length of time which is considered necessary to prove 

experimentally the effectiveness or non-effectiveness of mass- 

selection depends almost entirely upon which way the results 

are coming. If after following a plan of mass selection for 

even 3 or 4 years one finds that concurrently there has been an 

improvement in the character selected for, he almost invariably 

and quite humanly concludes that the selection is the cause of 

the improvement. Just why, however, post hoc should be con- 

sidered to be propter hoc when it happens to be “your” hoc but 

net at all so when it is “my” hoc that is concerned has never 

been clear to the writer. It certainly seems fair to suppose 

that it requires just exactly as many years critically to prove by 

experiment that mass selection in a particular case is effective 

* For a description of the trap nest used in the breeding work of the 

Station see “Appliances and Methods for Pedigree Poultry Breeding” 

by R. Pearl and F. M. Surface. Me. Agric. Exp. Station. Bulletin 

150, pages 230-274. 10908. 
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as it does to prove in another case that it is not effective. The 

situation here is precisely as broad as it is long. 

Practically, from the standpoint of the plain poultryman, 

whose interest in poultry keeping is confined to some part of the 

span of an ordinary lifetime, these results at the Maine Station 

give little encouragement to the idea of wholesale trapnesting 

with the expectation of thereby increasing the egg production of 
the flock. That the trap nest has a place in poultry husbandry 

is certain. It is equally certain, however, that trapnesting 

for the purpose of improving egg production by the selection 
of the best layers has not that degree of practical usefulness 

and importance which it was popularly supposed to have some 

ten years ago when the work of the Maine Station in breeding 

for egg production was being so extensively exploited by the 

agricultural press and by institute workers all over the country. 

It seems now to be quite generally agreed that about the only 

profitable function of the trap nest in practical or commercial 

(as distinguished from experimental) poultry keeping is in con- 

nection with special needs or problems, as for example, in the 

work of the fancier, who desires to keep individual pedigrees 

of his stock. There does not exist any critical evidence that 

the selection of the highest laying birds on the basis of the trap 

nest record as breeders will insure or guarantee any definite, 

permanent improvement in average flock production. 

Since as a matter of fact, as the work at this Station shows, 
this method of selecting breeders has very little, if any, real 
relation to the average production of subsequent flocks, it is 
obvious that, as a mere matter of chance, temporary improve- 
ment in production might be expected to follow this plan of 
breeding in about 50 percent of all flocks on which it was tried, 
and a temporary decline in production in the other 50 percent. 
This appears to be the actual state of the case. Some practical 
poultrymen who have tried trapnest selection of the best layers 
as breeders have obtained improved average egg yields for a 
time at least. They attribute the improvement to the selection, 
though without any critical evidence, of course, and are en- 
thusiastic believers in the gospel of the trap nest. Other equally 
competent poultrymen have failed to get any such improvement 
and have discarded the trap nests, though sometimes, it must 
be confessed, clinging firmly to the theory of breeding which 
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their own experience has shown to be at least practically inade- 

quate to meet their needs. 

Not only was there no improvement in average Abels produc- 

tion following the method set forth in the preceding section, 

but actually there was a slight decline in production during the 

selection period. No particular importance, however, is, in the 

writer’s opinion, to be attached to this decline. It probably is 

to be regarded as due to chance, 1. e., to a number of accidental 

causes operating together. (See p. 156 for further discussion 

of this matter. ) 

The results of this earlier work aroused a good deal of pro- 
test and criticism on the part of ardent believers in the efficacy 

of mass selection under all circumstances. Furthermore many 

persons have offered tentative explanations as to why these ex- 

periments in selecting for improved egg production resulted as 

they did. Some of these suggested criticisms and explanations 

have been published, but most of them have not, but instead 

have been confined to verbal discussions among workers inter- 

ested in the problems of breeding. 

_No attempt has been made by the writer to answer criticisms 

of this work.* The discussion which follows has no polemic 

object. When, as in the present case, the point at issue is the 

critical interpretation of admitted results which are (and must 

be in nearly all cases) in some degree incomplete no amount of 

argumentation as to what “might” or “ought” to obtain, really 

helps very much in getting at the true facts. The most useful 

course would seem to be first to examine critically all possible 

interpretations and then devise if possible ways of testing ex- 

perimentally which, if any, of these interpretations are really 

valid. With the presentation of the evidence so obtained the 

scientific case must rest, it seems to me, until additional and 

directly pertinent evidence can be brought forward. While the 

search for data bearing critically on the interpretation of breed- 
ing experiments on fecundity at this Station is by no means 

completed, yet it seems desirable now that certain of the posi- 

tive results of the later experiments are to be presented to con- 

sider critically the possible interpretations of the earlier work, 

and to bring forward some of the evidence which has led the 

writer to the opinion which he holds. 

* With the exception of the paper numbered 9 on the list at the begin- 

ning. That paper deals only with a few special points. 
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ACR etal 

-Criticat, CONSIDERATION OF PossIBLE INTERPRETATIONS OF 

E,ARLIER WORK. 

The critical interpretation of the results of the mass selection 

experiment described in the preceding section is by no means a 

simple matter. As to the bare facts as such there can be no 

question, but how shall they be interpreted? What really do 

they mean? : 

There are two principal general interpretations or explana- 

tions which may conceivably be given for the selection experi- 

ments at the Maine Station between 1898 and i1907 turning 

out in the way which they did. On the one hand it may be said 

that the results indicate that the general theory of the effective- 

ness of selection, or even more broadly the theory of breeding, 

which was at the foundation of this experiment, is, in greater 

or less degree, inadequate or incorrect. That is to say, the ex- 

periment may be interpreted, as it has been by the writer, as 

showing that it is doubtful whether the picking out by selection 

of minute favorable variations has in reality any cumulative or 

additive effect, so far as concerns the hereditary or germinal 

constitution of an animal, at least with reference to the char- 

acter fecundity or egg production in fowls. 

Before reaching such a conclusion, however, one must con- 

sider on the other hand, alternative interpretations and see 

whether the facts cannot be equally well or better explained in 

some other way. A number of such alternative explanations 

may be thought of. Nearly all of these explanations which 

suggest themselves fall into one category. ‘This category is, to 

characterize it in a word, the effect of environment. In general 

terms this explanation of the results obtained would run some- 

thing like this: that in reality the selection for increased egg 

production practiced during the years 1898-1907 was inherently 

or potentially effective, but that during this same period of 

years one or another or a combination of environmental cir- 

cumstances became progressively worse, so that the gain which 

may be supposed to have been mace each year as a result of 

the selection was masked or hidden by the untoward effect of 

the environment which prevented. the hens from laying up to 

what was their true or innate capacity in the way of fecundity. 
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Specifically the possibilities here are large. ‘There are many 

sorts of things by which a hen’s laying may be disturbed and 

reduced. The action of such environmental circumstances fur- 

thermore cannot be prevented nor their disturbing influence 

upon a selection experiment eliminated by “keeping the environ- 

ment constant” during the course of the experiment. This, of 

course, is the usual experimental method of attempting to safe- 

guard against environmental factors disturbing the interpre- 

tation of the results of an experiment having to do with in- 

heritance. But, as a matter of fact, leaving aside as of no real 

importance in the present discussion the fact that with such 

animals as poultry certainly it is physically impossible to obtain 

anything more than average uniformity of environment during 

a long period of years, there is a further point not to be lost 

sight of. ‘his is'that the effect of any adverse environmental 

circumstance acting upon an animal during the course of a 

long continued experiment in selection must tend to become 

progressively cumulative as time goes on, if it be really efficient- 

ly adverse at all. . 

What is meant is this: Suppose at the outstart of the ex- 

periment something in the method of feeding, or in the method 

of incubation, or of rearing the chicks was of a character such 

as to affect adversely, even to a slight degree, the vitality or 

constitution of the birds. Even without any true inheritance 

of this effect nevertheless its action must necessarily tend to 

become cumulative for purely physiological reasons, because 

(to confine the discussion to the case in hand, namely the 

domestic fowl) it admits of no question that a constitutionally 

weak or debilitated fowl lays an egg which is “weak” also. The 

elaboration of the yolk and of the albumen takes place within 
the hen’s body. These substances serve as the food of the 

developing embryo. It is-certain from observation of both 

egg and chick that the same kind or quality of food is not 

furnished to the embryo by the egg manufactured in the body 

of a strong fowl as is furnished in an egg manufactured in the 

body of a weak fowl. ‘This is a fact which is well known to 

everyone who has had experience in the hatching and rearing 

of poultry. To analyze minutely all of the biological and chem- 

ical factors involved would certainly be a very difficult, indeed 
an almost impossible task, yet because such analysis is not easily 

possible in no wise militates against the fact itself. 
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Furnished with a qualitatively inadequate food supply the 

developing embryo either dies before hatching or hatches into 

a weak, debilitated chick. This badly nourished, weak chick 

grows into an adult fowl which is weak in constitution ; usually 

weaker and to a greater degree lacking in vitality than the 

parent. The reason is that the unfavorable environmental fac- 

tor has had a double action upon the adult offspring. Not only 

did it start life as an improperly nourished weak embryo, but 

throughout its post-embryonic development to the adult condi- 

tion the same unfavorable environment which acted adversely 

upon its mother has been acting upon it and undoubtedly with 
increased efficiency because of the initial weakness of the 

embryo. ‘This offspring bird may thus be expected to produce 

a still less normal supply of nutriment in its eggs than did its 

mother, since it is less vigorous and normal than she was.* 

Thus the weakness is passed on from generation to genera- 

tion tending all the time to become greater. I think that it must 

be obvious in view of these considerations that any environ- 

mental condition which is adverse to general constitutional 

vitality, if it is effective at all, must tend to become cumulatively 

so, even though every effort be made to keep environmental 

conditions uniform during the experiment. In fact the more 
uniform the environment is kept the more certainly will there 

be a cumulative effect of any unfavorable factor in it. 

=. Obviously such a result as that under discussion has no real 

relation to the problem of the inheritance of acquired characters, 

\ though the objective result itself is precisely that which would 

be expected if a weakness induced by the environment were 

inherited. But actually the factor here dealt with is a purely 

nutritional one, and has nothing whatever to do with germinal 
constitution. This fact that any adverse environmental factor 

tends to produce an effect on the organism (at least among 

birds and manimals) which is persistent and in greater or less 

degree progressively cumulative, so long as the environment is 

* Certain of these matters are being made the object of special inves- 

tigation from a practical standpoint by Prof. Rice of Cornell University. 

Cf. Rice, J. E., and Rogers, C. A., Importance of Constitutional Vigor 2 

in the Breeding of Poultry. Cornel] Reading Course for Farmers. No. 

45. 1909 pp. 777-796. 
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kept constant and the factor continues to act, is, of course, one 

reason why it is so exceedingly difficult to get really critical 

evidence on the question of the inheritance of acquired charac- 

ters. 

In addition to the cumulatively adverse effect of environment 

as an explanation of the results of the earlier work at this 

Station another possible interpretation which is essentially 
physiological in its nature occurs to one. It is that any favor- 

able progress in the way of increasing egg production by the 

selection was offset in the experiment by the weakening and 

debilitating effect upon the birds of the inbreeding which it 
might be contended was practiced during the experiment (see 

p. 115 above for facts on this point). 

Another suggestion which has been made is that while there 

was no progressive increase in egg production following the 

mass selection this has no bearing on the question of the effect- 

iveness of the selection of minute fluctuating variations because 
the character fecundity or egg productiveness is not inherited 

in the domestic fowl at all. 

It is the purpose of this section to discuss these various sug- 

gestions one by one, presenting evidence which it is hoped will 

help to throw light on the subject. ‘The evidence on the last 

mentioned criticism (that having to do with the non-inherit- 

ance of fecundity) will be presented in Part IV. 

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING AND REARING. 

The practical management of poultry naturally and obvious- 

ly- divides itself into three great divisions, namely (1) housing, 

(2) feeding, (3) incubating and rearing the chicks to replenish 

the flock. In considering the possibility that in the experi- 

ments under discussion some adverse factor in the environment 

(which broadly-speaking in the case of poultry on an intensive 

plant means the management) masked or concealed a favorable 

effect of the selection, it will be well to deal with each of these 

three divisions of management separately. 

The methods of housing or feeding the stock practiced dur- 
ing the period of the selection experiment cannot, I think, rea- 

sonably be held to have had any adverse effect upon, or to 

have masked or covered up, any innate, inherited improvement 

in egg production conceived to have resulted from the selec- 
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tion. ‘The reasons why this would seem to be the case are as 

follows: The system of housing in the so-called “curtain 

front” type of house which has been used at the Maine Sta- 
tion practically from the beginning of these experiments has 

been widely adopted by practical poultrymen all over this 

country and indeed in all parts of the world. It was the first 

attempt at the “fresh air” principle in housing poultry and has, 

with some modifications in recent years, grown steadily in 

favor in the minds of practical poultrymen who know that this 

method of housing, so far from adversely affecting egg pro- 

duction instead actually promotes a better egg production be- 

cause it helps to keep the birds in a better general physiologi- 

cal condition than in any type of house yet devised.* 

‘The same consideration applies with reference to the method 

of feeding used throughout the selection experiment. The 

Maine Experiment Station’s dry mash has been very widely 

used indeed as a laying feed. It is a feed calculated for, and 
in actual practice shown to be excellently adapted to, stimulat- 

ing the birds to something approaching the maximum of pro- 

duction of which they individually are constitutionally or 

hereditarily capable.* 

This brings us to a consideration of the third of the great 

divisions of poultry management, namely, the hatching and 

rearing of the chickens. Here there are two methods: (a) the 

natural, in which the eggs are incubated by a brooding hen and 

the chickens are reared by a hen; and (b) the artificial, in which 

the eggs are incubated in incubators and the chickens are 

reared in brooders. .Each of these methods is widely practiced 

and each has its staunch adherents.. There is, however, a very 

wide spread feeling amongst poultrymen that artificial hatching 

and rearing has, in the long run, an injurious effect upon the 

stock. This injurious effect, they will grant, may not be ap- 

parent at once. But if artificial methods are persisted in for a 

long period of time those holding this view maintain that the 

* This statement if intended to include “fresh air’ houses of the 

Tolman and other patterns in the same general category as the “curtain 

front” house. 

* This, of course, does not mean that any of the records of egg pro- 

duction ever obtained at the Maine Station approach the physiological 

limits of fecundity of the domestic fowl as a class. Cf. on this point (9). 
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result will be a steady and definite, if gradual, deterioration of 

the stock in respect to vitality or constitutional vigor and pro- 

ductiveness. 

Now since a time previous to the beginning of the selection 

experiment at this Station in 1898 no chicken has ever been 

hatched on the Experiment Station plant except in an incuba- 

‘tor nor reared in any other way than in a brooder. That is 

to say, the flock of hens on the Experiment Station plant in 

IQII represents the end link in an unbroken chain of more than 

13 years (which here mean “generations”’) of continuous arti- 

ficial incubation and artificial rearing. It is quite evident, I 

think, that if these processes do bring about deterioration of 

the stock in vitality and productive qualities such deterioration 

ought by this time to be beginning at least to make itself ap- 

parent. 

The possibility that such a deterioration in vitality and pro- 

ductiveness due to continued artificial incubation and rearing 

was the real. reason why during the period of mass selection 

from 1898 to 1907 there was no improvement in the average 

egg production of the flock but instead a slight decrease cer- 

tainly demands careful consideration. This interpretation of 

the results has specially appealed to a number of poultrymen. 

Thus Dryden * says (Joc. cit. p. 382): “In the nine years breed- 

ing work at the Maine Station artificial methods were used in 

hatching and brooding the chicks, and while we are guessing 

at the failure to secure high egg yield in this experiment I ven- 

ture to guess the failure was due to a gradual lowering of vital- 

ity in the stock by artificial incubation.” 

~ The question then to be considered, in light of all the available 

facts, is as to whether there was during the course of the experi- 
ment in selection any lowering of vitality due to this cause, and 

further whether this can be regarded as the explanation of the 

failure of an increase in average egg production to appear dur- 

ing the selection period. 

From the nature of the experimental work which it was 

desired to do it was impossible practically to employ natural 
methods of hatching and rearing when the writer took charge 

* Dryden, J. Artificial vs. Natural Incubation. Rpt. Am. Breeders’ 

Association. Vol. V. pp. 380-382, 1900. 
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of the work in 1907. Artificial incubation had to be continued. 

It would seem that there are two lines of approach to the ques- 

tion as to whether the failure of the selection experiment to 

result in increased yields was due to deterioration following 

artificial incubation. On the one hand may be considered the 

actual facts regarding other evidence of deterioration besides ege 

production. While egg production is one index of vitality and 

constitutional vigor it is by no means the only one. Mortality 
and morbidity are other indices; so also is the hatching quality 

of eggs. Did the flock show evidence of a real constitutional 

degeneration, as indicated not alone by egg production, but by 

these other factors as well? 

In considering this whole question it should be recognized 

that there is a difference between real constitutional degenera- 

tion and merely a state of temporary low condition due to an un- 

favorable immediate environment. The one is permanent and 
the other is only transitory. The one is truly constitutional, the 

other superficial. This brings us to the consideration of. the sec- 

ond line of evidence which it is possible to get on the problem 

under discussion. If the real cause of the persistently low egg 

production during the selection experiment was artificial hatch- 

ing and rearing merely changing the method of breeding without 

changing the method of incubation or rearing would certainly be 

expected to produce no effect. If a purely environmental mat- 

ter such as artificial hatching and breeding is an efficient check 
to improvement by one method of breeding, it ought if un- 

changed to act with equal effectiveness against anv other system 

of breeding. If it does not so act one is forced to the conclu- 

sion that it was not really an effective factor in determining 

the results of the first method. 

Let us now turn to the data. In regard to the first line of 

evidence, namely facts presented by other indices of general 

vigor and vitality besides egg production, adult mortality may 

be first considered. ‘Table A gives the number of adult females 

put in the laying house, the number of these which died and 

the percentage mortality for each of the years covered by the 

mass selection experiment. The “number of adult females” 

means the number of pullets put into the laying house each year 

at the average age of about 6 to 7 months. They are the same 
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birds whose egg records during the same period are shown in fig. 
SO, (G05 TS ))o 

TasBleE A. 

Mortality Records of Adult Females During the Period 

1898 to 1907. 

Total number of birds} Number which died 
Laying year. put in house. during year. Percentage mortality. 

1899-1900 81 8 9.9 
1900-01 100 14 14.0 
1901—’02 55 3 5.5 
1902-03 160 13 8.1 
1903-704 , 300 44 14.7 
1904—’05 550 33 6.0 
1905-706 700 64 9.1 
1906-07 700 44 6.3 
1907-08 850 69 8.1 

The percentage mortality data are shown graphically in fig. 76. 

The straight line is the graph of the equation y=11.18—0.424% 

where y denotes percentage mortality and » number of years 

since 1898-’99. The line is fitted to the observations by the 

method of least squares. 
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Fic. 76. Diagram showing the percentage mortality of adult female 

birds during the course of the selection experiment. 
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From the table and diagram the following points are to be 

ioted : 

1. As would be expected, the percentage mortality is seen 

to fluctuate in amount from year to year. These variations are 

without doubt to be accounted for by differences in general en- 

vironmental factors in different years, and to accidents.* 

2. The general trend, however, of the percentage mortality 

is plainly downward during the period covered by the experi- 

ment in mass selection. That is, during the period from 1899 

to 1908, when the egg production was showing a slightly down- 

ward trend the adult mortality was also distinctly diminishing. 

3. There is no evidence from the figures of adult mortality 

to indicate either that artificial incubation and rearing or any 

other environmental condition adversely affected the constitu- 

tional vigor of the strain during the course of the mass selec- 

tion experiment, or (b) that in such action is to be found in 

the explanation of the failure of that experiment to result in 

increased annual average egg production. 

The percentage mortality figures are given here only for the 

period covered by the selection experiment in order that direct 

comparison may be made between the trend of the egg produc- 

tion during that period (see fig. 80, p. 157) and the mortality 

curve. It may be said, however, that since the laying year 

1907-08 the mortality of adult birds has fluctuated about the 

Same average as during the three years preceding. During the 

laying year 1g1o-11 the adult mortality has been quite excep- 

tionally low. : 

Having now considered adult mortality as an index of gen- 

eral vitality and ‘constitutional vigor attention may next be 

turned to the records of the hatching quality of eggs and the 

mortality of chicks. It needs but little practical acquaintance 

with poultry for anyone to recognize that in these two things 
exists one of the most precise measures of the general vitality 

or constitutional vigor of a strain or flock that it is possible to 

get. Ifa relatively‘large percentage of eggs hatch, and the 

chickens are strong and vigorous, and only a small proportion 

of them die it puts the question of the vitality of the stock 

beyond cavil. 

PGi np. 16-1c. 
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It would be highly desirable if records could be presented for 

the hatching of eggs and the mortality of chicks during the 

whole period covered by the mass selection experiment. Un- 

fortunately it is impossible to do this since no such records were 

kept prior to the hatching season of 1908 (laying year 1907-08). 

Data on these points have been kept since that time, however. 

The figures for the hatching seasons of 1908 and 1909 have 

already been published.* For comparison with these, and to 

serve as a basis for a discussion of the present condition of the 

stock, in respect to these matters and in relation to the method 

of breeding now being followed, similar data will be given here 

for the hatching season of 1911 (laying year 1910-11). 

Tables B and C give the hatching records for the season of 
1911 for birds belonging respectively to high and low fecundity 

lines. All of the birds in Table B belong to pedigree lines in 
which the mean winter egg production of all females for four 

generations has been high. These are the birds used in 1911 to 

propagate the “high lines,’ the egg production of which is dis- 

cussed farther on. All of the birds in Table C belong to pedi- 
gree lines in which the mean winter production has been uni- 

formly low for four generations. The females in these two 

tables represent of course only a part of all birds bred in 1911, 

but they are the only ones whose hatching records are perti- 

nent to the present discussion. Cross-bred birds and Barred 

Rocks in other lines of experimentation do not concern us here. 
As a matter of fact, the averages of Table B represent about 

the average hatching and rearing record of all birds bred in 

I9Q1I. Some groups of birds did conspicuously better, especially 

on the rearing records. 

* Pearl, R. and Surface, F. M. Studies on the Physiology of Repro- 

duction in the Domestic Fowl: IV. Data on certain Factors Influencing 

the Fertility and Hatching of Eggs. Ann. Rpt. Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. for 

1909, pp. 105-164. 
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From these tables the following matters are to be noted: 

1. The percentage of infertile eggs is distinctly high, being 

TABLE B. 

Hatching Records of Barred Rock Females of High Fecundity 

Lines. Season of rgrt. 

Per cent 
Eggs | Infer-| Per cent |Died in | fertile Chicks |Per cent 

Hen No. set. tile. | infertile. shell. | Hatched.| eggs died in | died in 
| | hatched.}3 weeks.|3 weeks. 
i} 

: [ 

4 43 2 4.6 15 26 63.4 3 Wal SS 
9 57 10 17 19 28 59.5 3 NOR 

10 69 20 28.9 20 26 533 «I 1 3.8 
11 18 5 7 st 6 7 53.8 (0) (0) 
12 60 2 3.03 10 48 82.7 6 12) 
14 |. 64 14 21.8 8 42 84.0 3 dil 
18 43 a 16.2 34 ial 5.1 0 0 
19 48 3 6.2 13 32 (Gleal 2 6.2 
20 45 1 Pree) 24 20 45.4 <3) 15.0 
22 38 4 10.5 32 2 5.8 1 50.0 
25 53 7 132 22 22 47.8 2 9.1 
27 57 19 33.3 25 13 34.2 10) (0) 
28 45 “4 8.8 15 25 60.9 2 8.0 
29 53 9 16.9 14 29 65.9 3 10.3 
36 47 4 15459 11 32 74.4 4 12.5 
39 43 8 18.6 33 Ps EG (0) (0) 
41 51 0 0. 30 20 39.2 0 (0) 
46 40 30 75.0 ° 5 4 40.0 1 25.0 
53 38 8 Pil Ab 18 12 40.0 2 16.6 
62 52 21 40.3 13 15 48.3 3 20.0 
76 46 7 15}, 2) 8 Sl 79.4 4 12.9 
WH 34 33 97.1 il (0) (0) (0) (0) 
81 37 3 Sek 6 27 79.4 1 Bot 
85 56 15 26.7 27 13 Blk 7 2 1553 

Wal 7/ 50 4 8.0 13 oe) lie(G 5 15}.11 
134 50 28 56.0 18 4 18.1 0 0 
165 38 3 7.8 11 “24° 68.5 1 4.1 
196 42 10 23.8 12 20 62.5 5 25.0 
198 46 5 10.8 24 17 41.4 3 17.6 
273 46 22 47.8 7 16 66.6 1 6.2 

1138 35 2 5.6 3 29 87.8 2 6.8 
1156 37 113} 35.1 8 10 41.6 4 40.0 
1169 42 6 14.2 24 11 30.5 2 18.1 
1170 40 0. 0 5 35 87.5 2 5.7 
1191 51 2 3.9 25 23 46.9 13 56.5 
1196 42 5 11.9 6 30 81.1 0 (0) 
1203 40 io 12.5 16 19 54.2 4 21.0 
1213 48 3 6.2 22 24 Dano 10 41.6 
1225 40 6 15.0 25 9 26.4 2 22.2 
1232 39 1 Qo 3 24 63.1 4 16.6 
1255 21 10 47.6 7 4 36.3 (0) (0) 
1256 42 3 Hell 11 28 Wot 2 ZF oll 

Totals and 
weighted 
averages|1886 364 19.3 659 838 oom 106 12.6 

19.3 percent in one case and 18.8 percent in the other. ‘This, 

however, does not mean, as might at first thought be supposed 

that there is some weakness on the part of the males or 

females bred. As a matter of fact the explanation of this poor 
record of fertility is that when the pens were mated up early 

in February no interval of time was allowed for the establish- 
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ment of fertility before beginning to save eggs for- hatching. 

That is to say, the eggs were saved and incubated from these 

breeding pens on the very same day that the male bird was put 
in the pen, and in a few dnstances it is probable that eggs were 

actually included from hens which had never been with a male 

bird at all. Every practical poultryman knows that on the aver- 

age it takes from 6 to to days to establish good fertility in eggs | 

x 

Aten (C, 

Hatching Records Barred Rocks Females of Low Fecundity 

Lines. Season of 19rt. 

| 

Per cent 
Eggs | Infer- |} Per cent |Died in fertile Chicks |Per cent 

Hen No. set. tile. | infertile. shell. | Hatched. eggs died in | died in 
hatched.|3 weeks.|3 weeks. 

3 Dil 1 3. 0 15 11 42.3 il 9.1 
34 39 2 oral 17 20 54.0 2, 10.0 
45 49 22 44.8 12 15 55), 5) 3 20.0 
55 53 36 67.9 13 4 23} of 1 25.0 
56 55 4 1.2 32 19 Be 2 1 aa2 

118 43 0 0 Zl 21 48.8 4 19.0 
142 38 2 One, 23 13 BXa)o I 1 Fo 
188 69 2 2.8 23 43 64.1 0 0 
221 57 12 2A 36 9 20.0 3 sius) 
232 68 9 133,22 32 27 45.7 3 iat sil 
249 32 5 15.6 14 13 48.1 3 23 .0 
430 53 34 64.1 2 17 89.4 3 7G 
477 38 1 2.6 25 i1® 32.4 il 8.3 
479 54 il | 20).83 18 25 58.1 8 32.0 
481 59 2 3.3 24 oe) | py AB se) 3 9.1 
546 48 15 | Bile 27 6 18.1 1 16.6 

1221 43 3 6.9 22 va 42.5 5 29.4 
1238 49 4 | 8.1 22 23) 51.1 7 30.4 

Totals and 
weighted ’ } 
averages| 874 | 165 | 18.8 378 | 328 46.2 50 159.2 

| J 

after birds are mated together. As a result of this incubating 

of the eggs taken from the time that the male and female birds 

were put together the record of fertility suffers a heavy handi- 

cap. Actually after fertility was once established (that is, after 

the male bird had been in the pen about 10 days) the average 

percentage of infertile eggs for the remainder of the season was 

about that which is considered normal in the work of this Sta- 

tion. This figure is on the average about to percent of the eggs 

infertile. 

The reader may be disposed to wonder why eggs which were 

practically certain to be infertile were incubated. The reason 

was primarily that it was desired to get just as many chicks as 

possible hatched April 1 or within a few days of that time. Ex- 
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perience has shown that, under the environmental conditions 

which obtain here, that time is the best to hatch chickens which 

are to be used in fecundity work. Such birds come into laying 

at the proper time without either forcing or retarding. Now it 

is a fact that while, on the average, it takes from 6 to 10 days 

to get fertility well established after a mating is made, yet there 

are individuals in which the very next egg laid after the first 

copulation will be fertile. Because of this consideration all pos- | 
sible eggs were saved from the beginning of the matings, with 

the certain knowledge that while the relative or percentage fer- 

tility of these early eggs would be low, yet absolutely a few 

chicks would be obtained. ‘The desire to get these chicks far 

outweighed any idea of making a maximum record of fertility 

of eggs, the latter, in fact, not entering into consideration at all. 

2. The hatching quality of the eggs as indicated by the per- 

cent of fertile eggs hatched is again somewhat below what may 

be considered normal for the Maine Station stock at the present 

time. With large numbers of eggs the normal hatching per- 

centage of fertile eggs is on the average a little over 60, taking 

the whole season. through. Toward the last of the mating sea- 

son {the month of May) the hatching percentage normally rises 

considerably. 

Here, just as in the case of fertility, the records tabled bear 

a rather heavy handicap, which could have been avoided had 

the only purpose been to bring out the best record of which the 

birds were capable. ‘The factor in question here is the holding 

of the eggs before incubation from the first week in February 

on. No eggs were put in incubators until March 7. More 

than half of the eggs set at this time were over two weeks old 

when put in the incubator. Everyone who has dealt practi-. 

cally with incubation knows that this means a serious reduction 

in the percentage of fertile eggs hatched. ‘The reason for man- 

aging in this way was again to get the greatest possible absolute 

number of chicks hatched about April 1, regardless of the rela- 

tive proportion of chicks to eggs set. 

3. Taking all the records together and using the averages in 

the computations it appears that, even with the handicaps men- 

tioned, im the high fecundity lines it required only 2.6 eggs in 

the incubator im 1911 to produce one chicken three weeks old. 

In the low fecundity lines itt required 3.2 eggs to make one 
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chicken three weeks old.* These figures are for the whole of 
the hatching season of 1911, that is, from February 1 to June 1. 

They do not represent the normal reproducing ability of the 

stock because of the heavy handicap explained above. In spite 

of this fact, however, these records can only be regarded as 
indicating an excellent performance. 

Certainly these figures for hatching and rearing give no sup- 

port to the view that the constitutional vigor or vitality of the 

Station Barred Plymouth Rock stock has been impaired by many 

years of continued artificial incubation and rearing. When it 

takes but three eggs or less to produce a chick three weeks old 

the stock cannot be said to be in a condition of reduced vitality. 

4. It is plain that there is no substantial difference between 

the females of the high fecundity lines and the females of the 

low fecundity lines with respect to hatching records. What 

small differences there are indicate that birds of the high fecun- 

dity lines are on the whole somewhat surer reproducers than 

those of the low fecundity lines. While the percentage of infer- 

tile eggs is smaller in the low fecundity lines, on the other hand 

the percentage of fertile eggs hatched is also lower and a slight- 

ly larger percentage of chicks died during the first three weeks 

of their lives. Particular attention is called to this matter here 

because it has been alleged by one critic that selection for 
high egg production was inimical to reproductive capacity in 

the domestic fowl. As a matter of fact, as the present figures 

show, this is not at all the case. The criticism was based upon 

a fact previously brought out ** that there is a negative correla- 

tion between winter egg production and the hatching quality of 

eggs in the subsequent breeding season. ‘This, however, is 

purely a physiological and not a genetic matter. High laying 

during the winter months undoubtedly tends to bring about a 

somewhat fatigued condition of the whole reproductive system 

with the result that the eggs in the subsequent spring do not 

hatch quite so well as under other circumstances. This, how- 

ever, has nothing to do with the innate hereditary capacity of 

these same birds in respect to fecundity. This fact is indeed so 

* As is well known three weeks covers nearly the entire chick mortality. 

The subsequent death rate among chicks which at three weeks of age 

are in full health and vigor is relatively insignificant. 

** Cf., Pearl and Surface, Joc. cit. 
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evident from Tables B and C as not to require further dis- 

cussion. 

We come now to the consideration of the last point in. con- 
nection with artificial incubation. As was pointed out*above 

(p. 127), if this had been the cause of the failure to increase egg 

production during the mass selection experiment, it ought to 

act as an equally efficient cause to prevent increase of egg pro- 

duction by any other method of breeding. As a matter of fact 

it did not so act, as is proven by the data given in Part IV of 

this bulletin. Without any change whatever from artificial 

methods of incubation or rearing it has been possible to isolate 

and breed from the Maine Station stock strains or lines in which 

high fecundity has been maintained during four generations at 

least. li the reader will study the diagram on p. 168 (fig. 84) 
remembering that during the whole period covered by the dia- 

gram there has been nothing but artificial incubation and rear- 

ing practiced he will find it difficult to believe that this factor has 

influenced, either one way or another, the results of the breed- 

ing experiments on fecundity at the Maine Station. 

INBREEDING. 

It has been pointed out above in the description of the mass 

selection experiment that no ‘‘new blood” was introduced into the 

flock during the course of that experiment. ‘That is to. say, 

no new additions were made to the hereditary constitution of 

the birds during that period. This certainly represents a condi- 

tion of some degree of inbreeding, at least, in spite of the fact 

that an effort was made never to breed close relatives together. 

As a matter of fact, because of a lack of an adequaté system 

of individual pedigree records during this mass selection experi- 

ment, it probably happened on several occasions that quite 

close relatives were bred together. Whether or not this 

occurred, it is certain that during 9 years only the “blood’* 
of relatively few original individuals was represented in the 

flock, and since all this breeding was in one line, the result 

can certainly be regarded only as a narrow-bred flock. Whether 

one chooses to call this “inbreeding” or not depends on his defi- 

nition of the term. ‘The biological condition and not the term 

* Meaning germ-plasm. 
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used to designate it is the important thing. That condition was 

as described. | 

It amounts to a truism to say that it is one of the strongest 

and most ancient of breeding traditions that inbreeding is in 

and of itself harmful, and inevitably results in deterioration. 

This being so it is clear that a possible interpretation which 

demands careful attention is that the real reason for the failure 

of the mass selection experiment to produce increased mean 

annual production was to be found in the blighting effect of 
the inbreeding or narrow-breeding (as one chooses) which had 

been practiced. ‘The deterioration from this cause would be 

held, on this view, to balance or offset the potential gain as- 

sumed to have resulted from the selection. 

It seemed very important at the outstart of the new period 

in the breeding work at this Station, to test carefully the valid- 

ity of this interpretation. In order to do so the experiment to 

be described was planned and carried out in 1908 and 19009. 

The essential point to this experiment was to compare in respect 

to egg production the offspring of two sorts of matings. In 

one set of these matings both the male and female mated 

together were from the Station flock and might be very closely 

related (even brother and sister). In the other set of matings 

the female in each case was from the Station flock but the male. 

was a pure-bred Barred Rock cockerel purchased from one 

or another among the then more or less prominent breeders of 

this variety in the eastern United States. It will be seen that in 

the first case the progeny of the matings represent the continua- 

tion to the full degree of the narrow breeding practiced during 

the preceding 9 years. In the second case the progeny represent 

the widest breeding possible. That is, the male and female are 

absolutely unrelated and come from entirely distinct strains. If 

the narrow breeding during the selection experiment was really 

inimical to high egg production, and brought about deterioration, 

it would be expected that progeny from parents of absolutely 

unrelated “blood” would show marked superiority to those from 

a continuation of the narrow breeding. The maximum effect 

in the way of rejuvenation from “out-crossing” should show 

itself here. 

In carrying out the experiment 8 Barred Rock cockerels 

were purchased in the early spring of 1908 from as many 
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different breeders of this variety. These birds will be designated 

in what follows as “foreign” cockerels. ‘Their sources are indi- 
cated in the following list. 

Cockerel No. Source. 

56 Mr. C. H. Welles, Stratford, Conn. 
57 Pine Top Poultry Farm, Hartwood, N. Y. 
58 Gardner & Dunning, Auburn, N. Y. 
60 L. J. Bundy & Son, Silver Springs, N. Y. 
61 Mr. Geo. E. Mann, Dover, Mass. 
65 Mr. Wesley B. Barton, Dalton, Mass. 
68 Mr. Geo. W. Hillson, Amenia, N. Y. 
70 ae M. L. Chapman, Mount View, Farmington, 

; onn. 

All of these males, it may be said, were first-class, vigorous 

birds. 

The breeding in 1908 was done in a house known as No. 1 
which has since been destroyed. It was not adapted for use as 

a breeding house, and the results obtained as to fertility and 

hatching of eggs were as a consequence poor.* In this house 

there were 14 pens each accommodating one male and ten 

females. In addition there were 5 larger pens, each holding one 

male and 14 females. Four of the small pens were used for 

cross-breeding work and had no part in the present experiment. 

In addition to the hens in house No. 1, two breeding pens were 

mated up in house No. 2 which is of the curtain front, fresh air 

type, which experience has shown to be much better suited, both 

to breeding work and to egg production. In each of these two 

pens one male and 15 females were placed. 

The arrangement of the pens relative to the hereditary con- 

stitution of the birds is shown in the following scheme. 

It will thus be seen that in No. 1 house, pens headed by for-" 

eign cockerels and by Station cockerels alternated, whereas both 

pens in No. 2 house were headed by Station males. For each of 

the first 7 foreign cockerels there was a Station cockerel work- 
ing under the same environmental conditions. During the 

course of the breeding season it was necessary to withdraw a 
number of the females from each pen and substitute others in 

their place. 

In selecting the females to be bred to these various cockerels 

it was attempted to make as even a distribution between foreign 

m@imweear, Ro and surtace, F, M., loc: cit: p. Too. 
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and Station cockerels as possible. It is essential in such an 

experiment that the average age, health, vigor, size, and egg-pro- 

duction should be approximately the same in the females mated 

House Pen ‘ ; 
No. No. Foreign Cockerels. Station Cockerels. Females. 

5 D70 
6 D2* 
2 D60 
8 D32 
9 D65 

10 D5 
11 D56 

1 12 Dii All females 
13 D58* ; from 
14 | D16 Station stock. 
15 D61 
16 D35 
17 D57 
| 18 D1i7 
19 D68 

2 { 20 D26 
21 D31 | 

* This bird got no adult Q prozeny in 1908 and is dropped from further discussion 
here. See text. 

to the one class of cockerels as in those mated to the other 

class. Data regarding this and other matters related to the 

breeding history of the birds in this experiment are given in 

Table D. One of the foreign cockerels (No. D58) and one of 

the Station cockerels (No. D2) produced no adult female 

TABLE D. 

Data Regarding Breeding History of Individuals in Inbreeding 

Experiment. 

. Station Cockerels | Station Cockerels 
Item. Foreign Cockerels. in House No. 1. in House No. 2. 

Number of ¢¢ in exper- 
rhaa\cia\ iateeeta chotocomreceto ac Th 6 2 

Number of @@Q mated : 
with these joi *..... 120 93 33 

Number of @@ which 
produced adult daugh- 
POTS ici sea ranni ere 26 17 15 

Percentage of 22 which 
produced adult daugh- 
Usa oi picts om Gopocod 21.7 18.3 45.5 

Mean winter egg produc- 
tion of all 92 mated 33.26 31.96 27.70 

Mean winter egg produc- 
tion of all 9 which 
produced adult daugh- 
GOES st sche. eaterats ol ecto 44.31 39.53 28.27 

* This is the total number of 22 mated during the whole season and includes indi- 
viduals put in to replace those removed. 
pen was at any given time only the number stated above (p.137). 

The number of 92 with each male in the 
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progeny in 1908 and hence do not appear in the discussion of 

the fecundity of narrow and broad bred females. On this 

account they are dropped out of Table D. 

From this table a number of points are to be noted. 

1. The number of females in this experiment which suc- 

ceeded in producing adult daughters is relatively small with 

reference to the total number of females bred. ‘That is to say, 

there is a rather stringent genetic selection here. Examination 

of the table shows that this is due to the unfavorable environ- 

mental conditions which existed in house No. 1.. This was 
obvious from direct observation during the course of the ex- 

periment. The way in which it is shown in the table is that 

whereas but 21.7 per cent and 18.3 percent respectively of the 

females mated with foreign and Station cockerels in No. 1 

house got adult female progeny, on the other hand 45.5 percent 

of the females mated in house No. 2 got adult daughters. This 

record of 45.5 per cent for the females in house No. 2 is itself 

lower than it would have been had not one of the males used 

in No. 2 house (No. D26). proved to be a rather unsatisfactory 

bird, which did not make a very good record either in respect to 

fertility or hatching quality of eggs. 

2. ‘The rather stringent genetic selection brought about by 

the unfavorable conditions in house No. 1 does not interfere 

with the experiment in regard to the effect of inbreeding be- 

cause the force of this selection was substantially the same in 

the case of females mated in No. 1 house with foreign cockerels 

and females mated in the same house with Station cockerels. 

The difference is only 3.4 percent and cannot be regarded as 

significant. 

3. With respect to the mean winter egg production of the 

mated females it is seen that the averages for the remales which 

were originally mated with foreign cockerels, and that for the 

females in house No. 1 originally mated with Station cockerels 

are substantially the same. What advantage there is is in favor 

of the foreign cockerels, that is, of the broad-breeding side of 

the experiment. The probable errors of these averages of egg 

production lie in the neighborhood of 1.2. It is obvious that 
the difference (1.30) between the mean production of the two 

sets of females in No. 1 house is only such as might be expected 

to arise from random sampling. ‘The females mated with Sta- 
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tion cockerels in house No. 2 have a somewhat lower mean 

winter production than those in No. 1 house. ‘These were the 

last two pens to be mated and it was then not possible any 

longer to select as many high layers to offset (in the average) 
the low layers as had been done in mating up the pens in No. 

I house. 

4. Considering next the females which produced adult 

daughters, the differences in winter production are much more 
marked than when all mated females are taken together. The 

means in this case, however, stand in the same relation to each 

other as when all females are included. As would be expected 

the mean production of the mothers of adult daughters is higher 

than the mean production of all females bred in the same class. 

This merely means that the better a hen lays the more likely 

she is to have adult progeny, because she has more chances. 

The mothers of adult daughters of foreign cockerels have a 

mean winter production more than 16 eggs higher than that of 

the mothers of daughters of the two Station males in house No. 
2: ‘The difference is much smaller between the two sets of 

mothers in house No. 1 though there it is probably statistically 

significant. ‘The females in the out-cross matings which pro- 

duced adult daughters thus have the higher egg production 

records. If this factor has any influence at all it would evi- 

dently act in accord with any beneficial result of the outcross- 
ing itself to help to produce higher laying in the progeny. 

Let us turn next to the results of the experiment. The fre- 

quency distributions for the winter * and spring (March 1 to 

June 1) egg production of the daughters of (a) foreign cock- 

erels, (b) Station cockerels in house No. 1 and (c) Station cock- 

erels in house No. 2 are given in Table E. 
The usual biometric constants for these distributions are pre- 

sented in the following table. 

The means of Table F are shown graphically in fig. 77. 

* Cf. p. 154 infra. 
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From these data it appears that there is no substantial dif- 

ference in egg production, either in the winter or the spring 

periods, between the pullets which came from entirely unrelated 

parents on the one hand, and those whose parents both belonged 
to the Station strain on the other hand. In the winter period 

MOTHER'S WINTER PRODUCTION 

ouTCROSS & Die Se 

SOLIS BSS Se ese Sis ar6-er 
SSSR ete cae eens INBRED 1 RXxKXxS RRR wetieeacoceneestrateneatets 
aeeSe Selatan ata ent eeatecaenta etetarnretetaotanenes 

INBRED 2 

OUTCROSS fie 

meee » VW//H/H/ YH W/L ILLIA 
Fic. 77. Diagram showing the mean winter and spring egg produc- 

tion of the daughters of outcross and narrow matings. 

it is true that the birds from out-cross matings have a slightly 

higher mean production than either group of narrow-bred 

daughters. The difference, however, is too small to be signifi- 

cant. Thus the greatest difference in the table is between the 

winter means for the out-cross matings and the narrow matings 

in No. 1 house. Here, however, the difference is but 2.91.55, 

an amount less than twice its probable error. In the spring 

period the daughters from out-cross matings actually laid a 

little less. than those from the narrow matings. 
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An examination of adult mortality records leads to the same 

conclusion as the fecundity records. ‘The percentage mortality 

amongst the adult daughters from out-cross matings was I1.3 

per cent. Among the daughters from narrow matings in house 

No. 1, the mortality was 10.8 per cent. For the daughters of 

all narrow matings the mortality rate was the same, viz. 10.8. 
Thus it is clear that as measured by this index the out-crossed 

stock was no more vigorous than the narrow bred. 

It may further be said that not only was there no difference 

in the first generation between the offspring of out-cross and 

narrow matings, but further there was no UIE Noi: in the 

progeny in subsequent generations. Putting in “new blood” did 

not improve or rejuvenate the stock. One must then conclude 

either (a) that the stock was so hopelessly and completely de- 

generate as to be past any benefit from infusion of new “blood,” 

or (b) that the stock was not deteriorated in respect of consti- 

tutional vigor or vitality and that therefore it could not be ex- 

pected that out-crossing would have any rejuvenating effect. 

The first conclusion certainly cannot be deemed the correct one 

in view of the evidence presented in this bulletin in respect to 

mortality, egg production, etc. The stock has never been in the 

condition of excessively low constitutional vigor which would 

be demanded by such a conclusion. 

It would then appear that there is no evidence that the 

amount of mbreeding practiced during the mass selection ex- 

periment had any unfavorable influence on either the egg pro- 

duction or the general vitality of the stock. 

TEVAIR DY THU, 

New PLAN oF BREEDING FOR EGG PRODUCTION. 

At the end of the period from 1898 to 1907 during which 

the mass selection experiment had been carried on it seemed 

advisable to inaugurate a change in the plan of investigation. 

Considering the results obtained, and the fact that a large 

amount of statistical data had been accumulated and was avail- 

able for analysis, it appeared unlikely that further continuation 

of mass selection would yield results of sufficient value to war- 

rant carrying on the work. The ultimate object of the work at 

the Maine Station in this field was, and is, to get at the under- 
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lying principles of the inheritance of fecundity in fowls. One 

set of facts having been accumulated, efforts were turned 

towards getting more data of a somewhat different character. 

The keynote to the new line of investigation has been the 

analysis of the inheritance of fecundity by means of individual 

pedigrees. By this method one determines precisely the behavior 

of each individual in inheritance. ‘Those individuals of like 

hereditary behavior or performance may then be lumped to- 

gether for statistical treatment if desired. The “individual 

pedigree” is the nearest approach which can be made in an 

organism in which each individual is of one sex only to the 

genealogical unit termed by Johannsen a “pure line” in self-fer- 

tilizing plants. Its employment in the analysis of inheritance 

in animals has underlying it the same considerations which make 

the “pure line” so potent an instrument of research in plants 

and non-sexually reproducing animals. 

In order that what follows in Part IV may be more readily 

understood it is desirable here to explain fully the working 

hypothesis which the present study in the inheritance of fecun- 

dity is testing. .To put the matter most briefly it may be said 

that this hypothesis is an adaptation to the particular case in 

hand of the genotype concept of Johannsen. In more detail the 

case is as follows. 

Johannsen in his work on beans * brought out very clearly 

three things which in themselves and in their implications are of 

fundamental importance to ali practical breeders of animals or 

plants, as well as to students of breeding. ‘These three things 

are: 

1. That the size of an individual bean was no absolute or 

certain criterion whatever as to the average size of its offspring. 

He found that while some particular large beans always pro- 

duced large offspring beans, other equally large ones always 

produced small offspring beans. Some individual small beans 
produced offspring of large average size, others produced beans 

of small average size like the parent, and, in general, he showed 

it to be quite impossible for anyone to tell merely from the size 

of a bean itself whether its progeny will be large or small. 

* Johannsen, W., Ueber Erblichkeit in Populationen und in reinen 

Linien, Jena, 1903. 
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The nature of Johannsen’s results on this point have been 

very cleverly set forth in the accompanying diagram which is 

taken from a paper by Wood and Punnett.* 

2. That a population of beans, no matter from how sup- 

posedly “pure” a commercial variety it is taken, is really not a 

homogeneous unitary aggregation, but instead is made up of a 

varying number of lines or strains, each of which breeds true 

to itself when propagated in isolation. In other words the popu- 

. SMALL SEED AVERAGE SIZED SEED LARGE SEED 

Average Size of | 

Seed on Plant grown } 

! from above Seed 

Single Seeds Pick- 

ed out of Trade Sam- 

ples 

Average Size of 
1 Seed on plant grown 
from a Seed of the 

Above Plant t 

Fic. 78. Diagram to illustrate Johannsen’s results with beans. (From 

Wood and Punnett). 

lation in question is a mixture of several component lines. The 

individuals in each line produce offspring true to the type of 

the line, rather than to the type of the population as a whole, 

except in cases wheré by chance the population type and the type 

of one or more lines happen to be the same. 

3. That when mass selection alters the population type it does 
so by a process of isolating from the mixture certain strains 

whose own types are different from the original general popula- 

tion type, and which differ in the direction towards which selec- 

tion was made. Thus if one begins in a general mixed popula- 

tion of beans to select for planting the largest beans, and by 

so doing increases the average size of bean in the crop, what he 

really does is gradually to throw away all beans except those 

* Wood, T. B., and Punnett, R. C., Heredity in Plants and Animals. 

Mendel’s Principles and their Bearing on Agricultural Problems. Trans. 

Highland and Agr. Soc. Scotland. Ser. 5, Vol. XX. pp. 36-86, 1908. 
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which belong to strains having large beans as the type. Hav- 

ing isolated from the population one of these component strains 

which breeds true to a definite type no amount of further selec- 

tion will modify that strain. In other words Johannsen showed 

that, in beans at least, selection is only effective to isolate or 

pick out what heritable variations were already present as com- 
ponents of the population to begin with. Selection within a 
lime or Strain is ineffective. 

These and other results of recent work (particularly that 

along Mendelian lines) lead to a new conception of the mechan- 

ism of heredity which differs markedly from older views. The 

keynote to this conception is that it is the germ cell (egg or 

sperm) and not the body or soma which is the factor of primary 

importance in inheritance. What the individual is like in re- 
spect to its personal, somatic * characters is not determined by 

the somatic characters of its parents, but by the composition or 

constitution of the parental gametes. Thus the size of a bean 

is determined not by the size of its parent bean, but by the 

gametic constitution of the latter. 

Experimental breeding along Mendelian lines has shown very 

clearly that many characters of organisms are inherited as sepa- 

rate units, so that by proper cross-breeding new combinations 

of characters may be made. ‘Thus, for example, suppose one 

crosses together a Barred Rock, which is a barred bird with a 

single comb, and a Cornish Indian Game, which is a non-barred 

bird with a pea comb. In the second generation he will have 

barred birds with pea combs, barred birds with single combs, 

non-barred birds with pea combs and non-barred birds with 

single combs occurring in certain definite proportions to each 
other. This result shows beyond question that, whatever the 

mechanism, comb form is inherited separately from plumage 

pattern. ‘These characters behave as separate units. 

* For the reader not familiar with the technical terminology of biology, 

it may be said that “somatic” is used in designation of those characters 

of the organism which pertain to all parts except the reproductive or 

germ-cells. ‘These reproductive cells are called “gametes.” We then have 

the adjective “gametic,” meaning “pertaining to the germ cells,” in con- 

trast to “somatic” meaning “pertaining to any or all parts of the organ- 

ism other than the germ cells.” 
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Each character of an organism which is inherited must, in 

some manner, be represented by a factor in the germ cell: For 

each of these gametic factors Johannsen proposes the name 

gene. A gene then is that factor in the germ cell or gamete the 

presence of which (and therefore its taking part in gametic re- 

actions) is connected with the existence of a particular somatic 

character or set of characters. All of these unit factors or 

genes taken together constitute the genotype of the organism. 

The genotype then represents the hereditary or gametic consti- 

tution of the individual as distinguished from the somatic. 

Johannsen’s experiments show that in the organisms with 

' which he has worked genotypes cannot be modified by selection. 

That is, given a group of a thousand individuals all of the same 

genotypical constitution, and no amount of selection of somatic 

variations within this group will produce any permanent or 

inherited effect. ‘The offspring of the selected individuals will 

be, on the average, like the offspring of other individuals which 

had the same genotypical constitution. ‘The sole function of 

selection then becomes the isolation and propagation of strains 

composed of individuals having the desired genotypical consti- 
tution. : 

It may be said that confirmation of one or another of the 

essential features of the genotype concept of Johannsen, has 

come not only from his work with beans and barley, but also 

from the work of Nilsson-Ehle, Jennings, Shull, East, Hanel, 

Roemer and others on a variety of plants and animals. 

Suppose this general conception of the mechanism of in- 

heritance to be taken as a working hypothesis (to be tested by 
experiment) in attempting to increase or decrease egg produc- 

tion in the domestic fowl by breeding. ‘To what sort of picture 

of the make-up of a flock does it lead? First of all it may be 

assumed that a number of distinctly different genotypical con- 

stitutions will be represented in the flock. By way of concrete 

illustration let us suppose a population or flock to be made up 

of individuals representing seven marked genotypical differ- 

ences. Each set of individuals of like genotypical constitution 

may be considered to form a “line” or “strain” in the breeder’s 

sense. There will then be seven lines which may be designated 

as A, B,C,D,E,F,andG. (See fig. 79). The general average 
production for the population as a whole is 130. The geno- 
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types of the several lines, are however, quite different. We may 

consider these genotypes to be given by the small letters, a, b, c, 

d, e,f, g. Itis seen that three of the lines have genotypes cor- 

responding closely to the general flock average 130. ‘Two geno- 

types are well above the general average of the flock, and two 

others below. Now the basic idea of the pure-line concept as 

here applied is that if, for example, two individuals of line A 

are bred together, the average productivity of the offspring will 

be approximately a (say 197 eggs) regardless of the egg record 

of the particular female bird bred. That is, it is to be expected 

that the average productivity of the progeny of a female of 

line A with an egg record at + (say 80 eggs) and of a female 

with a record at y (say 240 eggs) will be the same provided 

both are mated to male birds from the same line as themselves, 

ae 1S, Ware 24) line. 

The same idea may be illustrated in another way. It is to 

be expected that in such a population as that illustrated in the 

diagram the average egg production of the daughters of 200- 

egg hens will be as indicated in the following table: 

The probable 
average pro- 

If a ‘‘200-ege’’ hen comes from— duction of 
her daughters 

will be about— 

| The A line, and is mated with an A line male.... 197 
The B line, and is mated with a B line male.... 162 
The C line, and is mated with an C line male.... 134 
The D line, and is mated with a D line male.... 130 - 
The E line, and is mated with a E line male.... 125 
The F line, and is mated with an F line male.... 88 

| The G line, and is mated with a G line male.... 58 

Similarly we have according to the pure-line concept the fol- 
lowing expectation regarding the progeny of poor producers: 

The probable 
average pro- 

If a ‘‘75-ege’’ hen comes from— duction of 
her daughters 

will be about— 

The A line, and is mated with an A line male.... 197 
The B line, and is mated with a B line male.... 162 
The C line, and is mated with a C line male.... 134 
The D line, and is mated with a D line male.... 130 
The E line, and is mated with an E line male.... 125 
The F line, and is mated with an F line male.... 88 
The G line, and is mated with a G line male.... . 58 

eae. 
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In other words it would be expected on the hypothesis set 

forth, and in so far hypothesis and actual fact are in precise 

accord, that the record of egg production in and of itself alone 
is not a criterion of particular signficance in selecting females 

for breeding for improved egg production in the flock. It ap- 

pears to be of vastly more importance to know the genotype 

of the line to which the individual belongs. ‘This idea is already 

perfectly familiar to the successful breeders of poultry for 

fancy points. What is here called “blood line” they usually call 

ayesStrain,” 

In 1907-08 a plan of breeding designed to test the general 

hypothesis above set forth was put into operation. A statement 

of a portion of the results which have been obtained to date is 

given in Part IV. This part of the bulletin is a reprint of an 

address given before the American Society of Naturalists in 

December, 1910. It seems advisable to reprint it in entirety 

here, though to do so involves some repetition of points already 

brought out in this bulletin. For this the author would ask the 

reader’s pardon. 

PART IV. 

INHERITANCE OF FECUNDITY IN THE Domestic Fowt.* 

There are under discussion at the present time two general 

views regarding certain fundamental points in heredity. Each 

of these points of view has its zealous adherents. On the one 

hand is what may be designated the “statistical” concept of in- 

heritance, and on the other hand, the concept of genotypes. By 

the “statistical” concept of inheritance is meant that point of 

view which assumes, either by direct assertion or by implica- 

tion, that all variations are of equal hereditary significance and 

consequently may be treated statistically as a homogeneous mass, 

* Papers from the Biological Laboratory of the Maine Experiment 

Station, No. 25. This paper was read at the meeting of the American 

Society of Naturalists at Ithaca, December, 1910. It was first published 

in the American Naturalist, Vol. XLV, pp. 321-345, June, 1911, and is 

here reprinted without change except that the numbers of the figures 

are here changed to accord with the preceding figures in this bulletin. 

Figures 1 to 5 inclusive of the original publication become figs. 80 to 84 

respectively in this reprint. 
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provided only that they conform to purely statistical canons of 

homogeneity. This assumption of equal hereditary significance 

for all variations is tacitly made in deducing the law of ancestral 

inheritance, when individuals are lumped together in a gross 

correlation table.* The genotype concept, on the other hand, 

takes as a fundamental postulate, firmly grounded on the basis 

of breeding experience, that two sorts of variations can be dis- 

tinguished, namely those (a) that are represented in the germi- 

nal material and are inherited without substantial modification, 

as in “pure lines,’ and those (b) that are somatic and are not 

inherited. By anything short of the actual breeding test it is 

quite impossible to tell whether a particular variation observed 

in the soma belongs to the one category or to the other. As I 

have tried to emphasize in other places, it is both to be expected 

on this view of inheritance, and is also the case in actual fact, 

that the somatic manifestation or condition of any character is 

a most uncertain and unreliable criterion of the behavior of that 

character in breeding. Finally under the genotype concept, of 

course, the whole array of facts brought out by Mendelian ex- 

periments find their place. 
Now while certain adumbrations of the genotype concept 

have long been current in biological speculations in regard to 

heredity, this general view-point owes its grounding in solid 

facts primarily to Johannsen’s work with beans and with bar- 

ley. It is to be noted that in these cases, as well as in most of 

the investigations of the pure line theory which have followed 

Johannsen’s work, the organisms used have been such as repro- 

duced either by self-fertilization, or by fission, or by some veg- 

etative process. This brings us to the consideration of a ques- 

tion of great importance, both theoretical and practical. In 

cases of dicecious organisms, where a “pure” pedigree line in 

the sense that such lines are found in beans or in Paramecium 

by definition can not exist, has the genotype concept any bear- 

ing or significance? In a general way it obviously has. Prob- 

ably no one (except possibly some of the ultra-statistical school) 

could be found who would deny that in general a distinction is 

to be made between variations having a gametic and those hav- 

* For a more detailed discussion of this point see a paper by the pres- 

ent writer entitled “Biometric Ideas and Methods in Biology; their Sig- 

nificance and Limitations,” in the Revista di Scienza (in press). 

pe | 
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ing merely a somatic basis. But specifically how far has the 

genotype concept any application in case of “non-selfed” or- 

ganisms? Johannsen in his “Elemente” has thoroughly analyzed 

Galton’s material and shown that it is capable of a satisfactory 

and reasonable interpretation on the genotype hypothesis, and 

East and Shull have gone far in the analysis of genotypes in 

maize. This, however, is only a beginning. There is the great- 

est need for careful, thorough investigations of the inheritance 

of characters showing marked fluctuating variation in organisms 

having the sexes separate. Here lies one of the crucial fields 

in the study of inheritance to-day. ‘Through the brilliant re- 

sults in Mendelian ‘directions and from the study of really 
“pure” lines we are getting clear-cut ideas as to the inheritance 

of qualitatively differentiated characters, such as color, pattern 

and the like, on the one hand, and in regard to the inheritance 

of quantitative variation in self-fertilized or non-sexually re- 

producing organisms, on the other hand. But beyond all these 

lie the difficult cases where in dicecious forms quantitative varia- 

tions must be dealt with. If these can be cleared up and 

brought harmoniously into a general scheme or-view-point re- 

garding inheritance, we shall have gone a long way in the solu- 

tion of this world-old biological problem. | 
For some four years past the writer has been engaged in a } 

study of the inheritance of fecundity in the domestic fowl. The j 

problem presented here is an important one from the practical 

as well as the theoretical standpoint. If definite and sure meth- ; 

ods of improving the average egg production of poultry by 

breeding can be discovered it will mean much to the farmers of 

the nation. At the same time egg production is a character ad- | 

mirably adapted to furnish definite and crucial data regarding 

inheritance. Variations in egg production are readily measured, | 

and can be directly. expressed in figures. 

The general results of this study of the inheritance of fecun- 

dity may be said, in a word, to be so far as they go in entire 

accord with the genotype concept, and not to agree at all with 

the “statistico-ancestral”’ theory of inheritance. Indeed so ill 

is the accord here that the chief exponent of the latter doctrine 

has recently attempted to throw the whole case out of court * by 

* Pearson, K., “Darwinism, Biometry and some Recent Biology, I,” 

Biometrika, Vol. 7, pp. 368-385, 1910. 
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asserting that fecundity is not inherited in fowls, and that the 
present writer’s investigations show essentially nothing more 

than that. It will be the purpose of this paper to present some 

figures sufficient to indicate with some degree of probability, I 
think, first that egg production in fowls is inherited, and second 

that it is probably inherited in accord with the genotype concept, 

in spite of the fact that we do not and can not here have “pure 

lines” in the strict sense of Johannsen’s definition. In the pres- 

ent paper, owing to limitations of space, the whole of the data 

in hand obviously can not be presented. Only a few illustrative 

cases can be given here. 

Before entering upon the discussion of the evidence it is 

necessary to call attention to two points. The first is in regard 

to the unit of measuring egg production used in the work. For 

reasons which have been discussed in detail elsewhere * the unit 

of study has been taken as the egg production of the bird before 

March t of her pullet year. This “winter production” is a bet- 

ter unit for the study of the inheritance of fecundity than any 

other which can be used practically. All records of production 

given in this paper are then to be understood as “winter” rec- 

ords, comprising all eggs laid up to March 1 of the first year of 

a bird’s life. It may be said that the “normal” mean winter 

production of Barred Plymouth Rocks (the breed used in this 

work) is fairly indicated by the 8-year average of the Maine 

Station flock. This average November 1 to March 1 produc- 
tion is 36.12 eggs.* This figure is based on eight years con- 

tinuous trapnesting of the flock with which the present work 

was done, carried out before these investigations were begun. 

In the second place it is desirable to call attention to some of 

the difficulties which attend an attempt to analyze the inheritance 

of the character egg production. The most important of these 

is the fact that this character is not visibly or somatically ex- 
pressed in the male. A male bird may carry the genes of high 

* Bull. Me. Agr. Exp. Sta., No. 165. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Anim. Ind., 

Bell, wie, IParcie IOI, 

*Tt should be said that up to and including the winter of 1907 only 

the November 1 to March 1 records are available as a “winter” record. 

Since that time the small number of eggs laid before November 1 (on 

the average two or three per bird) are included in the “winter” totals. 

These, then, give, as stated, the total production up to March 1. 
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fecundity, but the only way to tell whether or not this is so is 

to breed and rear daughters from him. All Mendelian workers 

will agree that it is sometimes difficult enough to unravel gametic 

complexities in the case of characters expressed somatically. It 
is vastly more difficult when only one sex visibly bears the char- 

acter. In the second place a very considerable practical diffi- 

culty arises from the fact that egg production is influenced 

markedly by a whole series of environmental circumstances. 
The greatest of care is always necessary, if one is to get reliable 

results, to insure that all birds shall be kept under uniform and 
good conditions. Further, on this account, it is necessary to 

deal with relatively large numbers of birds. Some of the im- 

portant conditions to be observed in work on fecundity have 

been discussed elsewhere * and need not be repeated here. 

Turning now to the results we may consider first 

THE EFFECT OF SELECTION FOR FECUNDITY IN THE GENERAL 

POPULATION, 

On the “statistico-ancestral” view of inheritance it would be 

expected that if fecundity were inherited at all this character 

would respond to continued selection. That is, it would be ex- 

pected, if the highest layers only were bred from in each gen- 

eration, that the general flock average would steadily, if per- 

haps slowly, increase and that any level reached would be at 

least maintained by continued selection. In 1898 an experiment 
in selecting for high egg production was begun at the Maine Sta- 

tion. In this experiment only such females were used as breed- 

ers as had laid over 150 eggs in their pullet year (correspond- 

ing roughly to an average winter production of 45 or more 

eggs) and the only males used were such as were out of birds 

laying 200 or more eggs in the year. This experiment was con- 

tinued until the end of 1908. ‘The selection, be it understood, 

was based on the egg record alone, and no account was kept of 

pedigrees or of genotypes. Every female with a record higher 

than 150 eggs in the year was used as a breeder regardless of 

whether her high fecundity was genotypic or phenotypic. 

The results of this selection experiment covering a period of - 

nine years have been fully reported elsewhere.* Here it needs 

* Me. Agr. Exp. Sta. Ann. Rept. for 1910, p. 100. 

*U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Anim. Ind., Bul. 110, Parts I and II, 1909 and 

191i. Zeitschr. f. indukt. Abst. a. Vererb.-Lehre, Bd. 2, 1900, pp. 257-275. 
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only to be said that the net outcome of the experiment was to 

_ show that there was no steady or fived improvement in average 

flock production after the long period of selection. There was 

no permanently cumulative effect of the eight (in the last year ) 

generations of selected ancestry. So far from there having been 

an increase there was actually a decline in mean egg production 

concurrent with the selection, taking the period as a whole. 

During parts of the selection period, however, as for example 

the years 1899-1900 to I90I-’02, inclusive, and the years 1902- 

03 to 1905-06, inclusive, an improvement from year to year 

was to be noted, but in each case the flock dropped back in in- 

tervening years. This is an important point, the meaning of 

which is now clear. The flock average from year to year 

depended largely upon whether the breeders of the year before 

had had thew high fecundity genetically represented or only 

somatically. In some years the selection was fortunate in get- 

ting nearly all the breeders from good (1. e., “high production” ) 

genotypes or from good combinations of genes. In other years. 

just the opposite thing happened; the high layers chosen as 

breeders came from low genotypes or combinations of genes. 

The general upshot was that while the selection of high layers 

merely as such was systematic year after year the result attained 

in the general flock production was entirely haphazard and 

uncertain. This is exactly what would be expected on the geno- 

type hypothesis, but not on the “statistico-ancestral.” 

TABI 1. 

MEAN WINTER (NovEMBER I To Marcu 1) Ecc PRODUCTION DURING THE 

SELECTION EXPERIMENT. 

Mean Winter 

Year Production 

Fas SOO NOOO Maa ce acer rote onc See ed Ee oe 41.03 

LNOLOIG!{0)1 Pade eer ee scene omen Cae lem OE cS esd c 27.88 

TO OTE O2 etre stat a teste resol rena he ee rena eg eae a ee 45.23 

DOOD =O Bir ars Varco eareeger ete cl teers Mery RO Gans ae Co arte a 26.01 

TOOSEOAN Gs sorter Nea eae reacts aera So eee 26.55 

TOOALOGH Fea erga ety PERCE eae AN eR 25.04 

MOOS OOM an eee PLEA MCR red ae its Eon ede On cc EERE 40.66 

BO OG=O A. sree: re es gaweacee tise bc Ra AU one eae cera Ur oR a 21.44 

TOO7=08). sos She Acree ere ere 15.92 

The actual course of the average winter egg production (not 

hitherto published). during the period is given by the figures of 

Table I and shown graphically in fig. 80. 
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Certainly the first line of evidence, derived from a long-con- 
tinued experiment, involving more than 2,000 individuals, gives 

no support to the “statistico-ancestral” theory and indeed is in 

flat contradiction to one of the most fundamental tenets of that 

faith. 

WINTER EGG PRODUCTION 

30-00 00-0]. O1-02 «02-03 3-04 O05 SNS 06-O7 «(0-08 
_LAYING YEAR 

Fic. 80. Diagram showing the course of average winter egg produc- 

tion during the period covered by the mass selection experiment. 

Let us next consider the question, 

ARE SOMATICALLY KQUAL VARIATIONS IN FECUNDITY OF EQUAL 

HEREDITARY SIGNIFICANCE? 

In the spring and summer of 1907 were reared 250 pullets, 

all of which were the daughters of hens that had laid approxi- 

mately 200 or more eggs in the first year of their life. This 

group of mothers was reasonably homogeneous in respect to 

records of egg production. All had laid about the same number 

of eggs. ‘Their daughters were, however, far from a homo- 
geneous lot with respect to egg production.* It is plain from 

the results obtained in that experiment that the egg record of a 
hen is a most unreliable criterion of the probable number of 

eggs which her daughters will lay. This is demonstrated by 

examination of individual cases. Thus consider the two mothers 

Nos. 253 and 14. Their winter production records were nearly 

identical (65 and 66 eggs, respectively). Their daughters’ aver- 

* Full details regarding this experiment have been published as Bulle- 

tin 166, Me. Agr. Exp. Sta. 1r909. See particularly Table I. 
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age winter productions were 23.87 and 2.40 eggs, respectively! 

Certainly it seems reasonable to conclude that the gametic con- 

stitutions involved in the breeding of 253 and 14 were quite 

different, though both these hens laid the same number of eggs. 

Again, take birds No. 386 and 911. One had a winter record 

of 55 and the other of 52 eggs. Yet their daughters’ average 

winter productions were, respectively, 4.88 and 27.33 eggs. 

Many more instances of this kind could be brought forward. 

Taken together, the whole evidence shows beyond the shadow of 

a doubt that the presence of high fecundity in an individual, and 

that factor whicltmakes high fecundity appear in the progeny, 

are two very different things, either of which may be present 

in an individual without the other. We plainly have here the 

basis for the distinction of phzenotypes and genotypes just as in 

beans. 

THE INHERITANCE OF EGG PRODUCTION IN PEDIGREE LINES. 

Let us now consider some of the evidence that such things as. 

genotypes of fecundity really exist in fowls. We may first ex- 

amine some representative pedigrees covering four generations 

PEDIGREE Ling D5D39 

2G 18 
14 (9: 

( 0 F255 (48) * 6 564 4 88 on 
| 524 (26) 

(eGil2 i 
Aye 19 (70) 303 (64) * $563 ee 

ai 136 (48 a Gn 
[ 9 E232(69)x 8 555—0 eo 85 (73) 

| 192 (57) 
| 213 (29) 

2 D39(62)* $ D5 f 9G 18 (61) 
< 

| | 27 (83) 

Led MONEE | sancanycasesy 8S Mean=62 ; 211 (36) 

248 (67) 

G11 (47) 
134(177) 

| 363 (74) 8 567 165 (35) 
198 (39) 

\fean=61 L 506 (16) 

Mean= 57.74 

—~\ --— 
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Fic. 81. Diagram showing range of variation and mean fecundity in 
each generation of line D5D39. The main polygons of variation give 
the distribution of fecundity in the general flock in each generation. 
The cross-hatched areas represent the pedigree line, and the heavy dotted 
lines through these areas represent the mean fecundity of the line in each 
generation. [It should be understood that in this and the following line 
diagrams the cross-hatched areas are not frequency polygons. They 
merely give (a) the upper and lower ends of the range of variation in 
the line in each generation, (b) the mean of the line, and (c) the por- 
tion of the range which was bred from in each generation to produce 
the next generation. Note added in reprinting.] 
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and showing the occurrence of high and low fecundity lines. 

As a typical example of a high fecundity pedigree line in 

which the high fecundity is genotypic, line D5D39 may be con- 

sidered. In the presentation of this and other pedigree tables 

the following conventions are adopted. The band numbers of 

the birds are in bold-faced type, and following the band num- 

ber of each female, her winter egg record is given in italic fig- 

ures enclosed in parenthesis. The band numbers of males are 

given in italics. 

This line is shown graphically in Fig. 81. 

Little comment on this pedigree line is necessary. We see a 

certain high degree of fecundity faithfully reproduced genera- 

tion after generation. Different males were used with different 
females, but in every case the males used were from high 

fecundity lines and were believed to carry this quality in their 

germ cells either in homozygote or heterozygote condition. 

In marked contrast to the last example let us consider the low 

fecundity lines D61D168. It is a troublesome matter to propa- 

gate the low fecundity lines, because of the difficulty of getting 

a sufficient number of eggs during the early part of the breed- 
ing season. The line D61D168 is of interest not alone as an 

illustration of a typical low line, but also because there appeared 

in it a mutation, or something very like one. We will consider 

here only the main line and not the mutant. 

PrpicrEs Ling D61D168 

( 9E231 (25) $552 2 F233(82)x $573— 
— ( 9G221(16) 

419 (9)x $551 PF165(7) x 6 569 430(72) 
ATG it 

209 (38) x § 555—O \Mican=9.67 

313 (26) $554 
epee 174( 21) 363 (11) x $ 550 ; 2 F249(30) 

2D168(32)x $ D614 as oO \ean=22 
200 (72) 
141 (0) 
116 (28) 
151 (17) 

24 (23) 
Mean=17.5 

| 9E248 (48)* 

*’This was the mutant referred to. Its progeny will be considered 

later. See p. 161. 
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This line is shown graphically in Fig. 83, in which the mutant 

and its progeny are also shown. 

A low line in which no mutant has appeared, but in which 

also the mean production is not so low as in line D61D168 is 

D65D366. Since the egg production has not been so low in the 

PEDIGREE LINE D65D366 

( OF309(0D) * 

3 | 263(44) (1G 34; E239(2 DBR > y 2 (4) | ees | 36243) | * 4387) 
lL 216(41)x 7569) 56 (40) 

| len 164) (G) 
( 9F301 (7) 

224(43) x 9 554 te e223.) 
j ( 22142) 

9D366(33) x 7D65 4 os r 2G a 
i QF242(27 | 209(33 

354(15)x 3551 ) 221(39)x 35664 267(25) 
| 502(21) 
i 544 (8) 

| 331(31)X 6 552-0 
| wi (X$550 ( 9F271(37) 

SENT) % 8 528 | 9F171(46) 

i Mean=26 Mean233,4 Mean=22.38 

early part of the breeding season with this line it has been easier 

to propagate it. . 
This line is shown graphically in Fig. 82. 
In the examples thus far given we have had to do with pedi- 

gree lines in which a given degree of fecundity reappeared from 

generation to generation with practically no change. In two 

instances quite certainly, and possibly in several others, a new 

and distinct variation has suddenly appeared within a line and 

thereafter bred true, thus presenting the characteristic phe- 

nomena of mutation. ‘The most striking instance of this sort 

occurred in line D61D168 and may be given here in detail. The 

main part of this line has already been discussed (p. 160). It 

will be recalled that it is a line of low fecundity. In 1908 there 

appeared in it one individual of distinctly higher fecundity than 

any other bird in the large family of that year. This individual 

when bred produced only high layers. In the next generation 

two of these daughters were bred to males known to belong to 

high fecundity genotypes (&¢ $554 and 566). One of these 
matings unfortunately produced no adult female offspring. The 

* Bird died during winter period. 
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Diagram showing range of variation and mean fecundity in 
each generation of line D65D366. Significance of lines and cross hatch- 
ing as in Fig. 81, gq. vw. 

Fic. 82. 
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other led to the production of six adult daughters, all of which 

are relatively high layers, with the single exception of G495, 

which has a record of only one egg, and that record is doubt- 

ful. This bird has probably never laid an egg, and almost cer- 

tainly is pathological. 

Leaving this bird out of account because pathological, the 
mean winter production of the family is 52.8 eggs, very strik- 

ingly different from the average (9.67 eggs) of the birds of the 

same generation in the main low line in which the mutation 

appeared. 

Two other daughters of the mutant E248 were mated to 

6 D31,a bird known not only to belong toa genotype of mediocre 

to low fecundity, but to be remarkably prepotent in respect to 

this character, so that practically regardless of the females with 

which he has been mated the get has been uniformly poor in 

respect to egg production. Four adult females resulted from 

the two matings under discussion. They have an average win- 

ter production of 23.75 egos. There are several possible ex- 

planations of this result, but the most probable is that we have 

here simply one more instance of the extraordinary prepotency 

Oi 3T. 

The last of the daughters of the mutant was mated to a 

cross-bred male, No. 578, and consequently the progeny can not 

fairly be compared with the pure Barred Rocks in respect to 

fecundity. 

The facts here briefly discussed are shown in the following 

table and graphically in Fig. 83. 
It is apparent from the table and the diagram that tthe main 

line and the “mutant” line are entirely distinct. Indeed they 

do not overlap in their ranges even excepting only the pathologi- 

cal individual G495. The “mutant” pullet E248, for some rea- 

son or other, possessed the capacity both to lay a relatively large 

number of eggs, and the genes necessary to make this quality 

appear in her progeny. Whether this individual is to be regard- 

ed as a true “mutation” would appear to be largely a question 

of definition. In the writer’s opinion the most probable ex- 
planation is that E248 is a Mendelian segregation product. That 

is, let it be supposed that both D168 and D61 were heterozygous 

with respect to degree of fecundity, and were producing in some 

(unknown) ratio both “high fecundity” and “low fecundity” 
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Fic. 83. Diagram of pedigree line D61D168. The significance of lines 
is the same as in Figs. 81 and 82, except that the mutant line is double 
cross hatched. For the sake of simplicity E495 and the daughters of 
D31 are omitted in the 1910-11 generation. 
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' PEpicREE Ling D61D168 (CompLEtTs) 

{ 9F308(78)x $ 554-O 

165 

E248 (47)x $553 ¢ 

9D168(23)* ¢ D612 

419 (9) @551 

209 (88) x 8555-0 
313 (26)x $554 

363 (11) $550 

15 (18) 
163 (79) 
200 (72) 
141 (0) 
116 (28) 
151 (12) 
24 (23) 

2 F250(20) 

(2G 30(45) 
| 62(58) 

354(55) x $ 5664 ince 
| 428(49) 
L 495 (1) 

Mean of hign 

line=52.8* 

166(49)x 6 D381} en ae 

141(57) 8 D31| ae: C1) 
Mean of D31’s 

daughters=23.75 

172(50) x 6 578--Cross 

Mean of mutant 

| (high) line=56.5 

2 G221 (16) 
430 (12) 
Aaa (ads 

Mean of main 

. (low) line=9.67 

QF165 (7)x 569 

174(27) 

QF249(30) 
Mean of main 

(low) line=22.0 

_ Mean of main (low) line=17.5 

gametes. Then E248 may be supposed to have originated from 

the union either of two “high fecundity” gametes or one high 

and one low fecundity gamete. She then would be either a DD 

or a DR bird, on the assumption, which the facts seem to sup- 

port, and which I have more fully discussed elsewhere,** that 

high fecundity is dominant over low. 

* Omitting G495. See text. 

** “Tnheritance in ‘Blood Lines’ in Breeding Animals for Performance, 

with Special Reference to the ‘200-ege’ Hen,’ Rept. Amer. Breeders’ 

Assoc., Vol. VI, IQII (in press). 
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The subsequent breeding history of E248 indicates that it was 

probably a DD bird, though the reasons for this opinion can 

not be fully gone into here. The general view, recently em- 

phasized by Nilsson-Ehle,* that phenomena of mutation are, in 

many cases at least, merely cases of Mendelian segregation has 

much evidence in its favor. 

The pedigrees which have been given are merely illustrations. 

Many other similar ones might be cited from the records in hand 

did space permit. In the experiments during the past three 

years the attempt has been made to propagate separately lines 

of high, medium and low fecundity. In the course of this 

work it has been found that lines of high fecundity were nearly 

if not quite as likely to have originated with individuals of a 

low record of production as with those of a high record. Simi- 

larly, many low fecundity lines have originated with individuals 

which were themselves exceedingly high layers. Indeed one of 

the highest winter layers which have ever appeared in the stock _ 

evidently belonged to a genotype of very low fecundity, “since 

it has never been able to produce progeny of anything but the 

poorest laying capacity. The breeding history of this bird 

(D352) is indeed so interesting that it may be briefly discussed 

here. This bird in her pullet year laid 98 eggs between Novem- 

ber 10 and March 1 and made a record for the year of over 200 

eggs. She was mated and produced plenty of eggs during the 

hatching season, but they hatched very badly. Only one female 

worth putting in the house was obtained. This pullet (E356) 
made a winter record of only 39 eggs, just about the general 

flock average. FE, 356 was not mated. Her mother (D352) was 

kept over and bred to another male the next year, in the hope 

that-as a fowl she might produce more and better chickens than 

she had as a pullet. As a matter of fact she was again able to 
produce during the whole breeding season only one pullet worth 

putting into the laying house..This pullet (F163) made a win- 
ter record of but 11 eggs. F163 was bred in 1910, but produced 

only one daughter worth saving. ‘This daughter, G429, has 

made a winter record of 18 eggs. It would be hard to get 
clearer evidence than that afforded by this breeding history that 

* Nilsson-Ehle, H., “Kreuzungsuntersuchungen an Hafer und Weizen,” 

Lunds Univ. Arsskr., N. F., Afd. 2, Bd. 5, Nr. 2, 1900, pp. 1-122. 
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D352 belonged to a low fecundity genotype, in spite of her 

individual high laying record. 

THE EFFECT OF THE SELECTION OF FECUNDITY GENOTYPES. 

Let us now consider the bearing of the results so far set forth 

on the problem of selection. Taking first the question of the 
effect of selection for fecundity within a population it is plain 

that if different degrees of fecundity have a genotype basis, as 

the facts above presented and a considerable mass of data of a 

similar kind, which owing to lack of space can not be given 

here would appear to indicate, then the results following selec- 

tion will depend entirely upon the genotypic constitution of the 

population. If high fecundity genotypes are present they can 

be isolated by selection. If they are not present selection of 

high laying hens will not change the average production of the 

flock. 

The aim of the selection experiments since 1907 has been to 

discover and propagate separately genotypes of high fecundity 

and genotypes of low fecundity, all the birds being taken from 

the same general flock. The results of this work are shown in 

the following table and in Fig. 84. This table is to be regarded 

as a continuation of that given on p. 156, supra, which shows the 

results of mass selection for high fecundity in the same stock. 

EFFECT OF SELECTION FOR FECUNDITY WITHIN THE PoPpuLATION 

1907-08. Mean winter production of general population.......... 15.92 

1908-09. Mean winter production of all high fecundity lines..... 54.16 

1908-cg. Mean winter production of all low fecundity lines...... 22.00 

1909-10. Mean winter production of all high fecundity lines...... 47.57 

1909-10. Mean winter preduction of all low fecundity lines...... 25.05 

1910-11. Mean winter production of all high fecundity lines...... 50.58 

1910-11. Mean winter production of all low fecundity lines...... 17.00 

The results indicate the effectiveness of this method of selec- 
tion. It should be understood, of course, that only those pedi- 
gree lines are included in the high line averages which uni: 

formly in each generation show high fecundity. A similar con 

sideration applies to the low line averages. 

Let us now consider briefly the question of the effectiveness 
of selection within the genotype. According to the “pure line” 

concept we should not expect selection of high or low indi- 

viduals belonging to the same genotype to produce any effect, 
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except in cases where segregation has occurred and the selected 
individuals are really gametically different, though having the 

same pedigree. An example of this sort has been given in the 

case of line D61D168 (cf. p. 165, supra). ‘The ineffectiveness 

of selection within the line when something of this sort does 

not occur is illustrated by line D56D407. In the F: generation 

in this line there were four birds, of which three were good 

layers and one was a poor layer. Two of the good layers and 

eR ReMi. 
PAL 
_| LN Ee 

00° «00-01. s«01-02 = 02-03. 03-04. «= 04-05 += 05-06 «05-07 07-08 «08-09 OlO ‘O-Ir 
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Fic. 84. Showing the effect of selecting high and low fecundity on a 

genotypic basis. The solid line denotes means of all “high lines;” the 

dotted line means of all “low lines.” Up to 1907-08 the attempt had been 

to increase egg production by breeding merely from the highest layers, 

regardless of pedigrees. In 1907 and subsequent years the attempt has 

been to isolate genotypes of high and low fecundity which shall breed 

true, each to its own type. 

the poor layer were bred. Large families were reared in F> and 

F:, The average results in the three generations are given in 

the following table. . 
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EFFECT OF SELECTION OF GooD AND Poor WINTER LAYERS IN THE SAME 

Linge, D56D407 

Generation mE F; 
Mean winter record of good layers and their progeny 76.0 46.7 35.57 

Mean winter record of poor layers and their progeny 26.0 52.0 36.75* 

It is evident that selection within the line here was quite 

without effect. 

Another example of the same thing from line D31D447 may 

be given by way of further illustration. In this line there was 

in the F: generation a family of ten daughters. Of these some 

were very good and some were poor layers. All were bred. 

The mean results are shown in the next table. 

EFFECT OF SELECTION OF Goop AND Poor WINTER LAYERS IN THE SAME 

Ling, D31D447 

Generation FB F, F; 

Mean winter record of good layers and their progeny 62.5 23.75 22.00 

Mean winter record of poor layers and their progeny 32.0 28.75 14.75 

Here again it is plain that selection within the line was with- 

out effect. Many more examples of the same sort might be 

given from the records did space permit. In general there is 

no evidence whatever that the selection of individuals of differ-- 

ent laying records, but belonging to the same fecundity geno- 

type, produces any definite or permanent effect whatever. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Taking into consideration all the facts which have come out 

of this study, one is led to the following view as to the compo- 

sition of a flock of fowls in respect to fecundity. In the aver- 

age flock we may presume that there will probably be repre- 

sented a number of fecundity genotypes, some high, some low, 

and some intermediate or mediocre. In an ordinary flock these 

genotypes will be greatly mixed and intermingled. Further, 

the facts in hand indicate that the range of variation in fecun- 

dity within the genotype is relatively very large, nearly as great, 

in fact, as in the general population. Thus while fecundity 

genotype means may be and usually are perfectly distinct, there 

*Tf one family of ‘four birds, which ought not in fairness to be 

included here because they were extremely inbred (brother-sister mat- 

ing) in connection with another experiment, is excluded this average be- 

comes 49.0. 
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is much overlapping of individuals in the different lines. In 

consequence it results that the egg record of an individual bird 

is of almost no value in helping to tell in advance of the breed- 

ing test to what fecundity genotype it belongs. Essentially this 

same fact has been brought out in all of the work which has 

been done with pure lines. The only difference in the present 

case lies in the fact that the range and degree of variation with- 

in the line appears to be relatively greater in the case of fecun- 

dity than in the case of most characters hitherto studied, as, for 

example, size relations in beans or Paramecium. | 

The most serious difficulty which confronts one in the attempt 

to analyze the inheritance of a character like fecundity lies in 

the almost inextricable mingling of genotypes in the great ma- 

jority of individuals. This, of course, is a direct consequence 

’ of the manner of reproduction. ‘The germ plasm of two sepa- 

rate individuals must unite to form a new individual. By pro- 

longing incestuous mating one may in theory come indefinitely 

close to reproductive purity, but in practice even this is ex-. 

tremely difficult, if not impossible of accomplishment on any 

large scale or through any long period of time. The fact simply 

is that a “pure line” in the strict sense of Johannsen * can not 

by definition exist in an organism reproducing as the domestic 

fowl does. This, however, by no means indicates that the in- 

heritance of fecundity does not rest on a genotype basis, or, in 

other words, that fowls do not carry definite genes for definite 
degrees of fecundity. 

We touch here upon an important point; namely, the relation 

of the mode of reproduction to the mode of inheritance. As 

one reflects upon the matter it becomes clear that it is only in 

the sense of a reproductive line that we can not, by definition, 

have pure lines in organisms where the sexes are separate. It 

is perfectly possible to have a line of such organisms in which 

all the individuals are gametically pure with reference to any 

particular character. For example, it is the simplest of matters 

to establish a line of horses pure in respect to chestnut coat 

color. Any individual in such a line mated to any other will 

* Johannsen’s definition is as follows: “Mit einer reinen Linie bezeichne 
ich Individuen, welche von einen einzelnen selbstbefruchtenden Indi- 
viduum abstammen.” (“Ueber Erblichkeit in Populationen und reinen 
Linien,” p. 9.) 
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never produce anything but chestnut offspring. So similarly 

with any other character, it is only necessary to obtain homozy- 

gous individuals in respect to any character in order to form a 

gametically pure strain with reference to that character. 

It must further be kept clearly in mind that a reproductive 

“pure line” (in the sense of Johannsen’s definition) may be 

made up of individuals not gametically pure (7. e., homozy- 

gous). ‘Thus suppose one crosses a yellow and green pea and 

then takes an F» heterozygote individual seed which originated 

from a self-fertilized Fi individual as the “single, self-fertilized 

individual” with which to start a line. The individual which 

starts such a line arose by self-fertilization and is selfed to pro- 

duce progeny and would thus fulfil every requirement of a 

reproductive “pure line’ as defined by Johannsen. Yet it would 

produce both yellow and green offspring. On the other hand, 

as already pointed out, a line which is not, and from the nature 

of its mode of reproduction never can be, reproductively “pure” 

may be gametically so (7. e., have none but homozygous indi- 

viduals with respect to any character). 

We then see that the fact that in fowls the sexes are separate 

and we therefore can not have reproductive “pure lines” gives, 

per se, no reason to suppose that fecundity is not inherited on 

a genotypic basis. We have to consider the problem of genetic 

or gametic purity. Do we have homozygote lines in such cases 

as those discussed in this paper? It plainly is the fact that one 

can get lines of birds which, broadly speaking, will breed true 

(perhaps throwing occasionally a few individuals not true to 

the type of the line) to definite degrees of fecundity. “he same 

thing is true of milk production in dairy cattle, speed in race 

horses, etc. What are these lines gametically? Theoretically 

the formation of gametically pure (homozygote) lines with 

respect to definite degrees of fecundity is simple. Practically 
it is exceedingly difficult to do this, owing to the fact that (a) 

the character studied is not expressed in the male, and (0) it 

is subject to a wide fluctuating variability caused by environ- 

mental conditions. ‘The question as to the gametic constitution 

of the fecundity lines here discussed obviously can not be an- 

swered finally now. ‘ It is a matter for much further research. 

One may, however, form a general conception of the probable 

gametic constitution of such lines, which has much evidence 

in its support. The essential points in such a conception are: 
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1. Probably no line yet obtained is absolutely pure game- 

tically in respect to fecundity. It represents a mixture of a 

greater or less number of fecundity genes. 

2. Lines which breed reasonably true to a definite degree of 

fecundity may in most cases be taken to be made up of indi- 

viduals bearing a preponderant number of genes ofthe particu- 

lar degree of fecundity to which the line breeds true, so that in 

gametogenesis a great majority of the gametes formed carry 

only these genes. ‘They also carry some genes of higher, or 

lower fecundity, or both kinds. When individuals of a definite 

(e. g., “high” ) line thus constituted are bred together the ma- 

jority of the offspring will, purely as a matter of chance, be 

produced by the union of two high fecundity gametes. It is 

quite possible that with families of the size obtained with poul- 

try nearly or quite every individual produced in the line for 

several successive generations may be of this kind. In the 

long run, however, it is to be expected that a small number of 

‘off’ individuals will appear in the line. ‘These originate by 
the chance union of two low fecundity genes, or by the union 

of a “high” gene with a “low” gene of great potency (as in the 

Case On IDA, Ci 0» 1164). 

3. The degree to which such a line will breed true will de- 

pend upon the proportion of genes of one type (or of very 

similar types) present. The higher such proportion the less 

frequently will the “off” individual segregate out. The practi- 

cal goal to be worked towards is, of course, to obtain several 

lines not closely related, but all made up only of individuals 

homozygous with respect to either high or low or any other 

definite degree of fecundity. 

_Whether a given degree of fecundity is to be regarded as a 

single unit character, in the Mendelian sense, or, on the other 

hand, as a complex dependent upon a particular combination of 

separately segregable unit characters, can not yet be determined. 

Every one must recognize the fundamental importance of the 

investigations of Nilsson-Ehle, Baur and East, which have 

shown that many characters which at first glance do not appear 

to. conform to any determinate law of inheritance are really 

complexes, formed by the combination of a number of unit 

characters, each of which segregates and otherwise behaves in 

a perfectly regular and lawful manner. There are some facts 
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which indicate that high fecundity is a character of this kind, 

but it will require prolonged analysis to decide this, because of 

the numerous practical difficulties which attend the study of 

fecundity. 3 

A great help in this analysis, as well as a contributory line of 

evidence of much weight in supporting the general conception 

of the manner of inheritance of fecundity set forth above, is 

derived from the study of crosses between breeds of poultry 

in which high and low degrees of fecundity are definite breed 

characters. Studies of this sort carried out at the Maine Station 
indicate that the relatively high fecundity characteristic of the 

Barred Rock breed is inherited as a sex-limited character. In 

this respect it behaves like a simple unit character, but this 

does not necessarily prove that it is not a complex. More data 

are needed to settle this point. Of much significance is the 
fact that, whether simple or complex, fecundity is shown by 

these experiments in cross breeding to be a character resting 

on a definite gametic basis. 
In conclusion, I think it may fairly be said that the investiga- 

tions here reported show in the first place that different degrees 

of fecundity are inherited in the domestic fowl, and in the second 

place, that in all respects wherein it has been possible, consid- 

ering the inherent difficulties of the material and the character 

dealt with, to make the test, the method of this inheritance is 

in entire accord with Johannsen’s concept of genotypes. 
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PART V. 

GENERAL SUMMARY. 

It is the purpose of this bulletin to present in summarized 

form the essential results of the experiments in breeding poultry 

for egg production which have been carried on at the Maine 

Station during a period of 13 years. ‘These results may be 

briefly stated here as follows: 

1. An experiment in which the highest laying hens were 

used as breeders showed that mass selection for high egg pro- 

duction on the basis of the trap nest record of the individual 

alone did not, as a matter of fact, result-in a steady continuous 

improvement in average flock production, even though it was 

continued for a period of ten years. 

2. A further experiment along the same line showed that 

the daughters of “200-ege” hens with from six to nine years 

selected ancestry (on the basis of trap nest records) behind 

them were no better layers, on the average, than birds bred from - 

the general flock. 

3. There is no evidence that either (a) the method of hous- 

img, or (b) of feeding, or (c) the fact that the chicks; were 

throughout the period of the experiment hatched in incubators 

and reared in brooders, or (d) the fact that some degree of in- 

breeding was practiced during the mass selection experiment 

had anything whatever to do with the outcome of that experi- 

ment. It is specifically shown im this bulletin that during the 

period of selection the adult mortality decreased. It is further 

shown that at the present time, in spite of the fact that there 

has been no change in the method of hatching and rearing by 

artificial means, the records of hatching and of chick mortality 

are such as to give no indication whatever that the strain of 

Barred Plymouth Rocks which has been used in all the work in 

breeding for egg production has become in any way deteriorated 

through the action of environmental or other factors. It is fur- 

ther specifically shown, by an experiment in out-crossing involv- 

ing a large number of individuals, that the infusion of new blood 

into this stock failed to produce any change in the egg produc- 

tion of the progeny. Such a result makes it impossible to sup- 

pose that the degree of inbreeding practiced during the mass 

selection experiment can have had anything whatever to do with 

the results of that experiment. 
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4. In the laying year 1907-08 a new plan of breeding was 

adopted as a working hypothesis to be tested by experiment. 

This plan is based on the employment of individual pedigree 

records and has its theoretical foundation in the genotype con- 

cept of Johannsen. This working hypothesis is fully explained 

in Part III of the present bulletin. It involves the following 

factors: 

(a) That the egg record of an individual hen gives no 

definite indication whatever as to what the probable laying 

of her daughter will be. Examination of hundreds of pedigree 

records leaves no doubt as to the truth of this fact. Individuai 

birds with high egg records are as likely as not to produce 

daughters that make poor egg records and vice versa. From 

the laying record of an individual hen it is quite impossible for 

anyone to tell whether its progeny will be good layers or poor 

layers. 

(b) A flock of hens, no matter how “pure bred” it may be, 

is really not a homogenous, unitary aggregation, but instead it 

is made up of a varying number of lines or strains, each of 

which tends to breed true to a certain or definite degree of egg 

productiveness or fecundity. In other words such a flock is a 

mixture of several component lines. The individuals in each 

line tend to produce offspring true to the type of the line rather 

than to the type of the population as a whole, excepting in cases 

where by chance the population type and the type of one or 

more lines happen to be the same. ; 

(c) When mass selection alters the population type it does 

so by a process of isolating from the mixture certain strains 

whose own types are different from the original general popu- 

lation type and which differ in the direction toward which 

selection is made. The thing to be sought then in the practical 

breeding of poultry for increased egg production is to discover 

by means of pedigree analysis those individuals of the general 

flock which possess high fecundity in inheritable form. ‘These 

individuals may then be isolated and propagated and improve- 

ment thus brought about. 

5. It is shown that by the application of this new plan of 

breeding it has been possible to isolate from the same stock of 

birds, which was used in the mass selection experiment, pedi- 
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gree lines or strains which for four generations (the time cov- 

ered by the experiment to date) have bred uniformly true to 

definite degrees of egg production. In this work there have 

been isolated and are now being propagated lines carrying high 

egg productiveness, and lines carrying low productiveness, the 

character apparently being definitely fixed in the pedigree line 

or strain in each case. 

6. In order to determine the mechanism by which fecundity 

is inherited more data are needed. From the evidence in hand, 

however, it appears to be the case that this character is in- 

herited fundamentally according to Mendelian principles, 

though it is not yet clear as to what may be the number and 

nature of the factors involved. ‘There is, however, clear evi- 

dence that high fecundity and low fecundity segregate definitely 

following crosses between breeds of poultry bearing these char- 

acters as definite breed characters. Further studies on this 

phase of the problem are now in progress. 
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POULTRY NOTES—toio. 

RAYMOND PEARL. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to present a brief report of 

the progress of the work of the Station with poultry during the 

year 1910. The publication of such summary reports annually 

is a definite policy of the Station. It is the object of these 

reports not only to give an account of the work done, but also 

to present a more or less complete account of various points 

regarding poultry management, which arise incidently in con- 

nection: with the main lines of investigation which are being 

followed with poultry. These main lines of investigation are 

poultry breeding, particularly for increased egg production, and 

the physiology of egg production. No topics will be discussed 

in this bulletin which have been, or are to be treated in other 

bulletins of the Station. 

A Frrksu AIR BROODER. 

For a number of years prior to 1910 the Maine Station used 

in rearing chickens a commercial, hot air, brooder known by 

the trade name “Peep-o’-Day.” ‘These brooders never gave 

entire satisfaction. During the period in which they were used 

the mortality during the first three weeks in the brooder was 

too large, and remained so even after all factors other than the 

brooder had so far as possible been corrected. 

After careful consideration of the matter it appeared that 

there were three fundamental defects in brooders of the “‘Peep- 

o-Day” type. These are: (1) in order to get a sutficiently high 

temperature underneath the hover in the sort of weather which 

prevails in this locality during the latter part of March and 

first part of April it is necessary to turn the lamp so high that 

the floor of the brooder gets much ton lot. In other words, if 

brooders of this type are forced at all there is too much “bot- 

tom heat.” (2) Brooders of this kind have no provision for 

taking the lamp fumes and vitiated air out of the building in 
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which the brooder is operated.. This becomes a very serious 

matter when, as is the case at this Station, two of these brood- 

ers are operated in a small colony house, with a floor area of 

only 6 or 7 feet by 12 feet. In the cold weather of April it is 

“2A 

Panels, held by buttons bb 

Aye ess 

AA Removable 

In the center of this is a small 

Through this door the lamp is with- 

drawn for filling and cleaning. ‘The panel AA is removed from the brooder is 

Note sloping run to floor, hinged cover, 

dismantled, and the whole superstructure is then packed away under the base. 
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necessary to shut these houses at night in order to maintain 

anything like the proper temperature underneath the hovers. 

When the door of such a house with two Peep-o’-Day brood- 

ers operating in it is opened in the morning the air is plainly 

very bad. Not only does it contain all the lamp fumes, but it 

also has a peculiarly dry, burned-out smell. (3) When these 

brooders are operated in small colony houses, and the same 

houses are used for growing the chickens on the range through- 

out the summer, a considerable labor expense and a good deal 
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of wear and tear on the brooders themselves is involved in 

moving them about. After the chicks have reached a size when 

it is no longer necessary for them to have a hover the brooders 

must be moved out and stored somewhere until the liouses are 

cleaned out in the fall. Then the brooders have to be moved 

back in again in preparation for the next year’s hatching sea- 

son. All this involves a good deal of labor. Every poultry- 

man knows, or ought to know, that one of the primary fac- 

tors in determining financial success or failure in the poultry 

Fic. 86. Section through middle of brooder. Note cloth cover and 

side, large space between floor of brooder and floor of house, in 

which the lamp is placed while the brooder is in operation, and which 

serves as a storage place for the whole upper part of the brooder when 

the latter is not in use. 

business is the labor cost. Any plan which attains a real sav- 

ing of labor, without involving any disadvantages in other ways, 

is to be welcomed. Certainly the operation of brooders which 

have to be handled about so much every season constitutes a 

labor leak, which on a large plant operating 50 to 100 brooders 

is considerable in amount. Of course it will be understood that 

this criticism does not apply to Peep-o’-Day brooders alone but 

to all indoor brooders on the market known to the writer. 
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In view of these considerations it was decided in the hatch- 

ing season of 1909 to begin some experiments looking toward 

an improvement in the brooders used for rearing the chickens 

at this Station. At first some different types of commercial 

brooders were tested. ‘The results, however, were not satis- 

factory. Before the hatching season of 1910 it was decided to 

eel et en 

BB, Removable end and front, 

held by hooks, hh, to uprights, PP 

BB are canvas on wood frames 

Sloping run to floor. 

Fic. 87. Floor plan of brooder. For further explanation see text. 

try on an experimental scale a brooder devised to overcome 

the objections mentioned above to brooders of the Peep-o’-Day 

type. Accordingly 6 brooders were constructed embodying 

the essential features of that to be described below, and 

were put in use during the hatching season of 1910. Dur- 
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ing that, year it was possible to compare the work of these 6 

brooders with the Peep-o’-Days under the same conditions and 

with uniform lots of chicks. The results obtained were strik- 

ingly favorable to the new brooders. At the same time this 

practical test brought out clearly a number of minor points 

in which the new brooder could be improved. In the fall of 

1910 all of the Peep-o’-Day brooders which had been used by 

the Station were discarded and a complete equipment of the 

Fic. 88. Showing brooder installed and ready for operation. 

brooder to be described was installed. It is proposed in this 

bulletin to give a detailed description of this brooder, together 

with working plans so that any poultryman can construct one 

for his own use if he cares to do so. 

The advantages which have been found to accrue from the 

use of this brooder at the Maine Station fall into two general 

categories. The first of these is that it is possible to rear in 

this brooder a larger number of chickens in propurtion to the 

number originally put in than in any other brooder with which 

the Station has had any experience. That is, the mortality 

rate of chicks raised in this brooder, is relatively low, particu- 
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larly as compared with brooders of the Peep-o’-Day type. Fur- 

thermore not only do the chicks live better in this new brooder 

but also, according to our experience, those which do live grow 

better and are thriftier than those raised in the other type of 

brooder. ‘he second advantage lies in the great saving of 

labor which is effected by the use of the new brooder. The 

fact that the brooder never has to be removed from the house 

where it is operated means a decided economy. 

Fic. 89. Showing brooder dismantled and parts stored in base. 

CONSTRUCTION OF BROODER. 

In planning this brooder the primary point aimed at was to 

make it a “fresh air” and a “pure air” brooder. With this idea 

in mind it was thought advisable to make the wall of the brood- 

er in some degree permeable to air. ‘To meet this requirement 

the walls and cover of the brooder are made of cloth. Essen- 

tially the brooder is a cloth box containing a hover, of the 

type in which the lamp fumes are conducted outside of the 

building by an exhaust pipe. ; 

These brooders are built permanently into the houses which 

they occupy. Two brooders are placed in each colony house, 
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one in each of the back corners of the building. In this way 

one end wall and the back wall of the building form two of 

the sides of each brooder. The remaining side and cover are 

made of cloth tacked on light wooden frames as shown in the 

working drawings. 

The floor of the brooder stands to inches above the floor of 

the house. From the front of the brooder a sloping walk ex- 

tends down to the house floor, reaching in width clear across 

the whole front of the brooder. The cloth front and side of 

the brooder are not permanently fixed in position but are 

removable panels, which are held together and to the frame 

work by hooks and eyes (see fig. 87). ‘The cover is hinged 

in the middle in such a way that it can be either half opened 

or entirely opened and folded back out of the way. In con- 

sequence of this arrangement it is possible to regulate with 

great nicety the amount of air which shall be admitted to the 

brooder. Ejither the front or the side panel may be tilted out as 

much as desired at the base thus admitting air there. Further- 

more by partly opening a panel and the cover it is possible to 

insure that there shall be a circulation of air through the brooder 

at all times. 

The hover used in this brooder is the Prairie State Universal 
Hover made by the Prairie State Incubator Company, Homer 

City, Pennsylvania. It is, however, modified in certain par- 

ticulars for present use. In the first place the arrangement is 

such that the lamp is inside the house underneath the brooder 

rather than in a box outside the house, as in the usual arrange- 

ment of the Universal hover. The lamp in this brooder is in 

the house directly under the brooder just as in the case of the 

Peep-o’-Day. The reason for this modification is that in this 

climate, where one is likely to have bad weather during the 

early part of the hatching and rearing season, with heavy winds, 

snow, and rain, it is much easier and more satisfactory to take 

care of the lamp inside the house than from a small box out- 

side the house. Another modification is that in the hovers 

which are installed in these brooders an especially heavy insu- 

lation is put on top of the drum to reduce the loss of heat by 

radiation in extremely cold weather early in the spring. 

One of the essential points about the brooder is its compact- 

ness in storage, and the fact that all the parts may be stored 

in the base of the brooder itself. In this way the labor expense 
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of carrying back and forth parts from ‘a storage house each 

year is avoided. ‘To bring about this result the size of the 

base is so calculated that all the parts of the brooder may be 

enclosed in it. he way in which this is done is apparent from 

an examination of fig. 85. It will be seen that the end of the 
brooder ‘base, (marked AA in the diagram) is removable, being 

held in place by buttons bb. When the end of the brooding sea- 

son is reached and there is no further use for the brooder that 

year, the side and front end panel of the brooder are removed, 

the canvas cover folded back and tacked to the wall of the 

building and the hover dismantled. All of the parts are then 

shoved under the brooder floor and the panel 44 put back in 

place again. The floor of the brooder is removable so that it, 

and the floor underneath, may be cleaned and disinfected. 

By removing the legs the hover may be stored in the brooder 

base along with the other parts, or if one does not desire to 

do this the hover may be suspended close up to the roof 

of the building. In that position it will be impossible for 

the birds to roost on it. Of course, all removable parts should 

be taken from the hover before it is hung up in this way. These 

parts may be stored in the brooder base. After the chickens 

are out of the house in the fall the parts of the brooder are 

taken out, thoroughly cleaned. and disinfected, and then the 

whole is reassembled and made ready for the hatching season of 

the next year. 

Detailed working drawings of the brooder are given herewith. 

Fig. 85 shows the end elevation of the brooder; fig. 86 shows a 

section through the middle of the brooder; fig. 87 shows a floor 

plan; fig. 88 shows the brooder in operation; and fig. 89 shows 

its appearance when dismantled and with the parts stored in 

the base, while the large chickens are using the house. All 

dimensions are given on these drawings and from them it 

should be possible for anyone to construct the brooder for him- 

Sela 

As material any sort of planed lumber may be used. Prob- 

ably pine will be found satisfactory and economical in most 

cases. Spruce or hemlock may be used to build the base, if 

one desires. For the cover and removable sides almost any 

sort of cloth may be used. Here we have employed the lightest 

we'ght canvas (duck) that could be obtained locally. Burlap 
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may be used, or even unbleached cotton cloth in localities where 

the outside temperature is not too low. 

THE ABANDONMENT OF THE ROOSTING CLOSET. 

In the curtain front type of house used at this Station a 

feature of the original plan on which considerable stress was 

laid was the canvas curtain in front of the roosts.* ‘This cur- 

tain, together with the back wall of the house and the drop- 

pings board under the roosts formed a closet in which the birds 

were shut up at night during cold weather. When the curtain- 

front house was first devised it was thought essential to pro- 

vide such a closet to conserve the body heat of the birds during 

the cold nights when the temperature might go well below zero. 

Experience has shown, however, that this was a mistake. 

Actual test shows that the roosting closet is of no advantage, 

even in such a severe climate as that of Orono. On the con- 

trary the birds certainly thrive better without the roost curtain 

than with it. It has been a general observation among users 

of the curtain front type of house that when the roost curtains 

are used the birds are particularly susceptible to colds. It is 

not hard to understand why this should be so. ‘The air in a 

roosting closet when it is opened in the morning is plainly bad. 

The fact that it is warm in no way offsets physiologically the 

evils of its lack of oxygen and excess of carbon dioxide, am- 

moniacal vapors and other exhalations from the bodies of the 

birds. i 
For some time past it has been felt that the roosting closet 

was at least unnecessary, if not in fact a positive evil. Conse- 

quently the time of beginning to close the roost curtain in the 

fall has been each year longer delayed. Finally in the fall of 

Ig1o it was decided not to use these curtains at all during the 

winter. Consequently they were taken out of the house, or 

spiked to the roof as the case might be. The winter of 1910-11 

Was a severe one. On several occasions the temperature 

dropped to 30 degrees below zero. Yet during this winter the 

mortality was exceptionally low and the egg production excep- 

tionally high. The roost curtain will not again be used at this 

Station. 

* See Farmers Bulletin 357. 
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On tHe AccuRACY OF TRAP Nest REcorRDs.* 

All experimental studies of any magnitude on fecundity in 

the domestic fowl must rest ultimately upon trap nest records. 

In spite of the fact that so much trap nesting work has been 

done in the various Experiment Stations there has never been 

any careful study, so far as the writer is aware, of what may 

be called the residual error of trap nest records. By “residual 

error’ is meant that error which remains after all instrumental 

sources of error, such as, for example, failure of a nest to 

operate owing to its being out of repair, have been eliminated. 

It will always be the case that some birds will at some times 

lay outside the trap nest. The important point to anyone con- 

cerned in the accuracy of the records relates to the amount of 

this error. It is proposed here to present some data collected 

at the Station regarding this matter. Prior to the fall of 1908, 

what was known as the Maine Station type of trap nest * was in 

use over the whole plant. A very slight study of the matter 

convinced one that the instrumental error involved in the use 

of this nest was too large, both absolutely and relatively. This 

resulted from several factors but the following defects were 

most serious. (1) The hens would lay in the front compart- 

ment of the nest and not get trapped. (2) The door would 

fail to lock when the nest was sprung, and thus while the hen 

inside could not get out, another one (or more) could get 

inside. (3) In general the nests very easily got out of repair, 

and then failed to work properly. While in theory it ought to 

be easy to repair immediately all such nests, in practice it was 

impossible to prevent there being constantly on the plant a few 

nests not working properly and needing repairs. 

It was believed that with a more efficient trap nest the num- 

ber of unrecorded eggs could be reduced. Accordingly a new 

trap nest was devised. This has been described elsewhere.* 

These nests were installed in the fall of 1908, so that the pul- 

lets put into the house that year had nests of the new pat- 

* Papers from the Biological Laboratory of the Maine Agriculttral 

Experiment Station, No. 30. 

*For original description see Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. Ann. Rept. for 

1898, pp. 141-143. 

*U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmer’s Bulletin 357, pp. 36-39, 1909. 
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tern. Since the writer took charge of the work an accurate, 

permanent record has been kept of all eggs laid elsewhere than 

in a trap nest (i. e. in such way as to make it possible to know 

the hen which laid the egg). Because records of this kind were 

ease 

SS 

SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. 

Fre. go. Diagrams showing the trend of the relative (percentage) 

amount of unrecorded eggs during the successive months of the laying 

year, for the laying years, 1908-09, 1909-10, IQIO-II. 

not preserved prior to the month of January, 1908, the only 

period for which figures are available regarding the accuracy 

of the old type of nest as compared with the new is from Janu- 

ary to June, 1908. 

The following table gives the data from January, 1908, to 

the present (August, r911,) regarding the accuracy of the trap- 
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nests in use on the Station plant. The figures given include all 

eggs laid on the plant regardless of what experiments the birds 

were in. The number of birds on the plant varied from time 

to time, so that the totals in this table are not to be used as an 

index of the laying of the stock. For example it will be noted 

that whereas in July, 1909, 6106 eggs were obtained, in the 

following month there were only 504. This might be taken 

to indicate a tremendous drop in the rate of fecundity of the 

birds, but actually it merely means that on August 1, rg09, the 

houses were cleaned out and all the laying birds were sold 

except a small number kept over for breeding purposes. In 

this table the column headed “Nest Eggs” gives the number 

of eggs laid in the trap nests in such way that the bird which 

laid each of these eggs was known. ‘The column headed “Un- 

recorded Eggs” gives the number of eggs laid on the floor of 

the pen or in some other situation such that it was not possible 

to know the individual hen which laid each egg. : 

In order that the data set forth in this table may be more 

readily comprehended fig. 90 has been prepared. In this dia- 

gram the trend of the percentage figures during the last three 

years is shown. The zigzag line in each case represents the 

observations. ‘The straight lines are fitted to these observation 

lines by the method of least squares. The equations to these 

lines are as follows, y denoting “percentage of unrecorded eggs 

the nest eggs,’ and x denoting months, the origin of «+ being 

taken as one month before the first observation of the laying 

year, viz. that for September: 

MO OS a OO eisy ae tprel ivie= 8! ese 7. Wee aT \y=2.44—.14 ye 

IQ0Q-1O . 1. eee eee eee eee V=1.93—.094.V 

TOUO< 1 A eeae adeeb se ahs ee y=0.92-++ 029% 

This table and the diagrams show that: 

(1): The residual error was more than three times as great 

with the old type of trap nest as it is with the new. ‘Taking 

the three laying years, 1908-09, 1909-10, and 1910-11, together 

the grand totals are: 151,355 nest eggs and 1881 unrecorded 
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eggs; giving a percentage of 1.24 unrecorded eggs. We then 
have for the ratio of efficiency of old nest to new: 

Old trap nest 4.01 
= ea 28 
New trap nest 1.24 

(2) The relative amount of unrecorded egg production is 

not closely related to the total egg production. This is indi- 

cated by the fact that the curves of unrecorded eggs by months 

do not at all parallel the familiar curve of the seasonal or 

monthly distribution of egg production.* The absolute num- 

ber of unrecorded eggs tends to increase as the nest eggs in- 

crease, and diminish as the latter diminishes. But there is no 

indication whatever in the figures that proportionately more 

eggs are unrecorded when the laying is heavy than when it is 

light, and vice-versa. 

(3) There is plainly in the years 1908-09, and 1909-10 a 

tendency for the unrecorded production to diminish relatively 

as time elapses from the beginning of the laying year. That is 

to say, the longer the same individual birds use the trap nests, 

the smaller becomes the production of unrecorded eggs. ‘This 

suggests what is actually the fact, that there is an element of 

learning in the operation of trap nests, looked at from the stand- 

point of the bird. In a lot of several hundred pullets put into 

the laying house in the fall there will always be a few who have 

to be taught to use trapnests, or for that matter, any kind of a 

nest. Usually such birds learn fairly rapidly to lay in nests. 

There are occasional lapses, but the number of these tends to 

become smaller the longer the bird has used a nest. It is on 

this account that the relative proportion of unrecorded eggs 

tends to diminish during the course of the laying year. 

(4) The year 1910-11 seems to furnish a contradiction to 

the statements made in (3). In that year the proportionate 

number of unrecorded eggs was actually greater towards the 

end of the laying year than at the beginning, though the 

amount of the change was so small as not to be significant. 

Practically the line is horizontal. It is not possible to state posi- 

* Cf. Pearl and Surface, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. An. Ind. Bul. rro. 

Part II, p. 90. 
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tively all the factors which are concerned in the failure of the 

unrecorded eggs to diminish during the year 1910-11. 

Direct observation indicates, however, that the chief cause of 

the relatively high amount of unrecorded production towards 

the end of this year (April, May and June) is to be found in 

the behavior of certain cross-bred birds with respect to broodi- 

ness. A number of these birds would show all the symptoms 

of a severe attack of broodiness, yet after being put into the 

broody coops to be “broken up” would continue to lay regu- 

larly on the floor of the coop. This happened so many times 

as to leave no doubt as to the fact, nor as to the relatively fre- 

quent occurrence of this type of behavior among the cross- 

bred birds. Owing to its unexpectedness we were not prepared 

this year to keep any exact records respecting the phenomenon. 

~ To do this involves penning each broody bird alone. Next year 

it is proposed to do this, and thus get precise records on a 

matter regarding which we have so far only general observa- 

tions. From the evidence now in hand it seems probable that 
what we have here is an effect of the separate Mendelian segre- 

gation of “broodiness” and “fecundity.” In the care of these 

F: birds of the peculiar behavior described we apparently have 

individuals carrying both “high fecundity” and “high broodiness” - 

genes. The resulting behavior is a sort of compromise between 

the two tendencies. It might be thought that such a result 

would be a physiological impossibility. This is not so. Para- 

doxical the result certainly is, but plainly not impossible, since 

it is actually the case that these birds have every physiological 

attribute of broodiness, and yet lay regularly. In this connec- 

tion it should further be said that a study of a large mass of 

unpublished quantitative data on broodiness shows that the 

physiological correlation between the function of laying and 

that of brooding, is by no means perfect. Perfect “broodiness” 

may be developed before any egg laying has occurred. Further 

as in the present cases, broodiness and egg laying may coexist 

over long periods. ‘The writer hopes to be able shortly to pub- 

lish in full the data on the physiology and inheritance of brood- 

iness which have accumulated during the past four years. 

DISCUSSION. 

From the figures given above it appears that, on the average, 

during the past three years, there lias heen for every 100 eggs 
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laid on the Station plant only one and a quarter eggs which it 

was not possible to credit to the individual bird. ‘This prob- 

ably represents something approaching the irreducible minimum 

of error in trapnesting work on any large scale. The reason 

that it is believed to be substantially irreducible is that further 

to increase the proportion of recorded eggs would involve the 

intelligent cooperation of the hen, a factor not easily controlled. 

In this 1 1-4 percent of unrecorded eggs only a very small frac- 

tion (less than one percent) is chargeable to instrumental 

errors. It is probably safe to say that no trapnest (or other 

piece of machinery) can ever be devised which will effectively 

meet all situations which will arise. In a very few instances, 

amounting as has been said to less than one percent of the unre- 

corded (not the total) egg production, two hens will go pre- 

cisely together into the trapnest, or one will sit on the door 

while another walks in, lays, and walks out again. The new 

Maine Station nest has, however, reduced the instrumental 

error practically to nothing. 

With no instrumental error, however, there remains some 

unrecorded egg production. This arises in the main from the 

following factors: 

1. Laying on the floor of the house. ‘This may be due to 

(a)) Tnstinct to “steal a mest: lis cam be curedets 

taken in hand early. 

(b) Purely physiological inability to hold up the egg 

longer. ‘This may happen when all the trap 

nests are full and a hen wanting to lay cannot 

get in, or it may happen when an attendant 

throws out of the nest a bird which has been 

on the nest for some time, has not yet laid, 

but is just on the point of doing so. ‘These 

are purely accidental matters and cannot be 

entirely controlled though with care they may 

be largely so. 

(c) Lack of familiarity with nests. Common in 

young pullets, which have to be “taught” by 

direct methods to use nests. . 
2. Laying in “broody coops.’ This has already been dis- 

~ cussed. | 
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3. Dropping eggs while on roosts. Eggs are sometimes 
- found on the roost boards in the morning. They indi- 

cate a disturbance of the normal laying rhythm. 

From this enumeration it is plain that full control of the mat- 

ter demands intelligence and cooperation on the part of the hen. 

It should, of course, be understood that the sources of error 

here discussed are not the only ones in trapnesting. They 

are merely the ones which are peculiar to that work. It is 

always possible to misread a leg band or to set down an incor- 

rect number on the record sheet. Here the skill and experi- 

ence of the recorder are the important factors. It is believed as 

a result of studying a great many records, and applying many 

different sorts of checks that in this respect as well as in the 

other the Maine Experiment Station trap nest records during 

the last three years, as mace by Mr. Walter Anderson, have 

attained a minimum of error, which, considering the scale of 

operations, is humanly not substantially reducible. 

TECHNICAL, StupIFS On Pouttry ALREADY PUBLISHED. 

A considerable portion of the more technical scientific work 

of the department of biology of the Station, which has in 

charge the work with poultry, is published in current biological 

journals, not readily accessible to the agricultural public. It is 

the purpose of the present section of this bulletin to give: 

briefly the essential points brought out in certain of these tech- 

nical studies which have been published during the past year. 

THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EGG PRODUCTION. 

During the year Part II of the “Biometrical Study of Egg 

Production in the Domestic Fowl’ * has been issued. This part 

deals with the distribution of egg production during the dif- 

ferent parts of the laying year. Summarized the results of 

this study are as follows: 

The data on which this study is based are the trap nest records 

of Barred Plymouth Rocks collected at the Maine Experiment 

Station, involving detailed monthly egg records of more than 

2,400 birds, collected in a period of nine consecutive years. 

Wes. Dept. Acr, Bur. An. Ind) Bulletia 110, Part Il, pp. S1-170: 

TOII. 
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The chief results of this analysis are summarily stated in the 

following paragraphs: 

1. The mean or average monthly egg production exhibits 

the following characteristic changes in the course of the laying 

year: 

(a) The lowest mean production of the year is in 

the month of November. 

NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT 
Fic. 91. Diagram showing the weighted mean monthly egg production 

for each month of the pullet year. 

(b) The mean monthly production increases in De- 

cember and January ata relatively very rapid rate. 

(c) There is a slacking up in the rate of increase in 

February, which probably represents the point of the ending 

of the first, or winter, cycle of egg production. This February 

slacking up amounts in many cases to an actual decrease in pro- 

ductiveness as compared with the point attained in January. 

(d) The mean production reaches a maximum in 

March. 

(e) While the mean production for April is practi- 

cally the same as that for March, there is a steady decline after 

April on to the end of the laying year in October. 

(f) There is a tendency toward a slightly larger 
drop in mean production in May. This is the period of natural 

broodiness. 
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2. The present data indicate that only a trifle more than a 

quarter of the total eggs produced are laid in the winter third 

of the year (November 1 to March 1). In the first two-thirds 

of the laying year approximately three-fourths of the total eggs 

are produced. 

Diagrams showing the nature of the seasonal distribution of 
egg-production are presented in figs. 91 and 92. 
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Fic. 92. Integral curve of weighted mean monthly egg production, 

showing the absolute and relative number of eggs laid from the begin- 

ning of the laying year up to the end of each month. 

3. The month of maximum productivity varied in the ex- 

periments furnishing the present data with the methods of 

housing. In a closed, warmed house the month of maximum 

production was April; in a curtain-front house it was March. 

4. ‘The greatest relative variability in egg production is at 
the beginning of the laying year (month of November). ‘The 

month of lowest variability, both absolute and relative, is April. 

5. The laying year may be divided into four natural periods 

or cycles with reference to egg production. ‘The first of these 

periods (roughly November 1 to March 1) is the winter period, 

wherein egg production is essentially a non-natural (i. e., forced 
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or stimulated) process. ‘The second or spring period (March 1 

to June 1) is the natural laying period of the domestic fowl in 

its normal reproductive cycle. ‘The third (roughly June 1 to 

September 1) and fourth (roughly September 1 to October 31) 

periods are not sharply separated from one another. The sum- 

mer egg production represents in part a natural continuance of 

the normal breeding season (rearing of a second brood by wild 

Gallus) and in part a stimulated process. This period is termi- 

nated by the molt, which is the characteristic feature of the 

fourth period. 3 

6. There is no evidence that the continued selection for 

higher ege production practiced during the eight years covered 

by the experiment produced any increase whatever in the mean 

egg production of any month in the year. On the contrary, the 

mean production in all but two of the months actually decreased 

during the period of selection. 

7. 9o far as there was any change whatever in variability 

in monthly egg production during the period when selective - 

breeding was practiced, this change was not in the direction of a 

reduction as a result of the selection, but, on the contrary, there 

was an actual increase in variability in all but one month of 

the year, and here the platted variability line did not sensibly 

deviate from the horizontal. 

8. ‘The present statistics show no bad effect on egg produc- 

tion in the winter months (November to March) of keeping 

birds in large and crowced flocks (up to the limits included in 

the present study). On the other hand, overcrowding tends 

distinctly to lower summer (and to a smaller extent spring) 

egg production. It is chiefly as a result of this effect on sum- 

mer production that the mean annual production is lower in 

the large flocks, as shown in Part I of this work (Bureau of 

Animal Industry Bulletin 110, Part I, pp. 58-61). 

g. The excess in relative variability of egg production of 

the larger flocks (100 and 150 birds) over the smaller (50 and 

100 birds) observed in the annual records (see Part I) is found 

upon analysis to be on the whole fairly evenly distributed over 

the whole year. In the period of the year in which there is the 

heaviest production, such environmental differences as are im- 

plied in the different flock sizes in the experiment do not 

appreciably affect the relative variability of production. 
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10. The polygons of variation in monthly egg production 

are all bimodal, though homogeneous. The position of the 

mode changes in a regular manner during the course of the 

laying year, as does also the skewness of this portion of the 

distributions. These monthly distributions may be described | 

as S-shaped, and are in general of the same type in the differ- 

ent months, though different in detail. 

11. By a process of mathematical reasoning set forth in 

detail in the original paper it is shown that the observed facts 

regarding the character of the distributions of variation in 

monthly egg production are adequately accounted for by an 

hypothesis which includes the following points. ‘These state- 

ments are therefore set down as conclusions of this study: 

(a) That variation or changes in the rate of fecun- 

dity in the hen are fundamentally or innately continuous (in the 

mathematical sense), though the objective manifestation of 

fecundity is discontinuous, i. e., expressed in discrete units. 

(b) That visible egg production in each individual 

bird tends to occur in definite cycles or periods of varying 

length which alternate with nonproductive periods. 

(c) That the rate of fecundity (amount of egg pro- 

duction per unit of time, conceived in the sense of the differ- 

ential calculus) is in any bird at a minimum at the beginning 

of a cycle of production, increases to a maximum at what may 

be termed the height of the cycle, and decreases to a minimum 

(usually quite rapidly) as the end of the cycle is approached. 

(d) That each of the monthly fecundity distribu- 
tions is compound, and made up of two pavt- In one part are 

included all birds which are well along in a period of laying 

activity (or cycle of fecundity). The other part includes those 
birds not laying at all (that is, in a non-productive condition or 

period) and those that have just emerged from this condition 

of zero fecundity and started on a laying cycle. 

(e) That (1) the proportion of the whole flock 
which falls into each of these two classes, and (2) the particu- 

lar rate of fecundity which marks the boundary between the 

two classes, are not constant, but, on the contrary, change in a 

definite and orderly manner in the different parts of the laying 

year. ) 
(f) That the distribution of frequency within each 
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of the two hypothetical components of the monthly fecundity 

distributions follows a simple, unimodal skew frequency curve, 

and that the curve describing the entire monthly fecundity dis- 

tribution is in each case the sum of two skew frequency curves. 

DOES “PROTECTIVE COLORATION”’ IN POULTRY REALLY PROTECT? 

It is an obvious and easily demonstrated physical fact that 

fowls with a barred or broken color pattern are relatively incon- 

spicuous as compared with birds with either solid black or 

white plumage, or so dark in general color that any pattern 

which may be present is not visible except on close examination. 

Does the inconspicuousness of barred birds protect them against 

their natural enemies, such as crows, hawks, foxes, rats, etc.? 

Some two years ago C. B. Davenport published a short note 
regarding the relative number of self-colored and of “pencilled 

or striped’ chicks killed by crows one afternoon, at Cold 

Spring Harbor. The rather striking result was that out of 24 
birds killed, only one was other than self-colored. The com- 

munication closes with the following words: “This fragment, 

then, so far as it goes, indicates that the self-colors of poultry, 

which have arisen under domestication, tend to be eliminated 

by the natural enemies of these birds, and the pencilled birds 

are lel wily immune from attack because relatively incon- 

spicuous.’ 
Records kept at this Station in connection with the breeding 

work throw light on this matter. A discussion of these records 

has recently been published.* ‘The results may be summarily 

stated as follows: 

We have the following figures, it being understood that 
“eliminated” means “killed by natural enemies” with the inclu- 

sion of the small number of birds which lost their bands. (See 

original for details). 
Total number of birds on range =o Oe 

Number of barred birds == 3,007, 

Number of solid-colored birds == 820 

Total number of eliminated birds =e eG 

Number of barred birds eliminated 7100) 

Number of solid-colored birds eliminated = 35 

* Data on the Relative Inconspicuousness of Barred and Self-colored 

Fowls. American Naturalist, Vol. XLV, pp. 107-177. 1911. 
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The above figures include al/ eliminated birds, those killed by 
recorded and unrecorded enemies together. If we take only 

those killed by recorded enemies, which under the conditions 

prevailing on the plant in 1909 means practically those killed by 

rats, we have: 

Number of solid-colored birds eliminated by recorded ene- 

mies —6. 

Number of barred birds eliminated by recorded enemies —68. 

From these figures the following proportions are derived: 

Of the total number of birds 10.05 per cent. were solid-colored. 

Of all the eliminated birds 10.77 per cent. were solid-colored. 

If we consider by themselves the birds eliminated by recorded 

enemies, we have: 

Of the birds eliminated by recorded enenues 8.11 per cent. 

were solid-colored. 

Putting the figures in another way we have: 

Of the solid-colored birds 10.42 per cent. were eliminated by 

all enemies. 

Of the barred birds 9. or per cent. were eliminated by all ene- 

mies. 

Of the solid-colored birds 1.79 per cent. were eliminated ey 

recorded enemies (chiefly rats). 

Of the barred birds 2.26 per cent. were eliminated by recorded 

enemies. 

Of the solid-colored birds 8.63 per cent. were eliminated by 

unrecorded enemies (chiefly predaceous birds). 

Of the barred birds 7.38 per cent. were eliminated by unre- 

corded enemies (chiefly predaceous birds). 

The conclusion to be drawn from these figures, which involve 

a large number of individuals, is obvious. It is that the relative 

inconspicuiousness of the barred color pattern afforded its pos- 

sessors no great or striking protection against elimination by 

natural enemies, during the season (April 1 to October 1) of 

1909 on the poultry range of the Maine Experiment Station. 

It might be objected that if the eliminations by predaceous birds 

alone could be separately recorded it would then be found that 

against this class of énemies the barred pattern had great pro- 

tective value, as suggested by Davenport’s figures. This, how- 

ever, can hardly be the case in the present statistics since if it 

be assumed that predaceous birds killed relatively few barred 
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chicks and relatively many solid-colored, then it must also be 

assumed that the other unrecorded enemies showed a prefer- 
ence for barred birds, since with all enemies taken together sub- 

stantially equal proportions of both kinds of birds were elimi- 

nated. In other words, if we assume a selective elimination in 

the case of predaceous birds, we are obliged to assume an equal 

and opposite selective elimination on the part of other unre- 

corded enemies. There is no evidence on which such an as-- 

sumption could be based. 



Fic. 93 Two potato plants showing advanced stages of the blackleg disease. 

Note the decided blackening at the base of the stem. 





BULLETIN No. 194. 

CONTROL OF THE BLACKLEG OR BLACK-STEM 
DISEASE OF THE POTATO. 

W. J. Morse. 

Bulletin 174 of this Station, issued December, 1909, discussed 

the character and appearance, means of distribution, distribu- 

tion in America and economic importance of the blackleg dis- 

ease of the potato. At the same time methods for prevention 

and eradication were outlined and discussed. It was then stated 

that these recommendations were made on more or less empiri- 

cal grounds and were not based upon regularly conducted ex- 

periments. It is now proposed to give the results of certain | 

field trials and experiments whereby these recommendations 

were tested on a large scale under actual farm conditions. 

Before taking up the details of these experiments and the results 

obtained therefrom it is perhaps best to summarize some of the 

more important parts of Bulletin 174 and to give a brief account 

of certain preliminary studies which led up to the experiments 

mentioned. 
“Blackleg,’ “black-stem,” “black stalk-rot” or “stem-rot’’ is 

a bacterial disease which attacks both the stem and tuber of the 

Irish potato. Various investigators, mostly in Europe, have 

isolated from the diseased plants and described under different 

names bacteria which were again capable of causing very similar 

effects upon the host upon inoculation.* Hence so far as our 

present knowledge goes blackleg, strictly speaking, is a general 

term applied to a type of bacterial disease which attacks and 

destroys the base of the potato stem, producing a characteristic 

blackening of the diseased tissues, rather than a term applied 

to a single disease caused by a specific organism. However, the 

organisms are so near alike and are so nearly identical in their 

* B. phytophthorous Appel, B. solanisaprus Harrison, B. atrosepticus, 

van Hall, B. melanogenes Pethybridge and Murphy, etc. 
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effects upon the host that so far as the practical agriculturalist 

alone is concerned the distinctions made are, in the opinion of 

the writer, of little consequence. Preventive measures which 

are effective with one under Maine climatic conditions would 

be, in all probability, equally applicable to all. Blackleg is not 

the same as the Southern bacterial disease of the potato stem 

and tuber caused by B. solanacearum Smith. 

Both stems and tubers are attacked. ‘The diseased plants as 

observed in Maine* first appear more or less unthrifty and 

usually undersized. ‘The branches and leaves, instead of spread- 

ing out normally, tend to grow upward, forming a more or less 

compact top, frequently with the young leaves curled and folded 

up along the mid-rib. Later they become lighter green or even 

yellow and the whole plant gradually dies. If the disease pro- 

gresses rapidly the plants may fall over suddenly and wilt with 

very little previous signs of disease. The same general symp- 

toms may be produced by certain other stem diseases, or even 

mechanical or insect injuries of the stem at or below the sur- 

face of the ground. . 

The appearance of the diseased stems at once differentiates 
blackleg from other described potato diseases. Stems so at- 

tacked are characterized by an inky-black discoloration (See 

Fig. 93) extending from the base of the stem, where it attaches 

to the seed piece, up sometimes one, two or even three inches 

above the surface of the ground. Under favorable weather 

conditions the disease may, in exceptional cases, follow up the 

stem for several inches, or even out on the larger branches. 

The seed pieces from which the diseased plants spring are in- 

variably decayed, and young tubers which have been formed 

before the destruction of the stem may sometimes be attacked 

by a soft rot caused by the bacteria being conveyed to them 

along the underground branches of the stem upon which they 

are produced. 

The disease is carried over from year to year by the organ- 

isms living in decaying, bruised, cracked or otherwise imper- 

fect seed potatoes. They are readily killed by drying and are 

probably incapable of existing in a living state on the surfaces 

* The following discussion should be understood as only applying to 

the character of the disease as observed by the writer in this State. 

——— 
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of dry, sound potato tubers. Under ordinary conditions black- 
leg has not been observed in Maine to spread from hill to hill 

in the field and, as will be shown later, there is quite conclusive 

evidence that the germs do not live over winter in the soil under 

the climatic conditions which exist in this State. 

Observations extending over 5 years indicate that the disease 

is much less prevalent in those seasons which have relatively 

little rainfall between planting and blossoming time. While it. 

is quite generally distributed over the potato growing sections 

of the State and sometiines, in very wet seasons, fields may be 

found which show Io, 15 or even 20 per cent. of diseased plants, 

as a general rule it occurs only as occasional, affected stalks 

scattered over the fields. Only in exceptional cases is the crop 

materially reduced from this cause. 

The writer has had opportunity to study numerous outbreaks 

of rot in potato fields and in storage in Maine and other parts 

of New England during the last 15 years and has yet to see the 

first case of a severe epidemic of this kind that could be traced: 

to the blackleg or stem rot disease. These epidemics are in- 

variably preceded by outbreaks of the late blight fungus Phy- 

tophthora infestans DeBary on the foliage, and occur with 

equal frequency on fields which are free from blackleg as upon 

those which are attacked with this disease. Moreover such epi- 

demics were as common long before the blackleg disease made 

its appearance, and now occur in those parts of New England 

where blackleg-has never been seen, whenever the weather con- 
ditions are favorable for outbreaks of late blight on the foliage, 

and spraying with bordeaux mixture is not thoroughly done. 

The nature of the decay in such cases may be soft and foul- 

smelling and large numbers of bacteria may be found in the 

decayed tissues, but the writer has failed in repeated trials to 

isolate bacteria from such tubers which, upon inoculation to 

sound tubers, would produce alone and unaided any disease 

whatever. In all probability the soft rots observed in epidemics 

of this kind are caused by saprophytic bacteria of the soil which 

follow after and farther break down the tissues of the tuber 

after they have been killed by the late blight fungus. 

It is perfectly possible however, as has already been stated, 

for the bacteria associated with the blackleg disease of the stem 

to produce a rapid and complete soft rot of the tuber under 
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favorable conditions of temperature and moisture if they come 
in contact with the interior tissues. Therefore, there is no 

doubt that some of the soft rot in storage may come from this 

source. It is also evident that diseased plants only spring from 

tubers produced by previously diseased plants, or from tubers 

infected in storage or while being cut for seed purposes. by com- 

ing in contact with those already diseased. 

So long as Maine growers confined their efforts to the pro- 

duction of table stock, blackleg was not one of the more im- 

portant potato diseases and attracted little attention. When 

the value of northern-grown potatoes for southern planting 

began to be appreciated an entirely new situation developed. 

The southern trade demanded early varieties, the favorite 

among which is the Irish Cobbler which is much more suscep- 

tible to the blackleg disease than the Green Mountain and cer- 

tain other, late varieties commonly grown for table stock. 
Moreover blackleg appears to be much more destructive in Vir- 

ginia and other southern States, where most of the seed tubers 

are sold, than in Maine. Consequently from the standpoint of 
the seed potato trade this disease has become one of consider- 

able importance. If Maine seed potatoes for southern planting 

are to retain the place that their various superior qualities have 

secured for them it is absolutely essential that this disease be 

eliminated from among them. In other words, from a financial 

standpoint this is the most important disease problem that the 

seed potato growers are facing at the present time. It is be- 

lieved that the experiments here reported demonstrate that any 

farmer can entirely eradicate the disease from his seed and 

from his farm in from one to 2 years and that so long as he 

keeps this seed pure and uncontaminated he may feel assured 

of immunity from blackleg. 

PRELIMINARY E{\XPERIMENTAT, Work. 

After isolating the bacteria associated with the disease in 

Maine and demonstrating by inoculation that they were capable 
of causing the typical blackening and decay of the stem as well 

as the soft rot of the tuber the first matters to determine before 

attempting to devise methods of control were the resistance of 

the organisms to drying, to expcsure to sunlight, and to disin- 

i= 
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fectants and germicides. It was found that they were readily 

killed by drying, but broth cultures retained their vitality until 

all of the moisture’ was evaporated—ten months or more, or 

longer than the organisms would be required to remain alive 

in infected tubers. Exposure to sunlight for 60 minutes in 

petri-dish cultures killed all the organisms even in the less in- 

tense light of November and December. They were also readily 

killed when transferred to very weak formaldehyde solutions. 

At no time have any of the different strains studied been ob- 

served to form spores. 

Spraying sound tubers with fresh, virulent cultu-es in imere\e) 
and allowing them to dry and remain in an open shed away 

from direct sunlight for a week before planting failed to convey 

the disease to the resulting plants. This gave additional evi- 

dence that the organisms cannot remain alive for any length 

of time on the dry unbroken skin of healthy tubers. Wetting 

healthy seed pieces, after cutting, with cultures and watery ex- 
tracts of diseased stems followed by keeping the soil constantly 

moist led to the production of diseased plants. Evidence was 

also constantly accumulating to show that seed tubers were the 

chief, if not the only source of infection. Therefore, it seemed 

conclusive that it was only those tubers which were partly 

decayed, cracked or imperfect which provided the proper con- 

ditions for harboring the germs alive and in conditicn to com- 

municate the disease to the growing plants. As will be pointed 

out later there is every reason to believe that the germs are 

spread from diseased to healthy seed pieces by means of the 

knives used in cutting and by the freshly cut surfaces of the 

seed pieces coming in contact in the storage barrels and in the 

planters. If the cut seed tubers are allowed to “heat” a little 

before planting, on account of being barreled up too long, this 

danger of transference of the disease to healthy seed pieces is 

greatly increased. 

In the fall of 1909 three barrels * of seed potatoes were ob- 

tained in Presque Isle from a field where a large percent of 
the plants had been killed by blackleg the summer before. Un- 

fortunately late blight was very prevalent on this field during 

* A barrel of potatoes as the term is here used is approximately equal 

to 2 3-4 bushels or 165 pounds. 
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the latter part of the season, resulting in a large amount of 

rot developing in storage and over half of the tubers were 

sorted out as entirely decayed during the winter. The most of 

this rot resembled that produced by Phytophthora imfestans. 

At planting time these tubers were first sorted into 2 lots, 

those which were entirely sound and those which were partly 

decayed or were in some way imperfect. One-third of each 

lot was exposed to formaldehyde gas, one-third treated by 

immersing in formaldehyde solution in the usual way before 

planting and the remainder planted without any treatment. At 

the same time on the same field, which had not grown potatoes 

for many years, plots of equal size were planted with healthy 

seed tubers from 2 different sources. 

A small amount of blackleg developed on parts of the field 

where the untreated, diseased seed was used, but the results 

were very unsatisfactory and inconclusive. ‘This work was 

done at Orono, but unfortunately, the writer had very little 

control over the experiment beyond furnishing the seed. The. 

ground allotted to the experiment was heavy clay, improperly 

prepared for the crop, very dry and filled with large clods of 

earth at planting time. The field was neglected and not prop- 

erly cultivated—the potatoes were at times overrun with weeds 

and badly injured by potato beetles. : 

COOPERATIVE E,XPERIMENTS. 

Therefore, it was thought best to ask the potato growers to 

cooperate in testing the preventative measures outlined, on a 

sufficiently large scale and upon enough different farms to 

make the combined results conclusive. This might be objected 

to by some-as placing certain important details of the work in 

the hands of individuals not trained in exact experimental 

methods. Granting this objection to be valid it would simply 

be operative in case the resultS were inconclusive. On the other 

hand if the results were comparatively clear-cut ana conclusive 

they would be of additional value as indicating the probable 

success or failure of the average farmer in carrying out the 

remedial measures recommended. Moreover those who .vol- 

unteeered to assist in carrying on these cooperative experiments 

are specialists in potato growing and are among the most pro- 
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gressive and up-to-date farmers in the State. They are very 

familiar with the character and importance of the disease aud 

were intensely interested in the success of the experiments. 

These codperative experiments were conducted by Mr. O. J. 

Parsons, Patten; Mr. O. L. Donaldson, Presque Isle; Mr. J. F. 

Hussey, Mr. Ira J. Porter, Mr. W. T. Good, E. I. Cleveland 

‘Company, Mr. Hl. Edblad, and Mr. W. S. Blake, Houlton. 

The writer takes this opportunity to express his appreciation 

and thanks to these gentlemen for the careful and painstaking 

manner in which they carried out their portion of the work, 

upon which the. entire success of the experiment depended. 

‘Collectively these gentlemen disinfected seed tubers sufficient 

to plant 142 acres. Formaldehyde solution was used for 88 

acres and formaldehyde gas for 54 acres. On the different 

experimental fields taken together as large if not a larger area 

was planted with untreated tubers. However, on some farms 

only enough treated seed tubers were used to plant a few acres 

while on others they were all treated except enough to provide 

a check plot of suitable size. 

MerruHops UsrEp IN THE COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS, 

Before starting the experiments the writer conferred with 
each individual experimenter and explained fully the methods 
proposed and in all but one instance visited the potato houses | 
or farms and advised and assisted in starting the disinfecting 
work. In addition a typewritten outline was furnished to each. 
The following is a brief summary of this: 

The seed * used should come from fields where the disease 
appeared the year before. In each case a check plot of un- 
treated seed from the same source as the treated and selected 
seed should be planted at the same time and on the same field 
under identical conditions except for treatment. ‘The different 
plots must be plainly marked and labeled by proper stakes 
driven into the ends of the rows. 
A part were requested to carefully sort out before disinfec- 

tion all badly bruised or cracked tubers and all that appeared 

“ Farah ites d : : The term “seed” is in common use in the potato growing sections 
for potatoes used for seed purposes. Although botanically incorrect, 
for convenience it will be so used in the following discussion. 
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in any way diseased or decayed. Others to disinfect and plant 

the seed tubers just as they came from the bin, and others were 
to try both methods. ‘Those who were intending to plant only 

selected, treated seed were advised to reject all tubers when 

cutting which showed any discolored areas in the flesh, par- 

ticularly those which showéd browned or blackened rings at 

the stem end, no matter how slight. As a farther precaution 

it was recommended that extra knives and a jar of formalde- 

hyde solution be provided when cutting seed and if, by chance, 

a diseased tuber was cut the knife blade could be dropped into 

the disinfecting solution for a time and another used in its 

place. Some were to disinfect by means of ‘formaldehyde 

solution and some were to use formaldehyde gas. It was also 

suggested that selection of sound tubers without disinfection 

be compared with the forms of treatment mentioned. 

The experimenters were cautioned not to allow treated seed 

tubers to come in contact with tools, baskets, or barrels which 

had been used for diseased or untreated seed. It was advised 

that all containers for treated seed either be exposed to for- 

maldehyde gas in a disinfecting chamber or washed out thor- 

oughly with formaldehyde solution. Planters recently used 

for contaminated seed were to have the parts which come in 

contact with the seed pieces thoroughly washed and scrubbed in 

formaldehyde solution. 

Those who used the liquid treatment immersed their seed 2 

hours in a solution of one pint of 40 per cent. formaldehyde in 

30 gallons of water. Where the formaldehyde gas treatment was 

used the tubers were placed in open, slat-work crates and ex- 

posed to the gas generated by means of potassium permanga- 

nate, for from 12 to 24 hours in a tightly closed room con- 

structed for the purpose. For each rooo cubic feet of the 

disinfecting chamber 3 pints of 40 per cent formaldehyde and 

23 ounces of potassium permanganate were used. When, as in 

some cases, a large proportion of the space in the disinfecting 

chamber was occupied by crates of potatoes only about three- 

fourths of the given amounts of the chemicals were used to 

avoid too great concentration of the gas and possible resulting 

injury to the germinating quality of the seed. | 
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There was little variation in soil conditions. According to 

the map of the Soil Survey of the Caribou Area, Maine,* Mr. 

Donaldson’s field consisted entirely of the Caribou loam which 

is the type of the best Aroostook potato soil. ‘This was the 

only field which was included in the soil survey but so far as 

could be determined the soil on all the other experimental fields 

was either identical or conformed very closely to this type. In 

each case the fields were well cared for, were well drained, and 

consisted of either level or slightly rolling land. 

DETAILS OF -THE COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS. 

The Parsons Experiment. 

Mr. Parsons’ field consisted of about 11 acres of sod land. 

The portions where the treated seed was used comprised 7 rows 

near the East side and 15 rows near the middle, running en- 

tirely across the field, and together constituting about one and 

one-tenth acres. ‘The seed was treated by soaking in formalde- 
hyde solution and was carefully sorted when cut, Mr. Parsons 

looking after this himself. Untreated but selected seed was 

used on the remainder of the field. None was planted without 

selection. 

The field was visited on July 5 but the plants were not suf- 

ficiently advanced to show the maximum amount of blackleg. 

Hence no records were made at this time except to note that 

the disease was beginning to appear on the untreated portions. 

On July 17 approximately one-half acre of each on adjoining 

portions of the treated and untreated plots was earefully ex- 

amined for blackleg with the following results.** 

* Weston, H. L. and Rowe, R. W., Advance Sheets Field Operations 

of the Bureau of Soils, r908, Washington, r910. 

** On each farm care was taken to select portions of the plots of 

equal size and in every way uniform except as for seed treatment upon 

which to make the records. Of necessity the area of the portions so 

selected varied on the different farms. For convenience in comparison 

the records made have been reduced to numbers of diseased plants per 

acre. A superficial examination of the field as a whole or certain 

portions of it was made in each case to ascertain if the portions selected 

for detailed examination represented average conditions. Moreover 

with few exceptions the owner or his personal representative was pres- 

ent and assisted at each examination of the experimental fields. In 

each case a preliminary draft of the write-up of the different experi- 

ments was submitted to the owner of the field for his approval before 

it was incorporated in this report. 
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Seed tubers untreated, selected. Diseased plants per acre 87 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution), selected. 

Diseased plants per acre O 

The Donaldson Experiment. 

Mr. Donaldson planted 270 barrels of seed of which 260 

barrels were treated by soaking in formaldehyde solution.’ The 

remaining 10 barrels were planted without treatment. 

Where the disinfection experiment was tried Irish Cobbler 

was the variety planted. The seed was grown on the same field’ 

in 1910. In writing to the Station under the date of August 

15, 1910, Mr. Donaldson stated that on this field he counted on 

an average about 20 diseased plants per row 60 rods in length. 

The seed on the main portion of this field in 1911 was soaked 

in formaldehyde solution for 2 hours and then turned out on 

a clean platform to dry before cutting. ‘The cutting was done 
by hired help but under the owner’s supervision. Each: seed 

cutter was given directions to discard all tubers which were in 

any way imperfect, and if by chance he cut a tuber which 

showed any signs of decay or browning in the flesh to discard 

it and place the knife he was using in a jar of formaldehyde 

solution which was provided. Extra knives were supplied so 

that there was always a sterile knife in the disinfecting solu- 

tion in case the one in use became contaminated. Mr. Donald- 

son stated that it was practically impossible to hire seed cutters 

who would constantly observe these precautions and doubtless 

this may account for the very small amount of blackleg on the 

main field. 

For the chief experiment one barrel of badly bruised and 

one barrel of selected seed was sorted out. One half of each 

lot was cut and planted without treatment. The other half of 

each lot was soaked for 2 hours in formaldehyde solution after 

cutting. The advantage of this latter variation from the usual 

practice of disinfecting before~cutting is that much of the 

chance contaminations of healthy seed pieces while cutting can 

be overcome in this way. As will be seen later (p. 224) no 

detrimental results with regard to germination were secured 

from this treatment. 

The four lots of treated and untreated seed were planted in 

four rows, each row being equivalent to about one-tenth of an 
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acre. The field was examined on July 6 and 18 with the fol- 

eine result. 

Seed tubers bruised, untreated. Diseased plants per acre 70 

Seed tubers bruised, treated (formaldehyde solution). 

Diseased plants per acre 20 

Seed tubers selected, untreated. Diseased plants per acre 10 

Seed tubers selected, treated Goumalechyde solution). 

Diseased plants per acre O 

An examination on July 6 of about one-half acre of the 

immediately adjoining portion of the main field where the seed 

was soaked before cutting showed only 2 affected plants per 

acre, while an examination of an equal area on a different por- 

tion of the same field on July 18 failed to reveal any diseased 

plants. 

It should be remembered that the season before on this same 

field and where the seed for this year’s planting was pro- 

duced there were according to Mr. Donaldson’s estimate nearly 

300 diseased plants per acre—a decrease of over 99 per cent. A 

part of this decrease may, as compared with 1910, be due to 

unfavorable weather conditions. As has already been pointed 

out blackleg never does so much damage if the early part of the 

growing season is dry. 

No blackleg was observed on the volunteer plants which 

came up between the 1ows and hills from tubers which re- 

mained in the soil over winter from the crop of the season 

before. This taken together with the fact that practically no 

diseased plants were found over the entire 50 acres where the 

treated seed was used is additional evidence that the disease 

did not live over in the soil where it appeared last year but was 

communicated to the crop of the present year by means of the 

regular seed tubers. 

The Hussey Experiment. 

1911 was Mr. Hussey’s second year of formaldehyde disin- 

fection for blackleg. In 1909 he observed some of the disease 

on his field with the Irish Cobbler variety. In 19ro from the 

crop of the season before he carefully selected sound and per- 

fect tubers sufficient to plant about one-fourth of a 4-acre field. 

These were then soaked 2 hours in formaldehyde solution one 
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pint to 30 gallons of water. The remainder of the field was 

planted with seed tubers from the same lot just as they came 
from the bin without selection or disinfection. ‘They were, he 

said, such as would generally be classed, so far as appearance 

goes, as good quality of seed stock. 

Mr. Hussey made frequent and careful examinations of this 

field during the summer and reported that from 5 to 8 percent 

of the plants where the untreated seed was used were killed by 

blackleg.. Only 2 plants so affected were observed during the: 

entire season on the acre where the selected and treated seed 

was used. 

In torr Mr. Hussey experimented with both Irish Cobblers 

and Green Mountains. The Irish Cobbler field was. sod land and 

consisted of about 5 1-2 acres planted with seed from the 

treated portion of last year’s field. ‘The treated and untreated 
portions were located in alternate strips across the field, thus 

making a very fair test with regards variation in soil conditions. 

This field was given a superficial examination on July 6 and a 

thorough examination on July 19. No blackleg could be found 

on the entire field on either visit. Mr. Hussey stated that he 

had examined the field several times during the season and 

failed to find any diseased plants, thus showing that selection 

and disinfection in 1910 entirely eliminated the disease from 

his crop. Unfortunately there was none of the crop from the 

untreated portion of the 1910 field planted this year as a check, 

but past experience makes it absolutely certain that if planted 

it would have produced quite a percentage of diseased plants 

this year. 

Mr. Hussey’s experiment with the Green Mountain variety 

was upon land where potatoes were grown last year and more 

or less blackleg was observed. It furnished the most striking 

example in the series of the effectiveness of disinfection when 

properly done. The field consisted of about 6 acres. About 

2 acres in the middle was planted with untreated tubers. The 

remainder on either side being disinfected. 

On July 6 no accurate record was made but it was noted 

that the disease was quite frequent on the untreated portion and 

no affected plants could be found where treated seed tubers 

were used. On July 19 approximately one-third acre each of 

adjoining portions of the treated and untreated strips were 
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examined with considerable care with the following result 

expressed in numbers of diseased plants per acre. 

Séed tubers untreated. Diseased plants per acre 163 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution). 

Diseased plants per acre O 

Examination of other different portions of the field taken at 

random at both visits indicated that the above represented very 

accurately the condition of the field as a whole. No diseased 

plants could be found on any part of the field where treated 

seed was used. In a-letter received from Mr. Hussey Aug. 20, 

he stated that he had just observed several full grown plants 

on the portion of the field where the untreated seed was used, 

which were just beginning to show the disease but he could find 

none on the treated portions which were attacked. 

The Porter Experiment. 

Mr. Porter’s experiment especially aimed at securing data 

as to the relative value of careful selection of sound and per- 

fect tubers as compared with disinfection alone of seed pota- 

toes just as they come from the bin. The potatoes used, how- 

ever, apparently did not carry much disease in the beginning, 

hence the results are not so marked nor so conclusive as might 

have been the case had the seed tubers been less healthy. Irish . 

Cobbler was the variety planted and the liquid method of disin- 

fection was used. ‘The plots were examined July 7 and to. 

In one large field adjoining plots, consisting in all of about 

one and one-third acres were planted with, first untreated tubers 
as they came from the bin, second selected, sound tubers un- 

treated, and third selected, sound tubers treated by soaking in 

formaldehyde solution for two hours. The results obtained 

from the examination of these plots were as follows: 

Seed tubers untreated, not selected. Diseased plants per acre 24 

Seed tubers untreated, selected. Diseased plants per acre O 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution), selected. 

Diseased plants per acre O 

In another field consisting of about 4 acres were three other 

experimental plots. The first was planted with untreated seed 

tubers just as they came from the bin. The second was the 

same as the first except the seed tubers were soaked in formal- 
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dehyde solution. On the third plot were used small, inferior 

potatoes sorted from the same source of supply as one and two 

and given the same treatment as regards disinfection as in the 

case of plot two. ; 

On July 7 only plots one and two were examined. At this 

time the disease had not made much progress. No diseased 

plants were found on a half acre of plot 2 but 2 were found 

on an equal area of plot one. On July 19 a careful record was 

made of the number of diseased plants on one-rourth acre of 

each plot. Calculated in numbers of diseased plants per acre 

this shows: 

Seed tubers untreated, not selected. Diseased plants per acre 24 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution), not selected. 

Diseased plants per acre 4 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution), small and inferior. 
_ Diseased plants per acre 220, 

No effort was made to have the plots of the same size in the 

two different experiments which were located from one-third 

to one-half of a mile apart. However, when the number of 

diseased plants found on the two different plots where un- 

treated tubers were used just as they came from the bin were 

reduced to numbers per acre the results were found to be iden- 

tical. Mr. Porter stated that the seed in each case came from 

the same bin. 

The Good Experiment. 

Mr. Good’s field consisted of about 50 acres partly of Green ~ 

Mountains and partly of Irish Cobblers on sod land on the 

Donahue farm in Ludlow. The experiment was conducted with 

the Cobblers. About 50 barrels of this variety were disinfected 

by soaking in formaldehyde solution and the remainder planted 

without treatment. The treatment was performed under Mr. 

Good’s supervision as was the seed cutting but on account of 

the amount of seed used (250 barrels or more) it was impossi- 

ble to obtain seed cutters who would reject entirely all unsound 

seed. However, as will be noted below, even under these con- 

ditions, over go percent of the disease was eliminated by the 

treatment. 

The field was visited on July 6 but on account of not being 

able to determine the exact boundary between the treated and ee ee ee ee 
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untreated portions of the field, accurate comparisons between 

adjoining portions could not be made. However, an examina- 

‘tion of a portion of the extreme western part of the field where 

the treated seed was known to have been used revealed no dis- 

eased plants while on the other side of that part of the field 

planted to Cobblers where untreated seed was planted several 

diseased plants were seen on an equal area. 

On July 10, the limit of the areas upon which treated and 

untreated seed was used having been accurately determined, 

approximately one acre of each was critically examined with 

the following result: 

Seed tubers untreated. Diseased plants per acre 53 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde solution). 

‘Diseased plants per acre 5 

The Cleveland Company Experiment. 

On the Cleveland Company farm disinfection was performed 

by means of formaldehyde gas and two varieties of potatoes 

were used. These were the Irish Cobblers and the White Rose, 

sometimes called the Ensign Bagley. 

The field of Irish Cobblers consisted of about 20 acres, the 

larger portion of the seed for which was treated. This field 

was visited the first time and quite carefully inspected on July 

Ig. At least some portion of nearly every acre was critically 

examined, but in no case could hills affected by blackleg be 

found, either where the treated or untreated seed was used. 

This indicated that the seed was originally free from the dis- 

ease and in this case treatment was unnecessary so far as black- 

leg was concerned. 

The White Rose seed was known to be considerably affected 

with blackleg and it was with this seed that the real test was 

made. This portion of the field consisted of about 10 acres of 
which all but about one acre was planted with disinfected seed. 

After being satisfied that the plots selected were representative 
of the different parts of the field as a whole with regards 

amount of blackleg about one-tenth acre each, of plants from 

treated and untreated seed, was carefully examined. The re- 

sults obtained were as follows: 
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Seed tubers untreated. Diseased plants per acre 390 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde gas). 

Diseased plants per acre SSO 

While there was a considerable number of diseased hills on 

- the treated portion of the field the fact should not be overlooked 

that over 60 percent of the disease as compared with the plants 

grown from the untreated seed was eliminated by the treat- 

ment. As is stated elsewhere in this paper while the large 

amount of blackleg on the treated seed, compared with the 

results obtained in the Parsons, Donaldson and Hussey experi- 
ments, may indicate that the gas treatment is less effective than 

the liquid treatment. It should be noted that in these last men- 

tioned experiments the owners were able to either cut the seed 

themselves or have it done under their immediate supervision. 

The Blake Experiment. 

Mr. Blake treated sufficient selected seed to plant about 20 

acres of Irish Cobblers. About half of this was soaked in 

formaldehyde solution and the remainder given the gas treat- 

ment in the Edblad disinfecting room. Unfortunately no un- 

treated check plot was planted at the same time with the same 

lot of seed. Such a plot was planted some 10 days or 2 weeks. 

later and there was also some doubt as to whether the seed was 

from the same source as that originally planted. Obviously 

this could not be used as a check on the treated portion. The 

field was carefully examined first on July 7 and again on July 

20 as it represented the only casé where the liquid and gas 

methods of treatment were applied to seed on the same field. 

No comparisons between these could be made, however, for 

only two plants showing the disease could be found on the 

whole 20 acres. ‘This disease was said to have been observed 

on the crop of the year before from which the seed was ob- 

tained, therefore it would seem that its absence the present 

season must be the result of seed selection, disinfection or both. 

The Edblad Experiment. 

Mr. Edblad disinfected all of his seed by the formaldehyde 

gas method except about 1 barrel of the Irish Cobblers which 

was not treated, and planted the following varieties: Green 

se 
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Mountain Q 1-2 acres, Irish Cobblers 4 acres, Early Rose, 2 

acres, Beauty of Hebron 1 1-2 acres, Twentieth Century 1 acre. 

Since the Irish Cobbler was the only variety treated where 
a check plot was saved this is the only case in this experiment 
where accurate comparison could be made between treated and 

untreated seed from the same source. However, since the dis- 

ease did develop on the other portions of the field with other 

varieties which had been treated it is of interest to note these 

facts as bearing upon the effectiveness of the gas method of 

disinfection. While the results with some of the varieties in 

this experiment were not equal to the expectations of the writer, 

Mr. Edblad expressed himself as entirely satisfied with the 

results from a commercial standpoint and stated that he felt 

that he had profited sufficiently to more than pay for the ex- 

pense and trouble involved in treating his seed. 

The field was visited on July 7 but on account of not being 

able to definitely locate the boundaries of the different plots no 

accurate record was made at that time. On July 2o the field 

was examined in the company of Mr. Edblad by carefully going 

over representative plots of each different variety of one-fourth 

to one-half acre in size. Calculated in number of diseased 

plants per acre there was: 

Seed tubers untreated, Irish Cobbler. 

Diseased plants per acre 96 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde gas), Trish Cobbler. 

Diseased plants per acre * (e) 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde gas), Green Mountain. 

Diseased plants per acre fa) 

Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde gas), Early Rose. 
Diseased plants per acre 18 
Seed tubers treated (formaldehyde gas), Twentieth Century. 
Diseased plants per acre 40 

No record was made as to the amount of blackleg on the 

one and one-half acres of Beauty of Hebron. Mr. Edblad 

* The record was taken for the treated and untreated Irish Cobblers 

on adjoining plots July 20. At the time of the early visit (July 7) a few 

diseased hills were seen on another part of the field where treated Irish 

Cobblers had been used, so the effectiveness of the treatment in this 

case was doubtless not quite so great as the figures would indicate, 
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stated that the seed tubers of this variety were in very poor 

condition when he received them, and he only planted them in 

order to get a start with this variety. He exposed them to 

formaldehyde gas for the same length of time as his other 

Tabular Summary. 

caren | heen Condition of ) No. diseased Experiment. | Variety. Sana | Treatment. EMUGE SG 

| | | | 
iParsonsH eee Green Mountain.|Selected.......|None............... 87 

pe rf ie Bornes solution 0 

Donaldson...)Irish Cobbler. ../Bruised....... iNet ie hee ape tern 70 
ale as My /Formaldehyde solution 20 

ze me Selected....... One te skyaie ces tins 10 
ic a Be Formaldehyde solution 0 

FMMISSey;. seers Trish Cobbler..../Selected....... INOWTEA mantis Spee 0* 
zis ay oe Formaldehyde solutio O* 

Green Mountain .|Not selected. ..)/None............... 163 
# a a ca Formaldehyde solution (0) 

Poriereewee \Irish Cobbler..../Not selected. :.|/None............-.+ 24 
pi sp ao uh Formaldehyde solution 4 
oS ae Selected....... INOmels saiteayis eos oie 0 
if ye “3 ; Formaldehyde solution} 0 
oN a Small, inferior. |Formaldehyde solution | 20 

Good... ..... Irish: Cobbler..|Notiselected 9.5 INonetme =e een 53 
sees is oh ty Formaldehyde solution 5 

Cleveland Co.|Irish Cobbler....}/Not selected...|/None............... mes 
y og oe es Formaldehyde gas... . 20% 

White Rose..... oi vad INOWGAr ee eee ee 390 
#e = ae ox Formaldehyde gas.... 150 

Blake. even Irish Cobbler....|Selected....... Formaldehyde solution O** 
om oe o8 Formaldehyde gas.... Ort. 

HEdblad...... Irish Gobbler. ...|Not selected. ..|/None............... 
is By rh ‘a Formaldehyde gas Q*** 

: Green Mountain.| “‘ ie a ae O*#* 
- Early Rose. .... me Be oS te 18** 

AND OSES) = or fk 40 ** 

*Seed used was apparently not diseased in the beginning. In the Hussey experi- 
ment it had been eliminated through treatment the year before. 

** No satisfactory check plot of the variety available for comparison. 

#** See note on page 217. 

varieties to obtain what beneficial effects that he could from 

the treatment. He did not, however, select out and plant only 

the perfect tubers and did not save a check plot planted with 

untreated seed. 
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When examined on July 7 and 20 there was a large amount 

of blackleg on this field, fully 20 per cent of the hills either 

failed to grow or the plants had been destroyed by the disease. 

DIscuUSSION OF RESULTS. 

Effectiveness of the treatment: ‘Taken as a whole the results 
of the cooperative experiments are sufficiently clear-cut and 

conclusive to indicate that the preventative measures outlined 

are exceedingly efficient. In fact the uniformity of the results 
is surprising when it is remembered that so many individuals, 

including the men employed to cut the seed, were responsible 

for them. It will be noted that in every case where both 

selected and treated seed was used the disease was absolutely 

eliminated and in every case where either selection or disinfec- 

tion was practiced alone and proper check plots planted for 

comparison the amount of blackleg was materially reduced, 

except where the small, inferior seed was used in the Porter 

experiment. However, it should be remembered that the check 

plot here is the seed just as it came from the bin, and that the 

small seed in question represents practically the poorest grade 

that could be sorted from it. Had Mr. Porter planted an 

untreated check plot of this small, inferior seed also it doubt- 

iess would have carried considerably more disease than the 

treated plot. The case would have been similar to the one 

where Mr. Donaldson compared plots planted with treated 

and untreated seed which was bruised and otherwise imperfect. 

While not a part of the experiments here recorded certain 

observations made on the John Watson farm in Houlton dur- 

ing the past five years have a bearing on this subject. In 1907 

in connection with certain experiments then being carried on 

a special disinfecting room was constructed on this farm in 

which to treat seed potatoes for scab.* Every year since that 

time all the seed used on this. farm has been disinfected with 

formaldehyde gas, primarily as a protection against scab. Both 

Green Mountains and Irish Cobblers have been planted, the 

latter entirely during the last 2 years. A part of the time the 

seed tubers used were picked up from various sources without 

knowledge of the conditions under which they were grown. 

* Bul. Me. Exp. Sta. 149: 304-314 (1907). 
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During this period blackleg has been observed but once and 

then only three or four plants were seen on a 20-acre field— 

a record, so far as observed, not equalled by any other field 

in the immediate neighborhood where untreated seed tubers 

were used. 

Selection versus Disinfection: An analysis of the data fur- 
nished by these experiments does not lead one to any very defi- 

nite conclusion as to the relative value of selection of sound, 

perfect seed potatoes for planting as compared with disinfection 

with formaldehyde alone. As has been pointed out above both 

apparently are necessary. In the Porter experiment, where the 

seed carried only a small amount of disease in the beginning, 

disinfection alone failed to eliminate all of it while selection did. 

On the other hand in the Hussey experiment with Green Moun- 
tains where the seed carried considerable disease it was abso- 

lutely eliminated by treating with formaldehyde solution alone. 

However, the writer believes that careful selection of seed 

tubers and rejecting for planting all that are in any way cracked, 
bruised, discolored or decayed is absolutely essential and no 

amount of disinfection with present known inethods can be 

relied upon to entirely take the place of it. On the other hand 

the formaldehyde treatment appears to be equally essential and 

must be practiced to supplement selection of seed. 

Gas versus formaldehyde solution: In no case except the 

Blake experiment were adjoining plots planted to compare the 

relative effectiveness of formaldehyde gas and solution. Here 

practically no disease developed on either piece and the check 

did not admit of accurate comparison. The writer was present 

when Mr. Blake’s crew were treating and cutting seed and 

knows that it was quite carefully selected. Doubtless much of 

the freedom from disease in this instance was the result of seed 

selection. In the Cleveland Company and Edblad experiments, 
the only ones in which gas alone was used, the results are not 

so uniformly effective as in the case of the experiments where 
the seed tubers were soaked in formaldehyde solution. In each 

case where the best results were obtained with formaldehyde 

solution the owner of the potatoes was able to either cut the seed 
himself or be present and personally superintend the work at 

all times. ‘This was not the case where the gas alone was used 
and the average man employed to cut seed cannot be depended 
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upon to throw away all tubers which show diseased areas in 

the interior to which the disinfecting agent could not possibly 

penetrate. 

That formaldehyde gas generated by means of potassium 

permanganate is exceedingly efficient in killing the germs of 
many contagious diseases of man, which are much more resist- 

ant than the bacteria associated with the blackleg disease of 

potatoes, is well known. Moreover it has been shown that for 

a surface disinfectant of potatoes for scab formaldehyde gas 

generated in this way and by simple evaporation of the concen- 

trated liquid by heat gives as good results as the ordinary meth- 

od of soaking the seed tubers in dilute formaldehyde solution.* 

The method recommends itself for practical work on account of 

its apparent simplicity and the ease and rapidity by which dis- 

infection can be accomplished by its use. However, its use in 

the hands of practical farmers develops certain fundamental 

difficulties which are not present when the liquid method of 

treatment is used. There is very little opportunity or excuse 

for one to fail to follow directions in the case of the latter. 

It was found in these experiments and in others where the 

formaldehyde-permanganate method of gaseous disinfection has 

been used for potato scab that it was almost impossible to get 

the men in charge of the work to comply with all of the require- 

ments necessary. Frequently the rooms used for the purpose 

are too cold and no provision is made for a moist atmosphere. 

There is also a tendency to pile the tubers too deep in the crates 

and to place the crates too close together and too close to the 

wall to allow for complete circulation and penetration of the 
gas to all parts of the surface of each and every potato. Where 

the tubers are immersed in the dilute formaldehyde solution for 

2 hours there is a certainty that the entire surface of each potato 

comes in contact with some of the disinfecting agents. 

BLACKLEG Not CarrtIED OveR IN THE SOIL, IN MAINE. 

Field observations extending over 5 consecutive years have 

failed to reveal a single case where there was any evidence to 

* Jones, L. R. and Morse, W. J., Repts. Vt. Exp. Sta. 16: 165-168 

(1903), 17: 307-402 (1904), 18: 287-291 (1905). Morse, W. J., Potato 

Diseases in 1907, Bul. Me. Exp. Sta. 149: 304-316 (1907). 
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show that the disease had been carried over in the soil and the 

growing crop infected by that means. On the other hand the 

appearance of the disease on fields not planted with. potatoes 

for years or never before planted with any agricultural crop, 

and on farms for the first time following the use of seed from 

a different source all indicate the seed tubers as the source of 

infection. Moreover, as has already been mentioned, the disease 

does not occur in patches but in scattered hills all over a given 

field, and always begins at the base of the stalk where it joins 

with the seed piece, which latter is invariably destroyed by a 

soft rot. : 

Two of the experimental fields used this season gave very 

positive evidence in support of this view. Mr. Donaldson’s 

Irish Cobbler field and Mr. Hussey’s Green Mountain field were 

both planted the second time in succession. In both cases the 

disease appeared on the field in considerable amounts in 1910 

and a part of the crop there produced was used for seed pur- 

poses in 1911. Where the seed was treated it was practically 

eliminated on Mr. Donaldson’s entire field of 50 acres. On Mr. 

Hussey’s field no diseased plants could be found where the 

treated seed was used and 163 per acre appeared where the 

seed was planted without disinfection. On such fields there are 

always quite a percentage of “volunteer” plants which spring 

from tubers which were either not brought to the surface or 

were covered up by the digger and remained in the soil all win- 

ter. ‘These are frequently easily recognized on account of their 

springing up irregularly on the sides of the rows or between 

the hills. On the two fields mentioned not a plant of this kind 

was observed to be attacked with the disease. 

INFECTION OF HEALTHY SEED-PIECES AT OR FOLLOWING 

CurtINne. 

The bacteria causing this disease multiply fairly rapidly in 

the presence of a sufficient food and moisture supply at tem- 

peratures of from 65° to 75° F. and with great rapidity at from 

76° to 85° F. At the temperatures usually maintained in the 

potato houses for winter storage—often but a few degrees 

above freezing—they multiply very slowly but are capable of 

remaining alive under these conditions for considerable periods 

of time, provided they are not allowed to dry out. Doubtless 

; 

; 
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the reason why infected tubers are not entirely destroyed by the 

disease before planting time or at least before the young plants 

which spring from such tubers can reach the surface of the soil 

is that, while sufficient moisture is present to '-eep the organisms 

alive, the temperature conditions are not right for their rapid 

multiplication till the soil in which the tubers are planted be- 

comes thoroughly warmed up. 

There is every reason to believe that in cutting seed the dis- 

ease may be spread from diseased to healthy seed pieces by 

‘contact of their freshly cut, moist surfaces and less frequently 

from the hands of the operator or through the medium of 

knives used. It is a common practice to cut seed tubers and 

place them in barrels some weeks, or even months, before they 

are needed for planting. Although pilaster or lime is usually 

- sprinkled over such seed, which forms a more or less dry, pro- 

tective coating over the cut surfaces, the conditions for the rapid 
multiplication and spread of bacteria are often very favorable. 

Seed cut in this way is very likely to “heat,” especially if a few 

days of warm weather are experienced before planting, unless 

they are daily turned out of the barrels and exposed for a time 

to the air. 

On one of the farms visited there was accidentally provided 

an excellent opportunity to observe how the blackleg disease 

may spread from diseased to healthy seed tubers after cutting 

and while being planted. The variety in this case being Carmen 

No. i, planted without disinfection. During the planting the 

man in charge of the work was taken suddenly ill. After 2 or 3 

days a substitute was obtained. but in the meantime several bar- 
rels of cut seed were allowed to remain in the field, covered 

with canvas. This provided right conditions of warmth and 

moisture in the barrels for rapid multiplication of any bacteria 

which might be present, and signs of “heating” and decay were 

evident when the barrels were opened again. Before the fore- 
* man of the farm was aware of it the new man in charge of the 
planting had planted 4 to 6 barrels of this seed. He at once 

ordered it stopped and substituted freshly cut tubers from the 

same bin from which the first lot was obtained. 

The field was examined by the writer on July 19. Where 

the freshly cut tubers were used there was hardly a plant miss- 

ing from the whole field and only about 15 or 20 plants per 
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acre showed blackleg. On the adjoining portion where the 

tubers were used which remained out in the barrels after being 

cut about 20 per cent of the hills had either failed to germinate 
or were attacked by blackleg. Somewhat less than one-third of 

an acre was examined and the diseased plants counted, giving 

325 per acre where the “heated” seed was used. 

It was evident that the seed tubers in this instance were quite 

free from disease. To the casual observer there appeared to be 

an absolutely perfect stand over the entire field except where 

the seed had been injured by standing in the barrels. The 

small amount of blackleg that the potatoes originally carried was 

largely increased as the result of the germs of the disease multi- 

plying in and on the infected pieces and then being communi- 

cated to the healthy seed pieces in handling and planting. 

No doubt quite a proportion of the failures to germinate 

were due to the same cause. However, other bacteria and fungi 

are, as a rule, associated with germination failures and seed 

potato decay after planting. It is well known that poor stands 

will result where cut seed tubers are allowed to stand in bar- 

rels or in piles for any length of time without proper attention, 

even where blackleg is entirely absent. 

TREATING SEED PoTATOES WITH FORMALDEHYDE SOLUTION 

AFTER CUTTING 

It is the universal practice to recommend that potatoes be 

soaked in formaldehyde solution before cutting when treating 

for scab. The writer has followed this procedure in advising 

treatment for blackleg. It is obvious that soaking after the 

seed is cut possesses decided advantages, provided the seed 

pieces are not injured thereby. If the latter process is followed 

more thorough disinfection would result and much, if not all, 

of the danger of chance contamination of healthy seed pieces 

would be avoided. Realizing the advantages of this method Mr. 

Donaldson tried it experimentally with very successful results. — 

Not only were the germinating qualities of the tubers not in- 
jured but a more even stand was secured and, as will be seen 

in the next section, they were stronger and more vigorous dur- 

ing the early part of the season. 

It is not safe to make general - iecomamnen canons on the 

strength of this single trial alone but those who are treating 
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their seed with formaldehyde solution are advised to try it in a 

small way experimentally. If successful it could be done just 

before planting, the seed being soaked and dried in the sun as 

fast as needed for planting. It would not be practical to attempt 

to disinfect cut seed by the gas process. | 

Vicor oF PLANtTs aS AFFECTED BY FORMALDEHYDE 

DISINFECTION. 

The writer has used formaldehyde experimentally as a dis- 

infectant for seed potatoes nearly every year for the past ten 

years and before the present season has never observed any - 

marked difference in the germinating qualities or rapidity of 

growth of plants from treated and untreated seed. If short 

sprouts have started at the time of treatment these are partly 

or wholly killed back, hence on theoretical considerations one 

would assume that the untreated tubers would have a slight 
advantage. 

In the Parsons, Porter and Donaldson experiments the plants 

from the treated seed tubers germinated first and were plainly 

stronger and more vigorous during the early part of the season. 

This was especially marked on the Donaldson farm. Here both 

the poor and the good seed which was treated gave more vig- 

orous plants than the portion of the same lot of tubers which 

was not treated. This was so marked that it could be detected 

some distance from the field even up to the middle of July. 

There was nothing to indicate that the formaldehyde produced a 

stimulating effect similar to etherization, but rather that the 

result was due to freeing the seed pieces from bacteria and fungi 

which might attack them and set up an early decay. In oppo- 

sition to this hypothesis it is hard to see how these would be 

likely to carry, aside from the germs of the blackleg disease, 
any bacteria or spores of fungi which would not exist in abun- 

dance in the soil in which they were planted. However, when the 

weaker plants from the untreated seed were dug up in July the 

seed pieces were usually decayed while those from the more 

vigorous plants where the treated tubers were used were quite 

free from decay at this time. 
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MetHop oF ELIMINATING BLACKLEG FROM SEED PoravTors. 

From the foregoing discussion it is evident that if seed pota- 

toes are carefully selected so that only those which are abso- 

lutely-sound and perfect are used for seed purposes and these 

treated with formaldehyde that the disease can be eliminated in 
from one to two year’s time. 

For home use it is strongly recommended that only formalde- 

hyde solution be employed. ‘This consists of one pint of 40 per 

cent. formaldehyde in 30 gallons of water in which the potatoes 

should be soaked 2 hours and then spread out on a clean place 

to dry, preferably in the sun. Exposure to sunlight will also 

assist im destroying the bacteria causing the disease and tend 

to hasten germination. 

It is only advised that the formaldehyde gas method be used 

by the large seed dealers who must pick up a considerable 

amount of their stock under conditions which preclude a knowl- - 

edge of the amount of disease which appeared on the fields 

where the stock was grown. In such cases a special disinfecting 

room should be provided and fitted up with provisions made for 

the proper regulation of the temperature and moisture condi- 

tions during treatment. ‘This work should be placed in the 

hands.of a competent man who thoroughly understands each 
step and detail of the process. All seed tubers which are not 

known to be free from the germs of blackleg and potato scab 

should be disinfected in this way before being shipped.* 

There seems to be a general misapprehension among potato 

growers as to the cost and amount of labor involved in the liquid 

method of treatment. Mr. Donaldson, following suggestions 

furnished him by the writer, worked out a satisfactory method 
adapted to his conditions whereby he was enabled to treat 260 

barrels of seed potatoes for a total cost of about $10.00 for 

labor and formaldehyde, a little less than 4c. per barrel or about 

20c. for each acre planted. ‘The following is Mr. Donaldson’s 

account of how this was done: 

* For a detailed description of the method of disinfecting seed poto- 

toes with formaldehyde gas generated by means of potassium per- 

nianganate the reader is referred to page 324 of Bulletin 174, or to pageg 

of Miscellaneous Publication No. 375 of this Station. 
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“First I bought 20 molasses barrels at 50c. each—got molasses 

and sugar enough out of them at 30c. a gallon to pay for them. 

I soaked them out clean and mixed the solution using one pint 
of formaldehyde to 30 gallons of water. 

“For a platform to set the barrels on while soaking the pota- 

toes I used my bobsleds with a long body and raised them off 

the ground by putting pieces of board or plank under the run- 

ners as the case might be to make them set level and keep them 

off the ground. I then bored a one inch hole in the side of each 

barrel, near the bottom, and put in a cedar plug. ‘Ten of the 

barrels were then placed on the elevated sled body with the 

plugs to the outside and filled with potatoes. ‘Ten molasses 

casks held about 16 standard barrels of potatoes. The solution 

was then put into these 10 barrels enough to cover the potatoes 

and let stand for 2 hours. It was then drawn off from the holes 

in the bottom into pails and turned into the other Io barrels 

which had already been filled with potatoes and were set up 

on the sled platform the same as the first 10. Of course, there 

was a little waste each time and enough new solution was added 

each time to cover all of the potatoes. As soon as the solution 

was drawn off from the first 10 barrels the potatoes were turned 

down on another platform to dry. This platform was 15 x 20 

feet and for a floor had inch boards nailed to plank stringers 
which had good bearings underneath. Around the platform 

were nailed pieces of 2 x 4 on edge to keep the potatoes from 

rolling off. 

“T used 3 gallons of formaldehyde which cost me $6.00 to 

soak 260 barrels of potatoes.* My potatoes were clean, having 

been put over a rack once in the winter and once before cutting. 

I always do this because they can be made almost perfect in 
this way if they are good potatoes at the start. If the potatoes 

are clean the solution can be used over and over again without 

Piccamina dirty. + ~~  * .* * Whe cost of the labor the way 

I handled it would not be over one-half hour for two men, or 

2oc. for each batch of about 16 barrels. I had the lumber 

and have it now, so the cost of that was nothing. I was about 

* The cost of the formaldehyde varied in the different experiments 

from 25c. to 75c. per pint or pound. ‘The latter price is much too high. 

Formaldehyde can be sold at retail for 25c. a pint at a fair profit. 
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one-half day getting ready, making an additional expense of 
about one dollar.” 

By proceeding in a manner similar to that just described seed 

potatoes can be disinfected with formaldehyde solution quite 

rapidly and with comparatively little expense. Any sound cask 

such as a molasses, kerosene, or alcohol barrel can be used and 

with good care these should last for many years. The number 

of barrels needed will be from 2 up, varying with the number 

of barrels of potatoes to be treated and the rapidity with which 

the seed is needed for planting. The use of two lots of barrels 
is essential to rapid work. By this means the solution is made 

to work all of the time—one-half of the barrels can be emptied 

and filled again with a fresh lot of potatoes while the solution 

is acting on the other lot. Placing the barrels on a low platform 

enables the operator to quickly and easily draw off the solu- 

tion without waste into pails from which it is turned into the 

other barrels which contain another lot of potatoes to be treated. 

Generally this platform consists of a single wide plank, elevated — 

a little higher than the top of a common pail, and the barrels 

are placed in a row upon it. 
Adjoining the narrow platform on which the barrels stand 

should be another which is large and broad, and upon which 

the disinfected tubers are poured out to dry. This larger plat- 
form is not absolutely necessary. A piece of canvas spread on 

the ground will serve the same purpose or the potatoes may be 

dried on clean, dry grass land. 
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INSECT NOTES FOR 1o11.* 

O. A. JOHANNSEN, 

Epitu M. Patcu. 

The miscellaneous notes here presented are for the most 

part abstracts from our Station records for the current year. 

Though some of the items are trivial they contain data by way 

of direct observation, locality or host plant record which give 

them a certain significance for our own State. Many of the 

notes are rendered more complete by the summer collections 

and insectary work of Mr. William C. Woods to whom as well 

as to various voluntary coliectors throughout the State, a gen- 

eral acknowledgment is due. 

COLEOPTERA: 
ELATERIDAE. 

Wire worms in corn. 

In the spring Gf 1911 a two acre plot was planted with 

sweet corn at Highmoor Farm, Monmouth, Maine. Owing 

to the great number of wire worms present, many of the seeds 

were so badly eaten that they failed to germinate and many 

of the plants showed such feeble growth that only a partial 

stand on the lower and none upon the upper portion of the 

plot was obtained. ‘ This circumstance gave us an excellent 

* Papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station: Entomol- 
ogy No. 48. 
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opportunity to experiment under Maine conditions with various 

methods which have been recommended for the extermination 

of wire worms in the past as well as to try out newer methods. 

It may be stated that the plot had been in potatoes last year 

and in sod for a number of years previously. Last fall (1910), 

the field was plowed late, after the ground was stiffened by 

frost. ; 

The upper part of the field was divided into 20 plots, each 

Q feet wide by about 200 feet long, the lower part into plots 6 

feet wide by 100 feet long. 

On the 25th of July, the few stunted plants still remaining 

on the upper part of the field were hoed down and the plots 

without previous plowing were planted as follows, alternate 

plots being left fallow. 

Plot 1. Grains coated with tar and Paris green. 

Plot 3. Grains coated with arsenate of lead. 

Plot 5. Check row, grains not treated. 

Plot 7. Canada field peas. 

Plot 9. Plowed July 27 and weekly thereafter for 6 weeks. 

Plot 11. Check row, grains not treated. 

Plot 13. Handful of tobacco dust placed in each hill; grains 

not otherwise treated. 

_ Plot 15. Handful of slaked lime placed in each hill; grains 

not otherwise treated. 

Plot 17. Check row, grains not treated. 

Plot 19. Handful of “bug death” placed in each hill; grains 
not otherwise treated. 

The remaining plots on the lower part of the: field were 

planted in the same way and in the same order, as a check, and 

in addition 3 shorter plots were added in which Sherwin-Wil- 

liams Soil Fungicide was used in the hills. 

Germination tests upon the seeds show them to be of good 

quality. 

Record of results. 

Plot 1. Grains coated with gas tar, then rolled in Paris 

green until well covered. Grains failed to germinate as they 

were too heavily coated. Wire worms were still present in 

September. 
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Laboratory check test. Several wire worms were placed ina 

small covered jar with several similarly coated grains on Oct. 
26. The larvae avoided the grains. A month later Paris green- 

coated grains were put into the same jar; these were likewise 

avoided. Later still sprouting grains were taken, covered with 
Paris green but leaving the root and sprout unpoisoned. ‘The 

larvae in this case attacked sprout and root but left the grain 

‘untouched. 

lot 3. Grains were rolled in a paste of arsenate of lead of 

the consistency of cream and allowed to dry before planting. 

Resulting stand of corn very poor, no better than the check 

rows. 

Laboratory check. Several wire worms were placed in a 
small jar with some grains with which special pains were taken 

‘to coat them heavily with arsenate of lead. Several days later, 

some larvae were seen, each half buried within the grain, the hull 

intact except for a small hole the diameter of the insect’s body. 

A month later only the hulls of the grains remained. All the 

wire worms were still alive and apparently healthy. 

Plots 5, 11, and 17. Check plots in which untreated corn was 

planted. Stand very poor in September; wire worms present. 

Plot 7. Planted with Canada field peas. Stand excellent in 

September. Only a few wire worms found and these at the 

lower end on the margin oi the plot. 

Plot 9. Plowed weekly from July 27 to about Sept. 1. To 
be planted next year to determine effect of excessive cultivation 

of the soil upon wire worms. ; 

Plot 13. A handful of tobacco dust was placed in each hill 

with the corn. Stand very poor in September. The ‘tobacco 

when put into the ground was very strong but when the plants 

were examined for wire worms it was found to be almost odor- 

less, at which time the wire worms were apparently attracted 

‘by the tobacco as they were especially abundant in it. 

Plot 15. A handful of slaked lime was placed in each hill 

with the corn. Stand very poor in September. Wire worms 
were found among the roots of the plant surrounded by the 

more or less caked lime, apparently not inconvenienced thereby. 

Plot 19. “Bug death” instead of lime; otherwise as in Plot 

I5. Stand very poor in September; wire worms present. 
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Plot X. Sherwin-Williams Soil Fungicide used instead of 
lime; otherwise as in Plot 15. Stand very poor in September; 
wire worms present. 

Corresponding results were obtained on the second series of 
plots. 

An additional laboratory experiment was made to determine 

the effect of calcium carbide upon wireworms present in the 

soil. 

(a) Several wire worms were placed in a shallow uncov- 

ered dish, 75 mm. in diameter, with a piece of calcium carbide 

weighing about 6 grams and covered with earth. The small 

amount of moisture present was sufficient to disintegrate the 
carbide and fumes were no longer given off at the end of 24 

hours. ‘The wire worms were active and unaffected by the 

treatment. 

(b) One wire worm was exposed to the fumes of 2 grams 

of the carbide in a 25 cc vial tightly corked. After 3 hours the 

larva was motionless, but fully recovered after a few hours 

when placed in a clean vial. 

From the foregoing account it will be seen that the poisons 

and repellants used, usually so successful in combating insects 

under other conditions, were not efficient against wire worms 

in our tests. The successful growth of the peas leads one to 
believe that a rotation involving peas, or possibly peas and oats, 

a common fodder crop in this state, or clover, may be effectively 

employed though whether wire worms are thereby actually 

reduced in number in the field so they may be less injurious 

‘ upon susceptible crops planted later, future experiments alone 

will decide. 

Experiments along these lines are planned for next year, 

following in part, some suggestions made in the papers on wire 

worms published by the Cornell and the Illinois Experiment 

Stations. 

It may be of interest to note that the adult beetles Melanotus 

fissilis, Asphes brevicollis, and Coryvbites cylindriformis have 

been captured at Highmoor Farm. The larvae found, also rep- 

resent 3 species, an Asphes (or Corybites), a Melanotus and 

one resembling Agriotes mancus as figured in Forbes’ 7th Re- 

port. Adults from these have not yet been reared. 
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The same species of larval Elaters were found in adjacent 
potato fields causing some injury to the crop (Fig. 93). 

Melanotus fissilis. 

That Elaters have been active in diverse ways this season is 

further indicated by a complaint which accompanied some adult 

beetles of this species from Auburn, August 12. They were 

accused by the sender of eating his plums about as fast as they 
ripened. Lot 1383. 

NITIDULIDAE. 

Carpophilus sp. 

On the 17th of July a number of cones from red spruce 

(Picea rubra) were brought into the laboratory for examination 

by Professor M. A. Chrysler of the University of Maine. The 
cones were all seriously affected by a rust and also honey- 

combed by insects. A subsequent examination showed that 

‘most of the cones on several trees on Standpipe Hill, Orono, 

Me., were thus injured. Besides the larvae of 2 species of 

Tineids (not yet reared), a species of Sap beetle (Carpophilus 
sp.) apparently undescribed, was found. This-.insect resembles 

C. marginatus in color and size but differs in the form of the 

lateral margins of the thorax, which are more. curved than in 

C. marginatus. In addition to these, 2 hymenopterous parasites, 

a Chalcid and a Braconid noted elsewhere were obtained. Lot 

1386. 

PTINIDAE. 

Ptinus fur. 

This old world pest was found over-running a store at Ells- 

worth Falls Oct. 16, 1911, where the owner reported it as in- 
festing grain and flour in storage, and troublesome in sugar, 

meal, crackers, clothing, papers, etc. A similar infestation was 

reported from Ellsworth Falls, Oct. 27, 1906. Lots 1436 and 

1436 Sub. 1. 

CHRYSOMELIDAE. 

Haltica, carinata as an Elm Leaf Pest. 

In 1907 and again in 1911 the elms near Orono were attacked 

so extensively by a leaf beetle that an account of the insect and 

its work in this locality seems desirable. 
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The adult beetles are found feeding upon the elm leaves in 

June, and the field notes for 1907 record them as mating on 

June 14. On June 26 of the same year, one of the writers ob- 

served their yellow eggs in rows along the midrib and other 

veins of the elm leaves. The adult beetles feed upon the elm 

leaves at this time and Fig. 94 shows the character of their 
injury. 

But, as would be expected, the chief damage is done by the 

larvae. which skeletonize the leaves as shown in Fig. 95. So 

abundant was this insect in 1911 about Orono that the foliage 

of some elms was very seriously damaged in this way, the in- 

jury presenting identically the appearance of that caused by the 

imported elm-leaf beetle. The larvae of this Haltica become 

full fed late in July and descend to the ground for pupation 

which takes place for the most part before August. This sea- 

son larvae were bred in the insectary where the ‘adult beetles 

began to emerge August 15. A field excursion resulted in 

the capture of adult beetles in the infested region August 23. 

The beetles collected at Orono in 1907 and 1911 are burn- 
ished copper with dark blue reflections or dark metallic blue 

with bright coppery red reflections. They measure from a lit- 

tle less to a little more than 4 mm. The collection of 1907 

was determined by Mr. E. A. Schwarz as Haltica carinata 

Germ. We have.as yet no Maine record of their appearance in 

anything but Ulmus americana. Lots 29, 1393, 1403. 
The larvae resemble those of Galerucella luteola in appear- 

ance but differ in being a little smaller and paler, and in having 

smaller tubercles, each of which is provided with but 2 or at 

most 3 small setae instead of from 4 to 6 on each tubercle as is 

possessed by the imported elm-leaf beetle larva. The larva of 

H.. carinata somewhat resembles that of H. iguita figured by 

Chittenden in Bul. 23, N. ser. U. S. Div. Ent. 

Galerucella luteola. 

The imported elm leaf beetle was present in Fryeburg, Me., 
this season and adults were captured in October in houses 

where they had entered for hibernation as is their custom. Lot 

IAI8. 

CURCULIONIDAE. 
Cryptorhynchus lapathi. 

The poplar weevil, an imported insect, the larva of which 
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bores in poplar and willow and which is in some localities a 

serious pest, is widely distributed through Maine as is indi- 

cated by specimens of the adults collected this season at Orono, 

Augusta and Presque Isle, late in July and in August. The 

specimens from Presque Isle were reported from Carolina 

poplar. 

SCOLYTIDAE. 

Xyleborus dispar. 

Specimens of shot-borers were received June 19 from West 

Stoningham with the report that they had caused the death of 

a young Bismarck apple tree. Lot 1359. 

ORTHOPTERA. 

Crickets and Roman Wormwood. 

Late in September the contented chirp of our common 
Gryllus along the roadside drew our attention to great numbers 

of these fat bodied crickets perched among the branches of the 
Roman wormwood, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, where they were 

gorging themselves with the fruit of this pestiferous ragweed. 

Both males and females were so intent upon their meal that 

they could be collected by hand with no precautions as to alarm- 

ing them. A number of the crickets were watched in the 

laboratory for a week or so where they continued their feast 

with an evident enjoyment. 

HOMOPTERA. 
PSYLLIDAE, APHIDAE AND COCCIDAE. 
Aphalara polygoni Mally (Forster?) 

A large collection of the species well figured by Mally 1894 

(1895) as polygoni was made October 18 at Orono from 
Polygonum near the bank of the Stillwater River. Both winged 

insects and pupae were abundant at date of collection chiefly 

along stem at leaf axil and in dried and crumpled leaves. Lot 

1341 Sub. 7. 

Aphis pom. 

At Highmoor Farm, June 28, colonies of the green apple 

aphis were abundant on leaves near the fruit and also present 

in great numbers feeding on the green fruit itself. On Septem- 
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ber 9 the apterous form.and pupae of this species were found 

colonizing on late tender growth of twig and on ventral side of 

leaves of Spiraea Van Houttu at Orono. ‘Aphid Nos. 17-11 
and 75-11. 

Maerosiphum crataegi Monell. 

This pretty yellow species with bright green abdominal spots 

was common near Orono this season, collections having been 

made from Crataegus at frequent intervals from July 15 to Au- 

oust 70") Aphid Nos 30-114 50-1581. 3 

Schizoneura lanigera. 

The woolly aphid of the apple was present this season late 

in August at Orono, Maine, in conspicuous colonies on Cra- 

taegus and mountain ash (Pyrus sitchensis) and two other cul- 

tivated species of mountain ash. Aphid Nos. 63-11, 64-11. 

Pemphigus rhots. 

The large and beautiful galls of this sumach aphid were sent 
in from Machias, Maine, Sept. 5. 

Pemphigus venafuscus. 

Fall migrants of this large aphid were on the wing in Orono 

during the entire month of October. They were seeking ash 

trees (Fraxinus), lilac, and mock orange (Philadelphus coro- 

narius). On account of the flocculent wax attached to their 

bodies they resembled drifting snowflakes. 

Pemphigus tessellata (acerifolu). 

In order to ascertain whether the advent of the maple 

migrant is an annual necessity for the development of the 

species on the alder, a vigorous colony of hibernating nymphs 

was enclosed in a screen house in the spring of 1909; and pro- 

tected for 2 years against migrants from the maple. The 

colony existed for these 2 years in a healthy condition. It is 

of interest to note that both falls in the third generation, winged 

migrants left the alder and not being able to reach the maple, 

died on the inside of the screen in great numbers. A more 

detailed account of this work will be found in the second part 

of this bulletin. 
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Aspidiotus perniciosus (San Jose Scale). 

The occurrence of this orchard pest in Maine was recorded 

in Bul. 177 p. 28. This spring (1911) some infested twigs were 

sent in from an orchard near West Baldwin, Maine, about 12 

miles from the locality where the species was first discovered. 

Lot 1354. 

Eulecanium cerasifex. 

FE. canadense, EF. caryarum, E,.. corylifex, E. cynosbati, E. 
fraxini, E. guiguardi, E. juglandis, E. maclurarum, FE. websteri, 
E. fitchii, and E.. pruinosum are all given as synonyms on page 
70 of the 41st report of the Entomological Society of Ontario, 

IQI0. 3 
The species is apparently on the increase, more specimens 

having been sent in for identification than in previous years. 

We have records of its occurrence this year from elm, honey 

locust, ash, plum, and maple, from various. localities in the 

Pedtes ot 1362. 

DIPTERA 

CULICIDAE. 

Culex pipiens, Aedes trichurus, A. atropalpus. 

In the vicinity of Orono, the most common mosquito during 

May and early June was .tedes trichurus (cinereoborealis) the 

larvae of which were extremely abundant in the swamps on 

the margins of the woods. During the summer the vicious 

Aedes atropalpus, A. subcantans or a related species, and the 

house mosquito Culex pipiens appeared in annoying numbers, 

the last being still prevalent in October. 

MUSCOIDEA. 

Hypoderma lineata (Ox bot-fly). 

Bot-flies were abundant this spring at Orono, cows in pas- 

tures adjacent to woods were said to be particularly affected. 

Cuterebra sp. from a mouse. 

A larva belonging to this genus was sent July 31 by a cor- 

respondent from Brooklyn, Me., with the remark that 2 speci- 

mens were taken; stating further “ they had eaten a 
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hole from under the left foreleg to the mouth of the mouse.” 

The writer did not say whether the mouse was the common Mus 

musculus or a native species. 

Phorbia fusciceps. 

The bean maggot was again reported from various parts of 

the state doing much damage to young plants. Some growers 

reported the loss of half the plants. Injury to seed potatoes - 

was also recorded. 

Pegomyia vicina. 

Many leaves of the beets growing on the University farm at 

Orono were found with the beet leaf miners. Some parasites 

belonging to an undescribed species of Opius were bred from 
Eiis species. Fot 1302: 

Rhagoletis pomonella. 

As in the past the apple maggot continues to be by far the 

most serious dipterous pest in Maine. No better remedy than ~ 

that of the destruction of windfalls either by pasturage or by 

gathering, advised by Professor Harvey years ago, can at pres- 

ent be recommended. The announcement made 2 years ago 

by Mally of South Africa that certain fruit flies related to our 

Rhagoletis were controlled by poisoned sweetened bait has led 

several entomologists in this country to experiment along this 

line. The Cornell (N. Y.) and the N. H. Stations in prelimi- 
nary notices give hopeful accounts of their experiments. Our 

own experiments made this season upon two Talman sweet 

apple trees, using a spray of arsenate of lead and brown sugar 

in solution gave discouraging results. If circumstances permit 

these experiments will be repeated upon a larger scale next 

season, with a modification of the spray formula. 

LEPIDOPTERA: 

Items of at least local interest are recorded of several 

species of butterflies and moths some of which were particu- 

larly significant in rgit. 

Anosia plexippus. 

Great migrating swarms of monarch butterflies were reported 

to be passing through the southern end of Orr’s Island late in 

August and to be still flying in great numbers Sept. 15. 
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Autographa brassicae. 

The cabbage looper was collected from lettuce in Orono and 
moths of the bred specimens emerged August 29. Lot 1401. 

For a record of parasites of this species see Amblyteles monta- 

nus. 

Bucculatrix canadensisella. 

The birch leaf bucculatrix was as conspicuously abundant 

during the season of 1911 as during the preceding two summers 

when widespread devastations of foliage in late summer oc- 
curred as recorded in Bulletins 177 and 187 of this Station. 

Bucculatrix pomifoliella. 

At Winthrop, Maine, August 21, the apple leaf bucculatrix 

was found to be a very troublesome orchard pest. Lot 1384. 

Cacoecia rosaceana. 

The oblique banded leaf-rollers were reported as numerous in 

apple orchards June 13, at Newburg. Lot 1364. 

Chsiocampa americana and C. distria. 

Both the orchard tent caterpillar and the forest tent cater- 

pillar were abundant in June about Orono and elsewhere. 

Coleophora fletcherella. 

The cigar case-bearer was numerous in Maine apple orchards 

in certain localities in June. Lot 1427. 

Coleophora laricella. 

As usual for Maine the larch case bearer was generally 

abundant on Larix laricinia in June. Lot 1360. 

Datana ministra. 

A colony of yellow necked apple caterpillars were found feed- 

ing on Amelanclier canadensis August 23 at Orono. Lot 1387. 
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Ephestia cautella. 

Specimens of this moth were bred from dried figs in Febru- 
ary. Lot 1352. ; 

Euproctis chrysorrhea. 

A remarkable circumstance in the development of the brown- 

tail moth in Maine this season should be recorded. Since the 

moth first entered Maine the caterpillars have not been recorded 

as feeding to a very troublesome extent in the fall and they have 

apparently been uniform in hibernating early in the third instar 

when about 1-4 inch in length. This fall, however, in many 

localities, they entered the fourth instar and were feeding freely 

enough upon the trees to be troublesome at apple picking and 

to destroy the foliage to a considerable extent. This circum- 

stance is doubtless to be accounted for by unusual weather con- 

ditions. Whether the winter mortality will be higher for these 

caterpillars hibernating in a more advanced stage remains to. 

be seen. While this fall growth of the caterpillars was common 

enough to call for wide spread comment, it was not universal, 

for colonies were also found to be wintering at the ordinary 

size. 

For an encouraging record of parasites hibernating in the 

winter nests of the browntail moth, the reader is referred to 

the discussions of Monodontomerus aereus under the Hymen- 

optera. 

Euvanessa antiopa. 

The spring caterpillars of the mourning cloak butterfly were 

more abundant this spring than for several seasons. 

Falcaria bilineata. 

In July and August caterpillars of this species were collected 

from Betula populifoliae and bred. The moths for the most 

part emerged during August. Lots 1391 and 1391 Sub. 1. 

Galleria mellonella. 

Bee-moths were received from Presque Isle, Aug. 3. Lot 

1380 Sub. I. 

oe te 2 ee 
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Hyphantria cunea. 

In contrast with the past three years the fall web-worm was 

conspicuous by its scarcity during the summer of IQII. 

Oedemasia concinna. 

e The red-humped caterpillar usually abundant in Maine and 

commonly parasitized by Limneria gwignardi had the additional 

interest this season of being attended by hyperparasites which 

apparently have not previously been recorded in this connection. 

Phobetron pithecium. 

A full fed caterpillar of the hag moth was collected August 

22 from apple. Lot 1380. 

Pholus pandorus. 

The woodbine sphinx is apparently not common in Maine. A 

fully grown caterpillar was collected from Ampelopsis quinqut 

foliae in South Union, September 30. Lot 1421. 

Tmetocera ocellana. 

The apple bud moth was, as usual, destructive in many locali- 

ties in June. ; 

Tortrix fumiferana. 

The spruce bud moth occurred in alarming numbers in the 

State this year. ‘Reports of the devastations caused by the 

larvae on spruce and balsam fir from numerous localities were 

received and during the first two weeks in July the moths were 

reported as extraordinarily abundant at Castine and in the 

region of Greenville. The following extract from a letter of 
July 5 received from Mr. E. L. Dean of Greenville Junction 

- gives an idea of the situation in that locality. 

“We think the worms have all transformed to pupae, and 
most of the pupae have hatched into moths which are getting 

to be very numerous in the woods now. As nearly as we can 

learn the infested ‘region is from the East Outlet of Moose- 

head Lake to Township No. 4, Range 6, B. K. P. W. K. R. 

We have not heard of any of the worms north of Moose River. 
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We cannot say how far south they are, but the centre of the 

infestation seems to be in the vicinity of Parlin Pond. The 

worms have been working on all sizes of spruce and fir trees 

and we think they have worked more on the fir than on the 

spruce. [The worms have eaten this season’s growth and the 

small trees from which the entire season’s growth has been 

stripped are apparently dead.” e 

Some pupae received from Greenville Junction were para- 
sitized by Pimpla inquisitor and a Braconid parasite was also 
present in the State this season. Lots 1366 and 1381. 

HYMENOPTERA. 

TENT HREDINIDAR, 

Craesus latitarsus. 

Larvae of this species were common upon the birch (Betula 

populifolia) in the vicinity of Orono in August and September. 

Adults appear in September. Lot 1420. 

Nematus Erichsonii. 

This species is apparently again on the increase, many larch 

trees (Larix laricina) were observed near Houlton July 20, to 

be badly attacked. Lot 1372. 

ICHNEUMONIDAE. 

Limneria guignardi and Hemiteles sp. 

The first named species is not uncommonly found as a para- 

site of the red-humped caterpillar (Oedemasia concinna). ‘This 

season, (August to October) cocoons were received from sey- 

eral localities. From some parasitized caterpillars sent from 

Easton, Maine, were obtained specimens of Limneria and also 

two hyperparasites belonging to the genus Hemiteles, resem- 

bling H. sessilis and H. nemativorus but differing from each. 

An examination of the cast skins revealed the hyperparasitic 

character of Hemiteles. Lot 1423. 

Amblyteles montanus. 

This species was bred from some specimens of Autographa 

brassicae Orono, Sept. 7, 1911. Lot 1401. 
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Pimpla inquisitor. 

Several specimens of this species were reared from pupae of 

_ the spruce-bud moth (Tortrix fumiferana) which were sent 

from Greenville Junction, Maine, in July. Lot 1366 Sub. 1. 

BRACONIDAE. 

Opius sp. 

Several specimens of an undescribed species belonging to 
the above named genus were reared from the beet maggot or its 

pupa (Pegomyia vicina) July 21, Orono, Me. Lot 1392 Sub. 1. 

Bracon sp. 

Two specimens belonging to this genus and several Chalcids 
(Elachertes sp.) were reared from the insects which were in- 

festing the cones of yellow spruce, noted under Coleoptera 

(Carpophilus) July-August, Orono, Me. Lot 1386 Sub. 5. 

CHALCIDAE. 

Elachertes sp. 

Associated with the Bracon sp. noted above. Lot 1386 Sub. 5. 

Monodontomerus aereus (a parasite of the brown-tail moth). 

About five years ago this species was imported from Europe 

and distributed in Massachusetts by the Entomologists engaged 

in the Gypsy and brown-tail moth investigations. The species 
has gradually been spreading in Massachusetts and last year 

was discovered in Maine. In March (1911) from some brown- 

tail winter nests received from Walpole, Maine, a few speci- 

mens of M. aereus emerged. ‘This circumstance excited our 

interest, and at our request through the kindness of Mr. Wm. 

M. King about 100 more nests from the same locality were sent 

us from which we obtained over 60 specimens of the parasites. 

This record of the natural spread of introduced species of para- 

sites is most encouraging and augurs well for the future aid 

furnished in the control of pests by their natural enemies. An 

account of the introduction of this species in Massachusetts is 

found on pages 43/ et seq. of a bulletin entitled “Parasites” 

issued in 1910, under the direction of F. W. Rane, State For- 

ester of Massachusetts, Boston, Mass. Lot 1336. 
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PEMPHIGUS TESSELLATA (ACERIFOLI1) 

on Alder and Maple.* 

Epita M. Patcu. 

Since the identity of Pemphigus tessellata Fitch 1851 and P. 
acerifoli Riley 1879 was suggested (Patch 1908) the three 

succeeding years’ observations confirm the ‘previous. evidence 

and leave no room for doubt that the alder and maple repre- 

sent two hosts of a single species, the alder being the summer 

home of the progeny of the migrants from the maple. 

But, as the life-cycle outline on page 247 indicates, we do not 

here have a simple case of alternate hosts; for the alder, besides 

serving for summer host for the progeny of the maple migrants, 

maintains a continuous series of apterous viviparous partheno- 

genetic females ‘Thus, ignoring the maple for the present, we 

have on the alder for the first spring generation the hibernat- 

ing nymphs which over-winter under fallen leaves or loose 

earth at the base of the alder. These young nymphs climb up 

the alder stem on the first warm spring days sometimes in late 

March but usually in April in the vicinity of -Orono. This 

apterous viviparous parthenogenetic generation becomes mature 

late in June and the progeny, a similar generation, matures 

about the middle of July. The third generation of viviparous 

parthenogenetic females becomes mature about the first of Sep- 

tember. Part of this third generation are apterous and the 

progeny of these are the hibernating nymphs which become the 

first generation of the following spring. 
But, as is indicated, part of the generation maturing about 

the first of September are winged. These, sexuparae or moth- 

ers of the true sexes, migrate to the maple where they do not 

settle to feed but seek rough places in the bark in which to de- 

posit the almost microscopic apterous oviparous females and the 

still smaller apterous males. ‘The over-wintering eggs are very 

soon deposited by the minute females, which like the males, die 

without feeding, both being without functional mouth parts. 

The stem-mothers hatch from these eggs about May 6 (Aphid 
2-09). Their full career has not been followed but a mature 

stem mother (Aphid 9-09) was found on June 11 recently set- 

* Papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station: Entomol- 
ogy No. 4o. 
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tled on a partly grown maple leaf (the inner, newest, third pair 

of the cluster of maple leaves) between two ribs at the base of . 

the leaf with her head at the angle of the ribs. She had given 
birth to one nymph which stood with three legs on each side 

of a rib and its beak plunged into the rib. The stem-mother 

is very much smaller than the apterous forms on the alder. The 

progeny of the stem-mother become winged about the middle 

of July or a little later at which time the infested leaf looks 

like the accompanying figure 96. These are the spring migrants 

and they desert the maple for the alder before bringing forth 

progeny. 
In order to ascertain whether the advent of the maple 

migrants are an annual necessity for the development of the 

species on the alder, a vigorous colony of hibernating nymphs 

was enclosed on alder in a screen house in the spring of 190g 

and protected for two years against migrants from the maple. 

The colony existed for these two years in a healthy condition 

and, protected as it was from natural enemies, thrived much bet- 

ter than the infested alder. It is of interest to note that both 

falls in the third generation winged migrants left the housed 

alder, and not being able to reach the maple, died on the inside 

of the screen in great numbers. 

How long this independent apterous viviparous parthenogen- 

etic cycle on the alder could be maintained is not-known. The 

experiment in question showed that a large colony was in good 

condition at the close of the second season, but by Sept. 8 of 

the second year (1910) one bush had been completely killed by 

the sapsucking colony and the sticky honey dew and the attend- 

ant fungus. The flocculent appearance of an infested alder 

branch is shown in figure 97. The other stems were so sickly 

that they gave no promise for food a third season so the obser- 

vations were closed with the evidence of two years. 

A counter experiment is planned in which an uninfested 

alder will be caged and only the migrants from the maple ad- 

mitted in order to ascertain whether their progeny will estab-~ 

lish a continuous viviparous cycle upon the alder or perhaps it 

would be better stated, in order to ascertain what will happen. 

The economic aspect of this species varies with the locality. 

In Maine the alder (Alnus incana) along the rivers and streams 

is not valued and the insects infesting this growth are not sig- 
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nificant so far as the alder itself is concerned. However, as 

the cultivated cut leaved maple as well as the native variety of 

the same species (Acer saccharium L, dasycarpum Ehrh) is in 
Maine dependent for its infestation on the fall migrants from 

the alder, treasured ornamental maples could be protected by 

destroying the alder in the vicinity. The practibility of this 
course would depend on the quantity of the neighboring.alders. 

In Minnesota (Washburn 1903) and elsewhere where the 

infestation of alder clumps themselves is regretted, remedial 

measures can often be applied directly to the alder. As the 

alder is a permanent host of this species, one. thorough treat- 

ment should be sufficient for a year at least. ‘The landscape 

gardener would perhaps save himself trouble if he withheld 

susceptible maples from the vicinity of native alders. 
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LIFE CYCLE OF PEMPHIGUS TESSELATA (acertfoliz). 

ALDER. MAPLE. 

NYMPHS (hibernating under leaves EGGS (on bark over winter). 
Oct. to April; becoming ———$$_____—_. 
mature apterous vivipa- = 
rous parthenogenetic fe- 
males, late June.) 

STEM MOTHERS (mature June 11) 

SECOND GENERATION (apterous vi- 
viparous parthenogenetic 
females mature mid July). 

Ming ranes maul SPRING MIGRANTS (mature mid 

July to alder. ey 

THIRD GENERATION. 

Apterous vivi- © Alate viviparous | 
parous parthe- parthenogenetic fe- | 
nogenetic fe- males mature Sept. | 
males, mature 1; fall migrants, | 
Sept. 1 sexuparae, migrate Sept. 1 to maple... 

APTEROUS OVIPAROUS FEMALES 

AND APTEROUS MALES. 

NYMPHS (hibernating). EGGS (on bark over winter). 
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1903. 

1904. 

1905. 

1906. 

1908. 

1908. 

1909. 

1909. 

1910. 
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Fic. 93 Section of potato showing wire worm injury. 

Fic. 94 Elm leaf injured by adult Beetle ( Waltica carinata ). 

Fic, 95 Elm leaf injured by larva of Haltica carinata. 





Pemphigus tessellata on Maple (Fic. 96) and on Alder (Fic. 97). 
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BULLETIN No. 196. 

THE MYCETOPHILIDA OF NORTH AMERICA. 

eis. IN 

THE MYCETOPHILINA. 

O. A. JOHANNSEN. 

The Mycetophiline embrace many genera which resemble 

each other in possessing an unbranched radial sector and in 

lacking the M-Cu crossvein. The subfamily is very probably 

of polyphyletic origin apparently having arisen for the most 

part from several Sciophiline genera. It is therefore not a 

natural group but for practical purposes a very convenient one. 

In nearly all the genera the anal furrow which simulates a longi- 

tudinal vein lying immediately behind the cubitus, is present, 

the first anal vein though frequently strong does not reach the 

wing margin in any recent North American form and the sec- 

ond anal is less distinct or vestigal. 

In all the North American genera there are 2+14 antennal 

joints except in the genus Cordyla. ‘The middle ocellus which is 

‘present in most, is absent in Mycetophila and Cordyla and rare- 

ly present in Dynatosoma, and Exechia. The thorax is high 

and arched and the abdomen more or less compressed. There is 

one spur at the apex of each fore tibia and a pair on each of 

the middle and hind tibiz. ‘The claws have one or more basal 

teeth. In some Boletine and Coelosie one claw is peculiarly 

modified. 

It is evident that there are several natural groups of genera 

which may be tentatively arranged according to the following 

* Papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Ento- 
mology No. 50. Parts I and II were published in Bulletins 172 and 
180 respectively. Where the types of the new species are to be found 
will be stated in Part IV, now ready for the press. 
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scheme, though a study of the larval characters may somewhat 

modify this grouping. 
SERIES I: With the setule of the wings not arranged in distinct 

parallel rows; subcosta usually clongate. ; 

t. With a simple, unbranched cubitus. Acnemia, Agana. 

2. With undulating Rs, detached M: and with numerous sete among 

the setule of the wing. Neuratelia, Oduntopoda. 

3. No defective veins, Rs arises before middle of wing, subcosta 

ends in the costa; weak tibial sete. — Boletina group. 

-a. Proboscis elongate. Gnoriste. 

b. Proboscis short. Leptomorphus, Allocotocera. 

Boletina, Phthinia, Sackenia, 

Coelosia. 

4. Strong tibial sete. 

a. Middle ocellus lower than laterals; venation defective. 
Rondaniella. 

b. Middle ocellus higher than laterals, the latter close to eye 

margin. Leta. 

5. Subcosta does not end in the costa. 

a. Lateral ocelli remote from eyes. 

Syntemna, Megophthalmidia. 

b. Lateral ocelli nearly contiguous to eyes. Docosia. 

SERIES II: Setule of the wings arranged in parallel rows; subcosta 

usually short. 

I. Posterior basal seta of hind coxe wanting, tibial sete small. 

a. Antenne and palpi normal. Anatella, Trichonta. 

b. Antenne short, usually less than 15 jointed, second palpal 

joint enlarged. Cordyla. 

2. Posterior basal seta of hind coxa present. Genera 21 to 26. 

3. Posterior basal seta of hind coxa absent, tibial sete stout. 

a. Cubitus branched. Genera 27 to 3. 

b. Cubitus simple. Sceptonia, Zygomyia. 

In this as well as in the lower subfamilies the parts of the 

hypopygium furnish the most distinctive and easily recognizable 

specific characters. ‘The homologies of these parts are as yet 

too uncertain and the terminology too unsatisfactory and inade- 

quate to attempt descriptions and I have therefore only given 

figures illustrating specific characters. In comparing a speci- 

men with a figure it usually will be necessary to examine a 

KOH preparation of the hypopygium which must be moved 
about under a supported cover glass until it occupies a position 

similar to that represented in the illustration, otherwise an 

erroneous impression is obtained. The ovipositor of the female 

in some genera appears to possess good characters but in gen- 
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eral I have refrained from naming specimens represented by 

females alone. 

The wing venation is usually not described but instead pho- 

tographic reproductions are given of most species. The term 

metatarsus for convenience is retained to designate the first 

tarsal joint though its use in this sense is etymologically incor- 

rect. To avoid unnecessary repetition some of the statements 

made in the synoptic tables of genera and species are not re- 

peated in the description and hence it will be necessary to con- . 

sider the characters given in the keys, in the tables of leg meas- 

ures, together with.the figures of wing and hypopygium and 

the diagnosis of the species, combined as constituting the de- 

scription. 

Following the description of a species is given in brackets 

the initials of the collector: J.M.A., (Prof. J. M. Aldrich) ; 

iB. (Prot John Barlow): J.C.B., (Prof. J. C. Bradley); 
CeO. ©) W. Johnson) ; J-GsN., (Prot. J. G. Needham) ; 

W.M.W., (Prof. W. M. Wheeler). 

Nomenclature. ‘The arrangement of genera given here is 

practically the same as that adopted by me in Genera Insecto- 

rum Fasc. 93, to which the reader is referred for the synonymy. 

It may be well to state that in this work several of Rondani’s 

genera were recognized which necessitated a few changes; thus 

Rondamiella was substituted for the Leia of Winnertz, Neura- 

tela for Anaclinia, Leia for Neoglaphyroptera, while Brachy- 

campta was united with Allodia. 

Economic relations. As far as known all of the species of 

this subfamily pass the earlier stages in mushrooms or decay- 

ing wood. ‘The larve of several species of Evechia and of 

Mycetophila are occasionally found in cultivated mushrooms, 

M. punctata quite frequently. ‘This species is also particularly 

common in wild mushrooms, at times very few plants escaping 

infestation. Mushroomegrowers need expect but little trouble 
from these pests if they will provide their cellars with fine mesh 

wire screens. 

The early stages have been briefly characterized in the intro- 

duction to Part 1. Descriptions of the larve of various species 

and their habits are reserved for publication elsewhere. 
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TABLE OF GENERA. 

a. Proboscis much longer than the head. 

b. Media and cubitus unbroken; media forks a very short distance 

beyond the crossvein; palpi situated near apex of proboscis. 

(Figs. 169, 170). 1. Gnoriste.* 

bb. Bases of media and cubitus defective. (West Indies). 

2. Proboleus. 

aa. Proboscis not elongate. 

b. Cubitus not forked or at most its anterior branch but faintly indi- 

cated. 

c. Lateral ocelli widely remote from eye margin; costa extends 

beyond the tip of Rs. 

d. Subcosta extends at least to base of Rs; media 2-branched. 

Gicki7m). 3. Acnemia. 

dd. Subcosta short; media simple. 4. Azgana. 

ec. Lateral ocelli nearly or quite contiguous to eye margin. 

d. Cell R: very narrow; Rs strongly arched. 32. Sceptonia. 

dd. Cell R; not unusually narrow; Rs nearly straight. 

33. Zygomyia. 

bb. Cubitus with 2 branches, anterior ebeanen may be detached at base, 

ce. Anterior branches of both media and cubitus detached at base. 

(Fig. 173). (Leia Winnertz). 5. Rondaniella.t 

cc. Both media and cubitus forked, but immediate base of the 

anterior branch of one of them may be obliterated. 

d. Subcostal vein ends in the costa and is at least half as long 

as the basal cell R. 

e. Basal section of anterior branch of media wanting. 

f. Subcostal crossvein (Sc:) present though faint, costa 

slightly produced beyond tip of Rs. (Fig. 174). 

(=Anaclinia). 6. Neuratelia. 

ff. Subcostal crossvein (Sc2) absent, costa not produced 

beyond tip of Rs. 7. Odontopoda. 

ee. Basal section of anterior branch of media present. 

vis pee crossvein (Sc) present. 

ae forks under or proximad of fork of media. 

. Subcostal vein enters the costa beyond, at, or little 

before the base of the radial sector. 

i. Fore metatarsus distinctly longer than its tibia; 

petiole of the media about % as long as the 

anterior branch; costa scarcely produced be- 

yond tip of Rs. (Fig. 177). 8. Leptomorphus. 

ii. Fore metatarsus shorter than its tibia. 

j. Subcostal vein prolonged far beyond the base 

of the radial sector; anal vein stout; petiole 

of media about 2 as long as the anterior 

branch. (Fig. 178). 9. Allocotocera. 
——— 

* Euenoriste is a Sciarid. 

+ In Manota, which is a Sciarid, the petiole of the media is wanting. 
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jj. Subcostal vein not produced far beyond the 
base of the radial sector; petiole of the 

media less than $ as long as the anterior 

branch. (Fig. 179). 10. Boletina. 

hh. The distance between the tip of the subcostal vein 

to the base of the radial sector is at least 1-4 the 

breadth of the wing at the widest part. (Fig. 

193). (Neoglaphyroptera). Tine ena: 

gg. Cubitus forks distad of the media, ocelli in a trans- 

verse row on the broad front. 

h. Subcostal crossvein proximad of base of Rs. 

(Fig. 209). 12. Phthinia. 

hh. Subcostal crossvein distad of base of Rs. 

Megalopelma (See 12, Phthinia fraudulenta). 

ff. Subcostal crossvein (Sc) absent. 

ge. Cubitus forks proximad or under fork of the media. 

h. Anal vein produced to the margin (Fossil). 

13. Sackenia. 

hh. Anal vein not produced to the margin. (Fig. 243). 

10. Boletina, pt. 

ee, Cubitus forks Satcead of the fork of the media. 

h. The lateral ocelli remote from the eye margin; 

the posterior basal seta of hind coxa absent. 

(Fig. 210). 14. Coelosia. 

hh. The lateral. ocelli close to the eye margin; sub- 

costal vein short only rarely reaching costa; 

posterior basal seta of hind coxa present. 

24. Phronia, part. 

dd. Subcostal vein if long then ending either in R: or with its 

end free, usually short. 

e. Costal vein extends noticeably Revord tip of Rs (if but 

slightly then the subcostal vein is long and ends in R:). 

f. Lateral ocelli separated from the eye margins by a dis- 

tance sub-equal or greater than the diameter of the 

ice posterior basal seta of hind coxa wanting. 

. subcostal vein at least as long as the basal cell R, 

and ends free or in Ru. (Fig. 213). 15. Syntemna. 

ge. Subcostal vein less than % as long as the basal cell R; 

base of fork of cubitus proximad of base of the 

R-M crossvein; anal vein very short. (Fig. 216). 

16. Megophthalmidia. 

ff. Lateral ocelli nearly or quite continuous to the eye 

margin. 

g. Subcostal vein less than 4 the length of the basal cell 

R and ending in Rs, costa produced far beyond the 

tip of Rs; posterior basal seta of hind coxa absent. 

(Fig. 217). 18. Anatella. 
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gg. Subcostal vein either longer than % of basal cell or it 

does not end in Ri. 

h. The R-M crossvein is in the same line as the sec- 

ond section of the radial sector, thus apparently 

forming the basal section of the latter; fork of 

the media slightly distad of the fork of the 

cubitus or under it, costa produced beyond Rs. 

(Figs. 218, 241). 17. Docosia. 

hh. The R-M crossvein makes a distinct angle with 

second section of ‘the radial sector (Rs). 

i. Subcostal vein more than % as long as the basal 

cell R ending in R:, costa produced little if 

any beyond the tip of Rs; basal seta of hind 

coxa wanting. 

j. Sete of hind tibia short, not much longer than 

the diameter of the tibia; three ocelli, mid- 

dle one small. (Fig. 221). 19. Trichonta. 

jj. Setee of hind tibiz usually arranged in 3 rows, 

stout, more than twice as long as the diam- 

eter of the tibia; middle ocellus rarely pres- 

ent; costa not produced beyond Rs. 
26. Dynatosoma. 

ii. Subcostal vein less than 2 as long as basal cell R. 

j. Cubitus forks noticeably distad of fork of 
the media, the branches of the former 

widely divergent; costa but little produced; 

anal vein short, tibial sete small; basal seta 

of hind coxa present. 24. Phronia, patt. 

jj. Cubitus forks under or proximad of the 

= fork of the media; branches of the former 

make a very acute angle with each other 

and are but slightly divergent, sete of hind 

tibie strong, more than twice as long as the 

diameter of the tibia; ocelli 3; basal seta 

of hind cosa absent. 29. Epicypta, part. 

ee. Costa does not extend beyond tip of radial sector (Rs). 

f. Second palpal joint much enlarged, swollen, flattened 

ovate; antennz very short, but little longer than the 

head, I1 to 16 jointed; ocelli 2; basal seta of hind coxa 

wanting. (Fig. 224). 20. Cordyla. 

ff. Second palpal joint not distinctly swollen, antennz 

longer than the head. 

g. Posterior basal seta of hind coxa present; ranges of 

sete on hind tibiz slender, (except in Brachypeza) 

usually little if any longer than the diameter of the 

tibia. 
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h. Intermediate antennal joints closely sessile; an- 

nular or torus like; tibiz stout, noticeably en- 

larged at the ends, the sete moderate; base of 

fork of the cubitus proximad of the proximal 

end of the R-M crossvein; subcostal vein end- 

ing in Ri; wing sometimes with markings. 

(Fig. 220). 21. Brachypegza. 

hh. Antennal joints usually subcylindrical; and other- 

wise not with the above combination of charac- 

ters; wings unmarked except in Telmaphilus. 

i. Cubitus forks proximad of the fork of the media. 

j. Anal vein very stout and ends abruptly, usual- 

ly a little beyond the fork of the cubitus, 

angle between the branches of cubitus very 

acute at the base, the lower branch beyond 

its middle suddenly diverging from the up- 

per branch, base of fork at or proximad of 

proximal end of the R-M crossvein. (Fig. 

230). 22. Rhymosia. 

jj. Anal vein slender (Fig. 238) (including 

Brachycampta). 23. Allodia. 

ii. Cubitus forks distad of the fork of the media. 
j. The media forks distad of the end of the 

basal cell R; costa extends very little be- 

yond end of the radial sector; ocelli 3, 

middle one very small. 

k. Wings hyaline; subcosta less than 3 length 

of basal cell. 24. Phromia. 
kk. Apex of wings more or less clouded or 

smoky; subcosta end free beyond middle 

of basal cell. 25. Telmaphilus. 

jj. The media forks proximad of the end of the 
basal cell R, the subcosta ends free; middle 

oceilus present or absent. (Fig. 242). 

26. Exechia. 
ge. Posterior basal seta of hind coxa absent; the ranges 

of sete on the hind tibiz conspicuously stout, sete 

at least twice as long as the diameter of the tibie; 

crossvein usually with dark spots, wing often 

fasciate. 

h. Subcostal vein ends in Ri, branches of the cubitus 

noticeably divergent; usually three ranges of 

sete on hind tibie; middle ocellus usually 

absent. 27. Dynatosoma. 

hh. Subcostal vein ends free. 

i. Hypopygium of the male conspicuously large 

and husk like; female with a fringe of long 

sete on ventral side of sixth abdominal seg- 

ment; middle ocellus present; branches of 

cubitus subparallel at end. 28. Opistholoba. 
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ii. Genitalia not as described above. 

j. Two ocelli, none in the middle; costa not pro- 

duced beyond the tip of the radial sector; 
branches of cubitus usually parallel on 

apical third. (Fig. 245). 31. Mycetophila. 

jj. Three ocelli present, middle one minute. 

k. Branches of the cubitus make a very acute 

angle with each other and slightly diver- 

gent; fork usually proximad of the fork 

of the media; costa usually slightly pro- 

duced beyond the tip of the radial sector. 

29. Epicypta. 

kk. Branches of the cubitus more or less con- 

vergent, rarely parallel, fork frequently 

distad of the fork of the media; costa 

ends at tip of Rs. 30. Mycothera. 

t. Genus Gnoriste Meigen. 

Syst. Beschr 1. 243." 1818. 

Proboscis slender, longer than head and thorax combined ; 

the palpi near the apex (Part I, fig. 53); ocelli 3, the laterals 

remote from the eye margin. Wings large; costa produced 

beyond tip of the radial sector (Rs) ; subcostal vein long; sub- 

costal crossvein (Sc:) present; fork of the cubitus proximad 

of the fork of the media; anal vein incomplete. (Fig. 16q). 

Table of Species. 

a. Proboscis over .7 the length of the insect to tip of abdomen; cubitus 

forks proximad of the proximal end of the crossvein, somewhat 

variable; costa distinctly produced beyond the tip of Rs; sub- 

costa ends at or proximad of the base of Rs. N. Y.; Calif. (Fig. 

169). I. megarrhina. 

aa. Proboscis less than 8 of the length of the insect. 

b. Proboscis over half the length of the insect; fore metatarsus and 

its tibia subequal in length. 2. groenlandica. 

bb. Proboscis less than 3 as long-as the insect; fore metatarsus short- 

er than the tibia. 

c. Cubitus forks slightly proximad of the base of Rs; the sub- 

costal crossvein indistinct, proximad of the middle of the 

subcosta. (Fig. 170). 3. macra n. sp. 

cc. Cubitus forks nearly under the base of Rs; the subcostal 

crossvein distad of the middle of the subcosta. 4. apicalis, 

G. dentomi Scudder is a fossil from Utah. 
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I. Gnoriste megarrhina Osten Sacken. 

Bolle sw Gcole sunvey. hese, Were. 1877. 

Male and female. Length of body 7 mm.; of the proboscis 

5.5 mm.; face deep velvet black, opaque; antenne brown, sec- 

ond joint somewhat reddish; proboscis brown; vertex black, 

with a slight gray pollen; thorax brownish-yellow, with 3 

black stripes on the dorsum, the intermediate geminate; in the 

male the thorax is nearly entirely black; abdomen dusky, in the 

female the segments with posterior margins yellowish. Legs 

yellow; tarsi infuscated, in the male one claw of each foot 

modified, in the fore and middle feet this claw is deep spoon- 
shaped, with fluted sides and serrate margin, in the hind foot 

it is more slender, ribbed. Wings with slight yellowish tinge, 

a light gray shadow along the hind margin beginning at the 

apex. Halteres yellow. (Fig. 169). Hypopygium (Figs, 137, 
Wore Calitorma, Mass. (C.W.).) and ithaca, N. Yo May, 

and June. | 

2. Gnoriste groenlandica Lundbeck. 

Dipt. groenl. I, Vidensk. Meddel. nat. Foren. i. Kbhvn. 1808. 

Male and female. Length 6.5 to 7.5 mm.; proboscis 4 mm. 

Coloring similar to G. megarrhina, but more cinereous. Wings 

hyaline slightly yellowish tinged, venation as in G. apicalis ex- 

cept that the cubitus forks nearer the base of the wing. Fore 

metatarsus and its tibia subequal in length. “Greenland.” 

3. Gnoriste macra n. sp. 

Male. Length 6$ mm; proboscis 2 mm. Black, shining, 

including front and vertex; proboscis, palpi and antennz 

brown; thorax with yellow hairs; legs including coxz yellow, 

tarsi darker; one claw of fore and middle foot modified as in 

G. megarrhina, the hind foot is broken in the single male speci- 

men. Wings hyaline with yellow tinge along costal margin 

(Fig. 170). Halteres yellow. Hypopygium yellowish resem- 

bling that of megarrhina, differing chiefly in the form of the 
forceps (Fig. 138). 

Female. In coloring similar to the male but the thorax is 
yellow to brown with 3 shining black subconfluent dorsal stripes. 

Tarsal claws not modified. In both sexes the fore metatarsus 

is about % as long as the tibia. White Fish Bay, Wisconsin 

(W.M.W.) May. 
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4. Gnoriste apicaiis Meigen. 

Syst. Beschr: k.243..1.- 1818. 

Male and female. Length 7-8mm. Coloring as in G. macra 

from which it differs in wing venation, the subcostal crossvein 

being distad of the middle of the subcosta, and the cubitus forks 
under the base of the radial sector. The tarsi of the fore legs 

twice as long as the corresponding tibiz; the fore tibia about 

1-8 longer than its metatarsus. “Europe.” Said to occur also 
in Alaska and Colorado. 

2. Genus Proboleus Williston. 

Trans. Ent. Soc. London, p. 261. 1806. 

Proboscis more than half of the length of the body, directed 

downwards and forwards, composed of five slender bristles; 

palpi wanting. Face very narrow, ocelli- apparently absent. 

Abdomen slender, longer than the wings. Legs elongate, hind 

legs stouter, femora thickened, and the tibia clubbed. Neura- 
tion defective, the proximal portion of the media and the ante- 

rior branch of the cubitus wholly invisible; anal vein apparently 

absent; costa reaches a considerable distance beyond the tip 

of the radial sector. It is possible this genus should be placed 

with the Sciarine. 

Proboleus singularis Williston. 

rans. Ents Soc. eondonw2one pl 6, 1e—. n> a laoe: 

Male. Length 4-5 mm. Front, face and occiput black; 

antenne brown, the basal joints somewhat yellowish. Mesono- 

tum opaque deep reddish brown, the humeri and postalar cal- 

losities yellowish; pleura brown or yellowish-brown, shining. 

Abdomen black, the first segment and a posterior band on the 

second, third and fourth segments yellow. Wings nearly hyaline, 

lightly clouded on the outer part. Legs, including coxe, light 

yellow; the tarsi and the thickened portion of the hind tibiz 

infuscated or blackish. Halteres yellow. “St. Vincent Island. 

Altitude 1800 feet.” ; 

3. Genus Acnemia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, XIII. 798. 1863. 

Ocelli 3 in number placed high upon the front, the laterals 
remote from the eye margin. Legs moderately long, stout; the 
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femora, particularly the hind pair, compressed, all tibiz with 

weak lateral setae. ‘The fore tibie have one range, the middle 
tibize 3, and the hind tibiz 2 ranges of sete, those on the inner 

side very minute. Wing oval; the costa extends far beyond 

the tip of the radial sector, ending before the tip of the wing; 

subcosta long; subcostal crossvein (Sc) present; the short basal 

cell ends proximad of the fork of the media; cubitus not 

branched; anal vein vestigial. (Figs. 171, 172). 

Table of species. 

a. Wings with brown crossband extending from apex of R: across the 

wing; a spot below the cubitus near apex. Length 5mm. Calif. 
I. wvaripennis. 

aa. Wings without bands. 
b. Black, coxz and legs yellow; costa produced 1-3 of distance to 

M,; Md., N. Y., Wash. 2. psylla. 

bb. Yellow, abdomen fasciate; costa produced less than 1-4 distance 

to Mis IN. Js IN: W¥., Mass. 3. flaveola. 

I. Acnemia varipenms Coquillett. 

Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc. VI. 169. 1904. 

Female. Length 5mm. Yellow; the antennz beyond the 

second joint, a circle around each ocellus, a spot in front of 

each wing, the breast largely, a streak at the extreme apex, 2 

longitudinal vittee on lower half of metanotuin, a spot in front 

of the halteres, the abdomen except bases of segments and the 

genitalia, the tarsi except their bases, and the knob of the 

halteres, black; a pair of widely separated brownish subdorsal 

vitte on the mesonotum; hairs and bristles chiefly yellow. 

Wings grayish hyaline, tinged with yellow along the costa, base 
of radial sector clouded with brown, a brown crossband extends 

from apex of cell R: to apex of cell M2, becoming grayish 

posteriorly, a large brown spot along under side of cubitus 

before its apex. “Mountains near Claremont, Calif.” 

2. Acnemia psylla Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 148. 1860. 

Male. Length 2.5mm. Black, shining, pile yellowish. Head 

black; antennz dusky, pale toward the base. Hypopygium 

rather prominent, blackish (Fig. 141). Coxe and legs yel- 
lowish, trochanters each with a black spot, tibial spurs yellow; 
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tarsi subfuscous; fore metatarsus about .9 as long as its tibia. 

Wings grayish tinged, the heavier veins fuscous, the others 

paler (Fig. 171). Halteres black, with yellow peduncle. “Md.,” 

ane Lthaca, Ne we 

Var a. Ina specimen from Washington (J.M.A.) the costa 

is slightly less produced and the dorso-mesal process of the 

lateral sclerite of the hypopygium acute at apex (Fig. 140 d). 

In the eastern species this part (Fig. 141 d) is serrate. The 

western specimen may represent a different species. 

3. Acnemia flaveola Coquillett. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXIII, 598. 1901. 

Female. Length 3 mm. Yellow, the antennz and tarsi becom- 
ing brown toward their apices, segments 2 to 6 of abdomen 

each with a median brown fascia, shortest on the second and 

third; a brown dot on under side of each trochanter; fore 

metatarsus less than 7-8 as long as its tibia; wings hyaline 

GRig. 72) vaNea wie Nias oC aNV ain Vere esl et) yet eee 

(CC, U5 Colby > Wines, INE 

4. Genus Agana Walker. 

lasect, Brit Diptera, Ml 26r 13856: 

Ocelli 3, high on the front, the laterals widely remote from 

the eye margin. Legs stout, the femora compressed ; fore tibiz 
without, the middle and hind pairs each with 2 ranges of deli- 

cate sete. Wings oval; the costa produced beyond the tip of 

the radial sector. Subcostal vein is shorter than the humeral 

crossvein and ends free. R: ends a little distad of the middle . 

of the wing, the radial sector arises at about 1-3 the wing length 

from the base; the R-M crossvein is long, longitudinal in posi- 

tion, forming apparently the beginning of the radial sector; 

both media and cubitus are simple; anal vein wanting. 

Agana sp. 

I have seen a single defective specimen from Maine of a 

member of this genus. 

5. Genus Rondaniella Johannsen. 

Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 93. 66. 19009. 
Leia (sensu Winnertz nec Rondani). Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. 

Wien. XIII. 792. 1863. 
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Ocelli 3 in number, placed high upon the front, laterals re- 

mote from the eye margin. Legs strong, hind tibie with 3 

ranges of strong sete outwardly, the middle tibize each with a 

single long seta on the flexor surface beyond the middle. Wings 

elongate oval; subcostal vein ends at about 1-3 the length of the 

wing, the subcostal crossvein (Sc:) wanting; the costa ends 

far beyond the tip of the radial sector, but does not reach the 

apex of the wing; basal cell R is about half the length of the 
wing; the anterior branches of both media and cubitus are 

detached at the base (Fig. 173). 

Table of species. 

a. Petiole of the media noticeably longer than the cell in the fork, 

which is wide open at the base; M; not distinctly sinuate. 

(Fig. 173). 1. abbreviata. 

aa. Petiole of the media and the cell subequal, the cell narrowly open at 

the base, M: sinuate. 2. sororcula. 

punctata Bellardi and unicolor Walker probably belong to Leia. 

1. Rondaniella abbreviata Loew. 

Berliner Ent. Zeitschrift. XIII. 147. (Leja). 1869. 

Male and female. Length 2.5 mm. Pale yellow; apical por- 

tion of the antennz, confluent thoracic stripes which are abbre- 
viated anteriorly, metathorax and apex of each hind femur, 

black; each abdominal segment with subfuscous posterior mar- . 

gin. Hypopygium as figured (Fig. 142). Apex of wing widely 

fuscous, the cell Rs noticeably more than twice as long as Ma 

which is wide open at the base (Fig. 173). “Middle states ;” 
ren CW Bo) co Wis (WMW.); Selkirk Mts., B.C; 
jee ab); Ithaca, N. Y:; and Orono, Maine. 

2. Rondaniella sororcula Loew. 

Berliner Ent: Zeitschrift. XIII. 147. (Leja). 1869. 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Pale yellow; flagella of the antenne, 

posterior half of the thorax and apex of each hind femur, black; 

posterior margin of each of the first 4 abdominal segments,. 

fuscous, fifth and sixth segments wholly black, apex of the 

wings fuscous; cell Rs about twice as long as cell M: which is. 

narrowly open at the base. “New York.” 
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6. Genus Neuratelia Rondani. 

Dipterologiz Italicee, Prodromus I. 195. 1856. - 

Anaclinia Winnertz, Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII, 770. 

1863. 

Ocelli 3 in number, the laterals remote from the eye margin. 

Wings elongate oval; costa produced more or less beyond the 

tip of the radial sector; subcosta ends before the middle of the 

wing; subcostal crossvein (Scz) present though often faint; 
radial sector strongly undulating; anterior branch of media ons: 

connected at the base (Figs. 174-176). 

Table of species. 

a. Base of each abdominal segment and larger part underneath yel- 

low; subcostal crossvein absent. Odontopoda sayi. 

aa. Abdomen either unicolored or apices of segments yellowish; sub- 

costal crossvein present though sometimes rather faint. 

b. Coxe largely black; the humeri,. tibia, inner side and narrow 

apices of front coxe and the halteres, yellow, remaining parts 

blackish; fore metatarsus longer than its tibia. kL coxalis 

bb. Coxze largely yellowish. 

c. Fore metatarsus over 3-8 longer than tibia. 

d. Thorax largely blackish (Calif.). 2. silvatica n. sp. 

dd. Thorax largely yellowish (Vt.). 3. scitula n. sp. 

cc. Fore metatarsus not more than 1-20 longer than its tibia. 

d. Abdominal segments with yellow posterior margins. 

e. Fore metatarsus slightly shorter than its tibia; thorax 

largely yellowish. (Id.). 4. eminens n. sp. 

ee. Fore metatarsus slightly longer than its tibia; thorax 

mainly dark brown. (Mass.). 5. desidiosa n. sp. 

dd. Abdomen wholly black. 6. nemoralis. 

1. Neuratelia coxalis Coquillett. 

Journal N. Y. Ent. Soc. XIII. 68. 1905 (Anaclinia). 
Length 5 mm. Black, the humeri, femora, tibie, inner side 

and narrow apices of front coxe, and the halteres, yellow. 

Body somewhat polished, thinly gray pruinose, the hairs yel- 

lowish. First joint of front tarsi longer than the tibiz. Wings 

hyaline, venation normal. “B. C.,” June and July. 

2. Neuratelia silvatica n. sp. 

Male. Length 6 mm. Blackish brown, somewhat polished; 

the pleura brown; the palpi, labrum, scape of flagellum, small 
humeral spot, coxe, femora, tibia, and halteres yellow, tarsi 
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and trochanters brown; the body hairs yellowish. Fore 

metatarsus over 1.4 times the tibia in length; antenne nearly 

twice as long as the thorax. Wings hyaline, venation as figured 

(Fig. 174). Hypopygium (Fig. 143). Felton, St. Cruz Mts., 
al. May (ji: C.B.) 

3. Neurateha scitula n. sp. 

Male. Length 5 mm. Yellowish, somewhat polished; the 

head and face excepting mouth parts, and abdomen dark brown; 

the apical half of antennze, 3 indistinct fine lines on the meso- 

notum and its hind margin, some spots on the pleura, apex of 

scutellum, the trochanters, and tarsi paler brown; body hairs 

yellow. Fore metatarsus over 1.4 times the tibia in length, 

antenne nearly twice as long as the thorax. Wings hyaline, 

veins brown, venation nearly as in N. silvatica. Hypopygium 

(Fig. 144). Byrztduelnorr@, Wits, (CW el]a)) Whale INS: Js 

4. Neuratelia eminens n. sp. 

Female. Length 5 mm. Yellowish, somewhat shining; head 

except palpi and basal antennal joints, dark brown; (Hoes 

dusky yellowish, the 3 broad stripes on mesonotum and the 

pleura light brown; basal 2-3 of each abdominal segment brown, 

the margins ye ellow. Legs including coxe yellow, the trochan- 

ters and tarsi brown; fore metatarsus about 1-20 shorter than 

its tibia. Body hairs yellow. Wings hyaline, yellow tinged, 

veins brown, venation as figured (Fig. 175). MHalteres yellow. 

Kendrick, Id., (J.M.A.). 

5. Neuratelia desidiosa n. sp. 

Female. Length 6 mm. Similar to the foregoing in vena- 
tion and other characters, but the thorax is dark brown, with 

yellow humeri, margin of scutellum and base of metanotum. 
The metatarsi of all legs relatively slightly longer proportion- 

ally to their tibize than in N. eminens, the fore metatarsus about 

1.04 times as long as its tibia. N. Adams, Mass. (C.W.]J.), 
June. 

6. Neuratelia nemoralis Meigen. 

Syst. Beschr. I. 265. 1818 (Mycetophila), 

Male. Length 5mm. Black, somewhat shining; palpi, basal 

joints of antennz, humeral spot, coxz, ane tibiz and 

halteres yellow ; the trochanters, front side of hind coxe, apices 
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of hind femora, and the tarsi more or’ less brown. Fore 

metatarsus and its tibia subequal in length. Wings hyaline with: 

brown veins, venation figured (Fig. 176). Hypopygium resem- 

bles somewhat that of silvatica in having a short ventral plate- 

but differs decidedly in the form of the claspers which are 

shown depressed in figure 145. “Alaska;” Selkirk Mts., B. C.;: 

and Muir Woods, Calif., (J.C.B.) 

7. Genus Odontopoda Aldrich. 

Report of State Geologist XXI. 187. 1806. 

Proanaclima. Meunier, Monogr. Mycetophilide, etc., 145, 1904.. 

This genus differs from Newratelia only in lacking the sub- 

costal crossvein. In Williston’s Manual of the Diptera (3rd 

ed.) they are made synonymous. ‘The type in the museum im 

Indianapolis is broken, only a fragment of the thorax remain— 

ing. See table of species of Neuratelia. 

Odontopoda Sayu Aldrich. 

Report of State Geologist XXI. 187. 1806. 

Male. Length 6 mm.; of wing 4.7 mm. Front black, anten- 

nz brown, except the first 3 joints, which are yellow; mouth 

parts yellow; thorax and coxe yellow, rather pale; the dorsum 

however more acorn-colored without distinct lines. Abdo- 

men brown, the bases of the segments and a larger part under- 

neath of a lighter color, seventh segment distinct, nearly as long 

as the sixth, hypopygium as long as the seventh, first segment 

over half as long as the second. Femora and tibie yellow, 
with a brownish tinge, front tarsi black (the others wanting). 

Wings of a clear yellow tinge, lighter posteriorly. “Marengo. 

cave, Indiana.” 

8. Genus Leptomorphus Curtis. 

Brit dis) 365-1630. 
Ocelli 3, the laterals remote from the eye margin. Abdomen 

very long, slender, nearly linear, compressed, 7 segmented. 

Legs long, lateral sete of the tibiz very minute, fore metatarsus. 

longer than its tibia. Wings shorter than the abdomen, setu- 

lose; costa very slightly produced beyond the tip of the radial 

sector ; subcostal vein complete; ending near the middle of the 

wing; subcostal crossvein present; media forks far distad 
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of the base of the radial sector, cubitus forked under or proxi- 

mad of it; anal vein does not reach wing margin (Fig. 177). 

Table of species. 

a. Mesonotum black (N. H.). 1. hyalinus 

aa. Mesonotum yellow with black markings. 
b. Mesonotum yellow, marked with a:‘median Y and 2 lateral spots; 

scutellum black. 2. ypsilon n. sp. 

bb. Mesonotum with 3 dark stripes, confluent posteriorly. 3. Walkeri. 

L. parvulus belongs to Allocotocera. 

1. Leptomorphus hyalinus Coquillett. 

Proceso. Nats Mis: Oxcm le 508) 190n. 
Female. Length 9 mm. Yellow; an ocellar dot and the 

mesonotum, except the lateral margin, interrupted above the 

insertion of wings, black; antenne, except the 2 basal joints, 

brown; abdomen with indications of an irregular brown fascia 

at apex of each segment; body polished; wings hyaline, densely 

FHone meired. “White Mts., N. oH.” 

2. Leptomorphus vpsilon. n. sp. 

Female. Length 8 mm. Head and mouth parts yellow, ocelli 

close together, surrounded by a blackened area; antennz about . 

1.7 as long as the thorax, darker on apical 2-3, the first joint 

with a protuberance below which is covered with a tuft of fine 

black setee. Thorax yellow, shining; mesonotum with a pair of 

broad black bands which arise behind the humeri, meet at about 

the middle of the dorsum and thence continued in a single line 
to the scutellum; on each side of this is a large rounded spot 

which does not reach the posterior margin; scutellum black. 

Abdomen yellow, posterior 1-3 of each tergite black. Legs 

including coxze yellow, extreme tips of hind femora dark brown, 

tarsi brownish; fore metatarsus 1.6 times the tibia in length. 

Wings hyaline, apex from before the tip of R:, with pale brown 

cloud; venation as figured (Fig. 177). MHalteres yellow. 
Ithaca, N. Y. (2 specimens). 

3. Leptomorphus Walkeri Curtis. 

British Entomology, 365. 1831. 
Male. Length 10 mm. Ferrugineous. Head, with proboscis, 

palpi and basal antennal joints yellow, ocellar spot dark. 

2 
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Thorax with 3 shining blackish stripes which coalesce posteri- 
orly. Abdomen brownish yellow, hind margins of segments I 

to 5 more or less, half of the sixth and the entire seventh, dark 

brown. Coxe and legs yellow, the fore metatarsus about 1.5 

times the tibia in length. Wings hyaline, apex and hind margin 

dusky, spot covering base of Rs; base of Rs more distad in this 

species than in L. ypsilon. “Europe and New Jersey.” 

9. Genus Allocotocera Mik. 

Wien. Ent. Zeitg. V. 102. 1886. 

Eurycera. WDziedzicki, Pam. Fizyjogr. V. 6. 1885. 

Ocelli 3, laterals remote from the eye margin. Legs of mod- 

erate length. Wings oval, the costa extends beyond the tip of 

the radial sector; subcosta ends in the costa, subcostal crossvein 

present; petiole of media long, cubitus forks proximad of the 

distal end of the R-M crossvein; anal vein stout but ends 

before wing margin (Fig. 178). The wing venation and the 
short legs distinguish this genus from Leptomorphus. 

Allocotocera parvula Coquillett. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum. XXIII. 597. 1901 (Leptomorphus). 
parvula, Johannsen, Gen. Ins. Fasc. 93., 75. 1909 (Boletina). 

fiavescens, Johannsen, Gen. Ins. Fasc. 93., 72. 1909. 

Female. Length 3.5 mm. Head, including mouth parts, and 

basal antennal joints (apical joints missing), wholly yellow, 

excepting conspicuous dark brown spot back of and contiguous . 

to each lateral ocellus and a smaller surrounding the middle 
one. ‘Thorax, including sternum, pleura, scutellum, and met- 

anotum wholly yellow, dorsum with faint indications of 2 

brown stripes. Abdomen yellow, margin of each of segments 

2 to.5 and the whole of the apical segments dark brown. Thorax 

and abdomen hairy rather than setose. Legs yellow, apices of 

coxz and of femora slightly brownish, tarsi pale fuscous; fore 

and middle tibiz each with one row of small sete on flexor 

surface and 3 or 4 on extensor surface; hind tibiz each with 

3 rows on extensor surface; the longest setz on hind tibiz not 

as long as diameter of the tibia; fore metatarsus a little over 

I-2 as long as its tibia; spurs pale brown. Wings with a yel- 

lowish tinge, strongly setulose; veins yellow; a brown spot 

covers apex of R: and Rs extending to the tip of the costa. 
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‘Venation as figured (Fig. 178). Halteres yellow. Wisconsin. 

“\. J.” Ihave examined the type hence the synonymy. 

to. Genus Boletina Steger. 

Kroger: Naturhist. Vidsskr. Il). 233. 1840. 

-Paleoanaclinia Meunier, Monogr. Mycetophilide, etc. 143. 
1904. 

Ocelli 3, placed in a flattened triangle upon the broad front, 

the middle one small, laterals remote from the eye margin. 

Legs slender, fore metatarsus shorter than its tibia, one claw of 

each foot in the male frequently modified, scoop-like, and 

fluted. Wings elongate, costa somewhat produced beyond the 

tip of the radial sector; subcosta ends before the middle of the 

wing in the costa, subcostal crossvein (Sc) present or absent; 
media forks under or somewhat distad of the radial sector; 

cubitus forks under or proximad of the fork of the media; 

anal vein incomplete (Figs. 179-192). 
The genus Palcanaclinia cannot be considered distinct, for, 

with the exception of the absence of the subcostal crossvein, 

there are no structural differences. In one species (B. obscura) 

this vein may be either present or absent; in some others it is 

quite faint and inconspicuous. 

Table of species. 

a. Subcostal crossvein (Sc2) present. 

b. Halteres black; Sc ends in C opposite base of Rs; Scs slightly 

proximad of proximal end of crossvein. 1. abdominalis. 

bb. Halteres mainly yellowish. : 

c. Yellow species; hind margins of abdominal segments 2 to 5 

and the whole of 6 and 7 black; wings hyaline, broad apices 

gray; media with long petiole. 2. Allocotocera parvula. 

ec. Thorax usually dark, or with dark vitte; if not then petiole of 

media but little longer than the crossvein. 

d. The fork of the cubitus proximad of the proximal end of 

the R-M crossvein (Figs. 179-181). 
e. Subcostal vein ends in the costa distad of the base of Rs; 

coxe black. 3. obscura n. sp. 

ee. Subcostal vein ends in the costa opposite or proximad of 

the base of Rs; coxe yellow. 

f. Fore metatarsus less than 2-3 as long as tibia; pleura 

yellow. 4. cincta n. sp. 

ff. Fore metatarsus at least 2-3 as long as tibia; pleura 

black. 5. melancholica n. sp. 
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dd. Fork of the cubitus opposite or distad of proximal end of 

crossvein. 

e. Thorax partly yellow, usually with black thoracic stripes; 

spurs brown; fore tarsi nearly or quite twice, fore 

metatarsus over .8 as long as the tibia; palpi usually 

yellow. 

f. Costa but slightly produced beyond Rs; Scz near middle 

of SiGe . 

eg. Cubitus forks proximad of the distal end of the 

crossvein; petiole of media less than 4 times as 

long as basal section of Rs. 6 imitator n. sp. 

ge. Cubitus forks nearly under the fork of the media; 

petiole of the media over 6 times as long as basal 

section of Rs. 7. gracilis n. sp. 

ff. Costa produced at least 1-4 distance from Rs to M. 

g. Sco near middle of Sci:; antenne nearly as long as 

the body in the male. 8. longicornis n. sp. 

ge. Sce distad of the middle of Sci. 

h. Subcosta ends in the costa opposite base of Rs; 

abdomen of female with yellow fascie. 
9. notescens n. SP. 

hh. Subcosta ends distad of base of Rs; abdomen of 

female uniformly fuscous. 

Qa. notescens, varieties. 

ee. Thorax black; and usually with yellow tibial spurs, 

shorter tarsi and dusky palpi. 

f. Subcosta ends over the base of Rs; petiole of M is 

shorter than the crossvein; part of third joint of 

antenna yellow; posterior coxze dark; abdomen of 

female fasciate; Arctic species. 10. groenlandica. 

ff. With other combination of characters. 

eg. Sec: ends in C slightly proximad of the base of Rs; 

petiole of M shorter than the crossvein; Sc. before 

the middle of Sc:; abdominal sclerites margined 
with yellow (female); coxe yellow; Alaska. 

Il. beringensis. 

ge. With other combination of characters. 

h. Costa produced at least 1-5 of distance from Rs 

to Mi. 

i. Sc: ends in C distad of the base of Rs. 

j. Coxze black. 12. Hopkinsit. 

jj. Coxe yellow; Sc: distad of middle of Sc. 

13. sobria n. sp. 

ii. Sc: ends in C opposite or proximad of base of 

Rs; Sco distad of middle of Sea. 

j. Coxe wholly grayish; claws in both sexes 

with basal tooth. Greenland. 

14. arctica. 
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jj. Coxz in large part yellow; one claw of each 

foot of male modified. 

k. Abdomen with yellow fasciz; palpi yel- 

low; tarsi of female tumid., 
15. tricincta. 

kk. Abdomen black; palpi dark; fore tarsi 

about 1.75 times as long as the tibia. 

16. sciarina. 

hh. Costa but slightly produced. 

i. Fore tarsus over twice, the metatarsus over .8 as 

long as the tibia. 

j. Spurs pale. 17. delicata n. sp. 

ie Siete, Glevake 7. gracilis n. sp. 

ii. Fore tarsus less than 1.7, the metatarsus less 

than .75 as long as the tibia (female). 

18. obesula n. sp. 

aa. Subcostal crossvein (Scz) absent. 

b. Subcostal vein ends distad of the base of Rs; costa noticeably 

produced; cubitus forks under or proximad of proximal end 

of crossvein. (Compare 12. B. Hopkinsii). 3. obscura n. sp. 

bb. Subcostal vein ends at or proximad of the base of Rs; costa 

but slightly produced. 3 

c. Fore tarsi not over twice, hind tarsi not as long as the tibia. 

d. Subcosta ends nearly opposite the base of Rs. 

e. Abdomen unicolored. 19. imops. 

ee. Abdominal segments with yellow posterior margins 

(female). 19a. mops var. a. 

dd. Subcosta ends proximad of the middle of: the R-M cross- 

vein. 20. sedula n. sp. 

cc. Fore tarsi over twice, hind tarsi longer than the corresponding 

tibize. 21. nacta n. sp. 

1. Boletina abdominalis Adams. 

Kansas) Unive science Bul, M24 1603. 

Male. Length 3.5 mm. Black, subshining; head and mem- 
bers black, except first antennal joint, which is tinged with 

yellow, middle ocellus very small; mesonotum black, subshin- 

ing, covered with yellow pile, which are inclined to arrange 

themselves into rows, scutellum black, pile yellow, pleura black, 

without pile, metanotum black, halteres black; abdomen wholly 

black, subopaque, hypopygium with a yellowish tinge, pile yel- 

low; legs yellowish, trochanters and tarsi, except base, largely 

fuscous; wings grayish hyaline, veins fuscous, subcosta joins 

the costa opposite base of Rs, subcostal crossvein slightly be- 

fore the proximal end of the crossvein; furcation of the cubitus 
° 
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is just distad of the same, and the furcation of the media is 

distad of the base of Rs. “Mo.” April. 

2. Boletina parvula Coquillett. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum. XXIII. 597. 1901 (Leptomorphus). 

parvula, Johannsen; Gen. Ins. Fase. 93, 75. 1909. (Boletna). 

An examination of the type showed that this species belongs 

to Allocotocera and not to Boletina as I formerly believed. A. 

fiavescens is a Synonym. 

32. Boletina obscura n. sp.- 

Male. Length 3.5 mm. Black, including the head and all 

its parts, thorax, abdomen and coxe; legs paler, femora light 

yellow, tibiz slightly darker, spurs white, tarsi brown; wings 

hyaline, cinereous tinged, veins pale brown, venation as figured 

(Fig. 179); halteres yellow. Antennz long, intermediate joints 

over twice as long as broad. Thorax dull, hairs including 

those of scutellum bright yellow on the mesonotum in 3 rows; 

abdomen subshining, its hairs as well as those of the coxe, 

pale. Hypopygium dusky (Fig. 146). One claw on each of 

fore and middle foot, modified, scoop-shape, fluted and with 

serfate marem. | Hampton, N- Ee, Apel and Vay some 
Shaw); Ithaca, N. Y:; Forest Hill, N. J.) (Weidt),, April 

Female. Differs in having the fork of the cubitus slightly 
more retracted, in having relatively slightly shorter fore meta- 

tarsus, and in having unmodified claws. Brookline, Mass. 

(CCAM) 

In this species the subcostal crossvein (Scz) is’ frequently 

absent. 

4. Boletina cincta n. sp. 

Male. Lergth 4 mm. Head black, face, palpi, 3 or 4 basal 

joints of antenne yellow; intermediate antennal joints about 

twice as long as wide. Thorax yellow, mesonotum with 3 

confluent black stripes; scutellum and base of metanotum black; 

hairs yellow; scutellar sete black. Abdomen yellow, the dor- 

sum of 1, the whole of 5, 6, 7 and hypopygium (Fig. 147) and 

large basal triangular saddles on 2, 3 and 4, black. Coxe and 

legs yellow, tarsi brownish, spurs yellow, trochanters black; 

each tarsal claw toothed at base. Wings hyaline, slightly smoky 
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toward the end of the costa; petiole of the media over twice 

as long as the crossvein (Fig. 180). Halteres yellow. Mt. 

Ascutney, Vt., July. (C.W.J.) 

Female. With slightly shorter fore metatarsi; abdominal seg- 

ments 2, 3, and 4 black, with posterior 1-3 of each segment yel- 

low; ventral sclerite of ovipositor twice as long as the distal 

james Old Hore, N. Ys July. (J.G.N.) 

5. Boletina melancholica n. sp. 

Male. Length 4mm. Head black, palpi and antenne brown, 

intermediate joints of the latter about 3 times as long as broad, 

base of joint 3, yellowish. Thorax and abdomen wholly black, 

hairs yellow. Hypopygium black, resembles that of obscura, 

_ but forceps (Fig. 149) and median ventral lobe (Fig. 148) 

differ. Coxze and legs yellow, tarsi brown, trochanters black, 
tibial spurs pale yellow; all claws scoop-like, fluted and with 

serrate margin. Wings hyaline, veins yellowish (Fig. 181). 

-Halteres yellow, Dubois, Wyo., Sept. (W.M.W.) 

Female. Intermediate antennal joints about twice as long as 

wide; venter and abdominal tergites with pale brown margins; 

Gvipositor yellowish. Jackson Lake, Wyo., Sept. (W.M.W.) 

6. Boletina imitator n. sp. - 

Male. Length 6 mm. Head brown, face, palpi and 4 basal 

joints of antenna yellow, intermediate antennal joints about 3 

times as long as broad. ‘Thorax yellow, the 3 stripes on the 

mesonotum brown, the scutellum and the metanotum largely 

brown; hairs yellow. Abdomen dark brown, venter paler: 
hypopygium as shown (Fig. 150). Coxe and legs yellow, the 
trochanters, tarsi and tibial spurs, brown; tarsal claws all alike, 
toothed at base. Wings hyaline, veins dusky yellow (Fig. 182). 
Halteres yellow. Longmire’s Springs, Mt. Rainier, Wash. Au- 
suis. -(J.NLA.) 

7. Boletina gracilis n. sp. 

Male. Length 6.5 mm. Head black, pruinose, face and 
antenne brown, palpi yellow, basal joints brown; intermediate 
antennal joints about 3 times as long as broad. ‘Thorax dusky 
yellow, mesonotum with 3 broad dull black stripes, scutellum, 
metanotum and sternum and sometimes the pleura largely dark 
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brown; hairs yellow. Abdomen brown, base of hypopygium 

and claspers (Fig. 151) dusky yellow. The hypopygium is 
figured in Genera Insectorum, Fascicle 93, Plate 7, Fig. 9. 

Coxee and flexor surface of femora and tibia yellow, other parts 

of legs including spurs brownish, trochanters blackish; claws 

all similar, slender but slightly curved, basal tooth small. Wings 

hyaline, grayish tinged, veins dusky yellow. (Fig. 183). Hal- 

teres yellow, apex of knob brownish. Cal., Aus, (j-C: BoE 

Two-gwo-tee-e Pass, Wyo., Sept. (W.M.W.) 
Female. Similar, but the yellow of the thorax is confined to 

the humeri. Ovipositor paler brown, the lobes yellow. Wyo. 

8. Boletina longicornis n. sp. 

Male. Length 4.5 mm. Head and face dark brown; palpi, 

the scape and the base of the first flagellar joint, yellow, re 

mainder of flagellum. brown; intermediate segments over 5 

times as long as wide. ‘Thorax dusky yellow, the 3 dorsal 

stripes dark brown; the scutellum, the metanotum and the © 

lower half of the pleura, brownish; hairs yellowish. Abdomen 

dark brown, the posterior margin of the intermediate sclerites 

yellow; hypopygium as figured (Fig. 152). Coxe and femora 

yellow, the apical half of the former and the tibia dusky yel- 

low, the tarsi and the tibial spurs brownish; tarsal claws all 

similar, each with basal teeth. Wings hyaline, grayish tinged, 

veins dusky yellow (Fig. 184). Halteres yellow. Moscow, Id., 

April. (J.M.A.) 

9. Boletina notesc?ns n. sp. 

Male. Length 5 mm. Head dark hrown, face, moat patts, 

and basal 1-3 of antennz yellow, apical part of antenna brown; 

intermediate joints scarcely twice as long as broad. Thorax 

yellow, the 3 dorsal stripes reddish. Abdomen pale brown, 

posterior segments darker, venter and posterior margins of the 

intermediate dorsal sclerites yellowish; hypopygium pale brown 

resembling that of B. imitator but shorter in proportion to the 

width, and with shorter and stouter forceps (Fig. 153). Coxe 

and legs yellow, trochanters blackish, tarsi and tibial spurs 

brown; claws all similar, each with one strong and several 

minor basal teeth. Wings grayish, hyaline; veins duskv yellow 
(Fig. 185). Halteres yellow. Ithaca, N. Y. June. 
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In another specimen from Massachusetts the face, basal 

portion of each abdominal tergite and thoracic stripes are dark 

brown but otherwise does not differ. It is possible that the 

Ithaca specimen is teneral. 

Female. Similar to the Massachusetts specimen in coloring. 

Var. a. Female. Similar to the foregoing but abdomen is 

wholly black. Mt. Greylock, Mass., June. CWI) Oviposi- 

tor is shown in Fig. 161. 

Var. b. Female. Similar to Var. a. but the subcostal vein re 

produced a little distad of the base of Rs. Friday Harbor, 

Wash. (J.M.A.) 

10. Boletina grenlandica Steger. 

Natit hidsskm I 256. 1d457 

Male and female. Length 5 mm. Head and palpi blackish; 

antenne of the male over twice as long as the thorax, imme- 

diate base of joint 3 reddish, remaining joints fuscous. Thorax 

and abdomen blackish, abdomen of the female with posterior 

margins of segments 2-6 yellow. MHalteres pale. Legs yellow, 

posterior coxe, and all trochanters and tarsi blackish; tibize 

testaceous, spurs yellow; posterior femora blackish at apex. 

“Greenland.” 

11. Boletina beringensis Coquillett. 

Diptera of Commander Isl. 342. 1808. 

Female. Length 4.5 mm. Head black, opaque gray pruinose, 

antenne blackish brown, the second joint yellow, proboscis 

blackish brown; palpi yellow; thorax, scutellum and abdomen 

black, the hairs yellow, mesonotum marked with 3 black vittz, 

posterior margins of the abdominal segments 2 to 6 and the 
genitalia yellow. Coxe, femora and tibiz yellow, the trochan- 

ters black; tarsi except the base, brownish black. Wings 

hyaline, the costal cell yellowish, veins yellow, the basal third 

of Mz: colorless; tip of Sc slightly before base of Rs, Sc a 

“short distance before the middle of Sc:; M and Cu forking 

slightly before the base of Rs, the forking of M more proximal 

than that of Cu; anal vein extending a short distance beyond 

the forking of Cu. Halteres yellow. “Bering Isl.” July-Aug. 
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12. Boletina Hopkinsu Coquillett. 

Canadian Entomologist. XXVII. 200. 1895. (Mycetophila). 

Male. Length 4 mm. Black, the thorax and abdomen sub- 

shining, not pollinose; halteres, femora, tibiz and base of 

metatarsi dusky yellow. Antennz twice as long as head and 

thorax united, densely short, white pubescent. Thorax and 

scutellum sparse, coarse, golden yellow pilose, abdomen fine 

yellowish white pilose. Front tibiz destitute of stout bristles 

except at the tip; the middle and hind ones bearing numerous 

black bristles. Wings gray, unmarked; Sc ending in the costa 

slightly beyond the base of Rs; media forks the length of the 

crossvein beyond the latter; cubitus forks opposite the proximal 

end of the crossvein; anal vein scarcely reaching beyond the 

middle of Cue; costal vein reaches the first third of distance 

between tips of Rs and Ms. “Morgantown, W. Va.” 

A single male specimen from Hampton, N. H. (S. A. Shaw) 
which may be this species or else an abberant specimen of B.. 

obscura has Se: very indistinct, proximad of the middle of Sa, 

the petiole of the media but little longer than the crossvein and 

the fork of the cubitus slightly distad of the proximal end of 

the crossvein. — 

13. Boletina sobria n. sp. 

Female. Head, thorax and abdomen brownish black, slightly 

pruinose; lamellz of ovipositor, palpi and flagellum of antennz 

brown, the intermediate joints of the latter not twice as long 

as wide; body hairs yellowish. Coxae and legs yellow; trochan- 

ters blackish, tarsi brown; spurs pale yellow; claws each with 

4 or 5 basal teeth, those of hind claws more minute. Wings 

grayish hyaline, veins dusky yellow (Fig. 186). Halteres yel- 

low. Longmire’s Springs, Mt. Rainier, Wash. August 

(J.M.A.) 

14. Boletina arctica Holmgren. 

Oefv. Vetensk. Akad. Forh. 105. 1872. 

Male and female. Length 4-5 mm. Blackish, subopaque; 

thorax cinereous with 3 black stripes, the middle one geminate ; 

furrow below the humeri pale; antennz wholly blackish; palpi 

fuscous, yellowish apically; abdomen blackish. Wings hyaline, 

anterior veins dusky; fork of the cubitus more retracted than 
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that of the media. Halteres and legs yellowish, cox cinereous, 

tarsi fuscous. “Greenland.” 
Riibsaamen (in Bibliotheca Zool. XX. 104, 98) describing 

a specimen which he identifies with the above adds that the 

flagellar joints are distinctly longer than broad, the tarsal claws 

each have a basal tooth, and gives a figure of the wing in which 

Sc ends proximad of the base of R:; Se is distad of the middle 

of Sc; petiole of M slightly longer than the crossvein; costa 

produced far beyond tip of Rs, and cubitus forks under the 

petiole of the media. Hypopygium as figured (Fig. 154). 

15. Boletina tricincta Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 143. 1860. 

Male and female. Length 3.2 mm., wing 3.2 mm. Head 

black, antennee fuscous black, scape and base of the flagellum 

testaceous or subfuscous; palpi yellow. Thorax and abdomen 

shining black; abdominal ‘sclerites 2-4 with yellow posterior 

fascia; venter except last 3 segments, yellow. Hairs yellow. 

Hypopygium small, similar to that of B. dispecta Dzied. but 

terminal appendages with Io apical rays, and forceps differ 

(Fig. 157) ; lamelle of ovipositor pale. Coxe and legs yellow- 

ish, trochanters with fuscous spot, tibial spurs dusky yellow 

_ or pale; tarsi except the base fuscous; fore tarsi of the female 

tumid. Wings grayish hyaline, heavier veins fuscous. Halteres 

yellow. “Wis., Md.” 

The intermediate antennal joints not twice as long as broad; 

in the male one claw of the fore and middle feet, modified 

scoop-like, fluted and with serrate margin, the other claws 

sharp but with a serrate and scoop-like basal tooth; in the 

female each claw has a serrate basal tooth. Venation as figured 

Geieic7). Selkick Mts... B: C. (].C.B.); Me. and Mass: 
fee. Rd. > ().B.): Wis. CW.M.W.); Ithaca, N: Yo:- 
Brookside, N. J., (Weidt), July-Sept. 

16. Boletina sciarina Steger. 

Kroger. Ent. Tidskr. 236. 1840. 

Male and female. Length 3-4 mm. Wholly blackish brown; 

coxe, femora, spurs and halteres yellow; tibise darker, tarsi 

brown; hind coxe and sometimes the others also more or less 

hiown. Anterre cf the male from 1.5-2 times as long as head 
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and thorax taken together; the fore tarsi about 1.75 times as 

long as the tibia, the fore tibia about 1.5 times as long as the 

metatarsi. Wings grayish hyaline with brown veins; costa pro- 

duced far beyond the tip of Rs; petiole of the media about 

twice as long as the crossvein; Sc distad of the middle of Sa; 

Sec: ends opposite the base of Rs; cubitus forks under the cross- 

vein or sometimes opposite its proximal end. “Greenland and 

INDMEE 

According to Rtitbsaamen one claw of each foot is modified 

scoop-shape, fluted and with serrate margin. I have female 

specimens from Maine and New York which appear to belong 

here. According to a figure given by Dziedzicki the hypopy- 

gium resembles that of B. obscura but the forceps are differently 

formed (Fig. 156). 

Some female specimens from California and Wyoming re- 
semble this species but differ in having longer fore tarsi. 

17. Boletina delicata n. sp. 

Male. Length 3 mm. Head, including mouth parts, basal 

antennal joint black (flagellum broken). Thorax and abdomen 

black, subopaque, with yellow hairs. Hypopygium black, re- 
sembling that of obscura but with different forceps (Figs. 159, 

160) and terminal appendages (Fig. 158). Coxe, femora, tibiz 

and tibial spurs yellow, tarsi brownish; claws broad, digitate, 

digits contiguous, outer digit shorter and free. Wings grayish 

hyaline, veins dusky yellow (Fig. 188). Halteres yellow. 

Jackson Lake, Wyo., Sept., (W.M.W.) . 

18. Boletina obesula n. sp. 

Female. Length 5.5 mm. Head, including mouth parts, 

and antennz, black; intermediate antennal joints about twice 

as long as broad. Thorax black; abdomen dark brown with 

posterior margins of both dorsal and ventral sclerites of seg- 

ments 3 and 4, and lamellze of ovipositor, yellow. Immediate 

base of fore, basal 2-3 of middle and hind coxe, and trochan- 

ters dark brown; femora and tibie yellow, tarsi brown; tarsal 

claws all similar; with basal teeth. Wings grayish hyaline, 

anterior veins strong, dark. (Fig. 189). Head of Tsirku 
River, Alaska, July-Aug., (O. M. Leland). 

—“_—- 
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19. Boletina mops Coquillett. 

Proc. Washington Acad. Sc. II. 391. 1900. 

Male and female. Length 4.5 mm. Black, the second joint 

of antenne and base of the third, the palpi, halteres, coxe, 

femora and male hypopygium yellow, tibiz brownish yellow; 

hairs of body yellow; thorax subopaque, thickly gray pruinose; 

abdomen subopaque; bristles of inner side of middle tibie 

slightly shorter than the diameter of each tibia; wings hyaline, 

tip of the subcosta slightly before the base of the radial sector, 

subcostal crossvein wanting; media forking slightly beyond, the 

cubitus about opposite to base of radial sector; third joint of 

antenne twice as long as wide; hypopygium of male at least 
1-2 longer than the longest segment of the abdomen preceding 

ie vekidtat andmornrca, Alaska.” 

Var. a. A single female specimen from Moores Lake, Idaho, 

differs in having brownish hind coxz and abdominal segments. 

except the first with yellow posterior margins. Wing venation 

as figured (Fig. 190). The leg measurements given on page 

324 are of this specimen. 

20. Boletina sedula n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Head black, gray polli- 

nose, antennz dark, 3 basal joints yellow, intermediate joints 

over twice as long as wide, palpi yellowish. Thorax and abdo- 

men black, gray pollinose, the abdomen subshining, hairs yel- 

low. Hypopygium black, resembling that of B. gracilis. Coxee 

and legs yellow, tarsi infuscated, spurs black; claws unmodified, 

each with strong tooth near the base. Wings 4 mm. long 3.6 

times as long as the fore tibia; hyaline, veins yellowish brown; 

venation as figured (Fig. 191). Halteres yellow. Longmire’s 

5, rings, Mt. Rainier, Wash., August (J.M.A.). In the female 

the fork of the cubitus is a little proximad of fork of the media. 

21. Boletina nacta n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm; wings 4 mm. Head and 

its parts black, intermediate antennal joints about 3 times as 

long as wide. Thorax and abdomen black subopaque, hairs 

yellow; hypopygium black, similar to that of B. gracilis but 

forceps differ. (Fig. 155). Coxe and legs yellow, the bases 
of hind coxz and the trochanters black; tarsi infuscated; spurs 
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yellow; claws unmodified, each toothed near the base. Wings 

3.75 times as long as the fore tibia; hyaline, veins yellowish 

brown; venation as figured (Fig. 192). Halteres yellow. Two- 

gwatee-e Pass, Wyo., Sept. (W.M.W.). In one specimen from 

Black Rock Creek, Wyo., the subcosta ends opposite the base 

of Rs. 

It. Genus Leia Meigen. 

System. Beschr. I. 258. 1818. 

Lejomya Rondani, Prodr. 1, 195. 1856. 

Glaphyroptera Winn. Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. XIII. 781. 1863. 

Neoglaphyroptera. O. S. Catl. Dipt. N. A.-10. 1878. 

Eyes oval, ocelli 3, the laterals large, rather close though not 

contiguous to the eye margin, the middle one rarely absent. 

Legs moderately strong, sete of fore legs rather delicate; those 

on the extensor surface of middle and hind legs stout. Wings 

elongate oval; subcosta ends in the costa at one-fourth or one- 

third the wing length from the base and is connected with R: 

by Scz near its apex; the basal cell R is very long, extending 

beyond the middle of the wing; the media usually forks notice- 

ably before the base of the radial sector; the cubitus forks 

proximad of the proximal end of the R-M crossvein, its ante- 

rior branch is sometimes slightly disconnected at the base; 

anal vein stout, incomplete. The larve live in mushrooms. 

Table of species. 

a. Thorax largely black, not vittate, humeri and anterior margin may 

be yellow, wing fasciate. 

b. Fore part of thorax yellow, head black between the eyes, wings 

with preapical fascia and a dash behind Cuz but no discal 

mark. I. varia. 

bb. Thorax not yellow anteriorly except sometimes the humeri. 

c. Scutellum, vertex, and occiput yellow; Mexican. 2. punctata. 

ec. Scutellum black. 

d. Halteres wholly yellow. 

e. Costa produced about 1-10 of distance from Rs to Mi. 

3. melaena. 

ee. Costa not produced. 

f. Preapical wing band lies beyond the middle of cell Rs 

and nearly fills apex of the wing. 4. nigra Nn. sp. 

ff. Preapical wing band nearly reaches the base of cell Mi 

Aa. nigra var. < 
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dd. Knob of halteres blackish. 

e. Brown spot on wing at origin of the crossvein; proximal 

' abdominal segments yellow anteriorly; pleura yellow 

anteriorly. St. Vincent Isl. 5. mitens. 

ee. No brown spot at origin of the crossvein; proximal 

abdominal segments wholly black; Eastern U. S. 
6. ventralis. 

aa. Thorax largely yellow, or if not then at least distinctly yellow be- 

tween the dorsal vitte. 

b. Mesonotum shining black except humeri and two slender con- 

verging yellow lines on each side of a wedge-shaped black 

median vitta. 

c. Venter yellow, dorsum mainly black. 7. cuneola. 

cc. Abdomen almost wholly black; female; Mexico. 8. amabilis. 

bb. Mesonotum not so marked. 

c. Thorax with 3 distinct dark brown, longitudinal vitte, middle 

one sometimes divided; wing with fasciz or spots. 

d. A brown cloud near apex of wing distad of the preapical 

fascia. 9. Winthemi. 

dd.. No cloud on wing distad of the preapical fascia. 

e. Hind coxe and femora yellow. 10. striata. 

ee. Hind coxze and femora largely black. II. Jlineola. 

cc. Mesonotum spotless, or with only 3 reddish stripes, or with 

black spots on each side at base of wing. 

d. Without conspicuous black spot on each side at base of wing. 

e. Wing unmarked. 

f. Abdomen yellow. 12. wunicolor. 

ff. Abdomen fasciate. 

g. Thorax with 3 reddish brown vitte; fore metatarsus 

shorter than the tibia. 13. plebeja n. sp. 

gg. Thorax yellow; fore metatarsus as long as the tibia. 

14. hyalina. 
ee. Wing fasciate. 

f. Wing with brown spot at base of crossvein. . 

g. Hairs of thorax yellow, sete darker; species from 

the United States. 

h. Crossvein shorter or not longer than the apical 

part of R:. 15. oblectabilis. 

hh: Crossvein longer than apical part of Rx. 

15a. var. of oblectabilis. 

gg. Hairs and thoracic sete black; species from West 

Indies. 16. concinna. 

ff. Wing without brown spot at base of crossvein. 

° 17. dryas n. sp. 

dd. Mesonotum yellow with shining black spot, large or small, 

on each side in front of the base of the wing. 

e. Wing unmarked, hyaline. 

f. Pleura and metanotum black. 8. amabilis. 
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ff. Anterior part of pleura and center of metanotum yel- 

low. 18. cincta. 

ee. Wing with preapical fascia. 

f. Middle ocellus wanting; no cloud at proximal end of 

the crossvein. : 19. decora. 

ff. Middle ocellus present and frequently surrounded by 

black. 

g. Wing with a distinct brown cloud at the proximal 

end of the crossvein; lateral thoracic spots large. 

20. opima. 

ge. Wing without distinct cloud at proximal end of the 

crossvein. 

h. Thoracic spot at base of wing, small, punctiform, 

not extending down over the metapleural lobes; 

abdominal fascize usually produced forward on 

the middle line. 21. sublunata. 

hh. Thoracic spot at base of wing large, produced 

over the metapleural lobes; abdominal fasciz 

usually emarginate, sometimes divided, rarely 

produced. 22. bivittata. 

Leia miocenica Cockerell (Bul. Am. Mus. N. Hist. 76. t911) is a fossil 

from the Miocene shales of Florissant, Colorado. 

1. Leta varia Walker. 

List of Diptera, Brit. Museum. I. 93. 1848. 

Length 3.5 mm; of wings 8 mm. Body yellow; head black 
between the eyes, which, and the feelers are also black; the 

latter are yellow at the base; chest except the fore part, black; 

segments of the abdomen bordered with black, which color 

extends partially along the sides of the segments; legs yellow; 

hips and thighs much paler than the shanks and feet; wings 

colorless, each with a broad, brown irregular and interrupted 

band near its tip; veins brown. 

To the above may be added that the upper half of the pleura, 

the scutellum, metanotum and last abdominal segment are 

brownish to black, the halteres are yellow and wings as figured 

(Fig. 193). “Canada;” Wis., and Wyo., (W.M.W.). 

2. Leia punctata Bellardi. 

Saggio di Ditterol. Messicana, Append. 202. 1861. 

Male. Length 4 mm. Black, shining. Lateral ocelli large, 

black; median small, black; vertex and occiput yellowish, shin- 
ing; antenne black; the first two joints and the under side of 
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the third and fourth, yellow, the tip white; face and palpi yel- 
low. Thorax wholly blackish, bare, shining; pleura black, 

each with yellow median spot; scutellum yellow; metathorax 

shining black. Abdomen black; genitalia yellow; venter yellow, 

blackish toward the base. Coxe yellow, bare, at apex bipunc- 

tate; femora yellow each with black spot at base, blackish 

above; tibia yellow; tarsi fuscous; first joint yellow toward 

the base. Wing iridescent; with preapical spot. The figure 

shows the wing spot extending back into the base of the fork 

of the media. : 

“Tuxpango, near Orizaba, Mexico.” 

3. Leia melena Loew. 

Berlin. Entomol. Zeitschr. XIII. 144. 1869. 

Male. Length 3 mm; wing 3.8 mm. Black, shining, with 

yellowish pile. Head black, face yellow; palpi pale yellow, 

antennee black, 3 basal joints yellow. ‘Thorax black, humeral 

triangle whitish. Abdomen black, pile yellow, hypopygium 

black (Fig. 162), black pilose. Coxe and legs pale yellow, tip 

of each posterior femur blackish, apical joints of hind tarsi 

infuscated, hind tarsi a little shorter than the tibiae. Wing 

proportionately long, hyaline; with wide preapical, fascia which 

is more dilute toward posterior margin; a brown cloud behind 

Cue (Fig. 194). Costa slightly produced beyond the tip of Rs. 

Halteres yellow. ar 
mNiew? York ;>->R. 1, (J.B.). 

4. Leta mgra n. sp. 

Male. Length 4 mm. Head shining black, face pruinose, 

antenne black, scape and palpi yellow. Thorax shining black, 

faintly pruinose in oblique view, sete black, fine Hairs yellowish. 

Abdomen shining black, hairs yellowish; intermediate ventral 
sclerites narrowly margined with yellowish, hypopygium. black 

(Fig. 163). Coxe, femora and tibial spurs yellow, tibie and 

metatarsi dusky yellow, remaining tarsal joints brown; sete 

of tibie and tarsi and of apex of coxe black. Wing white 

hyaline, preapical fascia does not cover the basal half of cells 

Ri and M: (Fig. 195). MHalteres yellow. Pullman, Wash., 
(AVE, ) 

3 
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Female. Differs in having black pile on thorax and abdomen ; 

yellow fasciz of ventral abdominal sclerites less extended, and 

tibia more brownish. Midvale, Montana (C. E. Brown). 

Var. a. Female. Length 3.5 mm. Hairs of thorax and 

abdomen yellowish. Wing fascia is produced proximad in 

cell M: nearly reaching the fork. Little Wind River, Wyo., 

(W.M.W.), Sept. Represented by but a single specimen. It 

may be a distinct species. 

5. Leia nitens Williston. 

Trans. Ent. Soc. London. 259. 1896. 

Male and female. Length 4 mm. . Mesonotum shining black; 

wings infuscated. Front black or blackish, yellowish on the 

lower part; face yellow; antennz blackish, the basal joints yel- 

lowish, about as long as the thorax. Mesonotum, scutellum, 

and metanotum shining black, the bristles of the same color; 
pleura yellow in front; reddish-brown behind. Abdomen slen- 

der; shining black or deep brown, the proximal segments in 

front yellow or yellowish; venter yellow. Tuberculum of hal- 

teres black. Coxz yellow; femora nearly the same color; hind 

femora at the tip blackish; tibiz brownish yellow; tarsi brown; 

front tibie shorter than the metatarsi; middle tarsi nearly a 

half longer than their tibiz ; hind tibiz and tarsi of nearly equal 

length. Wings infuscated, the apex tinged with blackish; a 

brown spot at the origin of the crossvein. Middle and hind 

tibie with stout spurs. In some specimens the face is brown, 

the front wholly black, the posterior part of the pleura. and 

greater part of abdomen, black. “St. Vincent Isl.” 

6. Leia ventralis Say. 

Long’s Exped. to St. Peter’s River. App. 364. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Head black; antenne 

brown, 3 basal joints and the palpi yellow. Thorax and abdo- 

men shining black, venter with segments 3 and 4 largely yel- 

low; hairs pale. Coxz, femora, tibiz, and metatarsi yellow; 

remainder of tarsi brown; tip of each hind femur blackish; 

tibial spurs yellow. Wings whitish hyaline, the broad pre- 

apical band nearly reaches the base of the fork of the media. 

(Fig. 196). Halteres yellow with black knob. “North West 
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ean? Ma Ascutney, Vt, (CW.J.); Traveler's Mit., Me, 

(J. A. Cushman), July. 

7. Leia cuneola Adams. 

Kansas Univ. Science Bul. Il. 25. 1903 (Neoglaphyroptera). 

Female. Length 4 mm. Yellow, shining; vertex with a 

transverse black line, occiput with a reddish cast and sparse 

yellow pile, antenne, except base, dark brown; mesonotum 

with 3 shining black stripes, the 2 lateral ones nearly as broad 

as long, the middle one wedge-shaped, scarcely reaching the 

middle of the dorsum, pile yellow, scutellum yellow, with 2 

long yellow bristles; pleura black, yellow above anterior coxe, 

metanotum black, halteres yellow; abdomen shining black, ex- 

cept narrow lateral margins, apex and venter, which are yel- 

lowish, pile very short and yellow; legs yellow, a small spot 

on trochanter, extreme tip of posterior femora, of tibiz, and 

tarsi in large part, fuscous; wings hyaline, a brownish fascia 

traversing the wing, starting about midway between tip of first 

Melmeanc: apex Of wing. (Fig) 197). “Colo., August.” Pol- 
locke lida (J MLA: ) July. 

8. Leia amabilis Williston. 

Biolog. Centr. Amer. I. Suppl. 219. 1900 (Neoglaphyroptera). 

Male. Length 4 mm. Head yellow. Antennz longer than 

the head and thorax together; black, the scape and first 3 or 

4 joints of the flagellum yellow. ‘Thorax yellow, mesonotum 

with a large, deep, shining black spot on each side, leaving a 

narrow median stripe and front part yellow. Metanotum and 

mesopleura shining black; immediately subjacent to the root 

of the wings the color is blackish. Abdomen brownish-black, 

with the anterior margin of each segment and the venter yellow. 

Legs yellow; the tip of the hind tibiz and the tarsi brownish; 

front tarsi nearly 2.5 times the length of the tibie; the tibiz 

hardly longer than the metatarsi. Wings lightly tinged with 

brownish; Cu: separated at its origin from the vein. 

Female. Head above black. The yellow of the mesonotum 
has an elongated black spot or stripe in the middle, narrowed 

to a point, and separated from the same color of the sides by a 

slender, curved, yellow stripe, posterior half of the pleura black. 

Wings with a brownish crossband distally. Abdomen almost 
wholly black. ‘Mexico.” 
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In one male (from Medellin) the abdomen is yellow, with 

large black spot on each side of the segments, except the sixth; 

hypopygium is also black. In one female (from Orizaba) the 

median spot of mesonotum is absent and the fascia of the wing 

is obsolete. | 

9g. Leia winthemu Lehmann. 

Ins. Spec. in agro Hamb. capte. 39. 1822. 

Male and female. Length 4.5 mm. Head dusky yellow, face 

and palpi pale yellow, 3 basal joints and under side of joints 

4 and 5 reddish yellow. Thorax yellow, with 3 stripes on mes- 

onotum of which the middle one is geminate, the center of the 

scutellum, the middle of the metanotum, and posterior margin 

of metapleural lobes, brownish black; hairs pale; setee brown- 

ish. Tergites brown, bases of all but the first broadly yellow, 

the brown produced forward on the middle line; venter and 

hairs yellow; hypopygium yellow, the ventral appendages black 

(Fig. 164). Coxe and legs yellow, apices of trochanters, of 

hind femora, black, tarsi infuscated; spurs dusky yellow. 

Wings hyaline with brown markings as figured (Fig. 198). 

Elalteres) yellow.) Mame> Ne Y.5 Wiss) We We) s@nceton 

and Washington (J.M.A.); “Canada; N. H.” 

10. Leia striata Williston. 

- Kansas Univ. Quart. II. 60. 1893. (Neoglaphyroptera). 

Male. Length 5 mm. Head yellow, the occiput somewhat 

brownish; antennze brown, the basal joints yellow. Thorax 

yellow ; mesonotum with 4 brown stripes, the median ones 

narrower, narrowed posteriorly and separated by a slender line, 

the lateral ones abbreviated in front; metanotum brown; bris- 

tles of the mesonotum well developed, as are also those of the 

trichostical row. Abdomen black, the anterior part of the 

segments yellow or brown. Legs yellow, tip of the hind femora 

and tibiz and all the tarsi brown; front metatarsi as long as 

the tibie. Wings yellowish hyaline; an irregular brown band 

across the outer part, and brown spots on the crossvein and 

on Cuz; anal vein incomplete; the subcosta terminates about 

opposite the furcation of the cubitus, and the subcostal crossvein 

is situated beyond its middle; the R-M crossvein longer than 
the last section of R:. “Washington.” 
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Var. a. A number of specimens resemble both the above 

and the following species (L. lineola) in most particulars, dif- 

fering from the former and resembling the latter in the pleural 

marking; but differ from the latter in having hind coxe and 

femora as in the former. In some specimens the head is 

marked as in the former while others are marked as in the 

latter. ‘The forceps limb of a Wyoming specimen is shown in 

figure 165. ‘The last section of R: is at least as long as the R-M 

crossvein (Fig. 199). The preapical wing band is broad except 
in the Carolina specimen. Sanford Univ. (J.M.A.); Marin Co. 
(Hy Edwards), Calif.; Little Wind River, Wyo., (W.M.W.) ; 

and N. C. 

11. Leia lineola Adams. 

Kansas Univ. Science Bul. I. 25. 1903. (Neoglaphyroptera). 
Female. Length 4 mm. Differs from L. striata in the fol- 

lowing particulars: ‘The brown of the occiput is sharply de- 

fined, the center and sides being yellow; pleura with a brown 

spot anterior to and above the middle coxe, metapleura above 

hind coxze brown; the last 2 abdominal segments almost wholly 

yellow; all trochanters, the posterior coxe and femora black, 

the latter with a narrow longitudinal line on the inner and outer 

sides, yellow; the brown crossband on outer part of wing is 

mmchssnoader. ~ Karn Co., Calif.” 

12. Leia umcolor Walker. 

List of Diptera, Brit. Museum I. 93. 1848. _ 
Body tawny; head reddish brown above; feelers and eyes 

black; the former tawny at the base; palpi yellow; hips and 

thighs yellow, shanks and feet dull tawny; wings colorless; 

veins brown; poisers yellow. Length of the body 5 mm., of 

the wing to mm. St. Martin’s Falls, Albany River, Hudson’s 
Bay. 

Whether the species belongs to this genus cannot be deter- 

mined from the description. 

13. Leta plebeja, n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Length of wing 3 mm. 

Pale reddish yellow; antennz robust, longer than the head ana 

thorax, six or seven apical joints somewhat infuscated; face and 
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palpi pale; ocelli narrowly margined with black: thorax with a 

rufous tinge, its dorsum shining, covered with yellowish hairs 

interspersed with a few black ones and crossed by 4 longitudinal 

pale rufous bands, the 2 median of which are approximated 

and extend from the anterior almost to the posterior edge, 

while the 2 latter are broader and abbreviated before and be- 

hind. Scutellum broad and short, pale yellow, with 4 long pale 

bristles inserted on the posterior margin. Metanotum fuscous; 

pleura reddish yellow, slightly tinged with fuscous at the inser- 

tions of the posterior coxe. Abdomen pale reddish yellow ; the 

posterior third or half of each segment deep fuscous, or black; 

hypopygium yellow with blackish appendages (Fig. 166). Legs 

pale yellow throughout, tarsi but very slightly infuscated toward 

their tips. Spurs yellow. MHalteres pale yellow.. Wings gray- 

ish hyaline, immacuiate, yellowish towards their bases and 

along their costal margins; veins yellowish (Fig. 200). Law- 

rence, Kas. (J.M.A.). Also a single specimen from Wisconsin 

with the MS name plebeja (W.M.W.). 

14. Leia hyalina Coquillett. 

Journal N.Y. Ent. Society XIII. 68. 10905. (Lejomya). 

Length 4mm. Yellow, the antennz except at base, a spot on 

the front, 3 spots on the pleura, middle of metanotum, hind 

margins of abdominal segments, also apices of tarsi, black. 

Body polished, the short hairs yellow, the longer hairs and 

br'stles of mesonotum and scutellum chiefly brown. First joint 

of front tarsi as long as the tibie. Wings hyaline, upper branch 

of cubitus usually interrupted at the base. “Las Vegas Hot 

Sprimese Nevin 

15. Leia oblectabilis Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 146. 1869. (Glaphyroptera). 
Female. Length 2.9 mm; wing 3 mm. Head yellow, palpi 

and antennee paler, the latter darker toward the tip; ocelli black. 

Thorax wholly yellow, pile yellow, the setee darker. Abdomen 

yellow, tergites with black posterior fascia which are produced 

triangularly along the middle line, usually reaching the anterior 

margn in all but the first segment, sixth segment nearly wholly 

blackish; seventh short, tipped with yellow; venter yellow, 

sixth segment black or blackish. Legs pale'yellow, tips of hind 
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femora black, spurs and tibiz yellow, tarsi toward their apices 

subfuscous. Wings yellowish, tinged with cinereous, along 

the costa more yellow; preapical fascia wide, entire, slightly 

arcuate, fuscous spot at the proximal end of the crossvein and 

another below Cuz near its tip. MHalteres yellow. “Middle 

States.” 
Male. Similar to female in coloring, but three thoracic 

stripes are feebly indicated. Hypopygium yellow (Fig. 167). 

Wing venation as shown (Fig. 201). Both sexes from N. C. 
(C.U.), Wis. (W.M.W.), Ohio and Ithaca, N. Y. July-Sept. 

Var. a. Female. Differs from the foregoing in having 

the crossvein longer than the apical section of R:, and in hav- 

ing narrower abdominal fasciz which are not produced along 

the middle line. ‘This specimen may represent a distinct species. 

Longmire’s Springs, Mt. Rainier, Wash. (J.M.A.) 

16. Leia concinna Williston. 

Trans. Ent. Soc. London 259. 1896. (Neoglaphyroptera). 

Female. Length 4mm. Differs from oblectabilis as follows: 

Antenne brown or blackish, the basal joints yellow; bristles 

and very short hair of the thorax black.’ Leg proportions as 

far as given by Williston are the same as for oblectabilis. “St. 
Womeeat Usl., Wil.” 

17. eva dryas-n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 to 4 mm. Pale yellow; eacl 

of the black ocelli surrounded by a nartow black border; an- 

tennee scarcely as long as the head and thorax, growing fuscous 

on their apical half. Thoracic dorsum with sparse yellowish 

hairs among which are scattered a few black ones. ‘There are 

traces of 3 or 4 longitudinal reddish bands. Scutellum con- 

colorous with the thoracic dorsum; metathorax and postalar 

tubercle inclining to fuscous; a small black dot back of the 

insertion of each wing. Abdomen rather thickly covered with 

pale yellow hairs; the posterior fourth or third of each segment 

fuscous. Genitalia of male pale yellow. (Fig. 168). In the 

female the apical half of the abdomen, above and below, is 

fuscous. Legs paler, than the thorax and abdomen: fore tibize 

less than half the length of the fore tarsi: apices of hind femora 

black; tarsi fuscous. Halteres pale yellow. Wings yellowish 
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gray, the yellow tint being very noticeable at the base and along 

the costal margin; veins pale yellow. A slightly crescentic 

fuscous band passes over the wing before the apex, growing 

paler as it nears the posterior margin. There is no fuscous mar- 

gin to the anal veins (Fig. 202). Southeastern Wisconsin. 

Specimens bearing MS name dryas (W.M.W.). 

18. Leia cincta Coquillett. 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phil. 308. 1895. (Neoglaphyropiera). 

Male. Length 4.5 mm. Head, including the mouth parts, 

yellow, each ocellus situated on a black spot, the median very 

small; antenne yellow on the 6 basal joints, the remainder 

blackish. Thorax, pleura and scutellum yellow, a large black 

vitta at base of each wing extending across the metanotum. 

Abdomen shining black, base of each segment and the whole 

of the sixth and seventh, yellow. Legs yellow, bristles of front 

tibiae minute, those of the others large. Wings yellowish hya- 

line, unmarked; base of the radial sector slightly distad of ne 

forking of the media. “Tick Isl. Florida.” 
A male specimen from Opelansas, La., and another from 

Wisconsin (W.M.W.) which I identify as this species have the 

center of the metanotum, and the venter of the abdomen, yel- 

low. The hypopygium and the wing of the Louisiana specimen 

are shown in the figures. (Figs. 98, 203). 

19. Leia decora Loew. 

Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 144. 1869. (Glaphyroptera). 
Female. Length 3.5 mm; wing 3.3 mm. Head yellow; 

antenne except the base subfuscous or fuscous; lateral ocelli 

margined with black, middle ocellus wanting. ‘Thorax yellow, 

on. each side near the base of the wing with a blackish spot; 

the sete blackish, the pile yellowish; disk of the scutellum 

fuscous ; metanotum with median fuscous vitta; lateral tubercles 

blackish. Abdomen yellow, the tergites widely and sharply 

margined with black, the last two segments dorsally and ven- 

trally wholly black. Coxe and legs pale yellow, apex of hind 

femora black, tibia and spurs yellow, tarsi nearly wholly black-— 

ish. Wings yellowish tinged with gray, toward the costa and 

base more yellowish, stronger veins fuscous; preapical fascia 

_perpendicular, paler posteriorly, Cuz accompanied by a sub- 

fuscous cloud. “Georgia.” 
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Specimens of both sexes taken June-September at Ithaca, 

N. Y., do.not differ from the type in the museum at Cambridge. 

Hypopygium and wing as figured. (Figs. 99, 204). 

20. Leia opima Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 145. 1869. (Glaphyroptera). 

Male and female. Length 3.8 mm.; wing 4.1 mm. Head 

yellow, vertex and upper half of occiput fuscous; antenne fus- 

cous, scape, first flagellar joint and palpi yellow. Thorax in- 

cluding scutellum yellow; dorsum shining, on each side with 

large, black, oval spot which is produced forward to the anterior 

third of thorax leaving only a narrow yellow vitta in the center; 

the metathoracic tubercles and the metanotum black. Pile yel- 

low, on the darker parts, dusky. Abdomen largely black, the 

base of the second tergite and the anterior angles of the follow- 

ing ones, the hypopygium (Fig. too) and the venter, yellow. 

Coxe and legs pale yellow, extreme apices of hind femora black, 
tarsi except their bases, fuscous black. Wings dilutely cin- 

ereous, veins fuscous; the preapical fascia paler toward the 

posterior margin; a fuscous spot covers the base of the cross- 

vein and the petiole of the media; another spot is behind Cuz 

(Fig. 205). MHalteres yellow. “Connecticut;’ Wis. and Wyo. 

i VeWiENVe sR Ie: (iB) ON: Cy (W-B.); Mass. (CW.J.)); 
Wiermes IN Ess Ni. J., CWeidt). 

21. Leia sublunata Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 145. 1869. (Glaphyroptera). 

Female. Length 4.3 mm; wing 4.5 mm. Head yellow, ocelli 

margined with black, middle one minute; antennz subfuscous 

toward the tip; palpi pale yellow. Thorax yellow; mesonotum 

on each side near the base of the wing and in front of it, with 
a small black spot, metathoracic lobes sometimes margined with 

subfuscous. Abdomen yellow, first and sixth tergite with nar- 

row black margin; the 4 intermediate with wide fasciz which 

are suddenly narrowed at the lateral margins; seventh wholly 

yellow; venter yellow. Coxz and femora pale yellow; extreme 

tip of hind femur black; tibiz and spurs yellow; tarsi except 

their bases, fuscous black. Wings yellowish, veins fuscous, 

toward the base in part yellowish; near the tip with a slender 

arcuate fascia; Cuz with a fuscous cloud behind it. “N. Y.” 
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Male. Like the female in color characters. Wing and 

hypopygium figured (Fig. 101, 206). Ithaca, N. Y.; Brook- 

SidenuNe. je aN Viciciale 

A female specimen from Pennsylvania has narrower ab- 

dominal fasciz; one from B. C. has broader wing faciz; one 

from N. C. (W.B.) has a faint cloud upon the crossvein and 

petiole of the media, and less distinct abdominal fascize. 

22. Leia bivittata Say. 

Je, Acagke Watts Se, JPally Vili nea.” 1 S26), 

Length 3.75 mm. Honey yellow; trunk bilineate, and tergum 

with 2 series of black punctures. Body rather pale honey-yel- 

low; antennze black at tip; stemmatze very distinct, in a curved 

line; thorax a little hairy, on each side a dilated black vitte; 

wings fasciate near the tip; tergum on each side with a series 

of oval black spots; coxz white. “Indiana.” 

To the above may be added the following: Ocelli are mar- 

gined with black; the lateral spots on the mesonotum are large, . 

oval, shining black, connected posteriorly with a broad, some- 

times somewhat interrupted, black stripe passing under the 

wing and covering the lateral lobes of the metathorax, some- 

times the metanotum is also black. The tergites each usually 

have a broad transverse fascia which is deeply emarginate in 

front, sometimes wholly broken giving rise to the condition 

described by Mr. Say. Male and female are similar in coloring. 

(CMe Zon), (Comme ik, I (CAVES) 8 IN Ce 8: Sinemimam anc 

W...B2) 5 Wis. ; Ill. (W.M.W.) >” Kas.; Manni; -lowa; Miche 

GiEMiEA ie ithacay IN ve 

2s Genus Phthimia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 779. 1863. 

Ocelli 3, laterals widely remote from the eye margin. Thorax 

small, highly arched; abdomen long, filiform in the male, a 

little broader in the female. Legs very long and slender. 

Wings shorter than the abdomen; costa extends beyond the tip 

of the radial sector; subcosta ends in the subcosta; subcostal 

crossvein (Sc:) present; petiole of the media very short; cubi- 

tus forks distad of the fork of the media and its branches are 

widely divergent. (Figs. 208, 209). 
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Table of species. 

a. Fore metatarsus shorter than its tibia; moderately slender species 

with moderate or strong tibial spurs. 

b. Subcostal crossvein (according to the figure) distad of the base 

of the radial sector (St. Vincent Is.). Megalopalma. 

1. fraudulenta. 

bb. Subcostal crossvein situated slightly distad of the middle of the 

basal cell; subcosta ends about opposite the base of the radial 

sector. 2. curta Nn. Sp. 

aa. Fore metatarsus over twice as long as its tibia; very slender and 

delicate species with weak tibial spurs. 3. tanypus. 

1. Phthima fraudulenta Williston. 

Trans. Ent. Soc. London. 263. 1806. 

Male. Length 24-3 mm. Antennz brown or blackish, the 

basal joints somewhat yellowish; the joints of the flagellum 

closely set together, somewhat compressed; front and face 

blackish. Mesonotum reddish-brown, shining, with black hair; 

pleura and cox yellow. Abdomen reddish brown or blackish, 

black at tip, venter yellow. Legs yellow, the tarsi brownish, 

becoming black at the tip, spurs of tibia stout; hind tibize with 

2 rows of spines; front metatarsi distinctly shorter than their 

tibiz; hind tarsi longer than their tibiz. Wings tinged with 

blackish, due to the easily perceptible pubescence. “St. Vincent 

Isl.” Williston. Judging from the figure this species belongs to | 

Enderlein’s new genus, Megalopelma. 

2. Phthima curta n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3 mm. Head black, mouth parts 

and basal joint of antenna yellow; the flagellum, two large spots 

on each pleuron, 3 stripes on mesonotum, the metanotum, 

abdomen, and tarsi pale brown, other parts yellow. The median 

thoracic stripe is wedge shape, contiguous to anterior margin, 

abbreviated posteriorly, the laterals are abbreviated anteriorly, 

converge posteriorly, nearly meeting at the scutellum. Fore 

metatarsus is about .8 as long as its tibia; tibial spurs of mod- 

erate size, those of the hind legs about as long as the 4th tarsal 

joint. Wings hyaline, grayish, veins brown, venation as figured 

(Fig. 208). Hypopygium (Fig. 102). Halteres yellow. Ithaca, 
New Y, 
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3. Phthinia tanypus Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIMI+ 143. 1860: 
Male and female. Length 6-64 mm. Very slender, legs 

very delicate, much elongated. Head yellowish to subfuscous; 

antenne fuscous, immediate base and scape, yellow; palpi yel- 

low, dusky toward the tips. Thorax opaque, ferruginous to 

fuscous, pleura paler, dorsum not vittate; humeri and lateral 

line from the humerus to the base of the wing white pollinose. 

Abdomen slender, much-elongated, fuscous black, each segment 

paler toward the base. Genitalia pale; hypopygium small. 

Coxze and legs yellowish, apical half of each femur, the tibia 

and tarsi more dusky. Fore metatarsus. about 2.4. times its 

tibia in length. Halteres yellow with dusky knobs. Wings 

saturate cinereous or fuscous cinereous tinged, veins fuscous 

black, in the female the wing membrane tinged along the course 

Of the vems. (Pie. 200). 7 No Yo Montpelier Vi. (Caley 

Oldphorse Ne Ye een). : 

13. Genus Sackemia Scudder. 

Bikes Geolascunveyea keris g7 aussie. 

This fossil genus resembles Boletina from which it differs 

mainly in the wing venation. The subcostal crossvein is want- 

ing, the radial sector is much curved, nearly reaching the apex 

of the wing and the anal vein appears to reach the margin. It 
is represented by S. arcuata Scudder (1. c.) and S. gibbosa 

Cockerell. The latter species has a shortened anal vein and- 
may be therefore better included with Boletina. 

14. Genus Celosia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot..Ges. Wien. XIII. 796. 1863. 

Ocelli 3, laterals remote of the eye margin. Antennz of the 

male elongate, the intermediate joints from 3 to 6 times as long 

as broad. Abdomen 6-segmented; slender and compressed in 

the male, clavate and somewhat depressed in the female; 

hypopygium large (Figs. 103, 104). Wings elongate oval; 

costa far produced beyond tip of the radial sector; subcostal 

vein ends in the costa at or beyond 1-3 the length of the wing; 

subcostal crossvein (Sc:) wanting; media with short petiole; 

cubitus forks distad of the fork of the media. (Figs. 210-212). 
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Table of species. 

a. Thorax yellow; not vittate; abdomen of the male with narrow 

dorsal, ventral and lateral longitudinal stripes; abdomen of the 

female, brown. I. flava. 

aa. Thorax dark. or else with dark stripes. 

b. Thorax dark, not vittate, abdomen unicolored. 

c. Third vein strongly bowed forward toward its apex; costal 

vein extends slightly over 1-2 way from apex of Rs to that 

“of M,; the media forking nearly 1-2 way between the cross- 

vein and the fork of the cubitus; male. 2. pygophora. 

ce. Costal vein but slightly produced. See Boletina nacta. 

bb. Thorax yellowish or with distinct vitte. 
c. Abdominal segments with yellow posterior margins in the 

female, or with lateral spots in the male. 3. flavicauda. 

cc. Abdomen unicolored. ; 

_ d. Costa produced scarcely half way from the tip of Rs to 

that of Mi; wing hyaline. 4. gracilis n. sp. 

dd. Costa produced fully half way from the tip of Rs to that of 

M:; wing more or less cinereous. 

e. Subcosta ends in the costa about opposite middle of R-M 

crossvein; veins margined with cinereous; female. 

5. lepida n. sp. 

ee. Subcosta ends noticeably distad of middle of the R-M 

crossvein; apex of wing more or less cinereous. 

6. modesta n. sp. 

1. Coelosia flava Steger. 

Kroyer’s Tidsskr. Ent. 237. 1840. (Boletina). 
Male and female. Length 4-44 mm. Yellow, antenne and 

tarsi darker, abdomen of the male with a slender dorsal, ventral 

and 2 lateral blackish lines; sixth segment wholly blackish; 

abdomen of the female sordidly brown. An European species 

said to occur also in the United States. 

2.. Coclosia pygophora Coquillett. 

Proc. Entomol. Soc. Wash. VI. 170. 1904. 
Male. Length 3 mm. Black, the first 2 joints of the anten- 

ne, a large humeral spot, the hypopygium, halteres, coxe, 

femora, tibiz and bases of tarsi, yellow. Body thinly grayish 

pruinose, the hairs yellowish, the bristles on sides of thorax 

and the hairs of the hypopygium chiefly brown; hypopygium 

very large. Wings grayish hyaline, subcosta terminating in the 

costa slightly before the base of the radial sector; the radial 

sector strongly bowed forward toward its apex; costal vein ex: 
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tending slightly over half way from apex of Rs to that of M,, 

the latter vein forking midway between the small crossvein and 

fork of the cubitus. “San Mateo Co., Cal.” 

' Coelosia fiavicauda Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 798. 1863. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Thorax yellow, with 3 
confluent blackish vitte; flagellum of the antenna, head, abdo- 

men, and tarsi blackish, the basal antennal joints, palpi, lateral 

spots on segments, 2, 3 and 4 of the abdomen, and hypopygium 

in the male and posterior margins of the segments in the female, 

yellow. Wings hyaline scarcely tinged, veins brown, the radial 

sector slightly undulate. San Jose and Pacific Grove, Cal. 

(Aldrich). 

4. Coelosia gracilis n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Head black, mouth parts 

and basal antennal joints, yellow; flagellum fuscous. Thorax 

reddish yellow, with 3 black dorsal vitte, the middle one gemi- — 

nate and wedge shaped, metanotum dusky. Abdomen fuscous; 

hairs yellow, hypopygium yellow. Legs yellow, tarsi darker, 

fore metatarsus about 3-4 as long as its tibia. Wings hyaline, 

veins dusky yellow, venation as figured (Fig. 210). Cal. 

(Bradley), Col. (W.M.W.). 

5. Coelosia lepida n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3.5 mm. Head black, mouth parts 

and basal antennal joints yellow; flagellum fuscous. Thorax 

reddish yellow, with 3 black dorsal vitte, the middle one gemi- 

nate and wedge shaped; metanotum dusky. Abdomen pale 

fuscous; hairs yellow; hypopygium as figured (Fig. 103). See 

also plate 7, fig. 7 in Fasc. 93, Genera Insectorum. Legs yellow, 

tarsi darker, fore metatarsus about 3-4 as long as the tibia. 

Wings cinereous hyaline, the veins margined with cinereous. 

Halteres yellow. This species differs from. C. gracilis in its 
wing venation; the costa being more produced, the subcosta 

shorter, and the veins more prominent (Fig. 211). Los Angeles 

(W.M.W.) and Palo Alta, Cal. (Aldrich). 

6. Coelosia modesta n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3 mm. Head black, mouth parts 

‘and basal antennal joints yellow, flagellum fuscous. Thorax 
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reddish yellow, with 3 vittz, spots on pleura and the metanotum 

black. Hairs yellow. Abdomen blackish; hypopygium (Fig. 

104.) Legs yellow, tarsi dusky, fore metatarsus about 4-5 as_ 

long as the tibia. Wings hyaline with faint gray cloud on apex 

of wing extending to the cubitus, less marked in the female; 

venation <s nenred, (Fig. 212). This species differs from 

C. gracilis in having the costa more produced and in its apical 

wing cloud. Palo Alta (Aldrich), Berkeley, Cal., (W.M.W.). 

15. Genus Syntemna Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, XIII. 767. 1863. 

Ocelli 3 in number, subequal in size, laterals remote from the 

eye margin. Abdomtn 7-segmented, cylindrical. Legs stout, of 

moderate length. Wings large; costa extends beyond the tip of 

the radial sector; subcosta either ends free, in which case the 

subcostal crossvein is present near the tip, or ends in R: beyond 

the middle of the basal cell: the media forks distad of the base 

of the radial sector; the cubitus forks proximad of the fork of 

the media (Figs. 213-215). The position of the ocelli will dis- 
tinguish this genus from Trichonta. ‘The position of the ocelli 

and the oblique position of the crossvein distinguishes it from 

Docosia. : 

Table of species. 

a. Males. 

b. Antennz long, third joint over twice as long as broad. 

c. Cubitus forks slightly distad of the crossvein; inal vein not 

much produced beyond the fork of the cubitus. 

I. rejecta n. sp. 
ec. Cubitus forks far proximad of the crossvein. 2. longicornis. 

bb. Antenne rather short, third joint but little longer than broad; 

cubitus forks proximad of the crossvein. 

c. Posterior.margins of abdominal segments yellow. 

d. Anal vein extends at least a fourth of its length distad of 

the fork of the cubitus. 

e. Abdomen brown. 3. vittata. 

ee. Abdomen fasciate with yellow. 

3a. vittata var. fasciata n. var. 

dd. Anal vein scarcely extends beyond fork of the cubitus; 

head black, cubitus forks only slightly proximad of the 

erossvein; fore metatarsus nearly 7-8 as long as its tibia. 

4. separata n. sp. 

cc. Posterior margins of abdominal segments black; head yellow, 

cubitus forks far proximad of the crossvein. 5. polyzona. 
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aa. Females. Antenna short, third joint but little longer than broad; 

cubitus forks far proximad of the crossvein; anal vein extends 

far distad of the forks of the cubitus. 3. vittata. 

Syntemna mutor Adams is identical with Docosia dichroa Lw. 

I. Syntemna rejecta n. sp. 

Male. Length 4 mm. Head black, face, palpi and -basal 

joints of the antennz, yellow; antennze about twice as long as 

the thorax. ‘Thorax yellow, two oval spots on the mesonotum 

over the base of the wing, dark brown, setz, yellow. Abdomen 

yellow, the whole of the first segment except a spot on each 

side, and a fascia covering the basal 1-3 to 1-2 of each of the 

following segments, brown; hypopygium (Fig. 105); sete and 

the finer hairs pale. Legs yellow, tarsi darker, sete of hind 

tibiz scarcely longer than the diameter of the tibia, fore 

metatarsus nearly 3-4 as long as the tibia. Wings hyaline, veins 

brown, venation as figured (Fig. 213). Halteres yellow. Blue 

BGs, INilzise., < fubby (CCAWalo i. 

2. Syntemna longicornis Coquillett. 

Proc, Ul S. Nat. Museunn XX 507." 1901 (Docosiaye 

Male. Length 5 mm. Yellow, the front, vertex, antennz 

except the 2 basal joints, 3 vitta on mesonotum, dorsum of first 

abdominal segment except a spot on each side, a fascia at base 

of remaining segments and the genitalia, black; tarsi becoming 

brown toward their apices; antennz more than twice as long 

as the head and thorax, the third joint over twice as long as 

wide ; body polished, its hairs and those of the coxe and femora 

yellow ; wings hyaline, the subcosta ends slightly beyond middle 

of the basal cell, the R-M crossvein less than twice as long as 
first section of radial sector, cubitus forking before the cross- 

vein. “N= Hv "(Cod))> Brookline, Mass, Aueust, (GWalee 
In the Massachusetts specimen the median vitta is obsolete. 

3. Syntemna vittata Coquillett. 

Proc. U.S; Nat. Musetin: 2X. 5072s 1001 (Yocosim)e 
Male. Length 4 mm. Head black, mouth parts, and broad 

base of antenne yellow, third joint of antenne only slightly 

longer than broad; body polished, brown, a median vitta on the 

mesonotum, expanded at the front end and crossing the pleura, 

also middle of breast yellow, middle of metanotum reddish yel- 
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low; hairs of thorax black; halteres and legs yellow, changing 

into brown at apices of the tarsi; bristles of hind tibiz longer 

than the greatest diameter of the tibiz; wings grayish hyaline, 

the cubitus forks far proximad of the forking of the media; 
anal vein reaching over 1-4 of its length beyond the forking of 

the cubitus. “N. H.” (Cog.). The type of witiata has more or 
less yellow on the sides of the intermediate segments of the 

abdomen. 

Female. A specimen from Friday Harbor, Wash. (Aldrich, | 

Col.) has the thorax largely yellow, the pleura and large oval 

spots on the mesonotum above the base of the wings, brown. 
The other parts as described for the male. Venation as figured 

(Fig. 214). This may be a distinct species but until a male 
from the same locality is found it better be left here. 

_ 3a. Syntemna vittata var. fasciata n, var. 

Male. Differs from vittata in having abdomen yellow, the 

whole of the first segment and the basal 1-3 of 1-2 of each of 
the following, dark brown; hypopygium (Fig. 106). Venation 

similar to that shown in Fig. 214. Eastport, Maine. 

4. Syntemna separata n. sp. 

Male. Length 3.5 mm. Head black; face, palpi and 5 basal 

joints of each antenna yellow; antennz but little longer than 

the head and thorax. Thorax yellow, the pleura largely and 2 

oval spots on the mesonotum over the base of the wing, dark 

brown, sete black. Abdomen yellow, the whole of the first 

segment and a large fascia like spot nearly covering the basal 

half of each of the following segments, brown; sete black, the 
finer hairs pale. Legs yellow, tarsi darker, sete of the hind 

tibie longer than the diameter of the tibia, fore metatarsus 
nearly 7-8 as long as the tibia. Wings hyaline, venation as 

figured. (Fig. 215). MHalteres yellow. St. Johnsbury, Vt., 
June, (C.W.J.). 

5. Santemna polyzona Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 142. 1860. 
Male. Length 3.8 mm. Head and its parts yellow, antennze 

darker apically; ocellar spot black. Thorax and abdomen yel- 

low, the segments of the latter posteriorly fasciate with black; 

A 
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pile yellow. Legs yellow, tarsi darker. Wings tinged with 

yellow, the anterior veins darker. THalteres vellow, the knob 

dusky at base. 

An examination of the type shows that the antenne are short, 

the intermediate joints being but little longer than wide; that 

the cubitus forks far proximad of the crossvein and that the 

anal vein ends slightly distad of the R-M crossvein. “Middle 

states’ (Loew); Brookside, N. -J., (Weidt), Aug: 

16. Genus Megophthalmidia Dziedzicki. 

Horae Soc. Ent. Ross. XXIII 525. 1880; 
| Ocelli 3, all large, the laterals widely remote from the eye 

margin. Thorax short, highly. arched. Abdomen short, 6-seg- 

mented; hypopygium inflected under the abdomen. Legs stout, 

fore legs short. Wing oblong-oval; costa produced far beyond 

the tip of the radial sector; subcosta rather short, ending in 
R:; the radial sector arises near the middle of the wing; petiole 

of the media long; cubitus forks proximad of the proximal - 

end of the R-M crossvein which is nearly longitudinal in posi- 
tion; anal veins vestigial. (Fig. 216). Resembles Docosia but 
differs in the position of the lateral ocelli. 

Megophthalmudia occidentalis Johannsen. 

Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 93. 89. 1900. 

Male and female. Length 2.5 mm. MHead black; antennze 

and proboscis brown; palpi yellow; the antennz robust, about 
as long as the thorax, the intermediate joints cylindrical, shorter 

than broad, pilose; face setose. ‘Thorax brownish yellow, in- 

cluding pleura, sternum, and scutellum; the metanotum more 

brownish, especially anteriorly. Sete of the lateral and anterior 

margins of the thorax rather conspicuous; about 5 pairs of 

scutellar sete, the longest about as long as the tibial spurs. 

Abdomen brownish yellow, appearing darker than the thorax 

because of the presence of black setule; apically somewhat 

darker; hypopygium as figured on Plate 7, Fig. 5 in Genera 

Insectorum, Fasc. 93; ovipositor yellow, conical, somewhat 

laterally compressed, the apices of the pointed lateral plates, 

with tuft of sete. Legs, including coxe, pale yellow, hind pair 

slightly darker; fore femora about as long as the coxe, hind 

femora about twice as long; fore metatarsus over 1-2 as long 
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as the tibia; the black tibial spurs about 1-2 as long as 

the corresponding metatarsus; coxe and femora with black 

setze which are longer and more conspicuous on the outside 

near the tip; tibial sete small; empodium very distinct; tarsal 

claws each with large tooth near base. Wings extend beyond 

tip of abdomen; hyaline, veins yellow; venation as shown 

(Fig. 216). Halteres yellow. Friday Harbor, Mt. Rainier, 

-Wash., July and August. (Aldrich). 

17. Genus Docosia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 802. 1863. 

Ocelli 3, the middle one smaller, the laterals close to the eye 

margin. Thorax large, short; abdomen short. Legs strong, 

particularly the hind pair. Wings large, broad, longer than 

the abdomen; costa produced beyond the radial sector. Sub- 

costa ends in R: or ends free; basal section of the radial sector 

nearly perpendicular in position, the second section in the same 

right line with the R-M crossvein which is longitudinal in posi- 

tion; base of fork of cubitus under or proximad of the fork 

of the media (Fig. 218). 

Table of species. 

a. Abdomen reddish yellow, thorax shining black. I. dichroa. 

aa. Abdomen black. 

b. Subcosta ends in Rx. 

ce. Media and cubitus fork about opposite the base of the radial 

sector; third antennal joint only slightly longer than broad. 

2. obscura. 

cc. Media and cubitus fork noticeably proximad of the base of the 

radial sector; third antennal joint about twice as long as 

wide. 3. nigella n. sp. 

bb. Subcosta ends free, its basal section strong, apically much atten- 

uated; legs mainly dark brown. 4. nitida n. sp. 

For D. longicornis and vittata see Syntemna. 

1. Docosia dichroa Loew. 
Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 148. 1860. 

mutor, Adams; Science Bul. Kas. Univ. II. 24. 1903. (Swn- 

temna). 

Male and female. Length 3-3.5 mm. Head and antenne 

black, palpi fuscous or subfuscous. Thorax wholly black, 
shining. Abdomen reddish yellow in the male, the last two 
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segments and the hypopygium (pl. 7, fig. 11, Genera Insecto- 

rum, Fasc. 93) fuscous or black. Terminal appendage of 
lateral sclerite (Fig. 108). Legs including coxe reddish yel- 

low; tarsi largely infuscated; fore metatarsus over 1-2 as long 

as the tibia. Wings hyaline, anterior veins dusky; venation as 

Showa (Hig none). 0 * aes Cums Nigra ea te CAN Vey) erase io ea 

(mutor, Adams); Kas. (J.M.A.); Wis.; Mich.; Ithaca, N. Y. 

2. Docosia obscura Coquillett. 

Proc Was. Nat Viiiseum Oe oye =1O0n, 
Male. Length 3-3.5 mm. Black, the halteres and legs yellow, 

bases of coxee, femora on base of under side, and the tarsi 

brown; third joint of antennz only slightly longer than broad; 

body polished, the hairs yellow; bristles of hind tibiz shorter 

than greatest diameter of the tibiz; wings hyaline, veins brown- 

ish, subcosta ends in R:, R-M crossvein at least 4 times as 

long as the base of the radial sector, media and cubitus fork 

opposite the base of the radial sector, anal vein almost reaching 

the; fork, OFpinecioitius. 9, WWilite Wits Nii oC Codn ema 

defective specimen from Muir Woods, California, collected by 

Dr. J. C. Bradley probably also belongs here. - 

3. Docosia nigella n. sp. 

Male. Length 4 mm. Black, the halteres, palpi, third an- 

tennal joint, and legs yellow, bases of the coxz, under side and 

apices of the femora, and the tarsi brown; third antennal joint 

twice, the following joints about 3 times as long as broad; body 

polished, the hairs pale; bristles of hind tibiz not longer than 

greatest diameter of tibia. One claw of each fore foot sickle 

shaped, with tooth proximad of the bend, the other claw smaller 

and with two teeth; fifth tarsal joint of fore foot enlarged. 

Wings hyaline, veins brownish, venation as figured (Fig. 219). 

Hypopygium (Fig. 109). Differs from D. obscura mainly in 

wing venation. Head of Tsirku River, Alaska, July-August, 

(Brot Opi eels). 

4. Docosia nitida n.-sp. 

Male and female. Length 2 mm. Black; the halteres and 

tibial spurs pale yellow, the fore femora, fore tibiz and knees 

sometimes, brownish yellow; the tarsi and the other legs dark 
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brown, wings hyaline, anterior veins brownish; posterior veins 

pale, all other parts black; body shining, hairs pale, sparse. 

Antenne short, intermediate joints not longer than _ broad. 

Sete of hind tarsi shorter than diameter of tibia. Venation 

as figured (Fig. 220). Hypopygium (Fig. 110). Brookings, 

Se De (CAS) 

18. Genus Anatella Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 854. 1863. 
Ocelli 3, the middle one smaller than the laterals, the latter 

continguous to the eye margin. Abdomen slender, compressed, 

constricted at the base. Legs long, spurs unequal. Wings 

elongate oval, anal lobe small; costa produced far beyond the 

tip of the radial sector; subcostal vein very short, ending in 

R:; fork of the cubitus may be proximad, under or distad of the 
fork of the media; anal stout but incomplete (Fig. 217). Very 

small species. 

A. tacita is a fossil species from Colorado. 

Anatella silvestris Johannsen. 

Genera imsectorums Basc.93. ol) 1900 

Male and female. Length 2.5 mm. Head brown, eyes black, 

antennee yellowish brown, the 3 basai joints and the palpi pale 

yellow; antennz about twice as long as the thorax. Thorax 

pale brown, with indications of 3 darker stripes; hairs pale, 

sete black. Abdomen pale brown (venter yellowish in the 

female), apical margin of each of the four posterior segments 

dark brown; hypopygium yellowish (Fig. 107). Coxe and 

legs pale yellow, tarsi infuscated; fore metatarsus and tibia 

subequal in length; tarsal claw elbowed, apical part slightly 

sinuous, curved at the tip; basal tootii very small. Wings 

hyaline, veins dusky -yellow; venation as shown (Fig. 217). 

Halteres yellow. Ithaca, N. Y. March and August. 

t9. Genus Trichonta Winnertz. 

Verh. Zo0l.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 847. 1863. 

Ocelli 3, the laterals large, close to the eye margin. Abdomen 

constricted at the base, compressed; hypopygium large. Wings 

large; costa scarcely noticeably produced beyond the tip of the 

radiai sector; subcosta long, ending in R: beyond the middle of 
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the basal cell R; the cubitus forks proximad of the fork of the 

media (Figs. 221 to 223). Distinguished from Syntemna by 

the position of the lateral ocelli, in having the costa less pro- 

duced beyond the tip of the radial sector, and in the arrange- 

ment of the setule of the wing in parallel rows. 

Table of species. 

a. Length 6 mm; thoracic stripes subobsolete. I. perspicua. 

aa. Length less than 5 mm. . 

b. Cubitus forks noticeably proximad of the proximal end of the 

crossvein; species over 3 mm. in length. 

c. Fore metatarsus less than .8 of tibia in length; abdomen dark 

brown, hind margins of the segments broadly yellow; female. 

2. cincta n. sp. 

cc. Fore metatarsus over .8 of the tibia in length; abdomen yel- 

low, each segment with a large sub-triangular spot; male. 

3. triangularis n. sp. 

bb. Cubitus forks at or distad of the proximal end of the crossvein. 

c. Species over 3 mm. in length. 

d. Cubitus forks at the proximal end of the crossvein; abdo- . 

men dark brown, each segment except the first with yel- 

low margins. 4. vulgaris. 

dd. Cubitus forks distad of the proximal end of the crossvein. 

e. Thorax brown, humeri yellow; abdomen yellow, each seg- 

ment with a large triangular brown spot; hind tarsi 

slightly shorter than its tibia. 5. obesa. 

ee. Thorax yellowish, with 3 vitta sometimes subcoalescent. 

f. Abdomen largely brown, apical margin and large pos- 

terior lateral triangles, yellow; hind tarsi longer than 

tibia; Cue somewhat sinuate. 6. bellula n. sp. 

ff. Abdomen brown, segments yellowish at base. 7. foeda. 

ce. Species less than 3 mm, in length. 

d. Cubitus forks under the proximal end of the crossvein; 

hypopygium with slender clasper, each with about 10 

strong sete (Fig. 113). 8. diffissa n. sp. 

dd. Cubitus forks only slightly proximad of fork of media; 

each clasper with a clavate basal lobe (Fig. 114) ; ventral 

aspect of hypopygium, apically, densely setose. 

Q. patens n. sp. 

Trichonta Dawsoni is a fossil from British Columbia. 

1. Tvrichonta perspicua Van der Wulp. 

Tijdschr. v. Ent. XXIV. 142. 1881. 
Male. Length 6mm. Reddish yellow; antenne 1.5 times as 

long as head and thorax, scape and basal joints yellow, re- 

mainder of flagellum fuscous. ‘Thorax yellowish, with indica- 
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tions of 3 vittee of which the median is geminate and most dis- 

tinct. Abdomen slender, with a fuscous spot on each of 

the segments, that of the sixth nearly covering entire segment 

except the venter; hypopygium yellowish. Legs yellowish; 

coxe each with black spot at apex; tibie a little darker, tarsi 

brown; fore metatarsus a fifth shorter than the tibia. Hal- 

teres yellow. Wings with yellowish gray tint; subcosta ends in 

-R: beyond the middle of the basal cell; cubitus forks somewhat 

proximad of the fork of the media. “Quebec” (V.d.W.). 
SINT jag 

2. Trichonta cincta n. sp. 

Female. Length 3.25 mm. Head and antenne fuscous, the 

face, palpi and scape yellow; antennz about a third longer than 

head and thorax. Thorax yellow; dorsum with 3 wide brown 

stripes ; scutellum, metanotum, and pleura largely brown; hairs 

pale. Abdomen black, shining, hind margin of each segment 

yellow. Legs and coxe yellow, tarsi brown; a brown dash on 

under side of each femur; fore metatarsus over .75 as long as 

the tibia; hind tarsus slightly longer than its tibia. Wings 

hyaline, yellowish tinged, anterior veins brown; media forks 

slightly distad of the base of the radial sector; cubitus forks 

proximad of the proximal end of the crossvein, anal vein faint. 

Halteres yellow. Eastport, Me. (C.W.]J.). 

3. Trichonta triangularis n. sp. 

Male. Length 4 mm. Head brownish yellow; face, palpi 

and basal joints of antennz yellow, larger part of flagellum 

dark brown with whitish pubescence; antennz about 2-3 longer 

than head and thorax. Thorax including pleura, scutellum, and 

metanotum yellow, mesonotum with 3 brown stripes; hairs 

yellow, sete brown. Abdomen yellow, each segment with a 

large brown triangular spot, leaving the sides and narrow pos- 

terior margin yellow. Hypopygium brownish (Fig. ro, pl. 7 

eneraminsectorum,, Masc..93).. Forceps (Hig. tir). . Coxe 
and legs yellow, tibize a little darker than femora, tarsi brown- 

ish, fore metatarsus about .95 as long as the tibia. Wings 

hyaline, yellow tinged. Venation as figured (Fig. 221). Hal- 
teres yellow. -((Aug.) Ithaca, N. Y. 

Var. a. Male. Differs only in having the fore metatarsus 

about 7-8 as long as the tibia. Ithaca, N. Y. 
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4. Trichonta vulgaris Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 149. 18609. 
Male and female. Length 3.2-3.5 mm. Head and antennz 

fuscous, basal joints of the latter and palpi yellow. Dorsum 

of the thorax yellow with 3 fuscous stripes which are some- 

times confluent; scutellum, metanotum and the pleura except 

between the fore coxe and the humeri, fuscous. Abdomen 

fuscous, each segment except the first with a posterior fascia. 

Hypopygium black. Coxze and legs yellow, tarsi darker; in the 

female the last 4 joints slightly tumid below. Wings cinereous, 

toward the costa yellowish; cubitus forks under the proximal 

end of the crossvein. “Md., D. C.” 

5. Trichonta obesa Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 854. 1863. 
Female. Length 4.5 mm. Fuscous; basal joints of the 

antenne, palpi, humeri, legs and halteres yellow. Tarsi dark; 

femora with brown dash on the underside near the base; hind . 

tarsi slightly shorter than the tibia. Abdomen yellow, with 

a triangular spot, covering the larger part of each segment. 

Wings grayish hyaline, the media forks under the base of the 

radial sector, the cubitus under the center of the crossvein. The 

male hypopygium is described and figured by Mik in Verh. 

Zogl.-bot. Ges. Wien. XXX. 607. 1880. “Europe and Green- 
etiaval 

6. Trichonta bellula n. sp. 

Male. Length 3.5 mm. Head black, face, palpi and 4 basal 

joints of antennee yellow, remainder of flagellum brown; an- 

tenne about a third longer than the head and thorax. Dorsum 

of the thorax yellow with 3 brown stripes; pleura, scutellum 

and metanotum largely dark brown; hairs yellow, sete brown. 

Abdomen dark brown, posterior margin of each segment pro- 

duced anteriorly on the sides and anterior part of the venter, 

yellow; hypopygium dark (Fig. 112). Coxz and legs yellow, 

tarsi darkened, each femur with a brown spot on the under- 

side near the base; hind metatarsus slightly less than half as 

long as its tibia. Wings hyaline, grayish tinged, anterior veins 

brown; subcosta ends in Ri: beyond the middle of the basal cell; 

the media forks slightly distad of base of Rs; the cubitus forks 
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under the middle of the crossvein; Cuz somewhat sinuate; the 

anal vein and the petiole of the cubitus subequal in length. 

Halteres yellow. Mt. Ascutney, Vt., July (C.W.]J.). 

7. I*richonta foeda Loew. 

Berlin. Ent. Zeitschr. XIII. 150. 1869. 
Female. Length 3.7 mm. Head and antenne fuscous black, 

face and 3 basal joints of antennze, yellow; palpi mainly yellow. 

Norsum of thorax yellow, with 3 blackish stripes; metanotum, 

scutellum and pleura more or less fuscous; hairs of thorax pale, 

setee black. Abdomen fuscous, each segment more or less yel- 

low at the base. Coxe and legs.yellow, tarsi darker. Wings 

cinereous, yellowish toward the costa, the stronger veins fus- 

cous; cubitus forks under or but very slightly proximad of 

the fork of the media. Halteres yellow. “Middle States.” 

8. Trichonta diffissa n. sp. 

Male. Length 2.2 mm. Head brownish yellow; face, palpi 

-and base of antennz yellow; antennz 1.5 as long as head and 

thorax. Dorsum of thorax yellow with 3 brown stripes which 

coalesce posteriorly; scutellum, metanotum, and hinder part of 

pleura, brown; hairs yellow, setee brownish. Abdomen brown; 

the venter and both front and hind margins of the segments 

and the hypopygium (Fig. 113) yellow; larger part of fifth 

and sixth segments dark brown. Coxz and legs yellow, tibiz 
slightly darker, apex of each hind femur, and the whole of the 

tarsi brown. Wings hyaline with a yellowish tinge; venation 

esmouned.. lalteres yellow.) Ithaca, N. Y:, and Brookline, 

Mass., August (C.W.]J.). 

9. Trichonta patens n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 2.2-2.5 mm. In color similar to 

the foregoing. ‘In the type specimen, the thorax is largely yel- 

low, thoracic stripes pale brown, and the apex of the hind 

femur is not brown. In other specimens the darker color pre- 

dominates. *Differs from 7. diffissa in wing venation, the cubi- 

tus forking distad of the proximal end of the crossvein (Fig. 

223). The hypopygium differs in having a clavate lobe about 

1-2 as long as the clasper articulated near the base of each 

clasper; and in having the apex of the ventral sclerite densely 

setose (Fig. 114). Ithaca, N. Y., May and August. 
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20. Genus Cordyla Meigen. 

Illiger’s Magazine II. 262. 1803; Klass. 1. 93. 1804. 

Polyxena. Nouv. Class. Mouches. 16. 1800. (Without type). 

Front broad; eyes oval, ocelli small, 2 in number; contiguous 

to the eye margin; antennz projecting forward, 2+9, 2+10, 

2+12, 2+13, or 2+14 jointed, very short, but little longer than 

the height of the head, the joints shorter than broad, disk-like, 

closely sessile in dried specimens; palpi 4-jointed, basal joint 

small, second much enlarged, thickened (Fig. 54 Part I), third 

and fourth slender, almost filiform. Abdomen compressed, 

hypopygium of male small and inconspicuous. Legs slender, 

lateral setee of hind tibiz shorter than the diameter of the tibia 

at the widest part; posterior basal seta of hind coxa wanting. 

Costa of the wing does not extend beyond the tip of Rs; sub- 

costa very short, curved toward R:; media forks distad of the 

basal section of Rs; its posterior branch usually not reaching 
the wing margin (Figs. 224-228). The larve live in decaying 

wood and in fungi. . 

Table of species. 

a. Males. 

b. Antenne 2+13 jointed. 

c. Yellowish species, dorsum of thorax and end of abdomen 

darker; cubitus forks distad of the middle of petiole of 

media. I. manca Nn. sp. 

ec. Fuscous species; cubitus forks proximad of middle of petiole 

of media. 2. scita n. sp. 

bb. Antenne 2+12 or 2+10 jointed. 
c. Antenne 2+12 jointed; abdomen wholly fuscous. 3. volueris. 

ec. Antenne 2+-10 jointed. 5 
d. Humeri yellow; hypopygium as figured (Fig. 118); eastern 

species. 4. recens n. Sp. 

dd. Humeri dusky; hypopygium as figured (Fig. 119); western 

species. 5. neglecta n. sp. 

aa. Females; antenne 2+9 and 2-+10 jointed. 

b. Antenne 2+10 jointed; thorax and abdomen fuscous. 

: ; 3. volucris. 

bb. Antenne 2+9 jointed. 

c. Cubitus forks about opposite proximal end of the crossvein; 

thorax and abdomen shining dark reddish brown. 6. C. sp. 

ec. Cubitus forks at or distad of middle of petiole of the media. 

d. Wing over 5.5 times as long as the fore tibia. 7 CUES BA 

dd. Wing less than 5 times as long as the fore tibia. 
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e. Cubitus forks about opposite middle of petiole of media. 

I. manca n. sp. 

ee. Cubitus forke distad of middle of petiole of media. 

4. recens Nn. Sp. 

1. Cordyla manca n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3 mm. Head and antenne brown, 

base of the latter and last 2 joints of palpi yellow, large palpal 

joint dark brown; antenne of male 2+13, of female 2+-9 

jointed. Thorax, abdomen and legs yellow, the mesonotum 

more dusky with indications of 3 stripes; posterior tergites 

dusky yellow to brown, posterior margins yellow; tibial spurs 

and tarsi brown; sete black; hypopygium small (Fig. 115). 

Wings grayish hyaline, costal cell brown (Fig. 224). Halteres 
yellow. Ithaca, N. Y. 

2. Cordyla scua na. sp: 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Fuscous; last 2 joints of palpi, 
coxee, femora, tibize and halteres yellow; wings grayish hyaline, 

costa cell dusky yellow (Fig. 225) ; tibial spurs and tarsi brown. 

Antennz 2+13 jointed; hypopygium small (Fig. 116). Friday 
Harbor, Washington (J.M.A.), July. 

3. Cordyla volucris Johannsen. 

Genera Insectorum; Fasc. 93. 101. 1909. 

Male and female. Length 2.5 mm. Fuscous; base.of each 

antenna, last 2 palpal joints, cox, femora, tibiz and halteres 

yellow; wings grayish hyaline, costal cell more grayish (Fig. 

226) ; tibial spurs and tarsi brown. Antenne of male 2+12, 

of female 2+10 jointed; hypopygium small (Fig. 20, pl. 7 

Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 93). (Fig. 117). Bred from larve 
found in fungi. . Ithaca, N. Y., Sept. 

4. Cordyla recens n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 2.5 mm. Fuscous; base of an- 
tenn, last 2 palpal joints, humeri, ventral segments 2, 3 and 

part of 4 of abdomen, coxz, femora except tip of hind pair, 

tibiz and halteres yellow; tibial spurs and tarsi brown; wings 

grayish hyaline, costal cell dusky yellow to grayish (Fig. 227). 

Antenne of male 2+ 10, of female 2+9 jointed; hypopygium 

small (Fig. 118). Ithaca and Caroline, N. Y., June, July. 
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5. Cordyla neglecta n. sp. 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Coloring as in the foregoing (C. 
recens) but humeri only indistinctly yellow; venation and 

hypopygium as figured (Figs. 228, 119). Antenne 2+10 
jointed. Felton, Cal. (J.C.B.) May. A defective female speci- 
men from Los Angeles, Cal., may belong here also. 

6. Cordyla sp. 

Female. Length 3 mm. Fuscous; the base of the antenne, 

last 2 palpi joints, coxa, femora, tibia and halteres yellow; 

tibial spurs and tarsi brown; venter and incisures dusky yellow; 

wings grayish hyaline, costal cell dusky yellow. -Antennz 

2+9 jointed. Dubois, Wyo., 7000 ft. (W.M.W.), Sept. 

7. Cordyla sp. 

Female. Like C. volucris but antenne 2+-9 jointed. Orono, 

Me.; Washington, D. C. October and December. The Maine 

specimen was bred from a fungus (Collybia sp?). : 

21. Genus Brachypeza Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 806. 1863. 

Front broad, ocelli 3; laterals contiguous to eye margin, the 

middle one small; second palpal joint slightly swollen, the 

antennze rather short, the flagellar joints closely sessile, annular. 

Abdomen constricted at the base, compressed; hypopygium of 

the male small. Legs stout, femora all broad, flattened; tibize 

strong, somewhat enlarged at the ends, with long spurs and 

moderately long lateral setee; posterior basal seta of hind coxa 

present. Subcosta short, ending in R:; costa not produced 

beyond Rs; the fork of the media under or proximad of the 

base of Rs; fork of cubitus. far proximad of the proximal end 

of the crossvein; anal fold strong, anal vein short and delicate 
(Citi, 220). 

Brachypeza bisignata Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 807. 1863. 

Male. Length 5 mm. Robust. Antenne shorter than the 

thorax, brown, 2 or 3 basal joints yellow; palpi, proboscis and 

face yellow, front and vertex dark brown, pruinose; with yel- 
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low hairs. Mesonotum with 3 wide blackish vittz; the laterals 

abbreviated anteriorly, the middle one wedge shaped; hairs 

yellow; lateral and scutellar sete strong, black; pleura yellow 
or brownish yellow, metanotum brown. Abdomen with black- 

ish hair; first segment brown with yellow posterior margin, 

segments, 2, 3, 4 yellow, 5 and 6 brown; hypopygium brown, 

small. Coxze, femora and tibiz yellow, the apices of the hind 

femora, and of hind tibie and of all the tarsi brown; sete of 

coxee and tibiz black. Each wing with a spot on the disk and 

another at the apex of Rs. Halteres yellow. 

Female. Described by- Lundstrém (’07 and ’0g). Abdomen 
wholly yellow except the first and sometimes a part of the 

sixth is brown. | 

Var. divergens n. vat. 

Male. Differs from Winnertz’s description as follows: 
Front between middle ocellus and the base of the antennz yel- 

low ; tips of trochanters, of middle femora and of middle tibiz 

black; abdomen with a narrow black median dorsal stripe, 6 or 

8 subconfluent black spots on sides of segments 2, 3, 4, and the 

greater part of sides of 5 and 6 except narrow posterior mar- 

gin, black. Wing spots somewhat larger than in the European 

form. Hypopygium and wing as figured (Figs. 120, 229). The 

spurs are about 3-4 as long as the corresponding metatarsi; the 

hind femur is about 1-4 as wide as long; the hind tibia about 

1-8 as wide as long. A single specimen was bred from a fun- 

gus (Collybia sp.?), Nov. 2, Orono, Me.; male and female 

Specimens ftom St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Hanover; N. Hi, 

(C.W.J.), June, July. 

Ms 22. Rhymosia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 810. 1863. 

_ Head oval, front broad, ocelli 3, laterals large, closely con- 

tiguous to the eye margin, the middle one minute, placed in a 

groove on the front, sometimes almost concealed. Legs long 

and slender ; lateral set of tibize delicate and little if any longer 

than the-diameter of the tibize at the widest part. Posterior 

basal setae of hind coxze present. Costa meets the radial sector 

before the tip of the wing; subcosta very short, ending free or 

in Ri; fork of media proximad or under base of Rs; cubitus 
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usually forks under or proximad of the proximal end of the 

R-M crossvein, its elongate fork narrow at the base then sud- 

denly divergent; anal vein very stout, rather long though not 

reaching wing margin; last anal long, incomplete, slender (Fig. 

233). lLarve live in fungi (Armuillana, etc.). 
The elongate fork of the cubitus with its divergent brariches, 

and the strong anal vein will distinguish this genus from its 

nearest relatives. 

Table of species. 

a. Cubitus forks nearly under the proximal end of the crossvein; fore 

metatarsus little if any longer than the tibia; anal vein ends 

distad of the fork of the cubitus; female. i; SiO Zs 

aa. Cubitus forks proximad of the proximal end of the crossvein. 

b. Fore tibia and metatarsus subequal in length; anal vein slender, 

produced slightly beyond the fork of the cubitus; subcosta ends 

in R,; female. 2. Spans 

bb. Fore tibia shorter than metatarsus, or otherwise distinct. 

c. Third and fourth tarsal joints of the male with a seriés of 

curved spines below; fore metatarsus 1.6 times the tibia in 

length; anal vein produced beyond fork of the cubitus; 

hypopygium small (Fig. 121). 3. serripes nN. Sp. 

cc. Tarsal joints without curved spines in the male. 

d. Anal vein ends distad of the base of the fork of the cubitus. 

e. Petiole of media shorter than the crossvein. 

f. Head and thorax largely fuscous, hypopygium of male 

much longer than the last visible abdominal segment. 

4. inflata n. sp. 

ff. Head and thorax largely yellowish; hypopygium 

_shorter than last abdominal segment. 5. filipes. 

ee. Petiole of media and crossvein subequal in length; 

hypopygium small (Fig. 123). 6. imitator n. sp. 

dd. Anal vein ends at or proximad of the base of the fork of 

the cubitus. 

e. Two basal sete on each hind coxa. 7. akeleyi n. sp. 

ee. One basal seta on hind coxa. 

f. Fore tarsi about 3.5 times fore tibia in length in the 

- male; 4 scutellar sete. 8. captiosa n. sp. 

ff. Fore tarsi about 3 times fore tibia in length in the 

male; 2 scutellar sete. (Calif.) 9. diffissa n. sp. 

Note. Mycetophila plebeja Walker and M. sericea Say. may belong 
here. 

1. Rhymosia sp. a. 

Female. Length 3 mm. Head and thorax fuscous, the scape, 
palpi, humeral spot and thoracic hairs yellow. Abdomen fus- 
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‘cous, the venter largely yellowish. Coxe and legs yellow, tarsi 

and tibial spurs brown. ‘Two scutellar sete, one basal hind 

'.coxal seta. Wings yellowish hyaline, subcosta short, ending 

free (Fig. 230). Halteres yellow. Los Angeles Co., Cal., Feb. 

(W.M.W.) 

2. KRhymosia sp. b. 

Female. Length 4.5 mm. Head fuscous, the scape, basal 

joints of flagellum, and palpi yellow. Thorax yellow, the dor- 

sum of the mesonotum, the lower margin of the pleura, the 

scutellum except the margin, and the metanotum, fuscous; 

hairs yellow, of the dorsum dense, depressed, brownish; 4 

scutellar sete. ‘Tergites of abdomen fuscous, sternites yellow. 

‘Coxe and legs yellow, tarsi and tibial spurs brown; one basal 

hind coxal seta. Wing yellowish hyaline, subcosta ends in R: 

G@ijee2e.).  tlalteres yellow, Selkirk Mts..B.C."(]-€.B.). 

3. Rhymosia serripes n. sp. 

Male. Length 3 mm. Head fuscous, the scape and palpi 

yellow ; antenne half longer than the thorax. Thorax yellow, 

the 3 stripes of the mesonotum, the scutellum and metanotum 

fuscous; hairs yellow, those of the mesonotum darker, sete 

black; 2 scutellar sete. Dorsum of abdomen brownish, venter 

yellow ; hypopygium yellow, small (Fig. 121). Coxe and legs 

yellow, tarsi and tibial spurs brown; one posterior basal hind 

coxal seta; third and fourth fore tarsal joints each with 7 or 8 

short, stout, curved, claw-like spines, those of the third joint 

situated distad of the middle and more blunt. Wing yellowish 

hyaline, subcosta short, ends free (Fig. 232). MHalteres yellow. 

Dthaca, N.Y. Aug. 

os Rhymosia imfiata n. sp. 

Male. Length 5 mm. Head fuscous; antenne less than 

twice as long as the thorax, fuscous, the immediate base of the 

flagellum, the scape, and the palpi yellowish. Sete of thorax 

and the 2 of the scutellum black; the hairs appressed, silvery. 

Mesonotum with 3 sometimes wholly confluent fuscous stripes, 

the disk of the scutellum, metanotum and the pleura in large 

part fuscous. Abdomen yellow, the first segment, the last seg- 

ment in large part, the dorsum of each intermediate segment, 
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the tip of the large hypopygium (Fig. 122), and sometimes an 

interrupted longitudinal ventral line, fuscous. Coxe and legs 
yellow, tarsi and tibial spurs brown; usually 2 posterior basal 

hind coxal sete. Wing yellowish hyaline, subcosta ends free 

(Fig. 233). Halteres yellow. 
Female. Like the male, but the exposed part of the ovipos- 

itor when retracted is slightly shorter than the last abdominal 
segment and there is usually but one basal hind coxal seta. 

Ithaca, N. Y. Oct.-Nov. Bred from Armillaria mellea. 

5. Rhymosia filipes Loew. 

Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. X1IT. 149.. 1860. 
Length 5.5 mm., wing 4.3 mm. Opaque ochraceous testace- 

ous. Head similarly colored, antennz long, slender, fuscous, 

the scape, the immediate base of the flagellum, ana the palpi 

yellowish. Sete of thorax and scutellum black. The first and 
last abdominal segments and a dilated posterior fascia on each 

of the intermediate tergites, fuscous. Hypopygium yellow, a 

little shorter than the last abdominal segment, black pilose. 

Coxe dusky yellow, with short black sete. Legs slender, long, 

dusky yellow, tibiz more subfuscous, tibial spurs and tarsi 

blackish. Wing cinereous yellow, more dusky yellow toward 

the costal margin. “Connecticut.” 
In the type specimen the petiole of the media is about half 

‘ as long as the R-M crossvein, and the fork of the cubitus is 

far proximad of the proximal end of the crossvein. 

6. Rhymosia imitator n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 4.5 mm. Resembles FR. imflata (4) 

in coloring, but the brown of the abdomen is more extended, 

each intermediate sclerite having the yellow confined to the 

anterior 1-2 of the sides. The 2 scutellar sete and one poste- 

rior basal hind coxal seta, black. Wings yellowish hyaline, sub- 

costa ends free (Fig. 234). Halteres yellow. Hypopygium 
(Fig. 123) small. Black Rock Creek, Wyo., Sept.; Austin, 

Texas (W.M.W.) June; San Pablo, Cal. (J.C.B.)’ Nov. 

7. Rhymosia akeleyi n. sp. 

Akeleyi Wheeler, MS. 
Male. Length 4.5 mm. Resembles R. inflata (4) in color- 

ing, but the face, the pleura except the lower margin in part 
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and the wide margin of the scutellum yellow. Abdomen yellow, 

the dorsum of each sclerite except narrow: hind margin, the 
entire last segment, and the tip of the large hypopygium (Fig. 

124) black. Two scutellar and 2 posterior basal hind coxal 

sete. Legs colored as in mflata. Wing yellowish gray hyaline, 

suiscasta ends) in Ri. (Big. 235).  Halteres yellow. (Wis. 

(W.M.W.) and Cornish, N. H. (C.W.J.) July. 

8. Rhymosia captiosa n. sp. 

Male. Length 5.5 mm. Head fuscous, face, palpi, scape 

and base of flagellum yellow; antennz about a third longer than 

the thorax. ‘Thorax yellow, the dorsum of mesothorax, the 

disk of the scutellum, the center of the metathorax, and the 

lower margin of the pleura, fuscous. The hairs of the head 

and thorax appressed, pale, the sete black; 4 prominent scutel- 

lar sete. Abdomen yellow, the dorsum of each of the first four 

segments brown except toward the posterior margin, the whole 

‘of the fifth and sixth brown; hypopygium large, about as long 

as the last two abdominal segments taken together; yellow, 

tipped with black. (Fig. 125). Coxze and legs yellowish, tarsi’ 

and tibial spurs brown. Wings yellowish gray hyaline, sub- 

Coceamendssin) Ra (Hie. 236). Brattleboro, Vt, and Ni. Hl: 
CONN ..): 

Female. Like the male in coloring except that the fifth and 

sixth abdominal segments are marked like those preceding. 

Hanover, N. H.; Brattleboro, Vt.; and North Adams, Mass. 

CCA). | June and july. 

9. Rhymosia diffissa n. sp. 

Male. Length 4.5 mm. Head fuscous, face dusky yellow, 

palpi and scape yellow; antenne over twice as long as the 

thorax. Thorax: fuscous, the humeri and a narrow line to the 

base of the wing yellow, hairs appressed, pale, sete black, 2 

_scutellar sete. First and last segment of the abdomen largely 

black, the intermediate segments yellow, each with a very large 

triangular saddle which nearly reaches the posterior margin, 

broadest anteriorly where it nearly reaches the sternite; hairs 
dusky; hypopygium Jarge, yellow, tipped with black (Fig. 126). 

Coxe and legs yellowish, tarsi and tibial spurs brown. Wings 

yellowish gray hyaline, subcosta ends in R: (Fig. 237). Hal- . 

5 
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teres yellow. Stanford Univ., Cal., Feb.; Mt. Constitution, 

Orcas, Id. (J.M.A.) July. 

23. Allodia Winnertz. 

Verh. Zool.-bot. Ges. Wien. XIII. 826. 1863. 

Brachycampta, Winnertz, ibidem. 833. 1863. 

Lateral ocelli contiguous to the eye margin, the middle one 

very minute, in a groove, or wanting. Scutellum large, with 

2 to 8 marginal sete. Legs slender, hind coxe with I to 3 

posterior basal sete. Costa ends at the tip of Rs; subcosta 

short, ending free or in R:; petiole of media short; cubitus 

forks proximad of the fork of the media, and often even 

proximad of the base of the petiole of the media; first anal 

delicate, short, incomplete (Allodia Winnertz) or entirely want- 
ing (Brachycampta Winnertz), second anal delicate and in- 

complete. 

As both the structure of the anal vein and the position of 

the fork of the cubitus are slightly variable even within a ~ 

‘species these characters cannot be used to distinguish the two 

Winnertzian genera. 

Table of species. 

a. Hind coxz each with a vertical black dash near the apex on outer 

side; under side of hind femora each with a brown mark; 6 

scutellar sete. I. crassicornis and varieties. 

aa. Not so marked. ; 

b. Fore metatarsus equal or longer than the tibia and at least 1-4 

of its length longer than the coxa. 

ce. Four scutellar bristles, 2 hind coxal sete, _fore metatarsus 

nearly twice as long as the fore coxa. 2. bulbosa n. sp. 

cece. With 2 scutellar bristles, or otherwise different. 

d. Cubitus forks proximad of the proximal end of the cross- 

vein. 

e. Pleura fuscous; anal vein moderately strong (Fig. 237) ; 

length 4.5 mm; -western species; page 313. 

Rhymosia diffissa n. sp. 

ee. With other characters. 

f. Claspers as figured (Fig. 130); eastern species. 

3. actuaria n. sp. 

ff. Claspers otherwise; Wyoming species. 4. Allodia sp. 

dd. Cubitus forks under or distad of the proximal end of the 

crossvein; end of clasper broadly truncate. 

5. falcata n. sp. 
a 

| 
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bb. Fore metatarsus shorter than the tibia and not 1-10 longer than 

fore coxa. 

c. Scutellum with 4 marginal sete. 

d. Cubitus forks proximad of the proximal end of the R-M 

crossvein. 

e, Superior and inferior forceps lanceolate. (Fig. 132) ; 

a row of 4 to 6 sete over the fore coxa; Mass. 

6. elata n. sp. 

ee. One pair of forceps curved; (Fig. 133); lower margin 

of trochanter with 2 sete; B. C. 7. bella n. sp. 

dd. Cubitus forks distad of proximal end of crossvein; female. 

8. Allodia sp. 

ec. Scutellum with 2 marginal sete. 

d. Cubitus forks at least slightly proximad of proximal end 

of crossvein; or if directly under, then thorax largely 

yellow. 

e. Yellowish species. 

f. One pair of forceps clavate, much longer than the 

other pair (Fig. 134); N. Y. 9. beata n. sp. 

ff. Both pairs of forceps more or less elongate (Fig. 135) ; 

Western species. 10. callida n. sp. 

ee. Dusky species; fore metatarsus less than .8 as long as the 

’ tibia; female: Western species. 11. Allodia sp. 

dd. Cubitus forks under or distad of base of the crossvein; 

thorax mainly brown or fuscous. 12. delita n. sp. 

Allodia (Brachycampta) wnicolor Lundb. from Greenland is omitted 

from the above table. Its thorax and abdomen are uniformly brown; 

fork of the cubitus is retracted and the fore metatarstis is shorter than 

the tibia. 

The species despecta, nubila, obscura, plebeja, and sericea described 

under Mycetophila may possibly belong to this genus. 

1. Allodia crassicornis Stannius. 

Observ. de Mycetophila. 22. 1831. 

Male. Length 4 to 5 mm. Face and mouth parts yellowish; 

head brownish; antennz as long as head and thorax united, 

brown, basal joints yellow. Thorax brown to yellowish, 

-mesonotum with 3 broad blackish stripes which may be wholly 

confluent; hairs yellowish gray, appressed, setz at the sides and 

the 6 upon the scutellum, black; pleura brown to yellowish. 
The first abdominal segment fuscous with yellow hind margin, 

the second, third and fourth yellow, each with a large quad- 

rangular fuscous spot, or sometimes only with rather smaller 

triangular spot, fifth and sixth fuscous usually with yellow 

posterior margins; hypopygium yellow. Coxe yellow, hairs 
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yellow, sete at tip of fore pair black; posterior pair with verti- 

cal black dash at tip on outer side, and with 2 posterior basal 

sete, trochanters each with black spot below; femora yellow 

with brown spot on the under side of each, and brown spot 

at apex; tibiz pale brown, spurs and tarsi brown, fore tibia 

about 1-16 shorter than the metatarsus. Wing yellowish tinged, 

media forks at or slightly distad of the base of Rs, cubitus forks 

distad of the proximal end of the crossvein; anal furrow deli- 

cate ending before the base of the fork of the cubitus; anal 

vein stronger and longer; halteres yellow. 

Female. Antenne shorter than head and thorax united, 

conical, 5 basal joints of flagellum swollen, twice as wide as 

long, fuscous, with yellowish basal joints. Abdomen fuscous, 

segments with yellow posterior margins and venter. ‘Europe, 

Ne dAvguba ee Nc) 
Var. a. Male and female. With vertical black dash upon 

middle coxa also but no brown spot under fore femora; hy 

popygium as figured (Fig. 127), cubitus forks at or very | 

slightly proximad of the proximal end of the crossvein; other- 

wise like the foregoing. Burlington, Vt. (C.W.J.); Ithaca, N. 
Y. May-July. . 

Var. b. Female. Like var. a but with cylindrical antennz. 
Bunlimegton, Vii(C Weys eines Jaly- 

Var.c. Male. Like var. a but with less yellow upon thorax 

and abdomen, and with fore metatarsus 1-16 shorter than the 

elon, | dhelacies, INS 

Var. d. Female. Like var. c with conical antennz but with 

fore metatarsus about .2 shorter than the tibia. Torrey’s Lake, 

Wyoming, (W.M.W.). September. 

2. Allodia bulbosa n. sp. 

Male. Length 4.5 mm. Yellow; apical half of antennz, the 

3 thoracic stripes, center of scutellum, the lower margin of the 

metapleura, the metanotum light brown, the anterior 2-3 of 

each tergite of abdomen, a spot at tip of each hind femur, the 

tibial spurs and tarsi darker brown; hairs pale, sete black; 

hypopygium small, yellow (Fig. 129). Hind cox each with 

2 posterior basal sete; fore metatarsus 1.38 times the tibia in 

length. Wings tinged with yellow, subcosta curved down but . 
not ending in R: (Fig. 239); anal furrow strong, anal vein 
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ice tees ithaca, Ny) (June); Borest Hill) IN: J.; 

(Weidt). 

3. Allodia actuaria n. sp. 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Head fuscous, palpi and scape yel- 

low. Thorax yellow, the center of the mesonotum, the scutel- 

lum, metanotum and margin of the metapleura dark brown, 

hairs pale, sete black; 2 scutellar sete. Abdomen yellow, 

posterior 2-3 of the first 4 dorsally, and the whole of the fifth 

segment dark brown; hypopygium yellow (Fig. 130). Coxe 

and legs yellow, tibial spurs and tarsi brown; fore metatarsus 

about 1-8 longer than the tibia. Wings hyaline, yellow tinged, 

fork of cubitus retracted, anal vein indistinct (Fig. 240). 

Halteres yellow. Ithaca, N. Y. (Aug.) 

Female. A single female specimen from Woods Hole, Mass., 

(C.W.J.) has wholly yellow pleura, and the mesonotum with 2 

indistinct brown stripes which meet in front of the dark 

scutellum. 

4. Allodia sp. 

Male. Length 3 mm. Similar to the foregoing in coloring 

but the brown. on the mesonotum is more extended, and the 

hypopygium differs. Fore metatarsus about .2 longer than the 

tibia. Wings hyaline, yellow tinged, fork of cubitus retracted 

far proximad of the base of the petiole of the media. A single 

specimen from Buck Creek, Wyo. (W.M.W.) Aug. 

5. Allodia falcata n. sp. 

Male. Length 3.5 mm. Fuscous; the palpi, scape, the apical 

1-3 or 1-4 of the intermediate ventral sclerites of the abdomen, 

the hypopygium, coxe, tibiz and halteres yellow, tibial spurs 

and tarsi brownish; wings yellowish hyaline. Antennz about 

1.5 times as long as the head and thorax united. Hairs of body 

pale, setee black; 2 setze on scutellum; hypopygium longer than 

the sixth abdominal segment (Fig. 131); fore metatarsus and 

tibia subequal. Subcosta bent towards but not reaching R:; 
cubitus forks about opposite or slightly distad of the proximal 

end of the crossvein. . 

Female. Yellow of abdomen more extended, and humeri 

sometimes also yellow. Cape May, N. J. and Ithaca, N. Y. 

(Sept. ). 
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Var. as Male and female. Mensth 2 mm. Humeri, pleura 

largely, venter and sides of the second to fifth abdominal seg- 

ments, and sometimes hind margins of dorsal sclerites also, 

yellow. Prince Co. Wis., Chicago, Ill., (W.M.W.), Longmire’s 

Springs, Wash. (J.M.A.) May to Aug. 

6. Allodia elata n. sp. 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Head dusky yellow; basal joints of 

antenne, palpi, and face yellow, apical half of antenne sub- 

fuscous, hairs pale. Thorax yellow, scutellum, metanotum and 

2 narrow converging stripes on mesonotum, brown; hairs pale, 

sete black; 4 marginal setz on scutellum. Abdomen yellow, 

a longitudinal dorsal stripe and the greater part of the fifth and 

sixth segments, dark brown; hypopygium (Fig. 132) yellow. 

A row of 4 to 6 fine blackish setz just over the base of the fore 

coxe. Coxz and legs yellow, tibial spurs and tarsi brown; fore 

metatarsus about 7-8 of tibia in length; one posterior basal hind 

coxal seta. Wings yellowish hyaline; subcosta curved toward | 

but not reaching R:, cubitus forks proximad of the proximal 

en1 of the crossvein. Halteres yellow. Fall River, Mass., 

(N.S. Easton) May. 

Female. One specimen from Hampton, N. H. (S. A. Shaw) 
differs in being paler, abdominal markings pale brown, sete 

over fore coxe paler. . 

Var. a. Female. Mesonotum subfuscous, tergites fuscous 

except hind margins. Blue Hills, Mass. (C.W.J.) July. One 

specimen. 

Var. b. Female. Head, flagellum, thorax and abdomen 

fuscous, venter and narrow hind margins of tergites yellow. 

St. Johnsbury, Vt. (C.W.J.) June. One specimen. Var. a and 

b may _poss:bly be distinct species. 

; 7. Allodia bella n. sp. 

Male. Length 2.5 mm. Head and antenne brown; face, 

palpi, scape and base of flagellum yellow; antennze about 1-4 

longer than the head and thorax united. ‘Thorax reddish yel- 

low, mesonotum with 3 brown stripes more or less confluent; 

scutellum reddish, with 4 sete, metanotum and margin of meta- 

pleura, brown; 2 sete over the base of the fore cox. Abdo- 

men dark brown, the venter of the first 4 segments yellow; 
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hypopygium (Fig. 133), yellow. Coxze and legs yellow, tibial 

spurs and tarsi brown; fore metatarsus slightly shorter than 

the tibia. Wings yellowish hyaline; subcosta bends toward 

but apparently does not reach R:; cubitus forks slightly proxi- 

mad of the proximal end of the crossvein. MHalteres yellow. 

Downie Creek, Selkirk Mts., B. C. (J.C.B.) August. 

A defective specimen from Stanford Univ., Calif. (J.M.A.) 

taken in February may belong here. 

8. Allodia sp. 

Female. Length 3 mm. Brown; the scape, palpi, coxe, 

femora, tibiz, venter of intermediate segments in large part, 
Ovipositor, and halteres yellow. Antennze shorter than the 

thorax; fore metatarsus shorter than the tibia; cubitus forks 

distad of the prcximal end of the crossvein. Dubois, Wyo. 

(W.M.W.) Sept. 

9g. Allodia beata n. sp. 

Male and female. Length 3 mm. Head brown, basal joints 

of antennee, and palpi yellow; antennz about 1.5 times as long 

as the head. Thorax dusky yellow, 3 more or less confluent 

stripes of the mesonotum, scutellum and metanotum dark 

brown; scutellum with 2 marginal sete. The tergites of the 

ablomen brown, the venter yellow; hypopygium (Fig. 134) 

yellow. (See also Pl. 7, fig. 14, Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 93). 
Coxz and legs yellow, the tibial spurs, the tarsi and the ex- 

treme tips of the hind femora brown, fore metatarsus shorter 

than tibia. Wings yellowish hyaline; cubitus forks proximad 

of the proximal end of the crossvein. Halteres yellow. Ellis, 

and Ithaca, N. Y. 

In some specimens the thoracic marks are obsolete and the 
abdomen is also much paler. In one the fifth and sixth seg- 

ments are dark brown. 

10. Allodia callida n. sp. 

Male. Length 3 mm. Similar to the preceding but fifth ana 

sixth abdominal segments are dark brown. Leg proportions 

also similar. Cubitus forks under the proximal end of the 
crossvein. Hypopygium with both pairs of forceps more,or 

less lanceolate (Fig. 135). Keyport, Wash. (J.M.A.) Aug.; 

Littlewind River, Wyo. Sept. 
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11. Allodia sp. 

Female. Length 3.5 mm. Fuscous; scape, palpi, spot below 
humerus, hind margins of the posterior tergites and the venter 

especially toward the tip, coxze, tibia, and halteres yellow. An- 
tenn slightly enlarged at the base, about as long as head and 
thorax. Fore metatarsus about .8 as long as the tibia. Cubitus 

forks proximad of base of crossvein. Mt. Constitution, Orcas, 

ee ais i Gl SAN) ality: 

12. Allodia delita n. sp. 

Male. Length 3.5 mm.  Fuscous, scape, palpi, luimert, 

anterior part of the venter, coxe, femora, tibiz, and halteres 

yellow. Antennz more than half again as long as the head and 
thorax united. Scutellum with 2 marginal sete; sete over fore 

cox blackish. Fore metatarsus slightly shorter than the tibia. 

Wing yellowish hyaline; subcosta curved toward but does not 
reach Ri; cubitus forks about opposite the fork of the media. 

Hypopygium large (Fig. 136). Mt. Constitution, Orcas, Id.; 

Wash. (J.M.A.) July. 
Female. A specimen from Berkeley, Calif. (W.M.W.) has 

dark humeri, pale brown hairs over fore cox, and shorter 

antenne. 

Var. a. Male. Length 3 mm. Like the foregoing in color- 
ing and structure but the sete above the fore coxe are pale 

brown and the hypopygium differs slightly. Wis. (W.M.W.). 

This may possibly be a distinct species. 

aw ee 
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Addenda. 

Dr. H. Dziedzicki of Warsaw, Russia, recently informed me 

_ that the hypopygium of Platyura diluta Lw. is identical with 

that of P. unicolor Winn., and that of P. subterminalis is like 

that of P. infuscata Winn. As the last two also resemble each 

other in other particulars they may be identical. Platyura parva 

belongs to Enderlein’s new genus Paraplatyura, Re+s ending in 

Re 

Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell called my attention to an error in Part 

Il (p. 131). Tetragoneura peritula should have been recorded 

from near Rifle, Colorado, an Eocene locality. 

On page 136 in the description the hypopygium of S. galbana 
for inferior read superior, for dorsal read ventral, and vice 

versa. Similar corrections must be made under explanation of 
figure 122, page 192. For glabana read galbana. (Part II). 

In the tables of leg measures on pages 323-325 the letters 

ct or t following a name signify that the measurements were 

made upon the cotype or the type specimen. 

Since the publication of my previous papers on the 

Mycetophilidae in Bulletins 172 and 180 of this Station and in 

Genera Insectorum, Fasc. 93 there have appeared two papers 

by Dr. Enderlein (Trans. Linn. Soc. London, roto, and Stettin 

Ent. Zeit. 191f) on this family of flies in which some additional 
genera have been proposed. As some of these genera occur in 

America it is desirable to give a brief synopsis of each with 

such differential characters as may be necessary to distingui-h 

them from the older genera as characterized in the synoptic 

tables published in the previous papers of this series and in 

Genera Insectorum. 

Mycetobunae. 

Mesochria is related to Mycetobia but differs in having con- 

tiguous eyes, and a coalescence of the tips Ri: and Ret+:s. Scotella 

I consider a Sciophiline. See below. 

Ceroplatinae. 

Placoceratias differs from Ceratelion in possessing but 2 
ocelli. In Paraplatywra R:+s ends in R: in this respect differing 

from Platyura. P. parva from the St. Vincent Isl. should be 

placed here. 
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Sciophilinae. 

Ectrepesthoneura was erected to contain Tetragoneura hirta. 

In this genus the subcosta ends in R: and the petiole of the cubi- 

tus is very short, thus distinguishing it from Tetragoneura. 

Scotella was referred to the Mycetobiinae by Dr. Enderlein but 

I am inclined to interpret the homology of the wing veins dif- 

ferently. In the figure given by him (Tran. Linn. Soc. p. 61) 
the veins marked cu and ax I consider to be M and cu respect- 

ively. This genus may be separated from Paratinia by the 

elongate petiole of the radial sector, and the presence of scales 

on thorax and abdomen. Pleouazgoneura and Neurocompsa are 

both related to Neoempheria from which they differ in having 

a distinct vein between R and M instead of merely a fold. The 

second genus is distinguished further in having an accessory 

crossvein. 

Mycetophilinae. 

Aphanizophleps is an aberrant form with defective venation - 

probably related to the Sciarinae, resembling Manota from 

which it is distinguished by the position of the lateral ocelli close 

to the eye margin. Lezvella closely resembles Rondaniella, but it 

has only 2 ocelli, and the basal section of Rs is lacking. 

Megalopelma, a genus split off from Phthinia, differs in having 

the subcostal crossvein placed distad of the base of Rs. ‘The 

American species P. fraudulenta no doubt belongs here. 

Platurocypta has but 2 ocelli, and a depressed instead of a com- 

pressed abdomen, differing in these respects from Epicyptu. 

Plastacephala may be distinguished from Mvycetophila by the 

form of the abdomen which is depressed instead of compressed. 

Platyprostliogyne resembles Zygomyia but it has its costa pro- 

cuced, the ocelli but 2 in number, and a depressed abdomen. 

ee ee 
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Explanation of Plates.’ 

Abbreviations used in the explanation of the plates of the hypopygia. 

da — dorsal aspect, va = ventral aspect, ma = mesal aspect, la = 

lateral aspect, a = median ventral plate, s = superior forceps, i = infe- 

rior forceps. 

Plate. 

Hypopygia. Magnification x 60 unless otherwise noted. 

98. Leia cincta, median ventral process, c, limb of forceps. 

99. JL. decora, la a, median sclerite, x 35. 

100. L. opima, x 35. 

tor. LL. sublunata, x 35: 

102. Phthimia curta, x 35. 

103. Coelosia lepida, ma of limb. 

104. C. modesta, c and b, limbs. 

105. Syntemna rejecta, x 35. 

106. S. wittaia, var fasciata, b is la of c. 

107. Anatella silvestris, la. 

108. Docosia dichroa, terminal appendage of lateral sclerite. 

109. D. nigella, x 20. 

110. D. mnitida. 

ttt. Trichonta triangularis, forceps limb, x 35. 

112. T. bellula, forceps. 

113. T. diffissa, forceps. 

114. T. patens, forceps. 

115. Cordyla manca, b’, ma of b. 

TO, 940. SCT. 

117. C. volucris, ma. Forceps. 

118. C. recens. Forceps. 

119. C. neglecta. Forceps. 

120. Brachypesa bisignata var. divergens, latero-dorsal aspect, x 20. 

121. Rhymosia serripes, x 35. 

122. R. inflata, x 20. 

123. R. imitator, x 35. Forceps. 

124. R. akeleyi, x 35. Apex of hypopygium. 

125. KR. captiosa, x 20. 

120. ch-dijissa, b-— _vasla, ib) = dalof b,x 35. sh orceps: 

127. Allodia crassicornis, var a, x 35. Forceps. 

128. A. crassicornis, var c, x 35. Forceps. 

129. A. bulbosa. Forceps. 

130. A. actuaria. Forceps. 

131. A. falcata. Forceps. 

132. A. elata. Forceps. 
133. A. bella. Forceps. 

134. A. beata, x Ao. Forceps. 

135. A. callida, x 40. Forceps. 

136. A. delita, x 45. Forceps. 



137. 

138. 

130. 

140. 

141. 
142. 
143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 
148. 

IAQ. 

150. 

I51. 

152. 

TES 

154. 

ilislep 
150. 

157. 

158. 

150. 

160. 

161. 

162. 

162. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

170. 

yale 

172. 

nye. 

174. 

WAS 

170. 

177. 

178. 

170. 

180. 

FUNGUS GNATS OF NORTH AMERICA. 

‘Gnoriste megarrhina, da. 

G. macra, forceps, ma. 

Plate. 

Hypopygia. Magnification x 35 unless otherwise noted. 

G. megarrhina, forceps, ma. 

Acnemia psylla, var. da. 

A. psylia, da, x 45. 

Rondaniclla abbreviata. 

Forceps. 

Neuratelia silvatica, da, x 45. 

N. scitula, da. 

N. nemoralis, inner appendage of s, da x 60. 

Boletina obscura. 

B. cincta. 

. mitator, x 20. 

. gracilis, forceps. 

longicornis, X 25. 

. tricincta, forceps. 

eia melena. 

nigra. 

. winthemii. 

SRP EE Php bbb tb bb . aryas. 

Gnoriste megarrhina. 

G. macra. 

Acnemia psylla. 

A. flaveola. 

Rondaniella abbreviata. 

Neuratelia silvatica. 

N. eminens. 

“N. nemoralis, 

Leptomorphus ypsilon. 

Allocotocera parvula. 

Boletina obscura. 

B. cincta. 

. nolescens, forceps, x 60. 

arctica, after Rubsaamen. 

. nacta, apex of forceps, x 60. 

. sciarina, forceps, after Dziedzicki. 

. striata, var. a, forceps la, x 60. 

. plebeja, forceps, la, x 60. 

. eblectabilis, forceps, la, x 60. 

Plate. 

181. 

182. 

183. 

184. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

188. 

180. 

QO. 

ROM 

192. 

. delicata, va, median ventral lobe. 

. delicata, da, upper lateral lobe. 

delicata, va. lower lateral lobe. 

. notescens, var. a, ovipositor. 

by by ty by Oy by by by ty ty Oy by 

. melanchclicus, median ventral lobe, x 60. 

. melancholicus, forceps, x 60. 

melancholica. 

. mmuitator. 

. gracilis. 

longicornis. 

. notescens, 

sobria. 

tricincta. 

delicata. 

obesula. 

inops, var. a. 

sedula. 

. nacta. 

327 
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103. 

IQA. 

105. 

190. 

197. 

1098. 

242. 

243. 

Leia varia. 199. 
L. melena. 200. 
L. migra. 201. 

L,. ventralis. 202. 

L. cuneola. 203. 

L. winthemii. 204. 

Plate. 

Leia opima. 224. 

L. sublunata. 225. 

L. bivittata. 226. 

Phthinia curta. Op 

P. tanypus. 228. 

Coelosia gracilis. 220. 

C. lepida. 
C. modesta. 230. 

Syntemna rejecta. eile 

S. vittata, 232. 

S. separata. 233) 

Megophthalmidia occidentalis. 234. 

Anatella silvestris. 235. 

Docosia dichroa. 236. 

D. nigella. DRT. 

D. nitida. 238. 

Trichonta triangularis. 230 

T. diffissa. 240 

T. patens. 

Plate. 

Docosia dichroa. 244. 

Exechia. 245. 
Boletina vittata (Europe). 

S striata, vat. a. 

. plebeja. 

. oblectabilis. 

dryas. 

cincta. 

. decora. Saat en Stans 

Cordyla manca. 

C. Scita: 

C. volucris. 
C. recens. 

C. neglecta. 

Brachypeza bisignata, var 

divergens. 

Rhymosia sp a. 

sp. b. 

. Serripes. 

. mflata. 

. mmitator. 

. akeleyi. 

. captiosa. 

. diffissa. 

Allodia crassicormis, var. a- 

A. bulbosa. 

A. actuaria. 

by Dy 

Aw 

Leia winthemii. 
Mycetophila punctata- 



os 
i Vy, 2G, 

A 
2 
e. 
é 
bs 

? 

Figs. 98 to 136. Details of hypopygia. 

98-101, Leia. 102, Phthinia. 103-104, Coelosia. 105-106, Syntemna. 

107, Anatella. 108-110, Docosia. 111-114, Trichonta. 115-119, Cordyla. 

120, Brachypeza. 121-126, Rhymosia. 127-136, Allodia. 





Figs. 137 to 168. Details of hypopygia. 

137-139, Gnoriste. 140-141, Acnemia. 142, Rondaniella. 143-145, Neuratelia. 
146-160, Boletina. 161, Boletina (ovipositor). 162-168, Leia. 





Figs. 169-170, Gnoriste. 171-172, Acnemia. 173, Rondaniella. 

174-176, Neuratelia. 177, Leptomorphus. 178, Allocotocera. 

179-192, Boletina. 193-204, Leia (Veoglaphyroptera). | 





Figs. 205-207, Leia (Meoelaphyroptera). 208-209, Phthinia. 210-212, Coelosia. 

213-215, Syntemna. 216, Megophthalmidia. 217, Anatella. 218-220, Docosia. 

221-223, Trichonta. 224-228, Cordyla. 229, Brachypeza. 230-237, Rhymosia. 

238-240, Allodia (+- Brachycampta). 



Rotts, penn vi ; 

Tess 



= a 

241, Docosia. 242, Exechia. 243, Boletina. 244, Leia (Weoglaphyroptera) 
245, Mycetophila. Photographed from balsam mounts. 





METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

For many years the meteorological apparatus was located in 

the Experiment Station building and the observations were 

made by members of the Station Staff. June 1, ro11, the 

meteorological apparatus was removed to Wingate Hall and 

the observations are in charge of Mr. James S. Stevens, pro- 

fessor of physics in the University of Maine. 

January 1, 1911 to May 31, 1911, the instruments used were 

mbdmyAe 54 2” N. Lon. 68° 40 11° W. Elevation 150 feet. 

From June 1, 1911, to December 31, 1911, the instruments used 

Memmi bat AA 54 2° Ni. Lon. 64° 40 5” W. Elevation 135 

meet. 

The instruments used are the same as those used in preceding 

years, and include: Wet and dry bulk thermometers; maxi- 

mum and minimum thermometers; rain-gauge; self-recording 

anemometer; vane; and barometer. ‘The observations at 

Orono now form an almost unbroken record of forty-three 

vears. 
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S54 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQII. 

REPORT. OFS LREASURIIR {FOR Tis CAlig. VakcAas 

ENDING UNE so. toc: 

SS ee ce 
Ns | 

Balance aly al Ose eect eh cate ka cis sealer ort usar ten eeeoa emp racer $764 19 - $46 79 

Treasurer of United States............ $15 ,000 00)$15 ,000 00 

SITE Te Sha eet REL aL AR aE CRE eee SMe SORES SOHO Nee cisebe Ores eon | Soret ie SRN cate 79 ,688 26 

SEIS PRE cre Pa ite Pea i ORR AES Soe UY coer ee trey li aM gmt ge [yaks trcge eke 1,894 74 

PSE ArH Spd Men Hee ota ein ced wrceoat' tack ices oaol| otthurs-ateesens oll emceabardicato. coal 1,837 43 

WDeGatt He peek ti (ee ey eee aie 
| $11 ,696 00 

DISBURSEMENTS 
Dalariesz.< Mea auntie eh oie ete da aaa $5 ,609 83/$13 ,927 11) $1,157 92) $8 ,622 96 

Tiaboren sagt, ko terawinse a nswaelee 1,980 51) 98 05 9 38 
IRublicationseacrmcctsn te atic eevee 158 25 

Postavelandystaplonenyaae arene ARAL I| cceaeieceerors 13 75 442 75 

Freight and express.............+--.. 416 05 31 89 330) 247 48 
Heat liehteandspowenrseem seer eee 551 02 suse cecatNeheec Lovee sees 141 84 

Chemitealisuppliesae sac .c seine oe 194 91) Pres 29 ga el ein Oh eRe chy te 534 91 

Seeds, plants and sundry supplies...... 641 56 258 98) 41 43 55 23 

METbIIZETS Stee) -core homes kan sweet iesauece sae page 678 09) | 

Heedin eis tuiis ewe wae ferent ees 1,401 48 23 17] 

dO Monechaye ken lekaarn ees A eee cso. e lode ticia se 809 18 58 12 

Tools, implements and machinery...... 484 63 12 88 OF 25) 

Hurnibune rand ehxhurese eset ie ern 287 59 

Seclemulic appAaLabuUsiwe eee eerie 293 86 336 45, Be cot 445 76 

Ii ershockme AAA Chacon ey, eos 125 21] 51 00| 9 30 
Wravelineexpensesmmaacnaisterenteiier ction | 250 7 V5 8. D2 ls eced-icereratess 1,103 45 

Contingent expenses.................. | 56 25 Le AOS en | 57 50 101 62 

IB il lan ors eee etn ace ee nee sere a 607 70 43 83 

Balance, June 30, 1910............... eae ts es eee 1,364 10 
A Gtalletatye sis tcusugailerre ce ae Mine ater 315 ,000 00/$15 ,000 00) $2,658 93)/$11 ,696 00 

* This is only an apparent deficit as the inspection year ends with the State year 
December 31. 

t+ Due but not paid July 1, 1911. 
The classified report does not inelude $1,000.00 paid for services and feeding stuffs in 

poultry investigations by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, an appropriation of $5,200 
from the State for printing Station publications nor the receipts and expenditures for food 
packed under inspection. 
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29 

FERTILIZER INSPECTION. 

The law regulating the sale of commercial fertilizers in this 
State formerly called for the publication of two bulletins each 

year. ‘The first of these, issued in the early spring, contained 
the analysis of the samples received from the manufacturer 

guaranteed to represent within reasonable limits the goods to 

be later placed upon the market. The second bulletin contained 

the analysis of the samples collected in the open market by a 

representative of the Station. 
It has been found by long experience that the results of the 

analysis of samples collected by representatives of the Station 

are a safer guide in the purchase of fertilizers than those of the 
manufacturers’ samples. The Legislature of 1909 changed the 
law relative to publication so that hereafter only one fertilizer 

bulletin will be published each year. This will contain the re- 
ports of the analysis of the samples collected by the Station 

representatives of fertilizers sold in Maine during the year. 
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CHIEF REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAw. 

The law applies to “any material used for fertilizing purposes, 
the price of which exceeds ten dollars a ton.” For many years 
the sale of materials other than mixed goods was so small that 
no notice was taken of it. As time went on, however, with the 

propagation of the ideas of home mixing, the demand for chem- 
icals increased. For the last few years the most common chem- 

icals such as acid phosphate, ground bone, nitrate of soda and 

the various potash salts are regularly licensed by the companies 
handling them. In the case chiefly of companies manufactur- 

ing in the State it happens that other fertilizing constituents are 

sold in small amounts and primarily for experimental purposes. 

While the law is explicit there will until further notice, be no 
prosecutions made by the Director of the Maine Agricultural 

Experiment Station for the sale without license of small 
amounts of these more unusual fertilizing constituents, provided 
the company can show that these goods were sold in good faith 
for experimental purposes. As a part of the indication that 

the goods were thus sold it should be explained to the customer 
exactly under what conditions the goods are sold; that they 
are unlicensed; that they have not been or are not likely to be 

analyzed by the Director of the Maine Experiment Station and 
that the Director holds himself in no way responsible for the 
quality of these unlicensed goods sold for experimental pur- 

poses. Their sale is allowed because the Director does not 

regard it as the purposes of the law to either hamper ordinary 
business or hinder experiments on the part of the farmer. 

Whenever any goods thus offered experimentally come to be 

sold in considerable amount they must be licensed the same as 
other fertilizing materials. 

The Brand. Each package shall bear, conspicuously printed, 
the following statements: 

The number of net pounds contained in each package. 

The name or trade mark under which it is sold. 
The name of the manufacturer or shipper. 
The place of manufacture. 
The place of business of manufacturer or shipper. 

The percentage of nitrogen or its equivalent in ammonia. 
The percentage of potash soluble in water. 
The percentage of phosphoric acid in available form. 
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The percentage of total phosphoric acid. 

The Certificate. ‘There shall be filed annually between Mor, 
15 and Dec. 15 with the Director of the Station a certificate 

centaining an accurate statement of the brand. ‘This certificate 

applies to the next succeeding calendar year. 

Analysis Fee. For each brand of fertilizer sold or offered for 

sale in the State there shall be paid annually “an analysis fee 
as follows: Ten dollars for the phosphoric acid and five dollars 

each for the nitrogen and potash contained or said to be con- 

tained in the fertilizer.” ° ) 

The License. Upon the payment of the fee and receipt of the 

certificate the Director of the Station “shall issue a certificate 

of compliance.” 

Penalty. Violations of the law are punishable “by a fine not 
exceeding one hundred dollars for the first offense and not 

exceeding two hundred dollars for each subsequent offense.” 

_ Executive. The Director of the Station is directed to collect 
and analyze samples of all fertilizers sold in the State; to pub- 

lish the results of the analyses together with additional infor- 
mation of public benefit; and to diligently enforce the pro- 

visions of the law. 

The full text of the law is printed in Official Inspections 12. 
A copy will be sent on request made to the Director of the 

Experiment Station, Orono, Maine. 

FERTILITY AND PLANT Foop. 

To produce profitable crops and at the same time to maintain 

and even to increase the productive capacity of the soil may 

rightly be termed “good farming.” Many farmers are able to 

do this, and the knowledge of how to do it has been largely 

acquired through years of experience, during which the char- 

acter of the soil, its adaptability for crops, and the methods of its 
management and manuring have been made the subjects of care- 

ful study, without, however, any definite and accurate knowl- 

edge concerning manures and their functions in relation to 

soils and crops. ‘Those who desire to study these questions, are 

invited to write to the Superintendent of the Extension De- 

partment of the College of Agriculture, University of Maine, 

Orono, Maine, who will gladly send a list of suitable books and 
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give full information relative to correspondence courses on this 

subject.* 

Soils vary greatly in their capabilities of supplying food to 
‘crops. Different ingredients are deficient in different soils. 
The way to learn what materials are proper in a given case is by 
observation and experiment. The rational method for deter- 

mining what ingredients of plant-food a soil fails to furnish in 
abundance, and how these lacking materials can be most eco- 

nemically supplied, is to put the questions to the soil with differ- 

ent fertilizing materials and get the reply in the crops pro- 

duced. How to make these experiments is explained in Cir- 

cular No. 8 of the Office of Experiment Stations of the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture. A copy of this circular can be 

had by applying to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, 

De: 
The chief use of fertilizers is to supply plant-food. It is good 

farming to make the most of the natural resources of the soil 

and of the manures produced on the farm, and to depend upon 

artificial fertilizers only to furnish what more is needed. It is 
not good economy to pay high prices for materials which the 

soil may itself yield, but it 1s good economy to supply the lack- 
ing ones in the cheapest way. ‘The rule in the purchase of costly 

commercial fertilizers should be to select those that supply, in 

the best forms and at the lowest cost, the plant-food which the 

crop needs and the soil fails to furnish. 
Plants differ widely with respect to their capacities for gath- 

ering their food from soil and air; hence the proper fertilizer 

in a given case depends upon the crop as well as upon the soil. 

The fertility of the soil would remain practically unchanged if 

all the ingredients removed in the various farm products were 
restored to the land. ‘This may be accomplished by feeding the 
crops grown on the farm to animals, carefully saving the 

manure and returning it to the soil. If it is practicable to 
pursue a system of stock feeding in which those products of the 
farm which are comparatively poor in fertilizing constituents are 

*This Station has a circular on Home Mixed Fertilizers that may be had an ; 

tequest to Director Chas. D. Woods, Orono. Farmers’ Bulletin 44 of the U. s. 

Department of Agriculture discussing commercial fertilizers will be sent to any 

‘address on application to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. The 

Maine Bulletin, Vol. XI, No. 5, discusses The Restoration of Fertility and Com- 

mercial Fertilizers. This can be obtained by writing the College of Agricul- 

ture, Orono, Maine. 
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exchanged in the market for feeding stuffs of high fertilizing 
value, the loss of soil fertility may be reduced to a minimum, or 

there may be an actual gain in fertility. 

CONSTITUENTS OF FERTILIZERS. 

The only ingredients of plant-food which we ordinarily need 

to consider in fertilizers are potash, lime, phosphoric acid, and 
nitrogen. The available supply of lime is often insufficient; 

hence one reason for the good effect so often observed from the 

application of lime, and of plaster, which is a compound of lime 

and sulphuric acid. The remaining substances, nitrogen, phos- 

phoric acid and potash, are the most important ingredients of 
our common commercial fertilizers, both because of their 

scarcity in the soil and their high cost. It is in supplying these 
that phosphates, bone manures, potash-salts, guano, nitrate of 

soda, and most other commercial fertilizers are chiefly useful. 
The term “form” as applied to a fertilizing constituent has 

_ reference to its combination or association with other constitu- 

ents which may be useful, though not necessarily so. The form 

of the constituent, too, has an important bearing upon its avail- 

ability, and hence upon its usefulness as plant food. Many 

materials containing the essential elements are practically worth- 

less as sources of plant-food because the form is not right; the 

plants are unable to extract them from their combinations; they _ 
are “unavailable.” In many of these materials the forms may 
be changed by proper treatment, in which case they become val- 

uable not because the element itself is changed, but because it 
then exists in such form as readily to feed the plant. 

Nitrogen is the most expensive of the three essential fertiliz- 
ing elements. It exists in three different forms, organic nitro- 
gen, ammonia and nitrate. 

Organic nitrogen exists in combination with other elements 
either as vegetable or animal matter. All materials containing 
organic nitrogen are valuable in proportion to their rapidity of 

decay, because change of form must take place before the nitro- 

gen can serve as plant food. Organic nitrogen differs in availa- 
bility not only according to the kind of material which supplies 
it, but according to. the treatment it receives. 

Nitrogen as ammonia usually exists in commercial manures in 
the form of sulphate of ammonia and is more readily available 
than organic nitrogen. While nitrogen in the form of ammonia 
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is extremely soluble in water, it is not readily removed from the 

soil by leaching, as it is held by the organic compounds of the 

soil. : 

Nitrogen as nitrate exists in commercial products chiefly as 
nitrate of soda. Nitrogen in this form is directly and imme- 
diately available, no further changes being necessary. It is 

completely soluble in water, and diffuses readily throughout the 

soil. It differs from the ammonia compounds in forming no 
insoluble compounds with soil constituents and may be lost by 

leaching. | 

Phosphoric acid is derived from materials called phosphates, 
in which it may exist in combination with lime, iron, or alumina 

as phosphates of lime, iron or alumina. Phosphate of lime is 

the form most largely used as a source of phosphoric acid. 

Phosphoric acid occurs in fertilizers in three forms: That solu- 

ble in water and readily taken up by plants; that insoluble 

in water but still readily used by plants and known as “re- 

verted”; and that soluble only in strong acids and consequently 

very slowly used by the plant. The “soluble” and “reverted” 

together constitute the “available” phosphoric acid. The phos- 
phoric acid in natural or untreated phosphates is insoluble in 

water, and not readily available to plants. If it is combined 

with organic substances as in animal bone, the rate of decay is 
more rapid than if with purely mineral substances. The insol- 

uble phosphates may be converted into soluble forms by treat- 

ment with strong acids. Such phosphates are known as acid 

phosphates or superphosphates. The “insoluble phosphoric 

acid” of a high cost commercial fertilizer has little or no value 

to the purchaser because at the usual rate of application the 

quantity is too small to make any perceptible effect upon the 

crop, and because its presence in the fertilizer excludes an equal 

amount of more needful and valuable constituents. 

Potash in commercial fertilizers exists chiefly as muriates and 

sulphates. Wauth potash the form does not exert so great an 

influence upon availability as is the case with nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid. All ordinary forms are freely soluble in water, 

and are believed to be nearly if not quite equally available as 

food. The form of the potash has an important influence upon 

the quality of certain crops. For example, the results of experi- 

ments seem to indicate that the quality of tobacco, and certain 
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other crops, is unfavorably influenced by the use of muriate of 

potash, while the same crops show a superior quality if materials 
free from chlorides have been used as the source of potash. 

VALUATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

The agricultural value of any fertilizing constituent 1s meas- 

ured by the value of the increase of the crop produced by its 

use, and is, of course, a variable factor, depending upon the 

availability of the constituent, and the value of the crop pro- 
duced. The form of the materials used must be carefully con- 

sidered in the use of manures. Slow-acting materials cannot be 

expected to give profitable returns upon quick-growing crops, 

nor expensive materials profitable returns when used for crops 

of relatively low value. 
The agricultural value is distinct from what is termed “com- 

mercial value,” or cost in market. This last is determined by 
market and trade conditions, as cost of production of the crude 

material, methods of manipulation required, etc. Since there 

is no strict relation between agricultural and commercial or 

market value, it may happen that an element in its most avail- 

able form, and under ordinary conditions of high agricultural 
value, costs less in market than the same element in less avail- 

able forms and of a lower agricultural value. The commercial 

value has reference to the material as an article of commerce, ~ 

hence commercial ratings of various fertilizers have reference 

to their relative cost and are used largely as a means by which 

the different materials may be compared. 
The commercial valuation of a fertilizer consists in calculating 

the retail trade-value or cash-cost at freight centers (in raw 
materials of good quality) of an amount of nitrogen, phosphoric 

acid and potash equal to that contained in one ton of the fer- 

tilizer. Plaster, lime, stable manure and nearly all of the less 

expensive fertilizers have variable prices, which bear no close 

relation to their chemical composition, but guanos, superphos- 

phates, and similar articles, for which $20 to $75 per ton are 

paid, depend for their trade value exclusively on the substances, 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, which are comparatively 

costly and steady in price. The trade-value per pound of the 

ingredients is reckoned from the current market prices of the 

standard articles which furnish them to commerce. The con- 
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sumer, in estimating the reasonable price to pay for high-grade 

fertilizers, should add to the trade-value of the above-named 

ingredients a suitable margin for the expenses of manufacturer, 

etc., and for the convenience or other advantage incidental to 

their use. 

For many years this Station has not printed an estimate of 
the commercial value of the different brands licensed in the 

State. If anyone wishes to calculate the commercial value he 

can do so by using the trade values adopted for 1910 by the 

Experiment Stations of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 

New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island and Vermont. 

These valuations represent the average retail prices at which 

these ingredients could be purchased during the three months 
preceding March 1, 1910, in ton lots at tide water in southern 

New England. On account of the greater distance from the 
large markets the prices for Maine at tide water would probably 

be somewhat higher than those quoted. 

TRADE VALUES OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS FOR IQIO. 

Cents 
per pound 

INGEST aM MRA Kea oN ne AA 6 A woo pte e Windy adi oo 16 

InwatmindoniassaltGay pe cteee der ps ate ces ame e eee 16 

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish, meat and 

blood, and in mixed fertilizers.... 20 

TN ANS NOTE ainGl aiNKASS, Sho occescs 20 

in coarse bone and tankage..... ot ates ale 

hospioncyacidemyater=-colmblenmm panei a) ean 4 
CMEREITS SOULE” Sone Soe C4 od du 60 ct ee 4 

in fine ground bone and tankage.... Ab 

inl CORPSE loMe sind) waialkaee. so sc00c 3% 

i cotton seed meal, castor pomace 

ING BASES) Vee. sis cutee ceereie state eer eet 34 
in mixed fertilizers, if insoluble in 

ElmanaOMbOO CHORES Boone caces ee 2 

Potash as high grade sulphate and in forms free from 

Mmimiater Or celilorides. mie | ee ue nies 5 

AIS MAMUTVALCS 2 cages, vate nt te ruae Rint ews a ert ok te eae a 44 

RULES FOR CALCULATING VALUATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

The commercial valuation will be accurate enough as a means 

of comparison 1f the following rule is adopted: 
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Multiply 4.0 by the percentage of nitrogen. 

Multiply 0.8 by the percentage of available phosphoric acid. 

Multiply 0.4 by the percentage of insoluble phosphoric acid. 

Multiply 1.0 by the percentage of potash. 

The sum of these 4 products will be the commercial valua- 

tion per ton on the basis taken. 

Illustration. ‘The table of analyses shows a certain fertilizer 

to have the following composition: Nitrogen 3.30 per cent; 

Available phosphoric acid 8.co per cent; Insoluble phosphoric 

acid 1.00 per cent; Potash 6.00 per cent. ‘The valuation in this 

case will be computed thus: 

Mitrogen, - : AOWK<es220) Size 

Available phosphoric acid, 0.8 < 8.00, 6 40 

Insoluble phosphoric acid, OLA SK i {O10), 40 

Potash, 1.0 X 6.00, 6 00 

$26 00 

Since this rule assumes all the nitrogen to be organic and all 

the potash to be in the form of the sulphate, it is evident that the 

valuations thus calculated must not be taken as the only guide in 
the choice of a fertilizer. In every case the farmer should con- 

sider the needs of his soil before he begins to consider the cost. 

In many instances a little careful experimenting will show him 

that materials containing either nitrogen, potash, or phosphoric 

acid alone will serve his purpose as fully as a “complete fer- 

tilizer,” in which he must pay for all three constituents, whether 
needed or not. 

WOOD ASHES. 

Wood ashes while quite extensively sold in Maine as a fer- 

tilizer are not sold at a price that puts them into the class of 

materials that come under the inspection laws. Most every 

farmer and particularly those who are engaged in producing 

hay on rather heavy or clay loam lands, know the value of 

these materials for fertilizing purposes and there is no question 

but they are a valuable addition to the stock of substances used 

as manures. 

While ashes are valuable and we would not wish to discour- 

age their use in any way we would caution the farmer against 

purchasing promiscuous lots, of which he has no knowledge of 
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the manner in which they were produced, unless they carry 

a guaranteed analysis from a reliable party. ‘Their greatest 

money value depends upon the potash they contain and this 

element varies greatly depending on the wood from which 

they were made, manner of burning and whether protected 

from rains after burning. Potash is volatile at high tempera- 

tures and consequently when ashes are burned hard as they 

sometimes are in furnaces a part of the potash is lost. For 

this reason, particularly when they are bought for their pot- 

ash content, the farmer should have a guaranteed analysis of 

water soluble potash content. In estimating the agricultural 

value, however, one should not lose sight of the fact that 

ashes contain quite an amount of phosphoric acid and a large 

amount of lime. ‘To these two latter constituents the bene- 

ficial action of ashes is probably often due as much as to the 

potash they contain. The Station has no funds for making 

free analyses of ashes but will make them at cost of the chem- 

ist’s time. The necessity of such analysis is showa by the va- 

riations given in the following table. 

Highest, Lowest and Average Amounts of Phosphoric Acid, 
Potash and Lame in roo Pounds of Ashes. 

Potash 
Phos- |a 

KINDS OF ASHES. phorie Soluble Lime. 
acid. water 

Unleached ashes. % % % 
Hard wood highest 6.0 10.4 39.0 

lowest 2.0 5.2 Sle 
average 3.3 8.0 36.5 

Mill furnace ashes. Z 
Soft wood highest 2.7 4.7 46.2 

lowest i} 0.9 35.9 
average lett 3.5 42.8 

Canada ashes car lots. 
highest = 6.6 - 
lowest = 3.3 - 
average = 5.0 

Leached ashes. 
average. 1.7 0.7 26.5 

New Encianp Minera, FERTILIZER. 

Occasionally during the past 25 years there have been zealous 
advocates of the use of ground rock as a fertilizer. Soil is 
formed by the weathering of rocks by the slow processes of 

time. Dreamers, and it is to be earnestly hoped their dreams 
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may some time come true, have in their imagination seen the 

stone walls that encumber so many New England fields con- 

verted by mechanical and chemical processes into forms avail- 

able for the production of fruit, grain, hay, roots and tubers 

for the food of man and other animals. 

In 1909 the American Health Association of Clifton, New 

Jersey, published a most remarkable 100-page pamphlet entitled 

“The Fertility of the Soil and Life or Death. A Treatise on 
the Use of Lava and its Influence on the Evolution of Plants, 

Animals and Men,” by the “Professor of Polaric Nutrition at 

the Divine Science University.” After a number of pages 

which are apparently designed to befog the mind of the reader, 

several different brands of lava such as the Mount Pelee Brand, 

Mount Vesuvius Brand, the Coma Brand, Chimborazo Brand 

for Trees, the Etna Brand for Sandy Soils, are exploited. In 

most of the descriptions it is ingenuously suggested that these 

various brands of lava be used in connection with barnyard 
manure or else upon rich soils. The Department of Agricul- 

ture of the American Health Association were willing to part 
with these brands for prices varying from $15.00 to $30.00 per 

ton, f.o.b. Passaic, New Jersey. 
In 1910 the New England Mineral Fertilizer and Chemical 

Company of Boston, Mass., were licensed to sell in Maine New 

England Mineral Fertilizer which was guaranteed to contain no 
nitrogen or ammonia, a trace of available phosphoric acid, a_ 

trace of total phosphoric acid and a trace of potash. When 
the application for the license was received, the question natur- 

ally came up as to whether such a material could be licensed 
under the fertilizer law of the State. The law applies to “any 

material used for a fertilizing purpose, the price of which ex- 

ceeds ten dollars a ton.” As this was quoted at $15.00 a ton 
in carload lots:and $17.00 per ton in less than carload lots, it 
seemed to come within the definition of the law. It will be 

noted that the goods make no claim for the presence of plant 

food as obtains in ordinary fertilizing materials, and as is con- 
templated by the law. 

They have apparently issued a good deal of descriptive liter- 

ature. In these publications considerable reference is made to 
the work of the “Professor of Polaric Nutrition at the Divine 

Science University,” although he is not given his official title, 
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so far as noted, in the publications of the New England Mineral 
Fertilizer Company. 

There are probably no claims made for the composition of 

these goods that are not borne out by fact. They do, however, 

make claims for the performance of this so-called fertilizer 

many of which are contrary to exact experiments that have been 

obtained with this class of materials. It is not a new thing to 
attempt to fertilize land with ground rock. Feldspar which 

contains a large amount of potash has been used repeatedly in 

scientific experiments with no substantial results. It is impos- 

sible to quote at any length from the absurd literature which 
is used in advertising these goods. One claim—‘No fear of 

burning the plants with this fertilizer’”—is probably correct. 

The writer has no knowledge of the sales that were made 

in Maine in 1910 of these goods with the single exception of a 

lot which was sold to Mr. A. J. Orf of North Bradford. When 

Mr. Orf received the goods he wrote to the Experiment Station 

about having them analyzed. He was informed that no doubt 

the goods would carry what they claimed to—that is, not any 

of the ordinary plant food materials, but would contain an 
abundance of the constituents of rocks quite similar to those 

present in his field. On receipt of the letter from the Experi- 

ment Station Mr. Orf was naturally indignant with the com- 
pany and wrote them a strong letter. They, however, persuaded 

lim to make a trial of the Mineral Fertilizer and he wrote them 

in October, enclosing a slip taken from the Bangor Commercial, 

showing that he had taken the first premium on pumpkins and 

cucumbers at the Charleston Fair, grown by the use of New 

England Mineral Fertilizer. Naturally the company were 
elated at this testimony and sent to the writer a series of Ietters, 

iucluding the one which he had written Mr. Orf, which they 
proposed to publish to show the value of the New England 

Mineral Fertilizer and the ignorance of Experiment Station 
people. 

On receipt of this communication the writer at once wrote 

Mr. Orf asking for particulars as to soil, methods of treatment, 

etc., and also asking the best way to get to his place in order 

that the land where this marvel was produced might be scen. 

October 21 Mr. Orf wrote that he grew the pumpkins and took 
the prize at Charleston. ‘These were grown “on New England 

Mineral Fertilizer with a light coat of manure.’ He also says: 
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“My potatoes I say nothing about, only ten bushels from two 

rows 25 rods long.” And again: “The company wants me as 

an agent but I won’t swindle the public.” Further on he says: 

“You will see by my letter that it is no use to come up here.” 

Under date of December 7 the company sent a copy of a 

letter claimed to have been written by the president of the Em- 

erson Piano Company of Boston, in which he gives an account 

ot a good yield of corn obtained by the following treatment: 
A coating of manure was placed over the land before plowing. 

On planting a small amount of Mineral Fertilizer was placed 
in each hill. The season was dry and cultivation was carried 

throughout the season. Many of the stalks bore four and some 

five perfectly developed ears. This is another instance in which 

Mineral Fertilizer did not prevent the growing of a crop with 

good cultivation when the land had been treated with farm 

manure. If this corn, and corn that will produce four and five 

‘perfectly developed ears to the stalk would have been sure of 

winning a prize, was exhibited at the New England Corn Show 

at Worcester it has not come to the writer’s attention. 

As stated above, it is lawful so far as the fertilizer law is 

concerned for this company to sell this material under the 

claims that they do that it is free from nitrogen and contains 

a trace of the two other constituents of commercial fertilizers 

that are required by law to be stated on the package. If the 

fertilizer law were as broad as the food and drug law these 

goods would be mislabeled if accompanied by such statements 

as are made in the literature which these people distribute. 
In 1910 the Experiment Station had about three acres at 

Highmoor Farm on which oats were grown without fertilizer. 
The object of this was to test the natural uniformity of the land 

and see how well it is suited for plot experiments. It is planned 

in 191 to use a part of this field in an experiment to test the 

Mineral Fertilizer on potatoes and corn. Six-tenths of an acre 

will be set aside for this purpose and laid out into six plots. 

Two of these plots will be unfertilized, two will be fertilized 

with Mineral Fertilizer in accordance with the directions for the 

particular crop to be obtained from the New England Mineral 

Fertilizer and Chemical Company, one of the remaining plots 

will be fertilized at the rate of 1500 to 1800 pounds per acre 
with a high grade fertilizer, and the other plot will be fertilized 
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at the rate of eight cords of manure and 500 pounds of fertilizer 

to the acre. One of the unfertilized plots will be planted to 

sweet corn, the other to potatoes. One of the plots manured 

with Mineral Fertilizer will be planted to sweet corn, the other 

to potatoes. The plot with 1500 to 1800 pounds of high grade 

fertilizer will be planted to potatoes, and the one with manure 

and fertilizer to sweet corn. : 

It is only fair to the New England Fertilizer Company that 

people should not confuse the New England Fertilizer Company 

which manufactures chemicals of high quality with this New 

England Mineral Fertilizer and Chemical Company which puts 
upon the market a brand of so-called fertilizer that is destitute 

of plant food as ordinarily considered. 

RESULTS OF INSPECTION. 

There has been little reason for thinking at any time during 

the past 15 years that commercial fertilizers have been offered 

in Maine with fraudulent intent. ‘The companies that have been 

doing business for many years have learned to manufacture 

commercial fertilizers so that they correspond for the most part 
quite closely to their professed analysis. A study of the an- 

alyses here reported will show that such companies as well as 

some of the newer companies are able to manufacture their 

goods so that the samples found by the Station representatives 
agree very closely with their professed analysis. It is perhaps 

not clearly understood by the user of commercial fertilizers 

what this means in the way of care on the part of the manu- 
facturer. 

Usually the sample by the Station representatives is taken at 
the warehouse from 10 packages. The samples thus taken 

are carefully mixed and a pint jar filled from the mixture. 
When the jar is received at the laboratory the goods are again 

sampled. The amount which is actually used by the chemist 
is only a small fraction of an ounce. Thus it happens that the 

very small amount analyzed by the chemist represents many 

tons. That there is substantial agreement is high testimony not 
only to the honesty of the fertilizer manufacturer but to the 
care with which his goods are manufactured. 

The increase of home mixing in the State has brought it about 
that there are some people now engaged in making fertilizers 
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for commercial purposes who are not as efficiently equipped 

either in their knowledge of the business or in their facilities 

as are the older manufacturers. It is perfectly possible to accu- 

rately compound fertilizers with a minimum of machinery so 

that the goods will be evenly mixed and in good mechanical 
condition. In order to do this, however, the person manu- 

facturing the goods must understand what he is about and 
know accurately the analysis of the materials that are entering 

into the make-up. 

The user of fertilizers should carefully study the results of 

the analyses given in this bulletin. The failure of a single 

sample to conform to its analysis may be no serious fault of 

the manufacturer as it may happen that for some reason the 

sample which was examined by the Station did not fairly repre- 
‘sent the goods. While only experienced men draw the Station 

samples, long experience has taught us that even exercising the 

greatest care possible there may be mistakes on our part as well 

as on the part of the manufacturer. If the brand of goods that 

a consumer has used or thinks of using is found to be deficient 

as shown by the analysis reported in this bulletin, the analysis 

for the preceding year should be looked into. If many of the 

different brands made by the company whose fertilizer a man 

has been using do not conform within reasonable limits to their 

guaranteed analysis he should carefully consider the advisa- 

bility of getting goods from other manufacturers. 

While on the whole the analyses here reported are satisfac- 

tory, there are a few instances that seem to demand special 
comment. 

The Atlantic Fertilizer Sennen of Baltimore, Maryland, 

came into the State this year for the first time and licensed a 

brand called Rawson & Hodges Peerless Brand Fertilizer. The 

Station inspectors found this goods only at one place, in Presque 

Isle. Consequently only one sample was obtained. While this 

was up in potash and considerably above in phosphoric acid, 
‘it was materially below in nitrogen. It may have been that 

these goods were not thoroughly mixed and the shortage may 
be thus accounted for. 

In 1909 the goods of the Buffalo Fertilizer Company, Buffalo, 

New York, (the goods as sold in Maine being manufactured at 

Houlton) were practically in accord with their guarantees. The 

samples reported this year were taken at the factory and in the 
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presence of the assistant manager. It will be noted that all of 

the high grade goods are materially deficient in nitrogen, and 

that one brand is very low in potash. After the results of the 
analyses were reported to the company the manager brought 

to the Experiment Station many reports of analyses, made by 

competent chemists, of the raw materials which entered into 

the goods. He also brought with him the books kept by the 
man who actually manages the mixing. The records seem to 

show a careful system of keeping track of the various lots of 

goods put up. In regard to the low grade goods here reported 

several facts are to be remembered. ‘The factory was com- 

pletely burned on February 23. The company had to rebuild 
and in the meantime had to mix by hand. A great deal of 

their goods was put out immediately upon mixing. Because 

of the bad showing of these goods it is greatly regretted that 

only one sample was obtained of each brand. The goods are 

largely sold directly from the factory to the consumer and it 

was only at their place of business at Houlton that these goods 

were found by the inspectors. Because of the trying circum- 

stances under which these goods were made the present year, 

the cases are passed without prosecution. 

The Coe-Mortimer Company, who handle the E. Frank Coe’s 
brands, manufactured goods which ran for the most part better 

than in the preceding year. A sample of their Blood, Bone and 

Potash was considerably below in nitrogen. It was correspond- 

ingly high in potash and phosphoric acid. After the regular 

samples were drawn, at the request of the company two more 

samples were obtained and the results are inserted in the table. 

The uniformly high potash and low nitrogen would seem to 

indicate a mistake in the formule. ‘The money value is prac- 
tically the same. 

The deficiency of the Deep Cove Manufacturing Company’s 

Fish and Potash in total phosphoric acid is not important. It 

is to be noted that the goods were practically up in nitrogen, 
potash and in available phosphoric acid. 

The Blood, Bone and Potash brand of the Martin & White 

Company did not conform very well to its guaranty. Two 

samples of these goods were obtained and they were both faulty. 
This is the first year that this company has been doing business 

in Maine. Their so-called Potato Grower analyzed practically 
in accordance with the guaranty. 
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The PR. & P. Potato Phosphate of the Parmenter & Polsey 

Fertilizer Company was deficient in both nitrogen and potash. 

Only one sample of these goods was obtained. As the other 

goods of the company ran fairly well in accord with their guar- 
antees this was doubtless due to accident of some kind. 

The Provincial Chemical Fertilizer Company of St. John, 

N. B., agreed in 1909 that they would not solicit new business 

in Maine in 1910. It will be noted that their goods are, as in 
the past, below their claim. One of their selling agents in 

Maine will doubtless be prosecuted the present year in order to 

convince the company that they must either live up to their 

guarantees or keep their goods out of the State. 

The goods of the F. W. Tunnell Company run this year fairly 
in accord with their guarantees, with the exception that their 

High Grade Fish Guano was low in nitrogen. The goods were 
only found in one place in the State and only one sample of 
each was obtained. The general character of the analysis indi- 

- cates that the company endeavors to give goods up to their guar- 

antees. 

The Whitman & Pratt Company’s goods would seem to indi- 

cate somewhat faulty mixing. Apparently it is the intention 

of the company to put in all the plant food that they claim. 

Their Potato Plowman is seriously below in nitrogen, but un- 

usually high in phosphoric acid and somewhat above in potash. ° 

The same general statements apply to their Animal Brand. All 

of which seems to indicate unsatisfactory and faulty mixing. 

In the tables that follow, the analyses of the samples of com- 
mercial fertilizers collected in the open market in the spring 

of 1910 by the Station representatives are given. The samples 

were drawn by experienced men and every precaution was 
taken to make sure that they fairly represented the goods sam- 

pled. So far as possible the samples were taken in the large 

warehouses where a large amount of the goods were stored as 

received from the factory. They were taken in almost every 
instance from at least 10 packages and where possible in the 

presence of a representative of the manufacturers. 
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H 

Descriptive List of Station Samples, rgro. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL CO., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
CE CoisvAroostooks ComiplevemNlamune ses renee erie scilieiteite ae sera eee 
C. Co.’s Aroostook Complete Manure........ 1. ..s....eeeeeee Thott rene 

1679 
1749 

1561 
1676 
q7153 

1573 
1746 
1614 
1756 

1535 
1687 
1735 

7COs S_-Acoostooks Hugh) Gradepeer sserreee ren cane Saat nas. Osea ak Seiareeeiee 
ACors Aroostook: Hilgiy a Gir aid © yas seca ccrsregeielsisayercis aenisicie leprae aise rae eee ee ieee 
NCorsAnoostook Hip hGrad erat sqasc necro crass nase ieteone on ice ante Cae eho Aiqia 

‘Cors Grass and OatseHentilizenc Wie ape eesseeiin se tee ece aan ne iea em 
Cons arassrand): Oats sHertvlZ Orin sae a5 Seeks Caeeiee Greet rane sale enieiseie ee eee 
4, COS INOMinerea WirnvaeIRoneye) Sybil, so scocouccaebdaanonddsoous dos es 
OOMSENOLUMe rie Maine pe OLalONS De Clallemeetterstt=: herr rieacieeeist oer eee eee PEPE PEE bb QQGce 

PRR pbbb b> bb eae elele) 

Q S) n ie) © D tas ® Nn LR 

nm wn 

n°) o) = = (o) is S bs) rs S| Lert @ 

1766) Ave vA OU BGO! Gr OWEN ire island erele suc ie icus seve ve um =lep hea tes sue cepah vena ele Omi Soer eke ae eT RE See vars Rena ohe eae rater eS 
1605) BradleyisvAll salinevB oniey wither Oras reer circ acne een eit 
1596|bradley’s Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables...................ceceeeceees 
1632|Bradley’s Complete Manure for Potatoesand Vegetables..............-...eeee-ee eee 

1633|Bradley’s Complete Manure with 10% Potash.......... 0.2... ccc sete ccc e cece e ee eees 
1736|Bradley’s Complete Manure with 10% Potash............. polenpeeudoonEbboosescauoboG. 

UEP shel en Ay Cioran AoKols Nanas wo sroseccods odoudboadeonnucasuan bo ocsubadaosobnaas qenogadoce 
1634 Bradley si Corn: Ph ospliate sje. pesses ce ceicte eee vote seta veani obs lero repeal © site oeerein lel ee euaernret eee 
1793 iBradley si CornmsabhOsph ates .<cocss cca risteieic iene eee cle seteyear nieces eteaaeeeine otone Phere vavereeecintenstehetereteisee 

PHOSITA YS -HUTe Ka Meni OTe. sia jaeveesclojssetelars ete yoieieisae cs lcsractoeaba arataiov ener eG Cte alates eratc er resyatedeeveIAT 
179) BradileyssBurek Gish © WUUUTZ Ox er cyaycusiercys nltetsseterass\c1avans fete vevakabe lacsse ors Cats anate eis eleray ele ce repaier eect rene eeNy 
1591|!Bradleyis Nigeara PlOspW ales: cic <r leccretereisievsisioiesaclerermiete cin jeloe sane secsie steletei=tonci-lois fetes 
1759) BradleyessNiaea nal iO splat feyate cs eresetcketatet stay etapa tere leysiateicieh leietoieiste cle revererseeielol-fe) seis tctar etait t=cetslt= 

1603 Bradiley3s! RobatoMemtila7 ety a csp ag-rer etme varstsusee evcie cai averepoisns teseeoretotelcyesclovateteteccreteyha siete strony deers 
LGLUBrAGle YS RO tatO AME TUE erp, ars, cictotav cscs s ote eoscs celehere vate eterstotets everey ay «ja evareaste roan) stele levels peleek eterna 
PHOS BrAGleyASsPo taytOsMl a mua eyy.yq, <erey. ravers avclereretnies revere elarave Vote tes<heleevcterereysln tei sie etaverarchevetsiexetrs b rep vaisetle a 

1588 Bradley7s xe Super- Phosphate) Of Wines cect seve cteetarsepccrsevecee cre miciets lake cholo cteetnteyete etcteral ot oteters 
GES SpeCMVEN LS DIG Sy oe ENO) OIMENKS) OVE Walon 5 sonodeoeaseocosspanecndundbounssongsuoscosnoue 
11559 ClarkssiGove BayastalenWenullliaerns errr cet cyieieictiis crise are eile eke iaeyere ernst 

1638|/Clark’s Cove Bay State Fertilizer for Seeding Down.............-...0. «ereessseeeeees 
ToC lleweicss) Conia Beny rime Jterciliigere Go Cind Goondacnu boobocoocdedseoeobnbesbbooosasnoncoSd 
1648|Clark’s Cove Bay State iventnlbiger Gio Gos coocadsaccesuussoccgadoccyospawsneaneesscosaner 

185?) Clank3siCover Defiance Complete yen re Beyer ie pevseeterstersiaee eter tetoy ele ieteaiele loa tote tetet rae 
UGA (Clan dkS Conwe(Gireeyn leiknaeyh Witiawine Ae dcosaascods emae casodePebaencssacesbca, goscocn 
1557|Clark’s Cove King Philip Alkaline Guano for all Crops....... Pacata) siurales ne eieog Sct nae 
1635|Clark’s Cove King Philip Alkaline Guano for all Crops.................2-.seeeseeeees 

1558) Clarks Cove Rotator MentiltZerscsc. ss srerrelelnse crsetarsela tale ers peter aleve sictatavsyeestelare el arsteyete rater Reyer 
1639|Clark’s' Covers Potatoy enh ize tarccrcvccstersist ante hcpeis teeta ce etete veers erelotoueystoicial ote/atoie oie eve arti aeeeeae 
a Clarks Cover PotatonMiamuneien cece re errinciterrecre iene ici eietetnis cisrciclssrette ree etar- eer eee 
1656 |Clark’s) Come Rovato Miami @eccneise ie tecieetsusersicn hetero istetezs i arelalaravcierves eieistay visi a iene cient roe sens 

1584 ClevelandshentlizertorsAllCrc psec aeneeeceeeicntecriocd-rictieccetie cient sereeireee 
1563|Cleveland High Grade Complete Mamure..-- 20.2... tees ween en ese ssenee 
1560)Cleveland Potato Phosphate... -..--.0 2. ee ceec ess neeeeen erm ene Seoneadanoonccncs¢ 

15477 Cleveland! Supersk nosy Weteeeye yest cstoes le eatecete ee eee steve ioleeaisoTecsrete stsiey total eleneiiererateealteralatostere 
1604;Complete Manure with 10% Potash. Sabo dnloboDdCabouaroadacooUGnnG i eras av oharee: atese rast opel ere 
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Analysis of Station Samples, 1910. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Available. Total. 

8 a 
2 : , : = § : 
8 a a Le} sS ae 3 
2 3 i) 3 ; o ES q | cn o a é q 5 é oS a i} qe ie p 
g a q i) £ 2 : q :" aa ; q 

3S a < 3 3 > 9 =} “3 Ss 3 3 3 
8 n n =I ae) o q i) 5 S- SB S) 3 
oa) <q <j oS ro) ia = & & > oii ey S 

% % ho - % % % % % % % % % 
1.46) 0.12 2.47)| 3.75) 2.81) 2.31} 6.56) 6.00} 8.87)...... 10.41) 10.00 
0.44) 0.84 2.47|| 5.93] 0.42) 1.53] 6.35] 6.00) 7.88]...... 10.49) 10.00 

0.92) 0.50 6.59] 0.95} 2.19} 7.54) 7.00} 9.73]...... 7.20} 7.00 
P22 O62 5.44) 2.25) 2.21) 7.69) 7.00) 9.90)...... 6.82} 7.00 
1.24} 0.90 §.01) 2.14) 2.04) 7.15) 7.00) 9.19)...... 7.62) 7.00 

a arsiecel| Sevsce, sie 8.66} 2.50} 2.21) 11.16] 11.00} 13.37)......]} 1.99} 2.00 
mtr eisicia\| elev ee 7.02} 3.32} 1.91) 10.34) 11.00) 12.25]...... 2).22) 2.00 

1.84} 0.10 5.26] 3.32} 1.44) 8.58} 7.00) 10.02)...... 9.66) 10.00 
1.54] 0.64 4.19] 2.47; 1.12) 6.66} 7.00; 7.78]...... 10.47} 10.00 

0.76] 0.30 6.70} 1.41} 2.13) 8.11) 8.00) 10.24]...... 6.93] 7.00 
1.60) 0.34 6.54] 1.68} 2.07) 8.22) 8.00} 10.29]...... 7.06| 7.00 
1.68] 0.78 5.74] 2.27) 2.04) 8.01) 8.00} 10.05]...... 7.55| 7.00 

1.52] 0.60) 4.51); 2.12) 1.15] 6.63] 7.00) 7.78] 8.00}; 10.28) 10.00 
Bccareinisi|iceatsles=. © 8.42] 2.40} 2.13] 10.82] 11.00] 12.95) 12.00]| 2.07) 2.00 

0.92} 0.38) 3 3. 7.13) 0.85} 2.13) 7.98) 8.00] 10.11) 9.00}} 6.99) 7.00 
1.56] 0.66) 3. 3. 6.70| 1.96} 1.90) 8.66) 8.00) 10.56) 9.00}| 7.77) 7.00 

0.74) 0.98) 3. 3.29) 6.12 1.81] 6.66] 6.00} 8.47] 7.00]| 9.76} 10.00 
1.46} 0.82) 3. 3. 3.96 1.33] 6.25) 6.00) 7.58} 7.00/) 10.12! 10.00 

0.00 0.42 is 2.06} 6.25 2.17) 8.20} 8.00} 10.37} 9.00}} 1.51] 1.50 
0.00) 0.82) 2. 2.06] 4.31 1.80) 6.89] 8.00}° 8.69} 9.00|} 2.52) 1.50 
0.16) 0.46) 1. 2.06} 7.40 2.27) 9.18} 8.00] 11.45) 9.00); 1.81) 1.50 

0.00} 0.58} 1. 1. 3] 6.06 2.11) 8.83) 8.00) 10.94) 9.00}) 2.21) 2. 
0.00} 0.52) 1. 1.03] 6.94 2.11) 8.90) 8.00} 11.01} 9.00}; 2.10) 2. 
0.00) 0.58) 1. 0.82] 6.08 2.04) 8.81} 7.00] 10.85} 8.00); 2.19) 1. 
0.00} 0.52] 1. 0.82} 5.44 1.17) 7.47) 7.00} 8.64} 8.00/| 2.46) 1. 

0.00) 0.50) 2. 2.05}} 7.21 2.83] 9.20) 8.00) 12.03}. 9.00)} 3.30) 3. 
0.00! 0.92) 2. 2.06) 7.19 2.40; 8.49} 8.00} 10.89} 9.00)| 3.57) 3. 
0.68) 0.50) 2. 2.47)| 5.55 2.16) 7.28) 6.00) 9.44) 7.00}} 5.19) 5. 

0.72) 0.52) 2. 2.47|| 6.44 2.78| 9.04) 9.00) 11.82} 10.00)} 2.29} 2.00 
0.74; 0.62) 2. 2.47\| 7.75 2.17} 9.35) 9.00] 11.52] 10.00)| 2.34) 2.00 
0.54, 0.84} 2. 2.47!| 7.80 2.56] 9.45} 9.00} 12.01] 10.00}} 2.22) 2.00 

0.00: 0.54) 1 1.03)| 6.67 1.11) 8.57} 8.00} 9.68} 9.00}|} 1.92) 2.0 
0.00} 0.56} 2.12) 2.06]; 8.01 2.55} 9.64) 8.00} 12.19} 9.00]| 1.76) 1.50 
0.00} 6.76) 2. 2.06|| 7.34 2.11) 8.15} 8.00) 10.26} 9.00]} 1.74] 1.50 

0.12} 0.40} 1. 0.82|| 6.86 2.16} 8.62} 7.00] 10.78] 8.00|| 2.33] 1.00 
1.02} 0.30) 3. 3.29]! 6.78 2.21} 8.11) 8.00) 10.32) 9.00/| 7.12} 7.00 
0.00} 0.54] 1. 1.03]| 6.46 2.48} 8.96) 8.00] 11 44; 9.00)| 2.05) 2.00 
0.00} 0.46) 1. 1.03)}| 6.46 1.40} 8.49) 8.00} 9.89) 9.00}) 2.05) 2.00 

0.38} 0.36] 2. 2.06}| 8.39 1.68} 9.64) 8.00] 11.32} 9.00}| 2.97) 3.00 
0.08) C.64) 1. 2.06]| 6.84 1.28} 8.93) 8.00) 10.21} 9.00}} 3.37) 3.00 
0.38) 0.70) 2. 2.47|| 6.41 1.99} 7.90) 6.00} 9.89} 7.00)} 6.66) 5.00 
0.60} 1.04) 2.82; 2.47)) 5.15 2.00} 6.02) 6.00] 8.02} 7.00)| 6.30} 5.00 

0.00} 0.48} 1.12} 1.03]; 6.81 2.30} 8.86} 8.00] 11.16} 9.00]| 2.07) 2.00 
0.94) 0.40} 3.36) 3.29]} 7.02 2.14} 8.23) 8.00) 10.37; 9.00]} 6.90} 7.00 
0.20) 0.32) 2.22} 2.06]] 6.54 3.32} 8.53) 8.00] 11.85} 9.00}]] 2.87) 3.00 

0.18] 0.54) 2.12} 2.06}|} 7.53 2.33] 9.20) 8.00] 11.53} 9.00)} 2.28) 1.50 
1.40) 0.56} 3.26) 8.29]| 4.23 1.81) 6.63) 6.00} 8.44} 7.00|} 9.78) 10.00 

| 
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Descriptive List of Station Samples, 1910. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

1734 

1540 
1752 
1544 
1673 

1565 
1675 
1758 

‘1541 
1674 
1751 

1545 
1678 
1798 

1590 
1655 
1601 
1651 

1598 
1754 
1789 

1790 
1537 
1671 

1594 
1669 
1792 

1672 
1794 
1666 
1750 

1589 
1643 
1532 
1663 

1551 
1574 
1552 

1843 
1844 
1553 
1762 

1554 
1770 
1549 

1548 
1772 

Complete Manure with 10% Potash..................... b Pataca] ora states ini scalo ate verep otters eRe a 

Crocker{s Ammoniated(Corniehosph ater ccecddncsesceecien once cnecisieli cntis cee enienien 
Crookes NTA Cl (COiia PINKO ONE ooucgsoo nooekonoupddobpoabbac-ddseccunceunens 
@rockerisvATOOStOOksROtAtOIS Pe Glalens yeiciiateiniemleeiceaietcaee beeen eerie oer eeeeenee 
Crockeris Aroostook ERotatojspeclaleeacwen ceeemacenmeee core one eee eee eee 

Crocker’s New Rival Ammoniated Super-Phosphate...............0cccesceeceecvevers 
Crocker’s New Rival Ammoniated Super-Phosphate.... .....0...:ceccececcceceeccecs 
Crocker’s New Rival Ammoniated Super-Phosphate.............2.00c0cseeevcceereecs 

Crocker’s Potato, Hop & Tobacco 
Crocker’s Potato, Hop & Tobacco 
Crocker’s Potato, Hop & Tobacco 

Crocker’s Special Potato Manure 
CHORES SyOGCleyl IRONENIO) MEV aos oanocodccoconoOdaLe casgcaduaroahooonaedeugsenone: sc 
Crocker/sispe Clave olatonM ammeter eier-ssistiniec settee sia a elke ee clreiaen Cece ees eee 

Cumberland sRotatogentilizenns ec scce ctr tetracaine abtchs ain craete ors ieite ote sien een ee eee eer 
Cumberland Potato Mertilizersis3 se amc. ce vee tis ancisetiee tid eee cieaoenn Gotioen et enoee 
Cumberlands Super enospliatenericcc ssc elemeciseemiei ociseeniereccieels Taal ofa ages opens area 
CumberlandisuperiPMosphate)acesecsraitsteaecia uch heeesieiiceniccce mcenetiost he eeeaee 

Darlingis/Blood. BomerceROtas bi Nevers a mieieieu lel isiaialoe slsvaiere ave arslerejereyaieraevevoietan secrete Totenetereees 
Darlin gis Blood Bone ce POtaS Hs) 2ee wen slciesteletara chereve ore sie aisleie sole sia laue, otto he iseta een ert 
Javan Enrowpael IKI hoddcscocovadendscocdeooboas Ronen aonoeEcdopEURe onc odoeAss SsdondKA tos 

Grass & Lawn Top Dressing........ SOROS OOOO, GOOD EBtAaetearinerercuncooo stad dacs cid 
Great) HastermiGeneral@bentilizenseschysceicee co once ceclecemcitee clei sei stie anasyepekseo aes 
GreatsMastern General Mentilize nei cyeiece iets alate cies isa sretelecsielae cello em article ciel eye nnare erent 

Greawhastenne bi che cna dese OravomvlamuUnGnemrrnys aceiercieseteenieciniierr ici ieieece 
GneatmHasterneeie beGradesPotatoyNiamiuneserecrusatecricntl are aeiieiianeiieeicie neice 
CreatHasternulbisht Grades Poratomianuneya-e meme lcm ciestieer tein cee eciietemeers 

GnreahHastern Noriherni@ormiSpecialesjas.dacicacces seers cieiicesioee streets BEAN SIG 
Gneqimhastern NortihierniC@onnyspe Gilalerepeticicte! isis ceisler iniceicistettte ie iio nee 
Great Hasternuye otatorMiamume’sctcic ee siiaielerlol ete scravene cis sine nisi eteceelaaie ore since aiaeene teat ieee 
Great Hasternvo ta) tom Misr un Grae oecne)=yvavonsfayeicterevclexcio is sreye eievavarg oy cteleiar= ca evi verohe teas eraeren rer erere 

latifolia (Cheeks INerninl eye yall WO LOWE Ms ooo scoandnnocuo be abone noc sunenUnocHonSabosCrEse 
jalan Crenele Merwvhiyzere \Wialilm MO, IOUS O cs conaaodoncauceadunaanansoeooctaausnccNdEsToos 
LAZATettOVALOOSTOOKAE O fair GW AIMO ss eps slecie sbs}eluis ere isterete ls eieus tate alot clele ei ananere:aieescsrel toler at eceketetetes 
WAZ ALettor Aroostook LotatoyGUanOmss neste: sues cect cine antiieciiee ct aetna 

nazar ecros® Orme Guam Oltacsilcrelsre see, afcteetereso chelolctn <tle.ve susie dtete sicteresekereialsieie eieyeveneios topeleiste ei aronete nets 
Lazaretto: High Grade Potato Guano.....:...........---.--+--« SURO OcmEs cared cas 
LazarettorRropeller Ro tatonGiu amon ere cmieveeicicrrclcteelelei ates slelelsietoieierciotels/ey Vere (eter etereleverelertet nee 

OLIS POCA tOMMENGLIZ SIE eserves eine as nisierssel ore istetereceieince ie exe ere tewetatore velar (etdte tare) selone(arcvele calolstatep cae 
Opis Suwper-PMOSp Watery ccieete-sies waters clase as Siw wina, ops! sever apSeeteye ayeveve ats) exe S/che/ 01s) e/cisizie|s ores sete 
Pacitic! Dissolved Bone ROtast jane cys, ois s/s couslster cio valsrstouslstaiyisisteiere) cols @)pi areas ole eeete etalon enerenees 
BaciicesDissolvedeBonerc POlasnercrier cy rercer at lcciee ke tere tierersis etsicnsls otek retorciatelelsteeeretete 

EVA Chass ey Ejnehbn, Meh WAGs. abocqbeanoranadecundene bed anesaoorcancuuscddoace: bc 
PEK (Gn Gis Gis (Curayhal INEM: scoop pndeoooeour ooLucucnodansHocUnoDtoud pooge0CSeC ss 
Pacinicepeiohy GradeiGeneral eer tiliz ers /cpe cite clare i sicratrel-sistel«tstetacie eerie (-iekereler el teletreete 

LPC INO SOLUS Eherenane) rior AU Oro OSsasycodaoncenconroosngoncuacdotnuGooouannoaocde eno 
Pacific; Nobsque: Gtiano fore All Cropsins okie ccisctsemt aie eet are als etete eieiel gala ciets = /aiatoe ep oyaberenenetote 
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Analysis of Station Samples, r9ro. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Total. Available. Total. 

® : 
2 3 ‘ C eo 5 

Bl g|z 3 peat & 3 3 
q = q = : S x : 2 f £ : 2 
fal ©) Seeley Pa Bee ale Lys arcs eg iat = all cet pal et | & 
a) Brat q a 2 oO oS q H qd H qd uw 
Ss 4 < 5 3 =) es 9 3 BS =e CS 3 3 
8 a n iS) 5 ir) © q S 3 S 5 S) 5 
Hn < <4 i o D a | ea S ies o oa o 

% | & | % | % % | ® | ® | | | & | % % | % 
1734| 1.22) 0.96) 3.36] 3.29]/ 3.91; 1.79] 1.54) 5.70| 6.00] 7.24) 7.00}| 10.42} 10.00 

1540} 0.00; 0.70) 2.20 2.06 4.38) 1.79) 2.55) 9.117) 8-00) 11. 72)...... M95 150 
1752} 0.00; 0.88) 2.02} 2:06}} 7.08; 1.80) 1.79) 8.88) 8.00) 10.67)...... 1.65} 1.50 
1544) 0.52) 0.74; 2.18} 2.06 7.30) 2.06) 1.76) 9.35] 8.00] 11.12)...... 7.60} 6.00 
1673) 0.64) 0.70) 2.04) 2.06]} 5.97) 1.75} 1.45) 7.72] 8.00) 9.17]...... 6.30} 6.00 

1565} 0.00) 0.50} 1.16) 1.03)|- 6.78) 2.23] 2.41) 9.01] 8.00) 11.42 P83) 2 (00 
1675} 0.00} 0.44; 1.30) 1.03)} 6.68} 2:86} 2.02) 9.54) 8.00) 11.56]...... 2.52] 2 00 
SS eeOLO0O262|  e20i- teOaie o.50), 2-29) (O298i> 779) S00) “Sails... cc 2.51] 2.00 

1541) 0.16). 0.30) 2.10} 2.06) 6.11) 2.54) 3.06) 8.65) 8.00] 11.71) ..... 3.00} 3.00 
1674) 0.10} 0.60} 2.04) 2.06]} 6.84) 2.68) ° 1.93) 9.52) 8.00} i:1.45]..... 3.45| 3.00 
1751] 0.10] 0.36] 2.00) 2.06// 6.03] 2.35] 2.82| 8.33] 8.00) 11.20)...... 2.85] 3.00 

| 

1545) 0.46] 1.18] 3.20] 3.29)| 5.14) 1.63] 1.43) 6.77) 6 00) 8.20]...... 9.27] 10.00 
1678) 1500) 0-50) 2-58. 3:29)| “4. 75| 1.88) 1.28) 6.63] 6 O00) 7-9l)...... 10.76} 10.00 
1798; 0.98) 0.78) 3.04) 3,29)| 4.91) 1.82) 1.40) 6.73) 6.00) 8.13)...... 9.86] 10.00 

1590} 0.06} 0.48) 2.22) 2.06} 7.02} 1.92) 2.86] 8.94) 8.00] 11.80} 9.00!) 3.18] 3.00 
1655} 0.16) 0.52) 2.06] 2.06 7.37| 1.19} 2.17) 8.56) 8.00) 10.73} 9.00}| 3.22) 3.00 
1601} 0.00) 0.48) 2.02) 2.06)| 6.63) 1.45) 2.32) 8.13} 8.00) 10.45} 9.00]} 2.05) 1.50 
1651) 0.00} 0.80; 2.20) 2.06)| 6.86) 0.85) 2.39) 7.71} 8.00) 10.10) 9.00); 1.76) 1.50 

1598) 1.10) 0.24). 4.10) 4.11]} 6.00) 1.30} 1.89) 7.30) 7.00} 9.19) 8.00]| 7.03} 7.00 
1754) 1.04) 0.84) 4.12) 4.11 4,98) 2.03} 2.00) 7.01} 7.00} 9.01] 8.00 7.30} 7.00 
ANZSI) | ets one Ieee DABS DEALT ||l en nrchens,|stosercievel| (asia snereilie! sve fone =i |e aesertere A283) ZAsCtsillls goo ollacacac 

1790) 0.00) 0.46} 3.86) 3.91]| 2.90) 3.48} 1.16) 6.38) 5.00] 7.54] 6.00]; 38.12). 2.00 
1537) 0.00) 0.56) 1.06) 0.82}) 6.43) 2.11) 2:03) 8.54) 8.00} 10.57)...... 4.95} 4.00 
1671); 0:00} 0.52) 1.46} 0.82/) 6.78} 1 81] 1.59] 8.59) 8.00] 10.18]....-.. 4.64| 4.00 

J594| 1.30} 0.60! 3.80} 3.29]| 3.99] 2.66] 1.74] 6.65] 6.00] 8.39]...... 9.72} 10.00 
THOS eteloetenGleses0l" S29] Salli 2st Wess 15: 48i" 6.00) 6.86. 4-4. - 9.90} 10.00 
1792) 0.82) 0.68) 3.02) 3.29|| 7.45) 0.03} 1.29] 7.48) 6.00} 8.77)....: «|| 10.18} 10.00 

oie Oso! aEO2| 2.16) 2eO6li Gado) alesilydp3|. Sale| s800)" OLGbI.e oa. WaT} 1 aye 
1794; 0.20) 0.46) 1.94) 2.06 CoO Ue BRT Bailey SOO) iblsAaeess 55 1.83} 1.50 
1666} 0.64! 0.84) 2.00) 2.06 GaBmN ety BoB Dell BOO) MSR as aee 3.52) 3.00 
1750} 0.20) 0.30) 2.14) 2.06)} 6.43) 2.13) 2.88) 8.56] 8.00) 11.44) ..... 3.035] 3.00 

1589; 0.08} 1.22) 2.36} 2.47|| 3.03) 3.34) 2.13) 6.37] 6.00] 8.50) 7.00} 10.13] 10.00 
1643); 1.08} 0.44); 2.28; 2.47}]| 4.04) 2.50} 1.85) 6.54] 6.00] 8.39) 7.00] 10.22) 10.00 
1532) 0.04; 9.46] 1.18) 0.82]| 6.30) 2.08} 2.39) 8.38} 8.00] 10.77]...... 4.38! 4.00 
1663} 0.08} 0.62} 1.18} 0.82]} 6.09] 2.60) 1.28] 8.69] 8.00} 9.97]|...... || 4.34] 4.00 

1551) 0.10) 0.52) 1.68) 1.64]) 7.21] 1.84) 2.39) 9.05] 8.00] 11.44]......! 2.64] 2.00 
TA OLAOetinsSiezOM ooo peli Oso 1.20) 6.60\" 6.00) 7eSlitcs. 0. 9.68} 10.00 
1552} 0.34] 0.86; 2.14] 2.06 4.53) 1.86) 1:79) 9.39) 8.00) 11.18)...... 6.17) 6.00 

1843) 0.84) 0.82) 2.32} 2.06]| 6.99) 1.32) 1.53] 8.31] 8.00} 9.84] 9.00]] 3.39] 3.00 
1844) 0.56) 0 54) 2.18) 2.06 7.53] 1.96) 2.30) 9.49) 8.00) 11.79) 9.00)] 1.92) 1.50 
USB ence aol s Sree! PION eee 9.20) 1.91) 1.76) 11.11) 10.00} 12.87] 11.00}} 1.96] 2.00 
FaysD |ietereeera | eretcets sills cre ccretsllic «eve 8.64) 2.15] 2.21) 10.79) 10.00] 13.00) 11.00]} 2.03] 2.00 

1554) 0.00} 0.54) -1.10) 0.82]|} 6.91] 2.14) 2.13} 9.05) 7.00] 11.18] §.00]] 2.07] 1.00 
1770} 0.00) 0.52} 1.28] 0.82]] 6.81] 2.24) 1.88! 9.05) 7.00] 10.93] 8.00]/ 2.44) 1.00 
1549} 0.80) 0.30) 3.52} 3.29)} 6.49] 1.89) 2.27) 8.38] 8.0U] 10.65] 9.00]] 7.01] 7.00 

1548} 0.00) 0.52) 1.22) 1.03]] 6.49] 2.25) 2.58! 8.74] 8.00) 11.32] 9.00]/ 2.14) 2.00 
1772) 0.00) 0.60} 1.22) 1.03]/ 6.38] 1.17) 2.81) 7.55} 8.00} 10.36] 9.00]| 2.47] 2.00 
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Descriptive List of Station Samples, roto. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, place o business and brand. 

1555 
1652 

1562 
1670 
1538 
1748 

1539 
1668 
1747 

1542 
1667 
1757 

1797 
1795 
1864 

1863 
1536 
1645 
1765 

1531 
1646 
1769 

1530 
1661 
1767 

1533 
1636 
1763 

1567 
1644 
1764 

1550 
1640 
1568 
1768 

1649 
1760 
1658 
1773 

1543 
1641 

1570 
1650 
1799) 

1642 
1755 

Pacific. Potato:Specda acl. iscefecseceet=iiare ekerscsyersse: syarcssvessoue oe ev atuxerare eta veusiaye rate intel ore avehorevenncleie etree 
PacitiG Potato Special: ses sein vas aicickeraecrerecsiae oy aie hl dene aus Dolstlsio en een Gone eee 

Packer’s/Union Animal Corn) Hertilizenc. ys.) -mce/as ciciaie velsiciaeiio ates ee eee acini 
Packer’s Union Animal Corn Fertilizer...........0.... 00 cccc cece eet e eens se eceencceeces 
Packer’s Union Gardener’s Complete Manure.............cccceececc ec ccsceccseacteees 
Packer’s Union Gardener’s Complete Manure...........-..cccceee cee e cs ce rete seseeens 

Packer’s Union Potato Manure 
Packer’s Union Potato Manure 
Packer’s Union Potato Manure 

Packer’s Union Universal Fertilizer.......... EEC ri eats ae eae errsiaradi tn hye. attia 
Packer/s) Unions Umiversal HertiliZens ei, vice cts cicle eilelcicirieleiele) o)svelsieietel «lotetelelateieiore Ree ct 
Packer’s/Union Umiversalobentilizerseceaenece a o-erie se cieerenaienieienis cities nlaeise eieeieieeieeiae 

Quinnipiac Climax Phosphate for All Crops...........-. cee cece cece een tener en ec ew ees 
Quinnipiac Comm, Ma mUre’ . (ey cre.srschsiayersravacarssays ol cys aie wists tes) eto stat viele efaiemerste ovouarn iste Sloane teee erage 20 
Quinnipiac’ Corn Manure: Sexe. caciwis veces nates tisiere wigvate atelars ovelbinisiale/sielere lois etna a bletetereoteeeee 

Quinnipiac Market Garden Manure.:..... .......00....cccceceececscccseccscceees seaes 
Read’s Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate.................00ccceeesccceecsvccscseacece 
Read’s Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate.. 3 a0 
Read’s Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate................ cece secrete ences eee eecenee 

Read's High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate.................20-.eceeeeeeeees 
Read’s High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate...................-eseenceces 
Read’s High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate.............2...0-e eee e eee eeees 

Reads Potato Man wre sane siiecccrnse cease oieralste einer aco ghane ietaie aa oon cle e etere eae Renn Rie ere 
RAG) S*POCAEO: MEAT UTE oe .oayscccaretessis, tatats ape orale ioe abe inte terra falls odele Os eke ionansterseiore Gore teteb aioe ey eee 
ReadisvPotatol Mamure 2): sisnacsteve-cvaveoae ew sat eh eusiovaislo une towel Savaraiade trae ereereters aioe ane eet 

Read’s Practical Potato Special 
Read’s Practical Potato Special 
Read’s Practical Potato Special 

Read’s Standard Super-Phosphate............. cece eee ct eee eee eee eee TAO O ood 
Read's Standard Super-Phosphate. ......0......0c cece esse een e tere nese eee cenasercers 
Read’s Standard Super Phosphate.....-.......cc cece cece cee rece recsccresssesess 

Read's iSurevCate hn Wertili er aii. 75 Siepecracs cjeicucidie oieialo wie isis svage roe, o/sheyeli@ie:s eiererete sa ceaeeyepe Stones 
Reads! Sure Cateh Ment Zerit < saree rape crovsysi seve. w<inie sie w/elaleictesexe’ a aieoeyeeleiel stele «| oyeinerelseiepereiats 
Read's Vegetable d& VimeyWertili cers iyiy.tlers; «ccc -vjeiniot lo loleys sboie) «| pei) oVovaie cvelesetclebel=tsy-Fatekeretoketsteye 
Read's Vegzetable:d& Vimeo Wertilize rs... <ciaje wc e aciare oe eleiele lvieless ele oieielolets) aie ole «) e sieielopeidedsieretere 

Soluble Pacific Guano 
Soluble Pacific Guano 
Stand ardvAl Brand ee eee seers clelesle nie aubuoseeuodan odix0 
StamGard Ac Bram Gin ee oceesie g <o'e cicialacg wvhaa cue crersusheislavstercvelels e/eleiwivie saves \lgvaletsiatevsicvataioss vel eeeneeeneets 

Standard Bomerc& BoOvAaslye yecises eo cseteteyerete reroute. gies cistore ste atotor gies she: aretorslavenereccuakeveisl a eestepee pete rebede tater 
Standard! Bome'& ‘Po tas bis jc i-cie iccrsleyeys orecctale rays ce beste eketes cle areievavareiel — sates eva}s atevevatatar tetera eeteietes 

Standard Complete Manure...................... ais! He)afalais icha-tiiastode ebayer apavs toes teen ere verneey tetera 
StandardiCom plete mame rect rire risleisereaekeisieldetatetsielst-tel-ialeiotet ie iottarets devel sted iehe feet ieee 
Standardi@omple te Miami r eel. rey- etavere tenes ssere teres etetetotete leet eletecheteheter=ie/eienslsieielayaiel</ajer tele tetetate 

Standard! Pertiigersee ois ce oy as, ci eress.ws cas evel casket yteves appa eta aueh aes tye sterevedocleners feretervelotel eae retenee 
Stan dand Mer tila res Speyave rete epass(ckeavapatelevsisies orator stotsts compe rereve vel aeisy/an shel shebokey be sletewstatsie wekerkere tert eet Sete 
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- Analysis of Station Samples, r9zo. 
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Station number. 

1566 
1660 
1774 

1653 
1771 
1851 

1664 
1659 
1668 
1657 

1717 
1720 
1819 

1721 
1818 
1716 

1718 
1715 
1714 
1719 

1812 

1786 
1813 
1692 
1784 

1815 
1689 
1776 

1581 
1780 
1695 

1696 
1690 
1785 

1579 
1778 
1698 

1569 
1779 

1578 
1691 
1781 

1583 
1694 

MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQII. 

Descriptive List of Station Samples, roro. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Standard Guano for All Crops............. 
Standard Guano for All Crops 
Standard Guano for All Crops 

Standard Special for Potatoes.............. 
Standard Special for Potatoes 

Williams & Clark Americus Corn Phosphate 
Williams & Clark Americus High Grade special for Potatoes and Vegetables... 
Williains & Clark Americus Potato Manure 
Williams & Clark Royal Bone Phosphate for All Crops 

Williams & Clark Americus Ammoniated Bone Super-Phosphate 

ARMOUR FERTILIZER COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
AM Solubler car cee mister avs occa loca seee 
Bone, Blood and Potash................... 
Bone, Blood and Potash........ .......... 

CompletesRovatoynancecertaceireer reir 
CompletesE otatorever-ree esc tes citeeeye ciel 
(Ooipih Choke anonaeaneasenconcoasnocasepaaess 

Fruit & Root Crop Special.................. 
HiishiGrade PotatoOn.nases dese 
Wheat, Corn & Oats Special................ 
Wheat, Corn & Oats Special................ 

i ii iii i ei i i i eee ii i i i ie aera 

ee i aici ei ain i areca air eee nai eer iid 

i i i i i i ii i iii ee ii i ii ci icra 

ATLANTIC FERTILIZER COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. . 
Rawson & Hodges’ Peerless Brand Fertilizer 

BOWKER FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS. 
Bowker’s Blood, Bone and Potash.......... 
Bowker’s Blood. Bone and Potash......... 
Bowker’s Bone and Potash Square Brand . 
Bowker’s Bone and Potash Square Brand.. 

Bowker’s Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables 
Bowker’s Corn Phosphate.................. 
Bowker’s Corn Phosphate...............06- 

Bowker’s Early Potato Manure............ 
Bowker’s Early Potato Manure............. 
Bowker’s Farm and Garden Phosphate.... 

Bowker’s Fresh Ground Bone.............. 
Bowker’s Hill and Drill Fhosphate........ 
Bowker’s Hill and Drill Phosphate........ 

Bowker’s Market Garden Fertilizer.-...... 
Bowker’s Market Garden lertilizer........ 
Bowker’s Potash Bone...................+- 

Bowker’s Potash or Staple Phosphate..... 
Bowker’s Potash or Staple Phosphate...... 

Bowker's Potato and Vegetable Fertilizer. 
Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Fertilizer. 
Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Fertilizer. 

Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Phasphate 
Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Phosphate 

i i i ek i ee i i ii coi ica ic 

meee ee eee t ee tee eee eee eet e estes rene sees 

Se wee eee tee eee tee ee eee wee eee ewe eee 

Peewee eee ei eter eee meee ieee re een sees steee 

Seem weer teeter eee es coer essere eessersseseene 

Se ee 
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.. Analysis of Station Samples, r9ro. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Total. Available. Total. 
nH — 

2 . 
2 Ss : 5 : 

Al gle % ole : s = 
eee ee Se | eels s : 2 g F 2 

ee | eel ee oe eS | ee Te ele | 8 
emees | 2 ee ee ee) 3c) 8 | es) 2 | Be) E ie 2 
ese. | ey | S Sed ed Ele Ge eats ols 

F ! | 

% % % % % % uf %_ | % % % % % 
1566) 0.00) 0.60} 1.24) 1.03)) -7.1§| 1.56} 2.40) 8.7 8.0'} 11.18) 9.00} 2.05 2.00 
1660) 0.00) 0.46) 1.26) 1.03)} 6 2°; 3.43] 1.42) 9.7 | 8.01} 11.12} 9.00} 1.98}| 2.00 
1774) 0.00} 0.48} 1.16) 1.03}| 5.23) 2.43) 1.45) 7.6(} 8.00] 9.11] 9.00} 2.34]) 2.00 

1653) 0.00) 0.60) 2.12) 2.06]) 7.34) 095! 2.17) 8.2) 8.0(} 10.46} 9.00} 3.26]} 3.00 
1771} 0.24) 0.22) 2.00} 2.06)] 5.3'| 4.76) 1.28] 10.1 8.0 | 11.42) 9.00) 3.13); 3:00 
1851) 0.70) 0.52) 2.66) 2.47)} 7.7 } 1.88) 1.90) 9.dt] 9.0C) 11.4&] 10.00} 2.59)) 2.00 

1664) 0.00; 0.76) 2.38) 2.06]) 3.5%) 3.20) 1.85) 6.76) 8.00) 8.61) 9.00) 2.51 1.50 
1659) 1.10) 1.0u) 3.28) 3.29)| 5 9$| 1.99) 1.17) 7.97) 8.00) 9.14] 9.00) 6.62]| 7.00 
1665) 0.08) 0.74) 2.02) 2.06}| 7.35) 1.59) 2.00} 8.94} 8.0L} 10.94) 9.00! 3.44 3.00 
1657} 0.00) 0.50) 1.28) 1.03}) 6.68) 1.34) 1 98) 7.9} 8.0L] 9.97) 9.00} 2.07]; 2.00 

| 

1717) 1.60} 0.30) 2.96) 2.88]| 6.86) 1.77) 1.02) 8.63) 8.00] 9.65] 8.50), 4.24}| 4.00 
1720} 1.50} 0.62) 3.98} 4.11 6.54) 1.85) 0.80) 8.3°] 8.0L} 9.19] 8.50) 7.30}| 7 00 
1819) 0.26} 1.38) 4.02; 4.11)) 6.52) 1.81) 1.24) 8.3:) 8.00} 9.57) 8.50! 7.09]) 7.00 

1721) 1.52} 0.10) 3.18) 3.29]}) 4.15) 2.46) 1.08) 6 61} 6.00} 7.69] 6.50) 11.01}| 10.00 
1818) 1.74) 0.36) 3.10) 3:29}]) 3.67! 2.57) 1.02} 6.24) 6.U0U] 7.26] 6.50} 10.39}| 10.00 
1716} 0.76) 0.22) 1.74) 1.65/| 6.62) 2.03) 0.89] 8.70} 8.00] 9.59) 8.50) 3.45/| 2.00 

1718] 0.58] 0.26) 1.66) 1.65)) 6.30) 1.99) 0.93) 8.29) 8.00] 9.22) 8.50) 5.83 | 5.00 
1715} 0.70} 0.26) 1.72) 1.65]| 6.97) 1.51) 0.98; 8.48! 8.00} 9.46] 8 50} 10.33]) 10.00 
1714) 0.18) 0.06). 1.10) 0.82)| 5.14} 1.93) 1.24) 7.07) 7.00) 8.31) 7.50! 1.56]|/ 1.00 
1719) 0.08) 0-12) 0.86) 0.82)| 4-67! 2.15) 2.11) 6.82; 7.00) 7.93) 7.50) 1-221) 1.00 

| 

1812} 0.72| 1.04) 3.06] 3.70|| 8.09] 1.22} 0.34] 9.31] 7.00) 9.65] 8.00) 10.29]; 10.00 

1786) 1.53) 0.10) 3.36) 4.11]| 5.47) 2.55) 1.66) 8 92| 7.00) 9.68) 8.00) 6.59 7.00 
1813) 1.36) 0.04) 4.02) 4.1L]} 4.56| 2.97) 2.25) 7.53) 7.00) 9.78] 8.00) 7.39]) 7.00 
1692} 0.32} O 14) 1.70) 1.65}/ 3.80) 3.40) 3.23) 7 20; 6.00) 10.48} 7.00} 1.94]} 2.00 
1784) 0.30). 0.14) 1.68) 1.65!) 3.24) 3.58) 2.78) 6.82) 6.00} 9.60] 7.00) 2.20 | 2.00 

1815) 1.42) 0.12) 3.34) 3.29)| 3.46) 2.92) 1.85) 6.38) 6.00) 8.23) 7.00) 9.97]| 10.00 
1689) 0.52) O 14] 1.76) 1 G5|| 4.42) 3.87) 2.49} 8.29) 8.00} 10.78] 9.00} 2.25]; 2.00 
1776} 0.40) 0.80) 2.28) 1.65]) 7.43) 1.78) 1.67) 9.21) 8.00} 10.88 9.00! 2.82]; 2.00 

1581) 1.22) 0.06) 3.22) 3.29)| 5.42) 2.62) 2.49) 8.04) 8.00] 10.53) 9.00) 7.21 7.00 
1780) 1.60) ©.48) 3.32) 3.29]| 8.37) 0.51) 1.65; 8.88) 8.00) 10.53] 9.00) 7.83]; 7.00 
1695) 0.56) 0,16) 1.64) 1.65]] 4.42} 3.94] %.63) 8.36) 8.U0) 10.99) 9.0U} 2.10]| 2.00 

MN GOG| Marcell ccists s°- DEO REA sarcveraie ni Nesters ltsve averetellte cecversiclliele e aicte 28} 0] 2A ab cosnlilscooes 
1690) 0.80) 6.20) 2.34) 2 47)| 4.05) 5.22) 3.39, 9.27) 9.U0) 12.66] 10.00) 2.16]| 2.00 
1785) 0.86) 0.08} 2.12) 2.47]| 8.91). 5.01) 2.72) 8.92) 9.0U) 11.64] 10.00) 2.41 2.00 

1579] 0.59} 1.08) 2.10) 2.47|| 4.55! 1.54) 1.76) 6.09) 6.00) 7.85) 7.00} 9.92!) 10.00 
1778) 0.70) 0.52) 2.30) 2.47)| 6.78] 0.44] 1.58) 7.22] 6.00} 8.80) 7.00} 10.19}| 10.00 
1698} 0.04) 0.10) O 96) 0.82]| 4.55) 1.96) 1.62) 6.51! 6.00) 8.13) 7.00) 2.36]| 2.00 

1569} 0.08) 0.16) 1.26) 0.82)| 3.96) 4.27) 3.06) 8.23) 8.00) 11.29) 9.00) 3.33 | 3.00 
1779| 0.12) 0.28) 1.02! © 82]} 6.08} 2.23] 1.82) 8.31} 8.00) 10.13] 9.00] 3.63 | 3.00 

1573) 0.58} 0.90) 2 56] 2.47|| 6.89] 1.46] 2.02] 8.35} 8.00] 10 37] 9.00] 5.58|| 4.00 
1691) 0.84) 0.04) 2.14) 2.47|| 5.43) 4.21) 2.83) 9.44) 8.00] 12.27) 9.00) 3.80)} 4.U0 
1781; 1.16) 0.06) 2.80) 2.47|} 5.52! 3.14] 2.46) 8.66) 8.00] 11.12) 9.00] 4.96)} 4.00 

1533} 0.52) 0.16) 1.74) 1.65)) 5.15] 2.97) 2.39) 8.12) 8.00] 10.51) 9.00! 2.28]! 2.00 
1694; 0.58) 0.14) 1.70) 1.65)) 4.51 3.79) 2.45) 8.30} 8.00) 10.75) 9.00] 2.12 2.00 
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Station number. 

1878 

1620 
1783 

1582 
1702 
1787 

1580 
1697 
1703 

1586 
1584 
1775 

1693 

1883]S 

1834 
1832 
1833 

1831 
1830 

1817 

1803 
1825 
1887 
1888 

1608 
1610 
1609 

1805 
1599 
1600 

1602 
1804 
1612 

1613 
1880 
1881 

1611 
1597 
1806 

1814 

/ 

MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQITI. 

Descriptive List of Station Samples, rozo. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Bowker's'6%). Potato Mertilizers;.s./-ster<<ceiaie iciniessrazelajsitie sete. favors aictersucle (ete ee yoietateeereeeeee 

Bowker’s Superphosphate with Potash..........-...-. cece sence ccssccceces cers cecucees 
Bowker’s Superphosphate with Potash......................-: SOGEAOODS Aosbone op boon 

BowkersiSureiCrop Phosphates. -ranee eee eee essen ie enineeee teeters 
Bowkenrs sure  CropyBhosphiaitesy.ceaceitrecee eestor eecckin teeter eeenenere 
Bowker’s Sure Crop Phosphate............0ccceceeeeeeeccscas Ups ai gantege nace at teres saya 

Stockbridge Manure ‘‘ A”’ for PotatOeS ..-...... cc cece ccc cece cece cece eects acesecese 
Stockbridge Mamume 7A0 7 ton POUUOCS) yas). see leis efal ieleleielele)os)e)= eiel= -l=loi) s)he sleleieiniee nies 
Stockbridge Manure ‘‘ A”’ for Potatoes..... iddadogoBovod|oERUSEDROOsoOOORN boeussenase5 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Corn and All Grain Crops................. 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables.................. 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables.................. : 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Seeding Down, Permanent Dressing 
INTC SUITS oso cheSoccesss 9) ors ahs conte lee aie nin toke sachs nals Ne oate es] 200 exehsioks [ev pocalelotene se ePenIS Ce ERE ELSES 

BUFFALO FERTILIZER COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE. 
Buffalo Farmers’ Choice 
Bhan O ite seit ee oil end dicvasleaers a setepe ious Sas tovasah nines Ste isis WeatatereieeTA eae ELC Ee eee 
BURL S=BE9 os fave Lo ea ais w 10S hvcust win Giovatevtie wl abate Ge: Sage av ehole ave heun ale area ale arene Rese Ravrtey rate RST TST ee 

BUNGE No) INOW Sibead eval GoocnonoasadcsdnGoooqoKGoCGDBoNGcobOE paAoDHoUnoddandapSauoud #000 
outfalo Top Dresser............-.... BOS U HAE iG Not OR RED Uno daennoneas cocoa Sondde dood dco. 

E. D. CHITTENDEN COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT. 
ChittendenssprighyGradereotatone erectile eer cre ciaciieisriielcrceieieiseiseiisee a iereieeerae 

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 
. Frank Coe’s Blood, Bone and Potash 
. Frank Coe’s Blood, Bone and Potash 
. Frank Coe’s Blood, Bone and Potash 
. Frank Coe’s Blood, Bone and Potash 

Frank Coe’s Celebrated Special Potato Fertilizer...............0.c.sceeeecesecerees 
Frank Coe’s Columbian Corn Fertilizer.............0 cee eee ccee cece ee ne cet eceeeees 
Frank Coe’s Columbian Potato Fertilizer.................00ceecsnescseccseeensccces 

Frank Coe’s Complete Manure with 10% PotasSh.................cceecceeeceecceeees 
Frank Coe’s Double Strength Potato Mamure...............c cece eee cece eee eee nace 
Frank Coe’s Excelsior Potato Fertilizer.............. cece ec cere ee te eee erences 

Frank Coe’s Famous Prize Brand Grain and Grass Fertilizer....................-- 
Frank Coe’s Famous Prize Br: nd Grain and Grass Fertilizer 
Hranke CoeisiGrass am GuG rama sme i eile etpeyepale rere el ey evelolatereretel slat icpalclaleltelsleleteheletelsteteheyaterarets 

Frank Coe’s High Grade Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate duels caus eaeris are 
Frank Coe’s New Englander Corn and Potato Fertilizer. ..............2.20++ceeees 
Frank Coe’s New Englander Corn and Potato Fertilizer...................--....-: 

Frank Coe’s Red Brand Excelsior Guano0.......... scsseeec eres cence eserenceescnee 
. Frank Coe’s Standard Potato Mertilizer...............0cccccccce cers mec ercccscensce 
. Frank Coe’s Standard Potato Fertilizer.............. 02. cece eee eee eee eee ne eees 

DEEP COVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, EASTPORT, MAINE. 
Bish anid! POTASH fasts newts vee ners coe abe pisleea viel ave Wialcleinvayacsilesvate cetasatesdlepe oelel tee Sie eter seers 

Peel lebih Bil Bay ial ial 
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OFFICIAL INSPECTIONS 29. 

Analysis of Station Samples, 1910. 

27 

S (=) 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Total. Available. Total. 

z ns r3 : 
E : aloe : : 

z = 8 ro) wa) = 5 = 5 =| 
Pec eckllac: lilo lao iao ls cl |) 
see niles ieee ace \ies Nese lise ioe i 3 ie 
n } =] SO o 4 is) =} i} 3 is =| 
< & ie) io) (ea S ics oO oa G Fa S 

I 

lm) 2] %m| | | | | %| || | % 
0.10, 1.02} 0.82}| 3.24] 2.85} 1.89) 6.10! 6.00} 7.99) 7 00|| 6.44) 6.00 

Tetra | erslavers il sisteretes 4.71} 5.44) 2.64] 10.15) 10.00) 12.79] 11.00}| 2.38} 2.00 
etopbeece llaistanatere | leretsrars 9.06] 2.44) 1.58} 11.50) 10.00) 13.08) 11.00}| 2.26} 2.00 

0.16] 1.00} 0.82]| 5.68} 2.12) 1.80; 7.80} 8.00} 9.60) 9.00}/ 2.27) 2.00 
0.12} 1.04] 0.82]} 5.60} 2.66] 2.03} 8.26) 8.00) 10.29} 9.00}} 2.18) 2.00 
0.14} 0.90} 0.82 5.55! 2.70) 1.67) 8.25) 8.00) 9.92) 9.00); 2.63) 2.00 

0.10} 3.70} 4.11]! 5.18} 1.99] 1.63] 7.17} 7.00} 8.80) 8.00}/ 10.81) 10.00 
0.12} 3.76) 4.11 2.98] 4.32| 2.03} 7.30] 7.00} 9.33} 8.00}} 8.48] 10.00 
0.12) 4.30} 4.11 3.59) 3.47] 1.79) 7.06} 7.00) 8.85) 8.00}| 10.17} 10.00 

0.04 3.06] 3.29]| 5.26) 4.85} 2.97] 10.11} 10.00) 18.08} 11.00]| 6.42) 7. 
1.40} 3.06] 3.29]| 5.14} 0.99] 2.32) 6.13} 6.00} 8.45) 7.00|| 10.21) 10.00 
eee 3.02; 3.29!) 4.07) 2.44) 1.16] 6.51) 6.00) 7.67} 7.00]} 9.62] 10.00 

1.00} 2.45) 2.47|/f 2.27) 2.72] 2.67) 4.99] 6.00] 7.66) 9.00|| 10.73] 10.00 
0.12} 4.44) 4.94 3.67| 3.24) 1.38] 6.91] 4.00} 8.29) 6.00]} 6.63) 6.00 

0.04) 1.26) 0.82!) 6.46] 2.08} 0.79] 8.54} 8.00} 9.33} 9.00}| 6.49} 5.00 
0.58} 3.00) 4.10]} 6.16] 2.30} 0.76) 8.46} 8.00) 9.22) 9.00}| 8.29} 7.00 
0.44] 3.54) 4.10]| 6.67) 2.47) 0.70} 9.14} 8.00}. 9.84} 9.00}]} 5.71) 9.00 

0.42) 2.68] 3.28]| 4.15) 1.97) 1.26) 6.12} 6.00} 7.38} 7.00}| 10.41) 10.00 
0.14] 5.04) 5.75!}} 4.16) 1.88) 0.55} 6.04) 6.00) 6.59} 7.00)| 6.72) 5.00 

3.06] 4.02} 4.10]| 6.36] 1.23] 2.04) 7.59} 8.00] 9.63} 10.00]; 7.64) 7.00 

0.62) 3.94) 4.11 6.44} 2.34) 2.07 8.78 8.00} 10.85} 9.00]} 8.72) 7.00 
0.00} 38.27} 4.11 5.42} 3.46] 14.12) 8.88) 8.00] 10.00} 9.00 8.47} 7.00 
0.68) 3.84) 4.11 5.58] 1.84] 1.59} 7.42) 8.00} 9.01} 9.00 8.61} 7.00 
0.65] 3.81| 4.11]} 5.12} 2.33] 1.48) 7.45] 8.00} 8.93) 9.00/| 8.30) 7.00 

0.14) 1.52} 1.65)| 5.10] 2.82} 1.86] 7.92} 8.00} 9.78) 9.00|} 3.49} 4.00 
ORLO | Mle22 ein 23, 6.32] 2.27) 0.87} 8.59} 8.50} 9.46} 9.50)} 2.52] 2.50 
0.08] 1.70! 1.23]| 6.43) 2.37]: 1.12] 8.80} 8.50! 9.92} 9.50}; 2.41) 2.50 

0.42) 2.36) 2.47|| 2.68] 3.74] 2.99] 6.42] 6.00} 9.41! 7.00|| 9.84] 10.00 
0.96; 3.10} 3.70|| 5.18} 1.51] 1.81] 6.69] 7.00} 8.50} 8.50}| 10.05) 10.00 
0.56] 2.46) 2.47/| 4.15) 2.13] 2.14) 6.28] 7.00) 8.42} 8.00 7.93) 8.00 

reer ta vel ei suereancell nets ove 6.40} 2.65} 0.76] 9.05) 10.00) 9.81} 11.00)} 2.54) 2.00 
rersreviilts ejese rele | (ievetetete 6.22] 4.55] 0.55] 10.77) 10.00) 11.32} 11.00/| 2.36) 2.00 
0.08} 0.84) 0.80/} 5.58! 3.30} 0.80] 8.88} 8 50} 9.68] 9.50); 1.44) 1.50 

0.10} 1.78] 1.85]| 5.47] 2.81) 1.94] 8.28! 8.00] 10.22} 9.00]/ 2.80} 3.00 
0.38] 0.78! 0.80|} 3.86] 3.41] 1.02) 7.27) 7.50} 8.29) 8.50}| 2.76) 3.00 
0.46] 0.87} 0.80}| 4.88} 2.76] 1.31) 7.64) 7.50) 8.95} 8.50 3.11} 3.00 

0.46} 3.48! 8.30]| 6.25} 1.90] 1.59} 8.15} 8.0U] 9.74) 9.00]} 6.89) 7.00 
0.82) 3.48] ‘3.30]| 3.67] 2.05] 2.17] 5.72] 6.00} 7.89] 7.00]] 9.61} 10.00 
0.46] 3.22) 3.30/} 3.30] 3.90} 3.96] 7.20} 6.00} 11.16) 7.00}} 10.11) 10.00 

0.00} 3.25] 3.30)} 3.99] 2.17} 0.68] 6.16} 6.00} 6.84) 8.00}/ 10.01) 10.00 



28 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IOI. 

Descriptive List of Station Samples, IQIO. 

1627 Morison Brothers 3-8-10 Fertilizer 

K 
oO 
Q 

£ 
= 

= Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

S) 

& 
ND 

ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS, 
1860 Essex Complete Manure for Corn, Grain and Grass.............0. cee eee e cece cevee eee 
1502) Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Rovts and Vegetables............. Seta atic 5 
1529| Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables..................-..---.- 
1861|Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables....................--.--- 

1858| Essex Grain and Grass Fertilizer PRES ae Tae OCICS tac a ae PN SO Pe Cons oe o aE 
1859| Hssex Market Garden and Potato Mamure................cce cc cecssvesccverseseveccree 

1508] Essex Peerless Potato Manure yng as cea. Cergnisccinenyan orci cet caer ete eee 
1837 Essex: PeenrlesssPotato; Mamunes aad gem sass cere aioe cist nee ec na Ohne 
1862|\Essex .Pishsandebotashie .\ticscnicasardeesiner esenig. sine iieaene toiios oes Oca acinene ee aoe 

HUBBARD FERTILIZER COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
1838 |HiubbardisAroostook Special hertdlizer pects sae center peeeioes oe ae eae eee 
1701} Hubbard’s Blood, Bone and Potash Fertilizer... .......0.. cc cece cece eet e es eeeceecece 
1708) Hubbard’s Blood, Bone aud Potash Fertilizer... 2.0.00. cc eee eee ee ee cee cece ens 

IZOW Fw ol oRPROES [Ola Ayal EOI NS oo coeo on dpopusncdodadesoodsdduduuodtuboss ssusosantasesune 
169¢| Hubbard's Farmers’ I. X. L............. ee eee ee eee 4 2S teni Pave nec alae oe Seka, ee ee ee 
1707) Halo er dks Masri ens’ Vc Xe Ma care crc dec mets Sra ugar rene s opewere at te sere esi are ne se Suc 

1829 Hubbards: Maine Rotato-Grower Hentilize niece -ence sce cceiceeminn a cesieesiereieeie sie rears 
13h Eibband’ssMainesPotatorGrowerebentulizely scare eerie eee =a caeieinee eee eee 

T7AOO Elan oemnrcl Ss Soci [Moviey oy Plescliibiqaitte cous sdacassoohbocdaodoouddesucmousancssesnsAcssose 
1705 Eup handiSispecialsrotarOcklentiliveiremencdsercieermieeetinite eric nine eee ne eens 

LISTER’S AGRICULTURAL See CcO., NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. 
=AGGQFASTET SU BONE MICA lsr cas dace mane rece cate en Oat ere ea ee 
HGS Ster7SiGmainea nde Gmassalileytailiz erry erteyerae aietekeesicncie i easier rcictevai ieee eee eae 
1683) Listens Gnaimeand™Gnassshenvulizere cece eine see eee eee eee eee 

1619] Lister’s High Grade Special fc r Spring Crops stulayl Sis date aa eos acstesa plat ciel atic oe 
1685) Mistems High Grade: spe cialstor sprinielCrOpSees--- oscars oie eee eee 
NGOUSLEAS TEE SEP Oo beitO av ADNUM e wae. causes ccsceteney are paresis. stels, che spsante Miles © eenileie minis ale eicler ie eee eee 
16S | LAStErSEP O tat On aIUT Es) Zisaescocops avs tetera om nictoictstasss cre oo Sale clere er ore or eereen ea eee eee 

LSiiTiLAS terse speGlalsGorns MertiliZe la. qsqeais si. cei Pace aioe cle cael aces crene eee 
TGP LETSIES Soe ene Cioran IMehwiVe ss se oaaaoasongcove cs ooenadooubaddsnese saneacone 
ASS LASter StS pecially otatonBientill Ze accewiciee eee’: cine cee eeten ee talc siesta aicie ree eee eee 
1684 Heister‘spspecialePotatorMentliaerimee casei tet emcee ce ascii eee eee 

1GLGLister/s:; Success Mer thizens surcac wae adios qaseie.clew cnet se elas a esas ersiereen sl see eeeeee Eee 
168O(LAStEL*S| SUCCESS Her talaZ ere cecmsasce sioeee nie eesfesie teh cya wees eevee ose eyeier eda slele neon ey) ey tes eee 
HOLT aster :s/ 10) Potato GRO Were ecters ccc sisroiste oeere « mpctereys cleus wise ajetscits oe e\eieieyoisiel role laierosie eee 
L686 -hister'slO% Potato GTOw Claacractycts. ce doeiser ae niece lc letetn cas Siric ke atislebeelerey-1 aap ese 

MARTIN & WHITE COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
L816} BONE BOO GaN Ce OAS Tiss iecae eviews sexerwtvesre rors ores Seciecs see nbsyatees vel cisteteaeccke <fetey sreven sie unas operate eee eae 
1822)'Bones Blood and) PROtAS Ms 4 craves cot ecsis covers oiele ote oeens orese ciel teiayetelatelese i) eainieleveani arene eens 
ASZZ NAIM E AP OL ATO GLOW OD. cays lew ss oke eye sence steam gow gels  steacusecie icdepecevat stoned -cucievetni acc fein) tchere seteccyele enema 

MERROW BROS. & COMPANY, AUBURN, MAINE. 
LZ Merrow StBome IMG ale ois cchscie pete cee cc teenie sie feieicne nies ore Fleiss nye ctoeiolele Simearal alae tiers entero 

MORISON BROTHERS, BANGOR, MAINE. 
NG62ZEA CI POS PL Ales aec siseriyevsscteassassraia oestucs seeteeevereseoe aie (oueoe sreiid dw e pesieie com ace keuct aera eyerecers we Werte toners 
1624 Morisone Brothers.) Ay (brand BOtatoO Meni ilia Giri ce) cre reverse ierele cle pee ere = le tateiaeretetotetane tens 
1626|Morison Brothers *‘C ’ Brand Fertilizer for All Crops.............+- sits Tekst Se Serer 

i i i i i ee i ii CCC ii ai i ica i aca 
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Analysis of Station Sampics, 1910. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Total. Available.| Total. 

5 
a oi : : : : 

wa = 3 : ke} Ks} ko) 
ai 2/8 E 3 | 3 s & 2 6 5 () 2 a F P 
Bees | gic} I ae ae S| ts 2 | si a mela 
— Zw |< =| cal Ss oO ir) q Hy a 5 i=} =I 

= a | » 5 5 S 5 q 5 5 5 5 5 5 
ait |4ie|o ex Mee Se WS oN tee Set & | 

| 

% | % | % % J | Jo| % Ye || Yo | Ge %o || % % 
1860} 1.08; 0.06) 3.14} 3.28// 4.00) 1.90} 1.01] 5.90} 6.0 9} 7.00;)} 9.94] 10.00 
1502} 0.00) 0.46] 2.91] 3.25]| 4.47) 2.38) 0.96] 6.85] 6.0} 7.81! 7.JJ/| 9.95) 10.00 
1529} 0.00) 0.38] 2.96] 3.25)| 4.34] 2.10) 1.22} 6.44] 6.0.) 7.66) 7.0)|| 10.19] 10.09 
1861} 0.00} 0.60) 3.96] 3.25)/ 4.32) 2.00) 0.75) 6.32] 6.0L) 7.07) 7.00|| 9.27) 10.cO 

1858) 0.04) 0.04) 0.98] 0.82|) 6.06] 1.83] 2.30} 7.94] 8.04} 10.24) 9.00]) 3.21] 4.00 
1859) 0.00) 0.36] 2.20) 2.00|| 6.44) 1.65) 0.92) 8.09] 8.0U) 9.01} 9.0J]| 4,83} 5.00 

1508} 0.00} 0.66) 3.66] 4.10)/ 5.02) 3.67] 1.66) 8.69] 7.00] 10.35) 8.00)| 8.54) 8.00 
- 1837) 0.09) 0.66} 3.78} 4.10]| 5.30} 1.91] 1.40) 7.21] 7.00] 8.61) 8.00|| 8.20) 8.00 
1862} 0.12) 0.04) 2.16] 2.00)| 5.74] 2.56) 1.72) 8.30) 8.00] 10.02) 9.0)|| 3.23] 3.00 

1838} 0.84) 2.12) 3.72] 3.83]| 4.91) 2.03) 1.07) 6.94) 7.00) 8.01] 9.09]| 10.49] 10.00 
1701) 1.22) 0.08} 2.76] 38.32) 4.33) 3.72] 1.17] 9.05] 8.00] 10.22] 10.00)| 8.12] 7.u0 
1708) 1.20) 1.42) 3 08] 3.32 .33] 1.73] 1.24) 8.11] 8.00} 9.25) 10.0U]} 7.19) 7.00 

OG eerie r<ccallecttian =| iste cere 3.43, 7.74] 1.21) 11.17} 10.00] 12.38) 12.00] 2.47) 2.00 
1699} 0.66) 0.08] 1.82) 1.65)| 1.37] 5.58) 1.63] 6.95) 8 00] 8.5%] 10.00|| 2.45) 2.00 
1707) 0.64) 0.00) £.70) 1.65!) 1.24) 6.20] 1.63] 7.76) 8.00] 9.44) 10.00)] 2.80) 2.00 

1829} 0.50) 2.34) 3.62) 4.15|| 6.81} 1.95} 0.76] 8.76] 8.00) 9.52] 10.00} 6.82) 7.00 
1835) 0.90) 2.64| 3.76) 4.15|| 4.08} 4.24] 1.15) 8.32) 8.u0) 9.47) 10.00 7.11) 7.00 

| 

1700} 1.50| 0.06] 2.88] 3.28|| 4.15] 3.15} 1.22} 7.30] 6.00] 8.52] 8.00'| 10.23] 10.00 
1705} 0.62) 1.80) 3.24) 3.28|| 4.43] 2.34] 0.96] 6.77] 6.00) 7.783) 8.00,| 10.32) 10.00 

Tot? ee eller Bi ALT emcee! Soria a lemrase5| Game cl aeleae 2370422288 lina ways acts 
NGI) aos laces as. |coedoc 3.43] 6.55] 1.57] 9.98] 10.00) 11.55) 11.00) 1.97| 2.00 
O23) oo 6 olsomaeal RAE ol loeeeee 7.97| 1.97) 0.83] 9.94] Lu.00) 10.77 11.09) 2.21) 2.00 

1619} 0.00} 0.20} 1.76} 1.65)! 6.57| 2.01/ 1.95] 8.53| 8.00] 10.53] 9.00]| 10.85/ 10.00 
1685) 0.00) 0.16] 1.68) 1.65|| 6.54) 1.79] 1.35] 8.33] 8.00] 9.63) 9.00)| 10.27) 10.00 
1618) 0.00) 1.92} 3.46] 3.29]] 6.16] 1.79) 1.59} 7.95] 8.00] 9.54) 9.03] 7.46; 7.00 
1681) 0.00} 1.78) 8.30] 3:29]| 6.65] 1.90] 1.34] 8.55] 8.00) 9.89) 9.00)} 7 49] 7.00 

1577} 0.00) 0.16) 1.46] 1.23]| 5.87| 2.16] 2.14) 8.03] 8.00) 10.17) 9.00]} 3 25) 3.00 
1682) 0.00) ©.20} 1.30] 1.23)/ 6.17] 3.83} 2.05] 8.00] 8.00] 10.05) 9.0)|| 3.42] 3.00 
1585} 0.00; 0.18] 1.78] 1.65|| 5.90} 2.22} 1.53] 8.12] 8.00] 9.70) 9 00|/ 3.21} 3.00 
1684) 0.00; 0.18] 1.86] 1.65)| 6.09} 1.81] 2.23] 7.90) 8.00] 10.13] 9.00|} 3.67| 3.00 

1616/ 0 00} 0.16] 1.30; 1.23] 6.70] 2.43) 219] 9.13) 9.00} 11.32] 10.00)| 2.10) 2.00 
1680) 0.00) 0.10) 1.32) 1.23) 6.49] 2.12] 2.28} 8.61] 9.0} 10.89] 1).0))| 2.39) 2.00 
1617} 0.00) 1.72) 3.42) 3.29} 4.07! 1.94] 1.65] 6.01) 5.0)| 7.65) 7.00/| 10.87] 10.00 
1686) 0.00} 1.62) 3.16] 3.24/| 4.12} 1.82] 1.81] 5.94] 6.00) 7.75] 7.00/| 10.69] 10.00 

| 

1816} 0.00) 2.42) 3.40] 4.10)| 5.55} 0.64] 1.70] 6.19) 8.00) 7.89) 9.50)| 7.09] 7.00 
1822; 0.00) 2.52) 3.70) 4.10)| 4.23] 2.25) 1.62] 6.48) 8.00) 8.1L) 9.50)| 6.92) 7.00 
1823) 0.32) 2.26] 3.22) 3.28|| 3.94] 1.92} 1.76] 5.86] 6.00) 7.62] 7.00/| 10.u0| 10.00 

VS Weert cl iae5.. ME Om R OG || eek altered nl aetaallasee ced tec ss 068") SH} losobo Meta 

IPAS soe oll6 SO bee OEE eSe BBEE IBA] “Boe O15} USO) WSCO)) ecw} s6 selllowoogs! seoue 
1624) 2.40) 0.04]. 2.90] 3.00)| 5.58! 2.57] 1.34] 8.15] 8.0u] 9.49}...... 1¢.89! 10.00 
1626; 1.14) 0.06) 2.94) 2.2u,| 7.18] 2.89) 1.14] 10.07] 10.00) 11.21)...... 6.29 6.00 
1627; 1.82) 0.08} 3.16) 2.47] 5.90} 2.96] 1.28] 8.86] 8.00, 10.14)...... 10.23] 10-00 
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Descriptive List of Station Samples, roto. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

1625 
1630 
1629 
1631 

1841 
1809 
1820 

1842 
1848 
1827 

1849 
1811 
1821 

1810 
1850 

1518 
1737 
1505 

1504 
1512 
1740 
1517 

1828 
1511 
1802 

1513 
1745 
1525 
1738 

1519 
1514 
1524 
1854 

1526 
1521 
1853 

1528 
1520 
1527 

1712 
1710 
1711 
1709 

Morison Brothers ‘‘ Xtra’’ High Grade Potato Fertilizer.................0-ccseceecees 
MUriate Of POLASTE jciere.cie:s stoyareiayarsieleisieisiclevelereistensl ticiexe eieve eleiels eels wielsissver haus, cio ave See eee 
NGEr ACO LO FSO ye onc Gecciciesais Susteletein steoinisicie wisss Glaesisie crore sisi cittereie eisiaytnicine ai ctovals os lelep Chaat Ee ers 
Sulphaterotee Ouasiemerrirrscienilteterreie cisterna alaisleiateloisivic @roieicie ceieciai ein ielerre eee 

NATIONAL FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS. 
Chittenden’s Ammoniated Bone Phosphate 
Chittenden’s Aroostook Special.................22eeeeeeeeeees : 
Chittenden’s:ATOOStOOK{SPE CIA]! sae i-) ere leisin [etsy ofevare ie ver cieve ajorasete ievesi-Valeie lese ieee eerie 

Chittenden’s Complete Corn and Grain Fertilizer............... 2... ce cece eee wee eeee 
Chittenden’s Complete Grass Fertilizer..... Mblsystorshelortinne mem gtteic a heise sceles\n/yayeders ld onsle mereerere 
Chittenden’s Complete Root Fertilizer............. saiacsiate ele steftva aie sell eicraTelclece alo hee Clara 

Chittenden!s Hureka Potatomenrtilizeren-ciceweciirecseiiccielselsroie sie sieiale rieiele teeter 
Chittenden’s) Excelsior Potato eHenuiliZerey.jer)-tll) eels lerei-lel el sisielelelstel-leleleisieiereie iil teietareiete , 
Chittenden’s Excelsior Potato Fertilizer.......... ccc cece cee cece eee e cet eeeeeeeeee 

Chittenden’s Market Garden Fertilizer............. 0.00. cece e cece ee eect een eee eeenes 
Chittendents Universal Phosphates --ccseclenicieiss cle veteielslelericielelon tele sisicieisuetel aleieveverer steiner tes 

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS. 
News HnelandiCompleten Mie mure meric terccteeislatelereitetsleiclstela ci sisievefetelete tate lela ceatet tele) iatelefetetetestat= 
New England Complete Manure... .........:.cccccec cece cect cc cesses eucesssecscssas 
New England Corn and Graim Fertilizer... 2... 2.2.05. 0 00-2 ewww eee eee eset a ree sce ewes 

New England Corn Phosphate................ JoodosossoocooadondssoodvonDsDooGCDC EOS ies 
New England High Grade Potato Fertilizer.............cccc cece cece sere eeesencsenees 
New England High Grade Special with 10% Potash...................cee ee eneeceeee 
New England High Grade Special with 10% Potash................c. esse cence cece cee 

New England Market Garden Manure............... cc cece rece ce nese eeeesens 
New Englands Rotatos Bertil err cjereteicrcleteleraleleleterevele|tetore ere elaleveleleleleistelaiefololeieleteleeiieterets ee etetcte 
New BnslandePotato, Hentilizer: meee acenicitcleecrdaiee ce ieieeve sleet siciciateciei)elereeisiteieiekaeratets 

New, Hnlelandseotatol Grower ec acccletsilelrteicrs citeilelials\elekelevareiolete sraraiatelclorstensrietoneteteteieienete 
Nery IOSNENAG! ONE (CoO sconscosdosncgs5 Gods SoceoSaesoguadazc0C osoeoeascae Rosen 
New England Superphosphatee..........-..++. sees 4 Aasaylainleiegeletstere ekeiey sonst Claieke keke Reet 
Newsline la ndiSipenplosp lia teryerte re eteleleteeteteelelatelere) stele etoledetetetotete tel eteeteletatcinteteeted-letetststeteietaitetel 

PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS. 
Wratgalers WON NG Ps) HOG onan aooun bodooataamadadoucd os CoboboDoOtnune bbaoooro no dno O0CC 
MOUs AT OOSLOOK SPE CIA ereererieicieiiecnetleval-isteheiccteierel telieteinieie ie) efekeieneisieieisintelehiolet leis aeeeetaieteet 
~& GAIN GOW E Rie a ceva e:atectore vena rsualercvave © (ovoleln/ars eee al eieiavateleyeheevoicrspemererstater veretetele tare east 
5 OG 12, CMA CHOW Ess os ncodcccccocogobespsasoscegs onoodsaduadcobooHbaososonoadaL 2096 

= 

6 

.& leAleaoaVoyuifilay IROVOle IBWENOGL, 5 soaaaococonosabendac cond sOnd UC ODOr ooobaorosoeosOOMEsOO 

.& EO LATONG GOW Elaeteletercieistetrellelemiatteleielerieteloiereeretereietats sca) sledeye cavenal crolete orovel sheds tere torent 

& 

Ses 

i IRV PYKN AON OSoS oo. coundancooovooddandoadesobom adbooobbicconadnooDOdsocaase 
Nd Ey SPeClalBOtatOnH CUUU Ze Ivy events late cdelereieelsretkieieies crealelatersisietetelabets terete tele tatel-leletst ition 

Stan Brand Supexphosphaterncessceercccn asec eiiessiceeieeisieeieiets eee e ite 

E. W. PENLEY, AUBURN, MAINE. 
Benley7s Ab wml Me rt Zee oer ayesetare orcas ofave ovetete etete et ctetelare «ieteral<veretateloicteleleverelera[otareteVelet=taisteta testes 
Benley:s Beste ofa Blenpill Ze ra cteracitescel elie tetelete elcteleta toretetetelelatotelelelelstateratetetelel <1-fet-talteletat tetas 
Pen l@yis 4-610 esd ceerctoe tis iavatatnte eraxctetors evatene iiss oveke lols orotate cteveueys ole eieveloleiene « laietsisrci= state icteh tated tacit 
Penley’s Seeding DOWD............ccec cree cece cece cccessescceesserercutnneccrcces wees 

iS 
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2.00 

3.00 

4.00 
4.00 

2.00 
2.00 

2.00 

Samples, 1910. ton 

9.74) 10.00 

8) 

-00}} 10.00) 10.00 
.00}| 10.15) 10.00 

6.06] 6.00 

10.02} 10.00 
10.15} 10.00 

8.34) 8.00 
8.00}; 10.62} 10.00 

4.09) 4.00 
8.60} 10.00 

9.63} 10.00 

5.14 

2.34 

3.01 

4.02 
4,25 

2.01 

4.60} 4.00 

7.00}} 10.35} 10.00 
2.34 

i 

.00 

7.00]} 10.10} 10.00 

8.00|} 10.36} 10.00 

7.00]} 10.23} 10.00 

9.00 

7.00 

7.00 

7.00 

7.78) 7.00}| 10.04) 10.00 

7.96| 7.00 

7.64 

7.00} 8.98} 8.00)| 10.45) 10.00 

7.00} 8.28) 8.00 

8.00} 9.46) 10.00 

7.00} 9.86) 8.00 
7.00) 8.25 

7.00) 8.15) 8.00 

8.00} 9.89) 9.00 

6.00} 7.97 

7.00} 8.23 

7.00) 7.73 

6.00 

8.08] 8.00} 9.22) 10.00 

6.95} 7.00) 8.29) 8.00 
7.54 

7.20} 8.00} 9.78) 9.00 

7.98} 8.00) 9.17) 9.00 

6.05) 6.00) 7.16 

7.00) 6.00} 7.89 

6.55) 6.00) 7.89 

7.86] 8.00) 9.01 
9.00} 8.00} 10.21 

7.53) 8.00} 9.89) 9.00 

7.03 

7.00} 6.00) 8.96 

6.59} 6.00 

7.23 

7.00 

7.09 
7.84 

8.67 

7.75 
ToS) 

5.22 \) 

1.20) 6.58) 6.00 

1.86; 8.03 

1.19 

1.14 
1.14 

1.37 
1.11 
1.14 

2.11 

1.34 

0.89 

1.34 

1.21 

1.96 
2.42 

OFFICIAL INSPECTIONS 20. 

ysis of Stat Anal 

2.18) 0.79 

.64| 0.70 

6.70) 2.36 

6.29) 2.58 

1.86 
Bebo 229 

3.08 
1.82 
3.76 

2.84 

6.12 
0.88} 4.34 

6.09} 2.30} 2.04) 8.39] 8.0v} 10.43 

6.48] 2.08] 0.66) 8.56] 8.00) 9.22 

4.83} 2.40) 0.74 
4.39) 2.19 
4.80) 2.20) 1.28 

5.10} 2.09} 1.06 

5.42) 2.12) 0.61 
4.39) 2.56 

6.06) 1.92 

5.28 

4.91 

0.91 

2.47 

1.64 

1.23 

3.28 

2.32] 2.46 
-60} 3.28) 3.69 
60) 3.50} 3.69 

1.40} 1.23 

42) 1.62 

0.86} 3.24) 3.29 
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1.14) 0.60] 3.24] 3.29 

0.00} 0.06) 1.18 

0.00) 0.40) 1.56) 1.64 

0.00) 0.06 

1514) 0.00] 0.70} 3.52) 3.69 
1524 

1528] 0.00} 0.36] 2.10). 2.46 
1520} 0.00) 0.70} 3.20 

1519) 0.00! 0.66) 3.98) 4.10 

1527 

1849) 0.48] 0.68] 2.76 
1811 
1821)...... 

1854 
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Descriptive List of Station Samples, r9ro. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

1501 
1704 

1808 
1807 

1839 

1857 
1855 
1856 

1732 
L227 
1725 

1728 
1884 
1733 

1731 
1726 
1722 

1730 
1723 
1724 
1729 

1870 
1871 
1872 

1509 
1741 
1503 

1523 
1879 
1840 

1515 
1743 

1507 
1510 
1742 

1506 
1522 
1744 

1516 
1739 

PORTLAND RENDERING COMPANY, PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Bone Dust Tankage.... .... BAe Andorran CHIC BO Ona ronece Sb pacnaH UMEDA ONE AOGbOU SD CODO SCS 
exo DOIG ALUKA 6 soe coauooeassadad soos bo Stooge ao noon Jedoo OTA Ue AOS aaDNAOGSeIODOOSCOS 

R. T. PRENTISS COMPANY, PRESQUE ISLE, MAINE. 
PEO MGISS 8282185 6.5 eer aoe rae ee orsnc gate wer asain bata have calala or eraiess aVemeee aera naire maaeets 
Prentiss 4-6-10 

PROVINCIAL CHEMICAL FERTILIZER CO., ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK. 
1Ogor Complete PAT OOStOOKs OURO be cer crc ctyraieicy ses earete ole eeteletese elie -erers etter otcioie ie ierekel see itate 3 

ROGERS & HUBBARD COMPANY, MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT. 
Hubbard’s Bone Base Grass and Grain Fertilizer.................. 0 cee sees cece eee 
Hubbard’s Bone Base Soluble Corn and General Crops Manure..............-..--.-- 
Hubbard’s Bone Base Soluble Potato Manure. ........... Ao adwie dal dco ee ae ees 

SAGADAHOC FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOWDOINHAM, MAINE. 
AEs PHOS PIAS wre ee ite weit ara olives shoes Pees ieee 
Aroostook Potato Manure ; 
Diba feven Kendal bVAcl deme Sot Rereiar. @t Sonate ns Amn. ie ont noAOhaccACanaSAborraAncTuoCan Docc 

APOr AIG LO! MERU TZ OTs, acc cesshe a cacovn cctvereaaierok Leslee hate ees Se a ol ae hele oie neal siaieroreee ceo eer ieiete 
PEC BAKO RNO Rey NNL Acie. she aan Seecopeoasere s5encEe socdnunSebeueSoD soho t hats oa rioeagetote atkecpeioeer 
Mira LEO F P.O Pasa. sei ose tctols Beelices tea helo ince soe Sioa eee wea PERO oe eee eee 

INT Ema te LOL SO Ceasers. PSS weiss iva cave Rina cians ee ois at evecare ete Seeievons- 5. sie teuctepelatafetatctet tere Stay veleiatoreeatete 
Sagadahoc Bigh Grade Superphosphate..< oo... see = sale sore ee ene ee mere se 106 
SaradahochspecialePotatOaentuizene smectite eenier ie cae cele seis ee eee aerettetars 

Go 1G amGeG) Menthlizerss. asic ae eh. Savcewers nslnae ee nt eines iEe\ wali ats Savas fle lever os hetranekat et 
Poh oKOlal Oy Meni sMUAet Canes moma e Ur TSeaoaLOoe acocUs7 SAU Sane ono AdcosjAonosas00¢ 
OCG Coyl iN iby ei eanoaaannod nooo Osmo b doco codcsoSoeSaouuus dovacdgoobDancogscC Cs 
Warmkcee He weit Ze riis.se ce wcraree ete eb Sis a es oe foteiaiewerkietepatetn elevere kcrarel svavel teva aye ate tata anefebedetermte[teetetetete 

SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS. 
ACH BWVOSpb ate svcctecz eeacs ce sheies Bisa sci retere a a7a wich Sos pole asavae aves wre chore is levenelekos oanicerste ta eee eee 
a ACH ate) KecCoy ae at0 tt] 0 eerie in a on en ne Oo in een eR re Samer A de aaa tac 7002 £56 
Nitrate of Soda 

Swift's Lowell Dissolved Bone and Potash..................- ba iiss ee os ene eee 
Smits Wowie Lee Mp ESS reece acetate eleteretaieceterceetersravoieuees terete eters re i) stein etste terete loke eee 
SAAL Esp Prone bEadoDaVol BONO pec ooh soo cmuonaaae con seeerunonooneucceodedeontiD Do 2O002I08 

Swalliis owe llubotatonGmOweleancmenticaciie chester eirsisricies BAe ISOS AO OTL 
Swilitis sowie lisPotatomG Lowe term semester ieee telat Sononee a anureHonobuesodsoor 

Swati LowellueotatonManinienseasas-ecesartce erecta ceaiti eer nee ec eisee tect 
Bvbit Ss wowellARO ta tour MOS Pll he meat sack r yeret-tetleelelerelcisle eles le ee aera 
Swaltis WOwell orator POs plae sere aerercter= teva eesckate = eleiere oie ee eee ieteke lief eget veel fete atet==fatelatetetats 

Swiltt’s Special Corn and Vegetable Mamure..... 2... .56 00062 cee everson es ewes 
Swifts Special Potato mblentilizer.aeassemerk cise eer eee eerie een aes eee ieee 
SWAliSISpPeClalee Ota rome nbUllZ Ors aeercat- icine clare seat reteset teint he elarreieeiete octet teens 

Swift's Superior Fertilizer with 10% Potash............0-0.-c0c-+aseeeeccseerosceveesse 
Swit sisuperion Herilizer with 109g) POUASI I creme ceetes le -itelsia cette soe) alee es alee te 

ee ee ee ee ee ee 

——? 
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Analysis of Station Samples, 1910. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

Total. Availabie. Total. 
3 er ara ae 5 

2 ; s : : 3 
q os is) cs) is) ist 
= o gq Oo a : Oo oO >) 

eee |e fils |S [es 5 5 : a = 3 2 + 3 4 =| q 

POG eiseiee ea lee lesa los \ee ia | 8 | a 18 
3 q Cs) 3 3 =) > 9 =} Cs =} Cs =} 3 
8s n a ° 5 3 © a iS 5 ° 5 } 5 
in < < oa o) D ma = ea S om OG or S 

hd i 

% % % % % o % % o b % % 
1501} 0.00) 0.08} 6.14) 5.75)) _0.27) 7.57) 7.76) 7.84]...... T5260 F450) asec fe eee 
1704); 0.00} 0.12) 5.90) -5.7 0.29 8} 6.81 Di svenctens LGHISP VLOG he acl os paces 

1808} 2.80) 0.44) 38.72) 4.12]| 4.02} 3.14] 0.75) 7.16} 8.0%) 7.91) 10.00| 7.50} 7.00 
1807) 0.14) 2.42) 3.24) 3.29]| 3.43} 2.26) 1.81) 5.69} 6.00] 7.50} 8.00} 9.98} 10.00 

1839} 0.00} 1.06) 2.54) 3.29); 4.94) 1.34) 3.00} 6.28] 8.00} 9.28]...... 8.80} 10.00 

1857} 0.18} 0.04) 2.34) 2.20]} 0.51) 7.84] 7.60} 8.35} 6.50] 15.95) 16.00 | 13.56] 12.00 
1855) 1.18) 0.04) 2.34) 2.50]| 2.84] 4.44] 2.53) 7.28] 6.00] 9.81} 8.00] 8.63} 8.00 
1856} 2.12) 0.20) 4.78) 5.00}| 1.12} 6.25} 3.67] 7.37) 7.00) 11.04) 10.00) 5.88} 5.00 

7B. wo calle Gicarereted ecaeesare IPR2BH PACH SALSA) GLYN aly (00) TG ey Saal Gouomalibios sac 
1727) 0.18} 0.10; 0.94) 1.05]| 5.77) 1.44) 0.94) 7.21} 6.00} 8.15} 7.00] 4.98} 4.00 
1725} 0.00) 0.04) 1.56): 1.00); 2.07) 3.88} 2.18} 5.95) 4.00] 8.1s} 6.00] 6.34} 2.00 

1728) 1.92) 06.92) 3.40) 3.29]| 6.03) 2.46) 0.51} 8.49) 6.00] 9.00) 7.00] 9.84) 10.00 
1884) 1.44) 0.74) 3.20) 3.29]| 5.74) 2.57) 0.70] 8.31} 6.00} 9.01) 7.00] 7.04} 10.00 
WBE. 53 Ao ellag aoa eeec Baliod cas lideysonel ao eod oleae ne ape sec nocd) noes) te anced 50.96] 50.00 

TOES LATG| ~~ EAST G est lee OO tl liexererecere ete carers 20 | er escvete yell ere fete tore l eisce sveie | ie cuenere | everdicverelltl wrace-c yo ell avssaracess 
1726] 0.96} 0.00} 2.30) 1.85}| 6.33) 1.22} 0.78) 7.55) 7.00} 8.33) 8.00)| 4.56} 3.00 
1722} 0.98} 0.34; 1.98) 2 00}| 8.02! 2.08} 0.71) 10.10} 7.00} 10.81) 8.00,| 7.77} 8.00 

1730} 1.88) 1.16) 4.32) 4.96]| 5.53) 3°72} 1.85] 9.25) 6.00] 11.10) 8.00}| 7.12) 6.00 
1723] 1.50) 0.66) 2.54) 2.47)| 4.31) 2.13) 0.64} 6.44) 6.00] 7.08) 7.00}| 11.23) 10.00 
1724] 6.80) 0.04) 7.26) 7.00}} 1.08) 5.14) 2.27) 6.22) 3.00} 8.49) 7.00}} 8.43} 8.00 
1729] 0.60) 0.00} 0.60) 0.40|| 7.45} 2.02} 0.56] 9.47) 7.00} 10.03) 8.00}} 4.94] 2.00 

LST) vee Sis pre SPE eeeeeie 10.13] 3.17; 1.66} 13.30] 12.00) 14.96 13.00 dagcos|lannons 
PSU Weterereee | ecessievets (eco erechelicrecwicts Goo sell aaseo lseo Gan eordca| padoca ocmode . «...}| 47.16] 50.00 
ASIP Sa Pe Ah TP) WOO ccecdllandasslsouccelooudcdllaauouallaupecs lsaneamlisemneallaoonod 

1509; 0.00} 0.10) 2.38) 2.46]| 4.58) 3.21) 2.53) 7.79} 8.00] 10.32] 10.00]| 4.36) 4.00 
1741) 0.09} 0.54) 2.34) 2.46)| 6.59) 1.89} 0.69} 8.48} 8.00] 9.17) 10.00}) 4.19} 4.00 
1503} 0.00) 0.36) 1.56) 1.64})| 5.90} 2.03) 1.15] 8.18) 8.00} 9.33) 9.00}} 3.00) 3.00 

1523} 0.00) 0.12) 1.90} 1.64]| 6.03! 2.74] 2.55) 8.77) 9.00) 11.32] 10.00}) 2.34} 2.00 
1879} 0.00) 0.02) 1.20) 1.25]| 4.34) 2.80) 1.31) 7.14) 7.00} 8.45) 8.00)| 2.26) 2.00 
ABAD eyeecislircis) « « Bei) | AON eS aeisal bee coultanodee oo oee laseeee ASL] PROM Saseos|loooade 

1515) 0.00} 0.62} 3.30) 3.28]| 4.23) 2.24) 1.34) 6.47) 6.00} 7.81] .7.00)]} 9.52) 10.00 
1743] 0.00} 0.58) 3.18} 3.28]| 4.55) 1.79) 1.35) 6.34) 6.00) 7.69) 7.00)| 9.88) 10.00 

1507/ 0.00} 0.10) 1.86] 1.64|| 4.86) 2.29) 1.02) 7.15) 7.00] 8.17! 8.00|| 4.09} 4.00 
1510} 0.00} 0.24) 2.32) 2.46)| 5.55) 2.61) 1.17) 8.16} 8.00} 9.33) 9.00)/ 6.15) 6.00 
1742} 0.00} 0.54) 2.38) 2.46]| 6.17) 2.24) 0.79} 8.41} 8.00} 9.20) 9.00)} 6.15) 6.00 

1506} 0.00} 0.66) 3.16] 3,28]| 6.09] 2.54) 1.21) 8.63) 8.00} 9.84) 9.00]| 7.31} 7.00 
1522} 0.00) 0.08). 2.26) 2:46]| 3.25} 2.67) 1.42} 5.92] 6.00) 7.34} 7.00}| 9.74] 10.00 
1744} 0.00} 0.08) 2.20) 2.46/) 4.08) 2.13] 1.02] 6.21) 6.00} 7.23} 7.00}| 10.20) 10.00 

1516} 0.00} 0.58} 3.26] 3.69]| 5.49} 2.80) 0.91] 8.29)° 7.00] 9.20] 8.00|| 10.75} 10.00 
1739} 0.00} 0.68) 3.48] 3.69]} 5.55) 2.25) 0.97) 7.80) 7.00) 8.77) 8.00|) 10.59) 10.00 

| | | | | | 
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Descriptive List of Station Samples, roto. 

. 
oO 
2 
g 
5 
é Manufacturer, place of business and brand 
fe) 

3 
Dn 

F. W. TUNNELL & COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
L867) AM Crop MARGULOE Ahie scsi saci icinici nie Slortea ole oe bal eee e aiere a niein eco taie 8/255 vu orokeieras ola revere, ure oistelaperertieleberevets 
1868/(Champion Phosphate icc acc cis oiets x ihie re ana «alesis svorcpeie ss tiose have evoleleveseie(=/staiwlc)eteiche sicielatetelerevciebelerate 
1866)Trucker’s High Grade Fish Guano 
1865 

1847 
1845 
1382 

1824 
1846 

1836 

1876 
1869 
1873 

1875 
1874 
1877 

eee e eee carer eres acceso sees eerste ees eee seeersecsesesece 

Wizard Bota tol Miamure csc eccjeccs coos sini tie ave a cravelovete above tavalenesmretarcizyeis cietesne ojcse oneverereve isiese oteveyejeters 

TUSCARORA FERTILIZER COMPANY, BALTIMORH, MARY AND 
Aroostook Special 
Complete Potato 
Fruit and Potato 

ete tc ee newt weer cr ces cece eee c esse ee esoereetracerecercesersetesseressocere 

ee ee reeset ere e ese ec re terse cere eres ersceesscecrer ere eseoeese ose soesseer aes 

Tuscarora Trucker 
Tuscarora Trucker Sewer eee rece rere reer esc eters aesereereeeeesuereseereesesrecessesE sees 

JOHN WATSON & COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE. 
Watson ssimprovedsPotato WertiliZer cence cltals cleric clereiclele ele -fetatelalol=\ ciel! -leretel=/atelaicteratatse= 

WHITMAN & PRATT RENDERING COMPANY, LOWELL, MASS. 
Whitman & Pratt’s Animal Brand 
Whitman & Pratt’s Potash Special 
Whitman & Pratt’s Potash Special See ie ee 

Whitman & Pratt’s Potato Plowman 
Whitman & Pratt’s Seeding Down...............2. ceeecee terete cence tent es tc ceeseeee 
Whitman & Pratt’s Vegetable Grower............ EsGiel eve TletayE Vedeteynal netoleve Grater ajoie erate setelorerstatene 

ecco cece es weer ese eee ere see resecerseeeoesesecesesecee 



Station number. As nitrates. 
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. Analysis of Station Samples, r9to. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. : Potash. : 

Total. Available. Total. 

Ss 3 3 3 s 
j= oO 5 : oO o oO 

iS) g ‘ ‘= = & g & 

Fecuee be | se Te |e lela lee 
Bee. |S Bo Bal Be Seay Bees Ss 
Be eS WN era Es Le Ns ee Sel aes 

% % % fo % % % % % % % 
1.02| 2.74) 2.46|| 7.38] 1.93] 1.33] 9.31] 8.00] 10.64] 9.00|] 4.01] 4.00 
1.16] 2.70) 1.64|| 7.34] 1.90] 1.37] 9.24] 8.00] 10.61/ 9.00|] 3.94] 3.00 
1.74) 3.48] 4.12/| 4.85} 1.49] 1.24] 6.34] 5.00] 7.58! 7.00|| 2.24) 1.75 
1.76| 3.06} 3.30|| 7.89] 0.94) 0.47| 8.83] 8.00] 9.30] 9.00|| 10.07] 10.00 

0.00] 2.76} 2.47|| 5.93] 1.91] 1.00] 7.84] 7.00] 8.84] 7.50/! 8.16] 98.00 
0.16) 3.38] 3.29] 3.99] 2.53] 1.21/ 6.52] 6.00] 7.73] 6.50|| 10.40] 10.00 
0.04) 2.00] 1.65|) 5.49] 2.46] 0.69 85] 8.00} 8.64] 8.50]! 10.14] 10.00 

0.20] 4.14) 4.11)| 5.82) 2.41! 0.70) 8.23, 8.00] 8.93] 8.50]! 7.85] 7.00 
0.20] 4.44] 4.11|] 4.19] 3.96] 0.64) 8.15) 8.00] 8.79] 8.50|| 7.8! 7.00 

0.84) 3.92} 4.12|/ 6.11) 1.41] 0.65] 7.52) 8.00] 8.17] 9.50|| 7.48] 7.00 

1.52} 2.80) 3.69)! 4.67} 3.89] 2.68] 8.56 7.00] 11.24] 9.00]] 10.84] 10.00 
1.26} 2.92) 2.88]| 0.46] 5.50} 2.68] 5.96 6.00| 8.64] 8.00] 11.43] 10.00 
1.30] 3.53} 2.88)| 1.99] 4.75] 2.11 oe 6.00} 8.85] 8.00|| 9.73] 10.00 

0.76} 2.56] 38.29)| 4.58) 4.12] 3.25] 8.70 7.00] 11.95] 9.00|| 6.44] 6.00 
0.04} 2.40} 2.05'| 0.10] 22.04] 0.38] 22.14...... 22.52) 20.00|| 4.63} 5.00 
1.34] 3.28; 3.29] 1.44] 5.79] 3.87 7.28 8.00] 11.10] 10.00]} 8.14] 7.00 

\ 
1 
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CLASSIFICATION OF Lime FOR AGRICULTURAL, PURPOSES. 

Agreement between the Directors of the New England and 
New Jersey Experiment Stations and the Special Committee 
of the National Lime Manufacturers’ Association. 

Must contain 93% .combined 
( (1) Spraying } oxides and hydrates and all 

( pass a Standard 100 mesh sieve. 

3 ( (1) Hydrate 
{ Must contain not less than 90% 

(2) Land.... } combined oxides, hydrates and 
ae of which not over 

(1) High Calcium 25% shall be carbonates. 

Must contain 90% combined 
(1) Lum oxides and carbonates of which 

LIME (2) Caustic ) (2) Ree es: not more than 10% shall be 
(3) Gouna... carbonates. excepting Ground, 

Which may contain 20% car- 
(bonates. 

Must contain 90% combined 
(3) Ground Limestone.... j carbonates and pass 50 mesh 

(2) Dolomite 
sieve. 

High Sigyenaeintie : 

All shipments except Ailn Slacked shall be accompanied by a statement showing 

(1 proper class name and (2) guaranteed analysis in which the respective percentages 

of calcium and magnesium oxides are given. 

Package shipments to show class ang analysis on each package. 

Bulk shipments to have class and analysis: statement attached either to invoice or 

inner side of car. 

All lime to be sold by weight. hundred weight or ton: 

Analyses to be those at kiln and guaranteed. 

= ( Not guaranteed, contains core, 
(4)Kiln Slaked............ ) ashes and refuse. 
—— 

a 
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OYSTERS. 
In the fall of 1907 many samples of oysters were obtained 

from different places in the State and most of them were found 

to be preserved with borax or some form of boric acid. ‘These 

cases were thoroughly investigated by hearings and correspon- 

dence and while no prosecutions were made the effect of the in- 

vestigation was apparant a year later when samples of oysters 

were again collected in about a dozen of the cities and large 

towns and no preservatives of any kind detected. 
Until recently, however, it has been the custom to float oysters 

in.fresh or slightly brackish water in order to give them a fat, 

plump appearance. The procedure simply bloated the oysters 

and the customer purchased a good percentage of water at the 
price of oysters, the water being invisible because inside the 

oysters. ‘This bloated condition was also obtained by the use 

of ice in contact with the oysters, because when the ice melted 

it produced a similar condition. This practice of adding ice 
is particularly reprehensible because the oysters may become 

polluted from the use of impure ice. : 

The floating of oysters is now regulated under the national 
law, which forbids floating in water of less saline content than 
that in which they can live and mature, and the addition of ice 

directly to the oysters, either for shipping or displaying pur- 

poses, is prohibited by both the national and state laws. 
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In October 1909 the following standard was published for 
Maine :-—“‘Opened oysters sold in bulk shall not contain ice, or 

added water; nor more than 17 per cent. by weight of free 

liquid; nor less than 10 per cent. by weight of total dry solids.” 

This standard was adopted after careful examination of both 

solid pack and adulterated goods when it was found that the 

free liquid which would drain from the pure oysters would not 

exceed 15 per cent. and usually ran much under that figure while 
the free liquid from the iced oysters ran sometimes as high as 

65 per cent. It was found further that the oysters themselves 

after being freed from the liquid had taken in water so that the 

actual meat of the watered stock was only 8.6 per cent, whereas 

the meat of the solid pack was 13.4 per cent. 

During the fall of 1910 over 50 samples of oysters were pur- 

chased by the deputy without being known to the dealer and 

the results of the examination of these samples follow. ‘The 

situation was found on the whole to be better than was antici- 

pated. Some of the samples were excellent, most of them were 

at least fair, and only a very few gave results which seemed to 

indicate adulteration. These were investigated with the results 

given in the table. Sometimes a second sample showed marked 

improvement over the first,.seeming to indicate more careful 
handling or correction of fault. In only one case were oysters 

found actually in contact with ice and this apparently occurred 

during the illness and absence of the proprietor. No preserva- 

tives were found in any of the oysters. 

Almost all oysters shipped into the state at present come in 

sanitary, sealed packages with ice packed around the receptacle 

in such a way that it cannot come in contact with the oysters 

themselves and the same or similar packages are used in which 

the: goods are exposed for sale. While this careful handling 

is necessarily more expensive than the careless manner in which 
they were formerly sold, the added cost seems to be more than 

made up by the greater value received.. 

In the following table the figures in the column headed “free 
liquid” indicate the amount of liquid which would run from the 
oysters through a colander in to minutes. The dry solids were 

obtained by drying down a weighed amount of the drained oys- 

ters to constant weight at 100° C., and the loss on boiling is the 

loss in weight of 100 grams of the drained oysters after boiling 
for 20 minutes with 400 cubic centimeters of distilled water. 
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Table Showing the Results of Examination of Oysters Pur- 

chased and Examined in the Fall of 10910, arranged alpha- 
betically by towns. 

TOWN AND DEALER. 

| Statlon number. 

9456}Auburn, Dunn & Ross..... 

9454) Auburn, Jerry Murphy.... 

9452) Auburn, New Auburn Fish 
WIGhdER@lic cogdagcopsaonsooon 

9635) Augusta, W. H. Bruce Con- 
b GOIN eterno OH ee 
9636) Augusta, Geo. G. Haskell & 

DVO IDEs eescave ic forsiciarebotobey foie si 
9634) Augusta, John F. Turner. . 

9631| Augusta, Wm. Young...... 

9423)Bangor, W. L. Clark....... 

9649) Bangor, Frank F. Foster... 

9424) Bangor, Chas. S. Jones&Co. 

9425|/Bangor, Chas. 5. Jones&Co. 

9492|Bangor, D. J. McGrath .... 

9650|Bangor, Thompson & Wal- 
GItOitl, seagate es Eo eoe 

9420|Bangor, Wentworth’s 
INI iooccomposooeeoces 

9491|Bangor, Wentworth’s 
IVIFSIIG taetsevetcarenesysuitie ss 

9426;Bangor, Hartley E. Went- 
| WOLD 2.2% cs SAA ETE 

9437, Brewer, IW 18l, ISIE oonoods 

9646|Brewer, We lel, Jalal podoe ous 

9439|Brewer. Harlow Bros...... 

9647) Brewer, Seo Elenni@lsseec cs 

9442/Brewer, Kenney & McMa- 
OMIM eae crcl Reece oe ieee 

9441|Brewer, A. C. Moore....... 

- 9648| Brewer, South, ’. W. Went- 
AUVICOTAL Wiietistetaysveie ste deter se gra lehg love 

9615| Fairfield, Frank Coffell.... 

9617|Fairfield, W. W. Nye & Co. 

9625|Gardiner, Cash Market Co. 

9627|Gardiner, Manson’s Market 

9623|Gardiner, H. H. Ring & Son 

9629) Hallowell, Shea’s Fish 
AVIFENISSS Lave vate: cievers: cis ececsisusiava.s 

Price per pint. Weight as purchased. Weight drained oysters. Free liquid. Dry solids. Loss on boiling. 

Remarks. 

ry) x ba & 

lor) fe) 

i 00 

Lami | 

Liquids high, passed. 

Adulterated by addition of ice. 
Hearing appointed. Explana- 
tion accepted. 

Too much liquids. Passed be- 
cause of high solids. 

Too much liquids, passed. 

Too mueh liquid. Case investi- 
gated. 

Adulterated with water. Expla- 
nation accepted. 

Too much liquid. Adulterated. 

Too much liquid. Solids fair. 
passed. 
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Table Showing the Results of Examination of Oysters Pur- 
chased and Examined in the Fall of roro, arranged alpha- 

betically by towns.—Concluded. 

Hi cs) ihe 
E aes EI 
| TOWN AND DEALER. H/Sd/S | BF] |e Remarks. 
qa a |ea/ea| 2) ie 
S o jade! | 2 |e fgee3 8 22 
a & aesla ia ia 

cts.|OZs. % 

9464| Lewiston, Palmers’s Market} 20/18.1/13.0)28.5 Liquids far too high. Passed 
because of high solids. 

9471) Lewiston, Atwood’'s Market} 23/16.9/16.3) 3.6 

9460|Lewiston, Harvey’s Fish 
Mark 62: (and eons 20)16.3 7.9 

9466] Lewiston, Linney Bros....} 18/16.5 16.6 

9468| Lewiston, R. Stewart...... 22/18.3 41.8 First sample adulterated with 
water. Second sample 

9681} Lewiston, R. Stewart...... 23/17.0}14.6/14.2 passed. 

9462|Lewiston, Walker’s Fish 
and Oyster Market....... 20)17.9 2) : 

9616| Oakland, Sanford’s Market] 20/16.7 25.5 Too nee liquid. Case investi- 
gated. 

9662|Portland, Portland Public] 23/16.8 22.5 Too much liquid. Passed be- 
Marke tinid acc ctsvercom asta cause of fair solids. 

9673|Portland, Capitol Lunch ..| 25/19.7 5.9 

9663] Portland, Cobb & Trefethen| 20/17.9/12.1/27.2 First’ sample adulterated. 
Hearing appointed. Second 

9688] Portland, Cobb &Trefethen| 23/18.4 6.9 sample passed. 

9671|Portland,W.L.Daggett&Co.| 22/18.8]16.9]10.0 

9669/ Portland, Doughty& Jewett} 20/17.2)15.0/12.7 

9667| Portland, H. W. Gordon...} 20/17.1/15.4| 9.9 

9665| Portland, Gribbin-Bros....} 23/17.6/16.3] 7.0 

9659| Portland, Hamilton Bros..| 23/17.0)14 5/14.0 3|Solids rather low, passed. 

9657| Portland, C. W. Lombard..} 23/17.9 22.0 High liquid. Passed becausé of 
fair solids. 

9661)Portland, Munjoy Fish 
MAT IS Cte increas oer 23)17.3|16.2) 6.5 

9656| Portland, Geo. C. Shaw Co.| 25/17.4/16.4| 6.1 

9655| Portland, F. H. Verrill....| 23/18.0|15.6/13.3 

9654| Portland, W. L.Wilson&Co.| 25/18.6)14.5/21.9 Too high liquid. Passed be- 
cause of high solids. 

9610) Waterville, Geo. L. Cannon| 23/17.7/16.4| 7.3 

9614; Waterville, E. F. Cote..... 23)16.8}10.9/35.4 Adulterated with water. Case 
investigated. 

9608) Waterville, MecCallum’s 
Meat and Fish Market...) 23)17.3)/15.8] 8.9 

9618) Waterville, Edw. Mc- 
ILAUIAUWIN Gocosooaoogdooos 23)17.1|14.8}13.4 

9612)Waterville, Whitcomb & 
Crosby ...... Peary etesateretetnrs 20/17.6 5.2 a a ey 
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PORK SAUSAGE. 

Sausage made from pork and spices alone and sold for what 

it actually is need not be labeled, but if cereal is added its pres- 

ence must be stated upon a label accompanying each package 

sold. : 
From the examination of samples of pork sausage purchased 

during the last few months it would appear that most of the 
goods sold under that name are properly labeled if they contain 

cereal and that much less sausage is now made with cereal than 

a short time ago. : 
There would seem to be two reasons for this latter fact. To 

be sure that a label accompanies each package which goes out 

from a busy store is an added care and at times a nuisance, from 
the standpoint of the dealer ; and again, most retailers are averse 

to acknowledging that their goods are cheapened by any adul- 

teration. 
The markets listed in the following table represent only a 

small part of the places visited by the inspector. In some 

places signs were displayed declaring that the sausage contained 

cereal and in these cases no samples were purchased; in other 

places when the goods called for were wrapped up tags bearing 

the same statement were included and in such instances the 

goods were not taken. 

The figures and statements in the table of pork sausage 
analyses are self explanatory. In the 3 cases where cereal was 

found one sample had a label inside the package clearly stating 

that fact. Another carried no label because of a misunderstand- 

ing. Tags were displayed but the statements upon them were 

not explicit and new tags were printed. The other case has 

been temporarily passed pending examination of further 

samples. 

Since the above was sent to the printer a sample of pork 

sausage has been purchased from Mr. Nelson McFadden, 124 
Maine St., Brunswick, and found to be adulterated by the 
addition of cereal starch. The case is a particularly aggra- 

vated one because of a previous offence of the same kind, noted 

in Official Inspections 22, and will probably be prosecuted. 
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Table showing the results of the examination of goods that 
were delivered to the station inspector when he bought pork 
Sausage from the retailer. 

; E 
2 S 

E 2] 8 
| TOWN AND DEALER. a 2 “ | Remarks. 
=| Qa} 8 is} a5 | 
£ o | 8 o) oe 
= 2b} 1S B 
ary HH a] 3 H | i.) wD aA} & }] a iS) 

| 

cts.| % | % | % | 
9494) Auburn, ©. lu. Damon................ 18]56.7/36.7/13.5/ Present. .|Declared on label. 

9637|Augusta, Merrill Bros................ 16/56.1/41.6/10.8 Absent ..) 

9638) Augusta, Webber & Hewett.......... 16/63.8/51.4) 6.7|/ Absent . | 

9651)/Bangor, Oscar A. Fickett ............ WDesocllocsollooo.Ntoseimtt . ol. 

9626|Gardiner, Cash Market Co., Inc...... 15|61.7/46.9| 8.8/ Present. . | 

9628)/Gardiner, A. W. Cunningham & Co..| 16]/56.3/42.1/11.1/Absent . 

9474| Lewiston, E. W. Beaumont & Co..... 16/65.2/44.6) 9.3|/Absent . .| 

WEE) Deyiatsieroly (Oy 1240}e%20) Sy sya e asa a doe uoae 15/55. 7/36.9|11.2)Present. . 

9476|Lewiston, Tanguay & Ouellette...... 16/66.2/44.6| 9.3}Absent .. 

9479) Lewiston, Fred I. Wills.............. 15'64.9/45.0) 9.3)/Absent .. 

9675| Portland. John W. Deering & Son....| 20/68.7/53.0/13.0/ Absent .. 

9674|Portland, Littlefield & Co............ 18/65. 7/53.2) 9.3) Absent .. 

9676| Portland, Mercier’s Meat Market ....| 18/62.2/51.1] 9.4/Absent .. 

9653 Portland, Manhattan Market ........ 18 60.2/46.4) 9.9) Absent .. 

9652) Portland, Portland Public Market...| 18/61.3/47.7/10.0) Absent .. 

CEAMS: 

With regard to clams the situation is similar to that of oysters 

somewhat over a year ago. ‘The same standard cannot, appar- 

ently, be applied to both, and, as at present sold, opened clams 

oftentimes contain far too much liquid. Of the samples collect- 
ed along with the oysters last fall 55 per cent carried what 

seemed to be an unnecessary amount of liquid. No prosecu- 

tions were attempted but in the worst cases the dealers were 

warned and it is hoped that the publicity given to the results 

will have an effect on future sales. 

The same determinations were made as upon oysters and the 

results are given in the following table. 
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Table Showing the Results of Clams Purchased and Examined 

in the Fall of 1910. Arranged alphabetically by towns. 

i : ZS a0 

2 2| 2 
A TOWN AND DEALER. | aLIS al | seh |= Remarks. 
g Ba lSFls , = |'o | 
s BBs | BN | 2 Iles 
i = |® 5 Oe] © Pa a 

a & Balzs|& 1a la 

ets./OZS.}OZS.| % | % |% 

9457|Auburn, Dunn «& Ross..... 13/18.0}12.0/33.1/13.4|72/Too much liquid. 

9455) Auburn, Jerry Murphy....) ~13)14.4)10.5)27.1)14.4|71|Too much liquid. 

9453|Auburn, New Auburn Fish 
EVITIG Users cit 2. ovote eves aveastets 13)16.0)10.5/35.3)13.9|74|Too much liquid. 

9633) Augusta, C. E. Daggett....) 13)17.2)15.2)11.1)21.4/61 

9632|Augusta, Wm. Young ..... 13/16. 7/10.8/35.6)13.4|70/Too much liquid. 

9438|Brewer, N. H. Hall........ 13}16.0)10.7/33.1)19.2/69|Too much liquid. 

9440| Brewer, Harlow Bros...... 15/17.3/13.2|24.0|20.1/67 

9444|Brewer, Kenney & Mc- 
MEV OVONG) Bee cee cei eric eerie 13|/17.6/12.7/27.7/15.6|69|Too much liquid. 

9442|Brewer, A. C. Moore....... 15)13.8] 9.5/31.0/17.8)67|/Short measure explained at time 
a. ofpurchase. Too much liquid. 
9624|Gardiner, Metropolitan 

Market. H.H. Ring & Son! 15/18.3/14.2/22.2)16.6/68 
9630)/Hallowell, Shae’s Fish 

VENI Gucci eieecie ate aie ee 13)14.6)13.3) 9.4|19.4/63 
9461|Lewiston, Harvey's Fish 

NAIKO tee yoccies cones 13}17.3)12.3)29.5/13.9|76)Too much liquid. 
9470| Lewiston, F. Lagarre...... 13}17.2)11.9)30.9)13.5/67)/Too much liquid. 

9467 Lewiston, Linney Bros....} 13/16.4/11.6/29.7/15.1|66/Too much liquid. 

9465| Lewiston, Palmer’s Market| 10|18.0/13.3/26.1/12.9|74 

9469| Lewiston, R. Stewart...... 13)17.1| 9.5)/44.5)12.7|72|Far too much liquid. 

9463| Lewiston, Walker’s Fish & 
Oyster Market, ...522..-5 13}17. .7|13.2)72/Too mueb liquid. 

9664|Portland, Cobb &Trefethen| 10/18.1]13.4/26.0]13.5|70 

9672|Portland, W.L.Daggett&Uo.| 10)18.5}15.0/18.7/19.2|62 

9670) Portland, Doughty & Jewett] 10)15.2/12.2/20.1|17.8/66 

9668| Portland, B. W. Gordon...| 10/16.9/13.1/22.6/20.8|60 

9666|Portland, Gribbin Bros....| 10/15.9/11.7/26.8/14.3|67 

9660| Portland, Hamilton Bros..} 10/19.3)14.7/23.7/17.8|58 

9658) Portland, C. W. Lombard 10}17.2/10.2)40.9}12.9/69|Far too much liquid. 

- 9611|Waterville, Geo. L. Cannon! 13)18.1|12.3)32.2/11.6|/71/Loo much liquid. 

9613} Waterville, Robinson’s 
VISIO: ocrsva ics creye tiete-yacuste 10}18.5/13.6/26.4|15.8)/66 

9607| Waterville, Elmwood Mar- 
[RC lindo 6 cp COS OOo eran 13)15.7)11.5)26.5)12.0)72 

9609| Waterville, MeCallum’s 
VERY Geter os) chose cejsievestisipigers 11/17.2)12.2)29.0/15.6|70|Too much liquid. 
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IMITATION BEER. 

In the desire to avoid breaking the prohibitory law, which 

does not allow the sale of a malt beverage, and at the same time 

make the consumer think that he is getting the reai thing or 

something similar, certain bottlers in the State are violating the 

Maine Food and Drug Law in labeling bottled goods. Imita- 
tion beer carrying about three per cent alcohol is being imported 

into the State in conformity with the National Food and Drug 
Law under a label “fermented liquor” or something equivalent. 

These are fermented goods, and are made without the use of 

malt. ‘They are bottled in Maine and sometimes have put upon 

them labels which are exceedingly misleading, so much so that 

the goods are misbranded. It is unlawful to brand these goods 

in any way so as to deceive the purchaser as to their character. 

They cannot without some defining word be called “beer” as beer 
is a malt beverage. They cannot be called “lager beer” even 
though they may have been aged in the wood. ‘They could be 

lawfully labeled “Imitation” in some such way as “Regal Brand 
Imitation Lager Beer.” 

Put up as these goods are in bottles of the general style used 

for Budweiser Beer, aritifically colored so as to resemble such 

goods, and labeled “lager beer” or something similar, they are 

calculated to deceive and doubtless do deceive many who use 
them. | 

This is a warning to the purchaser of these spurious articles 
as well as a caution to the bottlers thereof. 

Fictitious and Incorrect Firm Names. It is an altogether too 

common practice for bottlers of carbonated beverages to use 

bottles bearing blown in the glass the names of other manu- 
facturers. ‘This is misbranding under the law and the practice 

must cease. It is a great injustice to a manufacturer of high 
grade goods to have his bottles filled by makers of low grade, 
artificially sweetened and flavored sodas. 
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FEEDING STUFF INSPECTION. 

CHIEF REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAW. 

The points of the law of most interest both to the dealer and 

consumer concisely stated, follow: 

Kinds of Feed Exempt Under the Law. ‘The law applies to 

all feeding stuffs except the following: hays and straws; whole 

seeds, meals, brans and middlings of wheat, rye, barley, oats, 

Indian corn, buckwheat and broom corn, sold separately ; wheat 

bran and middlings mixed together and pure grains ground 

together. 
Kinds of Feed Coming Within the Law. ‘The principal feeds 

coming under the provisions of the law are linseed meals, cot- 

tonseed meals, cottonseed feeds, pea meals, cocoanut meals, glu- 

ten meals, gluten feeds, maize feeds, starch feeds, sugar feeds, 

dried brewer’s grains, dried distiller’s grains, malt sprouts, hom- 

iny feeds, cerealine feeds, rice meals, oat feeds, corn and oat 
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chops, corn and oat feeds, corn bran, ground beef or fish scraps, 
foods, poultry foods, stock foods, patented, proprietary and 
trademark stock and poultry foods, mixed feeds other than 
those composed solely of wheat bran and middlings mixed to- 
gether or pure grains ground together, and all other materials 
of similar nature. 

The Brand. Each package of feeding stuffs coming within 
the law shall bear, conspicuously printed, the following state- 
ments: 

The number of net pounds contained in the package. 

The name or trade-mark under which it is sold. 

The name of the manufacturer or shipper.. 
The place of manufacture. 

The place of business of manufacturer or shipper. 

The percentage of crude protein. 

The percentage of crude fat. 

The Adulteration of Feeding Stuffs. If any foreign sub- 
stances are added to whcle or ground grain or wheat offals, the 

true mixture must be plainly marked upon the packages. . 

Penalties. ‘The sale or offering for sale of feeding stuffs not 

properly branded, or containing a smaller percentage of protein 

and fat than are guaranteed, or of adulterated feeding stuffs, is 

punishable by a fine not exceeding $100 for the first, and $2co 

for each subsequent offense. 

THE GUARANTY. 

No prosecution will be made against any handler of feeding 

stuffs within the State provided he obtain at the time of pur- 

chase a written guaranty that the goods are in conformity with 

the law regulating their sale. Failure to obtain such a guaranty 

on the part of the dealer will be presumptive evidence that he 

is not sufficiently interested in the purity of the goods which he 

handles, and unless there are especially extenuating circum- 

stances, the Director will feel it his duty to begin prosecution 

for a violation of the laws regulating the sale of concentrated 

commercial feeding stuffs. 

Any form of guaranty covering the facts may be used. The 

printcd matter on the bag or the tags accompanying the feeding ° 

stuff will not be considered as a guaranty. ‘The guaranty to be 

valid must be signed in ink. The guaranty should identify and 
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may be attached to the bill of sale, invoice, bill of lading or 
other schedule giving the name and amount of feed stuff. In 

case of car load lots, the car number should appear. 

In case the dealer cannot obtain a written guaranty from the 

parties from whom he purchases, the only safe thing is to take 

a sample from the car immediately on its arrival and before it 

is accepted, and send to the Experiment Station, together with 

the name of feed and manufacturer and the guarantees. A 
prompt free analysis will be made and results reported. 

4 

INSPECTION FOR IQIO-II. 

In the tables which follow are given the results of the exam- 

ination of the samples of feeding stuffs received from dealers 

and collected by the inspector from April, 1910, to March, roit. 

THE RESULTS OF INSPECTION OF FEEDING STUFFS. 

_ The improvement in the feeding stuffs situation noted in the 

last Official Inspections of feeding stuffs, No. 23, has con- 

tinued through the last year and the results of the inspection 

just completed show that a still better class of feeds is being 

handled and used than last season. 

This improvement is probably in a measure due to the con- 

tinued interest and practice of the dealers in submitting sam- 

ples of the goods, about which they had any doubt, to the Sta- 

tion for analysis before putting them on the market, and we 

believe that if the farmers were only as much alive to the situ- 

ation and as much interested in the composition of the goods 
they buy a still more improved condition would be brought 

about. 

The cottonseed meals for the most part have run well up to 

the guarantees, particularly early in the season it was notice- 

able that a better class of goods was being shipped into the 

‘State than had been coming in recent years. One brand, how- 
ever, later in the season fell considerably below the guaranty 

i: protein in several official samples taken by the inspector. 

These are under investigation and some of them have already 

been referred to the United States Board of Food and Drug 

Inspection for prosecution. 

Linseed oil meal does not appear to be in very much demand, 

(Discussion continued on page 58.) 
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ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF FEEDING STUFES. 

; PROTEIN. | Fat. 
oO Z . 

a 3 
A | | | 2 
: 3 aha 

NAME OF FEED AND MANUFACTURER OR SHIPPER.| | Sas ie 2s | 
© q ag q aa fs| 

2 dei 8S | es |) sede 
Shera ern. a. 
o | Sen] SS) Ee |) eS, | 

MEAT SCRAP. 

IMMER ISCUEND. oaoncado sooo oadodounnodovguooonSdooonaS D | 63.75 | 55.00 - | 12.00 | 2556 
Armour & Co. 

Meat Scrap—Blue Ribbon Brand ................. D | 63.81 | 60.00 - - 2487 
Park & Pollard, Boston, Mass. 

Me atiSerapras mince oes sige seein te stoee cae D | 43.69 | 40.00 - 8.00 | 2486 
Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine. 

COTTON SEED MEAi.. 

Anchor Brand Choice Cotton Seed Meal.......... D | 43.94 | 41.00 = 7.50 | 2530 
Kemper Mill & Elevator Co..................... D | 40.75 | 41.00 - 7.50 | 2561 

Kansas City, Mo. : 

Buckeye Prime Cotton Seed Meal...............-. D | 41.25 | 39.00 = 6.50 | 2446 
Buckeye: Cotton OM Come parce eee eee D | 41.06 | 39.00 = 6.50 | 2459 

Cincinnati, Obio. D | 42.25 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2460 
D | 38.94 | 39.00 = 6.50 2493 
D | 40.25 | 39.00 - 6.50 2494 
D | 41.31 | 39.00 - 6.50 2508 
D | 42.62 | 39.00 - 6.40 2509 
D | 38.56 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2515 
D | 37.06 | 39.00 - 6.50 2518 
D | 39.01 | 39.00 - 6.50 2521 
D | 39.66 | 39.00 - 6.50 2538 
D | 40.50 | 39.00 - 6.50 2539 
D | 38.12 | 39.00 - 6.50 2540 
D | 42.37 | 39.00 - 6.50 2542 
D | 39.12 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2547 
D | 38.50 | 39.00 - 6.50 2553 
D | 40.87 | 39.00. - 6.50 2557 
O | 34.21 | 39.00 6.40 6.50 2565 
D | 39.62 | 39.00 - 6.50 |. 2590 
D | 38.00 | 39.00 = 6.50 2595 
O | 35.37 | 39.00 - 6.50 2608 
O !| 42.37 | 29.00 - 6.50 2615 
D |. 37.62 | 39.00 - 6.50 2616 
D ; 38.50 | 39.00 - 6.50 2629 

a D | 40.12 | 39.00 - 6.50 2658 
D | 37.25 | 39.00 - 6.50 2674 
O | 40.31 | 39.00 7.89 6.50 | 2688 
D | 38.81 | 39.00 - 6.50 2703 
D | 35.87 | 39.00 - 6.50 2705 
D | 39.12 | 39.00 - 6.50 2707 
D | 38.68 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2708 
D | 38.75 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2709 
D | 40.06 | 39.00 - 6.50 2712 
D | 38.37 | 39.00 - 6.50 2716 
O | 38.68 | 39.00 - 6.50 2727 
O | 34.88 | 39.00 7.20 6.50 2730 
O | 35.43 | 39.00 - 6.50 2735 
D | 37.50 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2747 
O | 38.31 | 39.00 - 6.50 2770 
O | 38.68 | 39.00 - 6.50 2771 
O | 37.18 | 39.00 - 6.50 | 2787 
D | 33.68 | 39.00 8.98 6.50 2800 
D | 39°12 | 39.00 6.50 6.50 2802 
D | 40.25 | 39.00 - 6.50 2830 
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ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF FEEDING STUFFS—ConNTINUED. 

| 
3 PROTEIN. FAT. 

= H 

e 5 scales 
NAME OF FEED AND MANUFACTURER OR SHIPPER.| 6 1 S. [+3 = 3 | A 

® ; | A A qd 

5 HH 5 mH HH 5 H | fan} 

a| 2s) 68/28 6s) & 
| 

Choicer@owousseedeMeallene srt lec- eer etree D | 36.56 | 41.00 = | 9.00] 2478 
American Cotton Oil Co. 

Choice Cotton Seed’ Meal...2:..c.cns.-. eee s were O | 40.50 | 41.00 | 7.64] 7.50] 2597 
Kemper Mill & Elevator-Co.............-.,...6. O | 38.81 | 41.00 - 7.50 | 2758 

CWOlomES ee due al en. oo. Soe is ea viste cojeis area wee eels D | 39.69 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2504 
H. E. Bridges & Co., Memphis, Tenn. 

; : D | 41.68 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2510 
D | 39.69 | 38.00 - 7.00 2520 
D | 40.12 | 38.00 - 7 00 2524 
D | 38.68 | 38.00 - 7.00 2525 
C | 38.25 | 38.00 - 7.00 2560 
D | 40.12 | 41.00 - 9.00 2593 
D | 37.94 | 41.00 - 9.00 2623 
O | 39.50 | 41.00 8.07 9.00 2665 
O | 40.50 | 38.00 7.60 7.00 | 2685 
O | 38.25 | 41.00 - 9.00 2766 
O | 38.25 | 41.00 - 9.00 | 2768 
D | 37.93 | 41.CO | 9.70 9.00 | 2807 
O | 41.31 | 41.00 - 9.00 | 2816 

WOubOTIpAC COMMCAT  /5leramtelelassPicicte:« <cividys/s:e« alsiareiaiareve D | 42.25 | 41.00 - - 2591 
Memphis Cotton Seed Products Co. 

Dirigo Brand Cotton Seed Meal................... D | 42.50 | 41.00 - 7.00 | 2549 
W. Newton Smith, Baltimore, Md.............. D | 41.12 | 41.00 - 7.00 | 2594 

Dixie Brand Cotton Seed Meals... .2.......-.+--: D | 37.25 | 38.50 - 7.00 | 2436 
IptiblanysloureNeh Coo hstal Che anepodusoodenseonebodes D | 38.06 | 38.50 - 7.00 | 2487 

Memphis, Tenn. - D | 41.93 | 38.50 - 7.00 2438 
D | 38.06 | 38.50 - 7.00 | 2439 
D | 40.12 | 38.50 - 7.00 2440 
D | 39.32 | 38.50 - 7.90 2442 
D | 38.50 | 41.00 - 7.00 | 2443 
D | 43.00 | 41.00 - 7.00 2445 
D | 40.75 | 38.50 - 7.00 2447 
D | 39.87 | 28.50 - 7.00 2453 
D | 44.69 | 38.50 - 7.00 2456 

~D | 41.37 | 41.00 - 7.00 2457 
D | 44.13 | 41.00 - 7.00 2458 
D | 42.69 | 41.00 - 7.00 2463 
D | 41.94 | 41.00 - 7.00 2466 
D | 40.13 | 38.62 - 6.00 2488 
D | 38.94 | 38.62 = 6.00 2490 
D | 39.75 | 88.62 - 6.00 2505 
D | 42.59 | 38.50 - (aCOn 2k 
D | 40.87 | 38.62 = 6.00 | 2566 
O | 42.06 | 38.62 - 6.00 2570 
O | 41.25 | 38.62 9.53 6.00 2586 
O | 41.00 | 38.62 - 6.00 2589 
TD) | 38.50 | 38.62 - 6.00 2624 
O | 38.87 | 38.62 - 6.00 2643 
D | 35.43 | 38.62 = 6.00 2646 
O | 41.68 | 38.62 - 6.00 2648 
O | 39.12 | 38.62 - 6.00 | 2650 
D | 40.62 | 38.62 - 6.U0 | 2655 
D | 40.37 | 38.62 - 6.00 2656 
O | 41.81 | 38.62 - 6.00 2701 
D | 41.87 | 38.62 - 6.00 2715 
D | 41.75 | 38.62 - 6.00 | 2718 
D | 40.50 | 38.62 - 6.00 2744 
D | 41.75 | 41.00 - 7.00 2745 
O | 41.75 | 38.50 - 7.00 2748 
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Dixie Brand Cotton Seed Meal—Continued....... O | 42.25 | 38.62 - 6.00 | 2757 
O | 41.87 | 38.62 - 6.00 2762 
D | 41.75 | 38.62 - 6.00 2776 
D | 40.75 | 38.62 - 6.00 2809 
O | 40.25 | 38:62 - 6.00 | 2820 

Dove Brand Cotton Seed Meal.................... D | 37.25 | 38:00 | - 7.00 | 2435 
Wet rOd eds COt mera teteror eters rare eas nt ais copes D | 42.06 | 38.00 | - 7.00 | 2441 

D | 42.06 | 38.00 - 7.00 2514 
D | 38 25 | 38.00 - 7.00 2531 
D | 41.62 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2536 
D | 40.00 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2537 
D | 39.62 | 38.00 - 7.00 2670 
D | 39.00 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2672 
D | 40.50 | 32.00 - 7.00 2673 
O | 39.75 | 38.00 8.35 7.00 | 2719 
O | 39.25 | 38.00 - 7.90 2726 
O | 40.18 | 38.00 - 7.00 2738 
O | 40.56 | 38.00 - 7.00 | 2794 
D | 40.00 | 38.00 - 7.00 2826 

Good luck Brand Cotton Seed Meal.............. D | 39.75 | 41.00 - 7.00 | 2448 
Sh 125 DENIS: IbiiUle IRGC) Wile. Sonoonoosaoocdne D | 41.81 | 41.090 - 7.00 | 2455 

D | 48.09 |.41.00 - 7.00 2545 
D | 42.75 | 41.00 - 7.00 2555 
D } 38.12 | 41.00 - 7.00 2627 
O | 42.68 | 41.00 7.26 7.00 2662 
O | 88.06 | 41.00 6.37 7.00 2697 
O | 39.18 | 41.00 - 7.00 2737 
D | 39.37 | 41.00 - 7.00 2772 

D | 41.56 | 41.00 - 7.00 27719 

Green Diamond Brand Cotton Seed Meal........ D | 42.50 | 41.00 - 9.00 | 2559 
Chapin «& Co. O | 43.31 | 41.00 - 9.00 | 2564 

D | 44.37 | 41.00 - 9.00 2580 
D | 42.75 | 41.00 - 9.00 2581 
D | 42.37 | 41.00 - 9.00 2620 
D | 42.62 | 41.00 = 9.00 2622 
O | 42.00 | 41.00 7.90 9.00 2720 
O | 40.62 | 41.00 = 9.00 2796 

Owl Brand Cotton Seed Meal....................- D | 42.60 | 41.00 - 5.00 | 2488 
BSWirBrodeiciCoxdeacecnc loti tee onan D | 42.39 | 41.00 = 6.00 2484 

2 D | 39.82 | 41.00 - 6.00 2429 
D | 40.00 | 41.00 = 6.00 | 2491 
D | 42.69 | 41.00 - | 6.00 2523 

' D } 39.12 | 41.00 = 6.00 2533 
D | 41.25 | 41.00 - 6.00 2541 

| D-| 39.75 | 41.C0 = 6.00 2552 
| D | 40.50 | 41.00 - 6.00 | 2567 
| D |} 42.62 | 41.00 = 6.00 2568 
| D | 43.00 | 41.00 = 6.00 2569 
| D | 41.75 | 41.00 = 6.00 2619 
| D |} 41.25 | 41.00 = 6.00 2625 
O | 40.12 | 41.00 = 6.60 2631 

-| O | 39.31 | 41.00 - 6.00 2636 
| D | 41.12 | 41.00 - 6.00.| 2653 
| © | 41.87 | 41.00 8.02 §.00 2659 

, | O | 42.18 | 41.00 - 6.00 2661 
| O | 39.81 ; 41.00 - | 6.00 2677 
| D | 41.87 | 41.00 - 6.00 | 2706 
| 
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Owl Brand Cotton Seed Meal—Concluded ....... D | 44.25 |41.00 - 6.00 2711 
D | 36 44 '41.00 - 6.00 2717 
D | 39.81 41.00] — 6.00 | 2743 
O | 40.69 |41.00 - 6.00 2754 
D | 42.00 /41.00 - 6.00 2777 
O | 40.69 41.00 - 6.00 2791 

| D | 39.06 41.00 - 6.00 2801 
D | 43.31 |41.00 - 6.00 28038 
D | 43.00 /41.00 - 6.00 2804 
D | 41.00 |41.00 - - 6.00 2805 
O | 43.25 |41.00 - 6.00 2812 
O | 41.43 |41.00 7.86 6.00 2822, 
D | 40.37 |41.00 - 6.00 2825 
© | 41 31 |41.00 - 6.00 2828 
D | 42.75 |41.00 - 6.00 2831 

Primer OOtlOUL Seed: MGA. o .acichclelse co econ witheeleye ove D | 37.06 (38.61 - 8.00 2529 
Atenas GOtlOn Oil Cor aeacies (sc sine sec ce = D | 44.31 /38.61 - 8.00 | 2534 

, D | 38 87 |38.61 - 8.00 2546 
D | 40.00 |38.61 - 8.00 2578 
D | 40.56 |38.61 - 8.CO 2669 
D } 39.18 /38.61 - 8.00 2676 
O | 38.93 |38.61 8.80 8.00 2679 

| O | 36.31 |38.6L = | (3.010) 2784 
| D | 38.62 |38.61 = 8.00 | 2713 
D | 41.87 |38.61 - 8.00 2714 
O | 41.31 /38.61 = | 8.60 2725 
O | 40.50 |38.61 - 8.00 2755 
O | 40.62 |33.61 - 8.00 2814 

Primeccoponimoced Meal i. js. meee: -ridae rine D | 39.25 /39.00 - 9.00 | 2503 
McCaw Manufacturing Co., Hurtsboro, Ala. 

Soper’s Choice Cotton Seed Meal................. ; D | 42.31 41.00 - 8.00 | 2668 
aS JOMeDOSLOMS NASI reiterate citeretoecsreiee O |} 40.00 /41.00 8.00 2696 

dae ceper'Co | D | 42.50 l41.00/ = | 8.00| 2710 
O | 40.62 |41.00 7.67 8.00 2784 
D | 40.50 |41.00 8.00 2810 
O | 42.18 |41.00 - 8.00 2811 

| © | 40.50 |41.00 - 8.00 2829 
| D | 42.75 |41.00 - 8.00 2832 

LINSEED OIL MEAL. 

MUCSEMICASSOUMcMGal cm .cuisans. sem cevaiteineieistoeleens D | 36.18 | 32.00 - 5.00 27718 
LE AMP MIN SECON OO.. ds-scse cise nse oe. ceieleence O | 39.43 | 32.00 = 5.00 | 2799 

ae | 0 | 39.00 | 32.00] 5.51 | 5.00| 9819 
O | 40.18 | 32.00 - Ww t3)5(010) 2823 

Old Process imseed Oil Meal . 0.52. 00.220c-. 202 D | 35.69 | 30.00 - 5.00 | 2548 
i TEVA OL COs LOLOGO MOR ree aisin sie etaeite O | 33.37 | 30.00 | 6.91 5.00 | 2587 

pee ay G. Maj D | 28.56 | 30.00| — 5.00 | 2596 
D | 31.75 | 30.00 - 5.00 2657 
O | 28.56 | 30.00 - 5.00 2722, 
O | 31.44 | 30.00 - 5.00 2728 
O | 33.81 | 80.00 - 5.00. 2749 
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GLUTEN FEEDS. 

BintialorGuuteme hee dusererys cesar seeks cele oe cece D | 24:00 | 24.00 | - 2.50 | 2470 
Corn Products Refining Co., New York......... D | 23.69 | 24.00 - 2.50 2499 

D | 27.32 | 24.00 - 2.50 2501 
D | 27.37 | 24.00 = 2.50. 2512 
D | 27.78 | 24.09 - 2.50 2513 
D | 26.12 | 24.00 - 2.50 2516 
D | 26.75 | 24.00 - 2.50 2517 
D | 24.82 | 24.c0 - 2.50 2519 
D | 26.69 | 24.00 - 2.50 2526 
D | 25.44 | 24.00 - 2.50 2535 
O | 26.06 | 24.00 - 2 bO 2563 
O | 24.75 | 24.00 - 2.50 2585 
1D) |) 2548} | B20) - 2.50 2617 
O | 26.37 | 24.00 - 2.50 Qe86 
O | 24.81 | 24.00 | 4.23 2.50 2767 

CGreamnrof ConneGlutenehecd aacemeeceeenie eee Dy 242199 252008) = 2.50 | 245] - 
American Maize Products €o..................-. _D | 24.12 | 23.00 | = 2.50 | 2464 

; O | 26.56 | 23.00 || 2.46 2.50 2689 

Crescent Gluten Feed................... ae egere eves D | 23206 | 24.00 | — BA tR0) | BATT 
Corn Products Refining Co., New York......... 1D) |) DRS See Go) |S 2.50 2618 

D | 25.06 | 23.00 - 2.50 2621 
O | 25.62 | 24.00 | 4.82 2.50 2663 
OQ) |) Baez 24.00 - 2.50 | 2764 
O | 24.56 | 24.00 - 2.50 2783 

CGoldensRodkeiuiens Heed = ee eseEy ere reer D | 25.56 | 23.00) - 3.00 | 2449 
American Maize Products Co................... OF) 23575023) 25.15.00 2.50 2765 

| 
AGuallkesy Coline IMEC Gos. coosoosonacgootdonsagueuacs D | 25.63 | 23.00} - 3.00 | 2507 
Huron Milling Co., Harbor Beach, Mich .,..... O | 24.34 | 23.00 | 4.53 3.00 2600 

O | 23.81 | 23.00 = 3.00 2678 
O | 23.00 | 23.00 - 3.00 2682 
O 23.50 | 23.00 - 3.00 2729 
O | 26.75 | 23.00 - 3.00 2732 
O | 24 25 | 23.00 - 3.00 2817 

VGN Cen CCT Cul iligevatel exes Ie min eroniaman CaCO DOR Mec man a CaO D | 22.25 | 23.00 - 2.00 2452 
do (Gio El wlonnerenr ISOS, COsacncn Goagosousssausasas D | 22.44 | 23.00 2.00 | 2461 

Wim OmyG be MARS Gyi evi ccerovats vere cietistorace asta tereyas mba D | 22.88 | 24.00; — 3.00 | 2450 
Union Starch Co. , 

DISTILLERS GRAINS: 

| 

A ai VAIS CS its saci ode aoe nee enteral eet SACP D | 29.57 |.30.00 - 11.00 2482 
Ajax Millimneandekeed Conese arrestee se O | 30.12 | 30.00 | 18.50 | 11.00 | 2R04 

O | 32.00 | 31.00 - 12.00 2605 
O | 27.62 | 30.00 - 11.00 2751 
D | 31.00 | 30.00 - 11 00 2835 

BourbomeGr aime Ria cacirs sens ee ke eae reveal eeeres O | 31.68 | 29.80 9.65 9.60 2634 

Climax Gmalns's ce ay ae Se cee O | 32.87 | 30.00 | 14.79 | 10.00 2602 
Deutsch & Sickert, Milwaukee, Wis. 

ContinentalGluten Heed pre cecreeee sence eee O | 29.37 | 33.00 | 15.93 | 14.00 2700 
Continental Cereal Co., Peoria, 11]. 
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WEwieyeDISHMETS (Gran citscl-i1 sistem slelsiacleile ole 6 D | 29.37 | 28.00 - 9.00 | 2626 
Dewey Bros. Co., Blanchester, Ohio. 

IROUURGIS oko Gupeaeme ane nen Ea eae an ere D | 28.87 | 31.00} - | 12.00] 2468 
J. W. Biles Co., Cincinnati, Ohio................ D | 29.56 | 31.00 - 12.00 | 2475 

D | 26.98 | 31.00 - 12,00 2480 
DS 32225))\3le00: - 12.00 2522 
O | 32.50 ; 31.00 | 12.91 | 12.00 | 2584 
O | 32.06 | 31.00 - J2.00 2750 
O | 32.00 | 31.00 - 12.00 | 2752 
O | 33.00 | 31.00 - 12.00 | 2795 

WHEAT OFFALS, FEED FLOUR. 

Pillsb ury’s XX Daisy Feed Flour................. O | 18.63 | 16.00 - 4.00 | 2741 
Pillsbury, Minneapolis, Minn. 

HUA OSAMOUT 2-2... kates ce stale dl Evia Sater O18 | = = 2 2761 
Blish Milling Co., Saymore, Ind. 

WHEAT OFFALS, MIDDLINGS. 

Henkel’s Coarse Brown Feed .....-.....---....--- O | 17.75 | 15.00 | 5.37] 4.00] 2680 
Commercial Milling Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Wamternwihteat Mid Glings”. cen cece ce setae nees OU teed eal 500k ie — 3.00 | 2574 
Wm. A. Coombs, Coldwater, Mich. 

WHEAT OFFALS, MIXED FEED. 

ANGONE 1NOEClaedom dhdae Baris hh Ob ae are nae ceserrad O | 17.38 | 15.50 - 4.00 2687 
Acme Evans Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 

innookssaney, Mixed Weeds: 22 f.).ce- ccc 0 ..| O | 16.69 - - - 2641 
A. H. McLeod Milling Co. 

(Cheiintaverol WWibb:eyole Uc\ore | erect ae an ee eae cool (Oy) ies BY) 1h 0) - 4.00 | 2758 
Hunter, Robinson, Wenz Milling Co. 

Champion Mixed IDGYE(C iin SES ho DEE SOc tanCe ser oee O | 17.44 | 14.87 a 6.00 | 2613 
Portland Milling Co., Portland, Mich. 

Commish Maxed Heedhn ss ewcras cee oleae oer lee O | 17.69 - - - 2664 
(Dealer) Pendexter Bros., Cornish, Maine. 

TOMES Cilia NUIRe GOCE ro5 fac. tye Sieiale eltie veinie nee ce O 17525) |) 15500 - 4,00 | 263 
Kemper Mill and Elevator Co. 

HISMLOT ALG MPN UL ONCE Ain siis1<.0bivicBiere wie) 2 ve siete cies O | 17.81 | 14.50 - 3.70 | 2692 
Ohio Cereal Co., Circleville, Obio. 

Cramlanideyoix ed Heed: i2h sat yas wieSseeiclosielen waa as O | 18.63 | 16.00 - 4.00 | 2724 
Garland Milling Co. : 

GATES OAM VOC COL os <s:n:spajs)-ts shia aysie + Git) sie. oases Ses O | 17.88 | 16.39 - 4.50 | 2599 
Gwinn Milling Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
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ELemikelts: UMai xe dp Meed raved iss aces he Seer Ee O | 15.13 | 14.50 - 4.50 
Commercial] Milling Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Teal Mixed*Reed =: atte mene Ape ec nase Culeies0) eee eer zs 
Fergus Flour Mill Co., Fergus Falls, Minn. | 

Kent Wirter Wheat Mixed Feed.............. Ser) 16.88 | 12.00 - 2.00 
Williams Bros. Co. | | 

WGI O OG hac axet asc, S gues acseetarateresaher sre eta ee eects ae Nahe O | 17.81 | 15.00) - 4.00 
R. P. Moore Milling Co., Princeton, Ind. 

Mexiniston; Pure Weediencmsoceim ae en oe oeiceee O | 16.13 = | - = 
Lexington Roller Mills Co., Inc. 

Mixed Bran and Middlings...................... D | 16.38 ' 12.00 | - 5.00 
(Dealer) C. A. Whitehouse. 

Pine“Eree Mixedpheed asc acces oecbae cee on eee O | 16.56 | 14.00 - 7.55 
Chapin & Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

JeAvaeeoaiGl Ny lie<exol INO ea cabencaccaannesuDanoEe ce O | 15.88 | 14.67 - 7.55 
Kimball Bros., Bath, Maine. 

SHO wsElakewMviixe delice deems eeete area eee © | 17.25 | 15.20 - 4.30 
Lawrenceburg, Roller Mills Co. 

Soft Wanten waxed whee dan -neecaccseee eee O | 15.00 | 14.50 - 4.00 
H. L. Halliday Milling Co., Cain, 111. 

Stops! Honesty axed wheed ine paces aeeeee sie - O | 16.75 - - - 
David Stott, Detroit, Mich. 

SUpehion Mixediiee dian sects sae rmar renee eens: © | 17225 - - - 
I’. W. Stock & Co., Hillsdale, Mich. 

TallivahoMaxedEheedie snes eee Se eae O | 16.94 | 16.00 - 4.50 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Troy an NCiK6 GMOS Giawysevcvs «gelesen oes aateererees O | 16.25 | 14.50 - | 4.00 
The Allen and Wheeler Co. 

TryeMie Winter Mixed heed! iste. s.eo. seen O | 18.56 - - 4.25 
Sparks Milling Co., Alton, Il. 

Vermont Brand Mixed Feed..........-.-... «-... O | 17.00 | 14.00 - 4.00 
Chapin & Co., St. Louis, Missouri. 

Voight’s Pure Wheat Cow Feed................... O | 16.00 - - = 
Voight Milling Co. 

Wildfire Mixed: Reeds Stack sian tasiiceremteseterefevetel ste O | 17.38 | 14.50 - 4.00 
Hunter, Robinson, Wenz Co. 

William Tell Mixed Feed......... tie maktnih Dive O | 16.44 | 14.00 - 3.00 
Ansted & Burke Co. 

Winter Wheat Mixed BleCdiir sacs --2 seme eee |) D) | 16.23) | 15.00 - 3.00 
Wm. A. Coombs Milling Co..................... O | 15.75 | 15.00 - 3.00 

MiTAasood Mixed MWeedke a. ac-racta a eeree ee O | 17.50 - - - 
GriswoldiaMeksinnonereee reteset eee neers O | 16.50 - - - 

St. Johnsbury, Vt. 

ie. 
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Park & Pollard Co., Boston, Mass. 

PROTEIN. FAT. 

2 § 
2, wy 

E eal 2 
NAME OF FEED AND MANUFACTURER OR SHIPPER.| “7 S S g 

Ser ae lease a S a 
S| =o) 68) Be | 831 8 
= | Se | 2a] Bar ems 
a| h@a| O&@| Beal Sal wH 

WHEAT OFFALS, BRAN. 

TRG a oc cea ee Res Aes Ree Sa ee O | 16.31 | 16.28 - | 5.50} 2598 
Western Canada Flour Mills Co., Ltd. 

TE IM@iy TRIG alse eps REI atin Score OIE ee eee eee O | 15.56 | 13.00 - 4.50 | 2642 
Millbank Milling Co., Millbank, 5. D. 

Ete al oe ISN: AMA Sees ac cin Sie i ys ites aitke ssa tieiessle ee aepelie O | 16.25 | 14.00 - 3.00 | 2588 
Commercial Milling “o., Detroit, Mich. 

PIMs DEAY SIRE oer oncon Sassoon o seen SB aaasod oes. | O | 16.56 | 14.50 - 6.00 | 2647 
Pillsbury, Minneapolis, Minn. | 

Pure Hard Wheat Coarse Bran.................... O | 16.25 | 14.50 - 4.00 2612 
Washburn, Crosby Co. | 

Minneapolis, Minn. | | 

PETTE AN VAINC cL bg EAM AUN ca jeretcsicinie ne cae sun stars sloMt et svajeuepiee tats O | 17.06 | 14.50 - 4.00 | 2742 
Northwestern Consolidated Milling Co. 

Smony IBIOI@ UIP Inge yee WAR ety ea sept on means aener O | 15.94 | 14.20 = | 38.80] 2649 
Lawrenceburg Roller Mills Co. 

Voight’s Pure Winter Wheat Bran................ @) | Wer - - - 2601 
Voight Milling Co., Grand Rapids. 

ADULTERATED WHEAT OFFALS. 

ISU Grass WhibeeUI NEG baoodeeeasecooRoapaasuncdea ss: C | 12.00 ; 9.00 = |) DA) |) aay 
A. Waller & Co., Henderson, Ky. 

ita vaM WEE MO CEES Oe ve. serave dee ae. abs Sravsicieia leis hale styaleyeis evereve D | 12.00 | 11.00 - 3.00 | 2462 
Henry Jennings, Boston, Mass...............+.. D | 11.56 | 12.00 = 3.00 | 2502 

O | 10.00 | 12.00 Beil il 3.00 2571 

; O 9.94 | 12.00 3 54 3.00 2675 

| 

IBIS TET IVITERE GHC Gis eis ces cca hw alsuersicierniee nies sfass «oe @ | 11-13 | 12500) 3.61 | 3:00} 2572 
eT eer EMTS CO sec sicie cen eieiele ere slaltvajoic.e wrecsie's (|) Walalss |) e010) - 4.0U |} 2798 

MSTSCVAEMIERECUINGCO. bs teases seanieasleaseeosness O | 10.00 | 12.00 | 3.20] 3.00] 2607 
Indiana Milling Co.......... ino oowdozenocdsosEad O | 10.07 | 12°00 | 3.25 | 3.00 | 2788 

i 

MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUND FEEDS. Protein over 20 per cent. 

SEES OM EXO ULUGIAV MTCC Cle sieeteielayctelcl yelayels\ afte eyslebalelare aie'cie M | 38.62 | 37.00 - 6.00 | 2774 
Bath Grain Co., Bath, Maine. 

ITC MEU OLN CC Mints) s) «:siepeisiclelajeltar « » eielerw steanieloiateiststaiare © | 24.25 | 25.00 - 4.00 | 2704 
Quaker Oats Co. 

Husted Molasses Feed.... 4 (Scare GOOG e OCB oO Cee O | 22.31 | 18.00 _ 4.00 | 2827 
Husted Milling Co. 

imi OuLanGis Wr Y: WIGS... ccelsceelse cic ee o% a O | 22.56 | 20.00 | 3.20) 3.00} 2573 
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ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF FEEDING STUFFS—ConrINUED. 

PROTEIN. FAT. | 
é 

fey H 

5 | eb 
NAME OF FEED AND MANUFACTURER OR SHIPPER.| ” S = g 

Ge . dy 4 y @) = 
[o) | re) PL | oe) Pw =| 

© oa aq ae aa q 

2 | 28) 88) Bs] gs] 8 
3 ae H Pu u 3 ©) 5 3 8 

\2| eea| o&| sa! of] B 

PecriessyRoulltryeMiashtereerrreccee erecta erine. M | 23.06 —. | 5.03 - 2543 
BH. A. Clark & Co. 

Winton IDEA IREUIOM..obocccusgcouedscngoecns0eeUc D ; 26.12 | 26.00 - 6.00 | 2444 
Ob/sinimy 65 Co, suomea eat ie i tec eine D | 24.00) 26:00) = | 5.50) 2481 

D , 26.51 | 26.00 | - 5.50 | 2500 
O | 26.75 | 26.00} 7.59 | 5.50 | 2583 
O | 26.26 | 26.00 - 6.00 | 2603 
O | 25.53 | 26.00 = 5.50 | 2694 
O | 26.00 | 26.00 = 7.00 | 2733: 
O | 24.96 | 26.00 - 5.50 |. 2739 

Uiniiorn Gheniting) (Wok). osce¢ososcoanesacomsoo0cgens | D | 23.96 | 24.00 - 7.00 | 2479 
Je We Biles Cox Cincinnati On nnasseenmesd oe ce On le2od4el 24200 - 7.00 | 2609 

: OF 2245130) 24700) 7-308 se 00h | me2GieE 
| O | 24.69 | 24.00 - 7.00 | 2695 
O | 25.68 | 24.00 = 7.00 | 2731 
O | 24.69 | 24.00 - 7.00 | 2734 
O | 25.18 | 24.00 = 7.00 | 2736 
O | 24.81 | 24.00 - 7.00 2769 
D | 26.18 | 24.00 = 7.00 | 2778 

MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUND FEEDS. Protein 15-20 per cent. 

International Sugared Feed...................... O | 18.56 | 16.50 | 5.55 3.50 | 2635 
International Sugar Feed Co., Minneapolis. 

Scribner’s Growing Feed........ Baa he Soe oe O | 15.38 | 14.00} 6.79 | 3.00] 2691 
D. & C. E. Seribner. Brunswick, Maine. 

SCuibnenswoayimes Masih acme ciciiecee seme acct O | 18.00 | 20.00 | 2.50} 2.00) 2690 
D. & C. KE. Seribner. Brunswick, Maine. 

Sugarota Dairy Feed.......... Sete Meera PONE AS O | 16.13 | 16.00 | 4.49 | 3.00} 2640 
Northwest Mills Co., Winona.................... O | 15.69 - - - 2652 

Wainike@ Dy MSM... ccocacass0accsadeaassc0une ea M | 16.50 = = - | 2465 
O. L. Clark, Freeport, Maine. 

- MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUND FEEDS. Protein 10-15 per cent. 

Corn Mal fa ee Gy Siete ere terre ee arcs coe fecpey oT D | 10.44 | 12.00 - 4.00 | 2667 
Elaskelicisto clakice diaerrmecteree seen terres seri rac O} 8.63 | 8.00} 7.15 | 4.00} 2606 

We Hiesraskellia: Cor mtoled On@neerse se O | 10.25 | 8.00 - 4.00 | 2740 
: O | 10.44 | 8.00 - 4.00 | 2797 

TROUT Tay oedema te Oar hae i en O | 11.06 | 9.00] 8.32] 6.00] 2760 
M. Ff. Baringer, Philadelphia. Pa. 

Park & Pollard’s Screened Scratch Feed.........| O | 11.19 | 10.00 | - 3.00 | 2793 
Park & Pollard Co., Boston, Mass. 

| 

PeerlessiScratehwMeed sah ase ss aessavne aes ce M |} 10.28 el gh - 2544 
E. A. Clark & Co., Yarmouth, Maine. 
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ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF FEEDING STUFFS—ConcLupED. 

357 

‘ PROTEIN. FAT. 
{eD) 6 

r= 5 
g | | = 
& 3 e | 2 

NAME OF FEED AND MANUFACTURER OR SHIPPER.| S |= So. hand celle 
o q aa =| aq SI 

Eso sess fae | © 
s| 55| 28 | 58| Be| § 
| Fey | Gea} Ss || Ge | wa 

Schumachens StoCk Med tei ceiteeies sei cleats -e)- D | 11.69 | 10.00 - 3.50 | 2472 
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, Ill..........:........ C 9.82 | 10.00 = 3.50 | 2498 

O | 11.44 | 10.00 3.88 3.25 2582 
O | 11.00 | 10.00 3.40 3.50 2693 
O | 11.12 | 10.00 - 3225) 2756 
O | 11.00 | 10.00 - 3.25 2782 
O | 11.75 | 10.00 - 3.50 2813 

SS GRA UOMEE CEC rs crere tare sieve eis ssa e eis eeloieietePersaiee & rsoxensi WWE yf aL 25) - 3.78 - 2824 
F. A. Waldron & Son. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUND FEEDS. Protein under 10 per cent. 

Brooks’ Faney Stock Feed, Corn and Gats........ O 9.06 7.63 - 2.97 2645 
A. H. McLeod Milling Co. | 

Corm and Oats Feed...-..:........... AOE eenee Re: |M | 7.81 = 3.79 | = | 2485 
' #.F. Bailey Co., Bangor, Me. | | 

Empire Feed...... ae iat Le aie eh hate Wie Dl ee! eGo = 3.00 | 2434 
FEMA IS MUS, Ole ame INGO ve,acferaeieeis-echsveiisn eevee D | 8.81] 7.63 - 3.97 | 2654 

Menke lbsi@hopibeed.c. gist sus.gs ke. ote ga some ane O | 9.38] 6.00] 5.43) 5.00 | 2562 
Commercial Milling Co., Detroit, Mich. | | 

New England Stock Feed, N-E-S-F............... DGG] OO 4.00 | 2467 
HIEORC Orb uital Or ING Vis. srt hh aia see eee eine 1D | 7B | 9200 - 4.00 | 2476 

| : | 
INGA ORME Glee ese Se OneBe oe caeosn Smee os 1D) || W725) |) 7 = 2.50 | 2495. 

Chas. M. Cox Co. | 

Star Feed ....... a in ae a O | 9.00] 7.00) 6.94] 5.50 | 2728 
Toledo Elevator Co. | 

caneet TIS aGT 2 Seer ee oes cana Pea eee QO | 8.18] 7.50| 4.24] 3.00] 2632 
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, Ill. 2 

MISCELLANEOUS FEEDS. 

, : l 
TEGO, UvUlfoy, IDG Ra ie secre even ny ts a ae ee D | 10.00 == || O82 = 2808 
Larrowe Milling Co., Detroit, Micb. 

ConnyMedis Granulated: x a2 ii.8 da cterese< eres cesar e D | 8.00 - | - - 2432 
Mollett Grain Co. 

(CLOT WCE te Cece SESS CURE Ee Ine eee eater M 8.25 - - - 2433 
W. E. Barker, Brooks, Me. 

OD GO TNTAMEY foot lsesy ora fe felvig fie, cielo celerets w-chetolel ys taia.eteidiz. ss ale D 7.88 - - 2527 

\CYonviol, IW CE 09 enol AE SE OiiniaIe irae aa aera M | 10.31 - 4.25 - 2833 
J. kK. B. Dinsmore, Wiscasset, Me. 

COmmBMe Mla NVCSUCTIN © sist (aye insreie's vieeied tesiecess « DA taG3 - 2.09 - 2834 
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(Discussion of results of inspection continued from page 47.) 

probably on account of its high price. Only a few samples 
were received from dealers and but 7 official samples obtained 

by the inspector. The analysis of these meals shows that the 

goods put out by the American Linseed Company run consider- 

ably above their guarantees, and those by the Guy G. Major 
Company to be above in all but 2 samples. 

The samples of gluten feeds examined have shown them to 

be very satisfactory and it was seldom that a sample fell below 

the guaranty. An average of the results would show them to 

run considerably above. The practice of coloring, however, 

has been continued in most instances and, according to the re- 

quirements of the pure food law, this fact is stated on the 

package. The practice should be discouraged since it adds 

nothing to the value of the product and might be used in some 

instances to conceal inferiority. The acidity of the feeds re- 

mains about the same and although they are quite acid to the 

taste they contain practically no free mineral acid. 

Dricd distillers’ grains for the most part conform very well 

to their guarantees. It is a more difficult matter to sample 

these goods than most kinds of feeds and dealers should take 

great care in this particular when sending samples for analysis. 

It seems a mistake to call some kinds of distillers’ grains gluten 

feed, as is done in some cases, although they somewhat re- 

semble the latter in composition. 
The wheat offals, middlings, mixed feeds, and brans are not 

required by law to carry a guaranty, but most of the manu- 

facturers have adopted the plan of guaranteeing protein or 

both protein and fat, and the plan is a good one. Almost every 

sample of this class of goods ran above its guaranty. 

The adulterated wheat offals contained ground corn cobs 

and they, as far as we learned, all carried tags stating their 

composition with one exception and this case together with two 

others running below guaranty are being investigated under the 

National Food and Drug law. It is the fault of the feeder if 

he buys one of these brands containing only about two-thirds 

the protein of a good mixed feed because it can be purchased 

for 5 or ro cents less per hundred. 

No feeder wouid think of buying ground corn cobs, which 

have practically no feeding value, at $1.25 or $1.30 per 100 

pounds, if put on the market in sacks by themselves, but still 
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some feeders do continue to buy them when mixed with wheat 

bran, and dealers that think more of the money they are get- 

ting than the quality of their goods will continue to handle 

them. Their sale should be discouraged by both dealer and 

feeder and the goods thereby driven from the State. It is 
gratifying to say that the inspector found the goods on sale 

only in a few places. 

The miscellaneous fecds of various kinds carry guaranties 
ranging all the way from 5.75 to 37.00 per cent protein, the 

lower grades usually having the highest sounding names. Some 

of these feeds are legitimate mixtures no doubt worth the price 

asked for them, while others are made up solely with the object 
of getting rid of screenings, sweepings, and the refuse from 

cereal breakfast food mills. Some of them contain an excess 

of hulls and chaff and some contain large quantities of ground- 

up weed seeds. 

The byproducts of breakfast food mills, oat hulls, and such 

materials have a feeding value and the feeder of the future 

will no doubt use them in their proper place. They should not 

be forced upon him under high-sounding names, ground into 

a fine powder and further disguised with cheap molasses. The 

- attention of the public is continually called to this important 

point by the bulletins of the various experiment stations and 

still the mixtures of ground corn cobs, oat hulls, and weed seeds 

seem to find a ready sale. 

REBATES TO RETAILERS. 

There appears to be a tacit agreement between the manu- 

facturers or shippers of cottonseed meal into the State with 

the retailers to give a rebate of 50 cents per unit for each unit 

which the goods fall below the guaranty in protein. The re- 

tailers are very active in claiming these rebates whenever oppor- 

tunity offers. This fact, probably, is a great incentive to 

them to send samples to the Station for analysis. The 

allowing of such rebates is certainly very commendable and 

shows that the manufacturers are acting in good faith in making 

their guarantees and a willingness on their part to make good 

any loss that has occurred through the goods falling below. 

The question then arises, who actually suffers loss from the 

goods running under the guaranty. The retailer receives a 
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rebate in proportion to the amount the goods fell below the 

guaranty, then does he make a corresponding reduction in price 

to the consumer on whom the loss actually comes? If not, and 

he sells goods which perhaps were guaranteed to carry 41 per 

cent protein but actually carry only 37 per cent without any 

reduction in price, then he is increasing his profits at the ex- 

pense of not only the manufacturers but the consumer. 

This practice, if it actually exists, can only be remedied by 

the farmer taking an equal interest in the composition of the 

goods he is buying and insisting on having a reduction in price, 

or the rebate, on goods falling below guaranty. He should 

refuse to pay full price for goods guaranteed to carry perhaps 

41 per cent protein but actually carrying only 36 or 37 per cent, 

as shown by the tag which the law obliges the dealer to affix 

before he can lawfully sell such goods. As yet the consumers 

have shown much less interest in the composition of the goods 

than the dealers, and until they do, it cannot be expected that 

they will receive the benefits from the rebates which they should. 

The consumer has the same opportunity for free analysis of 

feeds at the Station as the dealer, but very few consumers take 

advantage of it. To obtain free analyses, however, the sample 

must be taken according to the Station’s directions in order to 

insure us that it is fairly drawn. ‘These directions will be sent 

on application to Director Chas. D. Woods, Orono. 

Worm SEEDS IN FEEDING STUFFS. 

The oil meals and gluten feeds, the analyses of which precede, 

have never been found to contain weed seeds of any amount. 

The analyses of the feeding stuffs which are more or less likely 

to carry weed seeds, follow. In most cases the official samples 

have been tested for weed seeds, but rarely have the samples 

which have been sent in by correspondents been so tested. In 

no case was there an exact quantitative analysis made, nor were 

the weed seeds tested for vitality. 
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.FEEDING STUFFS CONTAINING WHOLE WEED SEEDS. 

NAME OF FEED. KINDS OF SEEDS. 

2652 

2660 

2815 

2821 

2583 

2603 

2694 

PNCMCRHEE Ces tla juvhaluntincictelevele se nicweimiajarste 
Acme Evans Co. 

(Cleminlarerol Wb <evol Neel Geo couceocoupbdasnees 
Hunter, Robinson, Wenz Co. 

Esmeralda Mixed Feed................... 
The Ohio Cereal Co. 

TEENS BIE nal eames a cpio ena cae city SOT ret eee TERRE 
Millbank Milling Co. ; 

Husted Molasses Feed ......5.......-..... 
Husted Milling Co. 

Henkels’ Chop IMSS Nersessian See eee aes 
Commercial Milling Co. 

International Sugared Feed.............. 
International Sugar Feed Co. 

RGU So BECe CU eter regen alae sian acre 
R. P. Moore Milling Co. 

Park and Pollard’s Dinye Ma shysews apie cei: 

Park and Pollard’s Screened Scratch Feed 

Pillsbury’s Bran 

Schumacher Stock Meed!.,2....:.:-.-...--. 
Quaker Oats Co. 

Schumacher stock Heed. Meco cs. s seen. - 
Quaker Oats Co. 

Seribner’s Growing Feed 
D. &. C. E. Seribner. 

Seribner’s Laying Mash 
D. & C. E. Seribner. 

Soft Winter Mixed Feed ............:..... 
H. L. Halliday Milling Co. 

SUSAIAED DEA MeGl sbessauoonnoesopebo. 
Northwest Mills Co. 

SLUT Ava alnval COs. .sitva sys oe sees eles 
Northwest Mills Co. : 

Superior Mixed Feed...................-. 
F. W. Stock «& Go. 

Mino amMeMi xe QMe Sd! s2 cia. nore cou cdierne 
The Atlen & Wheeler Co. 

Try-Me Winter Mixed Ieed............... 
Sparks Milling Co. 

Unicorn Dairy Ration 
Chapin «& Co. 

Unicorn Dairy Ration 
Chapin & Co. 

Unicorn Dairy Ration 
Chapin & Co. 

Few mustard. 

Few corn cockle. 

Few corn cockle. 

Some wild buckwheat and yellow fox- 
tail. 

Few dock and lady’s thumb. 

Some mustard, wild buckwheat and 
lady’s thumb. 

Some goosefoot. green foxtail. false flax, 
wild buckwheat and mustard. 

Few corn cockle. 

Some mustard. 

Few ragweed, yellow foxtall and corn 
cockle. 

Some goosefoot and few green foxtail. 

Some goosefoot. 

Kew goosefoot. 

Some goosefoot. 

Some mustard and wild buckwheat. 

Few corn eockle and goosefoot. 

About 10 % yellow foxtail, green foxtail, 
wild buckwheat, ragweed. goosefoot, 
mustard,lady’s thumb, barnyard grass 
and pepper grass. 

About 10 % yellow foxtail. green foxtail, 
goosefoot, lady’s thumb. wild buck- 
wheat, mustard and false flax. ~ 

Some mustard, wild buckwheat, goose- 
foot and corn cockle. 

Few goosefoot. 

Few dock. 

| Some mustard and wild buckwheat. 

Wild buckwheat and lady’s thumb quite 
abundant. 

Some mustard and wild buckwheat. 
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FEEDING STUFFS CONTAINING WHOLE WEED SEEDS—ConcLUDED. 

Sta NAMB OF FEED. KINDS OF SEEDS. 

PBR || Opaukeoraa IDE MHAY INEWIOIN osoo5tancscooabescar Some mustard, wild buckwheat, dock 
Chapin & Co. and lady’s thumb. 

PTB) ||| WhanContia, IDENoay IRAN! Co eooncanacdosa sono Some mustard, wild buckwheat and 
Chapin & Co. goosefoot. 

AHO) MOsauKornt Cuchi oo snoseconugodecancooupeadac Some wild buckwheat and mustard. 
J. W. Biles Co. 

NH WhierKommirewbisy ps5 casdoosedanopsoocadaan Some wild buckwheat and mustard. 
J. W. Biles Co. 

OMBYEN) (iran(onoy (Cacnbns) sceanccgcs sonecuosucnsaedse Some wild buckwheat and mustard. 
J. W. Biles Co. 

HAS Whalkoa Cacchiisieseoncansoesaonrocueeoudacgc Some wild buckwheat aud mustard. 
J. W. Biles Co. 

PGS) |) Winton Cnennoes, ecoconcacoccbueauunoosscson Some wild buckwheat and mustard. 
J. W. Biles Co. ; 

2683 | Vermont Brand Mixed Feed.............. Some goosefoot. 
Chapin & Co. 

9610) |) Wild Hine Mixed Heed 5:25 25.sss.-s25 4 Few wild buckwheat, mustard and 
; goosetoot. : 

2644 | Xtragood Mixed Weed <2... 25 ).......-..- Few goosefoot. 
Griswold & McKinnon. 
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ADULTERATED CorN MEAL, 

Several times during the year complaints have come to us 

that an inferior grade of corn product, made from the refuse 

of bolted corn meal, was being shipped into the state as corn 

meal and sold in unfair competition with the native ground 

product. Upon investigation we have with one exception been 

unable to find satisfactory evidence that such was the case. 
Frequently the alleged inferior goods ran higher in protein 

than native corn meal with which it was compared. 

A short time ago, however, it was reported to us that a mill- 

ing company with office in Massachusetts was shipping into 

Maine a so-called Fancy Corn Meal, which, according to their 

own circulars, was not made from whole corn but from de- 

germinated corn, and which, it would seem, ought not to be 

-sold as corn meal. A sample said to be from this meal was 

analyzed and found to be considerably below the analysis of a 
good whole corn meal in both protein and fat. As the material 

was coming from another state it was thought best to turn the 
information over to the National Board of Food and Drug 
Inspection for investigation under the national law. This was 

accordingly done and they propose to follow up the matter as 

thoroughly as possible. 

Impcrtant NOvrIcE. 

The session of the legislature just closed passed an act to 

amend and unify the various inspection laws, the enforcement 

of which is entrusted to the Director of the Experiment Station. 

As regards the feeding stuffs there are several changes to be 

carefully noted, and which have been made in order that the 

Maine law shall conform as far as possible to the “Uniform 

Feed Law adopted by the Association of Feed Control Officials 

of the United States” last November, such changes being in 

direct conformity with suggestions offered by the “American 

Feed Manufacturers Association.” 

The first important change to be noted is the requirement 

that feeding stuffs coming under the law shall be registered 

with the Director of the Experiment Station and that a regis- 

tration fee of ten dollars is required for each brand. ‘This ap- 
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plies to local millers as well as to interstate shippers, but in 

order that unfairness be avoided it is provided that any brand 

may be registered for the following year without the payment 
of the fee if it can be established that the sales on that brand 

did not exceed 50 tons for the year. It is expected that such 

registration will be made and fees paid by the manufacturers 

of the various brands to be scold. The list of feeding stuffs . 

exempt from the requirements of the law now includes only 

hays and straws, the whole seeds, and the whole seeds ground 

separately. It will be noted that registration may be refused 

for brands bearing a misleading name, and the attention of the 

handlers of feeds containing such adulterations as ground corn 

cobs is called particularly to this point and to the fact that the 

name “Mixed Feed” cannot be applied to such materials if they 

are to be registered in Maine. 

In addition to the requirement of a minimum guaranty of 
the amount of protein and fat present, which is required under 

the old law, a maximum guaranty of the amount of crude fiber _ 

present and, if the feed is a compound feed, the name of each 

ingredient contained therein, is, at the suggestion of the manu- 

facturers, also required. 

The new law will go into effect 90 days after the adjourn- 

ment of the legislature, on June 30, 1911, and for the regis- 
tration of feeds for the remainder of the year half fee will be 
required. This would seem to be in accord with the spirit of 

the law as it is designed to go into effect at once and at the 
same time declares that the registration of all brands shall 

terminate on December thirty-first of each year. 

Attention is here called to the hope that the very satisfactory 
cooperation of most of the dealers of the state during the last 

two-years be continued, and all dealers are urged to obtain 

written guarantees from the shippers to the effect that all feeds 
purchased conform to the requirements of the feeding stuffs 

law and to the food laws. 

The rules and regulations deemed necessary for the proper 

enforcement of the law are now being prepared and will prob- 

ably be received from the public printer within the next month. 

These will be sent to those interested upon application. 
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CHANGES IN INSPECTION LAWS. 

The Legislature of 1911 re-enacted and added to the laws of 

which the Director of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion is the executive. With the exception of the packing of 

food under inspection these laws do not become effective until 

June 29, 1911. The laws have to do with the regulating of the 

manufacture, sale and distribution of agricultural seed, com- 

mercial feeding stuffs, commercial fertilizers, drugs, foods, 

_ fungicides and insecticides. The law indexed for ready refer- 

ence has been printed, and also the requirements under the law 

and the rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of 

each of the above headings have been prepared. Any or all 

‘of these will be sent on application to Director Charles D. 

Woods, Orono, Maine. 

The object of the present publication is to concisely point out 

the changes in and the chief requirements of the various laws. 
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. 

The law applies to all of the ordinary grasses and grains. 
It requires that each package shall be plainly marked with the 

name of the seed and its minimum percentage of purity. 

If a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 

for Circular 420. 

COMMERCIAL FEEDING STUFFS. 

The law regulating the sale of commercial feeding stuffs has 

been considerably changed. The law now applies to al! feeding 

stuffs with the exception of hay and straw, the whole seeds 

and the unmixed meals made directly from the entire grains of 

wheat, rye, barley, oats, Indian corn, buckwheat, flaxseed and 

broom corn. The offals from the milling of wheat and mixed 
meals which were exempt under the old law come under the 

provisions of the new. ; : 

The package must be plainly labeled to show: the number 

of net pounds in the package; the name, brand or trademark 

under which the article is sold; the name and principal address 

of the manufacturer or shipper; the minimum percentage of 

crude fat; the minimum percentage of crude protein; the maxi- 

mum percentage of crude fiber; and, if the feeding stuff is a 

compound feed, the name of each ingredient contained therein. 

If it is artificially colored the name of the material used for 

that purpose is also to be stated. 

Before a feeding stuff can be lawfully sold in the State it 

is necessary that it be registered and for that purpose there 

must be deposited with the Director of the Maine Agricultural 

Experiment Station a certified copy of the statements named 

above, a registration fee of $10.00, and, if the director requires, 

a sample of the feeding stuff. . 
The Director of the Experiment Station has power to refuse 

to register a feeding stuff which bears a name that is mislead- 

ing or deceptive or which would tend to mislead or deceive as 

to the materials of which it is composed, and, in the case of a 

mixed feeding stuff, if the specific names of each and all ingre- 

dients are not stated. He also has power to cancel the regis- 

tration of a feeding stuff manufactured, sold or distributed in 

violation of any of the provisions of the law. 
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A feeding stuff is adulterated if:—its weight, composition, 

quality, strength or purity varies from its affixed guaranty; it 

is colored, coated or stained whereby damage or inferiority is 

concealed ; it contains any poisonous or deleterious ingredients ; 
or any foreign substance has been added to any whole or 

ground grain unless the true composition, mixture or adultera- 

tion is plainly indicated upon the package in which it is con- 

tained. 

A feeding stuff is misbranded if :—the package or label bears 
any statement, design or device which is false or misleading 

in any particular; it does not carry the statements required by 

law; the printed statements attached to the package differ from 

the statements in the certificate, or the registration fee has not 

been paid. 

If a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 

for Circular 421. 

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS. 

The law regulating the sale of commercial fertilizers has 
been changed but slightly. The fee has been changed from 

$20.00 for a complete fertilizer to $25.00. 
The law applies to any material used for fertilizing purposes 

the price of which exceeds $10.00 per ton. 

Every package should bear the unmber of net pounds in the © 
package, the name or trademark under which it is sold, the 

principal address of the manufacturer or shipper, the minimum 

percentage of nitrogen or its equivalent in ammonia in available 

form, the minimum percentage of potash, the minimum per- 

centage of available phosphoric acid, soluble and reverted, and 

the minimum percentage of total phosphoric acid. 

Before a fertilizer can be lawfully sold in the State it is 

necessary that it be registered and for that purpose there must 

_ be deposited with the Director of the Maine Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station a certified copy of the statements named above, 

a registration fee of $10.00 for the nitrogen, $10.00 for the 
phosphoric acid and $5.00 for the potash contained or said to 

be contained in the fertilizer, and, if the Director requires, a 

sample of the fertilizer. 
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The Director of the Experiment Station has power to refuse 

to register a commercial fertilizer which bears a name that is 
misleading or deceptive or which would tend to mislead or 

deceive as to the materials of which it is composed. He also 
has power to cancel the registration of a fertilizer manu- 

factured, sold, distributed or transported in violation of any 

of the provisions of the law. 

A fertilizer is adulterated if :—its weight, composition, qual- 

ity, strength or purity varies from its affixed guaranty; or it 

contains any materials deleterious to growing plants. ; 

A fertilizer is misbranded if:—the package or label carries 

any statement, design or device that is false or misleading in 

any particular; the container does not carry the statements 

named above; the printed statements attached to the container 

differ from the statements contained in the certificate; or the 

registration fee has not been paid. 

If a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 

for Circular 422. 

DRucs. 

The law regulating the sale of drugs is practically the same 

as the National Food and Drugs Act, and drugs that can law- 

fully enter into interstate trade can be lawfully sold in Maine. 

The drug law is practically the same as the one that has been 
in force for the past four years. 

The law applies to the sale of all medicines and preparations 

recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia and National 
Formulary, and any substance or mixture of substances in- 

tended to be used for the cure, mitigation or prevention of dis- 

ease in man or other animals. 

A drug that is exactly what is indicated by its name need 
bear no label, except that it must show the quantity or propor- 

tion of alcohol, morphine, opium, cocaine, heroin, alpha or 

beta eucaine, chloroform, cannabis indica, chloral hydrate or 

acetanilide or any derivative or any preparation of such sub- 

stances contained in the drug. A drug that differs in any way 

from the name applied to it, or that imitates or simulates another 

article should at all times be labeled so as to plainly and clearly 

show its true nature to the non-professional person. 

A drug is adulterated if its standard of strength, quality or 
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purity differs from that laid down in the United States Pharma- 

copoeia or National Formulary or fixed by the Director of the 

Maine Agricultural Experiment Station: Provided that no drug 

shall be deemed to be adulterated if its standard of strength, 

purity or quality is plainly stated so as to be understood by the 

non-professional person, although the standard may differ from 

that laid down in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National 

Formulary or fixed by the Director of the Maine Agricultural 

Experiment Station. It is also adulterated if its strength or 

purity differs from the professed standard or quality under 

which it is sold. 

A drug is misbranded if: the package or label bears any 

statement, design or device which is false or misleading in any 

particular; in imitation of or offered for sale under the name 

ot another article; the contents of the package as originally 

put up shall have been removed in whole or in part and other 

contents shall have been placed in such package; or, except in 

the case of a physician’s prescription compounded by a physi- 

cian or registered pharmacist, 1f the package fail to bear a state- 

ment giving the quantity or proportion of alcohol, morphine, 

etc., named above. : 

If a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 

for Circular 422. 

Foops. 

The law in general is the same in its requirements as the 

National Food and Drugs Act and differs but slightly from the 

law which has been in force in the State for the past two years. 

The term “food” includes all articles, whether simple, mixed 

or compound, used for food, drink, confectionery or condiment 

for man or other animals. 
A food that is exactly what is indicated by its name need 

bear no label. A food that differs in any way from the name 

applied to it; or imitates or simulates another article, must at 

all times be labeled so as to plainly and clearly show its true 

nature to the non-professional person. A mixture or compound 

may be sold under its own distinctive name when not in imita- 

tion of or offered for sale under the distinctive name of another 

article, provided it is accompanied by the name and the place 

where such article has been manufactured or produced. Com- 
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pounds, imitations or blends to be lawfully sold should be plain- 
ly labeled so as to indicate the fact. 

Confectionery is adulterated if it contains terra alba, barytes, 

talc, chrome yellow, or other mineral substances or poisonous 

color or flavor or other ingredients deleterious or detrimental 

to health, or any vinous, malt, or spirituous liquor, or compound, 

or narcotic drug. 

A food is adulterated if: any substance has been mixed or 

packed with it so as to reduce, lower, or injuriously affect its 

quality or strength; any substance has been substituted wholly 

or in part for the article; any valuable constituent of the article 

has been wholly or in part abstracted; it be mixed, colored, pow- 

dered, coated or stained in a manner whereby damage or in- 

feriority is concealed; it contain any added poisonous or other 

added deleterious ingredient which may render such article in- 

jurious to health; it consists in whole or in part of a filthy, 

decomposed or putrid animal or vegetable substance or any por- 

tion of an animal unfit for food whether manufactured or not; _ 

it is the product of a diseased animal or one that died other- 

wise than by slaughter; in the manufacture, sale, distribution 

or transportation or in the offering or exposing for sale, dis- 

tribution or transportation it is not at all times securely protected 

from flies, dust or other contamination or other unclean, un- 

healthful or unsanitary conditions; it does not conform to the 

standards of strength, quality and purity established by statute 

or fixed by the Director of the Maine Agricultural Experiment 

Station: Provided, that no food shall be deemed to be adulter- 

ated if its standard of strength, purity or quality is plainly 

stated so as to be understood by the non-professional person, 

although the standard may ditfer from that fixed by statute or 

by said director; if its strength or purity differs from the pro- 

fessed standard or quality under which it is sold. 

A food is misbranded if: the package or label bears any 

statement, design or device which is misleading,in any par- 

ticular ; it be an imitation of or offered for sale under the name 

of another article; the contents of the package as originally 

put up have been removed in whole or in part and other con- 

tents shall have been placed in such package; it fail to bear a 

statement on the label of the quantity or proportion of each 

and any added coloring matter, preservative, chemical or drug 
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contained therein; the package containing it or its label shall 

bear any statement, design or device regarding the ingredients 

of the substances contained therein which statement, design or 

device is false or misleading in any particular: Provided, that 

an article of food which does not contain any added poisonous 

or deleterious ingredients shall not be deemed to be adulterated 

or misbranded in the following cases: 

First. In the case of mixtures or compounds sold under 

their own distinctive names and not an imitation of or offered 

for sale under the distinctive name of another article if the 

name be accompanied on the same label or brand with the 

statement of the place where such article has been manufactured 

or produced. . 

Second. In the case of articles labeled, branded or tagged 

so as to plainly indicate that they are compounds, imitations or 

blends. 

If a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 
for Circular 425. 

PackKiInc Foop UnpDER THE MAINE Foop Law. 

Chapter 151, Public Laws of 1911, effective March 30, 1911, 

provides for inspection under the Maine Pure Food and Drug 

Law, of any food packed in Maine, provided the packer desires 

such inspection. While the law was intended primarily to . 

allow certain sardine packers who desired it to have inspection 

maintained in their factories, it applies to any food packed in 

tin or glass, the packer of which desires the inspection. Pack- 

ers whose goods are inspected under this law shall be authorized 

to mark the containers of such goods with a statement that the 

food therein contained was packed, inspected and passed under 

the Maine Pure. Food and Drug Law. 
The cost of maintaining the inspection is met by the packer 

of the food inspected. The permit to pack under the require- 

ments of this law is for the calendar year, but the permit may 

be cancelled at any time if the requirements of this law or the 

Maine Food and Drug Law are not complied with by the 

packer. The Director of the Experiment Station shall provide 

adequate inspection and is given the power to make rules and 

regulations governing such inspection. 

If a copy of this law is desired ask for Circular 416. 
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FUNGICIDES AND INSECTICIDES. 

The scope of the law is the same as the National Law. It 

is very broad and includes all materials which are used for 

preventing, destroying, repelling or mitigating fungi and insects 

that infest vegetation, man and other animals, or houses, or any 

environment whatever. 

Every lot or package shall be plainly marked with the num- — 

ber of net pounds in the package, the name or trademark under 

which the article is sold, the name and address of the manu- 

facturer or shipper, the minimum percentage of total arsenic 

and the maximum percentage of water soluble arsenic. 

Before a fungicide or insecticide can be lawfully sold in the 

State it is necessary that it be registered and for that purpose 

there must be deposited with the Director of the Maine Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station a certified copy of the statements 

named above, a registration fee of $10.00, and, if the director 

requires, a sample of the fungicide or insecticide. 

Paris green is adulterated 1f :—it does not contain at least 50. 

per cent of arsenic oxide; it contains more than three and one- 

~half per cent of arsenious oxide soluble in water; or any sub- 

stance has been mixed or packed with it so as to reduce or 

lower or injuriously affect its quality or strength. 

Lead arsenate is adulterated if:—it contains more than 50 

per cent of water; it contains less than 1214 per cent of arsenic 

oxide; it contains more than .75 per cent arsenious oxide solu- 

ble in water; or any substance has been mixed or packed with 

it so as to reduce or lower or injuriously affect its quality or 

strength: Provided, however, that extra water may be added to 

lead arsenate if the resulting mixture is labeled “lead arsenate 

and water” with the percentage of extra water plainly and cor- 

rectly stated on the label. 

A fungicide or insecticide is adulterated if :—its strength or 

urity falls below the professed standard under which it is 

sold; any substance has been substituted wholly or in part for 

the article; any valuable constituent of the article has been 

wholly or in part extracted; or if it contains any substance or 

substances injurious to vegetation. 

A fungicide or an insecticide is misbranded if :—the package 

or label bears any statement, design or device which is false or 

misleading in any particular; the container does not carry the 
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statements named above; the printed statement attached to the 

container differs from the statements in the certificate; the reg- 

istration fee has not been paid; it is in imitation of or offered 

for sale under the name of another article; labeled or misbrand- 

ed so as to deceive the purchaser; any of the contents of the 

package as originally put up have been removed in whole or 

in part and other contents placed in such packages; it consists 

partially or completely of any inert substance or substances 

which do not prevent, destroy, repel or mitigate insects or fungi; 

and does not have the percentage amount of such inert sub- 

stances plainly stated on the label. 

Ii a copy of the requirements under this law is desired ask 

homeCincular 423: 

FREE ANALYSES. 

The Station will, so far as circumstances permit, make free 

of charge analyses of agricultural seeds, commercial feeding 

stuffs, commercial fertilizers, drugs, foods, fungicides and in- 

secticides on sale in Maine. As a protection to the dealers and 

to the Station the conditions named in the following paragraphs 

must be observed. Correspondents are advised to write the 

Station for blanks before drawing samples for analysis. 

The directions for sampling call for care on the part of the 

correspondent and involve for opened goods considerable time. 

The analysis also takes time and care, and unless the sample 

fairly represents the goods on matter how accurate the analysis 

may be, it is worse than valueless. 
Directions for Sampling Agricultural Seeds. The contents of the 

packets should be emptied out, mixed thoroughly by stirring, and small 

quantities taken from different parts of the mixture to make the sam- 

ple. If seeds are in bulk or in large packages, take handfuls at random 
from the top, middle and bottom, and from these, after mixing, take 

the sample for testing. 

Samples of seeds must be taken in the presence of a disinterested 

and reputable witness, who shall certify that the sample was taken in his 
presence according to these directions. The sample must be enclosed 
in an envelope or other suitable package, securely fastened and sealed 
in the presence of the witness. The names of the sender and witness 
must be written on the outside of package, which shall be sent to the 
station prepaid. A seed sample should weigh not less than two ounces. 
The following information must accompany the sample or be sent by 

mail: The name under which the seed is sold, the name of the dealer, 
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the city or town of the dealer, if in a car the initials and number of the 

car, an exact copy of all marks upon the package, the guaranteed per- 

centage of purity, the name and postoffice address of the sender, the 

personally signed certification by the witness that the sample was taken 

in his presence according to the directions given above. 

Directions for Sampling Commercial Feeding Stuffs. The sample 

should fairly represent the feeding stuff and is best obtained as follows: 

Open five full and unbroken packages, and mix well together the con- 

tents of each for a foot in depth, take out three cupfuls from different 

parts of the mixed portions of each package, pour them one over an- 

other upon a paper, intermix thoroughly and select not less than a half 

pint from the mixture for the sample. Samples of cotton seed meal 

and other oily meals should be packed in tin or waxed paper. 

The following information must accompany the sample or be sent by 

mail: The name of the goods, the name of the manufacturer, the name 

of the dealer, the city or town of the dealer, the initials and number 

of the car, an exact copy of all marks upon the package, the guaranteed 

maximum percentage of crude fiber, the guaranteed minimum percent- 

age of fat and of protein, the name of the sender, the postoffice address 

and county, the personally signed certification by the witness that the 

described sample was taken in his presence according to the directions 

given above. 
Directions for Sampling Commercial Fertilizers. The Legislature of 

1911 passed the following act to provide for the further analysis of 

commercial fertilizers: . 
Section 1. Any person within the State may send to the director of 

the Maine agricultural experiment station samples of commercial fer- 

tilizers sold or offered for sale within the state for the purpose of analy- 

sis under the following conditions: Said samples shall be taken in 

the presence of a witness from not less than five packages of properly 

stored commercial fertilizer in accordance with directions to be furnished 

by said director; a copy of all marks upon or affixed to the package, in- 

cluding the brand or trademark, the name of the manufacturer and the 

guaranteed chemical analysis, shall accompany the sample or be depos- 

ited with the secretary of the grange or the selectmen of the town 

. where the sample is taken. 

Section 2. On receipt of a sample of commercial fertilizer accom- 

panied by (1) a certified statement signed by the witness that the sam- 

ple was taken as provided in section one of this act, (2) a copy of the 

marks on or affixed to the package from which the sample was pro- 

cured or a signed statement from the secretary of a grange or a select- 

man that the copy of the marks upon the package have been deposited 

with him, and (3) an analysis fee of ten dollars for each sample, the 

director of the Maine agricultural experiment station shall make or 

cause to be made, an analysis of the fertilizer and shall forthwith re- 

port the results of said analysis to the sender. 

Section 3. If on receipt of the copy of the marks upon the package 
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from which the sample of commercial fertilizer was taken, it shall be 

found that ‘not more than one sample of the same brand has been an- 

alyzed by said director within the year, or if the actual analysis shall 

differ materially from the guaranteed analysis, the analysis made by 

said director shall be deemed to be of public importance, and the analy- 

sis fee shall be returned to the person who sent the sample. If the 

actual analysis agrees reasonably with the guaranteed analysis and 

more than one sample of the brand from which said sample was taken 

shall haye been examined within the year, said director shall pay said 

analysis fee to the treasurer of the Maine agricultural experiment sta- 

tion and it shall be used for the enforcement of the inspection laws of 

which the said director is the executive. And the said director shall 

publish the official bulletin, giving the results of analyses that are deemed 

to be of public importance, annually in the month of October.—(Ap- 

proved March 29). 

The sample must be taken from not less than five packages of prop- 

erly stored, dry and undamaged fertilizer, which have not been pre- 

- yiously.opened ; put in the jar; sealed; and delivered to the express com- 

pany in the presence of a witness who must be the dealer or his rep- 

resentative or a state, town or grange officer. 

The sample may be taken by means of a sampling tube that reaches 

the whole length of the package or as follows: Provide a teacup, some 

large papers, and for each sample a clean and dry pint or quart glass 

fruit jar. Open at least 5 full and unbroken packages, and thoroughly 

mix the centents of each for a foot in depth; take out three cupfuls 

from different parts of the mixed portion of each package, pour them 

over one another upon a paper and intermix thoroughly but quickly to 

avoid loss or gain of moisture; fill the jar from this.mixture; attach a 

label; and seal with wax. Send by prepaid express, to the Agricul- . 

tural Experiment Station, Orono, Maine. 

The following information should accompany the sample; the name 

of the goods; the name of the manufacturer; the name of the dealer; 

the city or town of the dealer; the initials and number of the car; an 

exact copy of all marks upon the package including the minimum per- 

centage of nitrogen or ammonia, available phosphoric acid and the pot- 

ash soluble in water; the name of.the sender; the postoffice address 

and county; the personally signed certification by the witness that the 

deseribed sample was taken in his presence according to the directions 

given above. If it is not desired to give this information to the experi- 

ment station these facts may be deposited with the secretary of the 

grange or the selectmen of the town where the sample was taken. 

Directions for Sampling Drugs, Foods, Fungicides and Insecticides. 

Original unbroken packages will be accepted for analysis when sent pre- 

paid and accompanied by the name and postoffice address of the sender 

and the dealer. Samples from opened or bulk go@ds must be taken, 

sealed and packed in the presence of a witness, preferably the dealer, 

and forwarded by prepaid express. Usually not less than a pound of 
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a material should be sent as a sample. The sample must: be accom- 

panied by (1) an exact copy of the principal label or marks on the 

package from which the sample was taken, (2) the name and address 

of the dealer, (3) the signed statement of the witness that the sample 

was taken, sealed and packed in his presence, (4) the signed statement 

of the sender that in his judgment the sample fairly represents the 

goods and the accompanying statements are accurate. 

All correspondence relative to work of inspection should be addressed 

to Director Chas. D. Woods, Orono, Maine. 
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FERTILIZER INSPECTION. 

The reports of the analyses of the samples collected by the 

inspectors of the fertilizers found on sale in Maine in 1911 are 

here published together with such other information as seems 

pertinent. 

CHIEF REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAW. 

The following are the chief points of the law and the regu- 

lations. The full text of the law will be sent on application 

made to the Director of the Maine Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Orono, Maine. 

1. Kind of materials coming under the law. The law ap- 

plies to the sale, distribution, transportation, or the offering or 

exposing for sale, distribution or transportation, any materials 

used for fertilizing purposes the price of which exceeds $10 

per ton. 
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For many years the sale of materials other than mixed goods 

was so small that no notice was taken of it. As time went on, 

however, with the propagation of the ideas of home mixing, 

the demand for chemicals increased. For the last few years 

the most common chemicals such as acid phosphate, ground 

bone, nitrate of soda and the various potash salts are regularly 

licensed by the companies handling them. In the case chiefly . 

of companies manufacturing in the State it happens that other 

fertilizing constituents are sold in small amounts and primarily 

for experimental purposes. While the law is explicit there will 

until further notice, be no prosecutions made by the Director of 

the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station for the sale with- 

out license of small amounts of these more unusual fertilizing: 

constituents, provided the company can show that these goods 

were sold in good faith for experimental purposes. As a part 

of the indication that the goods were thus sold it should be 

explained to the customer exactly under what conditions the 

goods are sold; that they are unlicensed; that they have not 

been or are not likely to be analyzed by the Director of the 

Maine Experiment Station and that the Director holds himself 

in no way responsible for the quality of these unlicensed goods 

sold for experimental purposes. ‘Their sale is allowed because 

the Director does not regard it as the purposes of the law to 

either hamper ordinary business or hinder experiments on the 

part of the farmer. Whenever any goods thus offered experi- 
mentally come to be sold in considerable amount they must be 

licensed the same as other fertilizing materials. 

2. The Brand. Every lot or package shall be plainly marked 

with: 
The number of net pounds in the package. 

The name or trademark under which it is sold. 
The name and principal address of the manufacturer or 

shipper. 
The minimum percentage of nitrogen, or its equivalent in 

ammonia, in available form. 

The minimum percentage of potash. 
The minimum percentage of available phosphoric acid (solu- 

ble and reverted). 
The minimum percentage of total phosphoric acid. 
If a fertilizer is sold in bulk or put up in packages belonging 
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to the purchaser, upon the request of the purchaser he shall be 

furnished with a copy of the statements named above. 

3. Manufacturers’ certificate. Before manufacturing, sell- 

ing or distributing a commercial fertilizer a certified copy of 

the statements named in 2 shall be filed with the Director of the 
Maine Experiment Station. 

4. Manufacturers’ sample. When the Director shall so re- 

quest, the manufacturer shall furnish a sealed package contain- 

ing not less than two pounds of the commercial fertilizer. 

5. Registration fee. A registration fee is assessed on any 

brand offered for sale, distribution or transportation in the 

State as follows: $10 for the nitrogen, $10 for the phosphoric 

acid and $5 for the potash contained or said to be contained in 
the fertilizer. The filing of the certificate and the payment of 

the fee is required for only one person for a given brand. 

6. Registration may be refused or canceled. The Director 

of the Station may refuse to register any commercial fertilizer 

which bears a name that is misleading or deceptive or which 

would tend to mislead or deceive as to the materials of which it 

is composed. ‘The Director also has power to cancel the regis- 

tration of a fertilizer manufactured, sold, distributed or trans- 

ported in violation of any of the provisions of the law. 

7. Adulteration. A fertilizer is adulterated if its weight, 

composition, quality, strength or purity varies from its fixed 

guaranty or if it contains any materials deleterious to growing 

plants. 

8. Misbranding. A fertilizer is misbranded if: the pack- 
age or label carries any statement, design or device that is false 

or misleading in any particular; the container does not carry 

the statements named in 2; the printed statements attached to 

the container differ from the statements in the certificate; and 

if the registration fee has not been paid. 
9. Analysis for correspondents. A special law provides that 

the station shall analyze samples of fertilizers on sale in Maine 

taken in accordance with the law and the directions of the 

director and the payment of an anlysis fee of $10. If the 

analysis proves to be of public importance the analysis fee will 

be returned. Otherwise the money will be used in the enforce- 

ment of the law. Blanks with full directions will be furnished 

on request. 
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10. Written guaranty, the dealers’ safeguard. No prose- 

cution will lie against any person handling commercial fertilizers 

provided he obtains at the time of purchase a written guaranty 

signed by the person residing in the United States from whom 

the purchase was made to the effect that the commercial ferti- 
lizer is not adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of the 

Maine law regulating the sale of commercial fertilizers. After ~ 
a person has been notified by the Director of the Maine Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station that an article of commercial fer- 
tilizer appears to be adulterated or misbranded the written guar- 

anty will not protect further sales. 

11. Hearing. ‘The person who is believed to have violated 

the law regulating the sale of commercial fertilizer will be 

granted a hearing at which he may appear in person, or by 

attorney, or by letter. The notice of the hearing will name the 
time and place of the hearing and a copy of the charge. Fail- 

ure to appear will not prejudice the case. The hearing will be 

private and every opportunity will be given for explanation and. 

the establishment of innocence. If the time appointed is not a 

convenient one, postponement within reasonable limit will be 

granted. 

12. Penalty. Violations of the law are punishable by a fine 
not exceeding one hundred dollars for the first offense and not 
exceeding two hundred dollars for each subsequent offense. 

13. Executive. The Director of the Station is directed to 
collect and analyze samples of fertilizers on sale in the State; 

tc publish the results of the analyses together with additional 
information of public benefit; and to diligently enforce the pro- 

visions of the law. 

- RERTILITY AND PLANT Foon. 

To produce profitable crops and at the same time to maintain 

and even to increase the productive capacity of the soil may 

rightly be termed “good farming.” Many farmers are able to 

do this, and the knowledge of how to do it has been largely 

acquired through years of experience, during which the char- 

acter of the soil, its adaptability.for crops, and the methods of 

its management and manuring have been made the subjects of 

careful study, without, however, any definite and accurate 

knowledge concerning manures and their functions in relation 
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to soils and crops. Those who desire to study these questions, 

are invited to write to the Superintendent of the Extension 

Department of the College of Agriculture, University of Maine, 

Orono, Maine, who will gladly send a list of suitable books 

and give full information relative to correspondence courses on 
this subject.* 

Soils vary greatly in their capabilities of supplying food to 
crops. Different ingredients are deficient in different soils. 
The way to learn what materials are proper in a given case is by 

observation and experiment. The rational method for deter- 

mining what ingredients of plant-food a soil fails to furnish in 

abundance, and how these lacking materials can be most eco- 

nomically supplied, is to put the questions to the soil with differ- 

ent fertilizing materials and get the reply in the crops pro- 

duced. How to make these experiments is explained in Cir- 

cular No. 8 of the Office of Experiment Stations of the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. A copy of this circular can be 

had by applying to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, 

DC. 
The chief use of fertilizers is to supply plant-food. It is good 

farming to make the most of the natural resources of the soil 

and of the manures produced on the farm, and to depend upon 

artificial fertilizers only to furnish what more is needed. It is 

not good economy to pay high prices for materials which the 

soil may itself yield, but it is good economy to supply the’ 

_. lacking ones in the cheapest way. The rule in the purchase of 

costly commercial fertilizers should be to select those that sup- 
ply, in the best forms and at the lowest cost, the plant-food 

which the crop needs and the soil fails to furnish. 

Plants differ widely with respect to their capacities for gath- 
ering their food from soil and air; hence the proper fertilizer 

in a given case depends upon the crop as well as upon the soil. 

The fertility of the soil would remain practically unchanged if 

all the ingredients removed in the various farm products were 

*This Station has a circular on Home Mixed Fertilizers that may be 

had on request to Director Chas. D. Woods, Orono. Farmers’ Bulletin 

44 of the U. S. Department of Agriculture discussing commercial fer- 

tilizers will be sent to any address on application to the Secretary of 

Agriculture, Washington, D. C. The Maine Bulletin, Vol. XI, No. 5, 

discusses he Restoration of Fertility and Commercial Fertilizers. This 

can be obtained by writing the College of Agriculture, Orono, Maine. 
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restored to the land. This may be accomplished by feeding the 
crops grown on the farm to animals, carefully saving the 
manure and returning it to the soil. If it is practicable to 
pursue a system of stock feeding in which those products of the 
farm which are comparatively poor in fertilizing constituents are 
exchanged in the market for feeding stuffs of high fertilizing 

value, the loss of soil fertility may be reduced to a minimum, or 

there may be an actual gain in fertility. 

CONSTITUENTS OF FERTILIZERS. 

The only ingredients of plant-food which we ordinarily need 

te consider in fertilizers are potash, lime, phosphoric acid, and 

nitrogen. The available supply of lime is often insufficient; 

hence one reason for the good effect so often observed from the 

application of lime, and of plaster, which is a compound of lime 

and sulphuric acid. ‘The remaining substances, nitrogen, phos- 

phoric acid and potash, are the most important ingredients of 

our common commercial fertilizers, both because of their 

scarcity in the soil and their high cost. It is in supplying these 

that phosphates, bone manures, potash-salts, guano, nitrate of 

soda, and most other commercial fertilizers are chiefly useful. 

The term “form” as applied to a fertilizing constituent has 

reference to its combination or association with other constitu- 

ents which may be useful, though not necessarily so. The form 

of the constituent, too, has an important bearing upon its avail- 

ability, and hence upon its usefulness as plant food. Many 

materials containing the essential elements are practically worth- 

less as sources of plant-food because the form is not right; the 

plants are unable to extract them from their combinations; they 

are “unavailable.” In many of these materials the forms may 

be changed by proper treatment, in which case they become val- 

uable not because the element itself is changed, but because it 

then exists in such form as readily to feed the plant. 

Nitrogen is the most expensive of the three essential fertiliz- 

ing elements. It exists in three different forms, organic nitro- 

gen, ammonia and nitrate. 

Organic nitrogen exists in combination with other -elements 
either as vegetable or animal matter. All materials containing 
organic nitrogen are valuable in proportion to their rapidity of 

decay, because change of form must take place before the nitro- 
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gen can serve as plant food. Organic nitrogen differs in availa- 

bility not only according to the kind of material which supplies 
ii, but according to the treatment it receives. 

Nitrogen as ammomia usually exists in commercial manures in 

the form of sulphate of ammonia and is more readily available 
than organic nitrogen. While nitrogen in the form of ammonia 

is extremely soluble in water, it is not readily removed from the 

soil by leaching, as it is held by the organic compounds of the 

soil. 

Nitrogen as mtrate exists in commercial products chiefly as 
nitrate of soda. Nitrogen in this form is directly and imme- 

diately available, no further changes being necessary. It is 

completely soluble in water, and diffuses readily throughout the 

soil. It differs from the ammonia compounds in forming no 

insoluble compounds with soil constituents and may be lost by 

leaching. 

Phosphoric acid is derived from materials called phosphates, 

in which it may exist in combination with lime, iron, or alumina 

as phosphates of lime, iron or alumina. Phosphate of lime is 

the form most largely used as a source of phosphoric acid. 

Phosphoric acid occurs in fertilizers in three forms: That solu- 
ble in water and readily taken up by plants; that insoluble 

in water but still readily used by plants and known as “re- 

verted”; and that soluble only in strong acids and consequently 

very slowly used by the plant. The “soluble” and “reverted” 
together constitute the ‘available’ phosphoric acid. The phos- 

phorie acid in natural or untreated phosphates is insoluble in 

water, and not readily available to plants. If it is combined 

with organic substances as in animal bone, the rate of decay is 

more rapid than if with purely mineral substances. The insol- 

uble phosphates may be converted into soluble forms by treat- 

ment with strong acids. Such phosphates are known as acid 

phosphates or superphosphates. The “insoluble phosphoric 

acid’ of a high cost commercial fertilizer has little or no value 

tu the purchaser because at the usual rate of application the 

quantity is too small to make any perceptible effect upon the 

crop, and because its presence in the fertilizer excludes an equal 

amount of more needful and valuable constituents. 

Potash in commercial fertilizers exists chiefly as muriates and 

sulphates. With potash the form does not exert so great an 
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influence upon availability as is the case with nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid. All ordinary forms are freely soluble in water, 
and are believed to be nearly if not quite equally available as 
food. The form of the potash has an important influence upon. 
the quality of certain crops. For example, the results of experi- 
ments seem to indicate that the quality of tobacco, and certain 
other crops, is unfavorably influenced by the use of muriate of . 
potash, while the same crops show a superior quality of materials 
free from chlorides have been used as the source of potash. 

VALUATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

The agricultural value of any fertilizing constituent is meas- 

ured by the value of the increase of the crop produced by its 

use, and is, of course, a variable factor, depending upon the 

availability of the constituent, and the value of the crop pro- . 

duced. The form of the materials used must be carefully con- 

sidered in the use of manures. Slow-acting materials cannot be 

expected to give profitable returns upon quick-growing crops, 

nor expensive materials profitable returns when used for crops 

of relatively low value. 

The agricultural value is distinct from what is termed “com- 

mercial value,” or cost in market. This last is determined by 

market and trade conditions, as cost of production of the crude 

material, methods of manipulation required, etc. Since there 
is no strict relation between agricultural and ©ommercial or 

market value, it may happen that an element in its most avail- 

able form, and under ordinary conditions of high agricultural 

value, costs less in market than the same element in less avail- 

able forms and of a lower agricultural value. The commercial 

value has reference to the material as an article of commerce, 

hence commercial ratings of various fertilizers have reference 

tc their relative cost and are used largely as a means by which 

the different materials may be compared. 
The commercial valuation of a fertilizer consists in calculating 

the retail trade-value or cash-cost at freight centers (in raw 

materials of good quality) of an amount of nitrogen, phosphoric 

acid and potash equal to that contained in one ton of the fer- 

tilizer. Plaster, lime, stable manure and nearly all of the less 

expensive fertilizers have variable prices, which bear no close 
relation to their chemical composition, but guanos, superphos- 
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phates, and similar articles, for which $20 to $75 per ton are 

paid, depend for their trade value exclusively: on the substances, 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, which are comparatively 

costly and steady in price. The trade-value per pound of the 

ingredients is reckoned from the current market prices of the 

standard articles which furnish them to commerce. The con- 

sumer, in estimating the reasonable price to pay for high-grade 

fertilizers, should add to the trade-value of the above-named 

ingredients a suitable margin for the expenses of manufacture, 

etc., and for the convenience or other advantage incidental to 

their use. : 

For many years this Station has not printed an estimate of 

the commercial value of the different brands licensed in the 

State. If any one wishes to calculate the commercial value he 

can do so by using the trade values adopted for 1911 by the 

Experiment Stations of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island and Vermont. 

These valuations represent.the average retail prices at which 

these ingredients could be purchased during the three months 

preceding March 1, 1911, in ton lots at tide water in southern 

New England. On account of the greater distance from the 

large markets the prices for Maine at tide water would probably 

be somewhat higher than those quoted. 

TRADE VALUES OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS FOR IQITI. 

Cents per pound. 

Peipemmepe ese MCL ALCS) os coe aeue okt Ste raiscate 4S apeod ga ies we 16 

HeeAMMALINOTIA Ee SAIL Sek eater Sve ard ct aa%s ose 2s 16 

Organic nitrogen in dry and fine ground fish and blood. 23 
in cottonseed meal and castor pomace 21 

_ in fine bone and tankage and in mixed 
dC TUETGen tara tia Me exenstecsie 8 oor = wisi 20 

; im: coarse bone and tankage......... 15 

i@ecpaerc acid: water-soluble... Js... ee cn ee 4 

: Climabe=sOlulblersencis wavs waco oe apes ahs ae 4 

in fine ground bone and tankage..... 4 

in cottonseed meal, castor pomace... 4 

in coarse bone, tankage and ashes... 3% 

in mixed fertilizers, if insoluble in 

ejeduamorminovan (hagendey Wank) 4 Huerud Minintoret 2 
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Potash as high grade sulphate and in forms free from 
muuniate-“(chionide) were. soe aes ero 5 

AS | MEAL O His Ys Pee ee eee, Aaa 4% 

RULES FOR CALCULATING VALUATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

The commercial valuation will be accurate enough as a means 
of comparison if the following rule is adopted: 

Multiply 4.0 by the percentage of nitrogen. 

Multiply 0.8 by the percentage of available phosphoric acid. 

Multiply 0.4 by the percentage of insoluble poospans acid. 
Multiply 1.0 by the percentage of potash. 

The sum of these 4 products will be the commercial valua- 

tion per ton on the basis taken. 

Illustration. The table of analyses shows a certain fertilizer 

to have the following composition: Nitrogen 3.30 per cent; 

Available phosphoric acid 8.00 per cent; Insoluble phosphoric 

acid 1.00 per cent; Potash 6.00 per cent. The valuation in this 

case will be computed thus: 

Nitrogen, AiO a13 230) $13 20 

Available phosphoric acid, 0.8 X 8.00, 6 40 

Insoluble phosphoric acid, O:4)><oL.00; 40 

Potash, ~ a0) $< SCO; 6 0O 

$26 00 

Since this rule assumes all the nitrogen to be organic and all 

the potash to be in the form of the sulphate, it is evident that the 

valuations thus calculated must not be taken as the only guide in 

the choice of a fertilizer. In every case the farmer should con- 

sider the needs of his soil before he begins to consider the cost. 

In many instances a little careful experimenting will show him 

that materials containing either nitrogen, potash, or phosphoric 

acid alone will serve his purpose as fully as a “complete fer- 

tilizer,” in which he must pay for all three constituents, whether 

needed or not. 
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RESULTS OF INSPECTION. 

' The inspection of the spring of 1911 indicates that the fer- 

tilizer situation in Maine is at present better than we have ever 

found it before since the fertilizer trade assumed such large 

proportions for this State. 
The inspectors who drew the samples were men of experi- 

ence and the work was done very carefully. Almost without 

exception each sample was drawn from ten different bags of 

the same brand, thus insuring a representative sample. In the 

laboratory whenever the results obtained differed materially, . 

either above or below, from the guaranty, the work was re- 

peated so that the final report is often the result of several 

determinations. _ 
In order that a mixed fertilizer run uniform in composition 

it is necessary that the work of mixing be done very exactly, 

and where the brands are made in large quantities the care 
involved is, of course, very’ great. Almost without exception 

the companies doing business at the present time in Maine ex- 

ercise great care in selecting their materials and in mixing 

their goods, and while an occasional sample will vary somewhat 

in some particular from the guaranty, the fact that they run 

as near as they do shows that for the most part the goods on 

the market are well manufactured. 

The goods of the following companies almost without ex- 

ception ran well above the guarantees, and may be passed with 

few comments: American Agricultural Chemical Company, 

Armour Fertilizer Company, Bowker Fertilizer Co., Buffalo 

Fertilizer Company, FE). D. Chittenden Company, Coe-Mortimer 

Company, Essex Fertilizer Company, German Kali Works, Lis- 

ter’s Agricultural Chemical Company, Merrow Brothers, Mori- 

son Brothers, National Fertilizer Company, New England Fer- 

tilizer Company, Parmentor & Polsey Fertilizer Company, E. 

_W. Penley, Rogers & Hubbard Company, Sagadahoc Fertilizer 

Company, Swift’s Lowell Fertilizer Company, F. W. Tunnell 

& Co., Tuscarora Fertilizer Company and Union Chemical 
Works. 

While some of the above mentioned companies had a great 

many different brands upon the market, all of these different 

brands almost without exception were above the guarantees. 
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Others had but one or two brands on sale and these also were 
found to be well above. 

The Buffalo brands about which there was some discussion 

ast year were found to run very good the present season. The 
Top Dresser was slightly below in nitrogen but well above in 

the other constituents. Three samples of the 5-8-9 goods taken 

at different places ran about 0.3 per cent below in potash. All. 

of the other brands were very uniform in composition as indi- 

cated by the analyses made. . 
The Atlantic Fertilizer Company had three different brands 

on sale which were sampled. Each of the three brands was 

somewhat below the guaranty in nitrogen, and one of the three 

was somewhat below in potash, as indicated by the analyses 

made on two samples of that brand. 

The goods of the Hubbard Fertilizer Canteens were appar- 

ently rather unevenly mixed and none of the samples analyzed 
ran materially above the guarantees. 

The one brand licensed by Martin and White was under its 

guarantees in both available and total phosphoric acid and in 

potash. 

The Bone Dust Tankage of the Portland Rendering Com- 

pany while somewhat under the guaranty in phosphoric acid 

more than made up for this shortage in the high nitrogen which 

it carried. 

The Provincial Chemical Fertilizer Company of St. John, 

New Brunswick, did not license goods in Maine this year. As 

was noted in Official Inspections 29, containing the results of 

last year’s collection of fertilizers, we have usually found their 

goods below the guarantees in one or more constituents, and 
ii spite of repeated warnings the situation was not improved 

from year to year. Last. year one of their selling agents was 

prosecuted and fined for selling goods below the guarantees, 

and as a result their brands were not licensed for the present 

year and our inspectors failed to find any of the goods on sale 

in the State. 

A few brands licensed for the year were not found on sale 

by the inspectors. One of the principal reasons for this is the 

fact that as more companies come into the State to do business. 

the competition becomes more keen, and more of the goods are 

shipped to individual consumers without passing through the 
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large warehouses or through the hands of large distributors. 

These small lots are oftentimes used up at once upon receipt 

and it thus becomes very difficult to obtain a sample of every 
brand which may possibly be used in the State. If any reader 

of this report has used fertilizer not here listed he is invited 

to communicate with the Station and if he should have any of 

the goods in stock and properly stored, we will send directions 

for sampling the same and will be glad to make an analysis 
free of charge. Directions for sampling should be asked for 

before samples are sent. 

ACTIVITY OF ORGANIC FORMS OF NITROGEN. 

Concerning the activity of the various forms of organic nitro- 

gen used for fertilizing purposes there has lately been much 

discussion, and it is realized that this is an important question 

both to the manufacturers and to consumers. In all of the 

New England States and in New York and in New Jersey the 
experiment stations have been working for some time to obtain 

a method by which comparable results could be arrived at. A 
method has been devised under which work of this kind is now 

being done by two stations. The increased funds which will 
next year become available to the Maine Experiment Station, 

owing to the increase in the fertilizer license fee, will allow for 

considerable work along this line and it is now planned to issue, 
after this year, a report in which the activity and availability 

of the different forms of nitrogen will be discussed. 
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Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, rgrt. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, plage of husiness and brand. 

1011 
1177 
1017 
1168 

1004 
1188 
1013 
1196 

1006 
1167 
1313 

1110 
1163 
1284 

1092 
1192 
1314 

1026 
1142 
1248 

1024 
1136 
1311 

1022 
1141 
1031 
1145 

1025 
1135 
1029 
1137 

1105 
1191 
1038 
1189 

1155 
1023 
1151 

1445 
1086 
1367 

1035 
1160 
1089 
1165 

1041 
1159 
1088 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, rort. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

u Total. Available. Total. 
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LVAD | ieeteeet ic 1.38} 3.20) 3.29]} 5:23) 1.67) 1.54) 6.90} 6.00} 8.44] 7.00]| 10.87] 10.00 
1248) 9.16) 1.84) 3.28; 3.29)| 4.94) 1.36) 1.37) 6.30) 6.00} 7.67] 7.u0j| 10.41} 10.00 

1024) 0.66) 0.18) 2.00) 2.06]} 6.62) 1.92) 2.62) 8.54) 8.00] 11.16] 9.00|| 1.74] 1.50 
1136) 0.32) 0.44) 2.30) 2.06)| 6.11) 1.39) 2.59) 7.50) 8.00] 10.09] 9.00]| 1.92) 1.50 
1311) 6.C6) 1.14) 2.20) 2.06]| 6.56} 1.91) 2.26) 8.47) 8.00] 10.73) 9.00/| 1.95) 1.50 

TOD OM Ons ande26 i 103 6.49] 1.95) 2.70) 8.34] 8.00] 11.04) 9.00]/ 2.05) 2.00 
AN ee oP. 0.20} 1.04) 1.03 6.52} 2.21} 1.89) 8.73) 8.00) 10.62} 9.00}| 2.14) 2.00 
1031) 0.52) 0.06; 1.17) 0.82)) 5.97) 2.12) 1.85) 8.09} 7.00) 9.94) 8.00]} 1.25) 1.00 
1145} 0.34) 0.08). 1.40) 0.82)) 6.20) 1.12) 1.61] 7.32] 7.00] 8.93] 8.00]| 1.68) 1.00 

1025) 0.84) 0.12) 2.33) 2.06 7.07| 1.51} 3.18} 8.58] 8.00] 11.71] 9.60)| 3.36) 3.00 
Be aeee 1.20) 2.14) 2.06)| 6.03] 2.16] 2.27) 8.19} 8.00] 10.46] 9.00]| 3.74) 3.00 
1029} 0.90} 1.03) 2.63) 2.47|| 5.66) 1.15) 1.21] 6.81] 6.00] 8.02] 7.00)| 5.04) 5.00 
1137) 0.30) 1.20) 2.66} 2.47|} 5.58} 1.21) 1.60) 6.79] 6.00] 8.39} 7.00]| 6.71} 5.00 

1105} 0.46) 0.14) 2.36] 2.47|| 8.04) 1.64) 1.56) 9.68] 9.00] 11.24] 10.00]} 2.67) 2.00 
1191) 0.06) 1.08) 2.56) 2.47)| 6.35} 3.96} 2.48] 10.31} 9.00] 12.79] 10.00|| 2.17) 2.00 
1038} 0.70) 0.98) 2.37) 2.47 7.86} 1.49} 1.85} 9.35} 9.00] 11.20] 10.00}| 2.05) 2.00 
AVS) yrs: 1.08} 2.56) 2.47)| 6.28) 2.76) 2.48] 9.04! 9.00] 11.52] 11.00]} 2.22) 2.00 

UNG he Sabo 0.17; 1.02) 1.03]}, 6.49) 2.50) 1.39] 8.99} 8.00] 10.38] 9.00]| 2.29) 2.00 
1023) 0.87) 0.26) 2.30) 2.06)| 5.34) 2.59) 2.74) 7.93) 8.00] 10.67) 9.00}| 2.51} 1.50 
1151} 0.48} 0.18) 2.36] 2.06/| 6.70) 1.92] 2.42) 8.62) 8.00] 11.04] 9.00}/ 2.29} 1.50 

1445; 0.20} 0.58) 1.22) 0.82]! 6.09} 1.96) 1.68) 8.05) 7.00] 9.73] 8.00|| 1.66} 1.00 
1086} 0.96) 0.72) 3.16} 3.29)| 7.18) 2.10) 1.77) 9.28) 8.00] 11.05} 9.00|/ 6.94} 7.00 
TSON| ool O20) B36), 3.29 3.21) 4.70) 1.65] 7.91) 8.00] 9.76] 9.00]} 8.09} 7.00 

LOSS | Povercric 0.18} 1.16) 1.03)| 6.05} 2.09) 2.90} 8.14) 8.00] 11.04] 9.00)| 2.24) 2.00 
AGO |eerstore- 0.84; 1.00} 1.03]| 6.46) 2.23) 1.39} 8.69} 8.00] 10.08] 9.00|| 2.28) 2.00 
1089} 0.90) 0.22) 2.22) 2/06] 6.25) 2.53] 2.31} §&.78] 8.00] 11.09] 9.00}| 38.68) 3.00 
LOD eee rere 1.14) 2.12) 2.06)| 5.73) 2.82} 1.88) 8.55} 8.00) 10.43] 9.00)| 3.30) 3.00 

1041) 2.03) 0.08) 2.67) 2.47|| 5.04) 2.03] 2.05) 7.07) 6.00} 9.12) 7.00]} 5.3 5.00 
1159) 1.26) 0.20) 2.52) 2.47)| 5.44) 1.07] 1.01] 6.51} 6.00] 7.51) 7.00]| 4.92) 5.00 
NOB ee ciclo 0.16; 1.06) 1.03)} 6.19} 2.71) 2.65) 8.90] 8.00] 11.55) 9.00]] 2.13} 2.00 



Q2 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQII. 

Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, tort. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

1679) Clevelandihirhy Grade‘Completevlantne ees sseeeceeeele eaelye elicit i- eee eee 
1082'ClevelanadsPotato PMosplalen. farce cisco cis wc icieaectonic tects sce Gheeie aemree ciere Heme ie ereeeee 
1081\|Cleveland’Saperphosphates 2.222. 4.c% 2 ao. Seeds Gio eiertee = sieve ees Siege ci ncleeraeres 

1027/Complete Manure with 10 per cent Potash. .....2 6.2... cee cee ccc cr cence ees eee eens 
1249|\CompletesManitineswaithyl0iper Gent, Rotastyee srs. atic ci cies wicleiemaitersleryaitels olee ele ele eee 
1014 Crocker's Ammoniated (Cormm-PMosphaters cas ace sete ieee eles aioe leletare = =) ie idle 
1175|Crocker’s Ammoniated Corn Phosphate.............-...-..--0+-+- wih ieee elaterons eles See 

1007|\Crockens Aroostook Botato Specialise. .ca- ec asa cee sen eee ee eee eee 
1169) Crocker’ spAroostook Rotators pecialens scan mae een resi oee eeniiarien entice eee eee 
1019|Crocker’s New Rival Ammoniated Super-Phosphate ...............-2. eee eee ee eee 
1178|Crocker’s New Rival Ammoniated Super-Phosphate ..................2-20-00+ cence 

1012|Crocker’s Special Potato Manure..... ga bve ais avyhrelereue as ayes TH Bee cds ste syapice ie ere Alea eae EOE 
1195) Crocker sSpecial PotatosMamunes. cece. sce ste tee coe eee ieee eee 
1318)/Crocker’s Special Potato Manure..................... nies Signa wala TGR oka ove Sate “erates oO ROR Ra Re tote 

1090|Danlinig:ssBloods Bonesand Ro tastier emir ieet eesti s steleiel-t-leleer-toetaiie tet eee ieee 
1972) Danlinie:ssBloodsbonewnd otasiheese etcetera sae ee eee 
1407|Darlinie’s ; Blood) -BonelandsRotasbice +: qarea-a--eeede sae cai eaeee eter eee 

1905||Min'eiG@roumd Bam kage. 5c Svc. cee cic wie ctelevsoec ec tayo cess encs neers alates einer a aaeiewe se) ote tks eat a =f eas eeee 
1457|GrassiandulbawneyLop lressinigs.tsceseseoeiee se deen o> Sone eeeereree cen eeeee ee eee eee 

1010|Great Hastern General: esti lize. six.) ccjetese «wre eiein te orcrelete oe) aoa =) pels efctolaseta le ettobae eters 
1(70|\Great Hastern’ General sbertilizerassos-msice acct ease tieacienseeeeraan eee eee eet 
1966|Great Masterm Gemeral Mertilizer. «ejecrra aterecjei- <r eterers ere chest rele ole oteleteieeee =f - etree aaooc 

1003|Great Eastern High Grade Potato Manure...........2. sees eee ee eres Ea ee ee 
1193)Great Eastern High Grade Potato Manure.................seeeeeee cence reece reeer seca 

1002/Great Hastern! Northern Corn Speciale ccc «.- sieeiciele «os ale cele ale selene valle cleleeteleieieteeters 
1171/Great Eastern Northern Corn Special................ xe ainda iiajers abce rail eic Siete ere aC IE eae 
13517 |Grean Hastern! Norsberns Comm Speciale. ceria cles cick ee lols ei cratieleleietele ciel eee 

1009|Great Hastern: Potato MianUnTe: sa. 26 <iote ce cpae cco cpe ew ave .aeoteeeieraiel a erenmeio lor ania Sore late tee eee 
1179 | Great Hastern Potato namie sec eriec cceatetete save ects aos olevonela roves cletelevataispeye sreleraite/ ote cic ele aetna 

1106)High Grade Fertilizer with 10 per cent Potash............... cece ee cece eee nee eee eeee 
1194) High Grade Fertilizer with 10 per Cent Potash...........:.... ccc cece een e cence wc senene 
1320) High Grade Fertilizer with 10 per cent PotaSh............. cece eee eee e eee eneececees 

IANO azanettovATOOStook BO bavos G; Wa Om reerrencte terete etete itl teroieteletalte tele tetetate cts tei aire eld ete fv eeatter 
ATS | Lazar e|ttoiC orm’! Guuia rides x. sccts acer costars-cra our ke evans Mote svete teva vellalsteye/allere or eielave ia tee oe eene 
ISPS Diy Arh etehifioy 1s klar (EneteKoles Jot hnoy (CWEEK acooasobdoanoocaunTas GhaddcAgacne doGogdoo-200000e 
1350)\Lazaretio High Grade Potato Guano... 2.026. eee oe ee eee cee tee oe wie wel ae aiyielel 

1120} Lazaretto Propeller Potato Guano..............+-.2+eeeees wri sglnlied oyera baa Nars Se wee TS 
PAO NGO HRA ONE U SSeS Sn WS hs can condoanuacaanoduos He cis rafeiel an bi arsaveyelel a aye Spscejate AG oir e eI 
LAO NGAGE O FAS OG aisha. Sarerorspstotetaye says saxeceusyar els fo cfaboyete evateverayelcher cfoleneso¥s cTonecevevetatoiauatctatcvey anette talented 



OFFICIAL INSPECTIONS 33. 93 

Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, fort. 

Nitrogen. Phospborie Acid. Potash. 

a Tetal. Available. Total. 
HB SS 
& vw & | = : é : : 

Sollee 1 £ g Pal ecu S g & 2 
S = = a ie S = = j a ; A j I Pees fee yey eee See | Ss 8 
= S| 3 = = S Ss 3 5 3 5 3 

= a iee 2 5 S Ss I S = ° Ss ° 5 
wm <q < ) A 4 oS iS GS es ©) = S) 

lo Jo | % % Jo | % Yo Yo_| GY ‘0 %o % % 
1079} 1.00} 0.78} 3.40] 3.29]| 705} 1.58} 1.59] 8.63) 8.00] 10.22} 9.00]| 6.80) 7.00 
1082] 0.72) 0.34] 2.04) 2.06]} 6.19} 2.44] 2.36) 8.63] 8.00] 10.99] 9.00|| 3.50| 3.00 
1081} 0.96] 0.12) 2.21) 2.06]} 5.28} 2.98] 3.00) 8.26] 8.00) 11.26] 9.00|| 1.87| 1.50 

1027} 0.69] 1.93) 3.20] .3.29]) 6.19] 1.37] 0.91] 7.56] 6.00) 8.47] 7.00/| 9.86] 10.00 
1249} 0.24] 1.78| 3.36] 3.29]| 4.86) 1.75] 1.25] 6.61] 6.00) 7.86] 7.00]| 10.46] 10.00 
1014} 0.99} 0.10) 2.19} 2.06|) 5.81} 2.62} 2.83] 8.43] 8.00] 11.26] 9.00]| 1.97) 1.50 
1175| 0.16) 0.30) 2.34) 2.06|| 5.30) 2.83) 3.34) 8.13] 8.00] 11.47] 9.00|| 1.96] 1.50 

1007| 0.74| 0.80} 2.20] 2.06]| 6.76) 1.44] 1.62] 8.20] 3.00) 9.82] 9.00]] 6.54] 6.00 
GO Pepe. 1.00) 2.34) 2.06|| 6.33] 2.35] 2.13) 8.68) 8.00] 10.80] 9.00]| 6.12] 6.00 
1019} 0:14) 0.18} 1.26] 1.03]| 6.09] 2.36} 2.19) 8.45) 8.00] 10.64} 9.00]} 2.21] 2.00 
PLS) ees 0.26] 1.06) 1.03|} 6.89] 1.49} 1.76] 8.38] 8.00] 10.14) 9.00)| 2.75) 2.00 

1015} 0.88| 0.14/ 2.02] 2.06]/ 6.41] 2.12) 2.03] 8.53) 8.00] 10.56] 9.00|/ 3.60} 3.00 
TNT) | eee 1.32) 2.16] 2.06|| 6.71) 1.66] 0.91] 8.37] 8.00] 9.28] 9.00]| 3.24] 3.00 

1012} 0.81) 1.67) 3.08] 3.29)! 6.49] 0.50) 0.68/ 6.99) 6.00] 7.67} 7.0G/| 9.83] 10.00 
1195} 0.26) 1.44) 3.34] 3.29]) 5.04] 2.04] 1.44) 7.08] 6 00| 8.52} 7.00/| 11.04} 10.00 
1318] 0.42) 1.70) 3.42) 3.29]} 3.97) 3.33] 2.14] 7.30] 6.00| 9.44} 7.00|| 10.41| 10.00 

1085) 1.00} 0.16} 2.22) 2.06)) 6.68] 2.12] 2.40| 8.80! 8.09] 11.20] 9.00|| 3.55] 3.00 
M49 1.16| 2.16| 2.06)! 6.28] 1.96] 2.08} 8.24] 8.00] 10.32} 9.00|] 3.83) 3.00 
1100] 0.80} 0.10) 2.16) 2.06)) 5.33] 3.61] 2.37] 8.94) 8.00} 11.31] 9.00]| 1.90] 1.50 
1140} 0.44] 0.12] 2.10} 2.06]) 6.51| 2.04) 2.27) 8.55] 8.00] 10.83} 9.00|/ 1.81} 1.50 

1090} @.84) 1.48} 4.30) 4.11]| 6.57) 1.95} 0.83] 8.52} 7.00/ 9.35] 8.00|| 7.03] 7.00 
1272} 0.82) 0:30} 4.24) 4.11]| 6.01} 1.81) 1.22) 7.82} 7.00} 9.04] 8.00)| 7.58} 7.00 
1407} 1.10] 1.08) 4.24) 4.11]} 4.59] 2.51] 2.12] 7.10} 7.00| 9.22] 8.00]| 7.89] 7.00 

IVE soos 0.26} 5.50] 4.94]! 0.27) 13.11) 0.66] 13.38]...... HOA) TBM nco5 llboons 
1457} 1.44] 1.64| 3.86] 3.91|| 2.68} 3.43] 0.80} 6.11] 5.00} 6.91] 6.00|| 2.34| 2.00 

1010} 0.16} 0.12} 1.08] 0.82!| 6.44] 2.09} 2.44) 8.53! 8.00] 10.97| 9.00|| 4.38) 4.00 
1170} 0.20} 0.14| 1.40} 0.82|} 5.23] 3.28] 1.52] 8.51} 8.00] 10.03} 9.00;/ 3.80| 4.00 
1266] 0.12) 0.12) 1.04} 0.82|| 6.03} 2.51} 1.79} 8.54] 8.00] 10.33] 9.00|} 4.68] 4.00 

1003) 0.52) 1.70) 3.22) 3.29)| 5.42) 1.15] 1.05] 6.57} 6.00) 7.62! 7.00|| 10.50] 10.00 
1193} 0.22) 1.46} 3.22} 3.29|) 4.77| 2.30| 1.45] 7.07] 6.00] 8.52] 7.00/] 11.04] 10.00 

1002} 0.96} 0.08| 2.18] 2.06]| 4.66) 2.93} 2.97] 7.59] 8.00] 10.56] 9.00|} 1.94} 1.50 
1171} 0.14] 0.42) 2.28) 2.06] 5.81). 2.54) 2.62) 8.35] 8.00] 10.97) 9.00|) 1.83) 1.50 
1317} 0.22} 0.34| 2.06|- 2.06]) 6.14) 2.51) 2.77) 8.65] 8.00] 11.42] 9.00/} 1.97] 1.50 

1009} 0.76] 0.15] 2.20} 2.06]| 6.48] 1.39) 2.62] 7.87) 8.00) 10.49} 9.00]| 4.01} 3.00 
LL) Keowee 1.20) 2.12) 2.06]) 6.38) 1.81] 1.86] 8.19| 8.00] 10.05} 9.00/| 3.26] -3.00 

1106] 0.66] 0.72) 2.42} 2.47|| 5.60] 2.08| 0.71] 7.68] 6.00] 8.39] 7.00/} 9.84} 10.00 
1194} 0.36] 0.76) 2.40) 2.47|| 5.25) 2.06] 0.79) 7.31] 6.00] 8.10} 7.00/| 10.23} 10.00 
1320] 0.46] 0.14) 2.56] 2.47|| 4.93] 2.60} 2.31! 6.83} 6.00} 9.14| 7.00|/ 10.41] 10.00 

DS eye 0.44) 1.00] 0.82|| 6.40} 2.08} 1.06] 8.48} 8.00} 9.54} 9.00|} 4.77} 4.00 
TUES es eee 0.86] 1.84] 1.65/| 6.38} 1.84) 1.40] 8.22) 8.00] 9.62) 9.00|} 2.36) 2.00 
1123} 0.20) 1.46] 3.28] 3.29] 4.32] 2.03] 1.88] 6.35]; 6.00} 7.73] 7.00)| 10.75) 10.00 
1350} 1.12) 0.18) 3.48] 3.29]| 1.77] 4.24] 1.84] 6.01) 6.00) 7.85] 7.00)| 10.06) 10.00 

ITO bon 0.92} 2.10) 2.06|| 6.38] 2.13] 1.63] 8.51} 8.00] 10.14) 9.00]} 6.67} 6.00 
TOXOH| ce 2' alloca o exe RSE Due (CHER ese eR LR Mara en vee coun | ets Co Lea pee 51.44] 49.00 
ADO Ne cal eters i151 Noa sy (010) | a ail ite si las Saab loess || Saciobsllesemaal leaceel | Neamin | serene 



94 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IOI. 

Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, r9rt. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

1434) Otis PotatovMertilize rics cose. Geter cesses oi veatcle akece shevehe stele callie stocieie sais cle hale aan ee 
1449 Otis, Potato: Bertilize rcs x. c.. sau alesis migceioclenreeiate Anions eee hiale MiGGi eb iticin ek Gee eee 
144} Otis SUpernphospmaie cee casera cee Eee Cen iceeCr nae re wlehahigs saatetatsle ta be eee CE se 
1483 Otis'Superplosphate: eis s ae cs cisierrehece cto a yasciacc tele oleioleve eteuarons ecoieiee lelalove tart eit eSoee rer ee es 

1084|Pacihc Dissolved Bonleland Rotashencss cenie-erieetiesieeee tees! 2 eee eee 
1286|Pacific Dissolved Bone and Potash ..12.....2 00 .e cd cc cece eles sucess cee sceseeneceses a. = 
HOSA RaciierGnass and’ Grainsherwlizer-cesecericce oases etna eee eee 
1280 |Pacihe! Grassiand Grain Heriilizers+.csetecees ceo seer cen cae ae eee ee eee eee 

1036|(Pacitic High Grade GemeralHerntilizern sens. conse deen ate cle es iene ie ieee einai 
1288) Pacific Nobsque Guano for All Crops....... Sy ld oped dia aieveretetefa a haystetate ns eee ea 
LOSOMLACIUCOUATONS De Clallseritdsterlelnetioeeieietateieieniaeieiae ne soya el eee nlalensiiefes'svs evel etek otebe shee aoe 
HIGAE aciicyPotatoyspeclale sa sacrprccic cme sateen siicmeisr erie enrare RONDE Stioin nee 

1018 Packers? UnionsAnimial CormypHentilizeneqaeecie. iakiteenee asia ieee ee ee ere 
1176 hackers) aUnion AmimaliComm Hentilizern ee ace cereale cieciicieeee eee 
1016)Packers’ Union Gardeners Complete Manure..................+se+eee eae os See 
1174|Packers’ Union Gardeners Complete Manure............... cece cee tee cece se teeees 

LHs0 Rackers/ Umioni Rotator; Mamune a aeeeieeeamcminccre thee neice eee eee einen 
1166(Packers/ UnioneP otato, Mamune ip): eerie ce tere ce ee ene neds ce One ase eee 
1560 (Packers Umion Botato: NAW) <cretstoctereielccielcsisiercione clsseie etait al sian ue eaealeie eee revel neta ene 

1117|Packers’ Union Universal Fertilizer..... EEA dn aisha Baletniesd talete alehiaihoreiniels Sled ete EE eC Eee 
1173|Packers’ Union Universal Fertilizer.... .. asad hen e/¥cn gta lala yn aR Ave wveceee uate Mee fe eR ee ee 
2902|Plain SupsrphospHates cc occ s cos Stace oan ecole © sche Ue ace REO Cee eee 

1435/Quinnipiac Climax Phosphate for All CropsS.............2. se cec eset eer eeeeseeees veers 
1436 Quinnipiac; CormeMa mune sc Scie cksc cco cere cde vais ate cou cial =e clo ieneterel cle cieretereiee rere eae eee 
1083|Read’s Farmers’ Friend Superphosphate..................00 cece e ese en ces eessseeerecs 
1150/Read’s Farmers’ Friend Superphosphate.........-.....-ccececcecnccceeeescecnseces Site 

1008/Read’s High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate................+eeeecseeeeeeees 
-1152}Read’s High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate..............--..eeseeeee cece 
1274|Read’s High Grade Farmers’ Friend Super-Phosphate................:eeeseeeeeee sisises 

1001 (Read’srPotatosManianes sc cen cans cxcmce ct cc iace eine cee ee one igen 
@ 1147\Read’s Potato Mamurey, jee: Jeccccjagescatese «ere «esas css d sets oe. 5 sinteinis Aare elereisavsiaievend oe oie eile ee eee 
3976) Read’ s*Potato manures ys cy cceicie wire. g cide ove elaveiste Dielg nialene acs ctece ater e ouahareje store aera) ann ks Iolo ee cera 

1080/Read’s Practical Potato Special Fertilizer .............2.00ceccecceecesceceeeeecsaceacs 
1158 |Readis) Practical Potato Special Hertilizens sn... -teicieyecc its eo) idles sie ele ele serene eee 
1275|Read’s Practical Potato Special Fertilizer. ........ 22... ..ceeceec ee nns cece eecessesaes 

LOST Read sistandard) supexrselhOspl'ate ser. erie eleielale olsleie eielaieteteicieie stele eisleieievers ter icine eterna 
14s Reads Standard SuperP nOsp liste meyer spierycisce ese claicisiasiare sraletersia cielaletele eiatess tele elemlteeenae 
1042 | Read's Sure! Cately Mert zer se, « sevpwecsns ora, nicseiccecsialaincin)s lave ooeierelsraie'» lersivial ove /stetets/apeuere Giese Eee 
1146|Read’s Sure Catch Fertilizer................0.20.000eeeees siesta ‘cas yor ab 3 34 wie foe 8 Glee ea ERTS 

1005|Read's)Viegetablejand vine Hentilizeneaan- ce ase cieceeeiaaste enterica 
1281) (Read's) Vegetable andiVane) Hertilizersey cies salieri erie tele nicole tarsal leet ees eres 
1091 |Soluble, Racific:GwamnlG sy oie), acaci ates cdieore cots clea ucmers sueteressyelepetapelera sus eayer-yaistolala eee aes 
1157|Soluble Pacific Guano...... JAH Sado GdddoSdocdooDoUDE dao SHOndOGansUgIuadOnaasAaTooICocsa50 

1040|Standard "A" Bram Gy v5.52 angie ie wale av atin loualers aisscheunionsroheie ie cre sre eee nectar Sata olene oe ete eee 
AVS9|Stamadarad $A’? Br rial rc cresl cise soca s overuse lave meine aerate enabacerece ets pe te Taloheyeuatahe to otal ened raters te ete Cole ee ene 
1037|\Standard ‘Bone and Potashie. 2) 2.2265 vecsice cece Gane nocmek cis oti sa iet cileletacren teres eee 
1144'Standard' Bone an @*Potasnii doco socio. case's etoile ataigte eiolele slevsnctotae cierelstelete one ie terele oie eee anette 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, Tort. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

n Total. Available. motels 

Q = : 
fo} 7) = s 6 . 5 
a ® S| 3 cs) is) io 

a |e] Rel a ersielpe g g & 
Pelee ces a et eels Bs | ass.) 
eee se es ee Re ay Bolg 
= n nN 2) eh oS) 2 apeleuS i ° = © i 
Dm < < is SG il w [ee =) ies oS 5) & o 

To Se| Yo. So Ne For Jo 1%. Yo. | Ya Tos) SoM. Yo | % 
1434] 0.26] 0.80} 2.32) 2.06); 6.08} 1.88] 2.07] 7.96) 8.00} 10.03] 9.00); 2.92} 3.00 
1442} 0.04| 0.96} 2.08) 2.06|| 6.43) 2.33) 1.51; 8.76) 8.00) 10.27) 9.00); 3.26] 3.00 
1441) 0.64) 0.30} 2.18) 2.06]) 7.27) 2.55) 2.08] 9.82) 8.00) 11.90} 9.00:| 1.80} 1.50 
1433) 0.26) 0.98; 2.08] 2.06]) 6.20) 2.14) 2.07] 8.34) 8.00) 10.41; 9.00); 1.80] 1.50 

NOB coool bSe50s|lSeauc cadet 7.69} 2.26) 1.57) 9.95) 10.00) 11.52} 11.00}} 2.32) 2.00 
LAS Geter ons [teyapeser sisi oveue- cree tiedehe sie « 7.56] 2.28) 1.37) 9.84) 10.00; 11.21) 11.00)| 2.60) 2.00 
1034) 0.52) 0.08] 1.12) 0.82|| 5.02) 2.26) 2.02) 7.28) 7.00) 9.30) 8.00/} 1.24) 1.00 
T280 eo. 2 0.12} 1.13) 0.82]} 5.57) 1.90} 2.27) 7.47) 7.00} 9.74] 8.00]| 1.48) 2.00 

1036] 1.14] 1.36] 3.20) 3.29]| 6.91) 1.90} 1.08) 8.81} 8.00) 9.89} 9.00)/ 6.76) 7.00 
1288)...... 0.14! 1.08] 1.03]} 4.96} 3.23} 2.13] 8.19} 8.0@} 10.32} 9.00)| 2.54) 2.00 
1030} 0.96) 0.20) 2.45) 2.06|| 6.79) 1.88) 3.09) 8.67) 8.00) 11.76) 9.00]| 3.22) 3.00 
MGB ere 1.18} 2.12) 2.06] 6.36) 2.04; 1.86) 8.40] 8.00) 10.26) 9.00}| 3.53) 3.00 

1018} 0.84) 0.89] 2.53) 2.47}| 8.01) 1.98} 1.45) 9.99) 9.00) 11.44! 10.00}| 2.46} 2.00 
IDLO Ras ore 1.12) 2.48} 2.47|| 6.38) 4.40} 2.51] 10.78) 9.00} 11.29) 10.0 2.32) 2.00 
1016} 1.05} 0.93) 2.43) 2.47|| 4.23) 2.30} 1.76) 6.53) 6.00) 8.29) 7.00}| 10.86] 10.00 
DE accra 1.16} 2.48} 2.47|| 3.78) 3.24) 2.23) 6.97) 6.00} 9.20) 7.00)| 10.21) 10.00 

1130} 0.06) 0.90) 2.39) 2.06}} 6.57; 2.14} 1.70) 8.71) 8.00) 10.41} 9.00)| 6.68} 6.00 
1156] 0.10) ©.92} 2.20) 2.06]} 6.79} 2.46) 1.82) 9.25) 8.00) 11.07) 9.00}; 5.71} 6.00 
1260} 0.08} 0.96) 2.22) 2.06] 6.51) 2.25) 1.91] 8.76) 8.00) 10.67) 9.00); 6.76) 6.00 

GUEST erercee 0.50} 0.98} 0.82]| 6.62} 1.80} 1.10) 8.42) 8.00) 9.52) 9.00/| 4.30| 4.00 
1173} 0.18) 0.12) 1.18) ©.82|| 6.41) 1.78} 1.51] 8.19) 8.00) 9.70) 9.00}| 4.70) 4.00 
IPROR lo ccordllanaaen |aeonog|looooas 12.38] 1.74) 0.63) 14.12) 12.00} 14.75) 13.00}|......]...... 

1435]...... @.22} 1.06} 1.03]| 6.91) 1.78) 1.37) 8.69} 8.00} 10.06) 9.00} 2.18) 2.00 
1436} 0.36! 0.40} 2.16) 2.06|} 6.44) 2 42) 1.95) 8.86} 8.00} 10.81) 9.00}| 1.86) 1.50 
1083) 0.90} 0.18} 2.12} 2.06)| 8.29) 0 25) 2.69) 8.54] 8.00) 11.23) 9.00/| 3.36] 3.00 
1150 .. | 1.18) 2.12) 2.06)| 6.01) 2.05) 2.04) 8.06) 8.00] 10.10) 9.00;| 3.27) 3.00 

1008} 6.48) 1.72) 3.44) 3.29]) 5.89) 1.09) 0.66] 6.98) 6.00} 7.64) 7.00.) 9.67) 10.00 
1152} 0.44) 1.36) 3.21] 3.29]} 4.93) 2.01} 1.58) 6.94) 6.00) 8.52) 7.00}| 11.36) 10.00 
1274; 0.16) 1.72) 3.34) 3.29}| 4.21) 2.52) 1.12) 6.73} 6.00) 7.85] 7.00)| 10.55) 10.00 

1001} 0.78; 0.70} 2.33) 2.47|| 4.72) 2.68] 1.02) 7.40) 6.00} 8.42) 7.00)| 9.71] 10.00 
1147) 0.44) 0.86) 2.56) 2.47)) 4.31) 2.27) 1.98) 6.58} 6.00) 8.56} 7.00]| 10.33) 10.00 
1276} 0.52; 0.26) 2.48! 2.47|} 4.05) 3.38}- 1.53) 7.43} 6.00} 8.96) 7.00}| 10.55] 10.00 

1080) 0.46}. 0.10) 1.12) 0.82)} 2.58) 2.02) 1.38) 4.60) 4.00) 5.98) 5.00)| 7.70} 8.00 
1158) 0.38) 0.10} 1.22} 0.82/} 3.62) 1.24) 1.17) 4 86} 4.00) 6.03) 5.00)| 7.74} 8.00 
IPP as cere 0.12}. 1.00; @.82}| 2.03) 2.34] 1.68) 4.37) 4.00) 6.05} 5.00)| 9.24) 8.00 

1087; 0.12) 0.12] 0.98 0.82 6.68] 2.34) 2.16} 9.02) 8.00] 11.18} 9.00)} 3.90} 4.00 
1143} 0.36) 0.08) 1.10) 0.82}; 7 51) 1.06) 1.43) 8.57) 8.00) 10.00} 9.00}| 3.8] 4.00 
HL QAD | eaeeyeretsy | eins ciensl|'s vee a |.are cxalacs 8.01) 1.76) 1.71) 9.77) 9.00} 11.48} 11.00}} 2.17} 2.00 
PILES |raeercravel|istciceiaisilieiec ecua'l oteacveiees 8.42) 1.33) 1.19} 9.75) 10.00} 10.94} 11.00)} 2.12) 2.00 

1005) 0.70} 0.72} 2.12) 2.06}| 6.70) 3.14) 0.42) 9.84} 8.00) 10.26) 9.00]; 5.94! 6.00 
2G isyercnevs 0.84; 2.06} 2.06]| 6.70) 2.11) 2.31) 8.81) 8.00) 11.12} 9.00}; 5.78 6.00 
1091} 0.90} 0.12} 2.22) 2.06]| 5.66) 3.20) 2.86) 8.86} 8.00) 11.72) -9.00}| 1.85) 1.50 
1157} 0.78} 9.10) 2.08) 2.06// 6.83) 1.76) 2.19} 8.59) 8.00) 10.78] 9.00/} 1.94} 1.50 

1040} 0.45) 0.23) 1.26 0.82 5.18) 2.46) 2.07) 7.64) 7.00) 9.71) 8.00]) 1.46; 1.00 
1139} 0.26) 0.10) 1.28) 0.82}; 6.11) 1.80} 1.52) 7.91) 7.00) 9.43) $8.00]/ 1.30} 1.00 
LO SSiail eearetatetal (erste /eteve;| =:=/=(s%s «!linicveserete 8.02) 2.70) 1.05} 10.72) 10.00} 11.77) 11.00}; 2.37} 2.00 
PSE raiatcrsyalleictase’ ss |(a.e:aisietsn|'era%s sate 8.88] 1.22) 1.10} 10.10) 10.00} 11.20) 11.00}; 2.28) 2.00 
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Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, 1911. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

1 

1028/Standard (Completes Manne. acl-teieeierierie neiceie ce cities Gece nee eee eee 
190 StandardiCom plete; Manuneier en sae esee nee ini eeincieeee ere nie eee 
1270|/ Standard \CompletesManureterera seine cine eecereene renee re Renae So 

LWO3|StandarQ MertilWer.o Ke sais cee area ane veges ee eros ieee eee cle te otera eee rere ae oe 
II5G| Stan darageBer tiie rien i .i55 wyectele ede sem leverens soto eseheie hace ye eves clsea ciale Wicleteoeus tore See Se Tae eae 

1039|Standard Guano for All Crops...........-...0ceeceseceeees "Bc ari cate Stocale evar alias ae EE 
154i Stancard (Guano ror AlliCroOpSh-er casei aciels ee cel tere acieccis sale cielo arate eae eine ie eee 
1990 Standard (|Guarostor AllCropst-r asccrieeccrciececreeesecatteacni erect tment 

1032|Standard Special for Potatoes.................. Eb ye elaleke efereter ots oi2 cue elevate teleusTots is ekcyse eC 
43iStandard Special for POtatOess saya. erteaicicici aera cried eters eieisiecaarem re oe Peano 
1161) Williams & Clark Americus Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate............. saa erat eens 

1138|Williams & Clark Americus Corn Phosphate ............. 0.0 ccccecc cence cstueccecerene 
1456) Williams & Clark Americus High Grade Special for Potatoes and Vegetables......... 
H1G2) Williams! c; ClankAmenicus) Potato Manuneeeeeee secs seeneeecn Jone enna: aaemee 
1153) Williams & Clark Royal Bone Phosphate for All Crops............... 2. cee eee eee 

ARMOUR FERTILIZER WORKS, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
PODDCAM SOM DLS: hs stare asele ok Resta l ainsi ahs ges oo ose hu eeserens avalos fois ye wee apehe erates ata rota ate REG ae Src ee eer ee 
ABIG ATES ONDER S Macrae Gvtietatere cate: eielace setters aio cctevorere siereis octane ee rerape eee RA Gr OO RIES O60 4 
1228 (Bone, Bloods and Potasht. cond. csciree tere lotte sre etei olathe eins wale ists See ae RE eens 
1334| Bone, Blooddand: Potash: sachin aes eosin ssaeleicre doe cjeie in tie iaterelere no te eee Se 

1227|Complete MPO TETO i525) ccbyecaverevaie'« pileravens have ens eset sterols eisvsovarata 0 ee ekecavete alte calnvenele rete ato ETS aOR To See RS 
ilsy: 83 Chovany keys) OUEN A gaamadgoed onoescdooccoseontode ndseccosaqoooe mole ieveferciauc ies ey velaesteyehete vanes 
225) COLMLGTOW ET see sees ceticisioee mee by aus iobdes  avbtatde a: atc iara a otera avarshivs aj etaye otal al ale, See eae ee 
1395) CONMEG TOW SEs <ccvte crete save iors ak ateloucFataia te sve Poles. orayolleson Sew evavatetae nso roTine Teds eval nieve caktere ieee eC eee 

LODGE Rand OOt CLOP OPE CIA Te psec on teleletsreetaieictleccretelavers ielelelercieverele slerel= etcetera eee 
Joos igh Grade Potator)..ta. Aas sealAean ea) — eswtsiehts saiiseteaie steneinise Bisiaioe ointe sues estercicvetoe tees 
L224 Wheat. CormaamdiO at SPeClals yc). \sec sale ssetrofereneronnicieiele steieiereicieveislntoe cteleveiniel elem eee ener 

ATLANTIC FERTILIZER CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
1375} IReercon Oy [aly here eecr ders athiObsadano conbenaoddoassuneasenacaooda code {Alinta hee 
LBSLI a wsonk Elo d este OLlAvOPMeLUUZeIen -ereeelciteeenieseiscisd tise eee nce ence neater 
LSA Rawsonc Od ees) Rival Branden ren sere cisoneteemitseiele «ieee erie ie ele eet 
LSS2ANR AWS ONT EVO GSES PRA BIN oye oteteicee wre ietetelay=leteleloletereis leteiele i ielereierioreieie lets cieleeniee teins 

BOWKER FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
1415) Bowicen! SVAGIGsPOSP MAbs weal S ae Haseley ararn lescne:sievsus!avelereycisre cate! Seca o\eyathoya caret ebevey etal cole nite tet ae Neen 
1338! Bowker’ s Blood, Bone and Potash.. 
1247 Bowker’s Blood, Bone and Potash.. 

1109) Bowker’s Bone and Potash, Square Brand...........-.......-.0...:% loa tele orale le: cheese tevetenene 
1216) Bowker’s Bone and Potash Square IB Yet Wee yee cise'ese careless selena otitis hele eee ee 
1337|Bowker’s Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables...-......-.00+-ceeceeeeeeeees 
1345) Bowker’s Complete Manure for Potatoes ana Vegetables..................eeeeceee eves 

1108 Bowker’s:Corm PHOSpb ates earl. He sastebers aes Seteciasneloverde beeusterie sie coeietelabersievsis a/-VeL eke ok sa eee 
1913|Bowker's:\Corm Ph osphiaters. cons ck okies cs ache lotsle custely avec ovo te arola ost eccere a ave orecatel eke eee 
1 Bowkers Warhys Po tatouvlan une a \teedl-yieyereraterssievetistereteke si aioler=lvereieleiete ieee te reine ieicle katate 
1302|Bowlker’s Harly Potato) Mam Wier cr ee cree ae)slel= ajc elelelvin = alsle(e/alnie/=jolelavele ale =lelelercle EAOUDROCOTOS 

1098|Bowker's Farm and Garden Phosphate 
1299; Bowker’s Farm and Garden Phosphate : 
a een KRreshGLOWUMESBOWEE .iin.- sieke ctiois eletwavasa, cyerele-cter esters sareyataterereke oie ereteleloss) siete Sen 
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Analysis of Fertihzer Samples, rort. 

Station number. 

Nitrogen. Phosphorie Acid. Potash. 

a a Total. Available. Total. 
2 SS 
a 8 S| : : ; ‘ 
a8 g ae g 3 g 
Bes £ obs og | 2 g s 
pea eeSeleecee et sal |e alertness clea Sa |2ieccl 2 anlar ian 
ee cles cp e es a in ee (Pere lee 
wn n ie) is} S 2) q iS) =} fo) 5 (oe) =} 

Sot oe | Oe ea cs | a es S 5 i) 

| 
S| %| % | % % | S| % % | S| % | % % %o 
0.87| 1.23} 3.36] 3.29|+ 7.10) 1.64) 0.91} 8.74) 8.00} 9.65) 9.00]} 6.95! 7.00 
0.04] 1.06] 3.10} 3.29]} 7.32] 1.45] 1.02} 8.77) 8.00) 9.79] 9.00)} 6.80! 7.00 
0.58] 0.46] 3.38] 3.29]] 7.11) 1.89] 1.35] 9.00) 8.00) 10.35} 9.00|| 7.58) 7.00 

0.64 0.14] 2.13} 2.06|| 5.38] 3.02} 2.78] 8.40} 8.00| 11.18| 9.00|| 2.08, 1.50 
0.60] 0.26) 2.16} 2.06]| 6.17) 2.27| 2.12) 8.44} 8.00] 10.56! 9.00|| 1.87) 1.50 

| 

0.08] 0.18] 1.40} 1.03]) 6.22) 2.41) 2.81) 8.63) 8.00] 11.44) 9.00|| 2.08) 2.00 
pene 0.14) 1.00} 1.03]| 6.49} 1.41) 2.59] 7.90} 8.00] 10.49} 9.00)| 2.14) 2.00 
Sea 0.08} 0.93] 1.03] 5.14) 2.91] 1.79) 8.05} 8.00) 9.84] 9.00}; 2.28! 2.00 

0.90] 0.16] 2.34] 2.06] 6.76) 1.88] 2.99) 8.54) 8.00) 11.53) 9.00|| 3.43) 3.00 
; Soe 1.16] 2.06] 2.06|} 6.22] 2.00] 1.88] 8.22} 8.00) 10.10) 9.00/} 3.35) 3.00 

0.08} 1.12] 2 48] 2.47|| 6.48] 2.36] 2.12! 8.84) 9.00} 10.96} 10.00|| 2 Ba 2.00 

0.44} 0.44] 2.28] 2.06]| 6.14] 1.96] 2.63} 8.10) 8.00| 10.73] 9.00|| 1.80) 1.50 
0.56] 1.20} 3.32} 3.39]| 7.19} 2.29} 1.40] 9.48) 8.00] 10.88| 9.00|| 7.02) 7.00 

Sa cee 1.16) 2.14] 2.06]] 5.89} 2.05) 2.04) 7.94) 8.00] 9.98] 9.00|} 3.75) 3.00 
sae 0.16} 0.96} 1.03]| 6.38] 2.03] 2.55} 8.41} 8.00} 10.96] 9.00]} 2.12) 2.00 

| 
| 

0.64) 0.68) 3.20) 2.88)/ 5.98} 1.82) 1.29] 7.80) 8.00) 9.09} 8.50); 5.00) 4.00 
1.02} 0.10] 3.46] 2.88] 6.25) 1.53) 0.71] 7.78] 8.00} 8.49} 8.50]} 5.70) 4.00 
1.74) 0.50} 4.30} 4.11)| 6.59) 2.15] 0.43) 8.74) 8.00] 9.17] 8.50/| 8.02) 7.00 
1.64] 0.10] 4.48) 4.11]} 7.18] 1.44) 0.20} 8.62) 8.00} 8.82} 9.00|| 7.58) 7.00 

1.12} 0.12] 3.56] 3.30]] 4.35] 1.88] 1.15] 6.23) 6.00] 7.38] 6.50/| 10.33) 10.V0 
1.76) 0.36] 3.58} 3.28}; 4.91) 1.64] 0.83) 6.55] 6.00) 7.38] 8.00|| 10.54) 10. 
0.48] 0.14] 1.86] 1.65]| 6.1%} 2.19} 1.00] 8.38) 8.00] 9.38] 8.50|| 2.83) 2.00 
0.40} 0.12} 1.83) 1.65]) 5.82} 2.04] 1.44) 7.86] 8.00] 9.30} 8.50|| 3.09) 2.00 

0.56] 0.88} 2.29] 1.65)/ 6.43] 1.64) 0.94] 8.07) 8.00} 9.01} 8.50]| 5.86 5.00 
0.74) 0.16] 2.18] 1.65]| 6.25} 1.65) 1.16) 7.90) 8.00} 9.06] 8.50)/ 9.57) 10.00 
0.26} 0.08) 1.16) 0.82]/ 4.91) 2.27| 1.62} 7.18) 7.00) 8.80) 9.00|/ 1.26 1.00 

1.48] 0.22] 3.28] 3.70|| 7.18] 1.59] 1.28] 8.77] 7.00] 10.05] 8.00 10.22) 10.00 
{.18} 0.12] 3.08) 3.30]} 7.94) 1.77] 1.22| 9.71! 8.00) 19.93]...... 9.79, 9.00 
1.46] 0.14) 3.12) 3.30/} 7.80) 1.64) 0.94| 9.44} 6.00] 10.38] 7.00]} 9.63) 10.00 
1.26} 0.14) 3.10] 3.30)| 7.80) 1.99] .L.14) 9.79] 6.00] 10.93} 7.00]| 9.52) 10.00 

| | 
Hepa sess | Ste sailtees 13.02) 4.46] 1.52] 17.48] 14.00} 19.00) 15.00)|...... Fsaberes 

1.30} 0.20) 4.12) 4.11]) 2.71] 4.25] 1.81) 6.96) 7.00] 8.77] 8.00]| 8.91) 7.00 
1.74! 0.16} 4.20} 4.11}| 3.40) 4.21) 1.72) 7.61) 7.00) 9.33] 8.00/| 8.67) 7.00 

Bowes 0.66} 1.82] 1.65)] 4.51) 2.43} 2.44) 6.94! 6.00} 9.38] 7.00 2.59) 2.00 
reece 0.64; 1.88} 1.65|| 4.31] 2.42) 1.98} 6.73| 6.00) 8.71} 7.00/| 2.90) 2.00 

1.16] 0.20] 3.38} 3.29]} 2.19] 4.37] 1.57} 6.56) 6.00) 8.13] 7.00/| 9.77] 10.00 
1.28] 0.20] 3.45} 3.29] 2.17) 4.23] 1.49} 6.40] 6.00) 7.89] 7.00/| 10.17) 10.00 

Sere 0.82} 1.76 1.65|| 5.77| 2.48) 2.31} 8.25] 8.00] 10.56; 9.00|| 2.34] 2.00 
Fests 0.88] 1.92} 1.65|| 6.52) 2.12) 1.88! 8.64) 8.00] 10.02] 9.00]| 2.23) 2.00 

0.50) 0.16} 3.69} 3.29]| 5.77] 2.31] 2.35} 8.08} 8.00] 10.43] 9.00]| 7.25} 7.00 
0.94) 0.22) 3.56] 3.29|) 5.89) 2.81) 1.43] 8.70) 8.00] 10.13} 9.00]) 7.81) 7.00 

ein 0.86] 1.82/ 1.65|| 5.95} 2.95] 1.51) 8.90] 8.00] 10.41} 9.00|| 2.32) 2.00 
odin. 0.84] 1.96] 1.65]! 6.67] 2.53) 1.44) 9.20) 8.00] 10.64] 9.00/} 2.17) 2.00 
alice 3. PAGE| Aloe aeicrel cera eee Gam Oa O Bel eee AO Sezee Cll eeeeliocate es 

| 
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Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, rort. 

Station number. 

3|Buttalo 5-8-7 

5| Buffalo Four-Six-Ten 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Bowker's-Eill and Drill Phosphates 21s ee miss scscls chvsrieicte sien siete were ele vie sectiie semiemite 
Bowker’s Market Garden Fertilizer : 
Bowker siManketi Garden Mertilizermapieenir uiieiies eit eras create isieteracton icin cieisieiars S00 

Bowker’s:Miuriate:of-Potashyscioa tseare te eae colon mate a To ea Rene he Oa ee eee 
Bowker’ s Nitrate: Of Soday . ies o Boek ananiaee cee eeaie se eae a alae aes atone eto 
Bowker’ SiPotash Bome saa ieGraps sik te laje eterecle biorsas te ane eaesahee ESSE oe arsenate ca 
Bowker’ s+ Potash Omer ects oe cssvaceeetece Puse ial aalate Be ecole ee otal e legge oay ave, aoa etade cue aan not ee 

Bowkerms Potash:or svaplevehosphiaterecmencasms ther aceite ceeinnr eee ners 
Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Fertilizer ...... -...62.....000.000ececcccccecsccaecnes 
Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Fertilizer ..............- cece ctcnncrsesecnecencrscese 

Bowker’s Potato and Vegetable Phosphate.............c.ccsescccctecccceesscerecesene 
Bowker’s| Potatoand Vegetable Whosphabercs 5... scsi eeepc sacle mor ieeicocietom eemeeerieie : 
Bowkersisuper-Phosphateiwith Potasheer. cs asco ceicnie eince ales enieniee ceniomacmnaters 

BOWKELrS Sure Crop PM Osplaters sep seek Rieter cavers ete ae hiatal ve eo oom ce miele eee val oer ae rey cea 
Bowker’s'Sure: CropiPWosp liens ee irc ese ares incense eter ete ol lel SETAE ere eee 

Stockbridge stanune AstorsRovatoes-piaceec-eceeskene sete EEE a eee eee Eee eEEeee 
Stockbridge Manure A for Potatoes....................-000-. Ra iat aeseras we evettens eames 
Stockbridge’ Manure: for Potatoes sen) ce eccecmits ce sices a cie are es uses faites atelacdaiee meee 

3|Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Corn and All Grain Crops................-- 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Corn and All Grain Crops.....-.....-..-.-- 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Corn and All Grain Crops............-.--.- 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables..................- 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Potatees and Vegetables................... 
Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Potatoes and Vegetables............. Yea 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Seeding Down, Permanent Dressing and 
UBS eAU OO SSSI Fe em arta ei TH iene Se Rese a ate this MeN rir LON a ate ae TT ena ML ee Be 

stock budge Special Complete Manure for Seeding Down, Permanent Dressing and 
GS WIMES HA irs ee ees BSE ee aie ls Glanuts ES ann a aguas slates etee ie tela ohe Sanaa see Tee ate ote 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Seeding Down, Permanent Dressing and 
Legumes 

Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Top Dressing and for Forcing............. 
2|Stockbridge Special Complete Manure for Top Dressing and for Forcing............. 

BUFFALO FERTILIZER COMPANY, HOULTON, WAINE. 
Buffalo 5-8-9 
Buffalo 5-S-9 
Buffalo 5-8-9 

Buffalo 5-8-7 
Buffalo 5-8-7 

Uae Be aes cent a oe tere ec ar ee 

Buffalo Four-Six-Ten 

Buffalo Top Dresser 
Buttalo Top Dresser 
Buffalo Top Dresser 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, 191t. 

‘Station number. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

wv Total. : Available. Total. 
.. ~ a a a 

2 & 
2 B od he} is) rd 
S ro) é : (2) ® ® 
aa & = i) & = S & 
is 5 = o Lg 2 : q : q : q 

feet ees eee lee el a 
wn 3 3 i= > iS 5 S 3 3 5 3s 
< n is} ts] S) (0) q ) =) ) 5 ° = 

<@ | & G w m4 st cs S cs io) cs ) 
| 

Jo| Jo | % | % Jo\ Yo | % Jo | % % Jo || % | %o 
0.52) 1.04) 2.46} 2.47 6.60} 2.99} 2.07) 9.59) 9.00} 11.66} 10.00)| 2.23) 2.00 

Regis 0.40) 2.60) 2.47|| -6.27) 3.13} 1.68} 9.40} 9.00) 11.28) 10.00)| 2.17) 2.00 
0.78} 0.58} 2.48) 2.47|| 4.32} 2.23) 1.39) 6.55} 6.00} 7.93] 7.00|/ 10.09] 10.00 
0.12} 1.10} 2.46) 2.47 4.42) 2.75) 1.68) 7.17) 6.00} 8.85) 7.00') 10.51] 10.c0 

Seperated tered | ayer ope vavresed | sista te denalll cleveyere teil apciore vest |toy syeceeebal cio gueviell materersea [bys ecoieee 49.36] 49.00 
Sereno OOO TEGO) AIIESS LOH lorena teal S'S cuca ects sect fe yc | [BREWS xen Chet | pee lee il fe eae 
ee 0.16] 1.00} 0.82}} 6.54) 2.44! 1.71) 8.98) 6.00} 10.69} 7.00/| 2.78) 2.00 
SAE 0.22} 1.10) 0.82)| 4.56) 2.71) 1.42] 7.27) 6.00) 8.69) 7.00]| 2.24) 2.00 

..| 0.34] 1.07) 0.82 5.23) 2.86) 1.67) 8.09} 8.00) 9.76} 9.00]) 3.72] 3.00 
NENG 0232). (2:73) 2.47 5.97} 2.63) 2.92) 8.60) 8.00} 11.52} 9.00]| 4.03) 4.00 
0.30} 0.32) 2.92) 2.47 6.14; 2.90) 2.03} 9.04) 8.00} 11.07} 9.00} 4.12} 4.00 

Peeler 0.84) 1.84) 1.65 6.22) 2.55) 1:98) 8.77| 8.00! 10.75) 9.00)| 2.46] 2.00 
1.00} 1.96) 1.65]) 6.57). 2.15} 1.49) 8.72) 8.00} 10.21} 9.00|| 2.30] . 2.00 

oo Shelley ciated eae ee): 6.7 3.97| 1.75} 10:68] 10.00) 12.43] 11.00]| 2.44) 2.00 

Saaaa 0.17; 1.10} 0.82 6.32) 2.07) 1.98) 8.39) 8.00} 10.37] 9.00]| 2.82) 2.00 
Bice 0.18) 1.22) 0.82 6.25} 2.55] 1.68} 8.80) 8.00} 10.48] 9.00}) 2.72} 2.00 

0.70 0.14) 4.52) 4.11 4.12) 4.33) 1.71] 8.45} 7.00) 10.46) 8 60)| 9.55) 10.00 
1.48} 0.84) 4.00} 4.11 4.77) 2.75) 1.16] 7.52} 7.00) 8.68} 8.00}| 11.03] 10.00 
1.16) 0.12) 4.14) 4.11 3.13} 4.20) 1.70) 7.33) 7.00} 8.53) 8.00)| 10.26} 10.00 

1.06} 1.66} 3.34) 3.29 7.80) 2.29) 2.05} 10.69} 10.00) 12.14] 11.00}| 6.90} 7.00: 
0.66) 0.12) 3.74) 3.29 4.13) 6.08} 2.12) 10.21] 10.00) 12.33) 11.00 7.30) 7.00 
0.44; 1.20) 3.40} 3.29 7.48} 2.53) 1.44] 10.01) 10.00} 11.45) 11.00 7.58} 7.00 

0.80} 1.00) 3.45) 3.29)| 4.77| 1.63) 1.84] 6.45] 6.00) 8 29} 7.00)} 9.76) 10.00: 
0.70} 0.62) 3.28] 3.29 4.15) 2.87) 1.56) 7.02} 6.00) 8.58] 7.00|} 9.84] 10.00 
0.34| 1.54) 3.64) 3.29 4.82) 1.94) 1.90) 6.76) 6.00) 8.66} 7.00|| 10.27) 10.00 

0.30) 1.10) 2.42) 2.47|| 4.04) 2.94) 1.57) 6.98) 6.00} 8.55} 9.00)| 10.26} 10.00 

0.54] 0.62} 2.87) 2.47|| 4.96] 1.92} 1.56] 6.88] -6.00} 8.44} 9.00]| 9.79] 10.00 

0.50| 1.20) 2.46) 2.47 4.27| 2.62) 2.09} 6.89} 6.00) 8.98 9.00} 9.80} 10.00 
| 

0.74) 0.24) 4.60} 4.94 4.86] 3.12] 1.94) 7.98) 4.00) 9.92 6.00] 6.97) 6.00 
0.94) 0.16) 4.94) 4.94 2.82) 2.95) 3.00) 5.77) 4.90} 8.77) 6.00}) 6.34) 6.00 

2.30} 0.16) 4.11) 4.10)} 6.01] 2.18) 0.84) 8.19) 8.00} 9.03} 9.00]} 8.77) 9.00 
1.38; 0.12) 4.10} 4.10]; 6.40) 2.32) 0.82} 8.72) 8.00} 9.54] 9.00 8.62) 9.00 
1.48} 0.18] 4.40) 4.10 4.59} 3.70] 0.88} 8.29) 8.00) 9.17) 9.00!) 8.69} 9.00 

2.44) 0.64) 4.60) 4.10)| 6.09} 2.24) 1.03] 8.33) 8.00) 9.86) 9.00 7.00} 7.00 
1.04] 0.98) 4.10} 4.19|| 6.62) 1.49) 0.66) 8.11} 8.00} 8.77) 9.00 7.03) 7.00 
2.38) 0.22} 4.18) 4.10}| 4.77) 3.29] 0.92} 8.06) 8.00) 8.98} 9.00]} 7.71) 7.00 

1.44) 0.32) 3.60) 3.28]| 2.63) 3.61] 1.34) 6 24) 6.00} 7.58} 7.00) 10.14] 10.00 
0.36} 0.82) 3.29) 3.28]| 4.31) 2.54) 0.41) 6.85) 6.00) 7.26} 7.00/| 10.78) 10.00 
1.82) 0.32) 4.08) 3.28)| 2.58) 4.86] 0.97) 7.44) 6.00} 8.41) 7.00/| 10.03] 10.00 

3.13) 0.24) 5.46) 5.75)| 3.46) 3.090) 0.15 6.55} 6.00} 7.40, 7.00}) 5.88] 5.00 
1.94] 0.28] 5.74) 5.76/] 2.86! 3.87] 1.29] 6.73} 6 00] 8.02] 7.00 5.44] 5.00 
3.14) 1.04] 5.62) 5.76 5.23) 1.69] 0.43] 6.92) 6.00] 7.35] 7.00/] 5.87| 5.00 
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Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, 1911. 

H 
oO 
2 

5 Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 
q 
q 
aS 
— 

3 
mM 

i 

pKa) DEN BeoXendsieu O) Voy (cle hem eeteireect ris FAG ates AU AMIIE oreraee MRC arin Hae army cea abe US i Sic 
ASBD PATNI CTS CMOICE) Ly pecsticreivestepore ciex ic easectafe le, eked tse heroes Plot Se aR ECT eee 
AOU MArMers eC WOlCE ers. ce sary cce ee oae ae Le LAS SES TOT STOR oe 

HOISINE WH gland Speciale Geta treats cee ceteerctle ie ave operas Sener aie aeesrere toe Ree Ee Oe 
LB9LINew Mn elanid’ Spe ciel lis sick secret cvclee coe eves iee SOr a Ae NS Loe ee ee oe as ace 

E. D. CHITTENDEN CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
1351/Chittenden’s High Grade Potato 
1355|Chittenden’s High Grade Potato 
1354 Chittenden!s 1Oper cent! Potato sosctct some ne nice ee ene eee io eee eee 

COE-MORTIMER CGO., NEW YORK. 
1128S Brank Coeis Blood, Boneland Potashie..c.-...--. ots occ s ee seen ec seeee Ful eee 
1324 Hekinank. © oe} seblood= Bonerandakovashtqerrs scence s sects eee re nti eee ean eee 
1127/E: Frank Coe’s Celebrated Special Potato Fertilizer. 2.2... 0.2........5..-2. 022s ese. 
1322/EK. Frank Coe’s Celebrated Special Potato Ferttlizer..........................022 ceeee 

1196 HS brank Coe:siColumbian Corn Hertilizers a sem seeestic eee cane eee eee 
1327|E. Frank Coe’s Columbian Corn Fertilizer. ........... <olecbraleacen seertistsstvieretarons Soleo eee 
BT hehirank=Coeis Columbianerotato hentilizer-ece: aeration ene cen eee onan eee 
1329) Ho Hiranki Goes: Columpianskotatovbertilizens:- senna aeseeme erection eee eee 

1133). Frank Coe’s Complete Manure with 10 per cent Potash ee sal enuhesujaceve aysysretiosiarabe Rom iseaeee 
1323/E. Frank Coe’s Complete Manure with 10 per cent Potash..................ceeeeeueee 
1121). Frank Coe’s Double Strength Potato Manure............ 2.2.5.0. c cect ewer ees sceess 
1326|H. Frank Coe’s Double Strength Potato Manure...................00 eee ee ee ceeecceess 

PGE: Krank Coeisshxcelsior Potato WMertilizer<.:..: 252+ ss. c esc se oes eeicieieneioe cememee 
BPA OL Taina Coys lap-ceel eons eongroy Mlenblerka ns eau asuaengaose necanan ead es saracecunsac 
1124/E. Frank Coe’s Famous Prize Brand Grain and Grass Fertilizer ...................... 
1332|E. Frank Coe’s Famous Prize Brand Grass and Grain Fertilizer .....................-. 

1132 Epa rankaCoeisiGrass ands Gaines pec lalens pic neerekiels cy ceo ere iele nee eels eee eee 
1328 (HE hirankaCoe?s Grass anideG rain’ spec lallanenssmenries emi astern sien ee ere ane eee 

1115|E. Frank Coe’s High Grade Ammoniated Bone Superphosphate.......... ....... aera 
1330)E. Frank Coe’s High Grade Ammoniated Bone puperPhespiate Saas aie ciehspavelets Greene 
1333)HE ranks Coe}sseashiGnade eotato Menilizer. ecm neaee asec ease nck oie ae eee 

List. HrankiCoe:ssRed Brand Hxcelsionr Guano. se. sdseck tenance aes ise teenies 
1331|/E. Frank Coe’s Red Brand Excelsior Guano...................... LRoaiblonses Gjaeste ee ore Eee 
1414) EH. Frank Coe’s RedsiBrandsHxcelsiormGuamorers ses cee tae nee ee 

1125|He Erank Coeis\Standand Potato Hertilizer... 0.25.0 sesses see see eee oe eames 
P32 Ee HrankCoeisistandard Potato sHenviizensy <i ccc semis ce ticteinereseioe cet cnieinca eee 

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
1439| Essex Complete Manure for Corn, Grain and Grass....... SECT a CUTE Coe > - 
1440| Essex Complete Manure for Corn, Grain and Grass .......... cece cece eee e ete e te eeees 

1359|Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables..................--2----- 
1378] Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables............-.....+eeeeee 
1411|Essex Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetables..............-20--seeseee 

1438 | HissexiGrainvand: GrassyMertilizer sys: c eran teisielolelsecireieiey serene sein incor eeteie eet seers 
1365) Mssex Peerless: Potato: Mamie) 22sec. 4): ace ale eve clelsy overs <i ieucin.ccssbigieyeis cei) elemsicters oistel coe leteeneene 
1379 |/EssexcPeerless:hotatorMamunre re 202 stecclensiere sie cletaicncie eitiers e[e citie eertniaieni ieeiere ee eee eee 
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_ Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, IOI. 

Phosphoric Acid. 

Station number. As Nitrates, 

Total. 

Soluble. Reverted. Insoluble. Guaranteed. 
uarenteed. 
1 1 

SoS SFOOG OGG. wr oN Bee Ok NSO SN 

Nitrogen. 

fo Total. 
i) 
~ 

2 : 
7 z 
S| 2 
Ss a 
ell uae 

fe) = 

2 | Ss 

Jo | % | % 
0.14) 1.35] 0. 
0.06} 1.32) , 0. 
0.12} 1.06) 0. 

0.54! 3.08) 1. 
1.20) 2.06) 2. 

0.10] 4.30) 4 
0.68] 3.32) 3 

1.48} 3.93} 4.1 
1.96] 4.20] 4. 
1.00] 1.86] 1.6% 
0.60| 1.82] 1. 

0.49] 1.42} 1: 
0.56] 1.52) 1. 
0.52) 1.57| 1. 
0.56] 1.52 1. 

1.30] 2.50} 2. 
1.40] 2:64} 2. 
0.98] 3.57| 3. 
1.48] 3.79] 3. 

1.28] 2:60] 2. 
0.60| 2.47] 2. 

0.56] 1.62] 0, 
0.40] 1.24] 0. 

1.14) 1.90] 1. 
0.64] 1.96] 1. 
0.60] 2.60| 2. 

188|) 3038) (3: 
1.58] 3.48] 3. 
1.42} 3.38) 3. 

1.34] 3.38] 3.3 
1.28] 3.32] 3. 

1.50] 3.17| 3. 
1.20] 3.32] 3. 

1.38| 3.18) 3. 
1.22] 3.40] 3. 
1.48] 3.20] 3.: 

0.08} 1.08) 0.8: 
4, 
4, 
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102 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQITI. 

Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, IQII. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

GERMAN KALI WORKS, NEW YORK. 
1206|Genuine German Kainit 
1209|/Muriate of Potash 
1200|Sulphate of Potash 

i ie i i i i ii i i i iii ie ie ei i ie i ee a ieee ae ea ear ay 

HUBBARD FERTILIZER CO., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
1377| Hubbard's Aroostook Special Fertilizer....... 2.0.0... ccc eee cece enews cccsecsseseeacs 
1394| Hubbard's Aroostook Special Fertilizer..... Bid foals woud oe teu staleyenc Sropskocsis Su chas hens Paar oneal a 
1203|Hubbard’s Blood, Bone and Potash 
1246] Hubbard’s Blood, Bone and Potash 

i i ee i i ii ee i i ic ce i ee ay 

i ie i i ik a ii i ik i iii ia ca i ry 

1197|Hubbard’s Farmers’ IXL Fertilizer for Grain and Grass...............0cs ce cee nee eeee 
1245|Hubbard’s Farmers’ IX L Fertilizer for Grain and Grass........-.....2e2ececeeeeecees 
1368) Hubbard’s Maine Potato Grower Fertilizer 
1393| Hubbard’s Maine Potato Grower }ertilizer 

1214) Hubbard’s Royal Ensign Fertilizer for Corn and Grain 
1242} Hubbard’s Ruyal Ensign Fertilizer for Corn and Grain 

127 Fea bards specialeeorato Hextilizerte etree aeicase cece ite ie eerie eceaees 
1243} Hubbard’s Special Potato Fertilizer ; 
1376)Etubbardis' SpecialsPotato) Mentilizenissc ac. od: «sistema cits sesie cere fis cael ee ene eee eee 
1244|Hubbard’s 10 per cent Potash Guano for Potatoes 

LISTER’S AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL CO., NEWARK, N. J. 
LOSS LaSters Boome: Me ale. 25 eects F Pia secie oy a op avooehc he eves Meee nace aia el Rescate Sonia nie aot Fe ere cet 

Pi ee aCe ee i i Ci a ee ee en ee eee eine re 

ee ee eee eee ete e tee ee ee eee te ee eee tee 

1101] Lister’s High Grade Special sor Spring Crops 
1181) Lister's High Grade Special for Spring Crops....... 0.20. ec chee ccc c reece oeecee tees. 
PLOZ LEAS TET S “P.O va tom Mra aT eh See ae Siaaa ee plover ctens va vets asad chances ee NS ret ee Cot Seana Te aloe Oke tere ee 
1180 Lister's: Potato Miamune:sesser suse ome anaes cee mate neice nets Lite ag oeeaeee 

1096| Lister's Special Corn Fertilizer 
IN ISIE SV oevonis Cohan mercer kee dane aoe haguaeodceboonuecD dononen tooodsese 
1O97ILister's!SpecialpRotatomhlentwizer sce oc tees take arent cise statis hee ome 
1186] Lister’s Special Potato Fertilizer 

1021) Lister's Success Fertilizer....................- sHfisaeusrakal 4 ROR vin ecegetetn eee eerc tale anc arate pet ona 
LAST |Misteris SUCCESS sMErtlhizens se eye, ce heies skye one a hate oh vob else teehee teers eaee  aheees ele Oe ene eee Reees 
La histeris TO per cent RotatosG Owe ten hve csteweee sissies ace sles evs eecter ele oe esnsy suet ete atete oleae 
L185 Muister’s LO per Cente OtatOsGrOweLarnaaaccnscsle sss ssiceer cities ae tiels siete sae eee 

“MARTIN & WHITE, NEW YORK CITY. N. Y. 
1405) Wiatson*s; improved Potato MertiliZeries cise: «=a cisjete oxrsiesieciestee lial cletele @)s sees eyelets eres 

MERROW BROTHERS, AUBURN, ME. 
(2AT Merrow’ SiBOme *MiCalin icc nerd ciskc oreccin, butts erateictounve Stahl es GLA eee ithe o Dovel tiehe iene, Males e leeks ee Rae 

LOM AGIGEPH OSp iat Cie size vie. syaeveatsveke abarcrs tile ston i svopcasuern cater SL Alsiers ete elie Lote telohera cotoloheier venom a tet vee eae 
LOW Morison Bros. “VAS Brand Potato: Mentilizers sees meet ccies cite steelers alta ieee terete 
1078} Morison Bros. Animal Tankage 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, rotrt. 

Nitrogen. Phosphorie Acid. Potash. 

un Total. Available. Total. 
ne L & is 

SSA en, 5 Ss ; 
a £ | J 3 3 | 3 

pee | fe s 3 |s s g 8 
=] 2 q 2 2g 2 2 iS] 3 ae F = 

ee See le ee le |e ee 8 
Peete cose os | ee fm oe |e kh Bh eB |S 6 | 5 
ainsi tle) | mn | 4 as S 5 & o 

Go| Jo |\%o | Fe|| G.| % | % | Fo |% | S| Ge || % | % 
1358| 0.06] 1.12| 2.50| 2.46|| 5.58] 1.40) 0.28} 6.98] 6.00! 7.26) 7.00|| 10.31| 10.00 
1380]...... 1.10} 2.40} 2.46|| 5-15] 0.99) 0.42} 6.14] 6.00) 6.56) 7.00|| 10.03] 10.00 
PAST ee. 0.42} 2.00| 3.00/| 5.52! 3.32] 1.14] 8.84) 8.00, 9.98) 9.00| 3.40| 3.00 

SETS). oy ghee es se Na [Gea op eee Plame lee DR I ea 13.49) 12.00 
TESS). oo co SRS Meo AU Te le al ae aa 51.76) 50.00 
LOD lf eel RS SI ERS ot Ay oe ar a 51.00) 48.00 

1377| 0 76] 1.24} 3.52] 3.83|| 5.15} 2.01) 1.95] 7.16] 7.00) 8.41| 9.00|| 10.18] 10.00 
4394| 0.82} 1.20] 3.53} 3.83|| 4.91| 2.69} 1.14] 7.60] 7.00| 8.74] 9.00|| 10.75) 10.00 
1203} 0.28] 1.00} 3.00] 3.32|| 6.22’ 2.12] 1.98] 8.35] 8.00] 9.63] 10.00|| 6.52) 7.00 
1246} 0.40/ 1.00, 3.26) 3.26|| 6.51| 2.18) 1.39] 8.69] 8.00] 10.08) 10.00} 6.91| 7.v0 

1197} 0.06] 0.74} 2.00| 1.64|| 2.71) 5.63) 1.63] 8.34] 8.00] 9.97| 10.00|] 2.84) 2.00 
1245} 0.36] 0.12| 2.16] 1.65|| 0 89) 6.33) 1.58| 7.22| 8.00] 8.80] 10.00|| 2.51| 2.00 
1368} 1.22} 1.38} 3.96| 4.10|| 6.71) 1.69| 0.74] 8.40] 8.00] 9.14| 10.00|| 7.83] 7.00 
1393} 0.72] 1.42| 4.08) 4.10|| 7.64) 1.30] 0.55] 8.94] 8.00] 9.49| 10.00|| 8.26] 7.00 

1214] 0.54] 0.56| 2.40} 2.46|| 3.24) 5.03| 1.49] 8.27| 8.00] 9.76] 10.00|| 4.35| 4.00 
IO ewes 1.16} 2.10] 2.46|| 5.92) 2.89] 1.37} 8.81] 8.00| 10.18] 10.00|| 3.75] 4.00 

1217} 0.28] 0.94] 2.70! 3.32|| 2.15] 3.94) 1.72] 6.09] 6.00] 7.81) 8.00|| 11.66| 10.00 
1243} 0.22] 2.20] 3.28] 3.32|| 3.29) 2.95] 0.71| 6.24] 6.00] 6.95; 8.00|| 10.43] 10.00 
1376| 0.70] 1.14] 3.28} 3.28|| 2.60, 4.66] 1.22| 7.26] 6.00| 8.28] 8.00|| 10.29] 10.00 
1244]... 1.26] 2.16] 2.46|| 6.05) 0.25) 1.53] 6.30] 6.00| 7.88] 8.00|| 9.58] 10.00 

| 

LOSS ie ABS 2-68 Hoc hie Loe ease alee ete 23007 OBNO0 |r a. heme 
TG |e eee BHO Gi iets |e enelene teal ys tare DG .02) 2/88 | la al ane 
TW eh Seen eee LE eee as 6.57, 3.17} 0.96] 9.74] 10.00] 10.70] 11.00|] 2.05) “2.00 

PMU) ie! 0.24) 1.90) 1.65|| 6.01) 1.87| 2.44] 7.88] 8.00] 10.32] 9.00]|| 10.24] 10.00 
1181! 0.18] 0.76| 1.68] 1.65|| 6.57) 1.83] 1.63} 8.40] 8.00] 10.03) 9.00,| 10.16] 10.00 
1102’ 0.34} 1.30] 3.34} 3.29|| 6.70, 1.65] 1.75] 8.35] 8.00| 10.10) 9.001] 7.36] 7.00 
1180, 0.30| 1.38} 3.26} 3.29|| 6.06) 1.98; 2.25] 8.04] 8.00] 10.29] 9.00!| 7.56! 7.00 

1096] ..... 0.18] 1.53, 1.23|| 6.27] 2.24] 1.98] 8.51] 8.00] 10.49] 9.00|| 3.32! 3.00 
1182} 0.25} 0.44} 1.68| 1.23|| 5.93] 2.08] 2.13] 8.01| 8.00| 10.14] 9.00|| 3.46] 3.00 
HOST. 0.18] 1.86} 1.65|| 5.52| 2.78) 2.27| 8.30) 8.00| 10.57] 9.00|| 3.41] 3.0c 
GIRE|) 0.78] 1.60} 1.65|| 6.01) 2.89] 1.31] 8.90] 8.00] 10.21) 9.00/| 3.58! 3.00 

1021, 0.15! 0.15) 1.52/ 1.23|] 7.24, 1 42] 2.22] 8.66] 9.00] 10.88] 10.00||, 2.28] 2.00 
1187| 0.38; 0.18| 1.54) 1.23]! 6.67| 2.52/ 1.59] 9.19] 9.00] 10.78] 10.00|| 2.63] 2.00 
1114] 0.50} 1.10] 3.50} 3.29)! 4.86] 1.87/ 1.77| 6.73] 6.00] 8.50| 7.00!| 10.20, 10.00 
1185| 0.32] 1.16) 3.50} 3.29|| 4.64) 1.60] 1.91] 6.24] 6.00] 8.15] 7.00|| 10.65] 10.00 

1495] 0.12| 3.65) 4.27| 4.12|| 5.79) 1.86! 1.66| 7.65) 8.00] 9.31' 10.00|| 6.47| 7.00 

BRA ail a’) goal AePalieecs SES cnt eae et Rr BUEN SOMO ae Maly dete 

MOE low» 2m ol vn aad Aap tet S | Oneal. 73 16x00) 17 42\y" ee salles cst sce. 
1071} 1.20] 0.14| 3.26] 3.00|| 7.50] 1.77| 0.84] 9.27| 8.0)| 10.11|.... .|| 9.88) 10.00 
HOWSN siw-i\s os FEGE haseenne 0.11] 4.88 3.99) 4.99)... Bags ee meee Wecietrrslia eee 



/ 

104. MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQII. 

Descriptwe List of Fertilizer Samples, rort. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

Station number. 

1072 MorisoneBros)< Ci Brand for AlCropsaecc sce es ee eeree aan selene ete eee 
1070 | Morisone Bros. 3=s=lOsblertilizers cen nsec ee ns ean chee ere eee eee 
1073) Morison Bros. Xtra High Grade Potato Fertilizer ........... Sep GAN Ne Shae G00 

LOWS) Muniaterot? otasbi ei ie wx ioe e eae eee oe Dae adds ates SEE Sate BES EI Eee 
AOMGWNGtrate OL SOG ar ec stiek pas sense ae elotw Sooo oes aE RL aT Gee Ee ES 
1074 SHUH GG) DYN ek 0) tel 210) 21S) RMS ras T Rar acinar ae Aine onan Dieta ini anaein bara mceatn actin aac d cle Se 

NATIONAL FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON: MASS. 
335) (Chath feralenol | AVRO OS MOO) OIE Son cescoundaa nansanaadansoDboneoogs eho snaccocsoces wees : 
1353|Chittenden’s Aroostook Special..... junds sdoassse Koons onMDObHDSOmO OD OOD IODeao0CRES oe 
1409'Chittenden’s Complete “orn and Grain Fertilizer................ 002 see eee e eee reece 

1408|Chittenden’s Complete Grass Fertilizer.....,....2essese0eseeeeeeee eee ee rece aid 
1413} Chittendents Complete oot Hentwlizens (ere ere cieerneista etic oe ee eee reer mace 
1356) Chittendents Mune ka Potato peruuli Zener ac ve eaten cee cee wc des eele seein sie eee ay 

1341|Chittenden’s Excelsior Potato Mertilizer................0 cece cece ec cece eter e esr enesees 
1357 Chittenden’s' Hxcelsior Potato Mertilizer.......-.---csc- +e cen sc «lee eran sierra 
USEC (Chawbilvenone enavtS 1Dp-cihee), 18 lived ny Cravens Wihhnwbiesaoagoccussacosacsdans9caconcdse7G5s0907554e0005 
IAM o Clown cenaveKeral SAdo-qni deh de lke} a) eneaveley WEWODNRe Ge aooesnodsdos doacdnDs 6050000 os cunocana4cbcn0 

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
1068 New. PnelamdComiypletey Mieninin eure stir cei sn secs oot crvonere Senet ce cocees eyecare eee 
1258 |New: Hneland Complete Mam Une esc. ae ceyciec cs «scans i-enlcvarace he = aye oes nin este eisicie ieee eee 
1065) New Bneland,CormandeGraim Hertilizens «.c ssc oda. os nine ce ae eee eer 
1252) New Bueland Comeand GraineHertilizers qance-snss cence dees cance eee ince iee riers 

UCU INEnweHpayed Enevel Olona 121 NOS MICs nn sone ocoddoondakaduobsocunnosadcodnauddncSuoLauob nonoS 
12a INewAumelamds Conn yehOsplatemrmrr ssc ae aemener mcr cee ieee ae ert re iene 
1059 New Hineland:Hiehs Grade Rotator Herti lize. ccn-cei cee le aera eines 

1069|New England High Grade Special with 10 per cent Potash..............-s+eeeeeeeee: 
1259) New England High Grade Special with 10 per cent Potash..........-.....---..+-+eees 
1371|New England High Grade Special with 10 per cent Potash..................-e+eeeeee 

1372|New England Market Garden Manure..............cceeeccseeceescess “OS reid oateaee S68 oh 
058 Newel lands Potato blentilizietwu ss nce nm aon nee rerio enn ee btn creer Ceara 
ol iNew: HMetaMnder OtAavORReLunlizere a -paiccaiaec teen pace okt tact eee ee ee 

Lost New -hnipland Rotator Growelscnmasuckies cee ecm ucieiein nie miata ce oe ee eee 
1305; New England Potato and Vegetable Manure...............ccc cece cence eee cseceeeeees 
1067; New England Superphosphate for All Crops...........ccccccec cece cencereceeetee tees 
1304; New England Superphosphate for All Crops............20..2000. 0 we teeeceeeeeeceees 

PARMENTOR & POLSEY CO,, BOSTON, MASS. 
SAAN SB TEUING eetaae cargic asa he sarciesie hearse et oes ae Oe TU ere aS eee 
. Aroostook Special Ae 
. Aroostook Special 
ATO OSTOOIS Pe Clalesk venues a seen ae ee aeledu cu is sive Seen ee eee 

1370 
1066 
1373 
1398 

1056 
1064 
1063 

me ee 

Maine BotatoWenrtilizenise tts< ae scses ele ee Oa eho a aE eee 
s Plyinouth RocksB rams. 205270) srs oarceae an en erie oe Oe ee eee 
_ special Potato Menwlizen as 2st tence aed oe ae ee ee 

E. W. PENLEY, AUBURN, MAINE. 
144g Penley ssAuburnsPextilizenc.se ye ee eA aie ee ON ee oe ee 
1446|Peniley’s 4-6-10 Potato Mertilizer 752... 22. .02-..0 ds enes seen ee see ee ne looses uleeonn 
1449 Renleyis Seeding Downy Hertilizen. seecreneebeh pecceeeee nner ene eee ao eee ee ere 
1447 Rentley{s/3=6=1O Mert iI Zen asec cies a Fess ae eer Shoe Be eee ee 

pele gels ge) aehne)ce) ee be mM Hrd 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, 19trt. 

Station number. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. | Potash. 

' wi Total. Available. Total. | 
+» F 

pale : ; al 
ee 3 % Z| = 
els & || s 8 2 | 8 
Se sa so eae e (esse Ps 18 Ws 8 

Pal 7 = || 3 

Re ee eee ee BE ee 
n Sil Ss 2) = 1 il 3 

—ieg | | 6 Se Ele ae al ae ee es Sbae 

J | | F| % Jo | % |% | fo | % | % % Jo | %o 
1.12} 0.08} 2.46) 2.20}) 8.77) 1.33] 0.59) 10.10} 10.00} 10.69} ..... || 6.52] 6.00 
0.86! 0.20) 2.48} 2.47)| 5.68) 1.18) 1.44] 7.86) 8.00) 9.30),..... 9.79} 10.00 
2.10} 0.10) 4.24) 4.12!} 7.91) 0.61) 0.89} 8.52) 7.00) 9.41)......)| 10.57} 10.00 

onzcsole bees] Womaeal lea cepa | eaery teenn em aecet neat oi] Mtoe ol Ae eal eAmate 51.00} 50.00 
56 ube hoe WHGOL) UEROM ISG Sc allsccooujledudonlloopue dlovedocikaaaaallpoocociilacoocdlloocoos 
PE (ster coke [estan 69M tc esas) lhe ava, y 2ua'll essescya lettber cess latMagsy a) latepals sdnj|| Mapetsdeee lliwarese aus 50.28] 48.00 

1.42) 0.46) 4.11) 4.11}| 4.16) 3.79; 1.24) 7.95) 7.00} 9.19; 8.00|| 7.23} 7.00 
1.36) 0.22) 4.30) 4.11)} 3.19] 4.35) 1.66) 7 54} 7.00) 9.20) 8.00|| 8.45; 7.00 
0.82) 0.86) 3.44} 3.29|| 6.46) 2.21! 1.38} 8.67) 8.00) 10.05} 9.00)| 7.69} 6.00 

1.62} 1.66} 4.32) 4.11)) 4.23) 2.03) 1.20} 6.26] 6.00) 7.46) 7.00/| 4.95) 5.00 
0.66] 0.60) 3.34! 3.29)| 5.38) 2.71! 2.07} %.09) 8.00] 10.16} 9.00|| 6.47) 6.00 
0.98} 0.20} 2.90) 2.47/| 2.30) 3 79) 1.68] 6.09) 6.00) 7.77) 7.00] 10.46) 10.00 

1.28) 0.20) 3.30) 3.29|| 2.58] 3.78) 1.61] 6.36] 6.00] 7.97} 7.00|| 10.31} 10.00 
1.50) 0.16) 3.26) 3.29] 2.89) 3.86} 1.84) 6.25) 6.00} 8.09} 7.00/| 10.27) 10.00 
1.36} 0.16) 4.10) 4.11}! 3.11) 3.66) 1.89} 6.77) 7.00) 8.66) 8.00/| 10.41) 10.00 
1.40) 0.20} 4.30! -4.11]! 3.14] 3.83) 1.56) 6.97) 7.00} 8.53} 8.00|| 10.36] 10.00 

Horie: 1.30} 3.30) -3.28]| 4.86} 1.70] 0.70) 6.56} 6.00) 7.26} 7.00}| 9.94) 10.00 
OSG 1.24) 3.16) 3.28]| 4.45) 2.37) 0.28] 6.82} 6.00) 7.10) 7.00)| 10.22) 10.00 
SoCo Ce 0.08} 1.38) 1.23]; 4.98} 2.32) 0.82) 7.30) 7.00) 8.12) 8.00)| 2.13) 2.00 
Lee ¢ 0.12) 1.27) 1.23)/ 2.98] 4.21) 0.80] 7.19} 7.00] 7.99} .8.00]) 2.32) 2.00 

one 0.06) 1.78) 1.64/| 6.64) 157) 2.32) 8.21) 8.00] 10.53} 9.00}| 3.10) 3.00 
Abate 0.18) 1.74) 1.64)! 0.65) 7.39) 0.59] 8.04) 8.00] 8.63} 9.00}| 3.15) 3.00 

0.26, 0.84) 2.56} 2.46} 6.43) 1.84] 0.87) 8.27) 8.00) 914) 9.00}| 5.91} 6.00 

Alene 1.30} 3.68) 3.69]! 5.36] 1.76) 0.68) 7.12} 7.00} 7.80) 8.00} 10.03} 10.00 
ne gaan 1.16) 3.20) 3.69]) 5.58} 2.74) 2.58} 8.32) 7.00} 10.86) 8.00|| 10.78) 10.00 

0.08} 1.18) 3.74} 3.69]; 5.26] 1.88) 0.79] 7.14} 7.00; 7.93} 8.00)| _ 9.53) 10.00 

erate 1.36) 3.82) 4.10)} 5.44) 2.33] 0.60). 7.77) 7.00) 8.37) 8.00)} 7.42) 7.00 
Seapicerie 0.44; 1.66} 1.64]| 4.47) 2.99} 0.40} 7.46] 7.00] 7.86) 8.00)| 4.03} 4.00 
eee 0.44) 2.98) 1.64)| 5.38] 1.91) 0.64] 7.29] 7.00} 7.93] 8.00]/ 4.16) 4.00 

nee ae 1.16} 2.40} 2.46]; 5.36} 1.08} 0.37) 6.44) 6.00/ 6.81) 7.00|| 10.12) 10.00 
Pe en 1.62) 3.26) 3.28]; 6.68] 1.81) 0.55) 8.49} 8.00) 9.04) 9.00)| 7.02) 7.00 
icin Ob 1.24) 2.42) 2.46)| 7.26] 1.00] 0.64] 8.26} 8.00} 8.90} 9.00)|. 4.18) 4.00 
Serif 0.86) 2.46) 2.46)| 5.93) 2.86] 1.15] 8.79] 8.00} 9.94) 9.00}| 4.41) 4.00 

0.12} 4.50} 4.12] 4.10]) 6.94] 0.38] 0.88] 7.32] 7.00] 8.20} 8.00|| 8.21) 8.00 
aor aoe 1.96) 3.72} 3.69|| 6.44} 0.96] 0.65] 7.40) 7.00} 8.05} 8.00|| 10.39} 10.00 
Becher 1.72) 3.50) 3.70)/ 6.24) 1.06] 0.64] 7.30} 7.00} 7.94] 8.00}| 11.381} 10.00 

0.10, 2.12) 38.88, 3.69]] 6.57| 0.97) 0.64, 7.54) 7.00! 8.18] 8.00/| 10.30] 10.00 

vals cy 1.36} 3.15) 3.28]) 6.06] 0.10) 0.52] 6.16] 6.00} 6.68] 7.00|| 10.00} 10.00 
reer 1.08} 2.42) 2.46); 6.91, 0.97! 0.97] 7.88] 8.00} 8.85; 9.0N|| 4.14) 4.00 
Sy ntEN. 1.58] 3.22) 3.28]| 6.67| 1.62) 0.80) 8.29) 8.00) 9.09 9.00} 7.30} 7.00 

0.56] 0.10} 3.20} 2.47)| 6.95) 2.53] 1.33} 9.48} 8.00/ 10.81! 9.00|} 4.97) 4.00 
1.02) 0.08) 3.80) 38.30]} 5.63) 3.03) 1.24] 8.66] 6.00] 9.90] 7.00/| 10.43) 10.00 
QVAG amie 1.46) 1.03)} 7.05) 2.86} 0.33] 9.91) 8.00} 10.24) 9.00]| 2.69) 2.00 
0.72} 0.06) 2.48} 2.47)]| 5.50) eeu 0.70} 9.40) 6.00} 10.10) 7.00}| 9.55) 10.00 



106 MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IQII. 

Descriptwe List of Fertilizer Samples, rort. 

Station number. 

Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 

PORTLAND RENDERING CO., PORTLAND, ME. : 
BOMeAD Usb Warm ae eo. iovecacsie tareecsesvoleicctele ape atave lou ate erste reyetelo ied ceerei eh eraleuns satel ete eer eielotot peek ene eee 

ROGERS & HUBBARD Co., MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 
Hubpbard'siCompletesPhosphidtet---renecciesse snes oe tea acne tia eee eer 
Hubbard’s Fruit or Grass and Grain Fertilizer ... ..............-. 22sec ence cee ees 
Hubbard’s New Market Garden Phosphate.............. ....... Emon naranAGooAeoS fe 
Hubbard’s New Market Garden Phosphate..............ceeeeecce eee ee cece ee ceeeeceee 

Hubbard’s:Oats‘and-Lop Dressing, ates ceseccic een clsiee oe oi ean on anise ee 
Hubbard’s:Oatsiand Pop Dressings: ct. ec- 2 ose oes nelsitoiciels lee me cle eet es ree 
Eubband?s Potatovehosplia teste ace cece a yatere ran stare oer soto ce cake oveasiol = oie iste io eater een 
Hubbard?s: Potato PB mosplaitess cr errors stavese cise ans cicuas orsiateg= ot =1orethelers oie clever aoieledeeree Tenet 

Hubbard’s Soluble Corn and General Crop Manure..................00ees eens e cer eeee 
Hubbard’s Soluble Corn and General Crop Manure..............0....eeees eee ee ee eee 
Hubbards Soluble Rotator Mamiunetc.- ccc os as tierra tee eee eee 
Eubbard’s:s olmblese otatonMamumers s-m-crtesran eerste ese terete ain sv eteye oieiciee t= ere 

SAGADAHOC FERTILIZER CO., BOWDOINHAM, ME. ! 
ACIG-PHOSPHAtES4 Soho oa eee as eh ae es ae ee Se BE TEE Sie ee See ST oe 
Aroostook Potato Manure..........-..2. seeeeeeeeees 

4-6-10 Fertilizer for Potatoes 
4-6-10 Fertilizer for Potatoes 
Dh cI) ete) 0(0 (2 Ra eee act ep rn Se aes oa eR ee are erecta Samp Ra hain NG arising eo ac qadacdas 

Sagadahoc High Grade Superphosphate. .............2. cece e cence eee eee treet eens 
Sagadahoe 6-6-6 Hertilizer form ROUATOES: 222.4 «<eeeciteleliee iets cles iets lo ee eee 
Sapadahoe special Corns Bertil Ze wee oy. erysrttelec ose isrcleeselses oie ieee ieee eee eee 

Sagadahoc! Special Potato H ertilizers.. +: qa... 22 enone aes cise ces oe <= ceie eeie ieeisers 
3-6-1 O Mertilizer for PO ATO SS a: a sx < cle. cseroiare cre alors cit ee Sint sae ay=/an nie ie cucln a lenehateners OPS rere ee deere 
XX Chemical Fertilizer Brand, Clark’s Mixture. ..........:c00.. 2......00ceeccesssene 
Yankee Fertilizer Complete for All Crops..........2....- 02-00. eecscacessceeess Bdisiel srs 

SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
Swift’s Lowell Animal Brand for All Crops............-... .2esccececeesceccevescesens 
Swift’s Lowell Animal Brand for All Crops.............2..-ce.ecec eee e eee sense ereess 
Swift’s Lowell Bone Fertilizer for Corn and Grain ..................-...00 see eeeeeee 

Swift’s Lowell Dissolved Bone and Potash................cs eee e cece e ence ence eee ceeee 
SWikies WowellaG mou Ae BOMe earlier care elee erelotars cre csiehake lore ope lsieteieyerepeinver= eleicieteiefete einer ean 
Swift’s Lowell Potato Grower 
Swift’s Lowell Potato Grower 

Swift’s Lowell Potato Manure 
Swift’s Lowell Potato Manure 

Swift's Special Corn and Vegetable Manure ...........-.....-2 cece eseees cece eeeeseees 
Swiftis Special Potato Mertilizen. -..-o- <cere oe wwe ee ee selene ele leis aoe aie) ele eet etois 
SINUS MSyOLGEN | TetowEN Koy IMepealhiereas Sob oncaaccoGauo- dea Gnonesacodqonoosnsoecessscsessoceas 

Swift’s Superior Fertilizer with 10 per cent Potash ..... ........ 0. -. eee c eee cence eee 
Swift’s Superior Fertilizer with 10 per cent Potash ..............20.-.. seen eee e eee eee 
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Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, rort. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash. 

wi Total. Available. Total. 

| = 
2 2 Ss é : : . 
g 3 3 is; J io) i 
S 4 ® j 5 ® o D 
iS 3 S| 8 A z “2 & £ & 
a : q 2 g 2 : A : a ; a 

E Pee se se) e S| eo) Soe ee [8 
= nn | 3 I > g 3 S 3 s 5 co 
8 < n 6) = 6 ® S S) = ) t=) ) =} 
ww < Fe S is) FS iS S sd) is o 

hm | %'| %| %m || % | % | %| %\|% | %| % il wm | % 
ADDI eee so] 2/2 5 soot) Soll oD I Motta TOOT euwu Lie ceo a WLS) Le BO sees elleoosc 

1428} 0.40) 0.06) 1.64) 1.50)| 4.50) 3.46) 1.63) 7.96) 7.00) 9.59) 8.00); 5.68) 5.00 
1453} 0.24) 0.04) 2.36) 2.20)| 0.32) 7 49; 8.03} 7.81) 6.50] 15.84! 16.00}| 11.90) 12.00 
1422) 0.72) 0.04} 2.20) 2 00 3.48} 3.28] 1.76) 6.7 6.00} 8.52} 7.00|| 10.86) 10.00 
1429} 0.48} 0.10) 2.02): 2.00)} 4.10) 3.15) 1.31] 7.25) 6.00) 8.56) 7.0Q}/ 11.08) 10.00 

1430) 3.14) 0.04) 8.94) 8.50]| 0.67) 5.25) 2.33) 5.92) 4.50] 8.25] 8.CO|| 9.40) 8.00 
1451) 3.34) 0.04) 8.54) 8.50}| 0.48) 6.82) 1.31) 7.30) 4.50} 8.61} 8.00]| 8.98) 8.00 
1423) © 52) 0.10) 2.26) 2.00}| 6.70} 3.90) 1.79) 10.60) 9.00) 12.39} 10.00]} 6.66} 5.00 
1450} 0.70) 0.08} 2.00) 2.00 7.75| 2.82) 1.82) 10.57) 9.00} 12.39}. 10.00 5.26] 5.00 

1421) 0.66) 0.10) 2.90) 2.50)/ 2.65) 5.44) 1.77) 8.09) 6.00) 9.86) 8.00)| 8.62) 8.00 
1452} 0.62) 0.08) 2.52) 2.50)). 2.63) 4:61] 1.93) 7.24) 6.00) 9.17) 8.00!) 9.70) 8.CO 
1420} 1.34) 0.26) 5.44] 5.00 1.07) 5.99) 4.58) 7.06} 7.00) 11.64) 10.00)| 5.95) 5.00 
1427; 1.26) 0.22) 5.06) 5.00); 1.08) 6.40) 4.45) 7.48) 7.00] 11.93) 10.00)| 5.29) 5.00 

BLS [ietoteteyete icra eras) |e. a-aharle Se eaG Ueto By Ty) OS SO ISCO) WOLD). oc5csllloeooenlacones 
1238] 0.02) 0.44) 1.26} 1.00 5.77) 2.10} 0.84) 7.87) 6.00) 8.71) 7.00/| 4.67) 4.00 
1233) 0.04) 0.08) 1 68) 1.00 4.86) 3.83] 3.07) 8.69] 6.00) 11.76) 8.00]| 4.42) 3.00 

1230) 0.90} 0.60) 3.12} 3.05 3.99) 3.36) 0.64) 7.35} 6.00) 7.99} 7.00}) 10.55} 10.00 
1336] 1.06) 0.62} 3.28) 3.05|| 3.67) 3.05) 0.41) 6.72] 6.00) 7.13) 7.00)| 11.44) 10.00 
BOAO ee certansi lett are. ALE SOO AL LOO tle rercasyal | Sas cate legen auc cper bene aes poe ee || evap etme cael [fo uaue cnet Sesnererecs 

1231; 0.34) 0.50} 2.00) 1.50 6.83] 2.43) 0.63} 9.26) 6.00] 9.89) 7.00 5.07; 3.00 
1234) 1.64) 0.08] 5.42} 4.40|| 4.80} 2.39) 0.43) 7.19] 6.00] 7.62} 8.00)| 7.56) 6.00 
1235) 0.92) 0.58) 2.48) 2.20)) 4.53) 4.13) 3.56] 8.66] 8.00) 12.22/ 9.00]| 4.72) 4.00 

1229) 0.38] 0.64! 2.00} 2.00]} 5.82) 3.21) 0.11) 9.03) 7.00) 9.14) 8.00 7.77} 8.00 
1232} 0.30) 0.58} 2.34) 2.20/) 4.78) 2.26) 0.64) 7.04] 6.00) 7.70} 7.00)| 10.03) 10.00 
1237) 1.64) 0.24) 7.50) 6.00|| 0.30) 3 85) 3.97] 4.15] 3.00) 8.12) 7.00]| 9.92] 8.00 
1236] 0.28) 0.20) 1.10) 0.40); 3.38) 6.67) 0.73] 10.05} 7.00) 10.78} 8.00|| 4.29) 2.00 

LODZ eer. 1.22) 2.54) 2.46 7.15) 1.20) 0.63} 8.35) 8.00] 8.98} 9.00|| 4.13} 4.00 
125 ieee 1.24) 2.50) 2.46 7.35) 0.94) 0.42) 8.29) 8.00) 8.71) 9.00}) 4.39) 4.00 
POGZ|yeelete 0.24) 1.62) 1.64];} 5.87) 2.24) 0.57) 8.11] 8.00) 8.68] 9.00]| 3.03} 3.00 

LOGO Peis 0.14| 1.76} 1.64]| 5.81} 3.10) 1.44) 8.91) 9.00] 10.35] 10.00|| 2.33) 2.00 
NAA a ie itailranciets 3 DRO ronal Veptevarasllemieea aller miata seeeegr ally eae an OMT a BOON soon dead co 
O49 |Beceriass 1 SPAN BiLSRAL Bh sRAs} 4.50} 1.35] 1.06) 5.85) 6.00} 6.91] 7 00)| 10.33) 10.00 
1 OGY: ates 1.24) 3.28) 3.28]} 4.74] 2.00) 0-29) 6.74) 6.00) 7.03] 7.00)| 10.02] 10.00 

LODO eerie 0.46) 1.80} 1.69]; 4.94) 1.69) 1.26) 6.63} 7.00} 7.89] 8.00|| 4.01) 4.00 
ADO aie verciee 0.44; 1.70); 1.64 5.30) 2.12) 0.31) 7.42! 7.00] 7.73} 8.00 3.75| 4.00 
1053) ..--.| 1.14) 2.36; 2.46]| 7.61) 1.02) 0.48} 8.63] 8.00] 9.11} 9.00]| 5.78} 6.00 

MOG UI eemiciare DeO2|eisetol as 26 7.18} 1.40) 0.64; 8.58) 8.00) 9.22} 9.00 6.78) 7.00 
MODS | teeters 1.00}; 2.38) 2.46)} 4.35) 1.82) 0.83} 6.17) 6.00) 7.00) 7.00]| 9.94} 10.00 
BEZDO ceva 1.08) 2.44) 2.46)) 5.79) 1.11) 0.26) 6.90) 6.00) 7.16} 7.00}|| 10.16) 10.00 

OBA. sic evs 1.20]: 3.50} 3.69]| 5.26) 1.88] 0.63) 7.14] 7.00] 7.77] 8.00|| 10.04} 10.00 
UD Dill erereveis,« 1.14) 3.66) 3.69]| 5.36) 2.96) 0.42) 8.32) 7.00] 8.74) 8.00|| 10.15) 10.00 
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Descriptive List of Fertilizer Samples, rgrt. 

Bi 
{ob} 
Q 

5 Manufacturer, place of business and brand. 
q 
q 
a 
e 
(cp) 

F. W. TUNNELL & CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
He WAAR UE Ob (0) ogy oii 1D rey ae epee em Ue aero te anata Meaiva ys eee Sina He. el RR Rey et otcinin' x cs 
1425 | Champilonynosphater-s-.5 hee eee nee Oren Le een nine rey dave Bal cata ab cavecls eee 
dle PANY ebeiolmk Eth ena AEN DIENT) a amen neciaiadS Jidados calnting aaah ho NESE erosion sooo mandomoas kau 

1419|\Pine Tree. State Potato Special <<. 2stucliasins ste ace -tyielonlarek aie s sae caesar Some 
1431/Pine Tree State Potato Special..................ceeneecee sevens Ne at Ss0cnocogosagonsare 

TUSCARORA FERTILIZER CO., BALTIMORE, MD. 
UZGOVATOOSTOOIE SME GUAT rar ava crs seh aera aa uh le axe eee enact rae ss pc eV, Soe oie NC 
1349 COMPle te ROCA Oe aa sess a) apts hel aes etm ester e aaa: piso URL bee Sa aU NEI AY Slots cu aic  cUS cL ae 
HAAS Pruitt AMAR OLAOr fac nis ceases e sales per dcncueceeossceteiaee Oe sib ieve el Uae a alcl ieee suns opal oe gas eR ee gee eee 

HSARMBUSC ATO, AOU ME Tr Mss ae eles a ete eee ete ele er Re eels oe ng tte ae Se Uae 
LSOPPUSCATONA A TUCK 20 aie te teceepare ais Se T east ae TERRI STS Ie tioes alba oie cue ds clih nee nae ae aE 

UNION CHEMICAL WORKS, NORTH WALES, PA. 
1455|Johnson Seed Potato Co.’s [deal Potato Manure. Hoeing Brand..... OMe OOS BADD IS o 
1454|Johnson Seed Potato Co.’s Ideal Potato Manure. Planting Brand..................-. 

Analysis of Fertilizer Samples, tort. 
3 = 

Mitrogen. Phosphorie Acid. Potash. 

n ROWE | Available. Total. 
u s = -| 
5 n 6 

Se ae 3 3 3 3 
E 3 9 5 . : ic) o (oO) 
=| Bal S = : Z & gS g g 
q — 5 q aS) = 2 . q . q . A 

SS ie eee ee yiice. |e 
= S} a 2S > S 3 CsI 3 Cs} Ss Cs 
Ss n n 5 iS} oS 5) a } 5 5 5 } 5 
| Ae eg iS emai oun aay 1) I | IC a PS ai re Pee 

|} % | %| %| % || % | %)% | % |) % | | % || %| % 
1432] 0.28] 0.62) 2.62) 2.47|/| 4.43) 8.17] 2.11] 7.60] 8.00} 9.71] 9.00]} 8.97) 4.00 
1425} 0.14] 0.16) 1.74} 2.47|/ 5.98) 2.08} 1.17) 8.06) 8.00) 9.23) 9.00}| 4.91] 3.00 
1426} 0.38] 1.02) 3.34) 3.80|] 5.26) 1.72} 0.66] 6.98) 8.00) 7.64] 9.00/| 8.02} 7.00 

1419} 0.32) 1.18; 3.40} 38.30)| 5.04) 1.18! 0.69} 6.22) 6.00; 6.91] 7.00}| 10.49} 10.00 
1431) 0.38) 1.06) 38.18} 3.30|| 4.71) 1.59) 0.64) 6.30) 6.00) 6.94) 7.00)| 10.94) 10.00 

TRG. ose oo 1.04; 2.47) 2.47|| 6.25) 0.96) 1.20) 7.21/ 7.00} 8.41| 7.50}| 8.24) 8.00 
1349} 1.48) 0.10) 3.96) 3.28]) 4.50) 1.48} 1.28) 5.98) 6.00) 7.26; 6.50/| 10.98] 10.00 
1443} 0.64) 0.04) 1.55) 1.65|| 7.11) 2.13) 1.25) 9.24) 8.00) 10.49] 8.50/) 10.08} 10.00 

1348] 2.10} 0.08) 4.48} 4.11]}) 5.50} 2.92) 0.27) 8.57) 8.00) 8.84} 9.00]/ 8.02) 7.00 
1397) 0.24) 1.44) 4.26) 4.11 6.11} 1.84) 1.08) 7.95) 8.00) 9.03) 9.00)| 6.98) 7.00 

1455) 0.88) 0.74; 3.52} 3.30]| 6.22) 2.41) 0.46) 8.63) 8.00; 9.09]...... 10.05} 10.00 
1454) 0.16) 1.50) 8.32) 3.30] 6.56) 1.86) 0.70) 8.42) 8.00} 9.12)..... 10.68} 10 
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SPICES, PREPARED MUSTARD, HONEY AND 
GLUTEN FLOUR. 

The analyses here reported represent goods which are, for 

the most part, in accord with the requirements of the Maine 

and the National Food Laws. Because of a shortage in the 

printing funds considerable interval has elapsed since the analy- 

sis of some of these goods. ‘The results here published are 

believed to be of importance and interest to the dealers and 

consumers in the State. ; 
All of the different brands here reported were analyzed in 

considerable detail. In order to economize space and cost of 

publication only the data necessary to an understanding of the 

quality of the goods as to weight and purity are here given. 

SPICES. 

The most serious defect found with the spices examined was 

in the matter of weight. Very little actual adulteration was 

detected, although an occasional pepper contained more hulls 

than is found in a first class material of this kind. Some of the 

claims made for the spices in regard to quality also are not 

borne out by the results of the investigations. ‘The shortage in 
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net weight is not always the result of an intentional shortage 
on the part of the people who put up these goods. It is diffi- 

cult to make an absolutely tight carton, and a large percentage 

of the spices when they came to the laboratory directly from 

the shelves of the retailer were leaking in sufficient amount to 

make it evident that this is a quite possible source of loss. 

PREPARED MUSTARD. 

Several of the samples of prepared mustards examined were 

found to contain turmeric which was not declared upon the 
label. As these goods originally came from outside of Maine, 

and therefore fall under the requirements of the National Law, 
the reports upon these goods were turned over to the National 

Board of Food and Drug Inspection for further investigation. 

One of the samples of prepared mustard, made by a Maine 

dealer, was found to be adulterated and misbranded in at least 

five different respects. At the time of examination it appeared 

to be one of the most flagrant cases of misbranding which had 

been found by our inspectors. ‘The case was not carried to 
court because it was found that a technicality would prevent the 

successful prosecution of the case, and the labels were promptly 

corrected to read in accord with fact. 

Honey. 

The samples of honey examined were, with one possible ex- 

ception, found to be in accord with the Maine Food Law and 

with the statements upon the labels. No. 9512, called “Golden 

Tree Pure Clover Honey” was found to consist of nothing but 
honey, but it was also found that honey from other than clover 

blossoms was present in considerable amount. This being an 

interstate sample, the matter was turned over to the National 

Board of Food and’Drug Inspection, who did not find it ex- 

pedient to prosecute the case and it was, therefore, dropped. 

GLUTEN FLour. 

The samples of gluten flour examined with the exception of 

those researc ened by Wilson Brothers were found to be in 

accord with the recognized standards for good gluten flour. 

The samples 8781 and 9290, manufactured by Wilson Brothers, 

Rochester, N. Y., were found in aceord with the labels which 

claimed a four- seen Ssemaland flour and, therefore, these 

were all passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages. 

MaNuFracturRER, NAME oF DEALER 
AND BRAND. 

Station No. Net weight. Oz. 

Remarks. 

; ALLSPICE. 
9249/A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
““Colburn’s Allspice. Full measure.’’...... 

9191|Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. ~ 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
‘*Benefit Brand Allspice. Absolutely pure.’’ 

9431/The Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 
“‘Benefit Brand Allspice.’’................ 

9404|Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 
“‘Grand Union Allspice.’’............... ce 

9602|Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
“Quality Brand Strictly Pure Allspice’’.... 

9353|Berry, Dodge Co., Newburyport, Mass. 
Joseph Stride, Biddeford. 
““Warranted Pure Allspice’’............... 

9264|B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
G. Soper, Bar Harbor. 
oo Shinm@ulbye levies Ulliey ope a amity ob dle aes oon 

9207|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
aulxctranstrong, Allspicel t=. = <a... 5.5 sess 

9256|D. & L. Slade Co:, Boston, Mass. 
P. Kelley, Bar Harbor. 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice’’............... 

9413/D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass 
Thomas White, Bangor. 
‘‘Slade’s Absolutely Pure Allspice’’....... 

9352|Dwinall Wright Co., Boston, Mass. 
E. T. Beauregard Co., Biddeford. 
“*Royal Brand First Quality Pimento’’..... 

9370|Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland. 
“Pure Pimento. Guaranteed finest quality’’ 

9230|John Bird Co.. Rockland, Me. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
Buinme@Adismpices 24° Ube snc oe we ee oes 

9308|John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. 
H. B. Webber, Rockland. 
mairesAlispices ilb tice: a ac.s es shales 

9186|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth: 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice’’............... 

9198|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice. 4 ]b’’......... 

10 

10 

10 

10 

2.89 

3.00 

bo 3.9 

4.48 

4.37 

4.37 

3.96 

3.77 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

High in fiber. 

Not adulterated. 
Short wieght. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Passed. 

Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

Station No. 

9267 

3 
Js 
op 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER tes ie Remarks. 
AND BRAND. os 

BS| On 
AO -A@) 

Auispice—Concluded. 
9210|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 

Whiting Bros., Ellsworth, 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice. 3l]b’’........ 10 Passed. 

9232|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
‘Pure; Pimento We si sje sie arciers unt rotnnes 10| 2.29|Passed. 

9260|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
E. A. Morgan, Bar Harbor. 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice. 4 lb’’....... 10| 4.16)Passed. 

9391|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. Not adulterated. : 
““Absolutely Pure Allspice. 4 1b’’........ 8| 3.92] Slightly short weight. 

9238 twitch aaa Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
*“Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Jamaica All- Not advltenaedt 

SPICE ee ee eee wa cbaree ect eee eee - 3.74! Short weight. 

9382|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
‘Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Allspice. 

pa OE AAR Vamee a RES tie eae A ver a a ces 8} 4.00)Passed. 

9384|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
‘Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Allspice. 
SNS ek ere ike. Bee nope pecs OR MTSE N se Ree Ce 8| 4.02|Passed. 

9397|W. L. Wilson & Co., Portland, Me. Passed. — : 
““White Crescent Brand Pimento’’........ 8| 3.74! No weight claimed. 

GRouND CINNAMON. 
9244|A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
“‘Colburn’s Cinnamon. Absolutely Pure’’ 15} 4.30|Passed. 

9190|Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
“Benefit Brand Cinnamon. Absolutely 

BADD eCity Nine rh Seay aN a leone ater In sare ata 8| 4.00|Passed. 

9434|Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 
‘Benefit Brand Cinnamon’’.............. 8} 3.14|Passed. 

9355 Berry, Dodge Co., Newburyport, Mass. 
Joseph Stride, Biddeford. 
‘“‘Warranted Pure Cassia’’............... 8| 3.99|Passed. 

B. Fischer & Co., New York City. Batavia cassia. Not*as 
G. Soper, Bar Harbor. claimed, ‘‘strictly pare 
“*2 Ib. Strictly Pure Cinnamon’.......... 12 - cinnamon from the best 

grade of whole spices.’ 
Old goods. 

9406|Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland 
‘“*Grand Union Cinnamon’’............... 10| 3.10/Passed. 

9599|Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
‘*Quality Brand Strictly Pure Cinnamon’’ - 4.00|Passed. 

eee 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—C ontinued. 

Station No. 

9411 

9372 

9307 

9185 

9199 

9211 

9223 

9261 

9390 

9239 

9245 

9195 

9433 

9268 

9405 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER 
AND BRAND. $B 

23 
bi © 

AO 

GrounpD Crnnamon—Concluded. 
D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor. 
‘*Slade’s Absolutely Pure Cinnamon’’..... 8 

Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
“* Absolutely Pure Cassia’’.............005 8 

gene Bird Co., Rockland, Me. 
H. B . Webber, Rockland. 
‘fh Ib. Pure Cinnamon’’.............0.0-- 8 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 
‘*Absolutely Pure Cassia. +4 ]b’’.......... - 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 
‘*Absolutely Pure Cassia. 4 lb.’’......... 8 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
** Absolutely Pure Cassia. 41]b’’.......... 10 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
“*Absolutely Pure Cassia. 41b’’.......... 8 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
E. A. Morgan, Bar Harbor. 
“*Absolutely Pure Cassia. 4$]b’’.......... 10 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
‘*“Absolutely Pure Cassia. 3I]b’’.......... 8 

Twitchell—Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 

. L. Wilson & Co., Portland, Me. 
‘*White Crescent Brand Cassia’’........... 8 

GrounpD CLOVEs. 
A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
Colburn’s Cloves. Absolutely Pure’’..... 15 

Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
““Benefit Brand Cloves’’.............0.0.- 8 

The Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 
“Benefit Brand Cloves’’...........0...0.. 7 

B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
G. Soper, Bar Harbor. 
““4 Ib. strictly pure cloves’’.............. 12 

Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 

Sy 

PaGramaiWmion Cloves”... sistsc vn sees sle 0 se - 

“*Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Cassia’’....| 10 

9400) W 

Net weight. Oz. 

3.42 

4.13 

4.20 

ive) xe) to 

Remarks. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

No weight ‘claimed. 
Passed. 

No weight claimed. 
Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

ce) 4 
4a o 
8 MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER a). 2 Remarks. 
Bet AND BRAND. oe B 
S a5| os 
oD) HO} AZO 

GrounpD CLoves—Concluded. 
9597|Importer Branch, New York. 

Original Importing Co., Portland. Not adulterated. 
“Quality Branci@lovestese- en ae eee TA Bai Short weight. 

9415|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor. Not adulterated. 
“*Absolutely Pure Cloves’’...... See tes ta rele 8| 3.67| Short weight. 

9354|Berry, Dodge Co., Newburyport, Mass. 
Joseph Stride, Biddeford. 
Runes Clovestrenstseei at ae eee ee 8} 4.13)Passed: 

9351|Dwinall Wright Co., Boston, Mass. 
F. T. Beauregard Co., Biddeford. 
eraleton ee Olonueisn ello) an daar or amine oan 7| 4.13|Passed. 

9371|Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
‘‘Shaw’s Absolutely Pure Cloves’’......... 8} 4.20)Passed. 

9306|John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. : 
H. B. Webber, Rockland, Me. Short weight. 
“1 Ib. ‘Warranted Pure Cloves’’.......... 8} 3.88] High in fiber. 

9183|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston; Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 
+ Absolutely, Pune) @loves??.22 2.2 5.2 e ee 8 ‘Passed. 

9212|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
‘* Absolutely Pure Cloves. 141Ib’’.......:.. 10 Passed. 

9225|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. Not adulterated. 
“*Absolutely Pure Cloves. i1b’’.......... 8| 3.74] Short weight. 

9259|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
E. A. Morgan, Bar Harbor. ? : 
“*Absolutely Pure Cloves. i lb’’.......... 10| 4.13)High in fiber. 

9387|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
“*Absolutely Pure Cloves. 41]b’’.......... 8| 4.27|Passed. 

9237|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
‘‘Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Cloves’’....| 10) 4.09|High in fiber. 

9255|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
P. Kelley, Bar Harbor. : 
‘‘Hatehet Brand Extra Strong Cloves’’....| 10} 4.09|High in fiber. 

9380|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. : 
“‘Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Cloves’’..... 10| 4.18)High in fiber. 

9396|W. L. Wilson & Co., Portland, Me. 
“‘White Crescent Brand Cloves’’........... 8} 4.00)Passed. 

WHOLE CLOVES. 
9231|John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. 5 : 

Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. No weight claimed. 
SSPuresw hole Cloviesiaenius -escrcneta. = oboe 5} 1.90) Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 

chased in packages.—Continued. 

fo) a) 
ae) Zi : ie) 

8 MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER , S Remarks. 
3 AND BRAND. os : 
3 Si) aS 
»~ 4 oO N 
mn YO}| ZO 

: GROUND GINGER. 
9247|)A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
“6 AGO ZERINE DEIN Ol ere aie | ascrse eters reieteu veya 15| 4.30)Passed. 

9194|Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. _ 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
““TReMEy Jeenavel (Chiov He ee hao eooecuee 8 Passed 

9427|\Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. : 
EBenchp brand Ginger, otc s.) cs ace ck _7| + 3.07|High*Ash. 

9402|Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
3 Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 

“*Grand Union Ginger’’..... Pr cage ame ao 10| 2.75|Passed. 

9601|Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
“SOnbicubiing! [easy avola hhavexsiey Mina nin oe ius inte ciolate 4| 4.09|High Ash. 

9356 Berry, Dodge Co., Newburyport, Mass. 
Joseph Stride, Biddeford. 
9 TR nine} Cirtimyey a RY Sega esate ees ere ne AE am ~ 8) 4.16)Passed. 

9265|B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
|G. Soper, Bar Harbor. 
Geaibe pure pinger or 5. 2: ag eee Rel tes oti og 12} 4.23)|Passed. 

9206|/D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
meee MeMet CIN Per aisciics 2 deccts-aldune «ieeoursences 10 Passed- 

9727|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
F. G. Burrell, East Madison. Not adulterated. 
el beebrxtia otloneGungelss-)..ce css cee sie - 3.78 Short weight. 

: ee SS 
9414|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. ‘ teas ay = 

‘homas White, Bangor. Not adulterated. 
“‘Slade’s Absolutely Pure Ginger’’......... 5| 3.77) Short weight. 

9350\|Dwinal, Wright Co., Boston, Mass. 
F. T. Beauregard Co., Biddeford. 
“*Royal Brand First Quality Ginger’’....... 7| 4.13)/High in ash 

9368|Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
+ Aosolutely Pure Ginger’’................ 8} 4.09|High in ash. 

9305|John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. - & 
H. B. Webber, Rockland. Not adulterated. 
“1 Ib. Warranted Pure Ginger’’........... 8} 3.70| Short§weight. 

'9254|Haskell, Adams & Co., Boston, Mass. 
P. Kelley, Bar Harbor. 
menial bse GACT ho. sns celts eos alee are a 10} 4.23|High in“ash 

9182|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 
“Absolutely Pure Ginger. 4]b’’.......... 8 Passed 

9201|Stickney & Poor Spice‘Co., Boston, Mass. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 
““Absolutely Pure Ginger. 3 ]b’’.......... = — |Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

Station No. 

§224 

9389 

235 

9383 

9399) W. 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER 
AND BRAND. 

Net weight. Oz. 

GRouND GINGER—Concluded. 
Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
‘*Absolutely Pure Ginger. 4 ]b’’ 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
“*Absolutely Pure Ginger. +4 lb’’ 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
‘* Hatchet Brand African Ginger’’ 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
‘*Hatchet Brand + lb. African Ginger’’ 

. L. Wilson & Co., Portland, Me. 
“‘White Crescent Brand Ginger’’ 

Seen eCaC Cnr mrar) 

9241 

9197 

9435 

9604 

9216 

9269 

9257 

9416|D 

9373 

9395 

9226 

Grounp Mace. 
A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
“"Colburnis: Mace! aivacen soe. tite Seustenetions 

Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
‘*Benefit Brand Mace’’..............--.-- 

Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 
“*Benefit Brand NEA Ceres reas: eae ea 

Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
‘*Quality Brand Pure Mace’’ 

Chas. E. Moody & Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
‘*Moody’s Matchless Brand Mace’’ 

B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
Soper, Bar Harbor. 

on lb. Pure Mace’’ 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
P. Kelley, Bar Harbor. 
‘*Eixtra Strong Mace. 

& L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor. 
‘“ Absolutely Pure Mace’’ 

Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
“*Shaw ’s3A bsolutely Pure Mace’’ 

NWOZ Metre ak chen 

Ce 

Stickney"« Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
SSpure Macs, Ls Oz) ciesisialers sive, cselediecte. cts 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
‘*Pure Mace. 1 02’ 

10 

15 

10 

12 

15 

15 

(0 

12 

232 

.89 

.69 

- 56 

.92 

i j=) bo 

47 

Remarks. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Short weight. 
High in ash. 

Passed. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Weight not claimed. 
High in ash and in lime> 

Passed. 

|Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Rather high ash. 

Not adulterated. 
Short weight. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Rather high ash. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER 
AND BRAND. 

Station No. 

Grounp Mace—Concluded. 
9379|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland. 

MARsJORAM. 
9215|Dwinell, Hayward & Co., Boston, Mass. 

Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 

GrRouND MusTarpD. 
9188|A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 

9204\|A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 

9218)A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 

9403|Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 

9606|Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
“*Quality Brand Mustard’’............... 

9219| Keene, England. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
melmeenis Mustards” ska susceg ess eve aide eel es 

9418|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor. 

Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 

9221|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 

9393|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 

9377|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 

GrRounp NuTMEG. 
9243|A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. oy 
‘ 

9193|Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 

9432) Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 

‘“*Hatchet Brand Mace’’................. 

“Warranted Pure Marjoram’’............ 

“*t Ib. Colburn’s Mustard’’............... 

“*4 Ib. Colburn’s Mustard’’............... 

“*Durham Superfine Mustard’’...:........ 

‘““Grand Union Mustard’’................ 

““Absolutely Pure Mustard’’............. 

9220|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 

eetxtraghine Mustard? Y/5 ik... 0 sc due 

Pee xtnaMhimeeVIUIstards: sii an.) crete sien: 

Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
Berscrahune Mustard). ws. bos dee ee ae os 

SsHapchet Brand Mustard””.22s5..0.c...: 

BOG DUEMTSPNIUbIMMeL ais ei. scye aie eciecam se 

“Benefit Brand Nutmegs’’............... 

““Benefit Brand Nutmegs’’............... 

= 
ay 

3 oO 

o B B Remarks. 
Ba | os 
HO} ZO 

10| 0.88|Passed. 

10 — |Passed. 

= Passed. 

10 Passed. 

10 Passed. 

Weight not claimed. 
10| 3.09] - Passed. 

Not adulterated. 
6| 3.62) Short weight. 

10 Passed. 

10} 4.41|Passed. 

10 Passed. 

10} 4.23)Passed. 

- 4.37|Passed. 

10| 4.02|Passed. 

15| 1.98)Passed. 

Passed. 
8 No weight claimed. 

8| 2.57|Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

Station No. 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER 
AND BRAND. 

Net weight. Oz. 

Remarks. 

9603 

9266 

9209 

9258 

9417 

9677 

9374 

9401 

9394 

9378 

GrRounp Nurmee.—Concluded. 
Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
“*Quality Brand Nutmegs’’............... 

B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
G. Soper, Bar Harbor. 
2 S3slbs.eune Niumtmessvo ys eer nee eee 

B. Fischer & Co., New York City. 
. Soper, Bar Harbor. 
Pare NU bre rg ork cate ate eng eee aan eee 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 

‘ 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
P. Kelley, Bar Harbor. 
/ Extra) Strona) Niubimeo; 40 esse ee 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor. 
“*Absolutely Pure Nutmeg. 1 oz. net’’..... 

Swaine, Harle & Co., Boston, Mass. 
R. M. Barker, Presque Isle. 
‘*Reception Brand Nutmeg’’.............. 

Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
‘“*Shaw’s Absolutely Pure Nutmeg’’........ 

Grand Union Tea Co., Brookiza, N.Y: 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 
““Grand Union Nutmege”’................: 

John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. 
H. B. Webber, Rockland. 
“*Crow Brand Ground Nutmeg’’........... 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 
“*2 oz. Full Weight Nutmeg’’............. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
/ Eure INIbIMe nse taser hen centers meee oe 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
““2 oz. Full Weight Nutmeg’’............ 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland. 
“Hatchet Brand Nutmeg’’................ 

GrounD BLACK PEPPER. 
A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
J. A. Rodieck, Bar Harbor. 
‘ 

Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 
‘‘Benefit Brand Black Pepper’’............ 

“Extra Strong Nutmeg. 2077’........... ; 

“4 oz. net Black Pepper’’...............-. : 

12 

10 

10 

15 

10 

15 

10 

10 

15 

4 

2. 

iw) 

bo 

bo 

iw) 

-13 

05 

13 

.10 

.56 

.O7 

-06 

.99 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed 

Passed. 

Passed. | 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. 

Passed. Old goods. 
No weight claimed. 

Passed. 

Contains nutmeg shells. 
Some insects. 

2 Passed. 

Passed. 

1 

ij 
‘ 
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Tables showing resulis of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER Remarks. 
AND BRAND. 

Net weight. Station No. Oz. 

GRounD Brack PEPppER—Concluded. 
9428|Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. 

Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 
“Benefit Brand Black Pepper ssn tee es 7| 3.03|Passed. 

9600|Importer Branch, New York.- 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 
“‘Quality Brand Black ‘Pepper’? dese eae tae netaae 5} 3.99)Passed. 

9349|Dwinal, Wright Co., Boston, Mass. 
. T. Beauregard Co., Biddeford. 

“Royal Brand First Quality Black Pepper’’ 7| 4.16|Passed. 

9369|Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. : 
“‘Shaw’s Absolutely Pure Black Pepper’’... 8| 4.02|Passed. 

9240|Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 
‘Hatchet Brand Extra Strong Black Pep- 3 

[OIE Skeet lege MU AE le eR gS gm 10! 4.06/Passed. 

GROUND PEPPER. 
9357|Berry, Dodge Co., Newburyport, Mass. 

Joseph Stride, Biddeford. Not adulterated. 
“Warranted Pure Pepper. + lb’’.......... 8} 3.88} Short weight. 

9409'Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 
“*Grand Union Pepper”’ Ge Mie Oe aia ee ame 10| 3.14|/Passed. 

9208|D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. : 
“Slade’s Extra Strong Pepper’’..... o clbibo 10 : Passed. 

9412/D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Thomas White, Bangor, Me 
“Absolutely Pure Pepper’’.............0..% 5| 4.06/Passed. 

9203|John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 
MAIER ECD DEI aime Mle sce) ec ute Schur arene wutear aie 8 ~— |Passed. 

9309 John Bird Co., Rockland, Me. High in ash. 
H. B. Webber, Rockland. Slightly under in 
“7 PGE. TEEy OVS Pep whee vel Oe 2 Bee ree tal ta 8} 3.95| weight. 

9184|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Kearns & Cottle, Ellsworth. 
““Absolutely Pure Pepper. ilb’’.......... 8 Passed. 

9200|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
: John Kief, Ellsworth. 

““Absolutely Pure Pepper. }lb’’.......... 8 — |Passed. 

222\Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
‘Absolutely Pure Pepper. iIb’’.......... 8; 3.99)|Passed. 

9388|Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
‘*Absolutely Pure Pepper. 4lb’’.......... 8| 3.99)Passed. 

9398|/W. L. Wilson & Co., Portiand, Me. No weight claimed. 
‘““White Crescent Brand Pepper’’.......... 8} 3.92!) Passed. 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Continued. 

Station No. 

9381 

9246 

9196 

9429 

9407 

9598 

9348 

9367 

9213 

9227 

9386 

9385 

9248 

9430 

9408 

9605 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 

A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 

Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. 

Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 

Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 

Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 

Dwinal, Wright Co., Boston, Mass. 
F. T. Beauregard Co., Biddeford. 

Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 

Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 

Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. 
“*Pure White Pepper. 

““Absolutely Pure White Pepper. 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
“Hatchet Bran 

A. Colburn Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. 

Benefit Co., Boston, Mass. 
Direct Importing Co., Bangor. 

Grand Union Tea Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grand Union Tea Co., Portland. 

Importer Branch, New York. 
Original Importing Co., Portland. 

238 
a = : 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER A 2 Remarks. 
AND BRAND. 32 iG 

con! oO =) 

HO! ZO 

GROUND PEPpPER—Concluded. 

‘“Hatchet Brand Strong Pepper’’.......... 8} 4.15|Passed. 

GROUND WHITE PEPPER. 

“‘2% oz. White Pepper’’............ ee 15| 2 72)Passed. 

: Weight not claimed. 
‘“Benefit Brand White Pepper’’........... 10 Passed. 

“*Benefit Brand White Pepper’’........... 8} 3.14|Passed. 

““Grand Union White Pepper’’............ 13} 3.02/Passed. 

More pepper hulls. than 
high grade white pep- 

“‘Quality Brand White Pepper’’........... = 3.95} per usually carries. 
Short weight. 

““Four Ounces Royal Brand White Pepper’’.| 10] 4.27/Passed. 

Weight not claimed. 
“‘Shaw’s Pure White Pepper’’............. 8} 1.18] Passed. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 

““Absolutely Pure White Pepper’’..........] 10 —  |Passed. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 

DOD ats etree Coe 10} 2.01/Passed. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. ’ 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. Not adulterated. 

3 Ib’’...| 10) 3.81] Short weight. 

Strong White Pepper’’...| 10] 3.97|Passed. 

GROUND CAYENNE PEPPER. 

PRGGUREDDels cri ie ce ee 15| 4.37|Passed. 

“*Benefit Brand Cayenne Pepper’’......... 7| 3.35)Passed. 

““Grand Union Cayenne Pepper’’.......... 13} 2.70|/Rather high ash. 

6] 4.00)Rather high ash. ““Quality Brand Cayenne Pepper’’......... 

a 

i i i 
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Tables showing results of analyses of spices and pepper pur- 
chased in packages.—Concluded. 

Station No. 

9263 

9205 

9229 

9192 

9375 

9202 

9392 

9234 

9214 

9217 

9236 

B. 
G. 

MANUFACTURER, NAME OF DEALER =| e Remarks. 
AND BRAND. oe ff 

BS) ON 
HO; ZO 

GrounD CaYENNE PEPpPER—Concluded. 
Fischer & Co., New York City. 
Soper, Bar Harbor. 

“‘1 Ib. Pure Cayenne Pepper’’............ 12} 4.45)Passed. 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. High in ash and in non- 
“*Slade’s Extra Strength Cayenne’’........ 10 = volatile extract. 

D. & L. Slade Co., Boston, Mass. 
Austin H. Joy, Ellsworth. Short weight. High in 
**Slade’s Extra Strong Cayenne. 2 ozs’’ 10} 1.80) total and insoluble ash. 

Direct Importing Co., Boston, Mass. es 
Mrs. B. M. Young, Ellsworth. High in total and insol- 
“*Benefit Brand Cayenne Pepper’’......... 8 - uble ash. 

Geo. C. Shaw Co., Portland, Me. 
“*Shaw’s Absolutely Pure Cayenne’’....... 8| 2.82)Passed. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
John Kief, Ellsworth. 
“2 oz. Full Weight Cayenne’’............ 10 — |Passed. 

Stickney & Poor Spice Co., Boston, Mass. 
Patrons Cooperative Corporation, Portland. 
““20z. Full Weight Cayenne’’............ = 2.35)|Passed. 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harb or. High in total and insol- 
‘Hatchet Brand @ay.emine) ess cares 10} 2.01) wuble ash. 

Savory. 
Dwinell, Hayward & Co., Boston, Mass. 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. 
‘Warranted Pure SAviObyir wnhee rect ee 10 — |Passed. 

WHOLE MIXED SPICEs. 
Haskell, Adams & Co., Boston, Mass. Contains cloves, carda- 
Whiting Bros., Ellsworth. mon, capsicum, cinna- 
‘Rival Brand Whole Mixed Spice’’........ - = mon, corriander, cara- 

way, celery, pepper, 
pimento, mustard, gin- 
ger, bay. No foreign 
matter found. 

ego epln Co., Portland, Me. Contains cloves, carda- 
J. A. Rodick, Bar Harbor. mon, capsicum, cinna- 
‘Hatchet Brand Strong Pickling Spices’’ 10} 4.02) mon, celery, corriander 

mace, pepper, pimento, 
mustard, ginger, bay. 
No foreign matter 
found. 
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Table showing the analyses of prepared mustard purchased in 

the fall and winter of roto. 

6 Sets a Ee 
& |Name or Maker, BRAND AND DEALER.| |. | 4% g Remarks. 
ar! : os S , 
& Talat hase ee 
N HO}; mo|/QS 

9513|)Anchor Mills Co., Charlestown, Mass. 
““Prepared French Mustard. A com- 

bination of mustard and vinegar with 
the addition of enough spice and salt 
for flavoring and preservative pur- 
poses. Colored with turmeric.’ Found in accord with 

D. W. True & Co., Portland.......... - 7.48] — label. 

9546|German American Mustard Co., N. Y. ; 
““German Table Brand Mustard. Pre- 

pared with vinegar, sugar, salt, spices 
and selected mustard seed.’ Found in accord with 

Conant, Patrick Co., Portland......... - - = label. 

9545|Chas. Gulden, New York City. 
““Gulden’s Registered Prepared Mus- 

tard. Warranted pure. 25% mus- 
tard seed and spices, and 75% vine- 

au Turmeric present. Not 
Conant, Patrick Co., Portland......... = = - declared. 

9587|/H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 
“*Prepared Mustard.’’ 
W. L. Wilson & Co., Portland......... 10} 6.63) -— |Passed. 

9576\Jas. J. Loughery & Co., Boston, Mass. 
ae Roy Extra Quality Prepared Mus- 

ard.’ ‘!Turmeric present. Not 
Littlefield & Co Portlandi=5 45.54. 10 = = declared. 

~ 9550 New England Maple Syrup Co., Boston, 
ass. 

““Golden Tree Mustard. Compound, 
vinegar, mustard seed, cereal, salt, 3 : 
spices and turmeric.’ Found in accord with 

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Portland...... = - = label. 

9517|R. T. French Co., Rochester, N. Y. 
““French’s Cream Salad Brand. Col- 

ored with turmeric. 10 parts mus- 
tard and mustard seed, 1 part spices ‘ 
and condiments, including turmeric, ee 3 
% part salt, 872 parts vinegar.’’ Found in accord with 

D. W. True & Co., Portland.......... — | 12.45) —- label. 

9535 Twitchell—Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
-|‘*Superior Quality Prepared Mustard. 

Vinegar, mustard seed, mustard bran, 
maize flour, salt, cayenne, turmeric, i 
annatto, cinnamon, cloves.’’ Found in accord with 

Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland....| — | 10.01) — label. 

9549 Westmoreland Specialty Co., Grape-| 
ville, Pa. : 

: ‘Prepared Mustard. Contains mustard Contains cereal starch. 
seed, vinegar, salt, spices, flavored Not declared. Adul- 
and colored with turmeric.’’........ - 6.28] —- terated. 

9505)| EK. E. Clifford Co., Portland, Me. Benzoic acid present. 
‘““Moutarde bordse Imperiale. Lam- Not declared. Con- 

beau & Baudin. Bordeaux. Mus- tains added corn starch 
tard 286; vinegar 700; turmeric 207; and vegetable fiber. 
vinegar 1000.”” Adulterated and mis- 

Trefethen & Sweet Co., Portland...... 10| 6.63) —- branded. 

' 

q 
; 

; 



Table showing the results os the pana ee of emples of honey 
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fo) | 

A anal 
'§ |Name or Maker, BRAND AND DEALER.| x & | Remarks. 
gs 2 : z 

nN = <x DQ 

% % % | 
9556|J. E. Gaus & Son, Middlebury, Vt. 

: ie Extracted Honey.’ 
C. A. Weston Co., Portland........... 19.9) 0.13] 2.6)Passed. 

9586 H. J. Manchester & Son, Middlebury, Vt. 
Ste Extracted Honey.’ 
W. L. Wilson & Co., Portland......... 15.9) 0.13) 4.1)/Passed. 

| 

9568/H. B. Phillips, Auburn, Me. ~ 
“‘Pure Honey.’’ | 
H.S. Melcher Co., Portland........... 19.5) 0.13) 2.8|Passed. 

9594|S. S. Pierce Co., Boston, Mass. : 
“‘Clover Blossom Brand Honey.’’ : 
Geo. ©; Shaw, Co., Portland... /........ 19.1) 0.08! 4.3)Passed. 

9512 Nee England Maple Syrup Co., Boston, 
ass. : 

“‘Golden Tree Pure Clover Honey.’’ Contains other than 
DE We ‘Prue Col, Portland) 2s.) .. 16.4; 0.05) 3.5} clover honey. 

9511\C. G. Turner, Mechanic Falls, Me. 
. |Star Honey.’ ; 

D. W. True & Co., Puen Se My pheesh A 19.2} 0.09] 2.6)Passed. | 

9529)Twitchell-Champlin Co., Portland, Me. 
epouetior ; Quality White California 

ney 
eamtehell —Champlin Co., Portland. . .|21,6| 0.07) 1.7/Passed. 

Table showing the results of the analyses of gluten flour. 

So) 
Z : : 
& Name or Maker, BRAND AND DEALER. i A Remarks. 

mM = Ay 

; Gi % 
8316|Pure Gluten Food Co., New York City. _ 

lean Gran Gihuben iM OUTS 2725250. Ss eek ecg oe - 37.9|Passed. 

9358|/Pure Gluten Food Co., New Monk: City. 
- |**Gum Gluten Flour.’’ 

Andrews & Horigan Co., Biddeford......... 9.1] 39.3)Passed. 

9376|The Health Food Co., New York. 
: ““Glutosac. Whole wheat gluten flour.’’ 

Geo. C: Shaw. Co., Portland:.2............. 8.7| .36.6|Passed. 

9261|Johnson Educator Food Co., New York. ; 
‘‘Educator Gluten Flour.’ 
Bene eehield Belfast. © val cance nada. 8.8] 40.1|Passed. 

8781|Wilson Brothers, Rochester, N. Y. 
““Gluter. 4-7 standard.. ye In accord with label. 
EMC eM NOLCOM ESATO OI ec tas: hiss ccclests nestune 11.1} 19.9} Passed. 

9290)|Wilson Brothers, Rochester, N. Y. 
““Gluten Flour. 4-7 standard.’’ In accord with label. 

9.7) 19.5) Passed. A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast................ 
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RULES, REGULATIONS AND: STANDARDS. 

The reenacted laws regulating the sale of feeds, fertilizers, 

drugs, foods, fungicides and insecticides became operative about 

July first. In order that the public might be promptly informed 

of the requirements under the revised laws a summary of the 

laws were printed in Official Inspections 32, May 1911. Pam- 

phlets giving the detailed requirements were published soon 

thereafter. The following formal publications of the rules, 

regulations and standards under the act was delayed until after 

the law became operative. 

As authorized and directed by Section 13 of Chapter 119 of 
the Public Laws of 1911, entitled “An Act to amend and unify 

the laws regulating the sale of Agricultural seeds, commercial 

feeding stuffs, commercial fertilizers, drugs, foods, fungicides 

and insecticides,” I, Charles D. Woods, Director of the Maine 

Agricultural Experiment Station, hereby, on this first day of 
July, 1911, make and publish uniform rules and regulations for 

carrying out the provisions of the Act and fix the standards for 

purity, quality and strength for articles of agricultural seed, 

commercial feeding stuff, commercial fertilizer, drug, food, 

fungicide and insecticide as follows :— 

For agricultural seed as given in Publication 420 of the 

Maine Agricultural Experiment Station entitled “Requirements 
under the Law Regulating the Sale of Agricultural Seeds.” 

For commercial feeding stuffs as given in Publication 421 of 
the Maine-Agricultural Station entitled “Requirements under 

the Law Regulating the Sale of Commercial Feeding Stuffs.” 
For commercial fertilizers as given in Publication 422 of 

the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station entitled “Require- 
ments under the Law Regulating the Sale of Commercial Fer- 
tilizers.” 

For drugs as given in Publication 424 of the Maine Agricul- 

tural Experiment Station entitled “Requirements under the Law 
Regulating the Sale of Drugs.” 

For foods as given in Publication 425 of the Maine Agricul- 

tural Experiment Station entitled “Requirements under the Law 

Regulating the Sale of Foods.” 
For fungicides and insecticides as given in Publication 423 

of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station entitled “Re- 
quirements under the Law Regulating the Sale of Fungicides 

and Insecticides.” 

Cuas. D. Woops, Director. 
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FOOD SANITATION. 

During the year 1911 an important advance has been made 

in assuring purer foods and more honest values to the people 

of Maine. Many samples have been analyzed, as in the past, 

and, in addition to the laboratory work, representatives of the 

Station have visited hundreds of establishments where foods 
are manufactured or exposed for sale, and have made thorough 

inspections of the premises with regard to cleanliness and the 

general sanitary conditions. This sanitary inspection is made 

possible by a recently added section of the law which reads as 

follows: “For the purpose of this act an article shall be 

deemed to be adulterated in case of foods if in the manufacture, 

sale, distribution, transportation, or in the offering or expos- 

ing for sale, distribution or transportation, it is not at all times 

securely protected from filth, flies, dust or other contamination, 

or other unclean, unhéalthful, or. unsanitary conditions,” and 

another section of the law says in part that the Director of the 

Station “in person or by deputy, shall have free access, ingress 

and egress at all reasonable hours to any place or any building 
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wherein articles of agricultural seed, commercial feeding stuff, 

commercial fertilizer, drug, food, fungicide or insecticide, are 

manufactured, stored, transported, sold, offered or exposed for 

sale.’ Under the provisions of these two sections the inspect- 

ors have visited since the first of August, 1911, almost 600 gro- 

cery stores and markets; nearly 200 drug stores; about 240 

food factories, such as corn packing plants, sardine factories, 

bakeries, bottling establishments and candy kitchens; about 200 

confectionery and fruit stores; and over 130 hotels, restaurants 

and lunch rooms. ‘This is in addition to many feeding stuffs 

dealers visited. Particular attention has been given to those 
places where foods are manufactured, stored or dispensed. In 

a large majority of the places visited no reasons for serious 

criticisms were found. Ina great many cases certain points of 

minor importance have been noted and the conditions have been 

improved upon, attention being called to them. For example, - 

general untidiness, unswept floors, occasional old goods which 

were made and purchased before the food law was passed, sur- 

roundings cluttered up, etc. Occasionally, however, conditions 

are discovered which are filthy and vile and in cases of this 

kind hearings have been appointed and a definite, limited 

amount of time has been allowed the proprietors of the premises 

in which to remedy the defects, or clean up. In every case of 

this kind it is gratifying to note that the improvement was made 
immediately without resorting to prosecution. 

Foop FAcrorIiEs. 

There are in Maine about 75 factories where corn is packed, 

and many of these were visited by the inspectors while in the 

‘course of operation, during the short canning season. For the 

most part conditions here were fairly satisfactory, although in 

several instances piles of sour corn cobs and refuse were found 

in close proximity to the buildings where they would prove an 

attraction for flies, and in other cases the toilet arrangements 

were not satisfactory. 

During the course of a special study of the sardine packing 

factories of this State, all of the 55 establishments of this class 

were visited during the summer. Contrary to the popular idea, 

the sanitary conditions in these places are for the most part 

fairly good. Exceptional conditions found in a few of the fac- 
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tories, however, have apparently led to the common idea that 

the sardine factories are at the bottom in the scale of cleanli- 

ness. Unsatisfactory toilet facilities were in a few cases ob- 

served and in one or two instances disagreeable odors from the 

pickling room were. caused by unnecessary accumulations of 

fish refuse in corners and along the sides of the room. 

In a few of the bottling establishments where sodas are pre- 
pared no attempts at screening were found and, during the sum- 

mer months, the flies were intolerable. Indeed, in some of the 

samples of bottled sodas which have been taken by the inspect- 

ors dead flies have been found. In one bottling place, in a base- 
ment, there was a toilet in one corner with no attempt whatever 

at separation from the rest of the room. Some of the floors, 

also, were found very dirty and the place cluttered with empty 

bottles, cases and barrels in a very untidy manner. 

On the other hand the manufacturers who put out the better 

class of sodas keep the places scrupulously clean, the finest of 

spring water and guaranteed colors and flavors are used, re- 

turned bottles are thoroughly washed and sterilized before 

being refilled, and in fact everything about the premises and 

the process of manufacture is as clean and sanitary as possible. 

Then, after the finished product is ready for distribution, labels 

in exact accord with fact are always used. 

In Official Inspections 27, issued in November, 1910, contain- 

ing the results of the investigation of sodas last year, a notice 

was inserted relative to the use of saccharin in this class of 

goods. . It was. there stated that in all cases when sacharin was 

used its presence must be stated upon the label. In spite of this 

warning several manufacturers were found to be using this 

artificial sweetener the present year and in each case of this 

kind prosecution was commenced and a fine was imposed and 

paid. 

' In consequence of the results obtained by a careful study 

of the effects of saccharin the U. S. Referee Board of Con- 

sulting Scientific Experts found that this chemical exerts 

a deleterious effect upon digestion and health and, therefore, 

its use in all food products is absolutely prohibited under both 

the National and State food laws after December 31, 1911. 

The use of benzoate of soda in limited amount is still per- 

mitted, provided its presence and amount are plainly stated 

upon the labels of such goods as contain it. Syrups containing 
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this preservative may be used at soda fountains provided its 

presence and amount are plainly indicated to the public by a 

conspicuous placard bearing the above information. 

At the annual meeting of the American Bottlers Protective 

Association held last month in Chicago, Mr. Henry Carse, the _ 

retiring president said in his address :— 

“We want legislation in every State recognizing the bottler’s 

property rights in-his branded bottles of sufficient force to 

enable him to enforce such rights. We want effective laws in 

every State to prevent the use in carbonated beverages of-any 
ingredient that is harmful or deleterious to health, and to com- 

pel honest labeling, with proper regulations to enforce cleanli- 

ness and healthful conditions in the process of manufacture. 

‘The proof of the pudding is in the eating.” When a man, 

woman or child buys a bottle of soda which doesn’t taste good, 

the next nickel they spend goes for something else; one or two 

more trials with similar results, and that individual ceases for- 

ever to be a bottled soda water consumer. If we could now 

have as consumers those who have been lost to us in just that 

' way, we could all afford to ride in automobiles. Our worst 

enemy is within our own ranks. He is the man who makes 

poor goods. He hurts the reputable bottler by taking the re- | 
tailers’ trade away from him by cutting prices—but that is not 

the worst of it; he does most injury by producing a quality of 

goods that brings all carbonated drinks into disrepute and ruins 

the demand for them, as the public does not readily discrimi- 

nate between the different brands. As an association, it seems 

to me that we should not admit to membership any bottler 

whose goods can be shown to be below a normal standard, and 

that our State and local associations should take the initiative 

in prosecuting bottlers who offend against reasonable food law 
regulations. Some of them have already taken action along 

this line, giving a commendable example for others to follow.” 

BAKERIES. 

A large number of bakeries have been visited and while for 

the most part these are kept as clean as could well be expected, 

several places were found which were positively filthy. One of 

these bakeries was located in a basement where little but arti- 

ficial light was available and where the ventilation was ex- 
tremely pcor. In general, the whole place was dirty, dusty, 
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black and uninviting. What windows there were in the place 
were almost impervious to light because of dirt. The floor was 

covered thick with layer after layer of flour, coal dust, dirt 

from the street and general filth, trodden in a hard layer over 
the entire place. Over head uncovered piping and wiring 

stretched across the entire room, and from the appearance of 

the dust and cobwebs attached there was no indication that 

the place had ever been brushed out. Bags of flour and salt 
were piled upon the floor and covered with coal dust, dirt and 

grime. An open toilet in one corner of the room was reeking 

with filthy odors. The racks upon which the bread was piled 

were covered thick with layers of dirt, and the sink was foul 

with layer after layer of a hardened paste of dough and dirt. 

In this case a hearing was appointed at which the proprietors 

of the place appeared and were given three days in which to 

clean up and make the conditions satisfactory. At the expiration 

of the three days the place was again visited and an astonishing 

improvement had been made in its appearance so that it was 

passed as quite satisfactory. 

This place was in strong contrast to most of the bakeries 

visited where the floors and walls were clean, windows clear, 

no accumulations of dust, piping and wiring properly covered, 

well lighted and ventilated, and both supplies and finished prod- 

ucts well protected. : 

CREAMERIES. 
In cooperation with the State Commissioner of Agriculture 

a much needed inspection of creameries has been begun and 

in several instances decided improvements have been made as 

the direct result. 

it seems almost incredible that an establishment handling 

such an important food as milk should allow such unsanitary 

conditions as have been found in some instances. Milk is one 

of the most important and generally used food with which we 

have to deal and it is one of the most easily contaminated. FE's- 

pecially as it fills such an important place in the diet of infants 

and invalids the necessity for keeping it clean and pure and 

free from disease germs cannot be overestimated, and yet there 

was found in some of the creameries little or no attempt at 

screening, rooms swarming with flies and many flies in the 
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strainers, refrigerator rooms so damp that water continually 

dropped from the ceiling into the milk, unsanitary arrange- 

ment of toilets and employees not clean in appearance and in 

some cases apparently not even in good health. In the partic- 

ular case described above an agent of the Commissioner of 

Agriculture had upon more than one occasion called the atten- 

tion of the proprietors to the unsanitary conditions and the dan- 

ger to the public resulting from such criminal carelessness or 

indifference, but not having at hand any law by which he might 

-insist that his suggestions and advice be acted upon nothing 

was done until a deputy acting under the food law.reported the 
_conditions. A peremptory message gave notice to the proprie- 

tors that failure to clean up would be followed by prosecution, 

and upon the next visit to the place a short time after a marked 

improvement had been made and renovations were planned to 

change the entire aspect of the establishment. 

- Not all of the creameries, however, approach the conditions 

described above. For instance, one which was visited in one of 

the largest cities of the state was in excellent condition. It 

was well screened, light, airy and clean, the employees were 

neatly dressed. One could come from a visit to the place feel- 

ing that milk or cream obtained there would be not only pala- 

table but safe. 

GROCERIES AND MARKETS. 
For the most part the grocery stores and markets were found 

in fairly good condition, although in many the protection of 

such foods as meat and soft fruits from dust and flies was not 

adequate, and often not attempted. 

Several cases of dirty back rooms used for storage purposes 

have been found where conditions were bad. For example, a 

book store was crowded with various food commodities ex- 

posed to the foul odors of a poorly ventilated closet which was 

separated from the store room only by a loose partition which 

did not extend to the ceiling. Hanging within a few feet of the 

open door of this closet was a lot of meat, and flies had free 

access to both. 

It has been a practice quite common in many places to 

have barrels, boxes and packages of such goods as pork, pickles, 

crackers, sugar, meal and many other things open to the inspec- 

tion of customers, and incidentally to contamination from dirty 
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hands, dust and flies. Such a practice is an insult to the public. 

The time has arrived when the danger of disease germs in the 

dust and attached to the flies is being understood. Flies breed 

only in filth, and next to all kinds of human food they delight 

most in swarming over decaying animal and vegetable matter, 

horse manure, human excrement, sputum of people afflicted with 

loathsome and contagious diseases, and everything that is con- 

nected with filth and disease. Such easily contaminated foods 
as meat, soft fruits, confectionery, bread, pastry, dried fruits, 

etc., must be well protected. 

_ Fortunately examples of clean, sanitary groceries are not 

uncommon. ‘There are many where careful protection for all 

perishable goods is provided, the screening is ample, windows 

and floors are clean, back rooms are as carefully kept as other 

parts of the store, and refrigerators or meat rooms are clean 

and sweet. Such care pays for customers appreciate cleanliness. 

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS. 

Several dirty kitchens and store rooms connected with eating 

houses have been discovered and one especially was in a filthy 

condition. Dust and dirt was abundant and cobwebs festooned 

the ceiling, lard in an open firkin was quite black with dirt, 

plaster from the broken ceiling covered the floor and had 

fallen into open packages of sugar and other supplies, and a 

decaying fish was found without any difficulty whatever. This 

place was cleaned up at once without prosecution, although a 

hearing was appointed. 

When inspecting hotels, restaurants and lunch rooms the 

dining rooms, kitchens and store rooms are all visited and, in 

happy contrast to the example above, nearly all are found in 

a sanitary condition. An occasional object of criticism is, of 

course, discovered but for the most part it is found that whole- 

some food is prepared and served in an attractive manner. 

CONFECTIONERY AND FRurt S7Tores. 
In many of the places where confectionery and soft fruits 

were sold there were often displays of these food materials, 
sometimes upon the sidewalk or in open windows, without suit- 
able protection from dust and flies. In every such case the 
attention of the proprietor was called to the unsatisfactory con- 
dition and it is believed that in most cases they have complied 
with recommendations for improvement. 
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DruG STORES. 
The sanitary condition of the drug stores is, almost without 

an exception, excellent. The toilet facilities of some could be 

improved with little expense, and in a few instances the display 

of confectionery could be better protected. 

MARKING OF COMPOUNDS AND IMITATIONS. 

The inspectors have endeavored to ascertain to what extent 

dealers were informing their customers of the presence in foods 

of preservatives and chemicals and as to the nature of com- 

pounds and imitations. By present rulings, a small amount of 

alum in pickles is legitimate if its presence is plainly declared. 

Retail packages of pickles containing alum sold from bulk 
should carry a plain statement of the presence of that chemical. 

Inquiries made and analysis of samples purchased indicate that 

this ruling is often disregarded. Several cases of this kind are 
now being considered and it is probable that prosecutions will 

follow. Similarly retail packages of compound lard should be 

sold as such, mixtures of glucose and molasses should never be 

sold as molasses, sausage containing cereal or cereal and water 

should never be sold as sausage and each of the above imitations 

or compounds should be plainly marked when sold with a state- 

ment of the exact nature of the goods. This applies not only 

to the above articles but also in general to all foods which are 

not exactly what they appear to be. 

In short this regulation means that any goods of this class, 

containing chemicals or preservatives, or made in imitation of, 

or, as substitutes for other things must be plainly marked at 

all times so that customers may tell exactly what they are, not 

only when the goods come from the manufacturer or jobber, 

but -while they are exposed for sale and when they are delivered 

in retail packages. 

ANALYSES OF Foops. 

During the year hundreds of analyses of foods have been 

made, including the examination of spices, extracts, pickles, 

ketchups, jams, jellies, preserves, honey, salt, molasses, ice 

cream, bottled sodas, clams and oysters, besides occasional 

determinations on other miscellaneous samples. ‘The reports 

on a part of these samples have already been published and 

others will soon follow. 
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It is gratifying to see the improvement in respect to adultera- 

tion and misbranding. A few years ago the cheapest possible 

imitations masqueraded under the names of pure fruit jams, 

jellies and preserves. ‘Today one can purchase cheap substi- 

tutes if they are wished and one can also purchase the pure 

articles and from the labels it can be readily understood why 

one is so much cheaper than the other. A few years ago it was 

almost impossible to obtain real molasses, the unfair competi- 

tion of the compounds offered in its place having driven it en- 
tirely from some of the markets. Now either pure molasses or 

a compound of glucose may be obtained to suit the individual 

need. ‘The improvement in the oyster situation is striking, as 

is also the condition with regard to vinegar. When the rep- 

resentative of the Station first attempted to collect samples of 

cider vinegar, several years ago, the collection obtained was 

astonishing and consisted of cider vinegar ranging in strength 

from two to six per cent of total acid, sugar and syrup vine- 

gars, malt vinegars, distilled colored vinegars, and even mix- 

tures of two kinds of vinegar. At the present time but very 

little of the colored distilled vinegar is in the Maine market, all 

vinegars are, as a rule, sold for exactly what they are, and but 

seldom is a vinegar found which does not come up to the stand- 

ard in acid strength. 

There is still chance for improvement in many respects. Ex- 

tracts are not always as high grade as the labels would seem to 

indicate; ketchups are not always made from first class stock; 

clams at present often carry too much water; and other foods 

not here mentioned could be made better than they are. Con- 

tinued inspection and investigation will no doubt mean con- 

tinued improvement. 

OYSTERS AND CLAMS. 
Several years ago it was realized by pure food officials that 

the people were not getting full value for their money when 

purchasing oysters and clams. Investigations were begun and 
it was quickly learned that besides the very important ques- 

tion of the pollution of the beds from which the shell fish came 

and which, of course, was most important as it effected public 

health, that the question of watered or iced oysters and clams 

was also of great importance, although principally from. the 
standpoint of honest values. 
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Last year this Station conducted an investigation of the 
oyster situation in the State and the results of the examinations 

were given in Official Inspections 30. It was shown in this pub- 

lication that the best oysters upon the market contained but lit- 

tle over 3 per cent of free liquid; that is, liquid which would 

drain from the oysters through a colander in about 10 minutes. 

If oysters were iced or watered the free liquid would run up as . 

high as over 40 per cent. No distinctions were made in price 

between the oysters that carried from 3 to 4 per cent free liquid 

and those which carried from 30 to 40 per cent. No prosecu- 

tions were made as a result of the findings of last year, but the 

dealers were warned in many cases that a repetition of our find- 
ings would mean a fine under the food laws. At the beginning 

of the present oyster season our inspectors collected in various 

parts of the State a considerable number of samples of oysters. 

It was gratifying to note that the percentage of oysters carry- 

ing the small amount of free liquid had largely increased over 

that of last year. A number of dealers were found, however, 

and among them several who had been warned the year before, 

who were still selling oysters that carried from 30 to 40 per cent 

free liquid. In all such cases hearings were appointed. and 

prosecutions begun. In almost every instance the dealer plead 

guilty and paid the fine. 

At the same time that the inspectors were collecting the sam- 

ples of oysters, a large number of samples of opened clams 

were. collected and from the results obtained upon these samples 

it is evident that at the beginning of the present season the clam 

situation was in about the same position as the oyster situa- 

tion was two years ago. Of the scores of clam samples 

analyzed during the past two seasons the lowest amount 

of free liquid found was 9.4 per cent. The highest amount 

found was 44.5 per cent—almost half free liquid. By far the 

largest portion of the clam samples carried over 30 per cent of 

free liquid. Investigations into the method of digging, prepar- 

ing and handling clams have been made, and it is found that 

the practice is in general as follows: 7 

A large dealer will often have as many as 50 or 60 diggers 

who work for him alone. The clams are dug during the day 

time, taken to the home of the digger and during the evening 

the whole family enters into the work of opening the clams. 

Before being opened the clams are usually washed in sea water 
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to remove sand and mud from the outside. There are two 

methods employed in opening or shucking the clams. ‘The best 
method is to open them cold, as the clams have a better flavor 

than those opened hot, as is sometimes practiced. In the latter 

method the opener immerses his hands in hot water or the 

clams are put in hot water to make them open more easily. 

The clam liquor is usually thrown away. ‘The opened clams are 

washed in fresh water and they are often allowed to stand in 

this water over night until the wagon of the dealer comes 

around in the morning to collect the catch of the preceding day. 

This practice of soaking the opened clams in fresh water results 

in a swelling of the clam meat in a manner similar to the result 

obtained in the floating of oysters. ‘The difference between the 

fresh clam meat and clams which have been soaked is illus- 

trated by two analyses recently made in our laboratory. Fresh 
clams opened in the laboratory gave in dry matter from the 

drained meat 24.9 per cent of total solids. A sample analyzed 
about the same time from a lot of clams which had been soaked 

gave 15.9 per cent total dry matter, a difference of g per cent. 

The dry matter in some of the clams which we analyzed ran as 

low as I2 per cent. 

There is no reason why clams should not be sold in as solid 

a condition as oysters are sold at the present time. Clams 

which are properly dug, washed, opened, rinsed and drained 

will not carry much, if any, more free liquid than the best 

oysters which are found upon the market at the present time, 

and clams which are not soaked in any way should contain at 

least 20 per cent total dry matter. 

As in the case of oysters, the standards for opened clams in 

force in this State do not contain any arbitrary figures for free 

liquid or total solids. The standard reads as follows: “Opened 

shell fish are from unpolluted beds and are opened, packed, and 

shipped under sanitary conditions in sanitary containers with- 

out the addition of water or direct contact with ice.” 

The requirements of this standard are not ambiguous and 

they can be easily followed by every dealer in shell fish in the 

State if he wishes so to do. Thus far no prosecutions have 

been made in regard to the clams obtained. The dealers are 
warned, however, that prosecutions will be made in a manner 

similar to the oyster prosecutions if in the future violations are 
tound. 
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WRITTEN GUARANTEES. 

Section 17 of Chapter 119 of the Public Laws of 1911, being 

the inspection laws of this State, reads as follows: “No person 

shall be prosecuted under the provisions of this act when he 

can establish proof of purchase and a guaranty signed by the 

person residing in the United States, from whom the purchase 

was made, to the effect that the article in question is not adul- 

terated or misbranded within the meaning of this act.” 

For several years the importance of obtaining a written guar- 

anty when goods coming under the inspection laws of this State 

are purchased has been emphasized by the Director of the Ex- 

periment Station in the regular publications of the Station, 

special circulars and publications and personal letters to dealers 

with whom there has been correspndence. 

It is surprising to find how few of the dealers in ‘his State are 

attempting to comply with this important advice. A written 

guaranty obtained under the conditions specified in the above 

section protects the dealer in the sale of unopened packages of | 

materials coming under the inspection laws if those materials are 

afterwards found to be either adulterated or misbranded. A 

general guaranty filed under the National Food Law and indi- 

cated on the label of the goods by a serial number is equivalent 

to such a guaranty. Such a guaranty not only protects the 

retailer in case his goods are found not to be in accord with the 
requirements of the inspection laws, but it shows to the people 

from whom he purchases his supplies that he is interested in the 

quality of his goods, and this acts as an incentive for them to 

supply him with a better class of goods than Donen res might 

be delivered. 

The importance of obtaining such a guaranty is here again 

emphasized. Changes in the administration of the National 

Food and Drugs Act make it quite probable that the law will be 

more strictly enforced in some particulars in the future than 

it has been in the past. As the knowledge of the importance 

of pure and sanitary food becomes more widely known, and the 

results of investigations show that some practices which have 

been overlooked in the past are harmful, the definitions are 

being more closely drawn on adulterations and misbrandings, 

and it is quite likely that there will be prosecutions in the future 

for offences which in the past would have been overlooked, or 

at least passed over with a warning. 
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POULTRY DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is probably safe to say that considerably more than 50 per 

cent of the correspondence of those engaged in poultry work in 

the agricultural colleges and experiment stations in this country 

relates to poultry diseases. The poultryman or farmer sees 

that some, or perhaps all, of his birds are ill, and he straightway 

writes to the nearest college or station to know what the dis- 

ease is, and what to do for it. The Maine Station has for many 

years been the recipient of a great number of such inquiries. It 

is an unfortunate, but in the nature of the case an unavoidable 

fact, that in many instances it is quite impossible to make any 
really satisfactory reply to these inquiries. In the vast major- 

ity of cases the person who writes the letter is quite untrained in 

pathology and either describes no symptoms at all or cnly those 

very general ones which are common to nearly all the ills of 

poultry. To one who has not handled this class of correspond- 

ence it would seem almost incredible that there ‘should be so 

many letters of the following type: “I have lost about a third 

of my chickens in the last few days. They seem a little dump- 

ish for a while and then die. What is the trouble and what 

shall 1 do for it?” To diagnose and prescribe on such a basis 

of information is impossible. Yet the hard fact remains that 

the correspondent’s chickens were ill and did die, and he needs 

help to get out of the trouble. 

To meet this need so far as possible, and in response to a 

definite request on the part of the organized agricultural inter- 

ests of the State the present work has been prepared. What 

it aims to do is to give a clear and reasonably complete 

compilation and digest of the information now existing in the 

literature regarding the commoner diseases of poultry, their 

diagnosis, etiology, treatment and prognosis. It should be clear- 
ly understood that the book is essentially a compilation. ‘The 

Maine Station has never conducted any special investigations 
regarding poultry diseases, and does not propose to in the imme- 
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diate future at least. No one connected with the Station at the 

present time has any expert, first hand knowledge of poultry 

pathology. This being the case, the Station assumes no respon- 

sibility for the contents of this book beyond that involved in 

the compilation and editing. That is to say, the Station does not 

guarantee that any of the remedies or treatments herein pro- 

posed will cure any diseased condition. It merely puts before 
the public what appears to be the best and most reliable infor- 

mation now existing regarding these matters. If this informa- 

tion is incomplete, or fails in the attainment of the desired end, 

the fault lies with the original authority not with the compiler. 

Further it should be said that no attempt has been made to dis- 

cuss all the detailed technical accounts of the scientific study of 
avian pathology, appearing in technical journals in this country 

and Europe, and the work is, therefore, not complete in this 

sense. This material is primarily of interest only to the pro- 

fessional student of pathology. This book is not written for 

him at all, but for the practical poultryman. 

It is not intended that this book should displace any of the 

standard works on diseases in the poultryman’s library. On 

the contrary it is intended merely to supplement these. In fact 

the writers would most urgently advise that every poultry keeper 

buy either one or both of the following books: 
“The Common Sense Poultry Doctor’ by John H. Robinson, 

Farm Poultry Publishing Co., 232 Summer St., Boston, Mass. 

Price 50c. ‘This seems to the writers to be, on the whole, the 

best existing book on diseases for the practical poultryman. 

“The Diseases of Poultry.” By Dr. D. E. Salmon. For sale by 
Schmid’s Bird & Pet Stock Emporium, 712 Twelfth St., N. W., 

Washington, D. C. Price 50c. This book gives a more thor- 
ough treatment of the subject, but is written rather more from 

the standpoint of the veterinary practitioner than from the 

standpoint of the practical poultryman. 

In writing this work free use has been made of the stand- 

ard authorities on the subject, including the books cited above, 

as well as the following :— 
“Diseases of Poultry,’ by Leonard Pearson. 

“Farm Poultry Doctor,’ by N. W. Sanborn. 
“Reliable Poultry Remedies,” published by the Reliable Pub- 

lishing Co., Quincy, Illinois. 
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“Die Krankheiten des Hausgefliigels,’ by F. A. Zurn. 

“Manual of Poultry Diseases,” by Vale. 

» “Diseases of Poultry,” by F. Woodroffe Hill. 
Also use has been made of the portions of standard works on 

poultry husbandry, which deal with disease. 

In every case acknowledgement is made to the authorities 
cited. 



(CISLA IE IOI I. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE TREATMENT OF © 

Pourrry DISEASES. 

There is general agreement on the part of authorities. on 

poultry pathology and practical poultrymen of long experience 

that in general, “doctoring” poultry is not advisable. ‘The rea- 
sons for this attitude are primarily the following: 

1. The unit of production with poultry (1. e., the individual 

bird) is of relatively small value, and 1f a man’s time is worth 

anything it is too valuable to spend treating sick chickens indi- 

vidually unless they are show specimens of great individual 

value. 

2. ‘The “cured” chicken is a menace to the owner, because its 

identity is likely to be overlooked or forgotten, with the result 

that it goes into the breeding pen and perpetuates through its 

offspring the constitutional weakness which was one fundamen- 

tal factor in bringing about the result that it, rather than some 

oi its fellows, was ill. 

This point of view has been well stated by Wright in the fol- 

lowing words: 

“In a large proportion of cases of disease, the birds ought to 

die or be killed. Even where there is no constitutional taint, the 

fact that they have succumbed to circumstances which have not 

affected others, marks them out as the weakest, which unaided 

Nature would assuredly weed out, and which if we preserve and 

breed from, perpetuate some amount of that weakness in the 

progeny. Rheumatism, for instance, can be cured; of that there 

is no doubt. But the vast majority who have had such success, 

agree that the effects are either never recovered from as regards 

strength and vigor, or else that the original weakness continues ; 

and the same may be said of some severe contagious diseases, 

such as diphtheritic roup, which may affect the strongest. On 

the other hand, many diseases also apparently contagious, and so 

attacking healthy birds under certain predisposing conditions of 

exposure or other coincident strain upon the system, do not ap- 
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pear to leave serious results behind them, and are tolerably defi- 
nite in symptoms and character. It 1s these which may be most 

successfully treated, and in which treatment is most worth while 

where fowls of value are concerned. But it is significant that 
nearly all breeders who rear really large numbers of poultry, 

gradually come to the conclusion that, except in special cases, 

with valuable birds, the most economical treatment of serious 

disease occurring in a yard is—execution. Concerning this mat- 

ter each must judge for himself.” 

In the case of the utility poultryman, keeping poultry solely 

for the eggs and meat they produce, practically the only diseased 
conditions which it will pay him to treat at all are those in which 
the treatment can be applied to the flock as a whole, without 

the necessity of handling individual birds. Thus, for example, 
in cases where the flock “goes off its feed,” or has simple indi- 

gestion or a simple cold, the birds can be treated successfully as 

a flock. On the other hand, in the case of the fancier, who has 

individual birds of considerable value there will be a much 

wider range of diseases which he will feel that it is profitable 
for him to treat. There are, of course, certain diseased condi- 

tions which demand individual treatment, but in which the treat- 

ment is so simple and the outcome is almost certain to be so good, 

as to justify its employment even in the case of birds of ordinary 

value. An example of such a condition is found in a crop bound 

bird. Robinson sums the matter up very well in the following 
basic rule for poultry doctoring: 

“Give treatment when it can be applied to a flock conveniently 

and with reasonable expectation of beneficial results,. and treat 

individuals, if necessary, when treatment is simple, easy, and 

needs to be administered but very few times.” 

Prevention Rather Than Cure the Ideal. . 
The aim of every poultry keeper, whether his interest is in the 

fancy or the utility end of the business, should be to breed and 

manage his birds so as to prevent entirely, or reduce to a mini- 

mum, the occurrence of disease. In other words, the attitude 

should be that the end to be sought is to prevent the occurrence 

of disease, rather than to rely on a rather dubious ability to 
cure it after it is there. Such a standpoint is sound from every 
point of view; it is in line with the whole development of mod- 

ern medicine. The poultry doctor should regard his function 
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as the same as that of the Chinese physician, who is primarily 

employed to keep the patient from becoming ill, only secondarily 

to cure him. 

Now there are fundamentally two factors involved in the con- 

tinued maintenance of good health in poultry (or, for the matter 

of that, in any other animal). ‘These are: 
tr. A sound and vigorous constitution, which if present, is. 

something innate and “bred in the bone,’ and which, if absent, 

must be bred ito the stock. 

2. A system of poultry management (including feeding, hous- 

ing, etc.) which is thoroughly and absolutely hygienic. 

Let us consider each of these factors separately in some 

detail. 

Breeding for Health, Vigor, and Sound Constitution. 

To have a high degree of constitutional vigor in the founda- 

tion stock is one of the most certain assurances that the poultry- 
man will not be troubled with disease. This is of primary 

importance. In order to breed constitutional vigor into the flock 

the poultryman must train himself to recognize at a glance the 

condition of his birds. Are they in good condition or not? Re- 

garding the aspect of fowls in health and disease Salmon has the 

following to say: 

“We say that a bird is in good health when it appears lively, 

has a clear eye, a bright red comb, is quick and active in its 

movements, has a good appetite and when the various organs 

perform their functions in the manner in which they are observed 
to act in all birds that are vigorous and thriving. On the other 

hand, we say a bird is diseased when some function or functions 

of its body are not performed as they are the great majority of 

individuals, or when some organ presents an unusual form or 

appearance. Disease has, therefore, been defined as a life the 

manifestations of which deviate more or less from the normal. 

Practically, we say a bird 1s diseased when we observe that one 
or more of its functions are not carried on in a normal manner, 

or when we find unusual growths, injuries, or parasites affecting 

any of its organs.” 

In 2 recent article Dr PT. Woods (Amer. Poult” World: 

Vol. 1, Jan. 1910) gives some excellent advice in regard to 

breeding for health and vigor. This is, in many respects, the 

best brief summary of this important subject which we have 

been able to find in the literature. He says :— 
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“The Health Type.—For all practical purposes, the type of 
health and strength and the type of weakness; of lacking bodily 

vigor, are easily differentiated. Do not mistake the purely ner- 

vous energy of closely bred thoroughbreds for an indication of 

vigor. ‘This may be simply the mettlesome spirit of the thor- 
oughbred and alone is of no great value as a guide to health; 

combined with satisfactory physical qualities it is a desirable 

asset.’ 

“Choosing the Male Bird.—Always bear in mind that the 

male bird is for all practical purposes half of the flock. The 

male should be fully matured, well developed specimen, neither 

too young nor too old. Male birds from twelve months to two 

and one-half years old usually make the best breeders. He 

should be the son of sound healthy parents and should, so far 

as possible, inherit from them the qualities which are desired 

for chicks of his get. He should be particularly strong in all 

points or physical vigor, and Standard requirements, where 

his mates show any traces of weakness. Have him as nearly 

perfect in Standard shape as possible, and of medium size and 

weight for the variety. ‘Too heavy males often seriously injure 

their mates and are not desirable in the breeding pen.” 

“The head should be rather large, broad and of good shape, 
well carried. The eye should be bright, round and full with no 

irregularities in shape of pupil. The comb, face and wattles 

should be a good healthy color, neither too pale nor too dark. 

The beak should be rather short, stout and set well at the base. 

The long, flattened beak of ‘crow headed’ birds or the misshapen 

‘hawk bill’ are almost certain signs of physical weakness. The 

neck should be of medium length for the variety and rather full; 

the long, thin, ‘scrawny’ neck goes with the ‘crow head.’ ” 
“The body should be well filled out and carried in the well- 

set-up manner indicative of a well ordered system of nutrition,— 

a good digestion. The plumage should be bright, lustrous and 

‘carried rather closely for the variety.” 
“Mopey, dopey, loosely feathered birds with dull plumage and 

a listless ‘don’t care for life’ manner are too short on good 

health to be of value as breeding stock.” 

“The legs should be medium short for the variety, strong and 

rather large boned and set well apart. The keel bone should be 

firm and straight. There should be no deformities.” 
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“Leggy birds, knock-kneed and with crooked breast bones are 

always lacking in physical vigor even 1f it does not show on 

the surface.” 

“The male should be attentive and gallant to his mates, should 

have a clear lusty crow, free from any rattle at the end. He 

should be sound in wind and able to fight or run without short- 

ness of breath or livid appearance of face and comb.” 

“A good breeder will have a good appetite and will usually be 

ot a rather ‘scrappy’ disposition, disposed to resent any inter- 

ference with his mates by other fowls or by the attendant.” 

“Choosing the Female——The female should be a well-grown, 

well-developed, fully-matured pullet or sound and vigorous 

yearling or two year old. The health type will be active, alert 

and inclined to be talkative, ‘singing’ cheerfully, and disposed 

to scratch and forage. She is usually the first off the roost in 
the morning and the last to go to bed at night. Head, eye, 

condition of plumage and leg requirements are practically the 

same as those called for under ‘Choosing the Male Bird,’ mak- 

ing due allowance for sex.” 

“The body should be broad, deep, well filled out and medium 

large for the variety. The breast should be broad, full and well 

meated ; the back should be broad and the tail well spread at the 

base. Wry tails, crooked backs or keels, or pinched tails should 

disqualify for the breeding pen. The abdomen should be well 

carried and rather full, but should not ‘bag down.’ ” 
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PouLtRy HycrIENne. 

Second in importance only to high constitutional vigor and 

health is attention to the basic rules of hygiene and sanitation 

in the management of poultry. In view of the prevalent mis- 
understanding or lack of understanding of these principles it 

seems wise to devote one chapter to an outline of the more im- 

portant points which need to be looked after in hygienic poultry 

keeping. Attention to the rules and principles here set forth will 

go a great ways towards preventing the occurrence of disease. 

This does not mean that if these rules are not followed disease 

and destruction will forthwith result. Everyone knows of plenty 
of instances of more or less successful poultry keeping under 

the most insanitary and unhygienic of conditions. So similarly 

human beings are able when forced to do so to live under un- 

hygienic conditions. But every civilized country in the world 

believes that the most economical insurance against the steady 

loss of national wealth which the prevalence of disease involves 

is the enforcement of sanitary regulations throughout its domain. 

Again, many men who do not carry fire insurance on their 

buildings go through life without having any of them burn down. 

But this is no argument against the fact that it is a sound eco- 

nomic policy to carry fire insurance. In poultry keeping many 

may be successful for a time in managing their birds in 
defiance of the laws of sanitation and hygiene; a very few may 

be successful in this practice for a long time, but in the long 

run the vast majority will find that thorough, careful, and intel- 

ligent attention to these laws will be one of the best guarantees 

of permanent success that they can find. 

Poultry hygiene and sanitation will be considered here under 

7 main heads, as follows: 1. Housing. 2. Feeding. 3. The 

Land. 4. Exercise.- 5. External Parasites. 6. Disposal of 

the Dead. 7. Isolation of Sickness. What is said under all of 

these heads is intended to apply (unless a specific statement to 

the contrary is made) both to adult birds and to chicks. No 
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discussion of the hygiene of incubation, or of the relative merits 

of artificially and naturally hatched chickens will be undertaken 

here, because there are special subjects falling outside the field 

of general poultry hygiene. 

I. POULTRY HOUSE HYGIENE AND SANITATION. 

A. Cleanliness —The thing of paramount importance in the 

hygienic housing of poultry is cleanliness. By this is meant not 

merely plain, ordinary cleaning up, in the housewife sense, but 

also bacteriological cleaning up; that is, disinfection. All build- 

ings or structures of whatever kind in which poultry are housed 

during any part of their lives should be subjected to a most 

thorough and searching cleaning and disinfection at least once 

every year. This cleaning up should naturally come for each 
different structure (1. e., laying, colony or brooder house, indi- 

vidual brooder, incubator, etc.) at a time which just precedes 

the putting of new stock into this structure. 

How to clean a poultry house: Not every poultryman of 

experience even, knows how really to clean up a poultry house. 

The first thing to do is to remove all the litter and loose dirt 

which can be shovelled out. Then give the house—floor, walls 
and ceiling—a thorough sweeping and shovel out the accumu- 

lated debris. Then play a garden hose, with the maximum water 

pressure which can be obtained, upon floor, roosting boards, 

walls and ceiling, until all the dirt which washes down easily is 
disposed of. Then take a heavy hoe or roost board scraper and 

proceed to scrape the floor and roosting boards, clean of the 

trampled, and caked dressing and dirt. Then shovel out what 

has been accumulated and get the hose into action once more and 

wash the whole place down again thoroughly and follow this 

with another scraping. With a stiff bristled broom thoroughly 

scrub walls, floors, nest boxes, roost boards, etc. Then after 

another rinsing down and cleaning out of accumulated dirt, let 

the house dry out for a day or two. Then make a searching 

inspection to see if any dirt can be discovered. If so apply the 

appropriate treatment as outlined above. If, however, every- 

thing appears to be clean, the time has come to make it really 

clean by disinfection. To do this it is necessary to spray or 

thoroughly wash with a scrub brush wet in the solution used all 

parts of the house with a good disinfectant at least twice, allow- 
ing time between for it to dry. For this purpose 3 per cent 
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cresol solution is recommended. The chief thing is to use an 

effective disinfectant and plenty of it, and apply it at least twice. 

A discussion of disinfectants immediately follows this section. 

To complete the cleaning of the house, after the second spraying 

of disinfectant is dry apply a liquid lice killer (made by putting 

I part crude carbolic acid or cresol with 3 parts kerosene) lib- 

erally to nests and roosts and nearby walls. After all this is 

done the house will be clean. In houses cleaned annually in this 

way the first step is taken towards hygienic poultry keeping. 

The same principles which have been here brought out should 

be applied in cleaning brooders, brooder houses, and other things 

on the plant with which the birds come in contact. 

What has been said has reference primarily to the annual or 

semi-annual cleaning. It should not be understood by this that 
no cleaning is to be done at any other time. On the contrary 

the rule should be to keep the poultry house clean at all times, 

never allowing filth of any kind to accumulate and using plenty 

of disinfectant. 

Disinfection —In the matter of disinfection there are several 

options open to the poultryman. He may make his own disin- 

fectant, or he may purchase proprietary compounds like Zeno- 

leum, Carbolineum or a host of other “eums” which confront him 

at every turn in his reading of poultry periodicals, or he may buy 

a plain disinfectant like formaldehyde, or carbolic acid. 

The Experiment Station has tried various disinfectants with 

a view to finding the most useful, when the factors of efficiency, 

ease of application and low cost, are considered. ‘There is prob- 

ably no more effective disinfectant than formaldehyde, but after 
trying it out it was necessary to abandon it as a general 

poultry house disinfectant. The difficulty was that a man could 
not stand the fumes long enough to spray and scrub out thor- 

oughly a pen. Formaldehyde is very good where it can be used, 
and there is no cheaper disinfectant, efficiency considered. Dr. 
P. T. Woods has recently advocated the formaldehyde gas meth- 

od for disinfecting poultry houses, using the permanganate meth- 

od of generating. This, however, is indicated only for rooms. 

which can easily be closed up air tight. It costs too much in 

time and trouble to make any form of “fresh air” poultry house 

even moderately air tight. The formaldehyde gas method is. 

well adapted to disinfecting and fumigating feed rooms, incuba- 
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tor cellars, brooder houses and all houses which can be readily 

made air tight. For the benefit of those who wish to use the 

method for such purposes the following directions are given. 

This will give a very strong fumigation and disinfection but such 
is indicated about poultry establishments. 

“Formaldehyde Gas Disinfection: First make the room as 
tight as possible by stopping cracks, key-holes, etc., with pieces . 

of cloth or similar substance. Open drawers and doors of bu- 

reaus, wardrobes, and closets to allow free access of the gas. 

Use a metal or earthern dish for a generator, of sufficient size 

so that the liquid will not spatter or boil over on the floor, since 

the permanganate will stain. The temperature of the room 

should not be below 50° F. and more effective disinfection 

will be obtained if the temperature is 80° F. or above at the 

beginning. Sprinkle boiling water on the floor or place a kettle 

of boiling water in the room to create a moist atmosphere. 

Spread the permanganate evenly over the bottom of the dish and 
quickly pour in the formaldehyde (40 per cent strength as pur- 

chased). Leave and tightly close the room at once and allow to 

remain closed for 4-6 hours or longer, then air thoroughly.” Use 

23 ounces of permanganate and 3 pints of formaldehyde to each 

1000 cubic feet of space. 

For general disinfectant purposes about a poultry plant the 

Station has found the cheapest and most effective disinfectant 

to be compound cresol solution. This is used here for spraying 

and disinfecting the houses after they are cleaned, disinfecting 

brooders, brooder houses, incubators, nests and everything else 

about the plant which can be disinfected with a liquid substance. 
Any person can easily make this disinfectant. The following 
revised directions for its manufacture are quoted from Bulletin 

179 of this Station. 

Cresol Disinfectant.—The active base of cresol soap disinfect- 
ing solution is commercial cresol. This is a thick, sirupy fluid 

varying in color in different lots from a nearly colorless fluid to 

a dark brown. It does not mix readily with water, and, there- 

fore, in order to make satisfactory a dilute solution, it is neces- 

sary first to incorporate the cresol with some substance like soap 

which will mix with water and will carry the cresol over into 

the mixture. The commercial cresol as it is obtained, is a cor- 

rosive substance, being in this respect not unlike carbolic acid. 
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It should, of course, be handled with great care and the pure cre- 

sol should not be allowed to come in contact with the skin. If it 
does so accidentally the spot should be immediately washed off 
with plenty of clean water. The price of commercial cresol 

varies with the drug market. It can be obtained through any 

druggist. On the day that this was written the quotation on 
cresol in the New York market is 24 cents per pound. In pur- 

chasing this article one should order simply “commercial cre- 

sol.”’ 
Measure out 3 I-5 quarts of raw linseed oil in a 4 or 5 gallon 

stone crock; then weigh out in a dish 1 lb. 6 oz. of commercial 

lye or “Babbit’s potash.” Dissolve this lye in as little water as 
will completely dissolve it. Start with 14 pint of water, and if 
this will not dissolve all the lye, add more water slowly. Let 

this stand for at least 3 hours until the lye is completely dissolved 

and the solution is cold; then add the cold lye solution very slow- 

ly to the linseed oil, stirring constantly. Not less than 5 minutes 

should be taken for the adding of this solution of lye to the oil. 

After the lye is added continue the stirring until the mixture is 
in the condition and has the texture of a smooth homogeneous 

liquid soap. This ought not to take more than a half hour. 

Then while the soap is in this liquid state, and before it has a 

chance to harden add, with constant stirring, 8% quarts of com- 

mercial cresol.. The cresol will blend perfectly with the soap 

solution and make a clear, dark brown fluid. The resulting solu- 

tion will mix in any proportion with water and yield a clear 
solution. 

Cresol soap is an extremely powerful disinfectant. In the 

Station poultry plant for general purposes of disinfecting the 

houses, brooder houses, incubators, nests, and other wood work, 

it should be used in a 3 per cent solution with water. Two or 3 

tablespoons full of the cresol soap to each gallon of water will 

make a satisfactory solution. This solution may be applied 

through any kind of spray pump or with a brush. Being a clear 

watery fluid it can be used in any spray pump without difficulty. 

For disinfecting brooders or incubators which there is reason 

to believe have been particularly liable to infection with the 

germs of white diarrhea or other diseases the cresol may be 

used in double the strength given above and applied with a scrub 

brush in addition to the spray. 
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B. Fresh Air and Light.—Too great stress cannot be laid on 

the importance of plenty of fresh air in the poultry house if the 

birds are to keep in good condition. And it must be remem- 

bered in this connection that “fresh” air, and cold stagnant air 

are two very different things. Too many of the types of curtain 

front and so-called “fresh air” houses now in use are without 

any provision other than an obliging southerly wind, to insure the- 

circulation or changing of air within the house. Even with an 

open front house it 1s wise to provide for a circulation of air 

in such way that direct drafts cannot strike the birds. This 

applies not only to the housing of adult birds in laying houses, 

but also to the case of young stock in colony houses on the 

range.* Further a circulation of fresh air under the hover in 

artificial rearing is greatly to be desired and will have a marked 

effect on the health and vigor of the chicks. 

Not only should the poultry house be such as to furnish plenty 

of fresh air, but it should also be light. ‘The prime importance 

of sunlight in sanitation is universally recognized by medical 
authorities. Disease germs cannot stand prolonged exposure to 

the direct rays of the sun. Sunlight is Nature’s great disin- 

fectant. Its importance is no less in poultry than in human sani- 

tation. The following statement made some years ago (1904) 
by a writer signing himself “M” in Farm Poultry (Vol. 15) 
brings home in a few words the importance of having plenty of 

light in the poultry house. 
“Light in the poultry house has been found by a writer a 

great help in keeping the house clean and keeping the fowls 

healthy. Probably there is no greater assistance to the diseases 
of poultry than dark and.damp houses, and dark houses are 

frequently damp. In recent years I have had both kinds of ex- 

perience, those with the hens confined in a large, dry and light 

house, and with hens confined in a dark house in which a sin- 

gle window looking towards the setting sun furnished the only 

light. Being forced to use the latter building for an entire 

winter I found it impossible to get it thoroughly dried out after 
a rain had rendered the walls damp. By spring some of the 

fowls that had been confined there began to die of a mysterious 

*See in this connection the modification of the Maine Station colony 

house to insure circulation of air, as given in U. S. Dept. Agr. Farm- 

ers’ Bulletin 357. 
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disease and a post-mortem examination showed it to be liver 

disease. Later the roup broke out in the same house and this 

dread disease continued with the flock for months exacting a 

heavy toll in laying hens.” 

C. Avoid Dampness. Of all unfavorable environmental 
conditions into which poultry may, by bad management, be 

brought, a damp house is probably the worst. Nothing will 

diminish the productivity of a flock so quickly and surely as 

will dampness in the house, and nothing is so certain and speedy 

an excitant to roup and kindred ills. The place where poultry 

are housed must be kept dry tf the flock is to be productive 

and free from disease. ; 
D. Provide Clean and Dry Litter. E:xperience has demon- 

strated that the best way in which to give fowls exercise during 

the winter months in which, in northern climates at least, they 

must be housed the greater part if not all of the time, is by pro- 

viding a deep litter in which the birds scratch for their dry 

grain ration. For this litter.the Experiment Station uses pine 

planer shavings, with a layer of straw on top. Whatever the 

litter it should be changed as often as it gets damp or dirty. 

Il. HYGIENIC FEEDING. 

Along with housing as a prime factor in poultry sanitation 

goes feeding. ‘This is not the place to enter upon-a detailed dis- 

cussion of the compounding of rations and such topics, but there 

are certain basic principles of hygienic feeding which must 

always be looked after if one is to avoid diseases. There are: 

A. Purity. It should be a rule of every poultryman never 

to feed any material which is not clean and wholesome. Musty 

and mouldy grain, tainted meat scraps or cut bone, table scraps 
which have spoiled, and decayed fruits or vegetables should 

never be fed. If this consideration were always kept in mind 

many cases of undiagnosed sickness and deaths, and low condi- 

tion in the stock would be avoided. Keep all utensils in which 

food is placed clean. 

B. Avoid Overfecding. Intensive poultry keeping involves 

of necessity heavy feeding, but one should constantly be on 

the lookout to guard against overfeeding, which puts the bird 
into a state of lowered vitality in which its natural powers of 
resistance to all forms of infectious and other diseases are re- 

duced. The feeding of high protein concentrates like linseed or 
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cotton seed meal needs to be particularly carefully watched in 

this respect. 

C. Provide Plenty of Green Food. Under natural condi- 
tions poultry are free eaters of green grass and other plants. 

Such green food supplies a definite need in metabolism, the 

place of which can be taken by no other sort of food material. It 

is not enough merely to supply swcculence in the ration. Fowls’ 

need a certain amount of succulent food, but they also need fresh 

green food. ‘The Station has found green sprouted oats, when 
properly prepared, to be an excellent source of winter green 

food. Full directions for sprouting oats are given in Bulletin 

179 of the Maine Station, a copy of which may be had upon 

application to the Director of the Station. 

D. Provide Fresh and Clean Drinking Water. The most 

sure and rapid method by which infectious diseases of all kinds 

are transmitted through a flock of birds is by means of the 
water pail from which they all drink in common. Furthermore 
the water itself may come from a contaminated source and be 

the origin of infection to the flock. Finally it is difficult to de- 
vise any satisfactory drinking fountain in which the water is 

not liable to contamination from litter, manure, etc. All these 

considerations indicate the advisability of adding to all drinking 

water which is given to poultry some substance which shall act 

as a harmless antiseptic. The best of all such substances yet 

discovered for use with poultry is potassium permanganate. 

This is a dark reddish-purple crystalline substance which can 

be bought of any druggist. It ought never to cost more than 

20c-30c per pound and a pound will last for a long time. It 

should be used in the following way: In the bottom of a large 

mouthed jar, bottle or can, put a layer of potassium permanga- 

nate crystals an inch thick. Fill up the receptacle with water. 
This water will dissolve all of the crystals that it is able to. This 

will make a stock saturated solution. As this solution is 

used add more water and more crystals as needed, always aim- 

ing to keep a layer of undissolved crystals at the bottom. Keep 

a dish of stock solution like this alongside the faucet or pump 

where the water is drawn for the poultry. Whenever any water 

is drawn for either chicks or adult fowls add enough of the, 

stock solution to give the water a rather deep wine color. ‘This 
means 1 to 2 teaspoons of the stock solution to 10 quarts of 
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water. At the same time one should clean and disinfect the 
drinking pails and fountains regularly, just as he would if he 

were not using potassium permanganate. At the Station plant 

for some 2 years past no bird has ever had a drink of water from 

the time it was hatched which did not contain potassium per- 

manganate, except such water as it got from mud puddles and 

the like. 
Dr. G. B. Morse, the well known authority on poultry dis- 

eases of the Department of Agriculture, had the following to 

say regarding this point in a recent address (Rel. Poult. Jour. 

Oct. 1910). After. describing the potassium permanganate 

method, as well as two others, directed to the same end, but 

in the opinion of the present writers not so desirable as this, 

he goes on to say: ‘““Water-borne diseases are frequent in the 

poultry yard. Clean and disinfect your drinking-fountains (and 

you must) ever so well, if you are permitting, consciously or 

unwittingly, to run at large one bird sick with any of the con- 

tagious diseases of the head parts or with bowel diseases, you . 
may count on that water supply being contaminated in less 

than one hour’s time. In the case of a large flock affected 

with flagellate diarrhoea I have myself found-the flagellates in 

less than one hour’s time in the drinking water which had been 

sterilized and placed in thoroughly disinfected fountains. Do 

you not see where such a condition as this forces you? Right up 

against the principle of the individual drinking cup. Ridicu- 

lous, do you say? Not a bit. I did not say ‘the individual 

drinking cup, but the ‘principle of the individual drinking cup.’ 

Boards of health are recognizing that by means of the common, 

public drinking-cup foul and terrible diseases are being spread 

among people. It is just so with your poultry, and while you 

cannot adopt the individual cup you can incorporate the prin- 

Giple Olmibim your hbycientc methods by adding + * * * * 

one of the antiseptics named. It is true, in the proportions 

named, these remedies do not disinfect the water, only act as 

antiseptics, that is, act to hinder the developement of bacteria 

and other microbes. The water itself should be changed fre- 

quently. This hindering of microbian growth occurs not only 
in the fountain but is kept up in the intestinal tract.” 
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Ill. THE LAND. 

One of the most important considerations in poultry sanita- 
tion is to keep the ground on which the birds are to live both 

as chicks and as adults from becoming foul and contaminated. 

This is not a very difficult thing to do if one has enough land 
and practices a definite and systematic crop rotation in which 

poultry form one element. On the open range where chicks 

are raised a 3 year rotation is entirely feasible and serves its 

purpose well. Such a system of cropping would be something 

as follows: First year, chickens; second year, a hoed crop, 

like beets, cabbage, mangels or corn, the ground to be seeded 

down to timothy and clover after the crop is taken off; third 
year, in grass; fourth year, chickens again. Other cropping sys- 
tems to serve the same purpose can easily be devised. 

To maintain the runs connected with a permanent poultry 

house where adult birds are kept in a sweet and clean condition 

is a more difficult problem. About the best that one can do 

here is to arrange alternate sets of runs so that one set may be 

used one year and the other set the next, purifying the soil so 

far as may be by plowing and harrowing thoroughly annually, 

and planting exhaustive crops. Failing the possibility of alter- 
nating in this way, disinfection and frequent plowing are the 

only resources left. 

The following excellent advice on this subject is given by the 

English poultry expert Mr. FE. T. Brown (Farm Poultry, Vol. 
18, p. 294): “Tainted ground is responsible for many of the 

diseases from which fowls suffer, and yet it is a question that 
rarely receives the attention it deserves. The chief danger of 
tainted soil arises when fowls are kept in confinement, but still 

we often find that even with those at liberty the land over which 

they are running is far from pure. So long as the grass can be 
kept growing strongly and vigorously there is small fear of foul 

ground, as the growth absorbs the manure; it is when the grass 

becomes worn away that the chief danger arises. The manure 

constantly falling upon the same small area, and there being 

nothing to use it up, the land is bound in a short space of time 

to become so permeated as to be thoroughly unfit for fowls. 
The question is very often asked in connection with this subject 

as to how many fowls a certain sized piece of land will accom- 
modate the whole year through. Occasionally one may see in 
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some of the agricultural or poultry journals this question an- 

swered, but as a matter of fact to give any stated number is most 

misleading. It depends very largely upon the class of soil, as 

some can carry twice as many birds as others; it depends upon 

the breed of poultry, some being much more active than others, 

and thus requiring more space; it depends, too, upon the time 

of year, because during the spring and summer, when there is 

an abundance of vegetable growth in the soil, a considerably 

larger number of birds can be maintained than during the 

autumn or winter. The number must be varied according to 

these circumstances, and no hard and fast rule is applicable.”’ 

“The results of tainted ground are generally quickly notice- 

able, as the fowls have a sickly appearance, the feathers lose their 

brilliant lustre, and the wings begin to droop. Roup, gapes, and 

other ailments speedily show themselves, causing, 1f not death 

itself, considerable loss and unpleasantness. One of the greatest 

advantages to be derived from portable houses is that they so 
greatly reduce the risk of tainted ground, as they are being 

constantly moved from one place to another, thus evenly dis- 

tributing the manure. When it is remembered that each adult 

fowl drops nearly a hundred weight of manure in the course 

of a year, the importance of this question will be immediately 

realized. It is quite possible, however, provided that suitable 

precautions are taken, to keep a comparatively small run pure 

for a long time. If the grass is short it should be occasionally 

swept, in this manner removing a good deal of the manure. An- 

other important point is to always have around the house a space 

of gravel, upon which the birds should be fed, and if swept once 

or twice a week this will have a wonderful effect in preserving 

the purity of the grass portion. Anyone who has observed poul- 

try will know how fond they are of constantly being near the 

house, and thus the greater portion of their droppings falls within 

its immediate vicinity. The shape of the run also has a great 

bearing upon the length of time it will remain untainted, a long 
narrow run being much superior to a square one. I have proved 

by my own experience how true this is, and probably a long and 

narrow run, containing the same amount of space will remain 

pure twice as long. It is unnecessary here to go into a full 
explanation of why this is so, but I may state the fact, which 
I am confident is quite correct. If the space at one’s disposal 
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is very limited it 1s a good plan to divide it into two equal parts, 

placing the house in the middle. During one year one-half 

would be available for the fowls, the other being planted with 

some quickly growing vegetables, the order being reversed the 

year following. The vegetable growth has the effect of quickly 

using up the manure, and in this manner quite a small plot of 

land can be heavily stocked with poultry for an unlimited num- 

ber of years. If the soil becomes at all foul it is a good plan to 

water it with a 1 per cent solution of sulphuric acid, or to gus 
a light dressing of gas lime.” 

IV. EXERCISE. 

If poultry are to be in good condition, and maintain their 
normal resistance to disease they must exercise. As chicks they 

will do this on the range. As adults (in climates like that of 

Maine) the most feasible way to bring this about is to provide 
litter and make the birds scratch for their feed. 

V. EXTERNAL PARASITES. 

In hygienic poultry keeping the birds must be kept reasonably 

free at all times of lice, mites, and all other forms of external 

parasites. Directions for dealing with this matter are given in 

detail farther on in this book in the chapter on External Para- 

sites. It is desired here merely to call attention to the matter 

as one of the general principles of hygienic poultry management. 

VI. DISPOSAL OF DEAD BIRDS. 

The poultry plant which does not have some dead birds to 

dispose of from time to time has yet to be started. Just in con- 

nection with the disposal of such dead birds is one of the weak- 

est.points in poultry sanitation as too commonly practiced. The 

number of poultry keepers who throw dead birds on the manure 

pile or out on a temporary unused field is much too large. This 

is a short sighted and dangerous procedure. Anyone who con- 

tinues for a long enough time to dispose of his dead birds in 

such a way is tolerably sure, sooner or later, to be wiped out of 

business by an epidemic, with a thoroughness and despatch which 

will leave him wondering what in the world has happened. 

The most sanitary method of disposal of dead bodies is crema- 

tion. Wherever it is possible every dead bird should be burned 
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just as soon as may be after death has occurred. In many cases, 

however, a farmer or poultryman is not so situated as to be able 

to burn dead animals without too great an expenditure of time 

or labor. In this event burial is about the only alternative, and 

here, as in the song, it is wise to dig the grave “both wide and 

deep,” especially deep. Otherwise, through the aid of foxes, 

dogs, skunks, or other creatures, the dead may “rise again” in 

a literal and most insanitary manner. 

VII. ISOLATION OF SICKNESS. 

Whether one expects to treat the bird or to kill it, every indi- 

vidual that shows signs of sickness should be removed from the 

general flock. When the bird has been isolated a decision as to 

what will be done about the case can be reached at leisure, and 

in the meantime the flock is not subjected to the danger of in- 

fection. This is an important matter with young chickens as 

well as with adult stock. 

THE ESSENTIALS Or POULTRY HYGIENE. 

To summarize this discussion of poultry hygiene and sanita- 

tion it may be said that the essentials in the hygienic and sanitary 

management of poultry are 

1. CLEAN HOUSES. 

2. CLEAN AIR. 

3. CLEAN FOOD. 

4. CLEAN WATER. 
5. CLEAN YARDS AND CLEAN RANGE. 

6. CLEAN INCUBATORS AND BROODERS. 

7. CLEAN BIRDS, OUTSIDE AND INSIDE. 
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THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE DISEASES OF POULTRY. 

The first thing that the poultry keeper whose birds are ill 

wants to know is: “What ails my chickens?” Before he can 

use this or any other book on poultry diseases effectively in 

getting advice for the treatment of disease he must diagnose 

the trouble. It is the purpose of this chapter to help him do 

this, and in this way make this book more useful to the practical 

poultryman. At the outstart it should be said that the abso- 

lutely certain differential diagnosis of particular diseases of 

poultry, by the farmer or poultryman, either on the basis of 

extcrnal symptoms or post-mortem examination ts in nearly 
every case impossible. The best that can be done practically 

is to determine into what general class of diseases a particular 

trouble falls. 

There are two general sources of information upon which to 
base a diagnosis of disease. These are: 

I. External symptoms. 
II. Post-mortem examination. 

EXTERNAL SYMPTOMS, WITH A TABLE TO AID IN THE IDENTIFI- 

CATION OF THE CHIEF CLASSES OF POULTRY DISEASES. 

There are certain external symptoms which are characteristic 

in a way of nearly all diseases. These symptoms merely indi- 

cate that the bird is sick; they are of no value for purposes of 

differential diagnosis. 
These general symptoms of illness may be described as fol- 

lows: A sick fowl is usually quiet, and does not move about 

unless disturbed. It stands or sits with the neck contracted so 

that the head is pulled well in to the body, giving the bird a 
“humped up” appearance. The eyes are often closed, entirely 

or partly, giving the bird a sleepy appearance. Often the 

feathers are roughened and stick out all over the body. The 

comb and wattles may be dark or, on the other hand, may be 

very pale. 
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When a bird shows these general symptoms of illness it should 

be picked up and isolated and an effort made to obtain a more 

precise diagnosis. In doing this the following table of the chief 
external symptoms may be found of use. 

This table aims to direct one to the discussion of general 

classes of disease. The identification of special individual dis- 

eases should be attempted only after reading over the chapters 

covering the general class involved. In general it should be 

kept in mind that this table is not intended to tell the reader 

what the disease he finds 1s, but solely to tell him what parts of 

this book to read in any given case in order to make a diagnosis. 

Table of External Symptoms which may be of Some Value in 
_ Differential Diagnosis. 

The numbers in brackets denote the pages to be consulted. 

SYMPTOM. Diseases which the symptom named may indicate. 

Abdomen swollen.......... Peritonitis (72), Dropsy (73), White diarrhea (181). 

Belching of gas..........55. Inflanimation of crop (34). 

Breathing abnormal (i. e.),|Diseases of the respiratory system (85), 
too rapid, too slow, wheez-|Arsenic poisoning (44). Pericarditis (112), 
ing, whistling, snoring or|Gapes (195), Air-sac mite (110). 
in any different from nor- 
UNDE p nits Teenie Se sisson 

(CHOCO see cnne Cee E AST Site. Arsenic poisoning (44). 

GONVOR DANCY osoiis vee sk ose Tuberculosis (57), Dropsy (73), Air-sac mite (110), 
Infectious leukemia (114), White diarrhea (181). 

Comb first pale, but later] Enteritis (39). 
Clin ans ociececite DOR Es once 

Comb, very dark............ Liver disease (47), Blackhead (53), 
Congestion of lungs, (107), Pneumonia (108). 

CONUO, Vi OWars ice 2s lai Liver diseases (47), Visceral gout (121). 

Comb, with white, powdery|White comb (150). 
SHU ooo vnoBnoe See One es nae 

CONSTIPATION... aive esse cee- Simple constipation (41), Indigestion (42), 
Inflammation of oviduct (165). 

COMVUUSTON Sie ein c 6 vines .....|Arsenic poisoning (44), Copper, lead or zinc poisoning (44). 
Epilepsy (119), *‘Harvest-bug” (145). 

(COUNGID-65 £0 BOO ORE Oca Diseases of the respiratory system (85). 

Crop, enlarged and hard...|Crop bound (32). 

Crop, enlarged and soft.....: Inflammation of crop (34), Enlarged crop (36), 
Gastritis (86). 

/ DCH CO Sache OG OER IES Diseases of the alimentary tract (32), Arsenic poisoning (44), 
Copper, lead or zine poisoning (44), Blackhead (53), 

.Luberculosis (57), Cholera (66), Roup (90), 
White diarrhea (181). 

Nostrils, discharge from...|Diseases of the respiratory system (85). 

TTUUCUCUO UOT n\ei0.s%0< 2101210100 «1001s Tuberculosis (57), Aspergillosis (104), Visceral gout (121) 
Mites (132), White diarrhea (181). 
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Table of External Symptoms—Concluded. 

The numbers in brackets denote the pages to be consulted. 

SYMPTOM. Diseases which the symptom named may-indicate. 

Hye, expansion of pupil.... 

Hye, sticky discharge from. 

Face, swolien............... 

Droppings, bright emerald 
PTE OM ete prcve wisi arcrensiete shetors ares 

Fever ane Saco pilatstai'e weit 

TE OMUGTLES Searls et eiclatreketc 

Legs, roughened, with 
scales raised............... 

Mouth, mucous qischarge 

Mouth, white, cheesy 
DONCMES 10 ssccadboononsoss 

Nausea and Vomiting..... 

Neck, bent backward....... 

IN(Xo/ 2, Mim DaxowonedecsseDo at 

Paral USS oscacsoossousb oboe 

Saliva, copious secretion... 

Skin, putfed out in blisters. 

Skin, scaly and incrusted... 

CHONG CPUMGone oabcapaccceocds 

Thirst, EXCeSSiVe............ 

Arsenic poisoning (44). 

Catarrh (87), Roup (90). 

Roup (90). 

Cholera (66). 

Peritonitis(72) , Agpensillosts (104), Infectious leukemia (114), 
Inflammation of oviduct (165). 

Tuberculosis (57). Aspergillosis (104), Rheumatism (123). 
Sealy leg (135), Bumble foot (202). 

Sealy leg (435). 

Congestion of the lungs (107), Pneumonia (108), Gapes (195). 

Roup (90), Canker (103). 

Inflammation of the crop (34), 
Copper, lead or zine poisoning (44). 

Strychnine poisoning (45), Congestion of the brain (119), 
Wry neck (123). 

Limberneck (123). 

Copper, lead or zinc poisoning (44), 
Strychnine poisoning (45), BROplexY (118), 
Heat prostration (118). 

Arsenic poisoning (44). 

Emphysema (194). 

Body mange (144), Favus (147). 

Congestion of the brain (119), Leg weakness (192). 

Hypertrophy of the liver (50), Peritonitis (72), 
Aspergillosis (104), Tapeworms (76). 

Tongue. hard and dry...... Pip (102), Diseases of the respiratory system (85). 

Tumors on head............ Roup (90), Chicken pox (150). 

Urates, yellow.............. Cholera (66). 

Vent, mass of inflamed tis- 
sue projecting from....... Prolapse of oviduct (167). 

Vent, skin inflamed......... Vent gleet (177). 

POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS. 

Whenever a bird dies from a cause not entirely clear to the 

poultryman a post-mortem examination should be made in order 

to learn, if possible, from the condition of the internal organs 

what it was that caused death. The poultryman should familiar- 

ize himself with the appearance of the internal organs in a nor- 

ee 

ee ee ee oe 

——_ 
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mal state of health, so that he may at once recognize any de- 

parture from these normal conditions. 

The following directions and general advice regarding the 

making up of autopsies is taken from the English poultry jour- 

Tidlegseoultiny 
“How to make a post-mortem examination, so that these vari- 

ous organs can be seen and examined, and so that a generat 

opinion can be formed as to their condition of health or other- 

wise. et it be understood that a very large number of poultry 

which die are victims of some entirely simple complaint, such 

as enlargement of the liver, or tuberculosis in the lungs. These 

complaints are easily recognizable, and there is no reason at all 

why any farmer or amateur poultry keeper should not be able 

to form a general opinion as to whether his poultry are dying 

off from some such complaint as one or other of these. Take 

the dead bird and lay it on a wooden table or on a piece of strong 

board, breast uppermost. Spread out the wings and the legs, 

putting a small nail through the joint of each wing and through 

the center of each foot. It is not necessary for the bird to be 

entirely plucked ; it will be enough to pluck the breast, and when 

this has been done pinch up the skin at the point of the breast 

bone, and cut it straight through from the vent to the crop. 

Having done this, draw back the skin on both sides so as to leave 

the flesh fully exposed, and then with a sharp knife cut through 

the flesh on both sides of the breast bone, and with a strong, 

blunt pointed pair of scissors, cut out the center of the breast 

bone entirely, taking particular care in doing so not to injure 

the heart, as a flow of blood from the heart will interfere with 

subsequent operations. When this has been done the principal 

organs will be seen clearly exposed.” 

“First of all examine the liver. To be perfectly healthy, it 

should be of a rich chocolate brown color, free from any specks, 
and free from any discoloration (although there are sometimes 

post-mortem discolorations at the edges, which are easily recog- 

nizable). If the liver contains any specks it is unhealthy, as 

it should not be what is known as pasty or rotten. Healthy and - 

firm to the touch and of the proper color, is the general descrip- 

tion to apply to the liver. The heart should then be looked at, 

and it should also be quite firm, free from any excessive cover- 

ing of fat, and also quite free from little nodules of tubercu- 
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losis. Another thing about the heart is that it should be even 

lobed—that is to say, it should not be distended on one side and 

empty on the other; if it be so, the probability is that the bird 

has died from heart failure, and supposing it is known that the 

bird did die suddenly, this can at once be accepted as the cause— 
syncope, failure of the heart’s action, which always ends in very 

sudden death, the bird simply dropping down dead without any 

warning. The lungs, which will be seen on either side at the 

back of the heart, are spongy looking bodies of a pink color. 

If a piece of one of the lungs can be cut off and be placed ina 

bowl of water it should float, not sink, or it will be unhealthy. 

Always look at the lungs for tuberculosis, which is usually to be 
detected there,* and is indicated by little cheesy nodules in the 

substance of the lungs, which cannot possibly be mistaken ; some- 

times the lungs and the heart will all be eaten by these tuber- 

culous masses. If no disease has been found so far, proceed to 

examine the crop and the gullet, also the windpipe. With re- 

gard to the crop, it might almost be examined first if it is full 

of food, and apparently in a state of congestion, to see whether 

there be a stoppage in the opening from the crop to the pro- 

ventricle. The gullet and windpipe can also be examined to see 

if there is anything unhealthy about them. Similarly an exam- 

ination can then be made of the intestines, and in the case of a 

hen the egg organs can be carefully dissected to see whether 

there is a broken egg, or whether any egg substance has escaped 

into the cavity of the abdomen and set up inflammation.” 

“There is no difficulty about making an examination of the 

skull, and the amateur with a little practice will very easily be 

able to do this. The way to set about it is to start at one corner 

of the mouth, and with a pair of sharp pointed scissors cut 

around the skull to the other corner of the mouth; it will then 

be quite an easy matter to lift up the skull from the back, and 

the brain will be clearly seen. This should be perfectly clear, 

and if there be any trace of a slight effusion of blood, it will be 

positive evidence of an apoplectic seizure, and will confirm the 

symptoms of apoplexy, which are delirium, resulting, after a few 

hours or a few days helplessness, in death. These, then, are 

* This is usually not the case (see below p. 62). This writer has 

probably mistaken aspergillosis lesions of the lungs for those of tuber- 

culosis. Note added by compiler. 
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the principal points, and any amateur can make a simple matter- 
of-fact examination such as has been described, very often with 

considerable satisfaction to himself.” 

In order to get the benefit of the descriptions given in this 

book of the post-mortem appearances of organs in various dis- 

eases, the poultryman should proceed as follows. If the liver, 

for example, of a dead bird appears to be abnormal, look up in 

the index of this book the entry “Post-mortem appearance of.” 
Under this will be found a heading “liver,” followed by the page 

MuMeKS AO, 47, AQ to 50,161, 68, 113, 115, 121, 188, 194: 

This means that on each one of the pages listed will 
be found a description of the post-mortem condition of 

the liver in a bird dying of some particular disease. Similar 
entries are made for other organs. In this way the post-mortem 

examination may be made to aid directly and quickly in the 

diagnosis of disease. 
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Pouttry MartertA MeEnpiIca. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to give an account of the 

drugs and remedies which the poultryman will find it well to 

be supplied with; directions for making various solutions ; tables 

of weights and measures and the like. 

THE MEDICINE CHEST. 

The following drugs and medicines will be found useful to 
have at hand. 

Calomel (subchloride of mercury).—‘This is a very useful 

alterative medicine for fowls, 1 grain pills frequently having a 

good effect on the liver. When given it should be followed in- 

two hours by a dose of castor oil. Some authorities oppose the 

use of mercury in any form for poultry, but there have been 

numerous cases when it has produced good results.” (Brad- 

shaw. ) 

Cayenne.—‘‘Is considered to be an excellent liver stimulant 

when given in small quantities. In cases of colds it is also use- 

ful, and forms one of the ingredients in the spices so much used 

to stimulate winter laying.” (Bradshaw. ) 

Catechu— ‘In powder or tincture form, in combination with 

powdered chalk, is a good remedy for diarrhea. The average 

dose of powdered catechu is from 2 to 5 grains, and of the tinc- 

ture from 2 to 5 drops.” (Bradshaw.) 

Castor oil—*‘Although apparently paradoxical, this is one of 

the best remedies for diarrhea. The latter is frequently due to 

some fcetid matter in the intestines; a dose of oil will usually 
remove this, and often diminish the diarrhea. It is also used 

in cases of crop-bound fowls. A teaspoonful poured down the 

throat, and the mass kneaded with the fingers, and then warm 

water potent down will soften the matter, and frequently effect 

a cure.” (Bradshaw. ) 

Epsom salts (magnesium sulphate ).—‘‘Is one of the simpler 

cheapest, and most effective poultry-yard drugs. It is useful in 
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liver disease, diarrhea, and many other complaints. Half a 

teaspoonful ‘for a full-grown fowl is a standard dose. It can 

be mixed in the soft food, but is more effective by starving the 

fowl for a few hours, dissolving the salts in warm water, and 

pouring it down the bird’s throat. Epsom salts always act best 

accompanied with a good quantity of water.” (Bradshaw.) 

The following table of doses of Epsom salts for young birds 
has been worked out by Gage and Opperman: 

AMOUNT PER BIRD 
IN GRAINS How ADMINISTERED. 

i = aNS. 
AGE OF BIRD. 

1 to 5 weeks | 10 grains In feed 
5 tc 10 weeks7........ 15 grains In feed 
10 to 15 weeks......... 20 grains In feed 
15 weeks to6 months.) 30 grains ( Two teaspoonful of water 
6 months tol year....| 35 grains ? to every 30, 40 or 50 
1 year and over....... 40-50 grains grains of salt. 

Cotton Seed Oil—‘‘Olive and salad oils are useful when hens 

are egg-bound, for diarrhea, and also for external use in dress- 

ing torn combs and other wounds. In eye troubles it takes the 

place of a simple lotion.” (Bradshaw. ) 

Bichloride of mercury, 1 to 1000 solution—TYo make this the 

simplest way is to buy of the druggist bichloride of mercury 

tablets, and ask him to label the box to show how much water 

a tablet must be dissolved in to make a 1 to 1000 solution. If 

one desires to mix it up for himself ask the druggist to make 

up some I gram (15% grain) powders of bichloride of mer- 

cury. Dissolve 1 of these powders in a quart of water. Put 

in enough laundry bluing so that the color will be deep blue. 

Then the solution, which is highly poisonous, will never be mis- 
taken for water. 

“t to 1000 bichloride” is a germicide and disinfectant for 

external use, cleansing wounds and the like. 

Medicines in Tablet Form—One of the most convenient 

forms in which medicines may be administered is in tablets. 

Wholesale and mail-order drug houses carry extensive lines of 

these graded as to dosage. They may be administered to poul- 

try very easily and conveniently by holding the bird’s mouth 

open with one hand and with the other thrusting the tablet far 

enough back in the throat so it will be swallowed. 

The following list of tablets will be found useful to the poul- 
tryman. They fairly well cover the medicines recommended in 
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the body of this book. Any poultryman may get these either 

from his local druggist, or if he cannot furnish them, they can 

be purchased by mail at approximately the prices named from 

The Frank S. Betz Co., Hammond, Indiana. 

Price 

per 1000 
Salicylic-acid st 2U5og1 ner sae sate yeaa mcr .70 

(For use in rheumatism. ) 
INCOMILeL FOOL =O ie werent ete nares ae .50 

(For use in fevers.) 
Antiseptic tablets, Blue, Corrosive sublimate, 

7.3 grs.; Ammonium chloride, 7.7 gr. 

Pins, AGEs (DE UCO: 

(For making 1 to 1000 bichloride solu- 
tion. One tablet dissolved in 1 pint of 

water gives a solution of that strength. ) 

Bisina tit lies Ulloa tcaiteen Tae ogee era ae eee .80 

(For intestinal irritation. ) 
eal Orava Aire tia seinen ct leer ance a beret .40 
lho, (‘romianvoe sing SEaKC MINS S 65500565006 .80 

(For use as a tonic, dose 3 per day.) 
In administering tablets in the manner suggested care should 

be taken to see that they are swallowed, and not coughed up. 

AN ANTISEPTIC OINTMENT FOR USE ON CUTS AND WOUNDS OF 

ALL, KINDS. ~ 

The following ointment may be made up by the poultryman 

and will be found useful in the treatment of cuts, sores and 

wounds of all kinds of poultry and stock in general. 

OilPonmoricanwinwme neers teen tO, 

(Cre soletiaterseahe kt ivee ern ae eaieek erga 34 OZ. 
le bakeur rel act ea tsar Wace errant an att nae we I OZ 

IRS tier en ae ie San etek eager 2 i OZ, 

Cleangadleqeteadsems ee aa ee iat ton Oe 
Melt the axle grease and resin and stir in the other ingredi- 

ents. Pour off in a tin box or can to cool. In making this, clean 
axle grease from a freshly opened can should be used. 
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TABLES OF APOTHECARIES WEIGHTS AND MEASURES AND THEIK 

METRIC EQUIVALENTS. — 

APOTHECARIES WEIGHTS. 

Pound _ Ounces (Troy) Drachms Scruples Grains Grams. 
; 12 eg = 6 = 288 = 5760 = 373.23 

1 = 8 = 245 — 4 80b— eso 
1 = J = W= 3.9 

1 20k e380) 

APOTHECARIES MEASURE. 

Gallon Pints Fluidounces Fluidrachms Minims Cub. em 
1 128 1024 61440 = 3785.00 = 8 

1 cf = 1S = TO SS BA 
tee gs S40 = 29.57 

1 Se OS Ba 

COMMON MEASURE. 

A teacup is estimated to hold about 4 fluidounces, one gill. 
Aj wineglass Uo * 2 
Ajitablespoon « « « ag 8 “ 

A teaspoon o #e ss “ 1 fluidrachm. 
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DISEASES OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT. 

The arrangement of the digestive organs in birds differs from 

that in other domestic animals in that the mastication of the 

_ food does not take place in the mouth. The food of birds, con- 

sisting mainly of grains and seeds, is swallowed whole into the 

crop. It remains here until it is completely softened by the 

juices secreted by this organ. The food then passes into the 

stomach (proventriculus) where it is mixed with still other 

juices, and then into the gizzard. The muscular walls of the 

gizzard grind the softened food against the small pebbles (grit) 
which the bird picks up, until it becomes a paste. This paste is - 

then passed into the intestines and mixed with the secretions 

from the liver, pancreas and the intestines themselves. The 

nutritive elements of the food are transferred through the intes- 

tinal walls, by means of the activity of the cells composing these 

walls, into the blood and are carried to various parts of the 

animal to be used in building up the tissues. 

In the wild state birds are forced to hunt for their own food. 

They go about gathering in a few seeds here and there but 

probably at no time is the crop overloaded. Under conditions 

of domestication the birds are fed only once or twice a day and 
thus the crop is often gorged with a day’s supply of food. 

Further the lack of sufficient grit, lack of exercise and the feed- 
ing of rich, soft mashes cause the birds to be predisposed to- 

wards indigestion. Under these conditions poultry are subject 

to a large number of disorders of the digestive system. 

DISEASES OF THE CROP. 

Impacted Crop (Crop Bound). 

In general two immediate causes may be given for birds be- 

coming crop bound. (1) The thin muscular walls may be para- 

lyzed either through over-distention with dry grain or through 

some disease, as cholera and diphtheria. (2) The opening into 
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the lower portion of the cesophagus may become clogged by long 

straws, feathers or other substances. In either case the crop 

fails to empty itself while the bird continues to eat until the 

crop is greatly distended and packed solid. 

Impacted crop is a common disease of poultry. A large 

number of things have been assigned as a cause for this trouble. 

It is probable that the real cause lies in low vitality due to im- 
proper feeding and indigestion. On this point Robinson says: 

“We say that the dry hay the fowl may take into the crop 

causes impaction, but the fact is that it is only in occasional 

instances that it does cause impaction. Far oftener the fowl 

eats dry hay or corn fodder till its crop is bulging, and is never 

seen to be at all the worse for it. I have seen this so often, 

that though an occasional case of impacted crop might properly 

be attributed directly to the overloading of the crop, the occur- 

rence of a number of such cases in a flock at about the same 

time, would suggest that the real cause was indigestion, or weak 

digestion. I have repeatedly given fowls, which all their lives 

had been handled to make and keep digestive organs in first 

class condition, all other conditions for developing cases of 

impacted crops, but have never been able to get a case that 

way.” 

Treatment.—lf a large number of crop bound birds occur in 

a flock, it should be taken as a sign that something is wrong in 

the management. Measures should be taken to correct errors 

in feeding and thus give the birds a more vigorous digestion. 

In such epidemics other evidences of indigestion are usually 
present and the particular treatment of the flock will depend 

largely on these other symptoms. In general the birds should 

not be fed too much at any one time and they should be encour- 

aged to take as much exercise as possible, and should have plenty 

of green food. 

When a crop bound bird is found it must be treated indi- 
vidually. Treatment in such individual cases is quite often suc- 

cessful. ‘The profitableness of such treatment must be decided 

by every poultryman for himself. If the crop bound condition 

is discovered and treated at the beginning of the trouble the 

bird will usually recover quickly and may make a profitable 

fowl. On the other hand if the condition has become chronic 

the vitality of the bird is greatly lowered. In this latter case 

3 
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it may recover but it will be a long time before it will repay 

the owner for his trouble and feed. 

If swelled grain is the cause of the impaction the bird may 

often be successfully treated without an operation. In this case 

first give the bird a tablespoonful of castor oil. After allowing 

this a little time to work into the crop begin to knead the hard 
mass. After this mass has been softened hold the bird with 

head downward and attempt to work the grain out through the 

mouth. If unsuccessful in this or if the impaction is due to 

clogging with straw or other rhaterial it will be necessary to 

open the crop. 

The following method for this operation is given by Sanborn 

(Farm Poultry Doctor): “If someone can hold the bird for 
you it will make the operation easier. Pluck out a few feathers 
and then cut through the skin over the crop a line about 1 inch 

long. This cut should be in the median line of the body. Then 

make an incision 34 of an inch long through the crop. The 

distention of the crop will cause the opening to gape, and the 

mass will be in plain sight. With toothpicks, blunt pointed scis- 

sors, tweezers, or similar tools, take out the contents of the crop. 

This done run the finger into the crop and make sure that there 

is nothing remaining to obstruct the outlet to the organ. When 

sure all is right, take 3 or 4 stitches in the opening in the crop, 

making each stitch by itself and tying a knot that will not slip. 

Then do the same thing to the cut in the skin. For stitches use 

white silk (or if nothing better can be obtained) common cotton 
thread, number 60. Keep the bird by itself for a week, feeding 

soft food.” 

The above operation is not a difficult one and is usually suc- 
cessful. Care should be exercised to have the hands and instru- 

ments thoroughly clean. After the contents of the crop have 

been removed the wound and the empty crop itself should be 

thoroughly washed out with clean, warm (108° to 110° F.) 

water. The edges of the skin wound should be well greased 

with vaseline. It is well to feed the bird only milk for the first 

day or two. 

Inflammation of the Crop. 

Inflammation or catarrh of the crop usually accompanies more 

or less general disturbances of the digestive system. Asa result 

of the irritated condition of the mucous membrane the functions 
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of the crop are disturbed or arrested. It is said to be caused 

hy eating indigestible, decayed, or poisonous food. “The foods 
and substances specially mentioned as causing inflammation of 

the crop are: Decomposed meats and putrid foods of any kind, 

unslaked lime, paint skins, rat poison, excessive use of condi- 

ments and spices, milled by-products containing too large pro- 

portions of hulls or other indigestible fibrous particles. Salmon 

notes that it may result from the presence of worms in the crop, 

and that it occurs as a complication with thrush, diphtheria, and 

cholera. It also occurs frequently with gastritis.’ (Robin- 

son. ) 

Diagnosis —“The most prominent symptom is distention of 

the crop, and on examination the swelling is found to be soft 

and due to accumulated liquid or gas, mixed with more or less 

food. The birds are dull, indisposed to move, and there is 

belching of gas, loss of appetite and weakness. Sometimes there 
is nausea and the affected bird attempts to vomit. Pressure 

upon the crop causes the expulsion through the mouth of liquid 

and gas having an offensive odor due to fermentation.” (Sal- 
mon. ) 

Treatment.—The first step in the treatment of this disease is 

to empty the crop as completely as possible. This can be done 

by holding the bird head downward and carefully pressing and 
kneading the crop. After most of the contents have been ex- 

pelled in this way give the bird several spoonsful of lukewarm 

water and then empty the crop as before. Give a slight purga- 

tive such as a small teaspoonful of castor oil. The bird should 

be kept without food for 12 to 20 hours and then fed sparingly 

on soft, easily digested material. Salmon recommends giving 

2 grains of subnitrate of bismuth and % grain of bicarbonate of 

soda in a teaspoonful of water to relieve irritation and to correct 

acidity. Salicylic acid, 1 grain to an ounce of water, is also recom- 

mended. ‘The dose is 2 to 3 teaspoonfuls. Hill recommends 

the feeding of mucilaginous fluids such as barley-water, thin 

solution of gum, etc. If the inflammation is due to eating poi- 

sons antidotes as given farther on (Chapter VI) should be used. 

If inflammation of the crop is at all general throughout the 

flock an effort should be made to remove the cause. It is well 

to change the feed and give the birds more exercise. ‘The addi- 

tion of fine charcoal (small chick size) to the mash will ofen be 

of service, as the birds eat more of it in this way than when the 
charcoal is in a box by itself. 
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Enlarged Crop. 

“The crop sometimes becomes very much enlarged and promi- 

nent, but hanging loosely, not bulging and hard, as in impaction 

of the crop. ‘This form of permanent enlargement and displace- 

nent is called enlarged crop, slack crop, or pendulous crop. It 

may exist with little inconvenience and detriment to the fowl.” 

(Robinson. ) 
According to Sanborn the cause of this is irregular feeding 

resulting in overloading. Robinson, however, says that while 

“this may be the cause in a great many cases, yet it can hardly 

be the sole cause, for cases of slack crop are not infrequently 

found in fowls that have been well and regularly fed. If a 

fowl is fed heavily, and from any cause (as indigestion) the 

crop remains full and distended too long, though this condition 

may in time be relieved in the natural way without interference 

of the keeper, the effect on the crop is the same as if the over- 

loading had occurred because of irregular feeding. If this con- 

dition is repeated several times the walls of the crop become in 

some degree permanently distended.” 

An enlarged crop and an enlarged or “baggy” abdomen are 

frequently associated in the same bird. ‘These are probably due 

to too heavy feeding without sufficient intervals between meals 
and without sufficient exercise. 

Trcatment.—As stated above, a “baggy” crop often gives little 

or no apparent inconvenience to the fowl. In the case of a very 

valuable bird it might be worth while to operate. Sanborn states 

that this defect can be remedied by cutting out of the enlarged 

portion of the crop a diamond or oval shaped piece of tissue 

about 2 inches long and 1 inch wide. The edges should be 

sewed together and treated as directed for impacted crop. (Cf. 

p. 34). The general surgical methods described in the chapter 

on Poultry Surgery (Chapter XX) should be followed. 

DISEASES OF THE STOMACH (PROVENTRICULUS). 

Inflammation of the Stomach—Gastritis. 

The stomach or proventriculus in fowls is a rather small or- 

gan. It is a thick, glandular walled section of the alimentary 
canal lying between the crop and the gizzard. Inflammation of 

this organ is usually associated with a similar disturbance of the 
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crop. In a few cases there appears to be inflammation of the 

stomach alone. Diagnosis in this case is very difficult. 
The cause of gastritis is usually regarded as the same as that 

of inflamation of the crop (cf. p. 34). 

Diagnosis.—In general the symptoms are very similar to those 

in cases of inflamation of the crop (see p. 34). The birds 

present the general appearance of being sick, viz., loss of appe- 

tite, indisposition to move and roughness of plumage. Con- 

stipation quite often accompanies gastritis. However, if the 

inflammation extends to the intestines there may he diarrhea. 

Treatment.—‘If the disease is identified in its early stages, 

seek for its cause and endeavor to overcome it by removing the 

cause. Change the ration and give more easily digested food 

with some meat. Feed regularly, often, and a small quantity 

at a time. Give some cooked food with barley water or milk 
for drink, or put 20 grains of bicarbonate of soda to a quart of 

drinking water. In severe cases give 2 grains of subnitrate of 

bismuth 3 times a day in a teaspoonful of water. Counteract 

constipation with Epsom salts (20 grains) or castor oil (one 

teaspoonful) once a day as long as may be necessary.” (Sal- 
mon. ) 

“Give rice water for drink, soft mash made with the water 

in which clover hay has been cooked. Arsenite of copper, 4 

grain to each quart of the rice water (drink) will do for medi- 
cinal treatment.” (Sanborn.) 

As Robinson points out the important thing in treating this 

disease is to change the food in so far at least as to remove the 

cause of the trouble. Medical treatment without the removal 

of the original cause will be of little avail. The addition of fine 

(chick size) charcoal to the mash and the generous use of good 

green food are recommended. 

DISEASES OF THE INTESTINES. 

Simple Diarrhea. 

In many fowls a condition of mild diarrhea is chronic through- 

out the life time of the bird. Again birds often acquire a slight 

diarrhea which will last for a longer or shorter time, but never 

becoming severe. In either of these cases the bird shows no 

symptoms of disease other than the watery droppings. No 

doubt such attacks are in some degree detrimental to the best 
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health of the bird. In most cases of this simple diarrhea the 

bird will recover without any treatment. Nevertheless the care- 
ful poultryman will watch his dropping boards for signs of 

“looseness.” When such are found in any quantity the methods 

of feeding and housing should be carefully examined to see if 

the cause does not lie in them. 

Concerning the normal droppings of fowls, Robinson says: 

“Normally the droppings of fowls are rather dry, retain the 

shape in which they are voided, and may readily be removed, 

leaving the spot on which they had fallen either slightly stained, 

or not at all.” 

Further, about 1-3 of the normal droppings consists of a whit- 

ish substance. ‘This is the uric acid and urates excreted by the 

kidneys and is removed from the cloaca along with the feces. 

“Without marked departure from the normal, droppings may 

be wet—watery—with a tendency to flatten on the surface on 

which they rest. On boards they moisten the surface for some 

distance around them. * * * It is perhaps most appro- 

priately described as “looseness.” It is not diarrhea, though 

fowls having it are probably more susceptible to intestinal dis- 

eases than others. Mere looseness of the bowels is not accom- 

panied by any offensive odor. 

“When the excrement becomes soft and pasty or liquid in 

consistency and whitish, yellowish, greenish or brownish in 

color, and has a more or less marked offensive odor, the con- 

dition is properly described as diarrhea. The evacuations in 

diarrhea are often of such consistency that the water in them 

is not readily taken up by absorbents with which they come in 

contact, and they are decidedly nasty, not only adhering to 

utensils used in removing them, and making ordinary cleaning 

difficult, but soiling the feathers of the fowls and sticking to 

roosts, nests and feed troughs.’ (Robinson.) 

Diarrhea may result simply from an upsetting of the digestive 

organs due to improper feeding or it may be a symptom of some 

more serious disease. Simple diarrhea may arise from the pres- 

ence of indigestible matter in the alimentary canal, it may be 
due to exposure to heavy rains or to draughts in the roosting 

house. In the latter cases a cold develops which affects the 

bowels rather than the head and lungs. Diarrhea from colds 

occurs much more frequently than is generally supposed. This 
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form of diarrhea can often be recognized by the greater amount 

of frothy mucus in the excrement. Young stock are much more 

susceptible to diarrhea from colds than are adult birds. 

Among other common causes of simple diarrhea may be men- 

tioned soured or decomposing food, too much green food at 

irregular times, too free use of animal food, allowing the birds 

access to water which has become soiled with excrement and 

allowed to stand in the hot sun until about putrid. Whatever 

may be the inducing factor the immediate cause is excessive 

bacterial fermentation in the alimentary canal. 

Treatment—Simple diarrhea will usually require no treatment 
other than removing the original cause. This latter is by far the 

more important thing to be done. If neglected the condition 

may become chronic and may result in more serious disturbances 

of the alimentary system. It is often beneficial to replace part 

of the bran in the mash with middlings or low grade flour. 

Where in addition medical treatment seems desirable the first 

thing to do is to remove the fermenting material from the intes- 

tinal canal. This can be done with Epsom salts, using a small 
half teaspoonful to each bird. This should be dissolved in water 

and used to mix the mash. If more convenient a teaspoonful 

of castor oil may be given each bird. If the diarrhea is per- 

sistent Hill recommends 3 to 6 drops of chlorodyne as an unfail- 
ing cure. 

Enteritis—Dysentery. 

For practical purposes we may associate most of the severer 

forms of diarrhea with the above names. Simple diarrhea was 

defined as either a temporary or chronic affection of the intes- 

tines from which the bird appeared to suffer but little. Prac- 

tically its only symptom is the watery or discolored discharge. 

Under the names-of enteritis, dysentery or severe diarrhea there 

-are listed several of the more serious infections of the intestines. 

From the medical standpoint enteritis is the name given to affec- 

tions of the small intestines while dysentery is applied to the 

disease in the large intestine: The latter is usually accompanied 

by mucous and bloody discharges. In the diseases of poultry, 

however, it is hardly necessary for anyone other than a patholo- 

gist to distinguish betwen these different forms. ° 

Etiology.—A variety of causes are responsible for these more 

acute forms of intestinal trouble. It may be a bacterial infec- 
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tion coming from filthy conditions. Foul drinking water, putrid 

meat or decaying food of any sort may be predisposing causes. 

Toxic enteritis or poisoning is caused by the birds eating such 

things as paint skins, lye, unslaked lime, salt, ergot of rye, 

arsenic and copper (in spraying mixtures) (cf. p. 44). Fur- 
ther simple diarrhea may develop into the more acute form. 

. This latter is due to improper food, water or housing, and is 

probably closely associated with bacterial enteritis. Various in- 

testinal parasites may cause severe diarrhea. 
Diagnosis.—It is often very difficult to distinguish between 

the different infections of the intestines in the living birds. 

Woods (Reliable Poultry Journal) gives the following symp- 
toms of enteritis: “The affected bird is inactive and dumpish. 

The comb is at first pale and limp, and later becomes dark and 

purplish. There is an abundant dark or greenish diarrhea. 

Diarrhea may become bloody. The bird appears sleepy and 

unwilling to walk around. The bird may be sick a week or 

several weeks before death takes place. Some birds recover 

without treatment. The appetite may be voracious, or the birds 

may refuse to take food. The crop may. be full of food, or 

may contain only a little slimy fluid. When the bird dies, the 

comb is always dark. Often the bird may appear dumpish and 

sleepy, and show a bad diarrhea; the owner, picking the bird 
up to examine it, finds it has lost weight; holding it head down- 

ward, a stringy, dirty liquid runs from the mouth, and death of 

the bird soon follows. In such cases, the bird has been sick 

several weeks before it was noticed. Examination of the body 

after death shows the liver enlarged or shrunken, according to 

the duration of the disease. If of long duration the liver is 

shrunken. The spleen is usually enlarged. The intestines are 
inflamed and are full of mucus.” 

“The evacuations may show any or all of the color conditions 

commonly observed in cases of severe diarrhea, watery, mixed 

watery and solid, whitish, greenish, bluish green, brown, red, 

bloody. Particular colors or conditions may represent the de- 

_gree to which different organs are affected, or indicate to an 

experienced eye the progress of the disease, but to the layman 
they have no special significance.” (Robinson. ) 

Treatment.—lIf{ possible the cause of the trouble should be 

ascertained and removed. This is by all means the first’ and 
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most important step to take. It is useless to spend valuable 

time in doctoring sick birds while the conditions which gave 

rise to the trouble are still present. In bacterial enteritis sick 

birds should be removed from the flock as soon as noticed. 
Houses and runs should be cleaned up and disinfected. Drink- 

ing vessels and food troughs should be scalded daily. Potas- 

sium permanganate should be used in the drinking water (cf. 

p. 16). Mix powdered charcoal with the mash. Feed less bran 

and more middlings in the mash. Do not feed too heavily. 

After attending to the above hygienic measures the birds 

should be given a good physic. A teaspoonful of Epsom salts 

to each fowl, dissolved in water and mixed in the mash, is the 

most convenient way of treating a large number of birds. For 

medical treatment Salmon recommends one of the following: 

“Subnitrate of bismuth, 3 grains; powdered cinnamon or 

cloves, 1 grain; powdered willow charcoal, 3 grains. Give twice 

a day mixed with food or made into pills with flour and water. 

“Subnitrate of bismuth, 3 grains; bicarbonate of soda, 1 grain; 

powdered cinchona bark, 2 grains; mix and give 3 times a day 

in a paste made with rice flour. When diarrhea is arrested, 

bismuth and soda are no longer needed. Give as a tonic: Pow- 

dered fennel, anise, coriander, and cinchona—each 30 grains; 

powdered gentian and ginger each 1 dram, powdered sulphate 

of iron, 15 grains. Mix and give in the feed so that each fowl 

will get 2 to 14 grains twice a day.” 

Constipation. 

Constipation occurs in adult fowls far less often than diarrhea. 

It frequently passes unnoticed unless very severe. This trouble 

is much more common in young stock than in grown birds. In 

adult fowls it often occurs in connection with indigestion, gas- 

tritis, or peritonitis. “A not infrequent cause is obstruction of 

the vent by accumulations of excrement on the feathers about 

it This is especially apt to occur following looseness of the 

bowels in fowls, which do not roost. Intestinal worms also may 

cause constipation by accumulating until their mass blocks the 

passage.” (Robinson. ) 

Lack of exercise, or lack of green food are also occasional 

causes of constipation. 
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The symptoms are painful and ineffective efforts to evacuate 

the bowels. In the worst cases the vent becomes completely 

plugged with dry, hard feces. The birds appear dull, listless 

and without appetite. en . 

Treatment.— ‘Adult fowls having constipation without ob- 

struction of the intestines, that is merely difficult movements, 

should not require any treatment further than in correcting con- 

ditions and diet. When the passage is obstructed the treatment 

is according to the location of the obstruction. If it is at the 

vent with hard accumulation about the vent as well as in the 

intestine, the external accumulation must be removed first. This 

is accomplished by soaking in warm water, which loosens the 

attachment of the mass to the skin, and separates it enough to 

allow clipping the feathers about the vent to which the mass 

adheres. If the obstruction has filled the lower part of the in- 

testine, there must be more soaking with warm water or soften- 

ing with olive or sweet oi]. Oil is applied between the accumu- 

lated excrement and the skin by using a small syringe or an oil 

can with very small nozzle. The process is a tedious one, and 
where the poultryman’s time is valuable is unprofitable except 

in cases of valuable birds.” 

“When the obstruction cannot be reached in this way purga- 

tives must be given. Those usually recommended for fowls, 
are castor oil, Epsom salts, and calomel.” (Robinson.) 

INDIGESTION. 

Birds frequently suffer from disorders of the digestive system 

which are not easily classified under any of the diseases so far 
treated. Simple indigestion or dyspepsia most frequently re- 

sults from overfeeding and the feeding of ground grains and 

meat without sufficient green food, are some of the causes usu- 

ally given. 

Symptoms.—The birds are dull and listless. They are in- 
clined to sit on the roosts, and usually have but little appetite. 

Occasionally birds suffering from indigestion have an abnormal 

appetite and will eat ravenously quantities of foods which fur- 

nish but little nourishment, ec. g., grit. Indigestion is often ac- 

companied by either constipation or diarrhea. In the latter case 

the symptoms are similar to those described under simple diar- 

clea, (Ds B7/ Ne 
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Treatment.—In treating indigestion it is important to observe 

the general rules of hygiene (cf. Chapter Il). ‘The house should 

be clean and as free from dust as possible. Sunshine should be 

able to reach every corner of the pens. The water dishes should 

be kept thoroughly clean and the supply of water should be kept 

pure and fresh. Use potassium permanganate in the drinking 

water as directed on p. 16. Use well balanced rations and feed 

at regular hours. Put fine (chick size) charcoal into the mash 
in considerable quantity. Enough should be used to make the 

mash decidedly black. This is a very important measure for 

the treatment of indigestion. Give the birds plenty of exer- 

cise. A small amount of a good stock tonic may help to bring 

the birds back into proper vigor. The following formula (from 

Me. Agr. Expt. Stat. Ann. Rpt. 1896) has frequently been used 

with good success. 

weniverized Gentian 4 tana. saat tt Ib); 
HabilverizedGingemmy. nates. it oe Na so WIN), 
Hmtilvenizede Salbpeteine ya tse yey tee 4 |b. 
Piglhvermueal Ahora, Sibillolmeawe bos n5cesusco- VY Ib. 

These substances can be procured from any drug store and 

mixed by the poultryman. Use 2 to 3 tablespoonsful of the 

tonic to 10 quarts of dry mash. 

Dr. N. W. Sanborn (Reliable Poultry Remedies) recommends 

the following treatment for indigestion: “If for 1 week at the 

beginning of the improved care you will add 1 teaspoonful of 

sulphate of magnesia to every quart of drinking water, and fol- 

low this for 2 weeks with 14 of a grain of strychnine to each 

quart of water, you will hasten the time when the birds will be 

well.” 
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POISONS. 

Poultry on free range about farms and especially on small 

city lots often obtain poisonous substances. Most of the poisons 

obtained by fowls are the so-called mineral poisons. ‘The chief 

symptom of poisoning by these substances is acute inflammation 

of the digestive tract. The narcotic or vegetable poisons on the 

other hand cause severe congestion of the blood vessels in the 

spinal cord and brain. 

Among the principal poisons likely to affect poultry may be 

mentioned the following: es\3 
Common Salt, Nitrate of Soda, Concentrated Lyes—Com- 

mon salt is most frequently obtained in excessive amount from 

eating salt meat or fish. Ztrn says that 15-30 (% to I oz.) 

grams of common salt will kill a healthy hen in from 8 to 12 

hours. Nitrate of soda is used as a fertilizer and is eaten by 

hens along with worms, etc., which they scratch up. Lye is 

obtained only when carelessly left about the grounds. The 

treatment for such poisons according to Salmon is to give “abun- 

dant mucilaginous drinks such as infusion of flaxseed, together 

with stimulants, strong coffee and brandy being particularly use- 

cata ns 

Arsenic may be obtained either from rat poison or from vari- 
ous arsenical sprays used to kill insects. Copper is used in such 

spraying mixtures as Bordeaux. Where spraying has been done 

properly there should be no danger of the birds getting enough 

of the poison to injure them. Sometimes, however, the vessels 
containing the mixtures are emptied within range of the fowls 

or the substances are handled carelessly in other ways. 
The symptoms of arsenic poisoning are given by Beeck (Die 

Federviehzucht 1908, p. 828) as follows: “Secretion of large 

quantities of saliva, choking, hiccoughing, great anxiety and 

nervousness, little or no appetite, thin, often bloody feces, slow 

and difficult breathing, unsteady walk, trembling and convul- 

sions, expansion of the pupils. Death ordinarily occurs in a 
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very short time.” ‘Treatment should be with sulphate of iron, 

calcined magnesia, or large quantities of milk. Salmon also 
recommends white of egg and flaxseed mucilage. 

The special symptoms of copper poisoning are vomiting and 

diarrhea, the copper giving a blue or green color to the vomited 

matter and the feces. Evidence of violent pain may follow with 

collapse, convulsions or paralysis. The circulation and respira- 

tion are weak. Usually fatal in a few hours. Large quantities 

of milk, white of egg, mucilage, and sugar water are recom- 

mended. 

Lead and zinc poisoning occur chiefly from eating paint skins. 
The symptoms so far as they have been observed in poultry do 

not differ greatly from those seen in copper poisoning. ‘The 
treatment recommended by Salmon is the same as for copper. 

With lead poisoning the sulphates of soda, potash or magnesia 

are recommended with the object of forming insoluble sulphate 

of lead. 

Phosphorus may be obtained from rat poisons or from heads 

of matches. If large quantities of phosphorus are eaten by the 

bird severe inflammation of the stomach and intestine occurs 

and death results in from 1 to 2 hours. If only a small quan- 

tity is eaten the symptoms, according to Beeck, are weakness, 
languor, ruffled feathers, lack of appetite. 

Strychnine is usually obtained by poultry from rat poisons. 
The distinctive symptoms here, according to Beeck, is the twist- 

ing of the spinal column and paralysis. ‘The neck is twisted 

backward so that the head is often held over the rump. The 

treatment recommended by Beeck is to give “inhalations of 

chloroform or internally 1 to 3 grains of chloral hydrate dis- 

solved in 2 tablespoonsful of water. The amount to be given 

depends on the size of the bird. 

Ergot of Rye is one of the vegetable poisons which sometimes 

causes serious trouble among poultry. This is especially true 

in European countries. In this country so little rye is raised and 

fed to poultry that there is little chance for poisoning. The 

cause of the poisoning is a fungus which attacks the rye plants. 

The symptoms of ergot poisoning are trembling, intoxication, 

great weakness and gangrene of the comb, beak and tongue. 

The treatment is to give strong stimulants such as “brandy, 
coffee, camphor or quinine.” 
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Fowls are occasionally injured by eating the leaves of poison- 

ous plants. The sense of taste, however, protects the birds in 

mostvcases.) Vii el Greens diliss Poulin. Records soles 

p. 689) says in this connection: “Woodlands and fields abound 

in poisonous plants, and yet it is seldom, except in the case of 

birds that have been starved of green food and have become 

ravenous for it, that fowls ever succumb to vegetable poisons. 

as thus obtained. Protection apparently lies in the fact that 

undesirable plants have repulsive flavors. Especially in sub- 

urban poultry keeping, danger arises when flower borders are 

weeded, seedlings thinned out, and plant rubbish swept up, if 

the resulting collection is thoughtlessly given to fowls in con- 

fined runs. Such birds are generally always ready for green 

food in any form and in their eagerness to satiate the craving 

the bad is often taken in with the good.” 

TREATMENT FOR POISONS IN GENERAL. 

The above paragraphs have dealt with poisons rather more 

fully than is usual in treatises on poultry diseases. In the great 
majority of cases a poisoned bird 1s not discovered until too late 

for treatment. Even if found in time it is usually not worth 

the poultryman’s time to treat individual birds. The symptoms 

of the different poisons have been given in some detail with the 

hope that they may enable the poultryman tc distinguish the 

kind of poisoning which they may encounter and may thus be 

able to remove the source of the trouble before other birds are 

affected. 
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DISEASES OF THE LIVER. 

“The annual losses of poultry due to liver trouble in various 

forms are numerous. These diseases seem to occur chiefly 

among adult fowls, and to be more prevalent in the latter part 

of the winter and through the spring. The reasons for their 

frequency then are easily found. The common forms of liver 

trouble result from improper feeding and lack of exercise. These 

causes operate most extensively during the winter, and they 

usually operate slowly, and the symptoms of liver troubles are 

generally obscure and not recognized until a post-mortem of 

fowls dying without special outward symptoms shows a dis- 

eased condition of the liver. Hence liver trouble may become 

general and reach advanced stages in a flock before their pres- 

ence is suspected. Meantime, the conditions which cause them 

may be continued, the owner of a flock not infrequently sup- 

posing that the absence of sickness in it contradicts the teachings 
of those who advise methods designed to preserve health, while 

as a matter of fact many of his fowls are in a quite advanced © 

stage of some liver complaint.” (Robinson.) 

A large number of diseases of the liver are described by 

writers on this subject. In the great majority of these diseases 

there are no external symptoms by which one can be told from 

another. ‘The most common diseases which affect the liver may, 

for the moment, be divided into two rough classes which it is 

highly important for the poultryman to distinguish. These again 

can only be distinguished in dead birds, but the occurrence of 

cases of either kind in any number gives the poultryman a clue 

as to what the trouble may be and a chance to correct it. In the 

first of these two classes a post-mortem examination shows the 

liver covered with nodules of a cheesy-like appearance when 

opened. These nodules occur not only in the liver but also in the 

spleen, intestine and other organs and sometimes in these latter 
regions without affecting the liver at all. With such symptoms 
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we may be fairly certain that the trouble is tuberculosis and for 

a further discussion of this the reader is referred to Chapter 

WAUUL- 
In the second class of these diseases the liver shows great 

enlargement and this is often accompanied or followed by fatty 

degeneration. This hypertrophy of the liver is what is gen- 

erally spoken of by poultrymen as “liver disease.” “Liver dis- - 

ease” as popularly interpreted includes a number of different 

diseases distinguished by the pathologist. Of these the ones 

most commonly treated in the diseases of poultry are Conges- 

tion of the Liver, Inflammation of the Liver, Atrophy of the 

Liver, Hypertrophy or Enlargement of the Liver, Fatty Degen- 
eration of the Liver and Jaundice. 

The diagnosis of these different diseases is based entirely on 

the post-mortem appearances. In no one of them are there any 

outward symptoms which distinguish it from the others. “Vale 

says it is impossible for the most scientific observer to diagnose 

either inflammation or congestion of the liver with positive cer- - 

tainty. The symptoms are much the same and outwardly are 

the general symptoms of disease.” (Robinson.) 

Further not only the symptoms but also the causes and the 

treatments of these several diseases are essentially the same. 

The names of the diseases themselves indicate in a general way 

the post-mortem appearances. 

For these reasons it seems best to give a brief discussion of 

the general causes of “liver disease” and the usual treatment. 

This will be followed by a brief account of each disease and its 

special symptoms and treatment, if any. 

Cause of Liver Disease-—Lack of exercise and overfeeding, 

especially with rich albuminous foods, are the most common 

causes of diseases of the liver. In addition to these Salmon 

mentions the obstruction of the circulation of the blood by dis- 

ease of the heart and lungs. Sanborn says that congestion of 

the liver may be caused by any disease of the crop, gizzard or 

bowels that obstructs the circulation of the blood. Robinson 

says: “By far the larger proportion of the cases of liver trouble 

coming to my notice are accounted for by bad feeding con- 

ditions.” 

Diagnosis of Liver Disease —There are no special external 

symptoms. Sanborn mentions as early symptoms: “Rough plu- 

mage, watery diarrhea, first brownish, then yellow ; lack of appe- 
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tite and indisposition to move. The comb may be purplish at 

first, becoming dark and then quite black.” These, however, 

are all merely symptoms of disease in general that might apply 

to any one of a dozen or more ailments. The only certain 

method of recognizing the disease is by post-mortem examina- 

tion. Every poultryman should be familiar enough with the 

normal appearance of the more important internal organs of a 

fowl to recognize abnormal appearances. In general, when 

post-mortem examination shows the liver larger or smaller than 

normal or congested with blood or marbled or spotted, we may 
assume that the bird probably had some form of liver disease. 

Of course, a diseased condition of the liver is often associated 

with other diseases, especially of the alimentary canal. Other 

organs should be examined in all cases to see if they are normal. 

Special care should be taken to distinguish tuberculosis from 

other diseased conditions of the liver and intestines. 

Treatment.—Since it is not possible to recognize diseases of 

the liver by external symptoms, the treatment of individual birds 
is out of the question. If, however, post-mortem examinations 

show that a number of the birds are dying with liver trouble 

it is necessary to take some remedial measures regarding the 
entire flock. In this connection Robinson gives the following 

remarks and advice: 

“Just as soon as it is suspected that there is liver trouble in 

the flock one or more indisposed birds should be killed and 

examined. If examination confirms the suspicion prompt meas- 

ures should be taken to counteract bad tendencies. These should 

look first to good diet. Make the mash, if mash 1s used, light 

and bulky; feed green and vegetable foods liberally ; compel ex- 

ercise in scratching for food. Then get the fowls out a little 
every day, and if sanitary conditions in the house are at all 

objectionable correct them. When the conditions to which a 

flock has been subjected are such that a number of bad cases of 

liver trouble develop, it cannot be expected that corrective meas- 

ures will arrest development and restore to health in every case. 

On the contrary, a few cases may develop in spite of remedial 

measures, and the fowls exposed to the disease are likely to give 

a much larger proportion of cases of sickness of various kinds 

afterwards than fowls that as a flock had always been healthy. 
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This being the case, it is generally good policy to dispose of a 

flock that has been through such an experience as this as soon 

as it can be done to advantage, and replace with always healthy 

stock.” 

With regard to the special diseases already mentioned the one 

most commonly met with on intensive plants at least is 

Hypertrophy or Enlargement of the Liver. 

The cause of this trouble is chiefly concerned with food. In 

our climate it occurs most frequently towards the end of the 

winter. The birds have been confined to their houses most or 

all of the winter months. Very often they are overcrowded. 

The rich winter ration is continued after the weather begins to 

get warm and less heating food is needed. This combined with 

too little exercise and not enough green food favor indigestion 

and the accompanying sluggisn action of gizzard and intestines. 

These are the immediate causes of trouble with the liver. It is 

said that feeding too much corn and barley is also responsible 

for much liver trouble. 

Symptoms.—Mr. H. B. Green, M. R. C. S., gives the follow- 
ing symptoms of hypertrophy of the liver. He believes this to 

be only a stage in the fatty degeneration of this organ. (Illus- 
trated Poultry Record 1909, p. 691.) “The first sign that a fowl 

is tending towards fatty disease of the liver is increase in weight. 
The comb wattles and face remain a bright red or take on a dull 

bluish tinge from congestion. This sign of sluggish circulation 

tells of full blood vessels, and explains how it is that apoplexy 

so frequently supervenes at this period. The excrement is an 

important symptom to note. It is generally at first semi-liquid, 

of a dark yellow color, and evacuations are frequent. Thirst 
is noticeable and a large quantity of water is drunk, especially 

after feeding. The appetite remains good, although the bird is - 

capricious in what it eats. A post-mortem examination of a 

fowl in this phase of the disease will show a liver considerably 
enlarged, of a deep red color, engorged with blood, shining and 

greasy as though it had been soaked in oil, but fairly firm under 
the knife. The intestines are laden with masses of fat, so also 

are the mesentery—or as it is termed by butchers, ‘the leaf,’— 

the ovary and oviduct.” 
In the next stage “Diarrhoea increases, the excrement being 
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perhaps bloodstained or blackened by congealed clots; the face, 

comb and wattles become a darker hue or if jaundice supervenes 

they may be pale or tinged with yellow bile; more fat is laid on 

internally and the liver will prove to be greatly enlarged. So 

large may this become by the deposit of fat globules between and 

in the substance of its cells that on one occasion I have removed 

from an Orpington cock a liver that turned the scale at a pound 

andahalf. This stage is seldom passed and death usually takes 

place from syncope, or an accidental rupture of the softened 

liver.” 

Treatment.—Green says further: “Part of the treatment con- 

sists of a plentiful allowance of green food. Nothing in this 

way is better than freshly gathered dandelion leaves when pro- 

curable, for the taraxacum they contain is a valuable liver stim- 

ulant. It is not generally known that the sliced roots of the 

plants. can be steeped in boiling water to make an infusion 

equally effective when the leaves are no longer obtainable. The 

roots should be gathered and stored in dry boxes. The infu- 

sion is conveniently mixed with the morning soft food and is 
always beneficial to birds in confinement as an occasional liver 

tonic.” 

Fatty Degeneration. 

As noted in the above paragraphs, Green regards this disease 

as a later stage in the hypertrophy of the liver. Salmon, on the 

other hand, believes it to be a quite different disease. The latter 

author says: “On post-mortem examination the liver is found 

shrunken, hardened and marbled or spotted with areas of gray- 

ish or yellowish tissue. A microscopic examination shows the 
liver cells to contain droplets of fat and the liver tissue degen- 

erated and largely replaced by yellow fat globules. 

As the disease is not recognized during life, treatment is out 

of the question. If a number of cases occur in the same flock, 

give greater variety of food and a run on the grass. In addi- 

tion, bicarbonate of soda may be given in the drinking water to 

the amount of I or 2 grains a day for each bird.” 
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Atrophy or Wasting of the Liver. 

This is very similar in many respects to the disease described 

by Salmon as fatty degeneration and probably arises from the 

same cause, 7. ¢., lack of variety in the food, especially lack of 

green food. : 
Symptoms.—Robinson says: “There are no special external 

symptoms. An examination of the fowl after death shows the 

liver shrunken and somewhat granular and sometimes of a 

yellowish cast.” 

Treatment.—See Salmon’s treatment of fatty degeneration 

above. The flock should be given frequent (weekly) doses of 

Epsom salts. 

Congestion and Inflammation of the Liver. 

These are probably different stages of the same disease. The 

poultryman will find difficulty in distinguishing between this dis- 

ease and that known as hypertrophy of the liver (cf. p. 50). 

The chief post-mortem difference is that in, the latter disease 

the liver is more. solid, not so easily torn or ruptured. 

Diagnosis —There are no external symptoms other than those 

of dullness and the general symptoms of disease. Salmon says: 

“Tt is difficult to make a diagnosis during the life of the bird. 
Post-mortem examination reveals a greatly enlarged liver en- 

gorged with blood, tender and easily torn or crushed.” 

Treatment.—Treatment of these diseases in individual birds 

is very rarely successful. The general treatment of the flock as 

recommended on p. 49 should be attended to. The chief medi- 
cinal treatment should probably be frequent doses of Epsom 

salts. Various authors recommend different medicinal treat- 

ments. For these see Robinson (pp. 71 to 74). 

Jaundice. 

Jaundice or biliary repletion is said by Megnin (Medicine des 
Oiseaux) to be due to long continued but moderate congestion 

of the liver. ‘This leads to increased activity of this organ and 
is followed by the accumulation of a large quantity of bile in 

the gall bladder and ducts of the bird. This bile is absorbed by 

the blood vessels and causes poisoning which may lead to the 

death of the bird. 

Diagnosis —There are no specific external symptoms other 
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than that the wattles and comb may be yellowish. This also 

occurs in other liver diseases. Post-mortem examination shows 
the gall bladder greatly distended with bile. — 

Treatment.—Give greater variety of food, especially more 

green food. Give Epsom salts frequently. Megnin recom- 

mends ¥%4 to I grain of aloes. 

This completes the list of the liver diseases most commonly 
treated as such by poultry veterinarians. There are a number 

of other diseases which especially affect the liver or are caused 

by deranged function of this organ. These may most con- 

veniently be mentioned at this place. 

Blackhead (Infectious EnteroHepatitis). 

Blackhead is essentially a disease of turkeys. It is not the 
intention of this work to treat diseases of poultry other than 

fowls. Consequently little will be said about this disease except 

as it applies to fowls. If further information is desired the 

reader is referred to the Rhode Island Experiment Station, 

Kingston, R. I., for bulletins relating to this disease. That sta- 

tion has been and still is studying this disease in a most thor- 

ough way. 

Blackhead is a contagious disease affecting the liver and in- 

testines, especially the blind pouches or ceca of the latter. The 

disease is very quickly fatal among turkeys. The turkey is 

apparently more susceptible than any other bird to this disease. — 

In certain portions of this country where once turkey raising 

was a promising industry it has been practically annihilated. 

The disease is not usually as fatal to adult chickens but may 
cause very serious loses at times. It is now believed’ by several 

prominent investigators of this disease that white diarrhea, so 

destructive to young chicks, is caused by the same organism as 

biackhead. For further discussion of this see Chapter XIX. 
The cause of blackhead disease according to Dr. Theobald 

Smith (Bur. An. Ind. Bul. No. 8) is a minute parasitic proto- 
zoan known as Amoeba meleagridis. More recently Drs. Cole 

and Hadley of the Rhode Island Experiment Station have 

claimed that the causative organism belongs to another group of 

protozoa known as Coccidia. Dr. Smith, however, still main- 

tains that the formér organism is concerned in the disease. ‘The 

point to this discussion lies in the fact that the Coccidium has 
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a very different life history from the Amoeba, consequently it 

probably has a different method of dispersal and different means 
must be used in combatting it. 

Diagnosis ——There are no special external symptoms of this 

disease until in an advanced stage. The victim then begins to 

mope, loses its appetite and is inclined to sit apart with drooped 

wings. ‘The head and comb take on a dark color from which 
the disease takes its name “blackhead.” One of the most con- 

spicuous symptoms is the diarrhea. Post-mortem examination 

shows the liver enlarged and disfigured with whitish or yellow- 
ish spots. The ceca are inflamed and often clogged with pus 
and fecal matter. 

Trcatment.—Medical treat- 

ment of turkeys affected with 

blackhead is of little avail, at 

least in the present state of 

our knowledge. Cole and — 

Hadley (Rhode Island Expt. 
Stat. Bul. 141) recommend 
the following: (1) Isolate the 

sick bird from the flock and 

place it in a dry, well lighted 

location free from cold and 

Fig. 1. Showing condition of draughts. (2) Feed sparing- 

livers in “blackhead.’’ (Modi- ly on soft, light, easily assim- 

fied after Moore). ilable food, with little grain, 

especially corn.” The chief preventative measures are to keep 

the birds on fresh ground; to isolate any birds showing the 

least sign of disease, to destroy all dead birds and to protect 

the turkeys from contamination carried either by new stock or 

by other poultry or by wild birds as sparrows, crows, etc. Dr. 

Morse (B. A. I. Cire. 128) recommends for turkeys under 3 

months old % grain copperas in the morning and a 2% grain 

pill of salicylate of soda in the evening. Give Epsom salts 

every 3 or 4 days and keep the grounds and floors well sprinkled 

with lime. 

With fowls the disease is not so virulent but it is still well 

to protect the flock from introduction of this disease. In this 

connection Dr. Cole (American Poultry World, 1910) says: 

“Tt is no uncommon thing for adult chickens and other poultry 
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to die with all the pathological appearances of blackhead, which 

diagnosis has been confirmed with the microscope. Further- 

more, infection there with this organism appears to be one of 

the principal causes of death of brooder chicks, which exhibit 
the symptoms of one form of the poultryman’s greatest scourge, 

white diarrhea.’ It has often been said of late: If you want 

co raise turkeys keep them away from chickens; it might be 

said with even greater emphasis: If you want to raise chickens, 

keep turkeys away from them.” 

Dr. G. B. Morse of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Zives (Reliable Poultry Journ., Sept., 1910) a number of other 

diseases which affect the liver. Some of these which are not 
treated elsewhere in this circular will be mentioned in the fol- 

lowing paragraphs. 

Cercomoniasis. 

This is frequently called “spotted liver.” It, like many other 
liver diseases, is associated with intestinal trouble, especially 

severe diarrhea, that attacks poultry during the summer months. 

The disease is caused by a flagellate micro-organism known as 

Monocercomonas gallinarum. ‘The post-mortem appearance of 

the liver in this disease shows usually slightly depressed yellow- 

ish necrotic areas or spots. This fact usually distinguished this 

disease from tuberculosis where there are prominent rounded 

cheesy nodules. In pigeons, however, this cercomonad is said 

to cause rounded prominent nodules about the size of a pea. 

This same organism (Monocercomonas gallinarum) is also 

‘said to be responsible for other diseases. The most important 

of these is one form of roup. Canker in squabs and intestinal 

diarrhea in poultry are other diseases attributed to this parasite. 

This disease can be held in check, it is said, by keeping the 

poultry plant well cleaned and disinfected and by giving the 

birds an occasional purgative, ec. g., Epsom salts. 
In aspergillosis, the liver often presents the appearance of 

being “studded all over with minute, whitish or yellowish spots.” 

This disease is discussed in Chapter XIX. 

Sarcomatosis and Carcinomatosis. 

In some cases the liver is affected with tumors or cancers. 

These are usually found in connection with similar develop- 

ments on the ovaries. 
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Gout. 

In cases of visceral gout the liver and adjoining organs are 

covered with a fine chalky sediment. ‘This substance consists 

of crystals of urate of soda. See Chapter XV. for detailed de- 

scription. 
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‘TUBERCULOSIS. 

Tuberculosis in fowls has long been a serious pest in Europe. 

Ziirn in his “Krankheiten des Hausgefliigels,” published in 1882, 
devotes several pages to the description of this disease as it 

occurred in Germany. Its appearance in this country, however, 

seems to have been much more recent. 

Salmon, whose book was published about 1888, says that the 
disease “‘is by no means rare in the United States if the state- 

ments of our professional men are to be accepted.’ However, 

at that time very little had been done in the way of bacterio- 

logical diagnosis and no doubt many of the early reports were 

unreliable. 

The disease was first reported on the basis of bacteriological 

examination in 1900 by Pernot (Oregon Agr. Expt. Stat. Bull. 
64). In 1903 Moore and Ward reported investigations on 

avian tuberculosis in California (Proc. Am. Vet. Med. Assoc. 

1903). They found “a number of flocks in which the mortality 
from the disease was very high.’ Fowl tuberculosis was re- 

ported from western and central Canada in 1904 by Dr. C. H. 

Higgins (Dept. of Agr. Canada, 1905). In 1906 it was re- 

ported from New York and in 1907 from southern Michigan. 

The disease has been reported in many other places within the 

last few years. It thus seems certain that the disease is wide- 

spread throughout the United States and Canada and in the 

future must be reckoned with by American poultrymen. 

Tuberculosis may exist extensively among fowls, especially 

in large flocks, and yet not kill enough birds to attract attention 

iOMieiwepotts Show that tarmers often lose 1 or 2 birds a 

year from what appears to be tuberculosis. In many places the 

loss seems to be gradually increasing. ‘The existence of the 

disease in the flock fails to attract the attention of the owner 

because the losses are so evenly distributed throughout the year. 

Moore and Ward report a flock of 1400 birds from which 250 

had died during the first year. Another man lost 300 birds out 
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of a flock of 1460. Microscopic examination proved that these 

were dying of tuberculosis. 

Tuberculosis is confined chiefly to adult or nearly adult fowls. 

Only very rarely, if ever, is 1t found in growing chicks. Fur- 

ther it is much more common in fowls than in other kinds of 

poultry. Two cases in wild geese were reported at the On- 

tario Agricultural College. Avian tuberculosis is said to be 
found in turkeys, pheasants, and especially in pigeons. Cage 

birds are particularly susceptible to this disease. 
Etiology.—Tuberculosis is caused by a minute germ, the 

Bacillus tuberculosis of birds. ‘These bacteria gain entrance to 

certain portions of the body and there multiply in vast numbers, 

causing the formation of small nodules or tubercles. The dis- 
ease 1s highly contagious and is spread through the flock by the 

contact of healthy birds with the diseased ones, or with their 

discharges. 

The relation of avian tuberculosis to that of man and other 

animals has attracted a great deal of attention. It is a subject 

of very great importance to the poultryman, not only on account 

of his flock but also on account of its relation to the health of 

himself and his family. In this connection, writing some years 

ago Salmon says: “Many outbreaks (of fowl tuberculosis) have 

been attributed to infection from eating the sputum of persons 

affected with consumption. The possibility of such infection is 
admitted by some authorities and denied by others. It is cer- 

tain that poultry and pigeons are not easily infected experi- 

mentally with the tuberculosis of people, cattle and other ani- 

mals which are classed together as mammals.” On the other 

hand, “The bird or avian tuberculosis spreads rapidly from 

bird to bird and is easily transmitted experimentally to birds but 

it has little effect upon most mammals which are very suscep- 

tible to human tuberculosis. There is, consequently, a marked 

difference between avian and mammalian tuberculosis. The 

disease in the two cases does not appear to be absolutely dis- 

tinct, but should rather be regarded as two varieties of the same 

malady.” 

In the last few years a great deal has been found out about 

tuberculosis in both birds and mammals. The results have 

been summarized and extended by Drs. Koch and Rabinowitsch 

in an extensive paper dealing with avian tuberculosis and its 
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relation to mammalian tuberculosis (Virchow’s Arch. f. Path. 

Anat. u. Phys., etc., Bd. 190, pp. 246-541, 1907). Their results 

may be briefly stated as follows: Attempts to infect fowls 

with mammalian tuberculosis, like the earlier negative results 

of other authors, have been fruitless. However, fowls are very 

easily infected with avian tuberculosis by feeding them parts of 

diseased birds. On the other hand, methods of infecting fowls 

other than feeding are not always successful even with avian 

tuberculosis. Other birds, especially cage birds, are very read- 

ily infected in various ways. Parrots, in particular, are sus- 

ceptible not only to avian tuberculosis but also to mammalian 

and human tuberculosis. Also canary birds, sparrows, and va- 

rious birds of prey were proven to be susceptible to both avian 

and mammalian tuberculosis. In these respects such birds 

differ materially from the domestic fowls. 

On the other hand their later researches have made it appar- 

ent that a large number of mammals are susceptible to avian 

tuberculosis. ‘These include not only the small laboratory ani- 
mals as rabbits, mice and guinea pigs, but also cattle, hogs, 

horses, goats, and donkeys. Also avian tubercle bacilli have 

been found in cases of human tuberculosis. On the basis of 

such experiments and observations it appears that avian and 

mammalian tuberculosis are not caused by different species of 

bacteria but by different varieties of the same species. These 

varieties have developed because the bacilli have grown for a 

long period of time under different conditions. They are not 

so different, however, but that they may grow in the environ- 

ment best suited to the other one. 

It thus appears that while fowls are not very likely to contract 

tuberculosis from domestic animals or from man, yet fowls that 

have the diseases are @ serious menace to the other animals 

on the farm as well as to the poultryman and his family. (Cf. 

further on this point p. 64 below ). 

Diagnosis. ‘Vuberculosis in mankind is so serious a disease 
chiefly because it is so difficult to recognize it in its earliest 

stages. The same is true with the disease in fowls. ‘There are 

positively no external symptoms by which the disease can be 

recognized in fowls before the advanced stages. Morse (R. P 

J. Sept. 1910) says on this point: “There is a combination of 

symptoms that might serve to arouse your suspicions; steadily 
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Fig. 2. Breast bone of a fowl 

showing excessive emaciation in 

tuberculosis. (After Ward). 

THEIR TREATMENT. : 

advancing emaciation; ane- 

mia, shown by pallor of 

comb wattles and the skin 

about the head; general 

weakness; lameness, ruffling 

of the feathers and in many 

cases diarrhea. When com- 

bined with the foregoing 

you notice a bright eye and 

a ravenous appetite you 

may have very strong sus- 

picions.” — 

Emaciation is one of the 

best symptoms and in the 

last stages of the disease be- 

comes very tiatked. Per- 

not cites the case of a Ply- 

mouth Rock hen weighing 4 
pounds that was reduced to 

22 ounces. ‘ihe emaciation 

is very marked in the mus- 

cles covering the breast 

bone. Fig. 2 shows the 

breast bone of a tuberculous 

hen from which the skin 

only has been removed. 

Lameness is another 

symptom often shown in the 

later stages of the disease. 

This is caused »y tuberculo- 

sis of the joints as has been 

proven in many cases. Such 
cases are often called “rheu- 
matism” by poultrymen. 
Tuberculosis may also form 
tumors or ulcers or various 

outgrowths on the head and limbs of birds. Such forms of the 

disease are comparatively rare in poultry, however. Parrots 

are particularly affected with these external tubercles. 

None of these symptoms, however, is more than an indication 
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of the possible presence of the disease. Morse says: “At the 
post-mortem examination you may have your — suspi- 

cions strengthened by finding liver, spleen, intestines 

and membrane uniting the intestinal folds (mesenteries) 

studded with yellowish white cheesy nodules of various 

sizes.’ Outside of the bacteriological test these post-mortem 

findings are the best 

proof of the disease we 

have. ‘The liver is af- 

fected in nearly every 

case of fowl tubercu- | 

losis. However, as has 

been pointed out many 

times in these pages, a 

spotted condition of 

the liver is no sure sign | 

of tuberculosis. Most 

of the other liver dis- 

eases of fowls cause a 

simple blotching of the 
tissue in which the 

center of each spot is 
usually depressed or 

at least only slightly 

faised) (Ct. Fig. 1,'p. 
54). In tuberculosis Fig. 3- Liver of fowl affected with 

tuberculosis. (After Ward). 
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the liver is covered : 

with numerous raised nodules varying greatly in number and 

size as shown in fig. 3. A _ section of the liver shows these 

nodules or tubercles distributed throughout the tissue. 

Still more conclusive evidence is 

found if the spleen is covered with 

these same kind of nodules. The 

spleen in health is a small rounded 

purplish organ about ™% inch in 

diameter. It lies just above the 

liver in the region of the gall blad- 

der. In cases of tuberculosis it is 

Fig. 4. Spleen from tuber- very frequently greatly enlarged 
culous fowl cut through and is studded throughout with the 
the middle. (After Koch : ; 

ae yellowish-white tubercles as shown and Rabinowitsch). : 
in fig. 4. 
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Still another very important piece of post-mortem evidence 

is found 1f the intestines and the mesenteries are dotted with 

these rounded nodules as shown in fig. 5. 

ea he ae ] 
| i 1 
f 

Fig. 5. Intestine and mesenteries of a fowl affected with 

tuberculosis. (After Ward). 

The lungs are very rarely affected and then usually by the 

infection spreading from the liver on to the adjoining lung tis- 

sue. All this agrees with the fact previously stated that fowls 

are most easily infected through the digestive tract. Alteration 

of the bones, joints or other organs occur much more rarely and 

usually only in the most advanced stages of the disease. 
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lf the post-mortem findings agree in essentials with those giv- 
en in the preceding paragraphs we may be practically certain 

that we are dealing with tuberculosis. It should not be forgot- 

ten, however, that the pathologist would not be willing to pro- 

nounce the disease tuberculosis until he had taken a small parti- 

cle of the cheesy material and after staining this in a particular 

way had demonstrated by microscopical examination that the 

tubercle bacilli were present. 
Moore and Ward have carried on some experiments in the 

use of tuberculin in detecting this disease. Ward (Joc. cit.) gives 

the results of trials.on 21 hens affected with tuberculosis. In 

very few cases did the tests give positive results and these 

were so slight and irregular as to be useless as a method of diag- 

nosis. Apparently there is little hope of success in this direc- 

tion with fowl tuberculosis. 

Methods of Contagion. ‘The spread of. tuberculosis from 

fowl to fowl takes place only when the living bacteria are trans- 

ferred from the diseased to the healthy birds. From the fact 

that tuberculous lesions are most commonly found in the inter- 

nal organs of the digestive system we may conclude that the 

bacteria usually enter the body along with the food. Exam- 

ination of the tubercles situated along the intestine shows that 

in many cases these communicate directly with the interior of 

the digestive tract. These are constantly emptying enormous 
numbers of bacteria which are carried to the outside by the 

feces of the bird. Without doubt the droppings of tuberculous 

fowls are the most important factor in the spread of this disease. 

This is especially true when in addition the birds are fed upon 

ground which is partly covered with these droppings. Besides, 

the infectious material may very easily be carried by the feet 

and thus mixed with the food. 
Ward states that there is no evidence to indicate that tuber- 

culosis is spread through the egg. He cites in support of this the 

fact that badly diseased birds do not lay and second the absence 

of tuberculosis among young stock. Koch and Rabinowitsch, 

however, on the basis of later and more thorough work make 

the following statement (p. 431): “The possibility of the con- 

genital origin of tuberculosis of fowls through the infection of 

the fertilized egg with bird tuberculosis is shown by our results. 

It is also demonstrated by our inoculation experiments on 
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eggs.” Further they have given experimental proof of the 

transfer of the bacteria of mammalian tuberculosis from the 

inoculated egg to the chick. As noted before it was very difficult 

to do this by feeding the hens food infected with mammalian 
tuberculosis. 

In this connection it is of interest to mention a case of the 

apparent transfer of fowl tuberculosis to man. In the Medical 

Record (Vol. 31, 1887) there is recorded a case of human 

tuberculosis in France which apparently came from eating 

tuberculous fowls which “were cooked very little before being 

eaten.” The case occurred “in a little hamlet of 10 cottages 

isolated in the midst of a large forest.’ No other source of 

infection could be discovered. 

Treatment. Fowl tuberculosis when it reaches the stage at 

which it can be diagnosed cannot be cured under our present 

knowledge. Treatment of individual cases should not be at- 

tempted. After it has been ascertained by post-mortem (and if 

possible bacteriological) examination that the disease exists in 

the flock all suspected birds should be removed at once. If 

the disease is to be controlled it must be by keeping the healthy 

and the affected birds apart. The most serious thing about 
tuberculosis is that there may be many birds in the flock that 

are in early stages of the disease but do not betray their condi- 

tion. Long before these birds show recognizable symptoms 

they are throwing out millions of bacteria which become a men- 

ace to the remainder of the flock. 

If only one or two cases of tuberculosis are found it may be 

sufficient to simply disinfect the houses, yards, feeding troughs 

and drinking vessels. ‘This should be done with some good dis- 

infectant. (See Chap. II). Morse recommends also the liberal 

application of lime referring to the fact that “lime workers sel- 

dom suffer with tuberculosis.” The runs should be cultivated 

and the houses should be open to the sunshine and fresh air at 

all times. 

If, however, the number of birds dying of tuberculosis in 

the flock is increasing even though the increase is very gradual, 

more strenuous measures must be taken. Under these condi- 

tions Dr. Morse says: “Kill everything in sight, disinfect, allow 

the poultry plant to lie fallow for several months, disinfect again 

and buy fresh stock that is known to be healthy.” This no 
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doubt is the surest way to get rid of the disease and wherever 
possible it should be done. However, where the disease is 

found in large flocks of birds such measures would bankrupt 
the owner. Or a man may have a very fine strain of birds 

which he has spent many years in perfecting and which it 

would be impossible to replace. In such cases Morse proposes 

“Banging” out the tuberculosis according to the methods of 
new-herd-building in dairy cattle as proposed by Prof. Bang of 

Copenhagen. Morse’s directions for “Banging” out tubercu- 
losis are as follows: “Secure new or thoroughly disinfected 

ground, keeping it absolutely free from contact with the ground 

used by the infected flock. Erect new houses on this ground. 

Collect the eggs from the infected birds and wash them in 95 

per cent alcohol or in a 4 per cent solution of some good coal 

tar disinfectant. Incubate these disinfected eggs in new incu- 

bators. When hatched, remove chicks to new brooder houses 

on the new ground. These growing chicks should be cared for 

by new men, that is to say, either different men from those that 

care for the old flock or if you are compelled to use the same 

men they should disinfect their hands and shoes and put on 

fresh overalls before handling the new stock. Have different 

feed bins and different pails for distributing it. As soon as you 

have built up a clean flock destroy the old and disinfect the 

ground occupied by them by the method outlined above.” 

This method is, no doubt, excellent in theory and if carried 

out with complete and never-failing attention to details might 

work. It is doubtful, however, whether in actual practice a 

poultryman would ever be able to carry it through successfully 
or profitably. 



(CISUAIP INE IR IDG, : 

CHOLERA. 

Fowl cholera is a virulent, usually fatal and highly infec- 

tious disease. It is entirely distinct from the ordinary forms 
of enteritis with which it is often confused by poultrymen. 

Fowl typhoid and infectious leukaemia are also often mistaken 

for cholera. Genuine fowl cholera is rather rare in this coun- 

try but is much more common in Europe. This disease was 

first reported in this country about 1880 by Salmon (Rept. U. 

S. Comm. of Agric.). Owing to the lack of proper bacteriologi- 

cal methods at that time Salmon was not able with certainty to 

identify this disease with the European cholera. From certain 

experimental work he concluded that some of the symptoms 
exhibited by the disease in this country were different from 

those described by European writers. About 1894 Moore (U. 

S. Bur. An. Ind., Bul. 8) obtained material from several aut- 

breaks of supposed cholera but found this disease to differ in 

several important respects from the European trouble. More 

recently, ‘Curtice (Rol. Expt Stat. Bul. 87)" has desegibedsea 

disease similar to that of Moore’s under the name of fowl 

typhoid. What appears to be the genuine European fowl 

cholera has been reported several times within the last few 

years. 

Fowl cholera attacks all varieties of poultry; also caged 

birds and many species of wild birds. “The infection generally 
occurs by taking food or drink contaminated with the excre- 

ment of sick birds. It is also possible for birds to be infected 
through wounds of the skin or by inhalation of the germs in 

the form of dust suspended in the air. They often take the 

germs into their bodies by consuming particles of flesh or blood 

from the carcasses of affected birds that have died or have 

been killed.” 

“The disease is generally introduced upon a farm or in a 

locality, with new birds, purchased for improving the flocks or 
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with eggs for hatching. When it exists in a district it may be 
disseminated by wild animals or wild birds.” (Salmon). 

Diagnosis: Salmon gives the following as external symptoms: 

“The earliest indication of the disease is a yellow coloration 

of the urates, or that part of the excrement which is excreted 

by the kidneys. This in health is a pure white, though it 1s 
frequently tinted with yellow as a result of other disorders 
than cholera. While therefore this yellowish coloration of the 

urates is not an absolutely certain proof of cholera, it is a val- 

uable indication when the disease has appeared in a flock and an 

effort is being made to check its course by isolating birds as 

scon as affected. In a few cases the first symptom is diarrhea 
in which the excrement is passed in large quantities, and con- 

sists almost entirely of white urates mixed with colorless mucus. 
Generally the diarrhea is a prominent symptom. The excre- 

ment is voided frequently, and consists largely of urates sus- 

pended in a thin, transparent, sometimes frothy mucus. The 
urates have a deep yellow color, which in the later stages of 
the disease may change to greenish or even a deep green.” 

“Very soon after these first symptoms appear the bird sep- 
arates itself from the flock, it no longer stands erect, the feath- 

ers are roughened or stand on end, the wings droop, the head 

is drawn down towards the body and the general outline of 

the bird becomes spherical or ball shaped. At this period there 
is great weakness, the affected bird becomes drowsy and may 

sink into a deep sleep which lasts during the last day or two 

of its life and from which it is almost impossible to arouse 

it. The crop is nearly always distended with food and appar- 

ently paralyzed. ‘There is in most cases intense thirst. If the 

birds are aroused and caused to walk there is at first an abun- 

dant discharge of excrement followed at short intervals by 
scanty evacuations.” 

In regard to the yellow or green excreta Hadley* says: 

“This is a very characteristic symptom. ‘The excrement of 

normal fowls is not yellow; and when it is green it is a dark 

green, approaching black. In cholera both yellow and green 

are bright; the green is often an emerald green. These differ- 

ent colors may occur-either alone or separately and both are 

*Bulletin 144 R. I. Agr. Expt. Stat. (In press.) The manuscript of 
this bulletin was very kindly loaned by Dr. Hadley. 
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usually accompanied by diarrhea and thick mucus. In case it 

is known that* cholera is in the neighborhood, it is well for a 

poultryman to examine, from day to day, the character of the 

droppings on the dropping board.” 

“The course of the disease may be rapid or slow in its prog- 

ress through the flock. It may take all within a few days, or 

the fowls may drop off by twos and threes through a period of 

several weeks. After the first symptoms appear the develop- 

ment in individual cases is usually rapid. Forty cases investi- 

gated by Salmon averaged 3 days, but many birds die within 

a few hours after the diarrhea sets in. The time required to 

develop the disease after exposure or inoculation is given by 

Salmon as 4 to 20 days.” (Robinson). 
Examination of the dead birds shows inflammation of the 

digestive organs, kidneys and mesenteries in nearly all cases. 

According to Ward (Calif. Expt. Stat. Bul. 156) “punctiform 

hemorrhages are found upon the heart with almost absolute 

uniformity. The liver is very frequently marked with pune- 

tiform whitish areas.’ Sections show that the areas of necrotic 

tissue are present throughout the liver tissue. The blood ves- 
sels of the liver are congested. According to Ward the next 

most striking lesions are found in the reddened and bleeding 

mucosa of the first and second folds of the small intestine (next 

to the gizzard). These reddened areas can even be seen from 

the outside of the intestine. The intestinal contents are of 

either a cream colored pasty mass or may be brownish or even 

green in color. “Lesions are very rarely observed in other 

portions of the intestine. The ureters are noticeable in prac- 

tically all cases by reason of the yellow-colored urates that 

they contain. The nasal cavity, pharynx and oral cavity fre- 
quently contain a viscous mucous fluid, probably regurgitated 
from the crop.” 

Etiology. Fowl cholera is caused by a bacterium known as 
Bacterium bipolaris septicus. It is closely related to the bacil- 
lus of rabbit septicaemia and the bacillus of swine plague. 

“Under the microscope the bacterium presents either a circular 

or oval outline. It is about 1 50-thousandth of an inch broad 

and 2 or 3 times as long. It grows best at from 85° to 105° F. 

It has no power of movement, does not form spores, and is eas- 

ily destroyed by drying, by the ordinary disinfectants and by a 

temperature of 132° F. for 15 minutes.” (Salmon). 
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Fowl cholera cannot be recognized with certainty except by a 

bacteriological examination. Practically, however, this makes 

but little difference to the poultryman. The methods of com- 

batting cholera are not radically different from those used 

against similar infectious diseases. The occurrence of a num- 
ber of sudden deaths in a flock indicate the presence of an 

infectious disease and call for the inauguration of sanitary 

and remedial measures at once. At the same time a letter de- 

scribing the symptoms should be sent to the Division of Pathol- 

ogy, Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D. C. In this 

way the name of the particular disease can be determined and 

advice as to any specific treatment will be received. 

Treatment. “The best authorities on the subject regard gen- 

uine cholera as practically incurable. It is said that none of the 

alleged remedies have proved effective in cases known to be 

true cholera, and the presumption is that the persons supposing 

they had cured cholera with them were treating some other 

disease. While treatment of affected individuals is regarded 

as futile, the spread of the disease may be limited and the dis- 

ease stamped out by disinfection to destroy the germs on the 

premises, and by proper measures to prevent their further distri- 

bution.” (Robinson). 

Dr. P. T. Woods, who several years ago while manager of 

a poultry ranch in New Jersey, had considerable experience with 

cholera gives the following method of dealing with the disease. 
(Reliable Poultry Remedies). 

“As soon as the disease is discovered, establish a pest house 

remote from the other poultry buildings, a place that can be 

easily and thoroughly disinfected. Isolate all suspected cases 
in the pest house as soon as you can find them. Give these 

birds a few drops of creolin in their drinking water (just 

enough to turn it faintly milky), or give them drinking water 

in which has been dissolved one one-tenth of a grain tablet of 
_ corrosive sublimate to the quart of water. All birds which show 
marked symptoms of the disease had better be killed and cre- 

mated at once. This is safest and best. Kill them by strang- 
ling or by a sharp blow with a blunt club, breaking the neck. 
Do not draw blood, as the blood is infectious, and you do not 
want to spill it. If they bleed, scrape up all the blood and 
burn with the body, and disinfect the place where it fell. Rake 
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up and burn all litter used in houses or runs occupied by in- 

fected birds. Spray the runs and all parts of the buildings 
with a strong solution of creolin, or a I per cent solution of 

sulphuric acid in water. Do not use any litter until you are 

sure that the disease is eradicated. ‘Thoroughly disinfect every- 

thing that could possibly be contaminated by the infected fowls, 

and repeat this as often as you find a new case. The runs or 

yards should be thoroughly disinfected and should be ploughed 

up often.” 

In connection with his work on an outbreak of fowl cholera in 

California, Ward points out the following important conclusion: 

“Cholera and other infectious diseases may exist in a fowl in 

a sort of inactive chronic condition and there is no doubt con- 

cerning the agency of such a case in spreading the disease. 

Thus, fowls not suspected of being diseased may have the dis- 

ease smouldering among them. The fact that occasionally a- 

single fowl dies of cholera means that a severe loss may occur 

at any time.” 

The practical recommendation for an outbreak of fowl chol- 

era then is to kill and destroy all sick birds, confine all well 

birds to small runs. Disinfect these runs and the houses daily. 

After the outbreak is over and the birds have ceased dying it 

is best to market all flocks in which the cholera appeared. This 

latter precaution will often prevent a second outbreak some 
months later. 

Methods of prevention are always the most satisfactory. The 

careful poultryman will guard his flock against all infectious 

diseases by methods of quarantine, disinfection and general 
cleanliness. At the same time the birds should be fed to keep 

them in the best of health. On these points read Chapter II. 

Through the kindness of Dr. Philip B. Hadley the writers 

have had the opportunity to read the manuscript of Bulletin 144 

of the Rhode Island Experiment Station dealing with fowl 
cholera. On the basis of his experimental work Dr. Hadley 
recommends subcutaneous injections of 5 per cent carbolic acid 

as a treatment for individual birds. In the summary of this 

bulletin Dr. Hadley says: “At the Rhode Island Station at- 

tempts have been made to prevent the development in fowls 

of cholera artificially produced by inoculation with the fowl 

cholera organism. The protective inoculations have involved 
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subcutaneous inoculations with a 5 per cent solution of carbolic 

acid in amounts of from 2 to 4c. c. daily.” . 

“The results thus far secured show that the inoculations as 
given protected artificially infected birds, and did no harm to 
birds that were in normal health. They therefore suggest that 
subcutaneous inoculations with carbolic acid have a protective 

and perhaps a therapeutic value in fowl cholera.” 



(CISLAIPINIBIR © OX 

DISEASES OF THE ABDOMINAL Cavity. 

Peritomtis. 

The thin serous membrane which lines the abdominal cavity 

and covers the internal organs is called the peritoneum. In- 
flammation of this membrane may occur in connection with 

the inflammation of certain internal organs such as the intes- 

tines, liver, kidneys, etc. In these cases the inflammation ex- 

tends from the diseased organs on to the wall of the body 

cavity. Peritonitis may also be caused by the entrance of 
foreign bodies into the abdominal cavity. It may further be 

caused by severe bruises or injuries of the abdominal wall. 

Foreign bodies enter the abdominal cavity chiefly through 

perforation of the intestine. This may occur through severe 

inflammation, by sharp-pointed objects pushing through the 

intestinal wall or by parasitic round worms or other parasites 

puncturing the wall. In many cases mature eggs separate 

from the ovary but fail to enter the oviduct. Or, owing to 

rupture of the oviduct or a reversal of its peristalsis, the egg 

substance may enter the abdominal cavity. Usually these eggs - 

are absorbed or walled off without very serious annoyance to 

the bird. In other cases they may cause severe peritonitis. 

Finally foreign bodies may enter the abdomen through such 

operations as caponizing. 

Diagnosis —TVhe sick birds appear restless and lose their 

appetite. There is a high fever. The abdomen is swollen, hot 
and tender. Pressure on the abdomen produces evidence of 

sharp pain. Usually, but not always, a severe thirst accom- 

panies peritonitis. As the disease progresses the bird becomes 

weaker, is unable to stand and the legs are drawn up close to 

the body often with convulsive movements. 

Post-mortem examination shows the peritoneal membrane to 

be deep red in color (provided the bird has just died or has 

been freshly killed without bleeding). This membrane is usu- 
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ally covered with a thick opaque yellowish exudate. This gives 
it the appearance.of being much thicker than usual. In some 

cases small lumps of whitish matter (pus) are found. The 

abdomen may contain more or less liquid which is usually yel- 

lowish and turbid and may have an offensive odor. If a mis- 

carried egg is the cause of the trouble portions of this will 
usually be found. 

Treatment and Prognosis.—Only very seldom is treatment 
for peritonitis successful. The disease is not usually recog- 
nized until in an advanced age. Ziirn recommends wrapping 

parts of the bird in wet cloths and to give internally tincture of 
aconite, 2 drops (at the most) with a teaspoonful of water 2 or 

2 times a day. Sanborn recommends I grain opium pills twice 

a day to relieve pain, and warm liquid foods such as meat juice 

and milk in equal parts. 

Abdominal Dropsy or Ascites. 

Etiology.—This disease is sometimes called chronic peritonitis. 

It is characterized by the accumulation of a large quantity of 

liquid in the abdominal cavity. In some cases the abdomen 

becomes so distended that it nearly or quite touches the ground 

when the bird is standing. Salmon says: “If examined by 

slight pressure of the hand the swelling is found to be soft and 

fluctuating; it will yield in one place and cause-greater disten- 

sion at another. That is, it gives the sensation of a sac filled 
with liquid.” 

Abdominal dropsy may begin with a mild case of peritonitis 

which has continued for a long time without becoming serious. 

In young chicks it is said to be due to an anemic condition 

produced by bed feeding and insanitary conditions. In older 

birds it may also result from this same cause or may be due to 

some obstruction of the venous circulation either by a tumor or 

by some structural disease of the abdominal organs. 

Diagnosis —The most marked symptom, of course, is the 

enlarged, flabby abdomen. Salmon says: ‘“Fowls affected in 

this way are dull, disinclined to move, generally feeble with 
pale comb and diminished appetite.’’ 

Treatment.—‘‘Treatment of this condition is not profitable, 
but in special cases, stimulating diet with considerable animal 
food, tonics and diuretics, may be tried. Iodide of potassium 
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or iodide of iron in doses of 1 grain is particularly indicated.” 
(Salmon.) Tapping with a hollow needle or trocar through the 
skin and muscles of the abdomen and allowing the fluid to 

escape is also recommended. It will usually be found more 
profitable to kill the bird. 



CEA DE Re Xue 

INTERNAL PARASITES. 

Fowls are often seriously infested with internal parasites. 
The most important of these are various worms living in the 

alimentary canal. In popular usage these are spoken of simply 

as “worms.” Various other internal parasites as the gape 

worm, the air sac mite, etc., are described in other sections of 

this book. The present discussion will be confined to intes- 

tinal worms. 

Regarding these Robinson says: “Worms in small quantities 

inhabit the digestive organs of all fowls and animals without 

causing them serious inconvenience. It is even maintained by 
some authorities that in limited numbers these parasites are 

beneficial, though in just what way they are beneficial I have 

never seen stated, and it seems more reasonable, in the present 

state of knowledge of the subject, to claim no more than that 

when not too numerous they do no perceptible harm. Worms 

are contagious in that they are transmitted frony fowl to fowl, 

probably always indirectly by being deposited on the ground by 

one fowl and taken from it by another; but if it is true as stated 

that worms in small numbers are always present, contagion is 

not required to account for their increase to troublesome num- 

bers in many members of a flock simultaneously. The more 

reasonable assumption in the premises is that all these fowls 

alike were in a condition favorable to an excessive development 

of the parasites. “This is a phase of the question on which the 

literature of the subject has done nothing—yet it seems to be 

the all-important point to determine.” 

Diagnosis of Worms in General.—Accurate diagnosis of 

worms in the intestines can be made only by finding the worms 

in the droppings of the fowls. Fowls affected with worms to 

any great extent frequently show the general symptoms of dull- 

ness and depression. Birds that are suspected of being affected 

with worms should be shut up in a coop and given a dose of 
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some vermifuge or a purgative dose of Epsom salts. If careful 

observation of the droppings are made at frequent intervals the 

worms, 1f present, can usually be detected in this way. This 

is not, however, an infallible test. Regarding further measures 

Robinson says: “If efforts to secure evidence from the living 

fowls of the presence of worms fail, and the poultryman is at 

a loss to account for the trouble with his fowls, a suspected fowl 
should be killed and examined, and if this is still insufficient, 

the case should be taken to a competent veterinary. It is of 

greatest importance that the facts in such cases be learned and 

proper treatment given, for whether the worms cause the trouble 

or conditions exist which favor their increase, the situation is 

full of danger to the keeper of a flock in which serious trouble 

is associated with worms; and while I do not wish to unneces- 

sarily alarm anyone, the fact that in recent years worms in epi- 

demic form have put a number of poultry plants out of busi- 

ness, should be stated as a warning to poultrymen troubled with 

unidentified Ulsenges presenting symptoms which might be asso- 

ciated with worms.’ 

The principal parasitic worms which affect the digestive tract 

of fowls may be grouped into three classes as follows: Tape 

worms, round worms and flukes. 

Tape Worms. 

Tape worms have long been known to infest domestic poultry. 

Occasionally serious outbreaks of the tape worm disease occur 
in various parts of the country. These outbreaks are usually 

. confined to comparatively small areas and are perhaps more 

common in the southern states. 

Etiology.—The tape worms of poultry, like those which infest 

man and the domestic animals, are long, flat, segmented worms. 

(fig. 6.) The anterior end of the animal possesses a number 

of hooks or suckers by which it attaches itself to the walls of 

the intestine. Back of this head the entire animal consists of a 
long series of segments or proglottids. The seginents nearest 

the head are the smallest and it is at this region that new seg- 

ments are constantly being formed. The farther from the head 

they get the larger the segments become. ‘Towards the pos- 

terior end of the worm the segments develop sexual organs and 

later become filled with eggs. As soon as the eggs are 
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fertilized and mature the segment 

containing them drops off and passes 

to the exterior with the feces of the 

host. Each segment of this kind 
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fundibuliformis, a tape 33 species of tape worms recorded 

wotm of the fowl. (Af- for poultry. Of these 11 are re- 

ter Stiles). corded as occurring in chickens. 

The complete life history is known 
for only a few of these. Regarding the tape worms of chick- 
ens, Stiles (loc. cit.) says, p. 13: “(They) are known to become 
infected with one tape worm through eating slugs (Limax). 
They are supposed to become infected with a second through 
eating snails (Helix) ; by a third through eating flies and by a 
fourth through eating earth worms.” 

There seems but little need to give a description of the differ- 
ent species of tape worms found in chickens. The characters 
by which they are distinguished from each other are too minute 
and involved to be of use to the poultryman or farmer. If any- 
one is having trouble with tape worms in poultry the best thing 
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to do is to send a portion of the intestine containing the worms 

to the Zoological Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. 

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. In this way 

the worms will be identified and any specific remedies will be 

recommended. 

Nodular Teniasis. 

Stiles says, p. 15: “At least one species of tape worm (Da- 

vainea tetragona) causes a serious nodular disease of the intes- 

tine of chickens which upon superficial examination may be 

easily mistaken for tuberculosis.’ Moore says (Bur. An. Ind. 

(Cite, INOs 3, 1805) 3 
“Tuberculosis is the only known disease 

for which this affection is liable to be mis- 

taken, and it 1s of much importance that 

the two diseases should not be confounded. 

The diagnosis has not in my experience 

been difficult, as in every case the attached 

tape worms were readily detected upon.a 

close examination of the intestinal con- 

tents, or of the mucous membrane of the 

infected portion of the intestine. How- 

ever, the worms are quite small and could 

easily be overlooked in a hurried or cursory 

examination. In case of doubt, if the af- 

fected intestine is opened and the mucous 

surface washed carefully in a gentle stream 

of water, the small worms will be observed 

hanging to the mucous membrane. This 

discovery, in the absence of lesions in the 
liver or other organs, would warrant the 

Be diagnosis of the tape worm disease.” 
“ se Pi f 

paren ty = aay a = 

Ee Diagnosis —The symptoms of tape worm 
CY ext . . 
B EB disease are not specific. The general symp- 

; toms are similar to those of other worms 

me Cee (cf. p. 75). Regarding the symptoms of 
sioner Cute tape worms Stiles quotes the following 

show tape worms {from Zurn: “If numerous tape worms are 

in nodular tae- present in the intestine of young or old 
niasis. After fowls a more or less extensive intestinal 
Pearson and Wat- catarrh develops, - corresponding to the 
ro; greater or less number of parasites present.” 
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“The intestinal catarrh shows itself, especially in chickens and 
geese, as follows: The sick animals become emaciated, although 
the appetite is not especially disturbed. At times the appetite 
is even increased. The droppings are thin, contain considerable 

yellow slime, and are passed in small quantities but at short 
intervals. The poultry raiser must direct his attention to these 

thin, slimy, and often bloody droppings, for if any treatment 

against the tape worm is to be undertaken, this must be done as 

eatly as possible. In observing the droppings it should be 

noticed whether tape worm segments or eggs are present. The 

eggs can be seen, of course, only with the microscope.” 

“After a time other symptoms develop. The sick animals 

become dull and listless, remain apart from the rest of the flock 
—the feathers are ruffled and the wings droop, the appetite is lost 

and the birds allow themselves to be easily caught. Although 

it was stated that in the beginning of the trouble the appetite 1s 

not disturbed, the sick animals develop an intense thirst for cold 

water. When it rains they run under the eaves in order to 
catch water, and in winter are eager for ice water.” 

Since the examination of the feces for tape worm segments 
1s rather unsatisfactory for the farmer or poultryman, Stiles 
says that “The best method for the farmer to follow is to kill 

one of the sick chickens when he suspects tape worms and to 

cut out the intestine. He should then open the intestinal tract 

from gizzard to anus in a bewl of warm water, and look for 

the parasites.’ (Cf. fig. 7). Finding the worms in the ali- 
mentary canal is the only certain diagnosis of the disease. 

Treatment.—The chief drugs used for tape worms in fowls 

are: Extract of male fern, turpentine, areca nut, powdered 

kamala, pumpkin seed, pomegranate root bark and Epsom salts. 

The following extract from Salmon gives the principal methods 

of treatment and the doses: “One of the best methods of treat- 

ing tape worms in fowls is to mix in the feed a teaspoonful of 

powdered pomegranate root bark for every 50 head of birds. 
In treating a few birds at a time it is well to follow this medicine 

with a purgative dose of castor oil (2 or 3 teaspoonsful). 

According to Ziirn, powdered areca nut is the best tape worm 

remedy for fowls, but he states that turkeys are unfavorably 

affected by it. It may be given in doses of 30 to 45 grains mixed 
with butter and made into pills. Male fern is also a very 

effectual remedy and may be used in the form of powder (dose 
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30 grains to 1 dram) or of liquid extract (dose 15 to 30 drops). 

It should be given in the morning and evening, before feeding. 

Oil of turpentine is an excellent remedy for all worms which 

inhabit the digestive canal. It may be given in the dose of 1 to 

3 teaspoonfuls, and is best administered by forcing it through a 

small flexible catheter that has been oiled and passed through 

the mouth and cesophagus to the crop. This medicine is less 

severe in its effects 1f diluted with an equal bulk of olive oil, 

but, if it fails to destroy the parasites when so diluted, it may be 

given pure. The method of administering medicine by deposit- 

ing it directly in the crop can be advantageously used with many 

other liquid remedies, and should be adopted in all cases where 

it 1s important to have the full dose in the stomach in a short 

time. It does away with the uncertainty attending the giving 

of medicine in the feed or drinking water, and with a little 

practice is more expeditious than making and giving pills. The 

open end of the catheter may be inserted into a rubber bulb 

having one opening. Just sufficient air should be expelled from 

the bulb, so that the dose of medicine will be sucked up without 

3G theft. 

carheter 

Crop 

Fig. 8. Sketch showing method of introducing turpentine directly 

into crop. (From Gage and Opperman). 
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being followed by much air. The bird’s head is then brought 
in a line with the neck, which is extended, the catheter is passed 

carefully to the crop, when a slight pressure on the bulb forces 

out the medicine, and the instrument is withdrawn. The opera- 

tor should be sure that he avoids the trachea.” 

More recently Gage and Opperman* have found Epsom salts 

and turpentine a very effective remedy for Nodular Teeniasis. 

After careful consideration of the data they conclude that “4o 

to 50 grains of Epsom salts is sufficient for an adult fowl in 

order to clean out the intestinal tract so that the birds may take 
food. ‘Then the turpentine should be introduced” as directed 

above. For younger birds the dose of salts should be propor- 

tionately less. In fowls from 6 months to 2 years old the salts 

are best given by dissolving in water and giving each fowl this 

liquid. For younger chicks the salts may be dissolved in warm 
water and used to moisten the mash or feed. 

Prevention.—The following statement by Salmon gives some 

of the chief preventative measures: “Parasitic infestation of the 

digestive tract should be guarded against by hygienic measures 

so far as possible. One of the most important of these measures 

is to move the fowls upon fresh ground every 2 or 3 years, or 

certainly in all cases where such parasites are frequently ob- 

served in the intestines of the birds. Another practical measure, 

which may be adopted at the same time, is to remove the excre- 

ment daily from the houses and destroy any parasites or their 

eggs which may be in it, by mixing it with quick lime or satu- 

rating it with a 10 per cent solution of sulphuric acid. The acid 

is cheap, but requires that great care be taken in diluting it, 
owing to danger of its splashing upon the clothing and flesh and 

causing severe burns. It should always be poured slowly into 

the water used for dilution, but on no account should water be 

poured into the acid as it will cause explosions and splashing.” 

“When treating diseased birds these should always be isolated 

and confined, and their droppings should either be burned or 

treated with lime or sulphuric acid as just recommended. With- 
out these hygienic measures, medical treatment can only be par- 
tially successful.”’ 

Stiles says: “An extermination of slugs will insure immunity 
against Davainea proglottina, but no precise directions can be 

*Md. Agric. Expt. Stat. Bul. 139, 1900. 

6 
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given to prevent chickens from becoming infected with other 

tape worms until the life history of these parasites is better 

understood. It will be well, however, to keep the chickens 

housed in the morning until the sun is well up and the ground 

is dry, for they will thus be less likely to meet with the sup- 

posable intermediate hosts of other worms.” 

Round Worms. 

Round worms can be found in the intestine and especially the 
ceca of almost any fowl. They are much more common than 

the tape worms. Normally the round worms cause no serious 

trouble to fowls. Under certain conditions, however, they may 

become so numerous as to 

be a serious menace to the 

flock. At such times they 

have a decided effect on 
the digestion; the irrita- 

tion often causes diarrhea. 

When in large numbers, 

they sometimes become 

rolied and matted into a 

ball which may cause 

complete stoppage of the 

intestine. 

The round worms are 
white in color and vary in 

length from 1-3 inch to 5 

inches. The head end is 
sharp pointed, while the 

tail end is more blunt. 

Round worms are seldom 

passed in the feces unless 

present in very large num- 

bers. When a worm is 
Fig. 9. Worms protruding from a sec- She it soon diceeee 

tion of the intestine of a _ fowl. Bas 2 cise 

(After Bradshaw). droppings or is eaten by 
another fowl. 

Dispharagus spiralis, a small worm about 1-3 inch in length, 

is often found in the cesophagus and occasionally in the crop or 

intestine. 
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Dispharagus nasutus, about % inch long, occurs in the walls 

of the gizzard of fowls. It sometimes becomes so numerous 

as to cause serious loss. 

Heterakis perspicillum, from 12 to 3 

inches long, is very common in the intes- 

tines of fowls. They sometimes become 

very numerous and may become rolled into 

rather large balls which obstruct the pas- 

sage of the food. 
Several other species of the genus Heter- 

akis also infest fowls and other poultry. 

Diagnosis —The symptoms of round 

worms are similar to those of all worms 

(cf. p. 75). There is evidence of indiges- 
tion. The comb becomes pale and there 

may be diarrhea. 

Treatment.—The remedies mentioned on 

p. 79 for tape worms are also useful for 

round worms. ‘The remedy most com- 

monly advised is to give 2 grains santonine 

for each bird. Dissolve this in water and 

use to mix the wash. As recommended on 

p. 79, all droppings should be collected and 

examined, also put out of reach of the 

birds. 

Vale recommends the following: “Beat 

a new laid egg with 1 tablespoonful of oil 
of turpentine and mix thoroughly by shak- 

ing. Give a teaspoonful of the mixture 

Fig. 10.  Heterakis 

perspicillum. 

a, male. b, female. 

x2. (From  Sal-= 

mon). 

night and morning for a few days; or divide 1% of an ounce of 

areca nut in powder, into 4 parts, and give I part each morning, 

fasting, with a dessertspoonful of sweet oil 2 hours after each 

powder.” 

Flukes. 

Flukes or trematode worms are small, flat and usually oval- 

shaped. Fig. 11 gives a fair idea of the appearance of these par- 

asites. 
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Fig. 11. Trematode worm or 

fluke showing internal 

structure. (From ‘Thomp- 

son after Sommer). 

Regarding these parasites in 

poultry, Theobald (Parasitic 

Diseases of Poultry, London) 

says: “The Trematode worms 
or Flukes found in the fowl are 
3 in number. One is found in 

the egg (Distoma ovatum), the . 

others in the cesophagus and in- 

testines.” 

“The Fluke found in the ceso- 

phagus of the fowl is known as 

Cephalogonimus pellucidus, a 
transparent reddish fluke about 

g mm. long. These were found 

by Von Linstow and Railliet. 

In the intestines Neumann enu- 

merates 7 species, namely, Noto- 

cotyle triscrialis Distome oxvyce- 
phalum, Rud., D. dilatatum, 

Miriam, D. lineare, Zeder, D. 

ovatum, D. armatum, Molin, and 

Mesogonimus commutatus, Sons. 
These, however, are not all dis- 

tinct; dilatatum is undoubtedly 

the same as oxycephalum,; arma- 

tum is also probably the same.” 

“None of these Trematode worms are of any pathological im- 

portance, although, as is well known, they often cause serious 

maladies in other animals. All the Flukes that have two hosts 

undergo a complicated metamorphosis, the early stages always 

taking place in some water-molluse. Those found in Gallus do- 
mesticus have not had their life-histories worked out.” 
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DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. 

Anatomy and Physiology. 

The respiratory organs of birds are the nasal passages, the 

pharynx, larynx, trachea, lungs and air sacs. The form and 

general appearance of the lungs and trachea are shown in fig. 

2. 

Se 

Fig. 13. Right lung 

of a goose. A, 

primary branches. 

b, and b’, open- 

ings into abdomi- 

Fig. 12. Lungs of a nal and_ thoracic 
ird. lower sur- : bird. A, lower s air sacs. c, c, sec- 

face. B, upper sur- ondary bronchi. 
face. (After Salmon). (After Owen). 

The respiratory apparatus differs somewhat in structure and 

function from that of mammals. As in mammals the trachea 

(wind-pipe) divides into the primary bronchi, one passing to 

each lung. In birds these bronchi do not divide and subdivide 
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as in mammals but each passes to the posterior end of its lung 

and where it opens into the abdominal air sac. This relation is 

shown in fig. 13. 
In the lung the primary bronchus gives off branches (sec- 

ondary bronchi) some of which end blindly (cf. fig. 13). The 

secondary branches give off branches (tertiary bronchi) all of 

which end blindly (cf. fig. 14). This tubular system makes up 

the air-containing portion of the lungs. It is imbedded in a 

net-work of almost naked blood vessels which inake up the 

spongy tissue of the lungs (cf. fig. 14). The aeration of the 

blood takes place through the walls of these vessels. The rela- 
tions of this tubular system of the lungs are shown in fig. 14. 

The air sacs are very large, thin-walled sacs which open into 

the bronchial tubes as described. They function chiefly as res- 

ervoirs of air so that fresh air is supplied to the lungs twice dur- 

ing each breath. The air passes through the lungs into them 

during inspiration and during expiration the lungs are filled 

with the air forced back from the sacs. Some aeration of blood 

takes place in the sacs and they also help to reduce the relative 

weight of the body. In addition to aeration of the blood, the 

respiratory apparatus eliminates most of the waste moisture of 

the body and is, therefore, the temperature regulator. In mam- 

mals this function is performed by the sweat glands and the se- 

cretion of the kidneys. Birds have no sweat glands and the 

secretion of the kidneys contains relatively little moisture. 

The air passages are lined with mucous membrane and this 

membrane is the seat of several diseases. Diseases are easily 

transferred from one part of the respiratory system to another, 

since the passages and also the lining membranes are contin- 

uous from the nostrils to the air sacs. There are also diseases 
of the vascular part of the lungs. Some of these diseases are 

caused by unfavorable conditions as exposure to cold, draughts 

of air, or moist air or to improper food. Others are due to 

specific organisms. Most of the latter are contagious. Expo- 

sure to unfavorable conditions also reduces the ability of the 
birds to resist infectious diseases. 
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Catarrh.—(Simple Catarrh; Non- ovnlageots Catarrh; Cold.) 

One of the most common 

diseases of the air passages 

iceseatanna. (cold)... It is 
often hard to distinguish 
this disease from early 

stages of roup and diph- 

theria. The characteristic 

symptoms of the latter dis- 
ease should be carefully 

looked for, lest the flock 

become infected with a dan- 

gerous contagious disease. 

In cases where there is a 

suspicion of either of these 

diseases it is better to iso- 

late the sick birds. Catarrh 

is non-contagious. It usu- 

ally affects only a few indi- “eg 
viduals in the flock, but in Big 14. A—Lobule of the lung of 
cases of exposure of the a bird represented in ideal longi- 

flock to the unfavorable tudinal section; a, a, secondary 
Eoalivons atch catice. the romeline 1D, 1b. tertiary bronchi. 

: : : B.—Plexus of blood vessels which 
disease it may occur in 

, : chiefly compose ‘the pulmonary 
Gute anumber of birds at “tissue. (After Owen). 

the same time. 

Diagnosis. Salmon gives the following description of the 

symptoms of this disease: ‘In simple, non-contagious catarrh, 

the affected birds are more or less dull, they are disinclined to 

move, their appetites are diminished, they sneeze and the mucous 

membrane is thickened, causing some obstruction to breathing 

through the nostrils. There soon appears a thin, water dis- 

charge which later becomes thicker and glutinous, the eyes are 

often watery, the eyelids swollen and sometimes held together 

by a thick, viscid secretion. In very severe cases, the birds are 

somnolent, the plumage is erect and roughened, the nostrils are 

completely obstructed by the thick secretion, the breathing is 

entirely through the mouth and is accompanied by a wheezing 

or snoring sound, the appetite is entirely lost, a thin liquid es- 

capes from the mouth and the bird soon becomes exhausted and 

dies.” 
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Etiology. The cause of catarrh is’ exposure to cold, to 
draughts of air, to damp atmosphere due to improper housing 

conditions, or to wet weather. Weak stock or improperly nour- 

ished birds are more likely to be affected by these conditions 

than strong, vigorous and well fed individuals. — 

Treatment. With strong, healthy stock it is usually only nec- 

essary to remove the cause. It 1s a good practice, however, to 

give red pepper (capsicum) with the food. Salmon gives the 

formula and dose of a tonic recommended by Megnin. 

“Gentian Oot ea. 8. ems os 4 drams 

GUNISe Te eee er ee Ss oes 4 drams 

Sulphate: on imo 240. Pes 2.drams 
Hyposulphite of sodium ........ 1 dram 

Salicylate oF Comiuiniee aa eee I dram 
These substances are to be pulverized and then thoroughly 

mixed. The dose ts 3 to 4 grains a day for a medium-sized fowl. 
Its effects are stimulating and tonic.” 

In severe cases, the eyes, mouth, and nostrils may be washed 

once or twice a day with one of the following solutions which 

are given in order of preference: 

1. Boracie acid 3 per cent solution. 

2. Creolin I per cent solution. 

3. Hydrogen dioxide mixed with equal parts of water. 

4. Carbolic acid, 2 per cent solution. 

Prognosis. A great majority of the birds recover in a few 
days if the cause is immediately removed. If the cause con- 

tinues to act they may become worse and die, or the disease 

may become chronic and persist for a long time. 

Bronchitis, Croup. 

‘This disease may follow catarrh as a direct extension of the 

inflammatory processes in the membrane of the nasal cavities 

and throat to the mucous membrane of bronchial tubes. 
Diagnosis. The symptoms of bronchitis are the symptoms of 

a hard cold (severe catarrh) with rapid breathing and cough. 

It may be distinguished from a cold by the peculiar sounds made 

in breathing. In the early stages of the disease this is a whist- 

ling sound made by the passage of the air over the dry, thickened 

membrane. As the disease advances mucus collects in the tubes 

and the breathing is accompanied by a rattling or bubbling sound. 

Under favorable conditions the symptoms do not usually pass 
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beyond this stage but soon disappear. In very severe cases the 

birds become very sleepy and refuse to eat. ‘The wings droop. 

The feathers are roughened and breathing becomes more and 

more difficult, until finally the bird dies. The less severe forms 

of the disease may become chronic while the symptoms of rat- 

tling breath and coughing up mucus may persist for a long time. 

In this form of the disease the birds appear well except for the 

above symptoms. 

Etiology. When it follows a hard cold, bronchitis may be 
caused by an extension of the inflammation of the mucosa of 

the throat to the mucosa of the bronchial tubes. It may also be 

caused directly by exposure to cold, draughts, and dampness; 

or it may result from irritation of the mucous membrane caused 

by inhaling irritating vapors, dust or foreign particles. 

Treatment. Place the patient in a warm, dry, well ventilated 

but not draughty rooms. Feed bread or middlings moistened 

with milk, and add to this food 2 grains of black antimony 
twice a day. A demulcent drink is often beneficial. A 

very good one is made by steeping a little flax seed in water. 

Other demulcent drinks are made by dissolving honey or gum 

arabic in water. This treatment is sufficient for mild cases. 

Salmon recommends the following treatment for severe attacks: 

“If the attack promises to be severe, it may sometimes be 
checked in the early stages by giving to drops of ‘spirits of tur- 

pentine in a teaspoonful of castor oil and repeating this dose 

after 5 or 6 hours. It should not be continued after there are 

signs of purging, for fear of exhausting the strength of the 

patient. In the very acute cases, where the whistling or snor- 

ing sounds with the respiration indicate a croupous form of 

inflammation, and where the gasping shows great obstruction 

of the air passage, relief may be obtained by giving from 3 to 

6 drops of either the syrup or the wine of ipecac.” 

“Medicines should be administered very carefully in diseases 

affecting the trachea and bronchi, as otherwise they may enter 

the air passages and increase the irritation.”’ 

Prognosis. In the ordinary and chronic forms the birds usu- 
ally recover. In the more severe forms a large per cent of the 

affected birds die. 

Influenza (Epizootic, Grippe, Distemper). 

This disease is mentioned by Woods as “a contagious germ 
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disease closely association with roup.” | Robinson gives a brief 

statement of the diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of this dis- 
ease as follows: “Briefly stated, the symptoms are of a sud- 

den and severe cold, with high fever, generally diarrhea, and 

extreme debility. In very severe cases death may ensue with- 

in a few hours after the fowl is observed to be sick. Usually 

the bad cases linger for a day or two, while those that recover 
run for a week or 10 days. Treatment the same as for bad 

colds.” 

Ouite possibly this is not a separate disease but is either a 

severe form of cold occurring in many individuals of a flock 

which has been exposed to unfavorable, insanitary conditions, 
or is a mild form of roup. 

Roup (Contagious Catarrh, Diphtheria, Diphtheritic Roup, 

Canker). 

Veterinarians have distinguished two diseases belonging to 
this general class of troubles as follows: (a) roup or contagious 

catarrh when only catarrhal symptoms are present, and (b) 
diphtheria, diphtheritic roup and canker when diphtherial 

patches and false membranes are formed. ‘The bacteriologists 
Moore, Harrison and Streit, consider these different stages of 

the same disease. Cary not only considers these as one disease 

but also believes that sorehead, chicken pox or epithelioma con- 

tagiosum is also a form of this disease. These questions cannot 

be settled with the present knowledge of the causes of these 

diseases. The evidence for considering roup and diphtheria 

as successive stages in the same disease seem much better than 

the evidence that sore-head is a form of this disease. In the 

present work sore-head is treated separately. 

Roup is a disease of very great economic importance. It is 

widely distributed causing a large annual death rate, and also 
reducing the value and production of affected flocks since many 

birds contract the disease in a chronic form and become worth- 

less for egg production or breeding. Such birds preserve the 

germs of the disease and this leads to fresh outbreaks when- 

ever the flock is exposed to unfavorable conditions. 

Diagnosis. Warrison and Streit* give a very good descrip- 

*Harrison, F. C., and Streit, H., Roup. Ont. Agr. Coll. & Expt. 

Farm. Bulletin 125, Dec. 1902, pp. 1-16. 
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tion of the symptoms of roup from early to late stages. The 

following account is quoted from their bulletin: 

“The general condition of roupy birds varies very much. Af- 

ter the first symptoms of the disease, which is usually a putrid 

catarrh from the nostrils, the affected fowl is generally restless, 

separates from other members of the flock, becomes dull, cow- 

ers in the corner of the coop or mopes in the corner of the pen, 

with its head drawn close to its body and often covered with its 

wings.” 

“If there is a severe discharge from the nostrils or eyes, 

then the feathers upon the wings or back are likely to be smeared 

with it, stuck together, and after some time fall out; and the 

eyes often shut, the lids being glued together by the sticky dis- 
charge from them.” 

“A fowl in a sleepy condition, or moping as described, fre- 

quently. arouses itself for a time, takes food, and especially 

water, and then gradually returns to the apathetic condition.” 

RIT st EN OL LIES SBT ALPES EOEOEER NOLL PE TO ACCROSS Pesan N apt ne tetra tn EER SCARE INN Ne ea 

Fig. 15. Showing appearance of a hen a day before death 

from roup. (From Harrison and Streit). 

_ “Many fowls having the disease in a chronic form keep their 

normal appetite for a long time, and seem very little disturbed 

physically, whilst others, especially when the face or eyes be- 

come swollen, lose their appetite, grow thinner and thinner, and 

finally become too weak to stand or walk around, when they lie 
down and die in a few days. During the last stage diarrhoea, 

with offensive yellow or green discharge, often sets in and caus- 
es death in a short time.”’ 
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“Many poultry keepers assert that roupy birds show fever; 

and it is certain that the head is often very hot, but the body 
temperature is normal, or only very slightly higher than normal.” 

“Special Symptoms of Roup. By the term roup we generally 
anderstand a more or less putrid discharge from the nostrils, 

which lasts for weeks or even months. The disease often fol- 

lows a common cold, to which fowls, especially young fowls and 
those of the more delicate breeds, are much predisposed.” 

“Tn the first stages of roup, the birds often cough or sneeze, 
and the breathing is noisy, caused by the partial closing of 

the air passages, which become blocked with the discharge from 

the nostrils. When the air passages are entirely closed by the 

discharged products, the fowl has to open its beak in order to 
breathe.” 

“Sometimes a yellowish cheese-like mass forms in the nos- 
trils, growing quickly and pressing the upper walls of the nose 

upwards; and if this mass is removed, an uneven bleeding sur- 

face is left, which forms a new cheesy mass in from 24 to 48 

hours.” 

Fig. 16. Showing swelling of head in severe 

roup. (From Harrison and Streit). 

“Whilst many roupy birds show only the above mentioned 
symptoms, others become more seriously diseased. ‘The face 

of roupy birds is very often swollen, especially between the 
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eyes and the nostrils; and this swelling, which is hot and sore, 

sometimes grows into a tumor as large as a walnut—generally 

firm and hard. (See fig. 16). A bird in this condition is 
frequently found scratching at the tumor with its claws or 

wings, as if endeavoring to remove it. If the tumor grows on 
the inner side, towards the nasal passage, it forces the roof of 

the mouth downward, and the upper and lower beak are slowly 

pressed out of their normal position, so that the bird cannot 

close its mouth.” 

< 

oS ~ 
> 

Fig. 17. Head of a bird. The lower figure 

shows the maxillo-ocular sinus, which opens 

into the socket of the eye and communi- 

cates with the nasal cavities. The upper 

figure shows the roup tumor on the head 

caused by the filling of this cavity with 

cheesy pus. (From Megnin). 

“On making an incision into the tumor, we find a solid, cheesy, 

yellowish matter, which may be pulled out like the root of a 

plant; but it usually has to be broken into small pieces in order 

to get it out. Around this mass, there is a more or less smooth, 

grey or brownish membrane that is capable of again forming a 

cheesy mass similar to what has been removed.” 

“The mass itself, when not attended to, often grows into the 

nasal canals, and blocks them up completely. Generally com- 
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bined with the formation of the tumor on the face, there is an 

affection of the eyes; or the eyes become diseased without the 

preliminary discharge from the nose, in which case poultry keep- 

ers speak of fowls as suffering from “roup of the eyes.” 

“Roup of the Eycs. The first symptom of the eyes is gener- 

ally an inflammation of the eye-lids. These become red, swollen 

and hot; then the mucous membrane and glands of eyes become 

inflamed and begin to secrete a liquid—at first clear, and then of 

a grey, slimy, putrid character, which dries on the feathers at the 

side of the head, causing them to stick together or fall out. If 

the secretion is retained in the eye socket, it undergoes a change, 
becoming a yellowish, solid, cheesy mass of the same appearance 

as that found in the nasal tumor. This cheesy mass either 
forces the eye out of its socket, or the inflammation entirely 
destroys it. These cheese-like masses form in one or two 

days, and may reappear after many daily removals.” 

“All these affections, described above, may be localized on 
one side; but often both nasal passages and both eyes are affected 

at the same time.” _ 

“Combined with the symptoms of roup above described, there 

often are patches of a greyish yellow exudation firmly adherent 
te the mouth, throat, etc. These patches are called “false mem- 

branes,” and on account of their somewhat close resemblance to 

the membrane which is formed in human diphtheria, it has 

been thought by some writers that the avian and human dis- 

eases are the same. Here, however, let it suffice to say that the 

weight of evidence is against this contention.” 
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Fig. 18. Head of a fowl 22 days after in- 

oculation with a culture of the roup 

bacillus. A.—False membrane. (From 

Harrison and Streit). 

Fig. 19. Throat and bottom of mouth 

with false membrane (m) 14 days after 

inoculation. (From Harrison and 

Streit). 
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Fig. 20. A section of a false membrane of a roupy fowl. (a)—false 

membrane; (b), epithelium; (c), sub mucosa. (From Harrison and 

Streit). 

Fig. 21. Head of a bird with diptheritic roup affecting the 

mouth and tongue. A. B, C and D.—False membranes. 

(From Megnin). 

“We may also point out that many poultry keepers who notice 

the false membrane on the throat and mouth of their fowls, 
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regard the disease as quite different from the vatarrhal form, 

and call it “canker,” which is probably a popular form of the 

word “cancer.” 

“Whether the disease is characterized by false membranes, 

offensive discharges, or cheesy masses, the cause is the same, as 

we have many times experimentally demonstrated.” 

“At one or several places in the mouth or throat, these yellow- 

ish, smooth or uneven membranes appear, and either remain 

small and disappear after a few days or grow thicker, spread, — 

and become firmly attached to the mucous membrane; and if 

they (the false membranes) are removed, an uneven, bleeding 

surface is exposed, which looks like a true cancer.” 

“After the appearance of the membranes the adjacent sub- 

mucous tissue sometimes becomes inflamed, and finally the 

growths are found to be similar to those so often seen at the side 

of the face—containing solid cheesy matter in the center.” 

“When the throat is blocked by these false membranes, the 

animal's breathing becomes abnormal, and the air passing 

through the throat produces loud noises. Gradually, the visible 

mucous membrane and the comb turn blue, and the fowl finally 

dies from suffocation.” . 

“The Course of the Disease. The course of roup is usually 
of long duration. A simple, putrid discharge from the nose 

may stop in 3 or 4 weeks, and similarly false membranes may 

soon disappear; but generally the symptoms last for months. 

When the eyelids become swollen and tumors appear, the case 

iz usually chronic. Affected birds may be better for a few days 
or weeks, and then become very weak again. Damp, colu 

weather usually intensifies the disease. 

“It is well known that fowls may be more or less sick from 

roup for one or even several years and these birds should have the 

greatest care and attention, for they are generally the cause of 

new outbreaks. Once introduced, roup may remain in a flock 

for many years. The first cold and moist nights of the fall 

and early winter cause all kinds of catarrhs, which in many 

instances are followed by roup. Roup spreads rapidly in the 

winter time and may attack from 10 to go per cent of the fowls 

in a flock. ‘Towards spring, the disease gradually disappears ; 

during the summer months, a few birds remain chronically 

affected ; and then the first cold nights give the disease a fresh 
start.” 
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“Young fowls and fowls of the fine breeds are especially liable 

to roup. While some poultrymen maintain that birds once hay- 

ing suffered from roup never take the disease again, most of the 

experimental evidence tends to show that no acquired immunity 

exists, as sometimes happens after other diseases. Some fowls 

are, however, naturally immune, and never take the disease. 

In the course of our own experiments, a white chicken which 

had never had roup, was inoculated with repeated and large 

doses of the roup germ, but without effect.” 

Etiology. Several organisms have been isolated from the 
lesions of birds suffering from roup. Four of these have some 

claim to be considered the cause of the disease. ‘These include 

3 species of bacteria and one protozoan. There is also some 

evidence that the cause of the disease is an invisible virus. While 

the specific organism or organisms which cause the disease are 

not certainly known its infectious nature is well established. It is 
probably carried from one individual to another in a flock, by the 

particles of dried secretion in the air or possibly by the food and 

drink contaminated by the diseased birds. It may be introduced 
into a flock by the bringing in of birds from an infected flock, 

or by birds that have contracted the disease at shows. Possibly 

it ls sometimes carried on the shoes or clothing of persons com- 

ing from infected yards or houses. While a source of infection 

is necessary for the production of the disease it does not appear 

to attack birds when the mucous membrane is in a healthy con- 

dition. It is most apt to attack birds that are suffering with 
catarrh. When a flock once becomes infected the birds which 

develop a mild chronic form of the disease serve as sources of 

infection whenever exposure to cold and dampness causes ca- 

tarrh in the unaffected birds. ‘Thus in infected flocks an out- 

break of roup usually follows catarrh caused by exposure and 

this fact has led some poultrymen to think that the disease may 

be caused directly by exposure. In some flocks it appears annu- 

ally with the cold damp weather of late autumn and breaks out. 

again at every radical change of temperature and moisture con- 

ditions throughout the winter. Vigorous and properly nour- 

ished birds are better able to resist catarrh and consequently 

roup than those that are delicate and improperly fed. 

Treatment. The best treatment is prevention. ‘The disease 

can be prevented by stopping all sources of infection. Some 

things to keep in mind are: 
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t. In introducing new birds always procure them from unin- 

fected flocks. 

2. Isolate all new birds and all birds that have been exhibited 

at shows for 2 or 3 weeks to make sure that they do not develop 

the disease. 
3. Exclude from uninfected house and yards poultry and 

all other animals, including men, coming from those that are 

infected. 
4. Do not use implements as hoes, shovels, etc., that have 

been used on infected premises. 

5. Keep the birds in a good hygienic condition, well nour- 

ished and in dry well ventilated houses and roomy yards. 

When the disease has been introduced into the flock careful 

precaution may prevent its spread. 

i. Immediately separate from the flock any bird that shows 

symptoms of the disease. 
2. Disinfect the yards and houses. A 5 per cent solution of 

carbolic acid may be used on the yards. Remove the litter from 

the houses and disinfect freely. This 5 per cent carbolic solu- 

tion may also be followed by whitewash, or better use the cre- 

sol solution described in Chap. II. 
3. Use potassium permanganate in all drinking water. (See 

Chap. II.) 

4. Keep watch of the flock so that any new cases may be 

isolated at once. 

5. Burn or bury deep all birds that die. » 
The disease is amenable to treatment but this treatment must 

be individual and requires a great deal of time. It must be con- 

tinued once or twice a day for quite a long time. It is, there- 
fore, very expensive and consequently impracticable for ordinary 

stock. Moreover birds apparently cured are likely to become the 

source of infection for later outbreaks. 

Robinson well says: “I have cured many very bad cases, but 

quit treating them years ago, because I found that as long as I 

cured roup I had more roup to cure.’ No better advice than 

is implied in this could be given. If the stock is only of ordi- 
nary value it is better to kill all birds that develop the disease. 

If the flock is badly infected and the disease appears again and 

again when conditions favor its development, it is better to dis- 

pose of the flock and disinfect thoroughly, using new runs when 
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starting again. New stock may be obtained from uninfected 
flocks or from incubator chickens raised on a fresh range. 

In the case of valuable show birds treatment may perhaps 

be advisable. 

Harrison and Streit give the following methods of treating 

roup: 
“The germs of roup are not very resistant; they can easily 

be destroyed when present in cultures, or somewhere outside 

the animal; but in the animal tissue, they are very difficult to 

kill, because they penetrate into the tissue; and unless this too 

is killed, the germs continue living for a long time.” 

“Roup may be cured by remedies, if the treatment is careful 

and judicious. Obstinately reappearing false membranes can be 

successfully treated by burning the diseased tissue with a strong 

acid (hydrochloric acid 50 per cent to 75 per cent) or other 

caustic, such as silver nitrate. If the eyes and nose are attacked, 

they have to be carefully washed, at least twice a day, with an 

antiseptic solution, such as 2 per cent boracic acid in a decoction 

ot chamomile flowers, or 14 per cent solution of corrosive sub- 
limate. Thus the micro-organisms are killed or at least, the 

diseased products which are discharged are removed, and the 

irritation caused by them; also the transformation into large 

cheesy masses is prevented.” 

“We had chickens badly affected with roup of the eyes, which 

were cured with boracic acid and chamomile. On account of 

the smallness of the nostrils and nasal canals, it is very difficult 
to get the antiseptic solutions into the nose and nasal cavities; 

but it can be done with a small syringe. If this treatment is 

too troublesome, then the nostrils, at least, should be washed 

and opened several times a day, to allow the secretions to pass 

away. We have treated chickens for 14 days by daily washing 

with a 24% per cent solution of creolin and glycerine. After the 

washings, small plugs of cotton wool, filled with mixture, were 

placed in the nostrils and lachrymal ducts. This remedy did not 

cure the roup, although the same mixture readily kills the roup 

bacillus in cultures in from 2 to 3 minutes. The greatest hind- 

rance to a sure cure by remedies which have been used locally, 
is the ability of the germ to penetrate into the tissue and the 
many secondary cavities of the nostrils which cannot be reached 
by the antiseptic.” 

“Another method of treatment which gives excellent results, 
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especially in the early stages of roup, is the use of I to 2 per 

cent of permanganate of potash. Fowls are treated in the fol- 

lowing manner: The nostrils are pressed together between 

thumb and forefinger in the direction of the beak two or three 

times. Pressure should also be applied between nostrils and 

eyes in an upward direction. This massage helps to loosen the 
discharge in the nostrils and eyes. The bird’s head is then 
plunged into the solution of permanganate of potash for 20 or 

30 seconds, in fact the head may be kept under the solution as 

long as the bird can tolerate it. The solution is thus distributed 
through the nostrils and other canals and has an astringent and 

slight disinfecting action. ‘This treatment should be given twice 
a day and continued until all symptoms have disappeared.” 

“Tf there are solid tumors in the eyelids, they should be 

opened so that the skin may bleed freely. ‘The cheesy matter 

should be removed and the surrounding membrane touched with 

a 5 per cent carbolic acid or silver nitrate solution, and then 

a cotton plug put in again to prevent the cavity from healing too 
quickly. We have cured chickens in this way in about a fort- 

night.” 

“As all these methods of treatment demand a good deal of time 

and care, they cannot well be used for whole flocks, but the more: 

valuable fowls may be treated in this manner. Farmers and 

poultrymen should first try the permanganate of potash method 

of treatment as it is the easiest to employ.” 

“Food remedies influence roup only by strengthening the fowls 

and assisting nature to throw off or conquer the disease.” 

Sanborn (Reliable Poultry Remedies) recommends the use of 

an atomizer to apply the disinfecting solutions to the nasal pas- 
sages and mouth. 

He recommends the following solution for a spray for all the 

mucous surfaces: 

Extract of witch hazel, 4 tablespoons, 
Liquid carbolic acid, 3 drops, 

Water, 2 tablespoons. 

He applies the spray twice a day squeezing the bulb 5 times for 
each nostril and twice for the mouth. 

Salmon recommends washing the cavities of the nose and 
throat with peroxide of hydrogen, diluted 1 to 3 times with 
water. 
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The birds which are being treated should be kept in a dry, 

warm, well ventilated room with good nourishing food. The 

drinking water should be frequently changed. 

Prognosis. In infected flocks this disease caused a direct an- 
nual loss of 10 to 15 per cent of the flock. Also many birds 

contract a chronic form of the disease which affects them for 

months or years. Careful individual treatment will save the 

lives of many birds, but such treatment is economically inadvis- 
able except in case of very valuable birds. 

“Pip” (Inflammation of the Mouth). 

Robinson describes “pip” as follows: “ ‘Pip’ is a term in very 

common use among poultry keepers, and applied chiefly to a 

symptom occurring in many cases of cold or fever when the nos- 

trils being obstructed and the fowls breathing through the mouth 

the skin of the mouth and tongue become hard and dry, and 
a bony tip may form on the tongue by the hardening and drying 

of the skin of that member, this condition being aggravated 

when catarrhal discharges adhere to the skin and dry and accu- 
mulate.” 

Etiology. It would appear to be the case that the symptoms 

above described originated from different causes in different 

cases. The trouble may be due to specific infection, though a 

particular organism has not yet been definitely isolated as the 

cause. In some cases the symptom is apparently purely physi- 

ological, arising from a failure of the mucus-secreting glands to 
function properly, owing to a lowered physiological condition. 

Treatment. ‘The essential points in the treatment of this dis- 

eased condition is first to treat the primary cause (cold, catarrh, 

_etc.). In removing the scale or “pip” gentle measures are to 

be followed, otherwise a raw surface likely to ulcerate, will be 

left. 

The following advice as to treatment, given by Salmon, is 

excellent. 

“In case of simply drying of the mouth, it is sufficient to 
moisten the tongue with a few drops of a mixture of equal 

parts of glycerine and water. In case there is redness of the 

membrane, or if the epithelium is beginning to separate, or if 

a deposit has formed, add 20 grains of chlorate of potash to 

each ounce of this mixture. An excellent remedy for such cases 
is made by dissolving 15 grains of boric acid in an ounce of 
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water. Both of these solutions are harmless and may be freely 

and frequently applied. When the epithelium is separating, it 

should be kept moistened with the glycerine mixture and its 

detachment may be somewhat facilitated by loosening it with a 

pin or the point of a penknife, but great care should be exercised, 

the sensitive tissues should not be touched and no blood should 

be drawn.” 

Prognosis. In and of itself “pip” is not a serious matter. It 

is, however, usually associated with other disorders of the res- 

piratory system, which may be very serious. Regarding this 

matter Salmon says: “The exaggerated idea prevalent as to the 

dangerous character of ‘pip,’ probably arises from its being asso- 

ciated with serious diseases of the respiratory organs and from 

the fatal results which follow the forcible tearing away of the 

dried epithelium, leaving a bleeding and ulcerating surface.” 

Canker. 

Membranes formed in diphtheritic roup are sometimes called 

canker, but there are frequently found cheesy patches on the 

mucous membrane of the mouth or tongue which are not asso- 

ciated with roup. These growths are frequently, at least, the 

result of a traumatic injury to the membrane. Male birds fre- 

quently have canker where they have been picked in the mouth 

by other males when fighting. ‘The growths are made up almost 

entirely of pus germs. These growths should probably be 

considered as suppurating wounds. An unhealthy condition of 

the mucous membrane of the mouth due to digestive disorders is 
sometimes accompanied by spots of canker. 

A good treatment for canker is undiluted creolin applied with 

a cotton swab. The swab should be held against each sore for 

a short time. The whole surface of each patch should be 

treated. Another good treatment is to wash the sores with hy- 
drogen peroxide 1 part and water 1 part. 

Thrush. 

This term is also sometimes incorrectly applied to the false 
membranes of diphtheria but there are at least two cases of true 
thrush on record. ‘That is, in two cases microscopic examina- 
tion has shown that the patches, which in both these cases were 
in the lower part of the oesophagus and crop, were made up 
of spores and filaments of the fungus Saccharomyces albicans. 
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This fungus causes thrush in children and calves. This disease 

may also occasionally affect the mouth. It is impossible to 
distinguish it from other diseases causing similar formations 

except by microscopic examination. The treatment is the same 

as for canker. 

Aspergillosis (Mycosis of the Air Passages). 

This is a very common disease of poultry, often mistaken for 

tuberculosis. In adult fowls it is frequent cause of the con- 

dition known as “going light,’ while in young chickens it prob- 

ably ranks next to white diarrhoea as a lethal agent. 

The discussion of this disease here relates primarily to adult 

fowls. Aspergillosis in young chicks is treated in Chap. XIX. 

Diagnosis. Salmon gives the following account of the symp- 

toms of this disease. “In the early stages of the disease no 

symptoms are noticed, and it is only after it has progressed 

considerably that these become apparent. The affected birds 

do not follow the flock; they are very weak, scarcely able to 

stand, and consequently remain by themselves and move about 

very little. They remain in a recumbent position, resting upon 

the sternum, are sleepy, and, if forced to run, soon fall from ex- 

haustion. The plumage is dull and rough, the wings are pen- 

dant, the eyelids partly closed, the head depressed. The respi- 

raton is accelerated and accompanied by a rattling or snoring 

sound, particularly during the expiration, and becomes difficult 

and labored, the bird opening its beak from time to time, in 

order to take a long inspiration. ‘The temperature of the body is 

elevated, the thirst increased and the appetite is diminished or 

disappears. There is more or less catarrh of the trachea and 

bronchi, with emaciation and diarrhea leading to death from ex- 

haustion in from I to 8 weeks. When the disease is limited to 

the air-sacs of the interior of the body, emaciation may be the 

only symptom; but when it extends to the bones there may be 

lameness with swollen and painful joints.” 

“In examining the birds after death, the seat of the disease 

may be found in the trachea, bronchi, lungs, and various air- 

sacs, and other internal organs. It is sometimes, though rarely, 

found in the nostrils and in the air-sacs of the interior of the 

bones. ‘Two kinds of lesions are found. ‘There may be tuber- 
cles resembling those of tuberculosis. These are whitish or yel- 
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lowish nodules varying from the size of a pinhead to that of a 

pea. They may be isolated or joined together in masses of con- 

siderable proportions. These tubercles are generally found in 

the depth of the tissues, and even in the marrow of the bones. 

On the mucous membrane lining the air-tubes and air-sacs, the 

second form of disease process is seen. This consists of a 

membranous formation, 4% of an inch or more in thickness, 

which bears upon its surface a growth of the fungus. ‘These 

membranous patches are at first soft, but become firmer with 

age, and are yellowish or greenish in color, resembling a fibrino- 
purulent exudate. ‘They adhere closely to the mucous membrane 

which is there thickened and inflamed. The air-sacs are some- 

times obstructed by these growths which may in time become 

caseous or even calcareous. These changes may also be seen in 

the intestines, the mesentery, the liver and in other organs.” 

“The membrane lining the air-passages may, also, be found 

ulcerated, and the ulcers may be either naked or covered with 

a growth of the fungus.” 

“In the very acute and rapid cases, the lungs may simply 

show inflammation, or there may be formation of pus or 

abscesses in the lungs, kidneys, liver and spleen as in pyaemia 

or septic infection. In some of these cases there may be exten- 

sive hemorrhages, either locally or throughout the body, and 

these may constitute the only apparent alterations.” 

“A microscopic examination reveals the spores of filaments of 

the fungus in most of the lesions, whether, these are acute or 

chronic. ‘The nature of the disease may consequently be deter- 

mined by a post-mortem examination, but the diagnosis is uncer- 

tain and difficult during the life of the bird.” 

Etiology. The disease is caused by moulds of the genus As- 

pergulus which grow on the mucous membrane of the air pas- 

sage. The four parasitic species in order of their importance are 

Aspergillus fumigatus, Aspergillus nigrescens, Aspergillus glau- 

cus, Aspergillus candidus. The appearance of one of these 
moulds, when greatly magnified is shown in fig. 22. 
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Fig. 22. Aspergillus fumigatus. Greatly enlarged. (After Mohler 

and Buckley). 

These moulds and their spores occur on dead organic material 

like straw, grain, etc. They are inhaled in breathing or swal- 

lowed with the food. ‘This being the case the importance of 

avoiding musty litter, and mouldy or musty grain of all kinds 

is apparent. As with most other diseases the resistance of the 

individual against infection is here an important matter. Some 

fowls will be able to stand musty litter and grain without any 

harm, while others will promptly develop aspergillosis. When 

once present in a flock aspergillosis is probably transmitted from 

generation to generation through the eggs. 

Treatment. ‘The disease is prevented by having clean, dry, 

well ventilated houses and avoiding the use of mouldy litter or 
grain. Vigorous birds under sanitary conditions are fairly re- 
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sistant. No medical treatment is known to be effective. Salmon 

gives a list of treatments which have been suggested and says 
“No form of treatment yet suggested, however, is very prom- 

ising and the effort should be to prevent rather than cure.” All 

birds that die should be burned or buried. 

Prognosis. ‘The disease in adult fowls is ordinarily not recog- 
nized as such until an affected bird comes to post-mortem at 

which time the prognosis is certainly extremely unfavorable. 

So far as concerns ridding a poultry plant of the disease, how- 

ever, the outlook is favorable if energetic sanitary measures 

along the lines indicated above are applied. 

Congestion of the Lungs. 

Congestion of the lungs is a distension of the blood vessels 

which make up the vascular portion of those organs. The 
pressure of these distended vessels may close the smaller air 

passages, or a vessel may burst, filling the bronchi. In either 

ease the patient soon suffocates. 

Diagnosis —The symptoms of this disease are difficult rapid 

breathing, sleepiness and an indisposition to move. A bloody 
mucus sometimes flows from the mouth. The comb is dark red 

or bluish from lack of oxygen in the blood. Symptoms appear 

suddenly and death occurs within a few hours. 

Etiology.—This disease is caused by chilling the surface of 
the body. ‘This contracts the surface vessels and a larger vol- 

ume of blood is sent to the internal organs. The pressure on 

the small elastic vessels of the lungs is too great and they either 

close the air passages by pressing against them or the vessel 

walls are ruptured by the internal pressure and the air passages 

become filled with blood. This disease most often occurs in 

denuded birds (hens during moulting or young birds which have 

failed to feather out) or small chicks which have been exposed 

to cold or allowed to run out in cold, wet weather. 

Treatment—The rapid course of the disease makes treat- 
ment impracticable. Prevention is the only cure. Birds should 

be well nourished with plenty of green food and should be 

especially protected from cold and wet when moulting. Also 

chicks which are in a stage between down (chick) and juvenal 

feathers need special protection. This disease often attacks 

brooder chicks and indicates something wrong with the brood- 

ing. ‘The cause should be immediately sought out and removed, 
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or considerable loss will follow from continued exposure of the 

flock. 

Prognosis.—This disease is usually fatal in a few minutes or 

hours after its symptoms are noted. According to Salmon the 

patient sometimes develops pneumonia. 

Pneumonia. 

This disease is a step beyond congestion of the lungs. The 

vessels are not only distended but liquid escapes through their 

walls and coagulates in the air spaces. The lung of a chick 

dead of pneumonia is dark colored and firm and heavier than 

water. A normal lung floats but a lung filled with this coagu- 

lated serum sinks. 

Diagnosis—The symptoms resemble those of congestion of 

the lungs. Salmon gives the following symptoms: “The breath- 

ing is rapid, difficult and painful. There may be coughing with 

discharge from the mouth or nostrils of thick, adhesive mucus, 

grayish or yellowish in color or tinged with blood. The bird 

stands with ruffled plumage, drooping wings, head drawn in, 

aud every appearance of severe illness. ‘There is loss of appe- 

tite from the first, with thirst and constipation. 

On examination of the lungs after death one or both of these 

organs are found dark in color, engorged with blood and solidi- 

fied. ‘The pneumonia may take either one of two forms. There 
may be what is known as broncho-pneumontia, in which case the 

inflammation affects more particularly the bronchi and the lung 

is not much solidified. The bronchial tubes in this case are 

more or less filled with thick mucus and exudate. In the other 

form, called croupous pneumonia, the tissue of the lung is prin- 

cipally affected. It is then that the lung is solidified by the 

filling up of the air-cells. A piece of lung so affected, if dropped 

into a bucket of water, sinks to the bottom, while healthy lung 

tissue will float. The bronchial tubes and air-sacs are also in 

some cases filled with a thick, yellowish fibrinous exudate which 

blocks up these air-passages and becomes partly solidified.” 

Etiology.—The cause of pneumonia in birds is not known. 

Salmon suggests that it may be caused in birds as the similar 

disease is known to be in some of the mammals and man. Rob- 

inson briefly summarizes Salmon’s statement as follows: “He 

says it is supposed that to produce pneumonia there must be 

with the causes that produce congestion of the lungs the agency 
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of a germ, a species of bacteria, harmless when the lung is in 

normal condition, but harmful when conditions which cause 

congestion are present.” 
Treatment.—Ordinarily it will not be advisable to treat this 

disease. A cure is unusual and involves such an amount of 

care and nursing as to make it a most unprofitable proposition. 

The following treatments have been advised by different per- 

sons. 
“1t.—‘Keep the bird in a room of about 70 degrees, with steam 

from boiling water 1f possible. Give every 6 hours 1 grain 

phenacetin, and 1 grain sulpho-carbolate of zinc, mixed with 

bread crumbs enough to make a pill. Feed on raw eggs and 

milk. ‘Tincture aconite in the drinking water, or 1 drop every 

2 hours in the egg and milk, will help control the hard breath- 

ing. If successful in saving the bird, build up its strength with 

tonics such as nux vomica or quinine.’ (Sanborn.) 

“2.— The bird should be immediately housed and kept warm. 

Counter irritation must be applied over the region of the lungs 

by wetting the skin under the feathers on the back with tincture 

of iodine. Stimulants should be administered 3 or 4 times a 

day—z2 drops of spirits of camphor and to drops of brandy in 

a teaspoonful of warm milk. Soft, nutritious diet, especially 

chopped beef, is necessary. Beaten egg and port wine is also 

useful. Three or 4 drops of chlorodyne may be given in a tea- 
spoonful of linseed tea to relieve the more distressing symp- 

toms; and ultimately, if the case progresses. favorably, mineral 

tonics and cod liver oil are favorable in establishing conva- 

lescenceao( Till.) j 

“3.— Place bird in a warm room and cover with a piece of 
blanket, leaving the head uncovered that it may have plenty of 

air. Give linseed tea frequently in small quantities. To make 

this tea: Pour a pint of boiling water on an ounce of flaxseed, 

and keep hot, but not boiling, for two hours. Strain to remove 

the seeds. The liquid may then be used as a drink, or medicines 
may be given in it. Dissolve enough nitrate of potash in the 

drink to give the bird about 1 grain 3 times a day. If the bird 

is failing and becomes sleepy, with comb turning dark, mix 15 
drops of tincture of digitalis with 1 ounce of water, and give 

10 drops of the mixture every 2 hours. ‘To give medicine use 

a medicine dropper, and be careful to avoid getting it into the 
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air passages. When the bird begins to improve, give a grain 

of quinine, or 10 drops of cod liver oil twice a day.’ (Sal- 

mon. )” 

Tuberculosis. 

This disease in birds does not usually affect the respiratory 

system, but 1s more commonly confined to the abdominal vis- 

cera, and is discussed with the diseases of the organs of ali- 

mentary tract (Chap. V). 

The Air-Sac Mite. 

A species of mite (Cytodites nudus) infects the air-sacs and 
bronchi of poultry. 

Diagnosis——When the birds are not badly infested there are 

no external symptoms. If badly infested the bird may become 

anemic and listless and finally die of exhaustion. Or, if the air 

passages are seriously obstructed by the collection of parasites 

and mucus there will be a rattling in the throat and coughing, 

and death may result from suffocation. ‘The presence of the 

parasites is often found only on examination of dead birds. 

They appear as a yellow or white dust, each particle of which 

isa mite. If closely watched the particles may be seen to move. 

Etiology—The mite probably 
enters the air-sacs by crawling 

in the nostrils and finding its 

way down the trachea and bron- 

chi to the sacs. The parasites 

are able to live only a short time 

outside the bird’s body. The 
mouth parts of these mites are 

“modified into sucking tubes. 

They attack the mucous mem- 

brane of the air-sacs and bron- 

chi. When the number of para- 

sites is small they cause no seri- Fig. 23. Cytodites nudus. The 
ous inconvenience to the bird. air sac mite. Greatly enlarged. 
When there are a large number (After Theobald). 
present they may cause inflammation of the membrane and secre- 

tion of mucus or they may seriously obstruct the air passages. 

Treatment.—Treatment of infested birds is probably useless. 

Feeding sulphur with the food or compelling the birds to inhale 
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the fumes of burning sulphur or burning tar or the steam of 

boiling tar water has been recommended. 

iia fock is imtested with this parasite it is best when 

possible to start a new flock with incubator chicks raised on a 

new range and carefully protected from infection from the old 

flock. Or stock may be purchased from an uninfested flock. 

Birds with this parasite should not be bought or sold for breed- 

ing or laying purposes, as the flock into which they are intro- 

duced will become infested from them. Since this parasite can 

not live long outside the bird’s body, the houses, runs, etc., do 

not remain infested long after all the diseased birds have been 

removed. 

Prognosis.—A bird once infected is probably never free from 

the parasite but may live a long time little harmed by its presencé. 
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DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM. 

Pericarditis (Inflammation of the Pericardium, Dropsy of the 

Heart Sac). 

This disease is often found associated with other diseases of 

the circulatory system and with diseases of the lungs and air- 

sacs and also with soreness of the joints. 

Diagnosis—A differential diagnosis of this disease during life 

is not usually possible. Salmon gives the following symptoms: 

“There is great weakness, difficult breathing, the head being 

thrown backwards, and the breath drawn through the mouth in 

order to obtain sufficient air. If forced to run the bird soon 

falls. In a case observed by Hill there was tumultuous action 

of the heart and occasional spasms.’’ Examination of a bird 

dead from this disease shows the heart sac full of serous liquid 

and sometimes the cavity is divided by false membranes which 

may attach to the heart as well as to the pericardium. 

Etiology.—The causes of this inflammation are not known. 

Ii may result from exposure to cold or dampness. 

Treatment.—Treatment is impossible since the disease can not 

be diagnosed until after death. Successive cases in the same 
flock indicate exposure of the flock to cold or wet weather or 

to confining the birds in insanitary houses. ‘These conditions 
should be remedied. Salmon also recommends in such cases 

“2 to 4 grains of bicarbonate of soda to each bird daily in the 

drinking water.” | 

Endocarditis (Inflammation of the Internal Membranes of 

the Heart). 

In the examination of dead birds it is sometimes found that 

the membrane lining the heart is reddened and coagulated lymph 

may adhere to it. Little is known of this disease in fowls. It 
cannot be distinguished from pericarditis except by an examina- 

tion of the heart. The cause and treatment suggested for that 

disease probably apply equally in these cases. 
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Myocarditis diptheritica. 

According to Ziirn, Bollinger has described a bacterial disease 

of the heart and blood vessels of fowls and pigeons. The dis- 

ease is caused by a bacterium which resembles the bacterium of 

roup. The disease attacks the lining membrane of the heart and 

blood vessels, causing inflammation and the breaking down of the 

tissue. It especially affects the valves of the heart and aorta, 

where round or oval colonies of the bacteria are found on the 

membrane. In these patches fibrin and red and white corpuscles 
are mingled with the organisms. The walls of the small vessels 

of the lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys and intestines are also affected. 

The liver, spleen, and kidneys are enlarged. The bacteria are 
numerous in these organs as well as in the blood. 

Little is known of the frequence of the occurrence of this dis- 
ease and nothing of methods of treatment. 

Enlargement of the Heart (Hypertrophy). 

The heart of a fowl is sometimes enlarged. According to 

Cadeac this enlargement most frequently affects the right side 

of the heart. The muscle may be fatty and degenerate. 

Diagnosis —The distinctive symptom of this disease is a very 
rapid beating of the heart. — 

Etiology—tThe cause of this hypertrophy of the heart muscle 

is not known, but it is probably due to some derangement in the 

nutrition of the muscle. The palpitations are increased by ex- 

citement or fright. 

Treatment.—The disease is not usually Serscaiees while the 

bird is alive. Treatment is therefore not possible. 

Prognosis —A hypertrophied heart may function for a long 

time. The violent beating may cause rupture of a blood vessel; 

sometimes several vessels are ruptured at the same time. 

Rupture of the Heart and Large Blood Vessels. 

Internal hemorrhage due to the rupture of the heart or large 

blood vessels often occurs in full blooded fowls. 

Diagnosis—The bird becomes weak and drowsy, passes into a 

comatose condition and dies with the characteristic appearance 

associated with bleeding to death. 
Etiology.—In full blooded fowls any excitement or over-exer- 

tion which causes an increase in the rate of heart beat and an 

8 
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increased blood pressure may result in a rupture of the heart 

or one of the large vessels. 

Treatment.—The accident can not be predicted and treatment 

is impossible. 

Prognosis.—The bird dies in a short time. 

DISEASES OF THE BLOOD. 

Various cases of an alteration in the number of white cor- 

puscles in the blood of fowls have been described. Most of these 

descriptions are based on from one to three cases, and from the 

descriptions it appears that the investigators have found several 

different blood diseases. Most of these diseases when tested 
did not prove infectious. ‘They are impossible to distinguish 

except by microscopic examination and most of them are prob- 

ably quite rare. Only one of these diseases seems to be of any 
economic importance. This is Infectious Leukemia, first de- 
scribed by Moore (Ann. Rep. Bur. An. Ind. 1895-1896). 

Infectious Leukemia. 

This is a bacterial disease often mistaken for fowl cholera but 

caused by a different species of bacteria and the lesions produced 

are somewhat different. : 

Diagnosis —The following symptomatology is quoted from 

Moore: “From the statement of the owners of the fowls in the 
different outbreaks and from the appearance of those in which 

the disease was artificially produced, little can be positively 
recorded concerning the distinctive or characteristic symptoms. 

The only fowl examined ante-mortem from the natural outbreaks 

was first seen only a few hours before death, when it was unable 
to stand. If held in an upright position, the head hung down. 

“There was a marked anemic condition of the mucosa of the head. 

It had an elevation of nearly 3 degrees of temperature. An 

examination of the blood showed a marked diminution in the 
number of red corpuscles and an increase in the number of white 

ones. In the disease produced artificially by feeding cultures of 
the specific organism there was in most cases a marked drowsi- 

ness and general debility manifested from 1 to 4 days before 

death occurred. The period during which the prostration was 

complete varied from a few hours to two days. The mucous 

membranes and skin about the head became pale. There was 
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an elevation of from 1 to 4 degrees of temperature. The fever 

was of a continuous type.” 

“Although the course of the disease in the different fowls was 

usually constant, there were many variations. In a few indi- 

viduals the time required for fatal results was from 2 to 3 weeks, 

but ordinarily death occurred in about 8 days after feeding the 

virus, the rise in temperature being detected about the third day 

and external symptoms about the fifth or sixth, occasionally not 

until a few hours before death. The symptoms observed in the 

cases produced by feeding correspond with those described by 

the owners of affected: flocks.” 
Dr. Moore found the only constant lesions to be in the blood 

and liver. The change in the blood as noted above was a de- 

crease in the number of white cells. The change in the liver is 

described by Moore as follows: 

“The liver was somewhat enlarged and dark colored, except- 

ing in a few cases in which the disease was produced by intra- 

venous injections. A close inspection showed the surface to be 
sprinkled with minute grayish areas. The microscopic examina- 

tion showed the blood spaces to be distended. The hepatic cells 
were frequently changed, so that they stained very feebly, and 

not infrequently the cells were observed in which the liver cells 
appeared to be dead and the intervening spaces infiltrated with 

round cells. The changes in the hepatic tissue are presumably 

secondary to the engorgement of the organ with blood.” 

Dawson’s diagnosis of the disease (An. Rep. Bur. An. Ind. 

1898, p. 350) differs somewhat from the one given by Moore. 

It is very difficult to distinguish this disease from fowl cholera 
except by identifying the bacteria which produce the diseases. 
Moore contrasts the characteristic lesions in the appended col- 
umns: 

Fowl cholera Infectious leukaemia. 

1. Duration of the disease from 1. Duration of the disease from 

a few hours to several days. a few hours to several days. 

2. Elevation of temperature. 2. Elevation of temperature. 

3. Diarrhea. 3. Diarrhea very rare. 

4. Intestines deeply reddened. 4. Intestines pale. 

5. Intestinal contents liquid, 5. Intestinal contents normal in 

. muco-purulent, or blood consistency. 

stained. 6. Heart usually pale and dotted 

6. Heart dotted with ecchymoses. with grayish points, due to 

cell infiltration. 
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Fowl cholera Intectious leukaemia 

7. Lungs affected, hyperaemic or 7. Lungs normal. ,excepting in 

pneumonic. modified cases. 

8. Specific organisms appear in 8. Specific organisms compara- 

large numbers in the blocd tively few in the blood and 

and organs. organs. 

9. Blood pale (cause not deter- 9. Blood pale, marked diminu- 

mined). tion in the number of red 

10. Condition of leucocytes not de- corpuscles. 

termined. 10. Increase in the number of 

leucocytes. : 

Attention should be called to the fact that as yet there seems 

not to have been a careful study of the condition of the blood in 

fowl cholera. Dr. Salmon observed many changes in this fluid 

which may have been similar to or identical with those herein 

recorded. 

On p. 201 of Dr. Moore’s paper he gives the method of differ- 

entiating the two bacteria. This is, of course, dependent on 

microscopic examination and cultural tests. A full description 

of Bacterium sanguinarium is given by Moore on pp. 188-191 of 

the paper cited above. 

Etiology.—The disease is caused by a non-motile, rod- iene’ 

bacterium (Bacterium sanguinarium.) ‘This bacterium causes 

the disease when injected into the blood or when fed. Ina few 

cases fowls are known to have contracted the disease by picking 

up the droppings of infected fowls. 

More recent work* indicates that there is at least one sort of 

transmissible fowl leukeemia which is dependent upon a filter- 

able virus, rather than upon a visible organism. 

Moore says: “This disease of fowls has not been found in 

flocks where a good sanitary regime has been enforced. It is 

highly probable that it is a filth disease, being dependent upon 

unfavorable environments quite as much as the specific organism 

for the ability to run a rapidly fatal course and of spreading to 

the entire flock.” . 
Treatment.—Prevention is the only known treatment. A 

maintenance of generally sanitary conditions and the avoidance 

of the introduction of diseased birds are effectual. If the dis- 

*Ellerman, V., and Bang. O., Cent. f. Bakt., Orig., 1908 xlvi, p. 505; 
Ztschr f. Hyg. u. inf .Krnkh., 1900, Ixiii, p. 231. _ 

Hirchfield, H., and Jacoby, M., Ztschr f. klin. Med. 1909-10, 1xix, 

p. 107. 
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ease appears in the flock separate the diseased birds, disinfect 

the premises, and place the flock under sanitary conditions. The 
disease will probably disappear, as it is difficult experimentally 

to maintain an infection when the birds are kept under sanitary 
conditions. 

Prognosis.—Diseased birds usually die in from a few hours to 
two weeks, but they may recover. 
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DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

Apoplexy (Hemorrhage of the Brain). 

In this disease the bird usually drops dead or paralyzed with 

out showing any previous sign of illness. The only abnormality 

found on examination of the dead bird is clotted blood on the 

brain. 

Etiology.—The cause of this disease is the rupture of a blood 
vessel in the brain and the pressure on the brain due to the blood 

which escapes. The cause of this rupture may be an unhealthy 

condition (usually a fatty degeneration) of the walls of the 

brain blood vessels. The immediate cause of the rupture is 

increased blood pressure due to fright, over-exertion, or strain 

in laying (hens often die on the nest). This disease is more apt 
to attack very fat birds and the degeneration of the vessels is 

supposed to be due to too rich food or to overfeeding. 

Treatment.—Treatment of the affected birds is useless. So- 

called “apoplexy cures,’ of which there are some on the market, 

should be left strictly alone by the poultryman. Only very rarely 

can apoplexy be recognized till after the bird is dead, and then 
all the pills or potions ever invented for the purpose of swind- 

ling a gullible public will be of no avail. If several successive 

deaths from apoplexy occur, modify the ration, giving more 

green food and less meat and corn. See that the birds have 

plenty of range. 

Prognosis.—The bird is usually found dead or dies in a little 
while. 

Heat Prostrations. 

In very warm weather heat prostrations may occur, especially 

among heavy fowls. This is sometimes considered to be the 

same thing as apoplexy. The birds suddenly drop insensible 

or paralyzed. 
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Etiology——The cause is pressure on the brain, due to heat, 
but the blood vessels are not ruptured as in apoplexy. 

Treatment.—Mild cases may be treated by applying cold 

water to the head and keeping the bird in a cool, quiet place. 

Prognosis-—Mild cases may recover. Others usually result 

fatally in a short time. As a preventative avoid overcrowding 
in hot weather. If the range is not provided with natural shade, 

supply artificially shaded places in which the birds may find 

protection from the hot sun during the middle of the day. 

Congestion of the Brain (Vertigo, Cerebral Hyperemia). 

A number of abnormal physiological conditions may lead to 

a congestion of blood in the brain. ‘This is usually associated 

with a diseased condition of other organs, and hence often 

occurs as a complication with other diseases. It is sometimes 

due to injury of the head. 

Diagnosis.—Pearson (Diseases of Poultry) gives the follow- 

ing diagnosis of this disease: “It is characterized by staggering, 

stupor, unusual movements such as walking backward or walk- 

ing in a circle, unusual and irregular movements with the wings 

and feet and twisting the head backward or to the side. Some- 

times the bird will fall on its side and make peculiar movements 

with its feet and wings as though attempting to run or fly.” 

Etiology.—The congestion of the brain is sometimes due to 
blows on the head or to fright or other intense excitement. 

Often it is associated with acute indigestion or with the presence 

of parasitic intestinal worms. 
Treatment.—Apply cold water to the head. Administer a lax- 

ative (2 teaspoorsful of castor oil, or 30 grains of Epsom salts 

given in water or 1% grains of calomel). Keep the fowl in a 

cool, quiet place. If this treatment is not efficient Salmon 

recommends I to 5 grains of bromide of potassium dissolved in 

I tablespoonful of water 3 times a day. If intestinal worms 

are found in the droppings after the laxative, treat for the re- 

moval of these parasites (p. 79). 

Prognosis—Vhe bird may recover if the cause is removed. 

Epilepsy. 

This somewhat rare disease is characterized by occasional fits. 

Between these the birds appear normal. 
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Diagnosis.—Pearson (Diseases of Poultry) describes the be- 

havior of the bird during the fit as follows: “The fowl will 

make beating movements with its wings, its legs will draw up 

and it will fall down, sometimes turn over on its back, or it may 
stand upright with its legs apart, head turned backward and 

mouth and eyes opening and closing spasmodically.” 

This spasm passes away after a time and leaves the bird ina 

normal condition. 

Etiology.—It is often impossible to discover any cause of the 

disease. It is said to be sometimes caused by tumors’on the 

brain and sometimes by intestinal worms. 

Treatment.—The only cases that can be treated are those 
caused by the presence of intestinal worms. An affected bird 

should be put up and given a laxative and if intestinal worms 

are passed treat the patient for the removal of these parasites 

(p: 79). 
The birds may live some time with occasional fits and may 

recover. Cases caused by intestinal worms are definitely cured 
by removing the parasites. 
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DISEASES OF THE KIDNEYS, RHEUMATISM AND LIMBERNECK. 

Gout. 

Gout is a rather common disease among fowls. It is due to 
a failure of the kidneys to eliminate the urates. The uric acid 

content of the blood ‘is greatly increased and the urates are 

deposited on the surface of the visceral organs, in the tissues 

of the urinary apparatus and around the joints in the form of 

crystals of urate of soda. In fowls two forms of the disease 

occur; the visceral, and the articular. 

Visceral Gout. 

In visceral gout the only symptoms shown by an affected bird 

are a loss in weight or “going light” and a slight yellowish tinge 

to the skin, comb and wattles. The bird has a good and often 

abnormal appetite. Death occurs suddenly. An examination 

of the abdominal cavity shows that all the organs and serous 

membranes are covered with a chalky or talcum-like powder. 

This powder has a mother-of-pearl luster and on microscopic 

examination is seen to be composed of small needle-like crystals. 

These are crystals of urate of soda. Thesé crystals are also 
found in the urinary organs. ‘The ureter and collecting tubules 

are often filled with a mass of these crystals. Drs. Hebrant 

and Antoine give the following test for the urate of soda. 

Dissolve the crystals in nitric acid and evaporate in a watch 

glass. This gives a red onion peel mass which turns purplish 

blue on the addition of a solution of caustic potash. 

Articular Gout. 

In this form of the disease the crystals of urate of soda are 

in nodules around the joints especially of the feet and toes. 

These nodules sometimes appear like strings of beads on the 

under side of the toes. They contain a white or creamy thick 

liquid composed mostly of the crystals. ‘They are at first soft 

but later become very firm. The presence of the nodules causes 

stiffness and soreness of the joints and the birds become indis- 
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posed to stand or walk. Sometimes the nodules ulcerate, dis- 

charging a stringy pus and exposing the cavities of the joints 

to the air. The development of fistulas cause the death of the 

bones. The disease is slow in its development and advanced 

stages are seen only in old birds. The birds lose weight and in 

advanced stages diarrhea sets in and death from exhaustion 

follows. 

Early stages of this disease are often mistaken for rheuma 

tism on account of the stiffness and soreness of the joints. 

Etiology.—The cause of this disease is a disturbance of the 
normal physiology of excretion so that the uric acid which 

should be excreted by the kidneys is first retained in the blood 

and then deposited within the body as crystals of urate of soda. 

The disturbance is probably due to a diet which is too rich in 

proteids. 

Treatment.—In case of articular gout Salmon recommends 

rubbing the affected joints with camphorated or carbolic oint- 

ment. In well developed cases it is more profitable to kill the 

birds than to treat them. Visceral gout is not usually recog- 

aized while the bird is alive. Prevention is the only reliable 
treatment for either form of gout. Birds should be kept under 

sanitary conditions and given plenty of green food. When sev- 

eral birds develop the disease it is well to give the whole flock 

Epsom salts (%4 to % teaspoonful per bird) and to reduce the 
amount of meat scrap and increase the quantity of green food. 

Prognosis—TVhe disease, especially the articular form, is 

chronic and advanced cases are only found in old birds. Badly 

diseased birds may live a long time. Muld cases may recover 

on corrected diet. : 

Other Diseased Conditions of the Kidneys. 

In the examination of dead birds cases are often observed 

where the kidneys are diseased. They are often enlarged. 
Sometimes they contain dark points caused by the rupture of 

small blood vessels, and in other cases they may contain ab- 

scesses. Micro-organisms have been obtained from some cases 

of diseased kidneys. Nothing is yet known of the causes of 

these specific diseased conditions in poultry. Some of the cases 

of under-development, especially of pullets, are apparently due 

to enlarged kidneys. In such cases the birds usually lose their 

appetite, become emaciated and their feathers are roughened. 

No dependable diagnosis of diseased kidneys can be made on 
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the living fowl. When several cases occur care should be taken 
to see that the flock receives a balanced ration with plenty of 

green food, as diseased kidneys may occur from too much pro- 

tein in the food. 

Rheumatism. 

A lameness or stiffness 1s usually considered rheumatism. 

Many such cases are due to tuberculosis of the joints (p. 60), 

and others to articular gout (p. 121), but there are muscular 

and joint inflammations caused by exposure which are properly 

considered rheumatism. This disease is an inflammation of the 
connective tissues of the muscles and joints. 

Etiology.—It is caused by exposure to cold or dampness. The 

occurrence of several cases in the flock indicates something 

wrong in the housing conditions. 

Treatment.—The disease is prevented by keeping the fowls 

in dry, warm, well ventilated houses with well drained runs. 

Prognosis—Fowls protected from further exposure and 

given a good ration with plenty of green food usually recover. 

Limberneck. 

This is not properly a disease but a symptom which accom- 

panies several diseased conditions. A fowl is said to have 

limberneck when partial or entire nervous control of the neck 

muscles is lost. ‘The neck may hang limp so that the head falls 

on the ground between the feet. Sometimes the bird 1s able to 

raise the head from the ground by making a great effort. 

A bird is sometimes said to have limberneck when the dorsal 

or lateral neck muscles are tense, the head drawn convulsively 

backward, but this is more often called “wry-neck.” 

Both limberneck and wry-neck are due to nervous disorders 

which arise from several different causes. ‘“Wry-neck” is usu- 

ally associated with direct brain or nerve irritation and occurs 

in epileptic spasms, but also sometimes occurs in rheumatism. 

Limberneck is usually associated with colic, acute indigestion, 

intestinal parasites, or ptomaine poisoning. 

No treatment for limberneck as such can be advised. Effort 

should be made to ascertain and cure the diseased condition 

which is responsible for this symptom. 

Cases due to rheumatism, colic, indigestion, intestinal para- 

sites, and some of those due to poisoning may recover, if the 

real cause can be ascertained and treated soon enough. 
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EXTERNAL PARASITES. 

Vigilant and continuous attention is necessary to keep fowls 

free from external parasites. At least 32 species of arachnids 

and insects are known to be parasitic on fowls. Some of these 

like the red mites visit their host only to take food and spend 
the rest of the time on the under side of the roosts, in cracks 

and crevices and various other places of seclusion. Others like 

the lice normally stay on the birds, although occasionally some 

individuals crawl off, especially into the nest. Some of these 

parasites live upon the surface of the skin and upon the feathers, 

deriving their nourishment either by sucking the blood like the 

red mite, or by chewing the skin and feathers like the lice and 

some of the mites. Some of the mites, however, bore under 

the skin, causing skin diseases known as scabies or psoric dis- 
eases. ‘The most common of these diseases are scabby or scaly 

leg and depluming scabies. 

The economic importance of these external parasites is very 

great. Fowls infested with one or several of these species of 

parasites are not profitable. They make a smaller growth in 

the same time with the same food and their egg production is 
not equal to similar birds not so infested. Not only are they 

constantly robbed of some of their tissue and blood but their 

rest is disturbed. Sleep is as important to the normal physi- 

ology of a bird as it is to that of a man. 
Keeping a Poultry Plant Free from External Parasites. 

It is not necessary for a poultryman to be able to distinguish 

the 22 species of parasites or to know their life histories in order 

to keep his plant free from them. It is only necessary to know 

that some of them stay on the birds and can only be extermi- 

nated by treating the birds (usually with a powder) while others 

spend most of their time on the under sides of the roosts in 

cracks and can best be exterminated by contact sprays contain- 

img cresol or kerosene. A single application is not efficient in 
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either case but treatment must be repeated 2 or 3 times at inter- 

vals of a few days to destroy those that hatch after the treat- 

ment or are concealed beyond its reach. A routine procedure 

by which a poultry plant can be kept free from parasites is very 

useful. The following method has proven very successful at 

the Maine Experiment Station and is described in Circular 352 

of that Station: 
“The routine method which the Station uses in handling its 

stock with reference to the lice problem is as follows: 

“All hatching and rearing of chickens is done in incubators 

and brooders. The-growing chickens are never allowed to 

come into any contact whatever with old hens. ‘Therefore, 

when the pullets are ready to go into the laying houses in the 

fall they are free from lice. Sometime in the later summer, 

usually in August or early in September, the laying houses are 

given a thorough cleaning. They are first scraped, scoured 

and washed out with water thrown on the walls and floor with 

as much pressure as possible from a hose. They are then given 

two thorough sprayings, with an interval of several days inter- 

vening, with a solution of cresol such as is described in Chap. 
Il. Then the roosting boards, nests, floors and walls to a 

height of about 5 feet are thoroughly sprayed with the lice paint 

(kerosene oil and crude carbolic acid described on p. 135). 

Finally, any yearling, or older birds, whether male or female, 

which are to be kept over for the next year’s work are given 

2 or 3 successive dustings, at intervals of several days to a 
week between each application, with the lice powder described 

on p. 130, before they are put into the cleaned houses. 

“As a result of these methods the Station’s poultry plant is 

at all times of the year practically free of lice.” 

This method keeps the flock free from lice and the mites 

which live upon the surface of the skin, but would not destroy 

those mites which penetrate the skin and cause scabies. These 

and other more rare parasites should be destroyed when present 

by special methods. The description of, and treatment for each 

class of external parasite is given below. 

A. LICE (MALLOPHAGA). 

Lice are probably the most widely distributed parasite of 

poultry. They are so common that flocks of fowls that have 

not been treated to remove lice for a long time are almost sure 
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to have one or more species present. At least 8 species of hen 

lice have been found and 5 of these are common. Bird lice are 

quite different from those which affect man and mammals. 

The popular notion that lice may be transmitted from poultry 

to other animals is quite erroneous. ‘Theobald (Parasitic Dis- 

eases of Poultry) says: “So particular are bird-lice that it is 

quite the exception to find one species upon two distinct kinds 

of birds. Fowl-lice will not even attack the duck nor duck-lice 

the fowl. Nearly every bird has its own particular Mallopha- 

gan parasite or parasites. They may possibly pass to some 

strange host for a short time, but they will not live and breed. 

Moreover, . . . . particular species attack restricted areas on 

the same host and are seldom found in other positions.” Some 

of these lice are sluggish, nearly stationary, and confined to a 

restricted area of the body, while others are active and crawl 

over the entire body. The 8 known species are described in 

Theobald’s “Parasitic Diseases of Poultry,” pp. 23-29. 

The most common and widely dis- 
. tributed hen louse found in this country 

is Menopon pallidum. This louse is 

shown in fig. 24. 

Another species of this genus (Meno- 

pon biseriatum), which closely resembles 

M. pallidum, is also sometimes found. 
These are active lice living on all parts 

of the body. ‘They often crawl on to the 
hands when handling or plucking birds, 
and may sometimes be found in the nests. 

There are several other lice which 

sometimes infest poultry. Each of these 
species is confined to a special region of 

Fig. 24. The common the host. Although capable of crawling 
hen louse (Menopon : : 
Peli) Credo about, the lice of these species for the 

larged. (From Most part remain nearly stationary, often 

Banks). with their heads buried in the skin and 
their bodies erect. Two species, Lipeurus variabilis and Lipeu- 

rus heterographus, live among the barbs of the wing and tail 
feathers. Gomniodes dissimilis is found under the wings and on 

the rump. ‘The appearance of two of the species mentioned, viz., 
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Lipeurus variabilis and Goniodes dissimilis, is shown in figs. 25 

and 26 respectively. 

bie Uh i 

Fig. 25. Lipeurus va-- Fig. 26. Goniodes 

riabilis. A louse dissinulis, a louse 

that infests poul- that infests poul- 

try. Much enlarged. try. Much enlarged. 

(From Banks after (From Banks after 

Denny). Denny). 

A short account of the mode of life; the conditions which 

favor their presence; their effect upon the birds; and the gen- 

eralized life history of hen lice are given in Leaflet No. 57 of 

the English Board of Agriculture, pp. 3 and 4. From this 

source the following is quoted: 

“These Mallophaga have not a piercing mouth, their mouth is 
simply used for biting. They subsist upon the productions of 
the skin and fragments of feathers. ‘They cause violent itching, 

and bite sharply, and must produce considerable pain when pres- 

ent in large numbers, as is too often the case. The feathers, 

especially the saddle hackle, generally show notched edges with 

lice infestation. Eight distinct species of lice attack fowls. The 

presence of these lice is generally ascribed to too uniform or 

insufficient nutrition, or else to damp, dark, and dirty runs, 

especially those badly ventilated. Food, either when uniform 

or insufficient, has no effect upon their presence. Dark, damp 

places, however, when dirty, are sure to harbor all these pests, 

especially when badly ventilated. It is also said that breed 

affects their presence, but observation tends to show that all 

breeds are more or less subjected to infestation. In every case 

they set up severe irritation and inflammation of the skin, which 

often leads to stunted growth, and even death. Lice and other 

parasites flourish on unhealthy birds.” 
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“Life-history of Lice—All the lice breed fairly rapidly. The 

eggs or nits are laid upon the down feathers, as a rule; they are 

often beautifully sculptured objects, oval in form. In about 6 

tc 10 days they hatch into small, pale, active lice, which at once 
commence to irritate the birds. The adults are occasionally 

found in the nests. Some species are found copulating in the 

nests, others always on the birds. They live a considerable 

time. Menopon pallidum (Fig. 24) has been kept alive for 

months upon fresh feathers, the quill epidermis being especially 

eaten. Lefore reaching the full-grown state as many as 10 or 

12 moults apparently take place, there being little difference in 

‘ach stage, except the gradual darkening of the markings.” 

The eggs or nits of hen lice are shown in fig. 27. 

Fig. 27. Feathers showing eggs or “nits” of the common hen louse. 

Enlarged (Original). 

Methods of Introduction and Infcstation—lIt is generally 
agreed that lice and other parasites flourish best in insanitary 

surroundings. There must, however, be a source of infesta- 

tion. Lice are brought to a new place by introducing infested 

birds. They spread from bird to bird (a) directly during copu- 

lation (an infested cock often infests the whole flock), or (b) 

when two hens occupy a nest together, or (c) from mother to 

chick. They also pass indirectly from bird to bird by crawling 

off one bird first on to the nesting material and later on to an- 

other bird which uses the same nest. Doctor Sharp has also 
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observed several lice clinging to the body of a fly parasitic upon 
chickens. Lice are so much more common than the parasitic 

fly that it is probable that this insect is of little real importance 

in the distribution of the lice. 

All the lice breed very rapidly. In 8 weeks the third genera- 

tion is mature and in this generation the estimated number of 

the offspring of a single pair is 125,000 individuals. It seems 

important to eradicate an infestation 1f possible as soon as dis- 

covered. However, if kept under sanitary conditions and fur- 
nished with plenty of attractive dust, vigorous birds will hold 
external parasites in check. With some attention to sick birds, 

setting hens and young chicks, the parasites will give little 
trouble on a plant conducted with due regard to the principles 

of hygiene and sanitation (cf. Chap. II). 

Diagnosis.— ‘It should be remembered at all times that the 

external animal parasites are the most common and frequent 

cause of trouble in the poultry-yard and pigeon-cote. If the 

birds are not thriving and conducting themselves satisfactorily, 

look for these pests, take measures to repress them, and in most 

cases the results will be surprising and gratifying. When any- 

thing is the matter with a horse the maxim is examine his feet, 
and when anything is found wrong with poultry or other domes- 

ticated birds, the maxim should be look for lice.’ (Salmon.) 
Adult hens may harbor quite a number of these parasites with- 

out showing any symptoms which indicate their presence. If 

they are unthrifty and broody hens leave their nests they should 
be examined for lice. The biting and digging of the claws of 

the lice may cause sores and the nervous irritation and loss of 

sleep may cause general debility and bowel trouble. Little chick- 

ens are very susceptible and often die. Lice are frequently 

found in large numbers on birds suffering from roup, gapes, ete. 

In some cases their presence has rendered the birds more sus- 

ceptible to other disease, while in others it is probable that the 
birds lack sufficient energy to dust themselves. 

The sure test for the presence of lice is, of course, finding the 

lice. Part the fathers under the wing, on the back and around 

the vent and examine the exposed skin. Examine the head and 

neck feathers and look between the large feathers of the wing. 
When present the parasites are easily found by anyone who is 
familiar with them. It seems incredible that serious infesta- 
tions can escape the eye of any poultryman. 

9 
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Treatment.—Sanitary surroundings and liberal range help the 

birds in their attempts to keep themselves free from lice. The 

dust bath is very efficient in holding the pests in check. It is 

doubtful, however, whether the dust boxes which used to be 

almost universally kept in the poultry house are of any real 

value. It is a noticeable fact that dust boxes are much less used 

now than formerly. This Station has not made use of them for 
a number of years. As commonly made these boxes are too 

small, and too shallow, and are not filled with the proper kind 

of material. Hens will use them, in most cases, only as a last 

resort 1f at all. 

When possible, birds should be given access to dry, sandy 
ground, and they will provide their own dust bath. Some au- 

thors advise adding insect powder to the earth in dust boxes for 

bad infestations. It is doubtful whether under the best of cir- 

cumstances this does anything but waste the insect powder. It 

is better to apply the powder directly to the bird and furnish 

clean earth for the dust bath. : 

When hens are used for incubating and brooding it is neces- 

sary to give some individual treatment to brooding hens and 
young chicks. It is also necessary to treat sick hens which are 

not able to use the dust bath. While it is theoretically possible 
to exterminate the pests and keep the flock free from them by 

avoiding the introduction of infected birds, this ideal condition 
prevails in very few poultry plants. In almost all flocks there 

are enough lice present to cause trouble if conditions favor their 

development. Robinson gives a very good method for prevent- 

ing troublesome outbreaks in the following words: 

“Treat with insect powder every sick fowl, every fowl that 

has been cooped for some days where it could not dust itself, 
every sitting hen when set, and at least twice again during the 

period of incubation, the last time just before the eggs are due 

to pip; treat the young chicks and hen when a brood is taken 

from the nest, and at intervals of a week until 3 weeks old.” 

How to Make an Effective and Very Cheap Lice Powder. 

When the treatment of individual birds for lice becomes neces- 
sary some kind of powder dusted into the feathers thoroughly, 

seems to be, on the whole, the most effective and advisable 

remedy. ‘The powder used must be of such nature, however, 

that it will be effective. There are so-called “lice powders” on 
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the market which are no more effective than an equal quantity 

of any inert powdered substance would be. It is not only a 

waste of money but of time as well to use such powders. At the 

Maine Station no lice powder has been found that is so satis- 

factory as. that originally invented by Mr. R. C. Lawry, for- 

merly of the poultry department of Cornell University. The 

following matter regarding this powder (which can be made at 

a cost of 5 cents per pound) is quoted from a circular issued 

by the Maine Station: . 
“In using any kind of lice powder on poultry, whether the 

one described in this circular or some other, it should always be 

remembered that a single application of powder is not sufficient. 

When there are lice present on a bird there are always unhatched 

eges of lice (‘nits’) present too. The proper procedure is to 

follow up a first application of powder with a second at an inter- 

val of 4 days to a week. If the birds are badly infested at the 
beginning it may be necessary to make still a third application. 

“The lice powder which the Station uses is made at a cost of 
only a few cents a pound in the following way: 

“Take 3 parts of gasoline, 
“T part of crude carbolic acid; 

“To get the proper results only the 90-95 per cent. carbolic 

acid should be used for making lice powder. Weaker acids are 
ineffective.” 

“Owing to the difficulty in getting the strong crude carbolic 

acid locally in this State at reasonable prices, the Station has 
experimented to see whether some other more readily obtain- 

able substance could not be substituted for it. It has been 

found that cresol gives as good results as the highest grade 

crude carbolic.” 

“The directions for making the powder are now, therefore, 

modified as follows: 

“Take 3 parts of gasoline, and 
I part of crude carbolic acid, 90-95 per cent. strength, 

or, if the 90-05 per cent. strength crude carbolic acid cannot be 

obtained take 

3 parts of gasoline and 
£ part of cresol.” 

“Mix these together and add gradually with stirring, enough 
plaster of paris to take up all the moisture. As a general rule 
if will take about 4 quarts of plaster of paris to 1 quart of 
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the liquid. The exact amount, however, must be determined 

by the condition of the powder in each case. The liquid and 

dry plaster should be thoroughly mixed and stirred so that the 

liquid will be uniformly distributed through the mass of plas- 

ter. When enough plaster has been added the resulting mix- 

ture should be a dry, pinkish brown powder having a fairly 

strong carbolic odor and a rather less pronounced gasoline 
odor.” 

“Do not use more plaster in mixing than is necessary to blot 

up the liquid. This powder is to be worked into the feathers 

of the birds affected with vermin. The bulk of the application 

should be in the fluff around the vent and on the ventral side of 

the body and in the fluff under the wings. Its efficiency, which 

is greater than that of any other lice powder known to the 

writer, can be very easily demonstrated by anyone to his own 

satisfaction. ‘Take a bird that is covered with lice and apply 
the powder in the manner just described. After a lapse of 

about a minute, shake the bird, loosening its feathers with the 
fingers at the same time, over a clean piece of paper. Dead 

and dying lice will drop on the paper in great numbers. Any- 

one who will try this experiment will have no further doubt of 

the wonderful efficiency and value of this powder.” 
Next to the Lawry powder probably pure pyrethrum or Per- 

sian insect powder is as cheap and effective as anything to be 
had. 

A time-honored and effective treatment for lice, especially for 

young chicks, is greasing. ‘The grease most often used is lard 

or sometimes lard and sulphur. ‘The latter should not be used 

for young chicks. The lard is applied with the finger to the 

head, neck, under the wings and around the vent. Greasing is 

a somewhat tedious but very effective treatment for lice, espe- 

cially on young chicks, since lice usually attack them on the head 
and neck. 

Prof. W. R. Graham, in conversation with one of the writers, 

has strongly recommended the use of blue ointment (Unguen- 

tum hydrargyri, U. S. P.) to rid birds of lice in cases where 

individual treatment was demanded. 

B. MITES—ACARINA. 

Eighteen species of mites are parasitic upon fowls. Only 4 © 
of these are sufficiently injurious and widely distributed to be 
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of great economic importance. Occasionally one or another of 

the other species becomes sufficiently abundant to be of local 

importance. ‘The mites are small 8-legged animals related to 

the spiders. Some of the mites parasitic on the fowl visit their 

host only to' feed, as the common red mite; others remain on the 
surface of the skin or on the feathers, as in the case of deplum- 

ing scabies. Others live under the skin, causing deep-seated 

skin diseases like scaly leg; still others find their way into the 

internal regions of the body, living either on mucous membranes 

like the air sac mite (p. 110) or upon the connective tissue like 
the connective tissue, mite. 

Fig. 28. The common “red mite” of poultry, Dermany- 

ssus gallinae, a, adult. d and e, young. (After 

Osborn). 

The most common and most injurious mite parasitic on fowls 

is the common fowl mite or red mite, Dermanyssus galline. 
These mites are present in almost every poultry house that is not 

kept very clean. When they are present in large numbers they 

are a serious pest. ‘This mite is a little more than %4 millimeter 

long. The female is a little larger than the male. When empty 

they are gray with dark spots, but usually they appear some 

shade from yellow to dark red according to the amount of fowl’s 

blood they contain. They visit the fowls only to feed and spend 

the rest of the time on the under sides of the roosts, in cracks 

and crevices, under collections of droppings or other filth and 

in the nesting material, especially if such material is dirty straw. 

The mites breed in these places. They reproduce very rapidly, 

especially in spring and summer. The eggs are laid in con- 
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cealed places, usually in cracks containing filth or in dirty nest- 

ing material. The young mites are white and have only 6 legs. 

Their first food is probably filth or decayed wood. They moult 

several times and their cast skins are often seen as a white 

powder on the perches. After the first moult the larve have 

8 legs. The mites are able to live and reproduce for months at 

feast without animal food, but when they are associated with 

fowls the older larve and adults depend upon the blood of the 

fowls for food. They usually attack the birds at night but 

sometimes are found feeding on laying or brooding hens during 

the day. They pierce the skin with their needle-like jaws and 

suck the blood. ‘The irritation due to the biting of a number 

of these creatures disturbs the rest of the bird and the loss of 

blood may be considerable. The mites thrive best in dark, 

damp, dirty houses and may be found in such houses for months 

after all fowls have been removed. ‘They will bite man or other 

mammals, causing severe irritation, but do not remain on strange 

hosts for any length of time. Fowls should not be allowed to 
roost in sheds with other animals, as the sheds may become 

infested with the mites which will disturb the other animals as 

well as the fowls. 

Diagnosis—lf the birds are not doing well, especially if they 

appear emaciated and dejected, they should be examined at 

night for mites. In the day time the ends and under sides of 

the roosts and the cracks in them should be examined. Num- 

bers of the mites are often found by prying up a loose cleat or 

splitting off a wide loose sliver. They may often be found in 
old straw nests. 

Treatment.—Clean, dry, well ventilated houses which get 

plenty of sunlight are seldom badly infested. The first step in 

- eradicating or controlling the pest is thoroughly to clean the 

houses. Remove the droppings and all the old nesting material. 

Clean and when possible scrub or wash with a stream from the 

hose all the perches, nests, floors and walls. Spray or paint the 

perches, nests, walls and floors with a 5 per cent solution of 

cresol (see Chap. II for directions for making this). Prof. H. 

C. Pierce has tested various remedies for mites and finds none 

so effective as this. Use plenty of solution and make the spray- 

ing thorough. Every crack and crevice should be flooded. 
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Another spray successfully used is: 3 parts kerosene and 1 

part crude carbolic acid. Still a third, kerosene emulsion is 
recommended by the United States Department of Agriculture. 

Their method of making this spray as given in Circular No. 92 is 

as follows: “To make this, shave % pound of hard soap into 1 

gallon of soft water and boil the mixture until the soap is dis- 
solved. Then remove it to a safe distance from the fire and 

stir into it at once, while still hot, 2 gallons of kerosene or coal 

oil. The result is a thick, creamy emulsion. Dilute this stock 
mixture with 10 parts of soft water, and apply as a spray or 

with a brush, being careful-to work it into all cracks, crevices, 

and joints of the building.” 

With any of these sprays it is necessary to make two or more 

applications at intervals of a few days to destroy the mites 

which hatch after the first application. The liquid may be put 

on with a hand spray pump or with a brush. Cleanliness, fresh 

air and sunlight are cheap and effective preventatives. 

Sealy Leg. 

A minute mite, Knemidocoptes (Dermatoryctes) (Sarcoptes) 
mutans, is the cause of a contagious disease affecting the legs 
of fowls, turkeys, pheasants, partridges and cage birds. Ac- 

cording to some authorities it sometimes affects the comb and 

beak also. The mites excavate places under the skin where they 
live and breed. The most thorough study yet made of this para- 
site and its effect on birds is that of Haiduk.* 

Diagnosis.—This very common disease is easily recognized by 
the enlarged roughened appearance it gives the foot and shank. 
This appearance is shown in fig. 29, with a normal leg for com- 
parison. 

The disease is present in most flocks unless especial care has 
been taken to exclude it. It is slightly contagious, but usually 
only a few birds in a flock appear to be infected. The ‘scales 
on the foot and leg of an affected bird are raised by a crusty 
substance icposited beneath them. The lesions usually appear 
first nea: the joints between the toes and foot. The parts affect- 
ed first appear to be enlarged and then the scales are raised, 
giving the roughened appearance shown in B fig. AG), lla Gately 

*Haiduk, T. Die Fussrquder des Gefliigels. Inaug. Diss. Giessen, 
1909, pp. 1-58, Taf. I-VI. 
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Fig. 29. A. Normal leg of hen. 
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Fig. 30. Photograph of the leg of a hen affected with scaly leg. 

(After Haiduk). 



la 
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stages the disease does not appear to disturb the general health 

of the fowl. As it progresses the birds become lame and some- 

times the foot becomes so badly diseased that joints or even 

whole toes drop off. The photograph of a badly affected leg 

is shown in fig. 30. The two legs are usually affected equally. 

d 
} 
; 
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Fig. 31. Photograph of the advlt female of the mite Kneimidocoptes 

(Dermatoryctes ) mutans. (After Haiduk). 

Etiology.—The disease is caused by the minute parasitic mite 
Knemidocoptes mutans (figs. 31 and 32). 
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Fig. 32. Photograph of the six-legged larva of Knemidocoptes 

(Dermatoryctes) mutans. (After Haiduk). 

The mites bore under the scales of the foot and leg and bur- 

row deeper and deeper into the tissue. They set up an irritation 

which leads to multiplication of cells and the exudation of serum. 

This accumulation forms crusty deposits beneath the scales. 
These crusts contain many depressions in which are imbedded 

female mites containing eggs. The larve and the males are 

usually found beneath the crusts. The relations just described 

are shown in fig. 33, which is a picture of a section of the skin 
of a “scaly” leg. 
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Fig. 33. Section of the skin of the leg of a fowl affected with 

scaly leg. 

Papilla with pigment cells. 

Lymphatic tissue in the papilla. 

Epidermis: stratum profundum. 
Epidermis: stratum corneum. 
Section through a mite. 
Section through a mite showing head and 2 gairs of legs. 

Young mite. 

Cavity excavated by mites. 

Excrement of mite. 
Horny layer between the mite excavations. 

(From Haiduk, after Olt). 
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As the disease progresses the mites which are becoming con- 

stantly more numerous penetrate very deep into the tissues, 

causing lameness and sometimes the loss of some of the toes. 
The infection from bird to bird probably takes place on the 

roosts or from mother to chick. Robinson believes that the 

birds most likely to be infected are those with a deficient supply 

of oil in the skin. The conditions which favor its spread in a 

flock are dry, barren runs, especially on alkaline soils or in yards 

filled with ashes or cinders. Foul roosting places also favor the 

spread of the disease. The disease is easily cured and it is 

worth the trouble of -any poultryman to cure all the affected 

birds and to examine any birds purchased that infected ones 

may be treated before they are introduced into the flock. 

Treatment —Individual treatment is necessary to cure the dis- 

ease. ‘This treatment consists in the application of some pene- 

trating oil to the diseased parts. A large number of oils and 

ointments have been used successfully. If the case is not far ad- 

vanced and if there is no especial hurry about bringing about the 

cure the application of the oils or ointments at intervals of 2 or 

3 days will soon do the work. If the birds must be cured quickly 

for show or sale purposes the cure is hastened by removing the 

scales and crusts before applying the medicine. This may be 

done by brushing with a stiff toothbrush before each treatment. 

Or the feet may be soaked for a few moments in warm soapy 

water and then brushed. When the disease is far advanced it 

is best to begin the treatment by the removal of the scales. 

Haiduk’s experiments show that one of the very best, cures 

for scaly leg is oil of caraway. This is best applied in an oint- 

ment made of 1 part of oil of caraway to 5 parts of white vase- 

line. Oil of caraway is very penetrating and is not nearly as 

irritating as some of the treatments more usually advised. This 
ointment should be rubbed into the leg and foot every few days 

until signs of the disease disappear. 

Hill recommends daily application of an ointment made of 

equal parts of vaseline and zinc ointment, or in severe cases of 

one made of 1 ounce of sulphur, %4 ounce of oxide of zinc, 1 

dram of oil of tar and 2 ounces of whale oil mixed together. 

There are two common remedies used successfully by poultry- 

men. ‘These are irritating and should be used with some cau- 

tion. They have the advantage of being quickly applied. ‘The 
best of these is probably a mixture of 1 part of coal oil or kero- 
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sene and 2 parts of raw linseed oil. If a quick cure is impera- 

tive a half-and-half mixture may be used. Robinson in Farm 

Poultry, May, 1907, recommends a quick and easy method of 

applying this. It is to take a tall quart measure of the liquid to 

the hen house at night and dip both legs of each infected bird 

into the measure of oil, holding them there for a moment and 

then allowing them to drip for a moment more and then re- 

placing the hen on the roost. With any treatment which in- 

volves the use of kerosene care must be taken not to wet the 

feathers of the leg, as this causes irritation and sometimes burns 

the skin much as the human skin is burned when it is rubbed 
with kerosene and covered with flannel. 

A second method of applying kerosene is to put a teaspoonful 

of the oil in a quart measure of water and treat the birds by 

the method given above The same care should be taken not to 

wet the feathers. 

The advantage of these treatments is their easy and rapid 

application to a number of birds. 

Depluming Scabies. 

The mite Sarcoptes levis var. galline (fig. 34) is the cause 

Fig. 34. Ege containing female Sarcoptes 

Jaevis var. gallinac. (After Theobald). 

of a kind of scabies in fowls which causes the feathers to break 

off at the surface of the skin. 

Symptoms.—This disease usually appears in spring and sum- 
mer and is characterized by the dropping off of patches of 

b 
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feathers on different parts of the body. It usually begins at the 

rump and spreads to the head and neck, back, thighs and breast. 

The large wing and tail feathers are not usually lost. The ex- 

posed skin is normal in appearance. Around the stumps of the 

lost feathers and at the end of the quills of feathers near the 

bare spots are masses of epidermal scales. On microscopic 

examination these scales are found to be composed of numerous 

mites and their debris. ‘The irritation of the mites often causes 
the birds to pull their own feathers. Birds affected often pull 

each others’ feathers. Some of the so-called feather eating is 

due to the presence of this parasite, but fowls sometimes pull 

each others’ feathers when the parasite is not present. Salmon 

says this disease does not affect the general health of the bird 

and does not appear to disturb gain in flesh or egg production, 

but Theobald says that the disease checks egg laying in hens 

and affected cocks become emaciated and sometimes die. 

Etiology.—The mite Sarcoptes levis which causes this disease 
is smaller than the one which causes scaly leg. ‘They live at the 

base of the feathers in the epidermal debris referred to above. 

A flock becomes infected by the introduction of one or more 

birds carrying the mites. The mites are spread from bird to 

bird by the male in copulation. The distribution is often very 

rapid so that the whole flock is soon affected. 

Treatment.—The disease should be prevented. by taking care 

not to introduce infested birds. If it appears all affected birds 

should at once be isolated. ‘The mites yield easily to treatment. 

The infested areas may be rubbed with some of the less irri- 

tating ointments recommended for scaly legs (see p. 141). 

The following list gives some ointments in the order of their 

desirability for use on the body. 

Oil of caraway ointment (1 to 5). 

Balsam of Peru. 

Creolin treatment (1 to 10). 
Helmerich’s ointment. 

Salmon gives a modification of the latter ointment which he 

considers an improvement for use in depluming scabies. 

Flowers of sulphur, 1 dram, 

Carbonate of potash, 20 grains, 
Lard of vaseline, %4 ounce. 

Scabies may also be cured by liquid applications. ‘The two 

following preparations are recommended by Salmon: A solu- 
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tion of balsam of Peru in alcohol (1 part of balsam to 3 of alco- 

hol) or 1 dram of creolin, 2 ounces of glycerine, 4% ounce of 

alcohol and % ounce of water. Ejither of these liquids are 

applied by rubbing into the skin. The application should be 

repeated every 4 or 5 days until the disease is cured. 

Other Mites Affecting Poultry. 

Another form of Body Mange or scabies is found associated 

with the mites Epidermoptes bilobatus and Epidermoptes bifur- 
catus, but it has not been certainly demonstrated that they are 

the cause of the disease. Present evidence indicates that they 
are. 

The disease closely resembles favus (p. 147) but usually does 

not affect the head. The regions commonly attacked are the 
neck, breast, the wings and the body under the wings. It some- 

times affects the entire body, including the head. The skin be- 

AeA comes irritated and shows an accumulation of 

ag scales or crusts especially at the base of the 

feathers. 

The mites live on the skin at the base of the 

feathers. Since the mites are sometimes found 

pe. on birds which show no signs of scabies and since 

A \ the disease so closely resembles favus, which is 

74 known to be caused by a fungus, it is sometimes 

“ supposed that this mange is also due to a fungus 

and that the mites are inoffensive. 

Five species of mites have been recorded 

which live upon the feathers of fowls.. These 

are fairly abundant but do no harm. 

Two mites live within the body of fowls. One 

Bore Symp-0! these, the air sac mite, is described elsewhere 

fectoptes cys-\P- 110). The other the connective tisstie mite, 

ticola. Con-Symplectoptes cysticola, 1s found in the con- 

nective tissue nective tissue of the fowls. They produce local - 
Mice. ae @Atter irritations giving rise to tubercles but apparently 
Theobald). 

do not affect the health of the bird. 
The larvae of the so-called “harvest-bug” (which is not a bug 

at all) Tetranychus (Thrombidium) (Leptus) autumnalis some- 

times attacks poultry. The appearance of this mite is shown in 

fig. 36. 
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This small brick red mite, rarely visible 

y Ay to the naked eye, is bred upon berry and 

BOE currant bushes, vegetables and grain, but 

when opportunity offers it bites almost 

“any animal, often attacking man. It some- 

134 an a times causes considerable mortality among 

Ky q\ late hatched chickens which frequent its 

Pee arvest breeding places. The parasites fasten 

ee eens themselves so firmly by their claws and 

(Leptus) autumn- palpi that they can only be detached by 

alis, larval form. force. They produce intense irritation 

(After Murray). which often leads to epileptiform symp- 

toms and death follows in a few days. 

Theobald suggests dusting flowers of sulphur among the feath- 

ers when the parasites are present. Probably the Lawry lice 

powder (p. 130) would be more effective. When these par- 

asites are abundant chickens should be kept away from the 

places where the mites breed. 

Other External Parasites. 

The dove cot bug or “bed-bug” of poultrymen, found in pig- 

eon lofts, sometimes invades neighboring hen roosts. It prob- 

ably sometimes attacks fowls. It resembles closely the bed bug 

found in dwelling houses and like this pest is hard to extermi- 

nate as it can live almost indefinitely on dead organic matter. 
This tick hides in cracks during the day and attacks its host 
only at night. Persistent repetition of the sprays recommended 

for hen roosts infected with red mites (p. 134) will desoy) 

these parasites. 

Leaflet No. 57 of the English Board of Agriculture gives the 
following brief account of the hen flea, Pulex gallinae (or 

avium) : 
“The fleas, which are true insects, belong to the order of 

flies (Diptera). They feed upon the blood. One species only 

lives ee the fowl, namely the bird flea (Pulexr gallinae or 

avium) which attacks also most other birds. The hen flea, as 

it is pencrally called, is abundant in dirty fowl runs, and espe- 

cially in the nests where straw is used. The adult flea is dark 

in colour, and, as in all fleas, is devoid of wings. The fleas 

are provided with very sharp piercing mouths. They are what 

10 
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are termed ‘partial parasites-—parasites that only go to their 
hosts to feed. The fleas are not noticed on the birds because 

they generally attack them at night; then, however, they do 

much harm, causing constant irritation and loss of blood, and 

depriving them of rest.” 

“Life-history of Hen Flea.—The female flea lays her eggs 
(nits) chiefly in the nests amongst dust and dirt and in the 

crevices of the walls and floor. ‘These nits give rise to pearly 
white maggots, with brown horny heads, which can often be 

found in the bottom of the nests amongst the dust. These larvae 

are mature in 2 or 3 weeks, then they reach about 1-6 of an 

inch in lengch. In warm weather they may he full ted in 

even 10 days. They then spin a pale cocoon amongst the dirt, 

in which they pupate. The pupa is at first pale brown, then 

dark chestnut brown. In this condition the flea remains 10 to 

21 days, when the pupa hatches into the adult. They breed 

all the year round, but chiefly in warm weather. It is well to 

remember that, whenever there are dark and dirty hen roosts, 
there are sure to be a number of Pule.x gallinae.” 

Treatment. ‘These parasites do not usually occur under sani- 

tary housing conditions. When they occur the houses should 

be cleaned and sprayed as for red mites (p- 134). Theobald 

recommends the use of excelsior or shavings instead of straw 

for nesting material as the fleas do not breed as readily in this 
material. : 



CHAPTER XVII. 

DISEASES OF THE SKIN. 

Favus (Baldness or White Comb). 

This disease of the skin attacks poultry as well as man and 

the domestic mammalia. In mammals it is called tinca favosa or 

favus. ; 
Diagnosis. ‘The disease usually appears first as small gray 

white spots on the comb, wattles, eye lids and around the ears, 

that is, on the unfeathered parts of the head. ‘The spots enlarge 

and run together forming a scaly crust which becomes thicker 
- until in 3 or 4 weeks it may be as much as 8 millimeters (1-3 

inch) thick. The scales which make up the crust are often 
formed in concentric rings, the margins raised and the centers 

depressed, so that the scale is somewhat cup shaped. When the 

crust is removed the skin appears irritated and in places the sur- 

face is somewhat raw. The disease spreads to the feathered 

parts of the head, the neck, and the region around the vent. 
The base of the feathers becomes 

surrounded by concentric rings of 

the scaly material. The feathers 
become dry, erect, and brittle and 

finally break off or fall out leaving + 

a disc-shaped scale with a depres- “ 

sion at the bottom where the base 4 

of the feather was located. The 

bird’s head and neck and patches 

around the vent become bare of #)% 
feathers. The exposed skin is cov- ~# 
ered with the cup-shaped scales. ¢ 
Sometimes the disease spreads over 
the whole body until the bird be- 
comes nearly naked. The diseased 
bird has a peculiar disagreeable : 
odor, sometimes likened to the odor Sa re Ma oe 
of a musty grain or to mouldy Pearson). 

Fig. 37. Head and neck of 
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cheese and sometimes to cat’s urine or to macerating animal ma- 

terial. In early stages the general health does not appear to be 

affected but as the disease advances the bird loses its appetite, 

becomes poor and exhausted, and finally dies. 

Etiology. ‘The disease is caused by the fungus Achorion 

schonleini. 

Fig. 38. The fungus Achorion schon- 

lem which causes favus in poultry. 

tv—Empty tubes of mycelium. 

tp—Tubes of the mycelium con- 

taining protoplasm and spores. 

This fungus is found in the cup like scales on the skin and in 

the quills of the feathers of the diseased parts. If the favic cups 

or scales are moistened with weak acetic acid and examined un- 

-der the microscope it will be seen that they are formed of 

branching, thread-like mycelial tubes of the fungus closely 

interwoven with one another, spores of the fungus, and epithelial 

scales from, the skin of the host imbedded in a viscid substance 

secreted by the fungus. Some of the tubes of the mycelium 

contain spores. Many of the spores are found free among the 

filaments. They are usually found in groups of 3, 4 or 8. 

Both the mycelium and spores of the fungus are found in the 

quills of the feathers of the diseased parts. The fungus some- 

times penetrates even the barbs of the feathers. 

Favus is a contagious disease and gets into a flock by the in- 
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troduction of an affected bird. It is less likely to attack strong, 
vigorous birds than those in poor condition. It usually starts 
at a point where the skin is broken. Young birds are more sus- 

ceptible than old ones. ‘The large Asiatic breeds are specially 
liable to take the disease. No breed is entirely immune. 

Megnin and some other authors consider this disease distinct 

from the favus of man and other animals, but numerous record- 

ed observations indicate that it is the same disease and may be 

communicated to man. In handling affected birds, therefore, 

care should be exercised to prevent infection of cuts or scratches. 

Treatment. Diseased birds should not be introduced into a 

flock. If the disease has been accidentally introduced the affect- 

ed birds should be isolated as soon as possible. The flocks 

should be watched in order to discover and isolate any new cases 

that appear. 

In early stages the disease yields readily to treatment. Ztrn 

considers treatment economically advisable only before the feath- 

ered parts of the body are attacked. ‘The disease may sometimes 

be cured at a later stage. The value of the affected bird must 
determine whether or not it is worth treating. 

As much of the crust as possible should be removed. This 
is best done by first softening the scabs with warm water or 

with oil or glycerine. Robinson recommends scraping with 
the back of a knife or a spoon handle. The parts should then 

be painted with tincture of iodine or should be bathed with 

corrosive sublimate solution, I part of the sublimate to 1000 

parts of water, and then rubbing with the ointment described 

on p. 30. In using the corrosive sublimate solution it 
should be borne in mind that this solution which unless colored 

with some dye looks exactly like water is extremely poisonous 
to men and animals when taken internally. Dishes or bottles 

of corrosive sublimate should never be left where they can be 

accidentally mistaken for water. 

Lard and sulphur are often used successfully in the treatment 

of favus. Use nearly as much sulphur as lard and work them 

into a smooth salve. In early stages the disease usually yields 

to application of lard or oil alone. 

Prognosis. In early stages the favus may be cured at the 

expense of a small amount of attention. After the feathered 

parts become affected a cure requires considerable labor as the 

fungus is better protected from the applications. 
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White Comb. ' 

This name is often used for favus, but some authorities (e. g., 

Vale) use it to designate a condition of the comb character- 

ized by a white powdery scurf of the surface. ‘The comb is 
light colored and the white scales or flakes are particles detached 

from the epidermis. ‘This condition is thought to be due to 

anemia. Wright says that it “appears generally due to dirt,-or 

overcrowding in small space, or want of green food.” ‘The 

only treatment advised is to place the birds under sanitary con- 

ditions and give them a good balanced ration. 

Chicken Pox (Sore Head or Epithclhioma Contagiosum). 
This contagious disease of poultry, although widely distrib- 

uted in the northern states, is less common and serious here 

than in the Gulf States and Hawaiian Islands. It is impossible 

al present to decide whether this is a distinct disease or a form 

of roup which affects the skin of the head. This can only be 
determined when further investigations have revealed the real 

cause of these diseases. . 

Diagnosis. ‘The disease usually appears as warty nodules on 

the unfeathered parts of the head. They look like the tumors 

in the nasal passages and eye sockets of birds affected with 

roup. 

Freidberger and Frohner* give a good description of these 
nodules on the skin of the head, as follows: 

“Their favorite seats are those parts of the head that are not 

covered with feathers; root of the beak, neighborhood of the 

nostrils, angles of the mouth, lobes of the ear, parts adjacent to 

the auditory meatus, wattles, surface of the face, edges of the 

eye-lids, intermaxillary space, and especially the comb. They 

sometimes spread over the feathered parts of the head, throat 

‘and neck, and may occur on the outer surface of the thighs, 

abdomen, under the wings and in the vicinity of the cloaca. 
At first these epitheliomata appear in the skin, as flat nodules, 

which soon become prominent, and which vary in size from a 

poppy seed to a millet seed. Later on, they usually attain the 

size of a hemp seed. They are of a reddish-gray or yellowish- 
gray color, often show distinctly in their earlier stages of devel- 

opment a peculiar greasy, nacreous lustre; and are rather firm 

*Freidberger and Frohner. Veterinary Pathology (Vol. I. Hayes 

transl). Quoted from Cary. 
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to the touch. Their surface soon becomes covered with a dirty- 
gray, yellowish-brown or red-brown crust. They are discrete 

and disseminated in considerable numbers on the erectile tis- 

Fig. 39. Sore-head crusts on comb, eye-lids and skin. 

(After Cary). 

sues, etc. They vary in size according to their age; and fre- 

quently lie rather close to one another, so that the affected parts 

look as if coarsely granulated; or they are crowded together 

in such.a manner as to give the appearance of large warts with 

divisions through them, or mulberry-like hypertrophies. Even 

single nodules, to say nothing of the groups, may attain the size 

of a lentil, pea, cherry-stone, broad bean or larger object. The 

older they become the rougher, and more covered with knobs 

will be their incrusted surface.” 

“Tf the edges of the eye-lids be affected by these tumors, the 

lids will become nodular, swollen and closed. ‘The conjunctiva 

in this case also suffers ; it projects outwards because catarrhally 

inflamed ; assumes a yellowish color at the seat of eruption; and 

its surface becomes covered with crusts. Purulent conjuncti- 

vitis may appear and the inflammation may spread to the sclero- 

tic and cornea, with keratitis and panophthalmia as the result. 

If, as sometimes happens with pigeons, the eruption of nodules 

extends over the whole of the skin of the eye-lids and its neigh- 
borhood, the entire eye will become covered with mulberry-like 

proliferations of various sizes.” 
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The presence of these nodules on the epithelium of the head 
is often (but apparently not always) accompanied with char- 

acteristic roup lesions of the nasal cavities, mouth and throat. 

As long as the disease is confined to the skin of the head the 

general health of the bird does not seem to be affected. Recov- 

ery may take place without treatment in from 10 to 20 days. 

The nodules in such cases dry up and fall off. Usualiy, how- 

ever, the disease is not self-limited, but advances. The eyes 
may become closed so that the birds cannot see to eat. They get 

poor and die from exhaustion. When the mucous membrane 

of the mouth developes diphtheritic membranes death occurs 

earlier than in other forms. : 

Etiology. ‘The lesions of this disease resemble the lesions of 

roup and many of the same micro-organisms are found in the 

two cases. The organisms isolated from the lesions of sore- 

head include several bacteria, a coccidium, a yeast and several 

moulds. The coccidium, one of the moulds, and one of the 

bacteria have each been considered the cause of the disease by 

different workers. The real cause of the disease and its rela- 

tion to roup must be determined by further investigations. The 

following discussion of the etiology of sore-head is given by 

Cary (Chicken-Pox or Sore Head in Poultry. Alabama Agric. 

Expt. Stat. Bulletin 136) : 
“Transmission and Dissemination. It is evidently infec- 

tious ; because the disease in all its forms, spreads rather rapidly 

from one chicken or pigeon to another. Ward, Harrison and 

others have transmitted, in some cases quite readily by carrying 
small amount of diseased material (exudate and blood), from a 

sore-head chicken to healthy chickens. It is also quite certain 
that chicken pox and pigeon pox are identical or one and the 

“same disease.” 

“Mosquitoes, gnat flies, chicken mites (ticks), chicken lice, 

chicken foot mites (Sarcoptes mutans) and possibly cock-roaches 

may sometimes be carriers of the real virus. It seems quite cer- 
tain that mosquitoes can transmit the virus from water or some 

other source, under certain conditions. (Warm and wet weather 

seem to increase the virulency of the virus and favor the rapid 

transmission of the disease. It is not impossible that ants may 

have a role to play in the transmission or cause of sore-head.” 
“Pathological Anatomy. On the skin tae small, greasy-like 

nodules, or hypertrophied nodules of the skin, contain epithelial 
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cells that have in them ‘greasy’ refractive bodies that stain yel- 

low with picro-carmine and the nuclei of the epithelial cells be- 

come ‘reddish brown’ in color. Nearly all the epithelial cells in 

the nodule appear larger than normal and contain the refractive 

bodies. In the younger epithelial cells these bodies (young coc- 
cidia) are relatively small and occupy % to 1-3 of the epithelial 

cavity. In the older or outer or cast-off epithelial cells these 
refractive bodies are said by Freidberger and Frohner to occupy 

the entire cavities of the epithelial cells. The invaded or in- 

fested epithelial cells are unusually larger than the epidermal 

cells of the healthy neighboring skin. Among the cast-off mass 

of epithelial cells are found round refractive bodies and numer- 

ous nuclei of leucocytes or pus cells. ‘The subcutaneous con- 

nective tissue is hyperaemic (congested) and is infiltrated with 

cells (leucocytes and nuclei of disintegrated cells). Possibly 

some of the small nuclei-like bodies among the cells in the sub- 

cutis may represent one stage in the development of coccidia. 

Many observers have, also, found various bacteria in the nodule 

and subcutis.” 

“Tn the diphtheritic membranes on the mucous surfaces of the 

mouth, pharynx, larynx and oesophagus, the epithelial cells are 

sometimes invaded by refractive bodies in the same manner as 

the epithelial cells of the skin and in the mass of diphtheritic 
exudate and cast-off cells on the mucous surface may be found 

the well formed coccidia * * * *. But the refractive 

bodies are not found in the epithelial cells of mucous exudates 

of skin nodules in every case. I have found them only in the 

early development of the nodule and the diphtheritic exudate, 

and have never found the mature coccidium in the nodules of 

the skin.” 

“When the exudate on the mucous surface or the crust of the 

nodule of the skin is torn off the raw surface bleeds rather 

freely and a fresh mount of this blood contains a short oval 

bacillus, numerous round bodies usually said to be nuclei of 

leucocytes; and a few polynuclear leucocytes. Repeated inocu- 

lations in the comb, wattles, skin and conjunctiva and oral mu- 

cosa of healthy chickens of various ages, with this blood, fresh 
from under a nodule or a diphtheritic exudate, has failed to 

produce positive infective results. I have also tested it on 
pigeons with like negative results.” 
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“The exudates on the mucous membrane of the throat, mouth 

or larynx appear to be very much alike in all forms of the 

disease.” 
“The period of incubation is said to vary all the way from 2 

to 20 days. In December I placed a newly-purchased barred Ply- 

mouth Rock cock (18 mos. old) in a yard with my chickens, many 

of which were recovering from sore-head, and in 24 hours this 

cock developed a good case of sore-head on the wattles, comb 

and eye-lids. There were mosquitoes in the roosting house. 

The period of incubation varies with mode of transmission, viru- 

lency of the virus, the weather (rapid in damp warm weather 

and slower in cool and dry weather), and the age and condition 

of the chicken or pigeon. Chicks from broiling size up to 7 or 
& months old seem to be most susceptible. Chickens with large 

combs seem to be more susceptible than birds with small combs 

and wattles.” 
Treatment. ‘The introduction of diseased birds into healthy 

flocks should be avoided. ‘The same precautions should be prac- 

tised in the isolation of sick birds and disinfecting the houses 

as is advised for roup (p. 99). When the disease is local- 
ized a small amount of individual treatment cures many cases. 

The crust or nodules should be removed and the places treated 

with creolin (2 per cent solution) or corrosive sublimate 

(1-1000) (p. 29) and dusted with iodoform. The iodo- 
form may be put into the eye. When the disease is not far 

advanced one such treatment may be followed by daily greasing 

with the ointment recommended on p. 30 or with vaseline or 
lard. In bad cases the iodoform should be used daily for a 

few days and then the ointment. When cases have roup or 

diphtheritic symptoms treat as recommended for roup (p. 100). 

Prognosis. “The mortality is said to vary from 50 to 70 per 

cent of the affected birds. I judge this a low per cent of losses 

if birds are left to themselves with proper care or treatment. 

But 1f individual treatment is patiently and regularly applied the 

mortality can be cut down to less than 20 per cent. If only the 

skin of the head, and the comb and wattles are involved, one 

should lose less than 10 per cent. If the mouth and pharynx 

are also involved, less than 10 per cent should die. But if the 

nasal passages and trachea are involved, or the iutestines become 

involved,—good care and treatment may save 50 to 80 per — 

aaa. ((Cainy)): 



Cli APE ROVE 

DISEASES OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS. 

The direct economic importance of poultry lies in the produc- 

tion of two things, viz., meat and eggs. For the production of 

the latter the poultryman is dependent upon the activity of the 

reproductive system of the hen. Under natural conditions in 

the wild state, the progenitors of the domestic fowl laid rela- 

tively few eggs. Judging by other Species of wild birds of the 

present day, however, it is highly probable that the wild pro- 

genitors of poultry possessed the potential ability to lay much 

more than the usual number of eggs provided they were removed 

from the nest as fast as laid. Under domestication this practice 

of removing the eggs as fast as laid, together with the feeding 
of rich foods, and still other factors, lays heavy demands upon 

the reproductive system. It is not remarkable that an organ 

system which under conditions of nature produced from 12 to 
perhaps 30 units per annum, frequently breaks down under 

the strain of producing from 100 to 250 per annum of the same 

kind of units. It could only be expected that, as 1s actually the 

case, the egg producing organs would be particularly liable to 

disease. 

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 

In order that the discussion of the diseases of the reproductive 

organs may be intelligible it is desirable to preface it with a brief 

account of the anatomy and physiology of the organs of repro- 

duction in the hen. Because of the fact that the corresponding 

organs in the male’are less subject to disease, on the one hand, 

and are perhaps better understood by the poultryman, because 

of the prevalence of the practice of caponizing, on the other 

hand, it will not be necessary to discuss the male in detail in 

this connection. 

The organs concerned in egg production in the hen are shown 

graphically in fig. 40. This picture and the accompanying ex- 
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Fig. 40. The reproductive or egg producing organs of 

a hen. See text for explanation af figures. (After 

Duval). 
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planation of it will make clear the various parts of this organ 

system. All of the points shown in the figure may easily be 

demonstrated on a hen, killed during a period of laying activity. 

It should be noted that this picture is somewhat diagrammatic 
and not in accord with normal conditions in respect to at least 

two points. These are: (1) there are two eggs in the upper por- 

tion of the oviduct. Normally there would be but one there at a 

time. (2) The proportionate lengths of albumen portion, isth- 
mus and uterus are not correctly indicated. 

In this figure the various numerals have the following sig- 

nificance : | 
1. The ovary; region in which the ovules (later to become 

yolks) are still small in size. 
2. An ovule in an intermediate stage of development, larger 

than those at 1, but still not ready to pass into the oviduct to 
be laid. It is contained in a very vascular capsule, known tech- 

nically as the follicle. 
3. 3. Ovules still larger and containing more yolk. The low- 

er one is nearly ready to leave the ovary and pass down the 

oviduct. 
4. It will be noted that on all the larger follicles there is one 

region (forming a line) in which there are no blood vessels. 

This region (4, 4) is known as the stigma. Here the follicle 

wall breaks and allows the ovule (yolk) to leave the ovary pre- 

paratory to laying. 

5. An empty follicle in which ane stigma has opened and the 

yolk passed out. 

6. Anterior end of the margin of the funnel (or ui pandhib 

lum) of the oviduct or egg-tube. When an ovule is about to be 

discharged from the ovary these funnel lips or margins wrap 

around that portion of the ovary, so that the ovule may certainly 

pass into the oviduct and not into the abdominal cavity. 

7. Opening of the funnel. Through this opening the yolk 

passes into the oviduct. 
8. <A yollx which has just passed through the funnel opening 

into the upper portion of the oviduct. 

9.9. Albumen secreting portion of the oviduct in which the 

greater portion of the albumen or white of the egg, is secreted 

by glands in the walls of the oviduct in this region. 

10. First layer of albumen, or white, secreted about the yolk. 
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From this layer are formed the chalagae, or cords of twisted, 
thickened albumen, at each pole of the yolk. 

11. Yolk, around which albumen is being secreted. 

12. The germinal disc. This is the living portion of the egg, 

from which the future chick develops, the main mass of yolk 
serving as food material for the developing embryo during the 

process. 
13. Anterior end of the isthmus of the oviduct. The prim- 

ary function of the isthmus is to secrete about the egg the shell 

membrane, the dense white membrane closely adherent to the 

inside of the shell of an egg. 
14. The uterus, or shell gland, in which the shell is put on 

the egg. 

15. The rectum. 

16. ‘The walls of the abdomen cut and folded back. 

17. External opening of the cloaca, or common space into 
which open (a) the rectum, (b) the oviduct and (e) the ureters, 
or kidney ducts. 

The processes concerned in the formation of an egg are thus 

summarized by Lillie (The Development of the Chick, New 

York, 1908, pp. 23-25): 

“The formation of an egg takes place as follows: The yolk, 

or ovum proper, escaped by rupture of the follicle along a pre- 

formed band, the stigma (fig. 40), into the infundibulum, 

which swallows it, so to speak, and it is passed down by peris- 

taltic contractions of the oviduct. The escape of the ovum 

from the follicle is known as the process of ovulation. During 

its passage down the oviduct it becomes surrounded by layers 

of albumen secreted by the oviducal glands. The shell-mem- 

brane is secreted in the isthmus and the shell in the uterus 

(fig. 40). The ovum is fertilized in the uppermost part of the 

oviduct and the cleavage and early stages of formation of the 

germ-layers take place before the egg is laid. The time occu- 
pied by the ovum in traversing the various sections of the ovi- 

duct 1s estimated by Kolliker as follows: Upper two-thirds of 

the oviduct about 3 hours (formation of albumen), isthmus 

about 3 hours (secretion of shell-membrane), uterus 12 to 24 

hours (formation of shell and laying). These figures are only 

approximate and it is obvious that they are likely to vary con- 

siderably in different breeds of hens.” 
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“Some of the details of these remarkable processes deserve 

attention: ‘The observations of several naturalists demonstrate 

that the ripe follicle is embraced by the funnel of the oviduct 

before its rupture so that the ovum does not escape into the 

body-cavity, but into the oviduct itself. Coste describes the 

process in the following way: ‘In hens killed 17 to 20 hours 

after laying I have observed all the stages of this remarkable 

process. In some the follicle, still intact and enclosing its egg, 

had already been swallowed, and the mouth of the oviduct, con- 

tracted around the stalk of the capsule, seemed to exert some 

pressure on it, in other cases the ruptured capsule still partly 

enclosed the egg which projected from the opening; in others 

finally the empty capsule had just deposited the egg in the 

entrance of the oviduct.’ ”’ 

“The existence of double-yolked eggs renders it probable that 

the oviduct can pick up eggs that have escaped into the body- 

cavity. But in some cases ova that escape into the body-cavity 

undergo resorption there.”’ 3 
“Immediately after the ovum is received by the oviduct it 

appears to become softer and more flexible (Coste). The up- 

permost portion of the oviduct then secretes a special layer of 

albumen which adheres closely to the vitelline membrane and is 
prolonged in two strands, one extending up and the other down 

the oviduct; these strands become the chalazae; the layer to 

which they are attached may, therefore, be called the chalazifer- 

ous layer (Coste) of the albumen. The ovum then passes down 
the oviduct, rotating on the chalazal axis, and thus describing a 
spiral path ; the albumen which is secreted abundantly in advance 

of the ovum is therefore wrapped around the chalaziferous lay- 
er and chalazae in successive spiral layers and the chalazae are 
revolved in spiral turns. The main factor in propulsion of the 

ovum along the oviduct appears to be the peristaltic movements 
of the latter; it is-probable that the cilia which line the cavity 

have something to do with the rotation of the ovum on its chala- 
zal axis.” 

With this account of the anatomy and physiology of the fe- 
male organs of reproduction in hand we may proceed to a con- 
siderations of their diseases. These diseases fall at once into 
two classes: (a) those affecting the ovary and (b) those affect- 
ing the oviduct. 
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DISEASES OF THE OVARY. 

Atrophy of the Ovary. 

By “atrophy” of the ovary is meant a diminution in size of 
that organ accompanied with a cessation of its physiological 

activity. It may shrink to the size and appearance which it 

has in a very young bird. The following sorts of atrophy of 

the ovary may be distinguished. The different sorts are sepa- 

rated from each other, not because of any difference in the end 

result, but because of the different etiological factors concerned. 

1. Physiological atrophy. 

a. Temporary. 

b. Permanent. 

2. Congenital atrophy (Pseudo-hermaphroditism). 

re 3. “Black atrophy.” 

A physiological diminution in size or partial atrophy of the 

ovary occurs normally in fowls when after a period of laying 

they go into a more or less prolonged resting period. The con- 

dition of the ovary is usually (in fowls under 2 years old) only 
temporary. ‘The organ resumes its normal size and activity af- 

ter a time. In old birds (3 to 6 or more years of age) it not 

infrequently happens that the ovary passes into an atrophied 

condition, and remains permanently in that condition thereafter. 

In such cases the bird as a whole, and the ovary in particular, 

may be perfectly healthy, showing no sign of disease. Cases 

of permanent physiological atrophy of the ovary have been ob- 

served at this Station as follows: 

One case in a White Crested Black Polish. 
One case in a Cornish Indian Game. 
Several cases in Barred Plymouth Rocks. All of the latter 

were birds of very high fecundity (200 or more eggs per annum) 

in their pullet years. 

It should be noted that in what is here called permanent physi- 

ology atrophy of the ovary there is mo associated change of the 

secondary sexual characters. ‘That is, the hen does not assume 

cock plumage, spurs, enlarged comb and wattles, nor any other 

of the secondary sexual characters normal to the male. This 

indicates that in permanent physiological atrophy (just as is 

known to be the case in temporary) the only function of the 

ovary which is disturbed is that which is involved in egg for- 

mation. ‘The activity of the organ in regard to producing an 
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internal secretion which in some way controls the Secondary Se€X- 

ual characters remains unchanged. 

As congenital atrophy of the ovary are to be classed cases of 

pseudo-hermaphroditism in fowls. In such cases a true, func- 
tioning ovary never develops. There may be a body which in 

gross features resembles an ovary, but it is inactive and does not 

take even the first steps in oogenesis (egg formation). 

There may or may not be a testis like body present in these 

cases. Not only is the egg producing activity absent in such 

cases, but also in many of them at least, the internal secretion 

normally produced by the ovary is lacking also. The bird then 

takes on some or all of the secondary sexual characters of the 

male. The appearance of such a bird is shown in fig. 41. 

a 

Fig. 41. Showing a case of incomplete hermaphroditism. In front of 
the line a-b the bird has the characters of the male, behind it the 
characters of the female. The ovary was not functional in this bird. 
(Original). 

As “black atrophy” of the ovary is here designated the 
peculiar disease of the ovary first observed more than a cen- 
tury ago in England as occurring in pheasants. The striking 
feature of the disease is that under its influence the bird assumes 
the plumage appropriate to the male. The change in the ovary 
and oviduct induced by the disease appears to be an atrophy ac- 
companied by a blackening which is probably a true melanosts. 
The following account of an outbreak of this disease about 50 

II 
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years ago, written by Hamilton (Proc. Zool. Soc., London, 1862, 

p. 24) is of interest: “In the years 1858, 1859, and 1860 this 

peculiar alteration of structure in the female organs of genera- 

tion in the Pheasants was particularly prevalent in some parts 

of England. I had the opportunity of examining many speci- 

mens, and was able completely to confirm Mr. Yarrell’s views 

on this subject. Indeed, the majority of the birds were young 

females, many of them being birds of the year, some being in 

their first moult. I found also that the plumage varied and 

approached that of the male, not in accordance with the age of 

the bird, but with the amount of disease of the generative or- 
gans. ‘The greater the destruction of the ovarium and oviduct. 

the nearer the plumage assimilated that of the male.” 

“For example, in birds with the hen-plumage predominating, 

the ovarium and oviduct exist as in the fecundating hen, the 
small ova lying in considerable numbers in the ovarium, the 

ovarium and oviduct showing dark lead-coloured masses of dis- 

ease.” 

“Tn birds with the plumage of the male in a measure exceed- 

ing that of the female, the ovarium is considerably diminished 

in size, dark-coloured, and containing only a few blackened 

ova; the oviduct is spotted with dark patches, and considerably 

contracted.” 
“And thirdly, in birds with the male plumage predominating 

over that of the female, the ovarium is reduced to a small dark 

amorphous mass, resembling the coagulated blood, the presence 

of ova cannot be detected, and the oviduct is almost entirely ob- 

literated at its junction with the ovarium. ‘Thus it seems that 
there are 3 distinct phases in this peculiar abnormal state of the 

generative functions.” 

“T have also noticed that, in most cases where the male plum- 
age is in excess of the female, the tail-feathers are particularly 

long, some being as much as 19 inches in length.” 
“Although Mr. Yarrell states that this condition of the female 

generative organs is not confined to the Phasianidae, and that it 
has occurred in the gold and silver pheasants, partridges, pea- 
fowls, common-fowl, common pigeon, king-fisher, and common 

duck, and that other classes of animals are liable to an influence 

similar in kind, particularly among insects and Crustacea, yet 

this disorganization is rarely observed except among the Phasi- 

anidae, and particularly when these birds are produced in a do- 
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mestic state, i. e., on the present system of breeding pheasants 

in preserves. Very few battucs take place in which some of 
these birds (generally designated males) are not killed and 

mixed indiscriminately with the heaps of the slain.” 
“As to the cause of this disorganization, if it occurred only 

in the old female, or if it were a common occurrence among birds 

either of different genera or of the same genus, it could be easily 

accounted for; but when it is generally found existing among a 

class of birds which are bred in vast numbers in a particularly 

artificial manner, it leads one to suppose that the cause must 

be connected with this condition.” 
In regard to all sorts of atrophy of the ovary it should be: 

said that there is no known way to treat them. Such cases when 

they appear must be accepted by the poultryman as one of the 

vicissitudes of the business. 

Gangrene of the Ovary. 

Salmon and other writers on poultry diseases following him 

have designated as gangrene a condition of the ovary relatively 

often found at post-mortem. Salmon’s discussion of the mat- 

ter is as follows: “This disease is quite common with all vari- 

eties of poultry. On examination of the ovary after death, the 

ova are found in different stages of development, but instead of 

being yellowish-pink in color, with the blood vessels well defined, 

they are brown or black, easily crushed and the contents broken 

down into a putrid liquid. Death is caused partly by peritoni- 

tis and partly by the absorption of the products of decomposi- 

tion.” 

“The cause of this trouble is not well understood. It has been 

attributed to the birds being too fat thus compressing the ovary 

and hindering the evolution of the ova. As it may occur in birds 

which are not fat and as it is evidently accompanied by the pen- 

etration and multiplication of bacteria, it is possibly an infec- 
tous disease.” 

We have not been able to find anywhere in the literature that 

there has been a thorough investigation of this disease. 

Ovarian Tumors. 

Tumors and cancerous growths on the ovary are not uncom- 

mon. ‘These include several sorts of interest to the pathologist, 

but not to the practical poultryman. From the literature it ap- 
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pears that at least the following (and probably other) kinds of 

new growths are found to occur on the ovary with greater or 

less frequency. . 
1. Benign tumors, of several types, including yolk 

tumors. 

2. Carcinoma. 

3. Dermoid cysts. 

“Treatment is, of course, impossible in these cases as the 

nature of the disease is not determined until after the bird’s 

death. If such abnormal conditions are frequently found, it is 

an indication that there is a predisposition in that direction in 

‘the strain of birds. The only way to correct this is to kill off 

the flock and obtain different blood.” (Salmon). 

Abortion of Eggs. 

Regarding this matter Wright (New Book of Poultry, p. 

574) has the following to say: “This is not to be confounded 

with the laying of soft eggs. ‘These last are laid when mature, 

and usually by fat birds; but when violently driven or startled, 

or subject to violence of any kind, or even 1f suddenly and great- 

ly terrified, immature yolks are sometimes detached from the 

ovary and expelled. This is most likely to happen with pullets 

not yet laying but about to lay, and being a real miscarriage or 

abortion, may wreck the constitution of a valuable bird unless 

attended to. It is distinguished from the other by not occurring 

as a rule in fat birds; by the immature and small size of the 

yolk or yolks; generally also by hemorrhage; and always by 

signs of illness of chicks afterwards. Any such bird should 

be placed for a few days in a quiet and comfortable but rather 

dark pen, with a nest in case of need, and fed on a little bread 

~and milk. Quiet rest is the main thing, but 20 grains bromide 

of potassium may be dissolved in half a pint of drinking water. 

With such care the event may be entirely recovered from.” 

Volk Hypertrophy. 

There are a number of cases on record where the yolks 

formed by the ovary have been very much larger than normal. 

These “giant yolks” are due to a diseased condition of the organ, 

possibly contingent upon too much forcing for egg production. 

Such cases have been described by Gurlt (Mag. f. d. ges. Tier- 
heilk, 1849) and more recently by von Durski (Die pathol. 
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Veranderungen des Eies und Eileiters bei den Vogeln. Berlin, 

1907). When yolks become very large in this way they may 

break loose from the ovary without any rupture of the follicle 

wall along the stigma but a breaking or tearing loose of the 

stalk or pedicle of the follicle. 

Failure of Follicle Wall to Rupture. 

Closely connected with the last diseased condition is one dis- 

cussed by von Durski in which the follicle wall fails to rupture 

and release the yolk. In consequence of this, in the case de- 

scribed by von Durski, the follicle wall became stretched and 
pulled out into a long and very much twisted stalk. This stalk 

held the hard, and decayed yolk fast to the ovary. In cases of 

this kind the stalk sometimes breaks, and the yolk enclosed in 

the follicle and with the end of the stalk attached, passes down 

the oviduct acquiring albumen, membranes and shell. In still 

other instances the staik breaks and the follicle and contained 

yollk drops into the abdominal cavity. 

DISEASES OF THE OVIDUCT. 

Diseases of the oviduct are relatively common and cause a 

steady, and probably in the aggregate rather large loss to the 

poultryman. Fortunately some of the diseases of. the oviduct 

are mote amenable to treatment than are those of the ovary. 

Further these diseases in many cases show plain external symp- 

toms at a relatively early stage. Then they may be recognized 

and treated while it is still possible to effect a cure. This is 

usually not the case with ovarian diseases. 

The general external symptoms of the commoner diseases of 
the oviduct are very much like those of constipation. The poul- 

tryman watching his birds is indeed rather likely to confuse the 

two. But if so no harm is done. The thorough cleaning out 
of the alimentary tract, and stimulation of the liver indicated 

in the treatment of constipation is the very best thing to be 

done in cases of inflammation and similar disorders of the ovi- 
duct. 

Inflammation of Oviduct. 

This is one of the most important and common diseases of the 

oviduct. It may occur alone or in association with other mor- 

bid conditions of this organ. 
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Diagnosis. Hill (Diseases of Poultry) gives the following 

symptoms: “A bird affected with inflammation of the egg pas- 

sage suffers acutely. At first there is a continual and violent 
straining (sometimes resulting in apoplexy). The wings are 

dropped and the feathers puffed out. The vent is usually hot 

and if a thermometer be inserted the temperature will be found 

high, frequently 105 to 107 degrees.* As the inflammation pro- 

ceeds the bird becomes more and more mopish and exhausted 

but does not strain so violently, pain and exhaustion acting as 

preventatives. Ultimately the temperature becomes lower, the 

body cold and with a few, convulsive gasps the sufferer dies.” 

To these symptoms Salmon adds the following, basing his 

account largely upon the statements given by Ziirn: “The bird 

at first shows indications of a desire to lay without being able 

to produce eggs or it may lay eggs containing more or less blood 

or eggs without shells or small and misshaped eggs containing 

albumen but no yolk, or finally the yolk may be dropped with- 

out any covering of albumen or shell. As the inflammation in- 

creases there is high temperature, straining and an effort to rub 

the abdomen upon the ground. In later stages the bird becomes 

dull, indisposed to move, the comb is pale, the plumage rough 

and the temperature falls to normal or below.” 

Etiology. There are probably to be distinguished three 
classes of causes which lead to inflammation of the oviduct. 

‘hese ane: 

1. Physiological; from irritation due to too frequent laying 

er from too stimulating foods or condiments. ; 

2. Traumatic; from irritation due to too large eggs, or to the 

breaking of eggs within the oviduct, or similar causes. 

3. Specific infection; it is probably that alone or in combina- 

tion with the causes classed under 1 and 2 a specific infection 

of the lining membranes of the oviduct may occur. 

In an inflamed oviduct there very often is a copious sero-fibri- 

nous exudate. This hardens about any foreign body (egg, 

broken egg, etc.) which may be in the oviduct, and by accretion 

causes this foreign body to increase in size. This, of course, 

*There must be some mistake about this. 105° to 107° are not at all 

high temperatures for the domestic fowl. In fact in our experience 

at this Station 105° would seem to be a slightly subnormal temperature 

rather than one indicating fever. 
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makes it still more irritating which in turn provokes further 

inflammation of the walls of the duct. One sometimes finds rel- 

atively enormous masses of material in a diseased oviduct, which 

have been built up in this way. ‘There is an extensive literature 

on these “egg concrements” or “yolk tumors” built up either in 

the oviduct or in the abdominal cavity by hardened fibrous exu- 

date, about an original basis of a broken, or miscarried, or 

aborted yolk or yolks. It is not necessary to review this liter- 

ature here as it is only of interest to the specialist. 

Treatment. If this disease is to be dealt with at all the treat- 

ment must be individual, since it is something which will never 

affect considerable numbers of the flock at the same time. If 

individual treatment is to be successful it must be begun at a 

relatively early stage of the disease. Therefore, it is important 
that a bird showing the symptoms which have been described 

above should be isolated at once and as a first step in the treat- 

ment given a purgative dose of Epsom salts (see p. 29). All 

stimulating foods such as meat, green cut bone, linseed mea! and 

similar substances, as well as condiments like condition powders, 

pepper, etc., should be immediately taken away from the bird. 

A light ration and plenty of green food should be given. Sal- 

mon recommends following the purgative with % drop of tinc- 

ture of aconite root 3 times a day. Equally effective, and much 
easier ta administer, will be found 1-10 gr. aconite root tablets 
Scelp- 20): 

Prolapse of the Oviduct (Eversion). 

It not infrequently happens from one cause or another, that 

the lower portion of the oviduct becomes everted and projects 

from the vent as a mass of red or purplish tissue. ‘This condi- 

tion is known as prolapsus of the oviduct. 

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of this diseased condition is simple 

and consists merely in the observation of the prolapsed oviduct. 
If there is a mass of red or bloody tissue projecting from the 
vent one is safe in diagnosing prolapsus. The only point which 
needs particular attention in the diagnosis is as to the degree to 
which prolapsus has occurred when the bird is discovered. The 
importance of this lies in the fact that on it depends the treat- 
ment which it is advisable to give. Where the prolapse is only 
partial and is discovered early it is advisable to treat it by the 
methods outlined below. If, on the other hand, the prolapse is 
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extensive and has existed for some time before the bird is seen 

so that the mass of tissue has turned a blue or purplish color or 

has been pretty extensively picked and torn by the other birds 
in the pen, then it is useless to carry on any treatment and the 

proper thing to do is to kill the bird at once. 

Etiology. Prolapse of the oviduct may be caused by a num- 

ber of different things. It is observed not only in old hens, but, 

in our experience, quite as frequently in pullets. The funda- 

mental cause of the condition is, of course, a weakness of the 

oviduct walls, and ligaments, chiefly in respect to their muscular 

portions, which makes the oviduct unable to stand the strains 

put upon it in egg production. The immediate cause may be 

either : 
I. Straining to lay a very large (double yolked) egg. This 

is perhaps the most common cause. 

2. Straining to lay when there is an obstruction in the ovi- 

duct (egg bound). 

3. Constipation. The rectum full of hardened feces stimu- 

lates all organs in that region of the body to expulsive reflexes. 

4. Zurn says that often times feces may become lodged in 

the cloaca in a sort of blind pocket, and then set up the same 

expulsive reflexes as an egg in the cloacal or vaginal regions 
normally does. In the effort to expel this foreign body the ovi- 

duct may become everted. 

The most serious thing about prolapsus is that if not discov- 

ered’very shortly after it occurs it is aimost sure to result fatally, 

because the everted portion wil! become so badly infected as to 

cause blood poisoning, or the protruding mass of tissue. will be 

picked and torn by the other birds in the pen until there is no 

hope of repair, whatever the treatment. 

Treatment. As stated above, the advisability of treating pro- 

lapsus depends upon its degree and duration before discovery. 

In treating this condition the first thing to endeavor to do is 
to remove the cause. That is, if the bird is constipated give it 

a rectal enema of warm soapy water, followed by 4 teaspoon 

of Epsom salts by the mouth. If there is a lump of feces lodged 

in the cloaca this should be carefully removed. The protruding 
mass of tissue should be washed with warm 1 to tooo bichloride 

of mercury solution, or a warm 1% per cent cresol solution. Af- 

ter the protruding parts are thoroughly cleansed they should be 

well greased with vaseline, or with the ointment already recom- 
* 
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mended (p. 30). Then with the fingers well greased an ef- 
fert should be made to replace the protruding mass in the body. 

In doing this one should proceed with the greatest gentleness. 
Tn most cases with care and patience it is possible to reduce the 

prolapsus, that is, to get the extruded tissue back into the body 

in approximately its normal position. 

After the parts have been carefully replaced in normal posi- 

tion the next point to be considered in the treatment is to insure 

that they shall stay there. ‘That is to say, it is necessary some 

way to bring about a healthy degree of contraction of the mus- 

cular walls of the oviduct so as to hold the parts in place per- 

manently. In order to do this Salmon recommends the use of 

ergot. Robinson follows Salmon in this recommendation. It 

should be said, however, that it is doubtful whether this treat- 

ment is advisable. Ergot is a rather violent poison for poultry. 

[t seems likely that the treatment recommended by Salmon and 

Robinson is based on a theory that the action which ergot has 

on the mammalian uterus will be duplicated on the fowl’s ovi- 

duct rather than upon actual experience in administering the 

drug to poultry. The measure recommended by Ziirn to bring 

about a healthy contraction of the replaced oviduct in cases of 

prolapsus would seem to be simpler and on the whole more 

likely to yield desirable results than the ergot treatment. Zitrn 

recommends that a lump of ice be placed in the cloaca after the 

prolapsed oviduct is returned to its place and that this treatment 

be followed up for some hours. 

The bird should be kept in a small coop, one darkened, 

where there will be every inducement for it to remain perfectly 

quiet. The success of the treatment depends very much on 

keeping the bird quiet for a few days. It should be fed only 

a light and unstimulating ration with plenty of green food. 

Prognosis. If discovered early enough prolapsus is curable. 

Obstruction of the Oviduct (“Egg Bound’). 
Perhaps the commonest of all diseased conditions of the ovi- 

duct is that which leads the poultryman to say that a bird is “egg 

bound.” By this is meant that there is something in the oviduct 

which the bird is not able to pass to the outside and which in 

turn prevents the normal passage of eggs. In many cases this 

is not properly speaking a disease at all but rather an accident. 

Other cases, however, depend upon a true diseased condition 

of the oviduct. 
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Diagnosis. Salmon describes the following symptoms: 
“When fowls are egg bound they at first go frequently to the 

nest, making efforts to lay but are unable to accomplish this 
function. They are restless and evidently in more or less dis- 

tress. Later they become dull, with rough plumage and are 

indisposed to move. On examining the bird by pressure of the 

finger about the vent, the egg can be distinguished as a hard 

body in the posterior part of the abdominal cavity. In case of 

prolapsus, the everted oviduct may be easily seen.” 

In this connection, however, it should be noted that these gen- 

eral symptoms which Salmon describes are observed in mild 
form in a great many cases with birds which subsequently lay 

the egg without trouble. In many instances the extrusion of 

an egg which is finally successfully laid is attended with a good 

deal of difficulty. There are all degrees of gradation between 

this somewhat difficult but still normal laying and the condition 

of complete obstruction of the oviduct where the egg cannot be 

passed at all. The practical consideration to which this leads 

is that one should not be too hasty in applying treatment for the 

ege-bound condition. A diagnosis of the trouble, in other 

words, should not be finally settled upon until there remains no 

doubt that the hen is not going to pass the egg without help from 

the outside. 

It must also be remembered that in many cases of obstruction 

of the oviduct, the obstruction is so far up that it cannot be felt 

from the outside. In such cases the diagnosis must be made 

upon the general behavior of the hen, and in particular in regard 

to going frequently on the nest without laying. _ 

Etiology. In considering the causes of obstruction of the ovi- 

duct it is necessary to distinguish between several different sorts 
or categories. This may be done as follows: 

I. Simple “egg bound” condition, in which a normal egg is 

lodged in the uterus or vagina and cannot be expelled. This 

inability to expel the egg may be due to any one or a combination | 

of the following causes acting together: 

a. Egg of too large size, so that it is mechanically difficult 

or impossible to force it through the natural passage. Robinson 

regards this as the most common cause. 

b. Exhaustion (true physiological fatigue) of the muscu- 

lar walls of the oviduct. This condition results after long con- 

tinued and unsuccessful attempts to expe Ithe egg. It leads to 
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ce. Atony and paralysis of the duct in which the muscular 

walls are incapable of making any effective contraction at all. 

2. Complicated “egg bound” conditions in which the funda- 

mental source of the trouble is not simply mechanical, and in 

which usually the portions of the oviduct anterior to the uterus 

are involved. In this general category the following sorts of 

cases are to be included. 
a. Atony and paralysis of the upper portions of the ovi- 

duct. This condition may exist for a long time without being 

recognized. 
b. Inflammation of the oviduct leading to tae formation of 

fibrous exudate which accumulates in the duct, until it may form 

a mass of relatively enormous size (usually with one or more 

yolks as a nucleus) completely obstructing the duct, and event- 

ually leading either to gangrene or rupture of the walls, or both. 

c. Volvolus, or twisting of the oviduct about its own long 

axis, completely obliterating the cavity. 
d. Stenosis or stricture of the oviduct. This may result 

from several causes. One frequent one is that in laying a very 

large egg the oviduct wall becomes torn to greater or less degree, 

and subsequently heals. The scar tissue contracts the cavity 

and a stricture is thus caused. | 
Treatment. Whether treatment is or is not likely to be ef- 

fective depends upon which of the two main categories above 

defined any given case belongs to. Simple obstruction of the 

oviduct may be successfully treated. In cases of complicated 
obstruction treatment is not indicated, for a variety of reasons. 
These conditions are in the first place difficult to diagnose, and 

offer little prospect of successful cure even after a diagnosis 

has been made. 

The best advice which has come to our attention for the treat- 
ment of the simple egg bound condition was published some 

years ago in the English Journal “Poultry” and is here quoted 

verbatim : 

“It is a good plan to watch those birds that are about to lay. 

Should they visit the nest frequently during the course of the 

day and leave without depositing an egg, it is almost certain that 

something is wrong and when a pullet is in such a state there 

are three good remedies that may be tried. The first is: Take 
the bird up gently, and hold her so that her stern is over the 

mouth of a jug of boiling water, that the steam arising there- 
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from may get to the parts and help to relax and procure deliv- 

ery of the egg. If this has not the desired effect after an hour’s 

rest in a quiet coop, the vent should be oiled gently with a feath- 

er, and the hen given a powder composed of I grain of calomel 

and 1-12 grain of tartar emetic. The powder may be mixed in 

a bolus of food, and put into the bird’s crop. If it be acting 
properly a marked improvement should be noticeable in the 

bird a few hours afterwards, while a second powder given two 

days subsequently will probably complete the cure. It is advis- 

able for a while to feed the fowl sparingly on a somewhat low 

diet, withholding any fat forming food, and giving lime-water 

to drink, after the system is rid of the powder. The second 

nemedy: was advocated by: Dirck Bs Greene) s sees 

and is best applied when the egg can be felt. It is:—Let an as- 
sistant, seated on a chair, hold the bird firmly on his knees on 
its back, with the vent directed away from him. Seating your- 

self opposite, with the finger and thumb of the left hand out- 

side the bird’s body, push the egg firmly but carefully towards 

the vent, until it is plainly visible, and, keeping it in that posi- 

tion, with a bradawl in the right hand puncture the egg shell, 

evacuate the contents of the egg with an egg-spoon, and after- 

wards with a pair of tweezers break down and take out the 

shell piece by piece until assured by passing the finger into the 

vent, that the cloaca is empty. Special care must be taken to 

avoid injuring the bird with the point of the awl; and one’s as- 
sistant must maintain a steady and firm hold on the fowl. A 

third method of relieving an egg bound hen was recommended 

by a correspondent in our issue of June 10, 1898, and has since 

been frequently tried by several poultry keepers, and found very 

efficacious. ‘When a hen is in that state I hold her over some 

hot water, bathing the vent at the same time. After this I use a 

small penknife (blunt) in the following manner :—Placing the 

edge of the blade along the first finger so that the end is level 

with the finger end, I push the finger with the knife into the 

vent until they touch the egg; then I begin to scrape until I hear 

that I have scraped the rind or skin away from the egg (I mean 

outside the egg). The hen is then placed on the nest, and I 

will guarantee she will lay in 20 minutes, or in most cases even 

less than that. I got this advice from a man who has kept 

poultry on a small scale for 50 years. I have tried it several © 

times, and have never known a hen to be egg bound a second 
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time. This method, it would appear, saves the egg. The great 
thing throughout is to keep the bird quiet, and in future to avoid 

extra fat forming food.’”’ 
Prognosis. Good in cases of simple obstruction if taken in 

hand early; bad in all cases of complicated obstruction. 

Rupture of the Oviduct. 

In some cases of complicated obstruction, and in cases of 

severe inflammation the walls of the oviduct may break and al- 

low the contents to escape into the abdominal cavity. In such 

cases death usually ensues in a relatively short time as a result 

‘of peritonitis. ‘These cases are incurable; indeed the trouble is 

usually not known till after the bird dies. The lower portion 

of the oviduct (vagina) or the cloaca may be ruptured in pass- 
ing a very large egg. If the wounds made in this way are rela- 

tively small they will usually heal without any trouble. If, on 

the other hand, such tears are extensive they may very easily 

become infected, and unless treated properly in accordance with 

the general directions given in Chapter XX for the treatment 

of wounds, the bird will die of blood poisoning. Regarding 

eases of this kind the following excellent discussion (presum- 
ably written by Mr. J. H. Robinson) appeared in Farm Poul- 

Ba comen on years ago (Vol. 16, p. 230). Ihe writer says 
that this trouble of rupture of the oviduct near the vent he 

“used to have with Buff Leghorns, and to a lesser extent with 

other varieties of the Leghorn. Leghorn hens quite generally 

lay larger eggs in proportion to their size than others. Some of 

them lay eggs very much larger in proportion to their size than 
layers of large eggs in the larger breeds. As a result of this 

the difficulty of laying is correspondingly increased. When a 
pullet begins to lay she may lay small eggs, which are easily 

passed. As warm spring weather comes she lays more eggs, 
_ and also larger ones. Suppose one day there is a slight tear or 

a strain on a part of the oviduct in laying. The part is not 

badly damaged, but it is sore, a little inflamed, and cannot be 

stretched as it was before to permit the passage of the egg. But 

the egg is there and must be extruded. A larger tear in the 

parts is the result. There may be blood enough flow to make 

the egg quite bloody, but the injury be not yet serious. With 

the next egg conditions are still less favorable for a safe extru- 
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sion, and perhaps a very bad rupture results, ending in the 

course of a few days fatally.” 

“T don’t think it profitable to attempt to treat such cases. 

Some cures may be effected, but it is not always easy to check 

laying without starving the hen, and eveu that treatment may 

not operate quickly enough to avoid a bad rupture. Every egg 

passed while the vent and adjacent parts of the passage are not 

in normal condition is a possible cause of fatal trouble.” 

_ “The best way to treat this trouble is to prevent it by selecting 

medium sized eggs for hatching. Select breeders of good size; 
select good but not excessively large eggs from these; use males 

from stock of the same characteristics, and avoid the use of’ 

males (and of hens too) that are narrow bodied.” 

Gangrene of Oviduct. 

This may result from severe and complicated obstruction. 

What is meant by “gangrene” is that the walls of the oviduct 

die, and putrefy. This causes general blood poisoning from 
which the bird dies. Gangrene of the oviduct most frequently 
follows severe cases of complicated obstruction where there is 

a mass of fibrous exudate deposited in the oviduct. There is 

not the slightest hope of successfully treating such cases. 

Breaking of Egg in Oviduct. 

It sometimes happens that an egg in the upper portion of the 

oviduct, before it has acquired any shell, is by accident broken. 

There is a belief common amongst poultrymen that this is al- 

ways immediately fatal. There is but little discussion of the 

subject in the literature but our experience here indicates that 

two sorts of results may follow the breaking of an egg in the 

- oviduct. These are: 
1. An inflammatory condition of the oviduct is induced lead- 

ing to copious secretion from the glands of the albumen portion 

of the duct and the isthmus. ‘There is also a copious fibrous ex- 
udate, and the final outcome is a severe case of complicated ob- 

struction of the oviduct. Death in these cases may be delayed 

for a long time after the original accident. In the absence of 

inflammation recovery may possibly occur. 

2. Death within a short time (2 to 3 hours) after the break- 

ing of the egg, without visible lesion of any organ of the body. 
The oviduct is not even inflamed. Absolutely the only things 
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which are not normal in such cases are (a) the broken egg in 

the oviduct, and (b) the fact that the bird is dead. We have 

had several such cases come to autopsy. They are very puz- 

zling. In them is to be found the basis for the poultryman’s 

belief as to the fatal character of this accident. In reality it 
seems probable that in these cases the thing which caused the 

egg to be broken was also the cause of the death of the bird. 

That is, a blow, or any sort of sudden shock violent enough to 

break an egg in the oviduct might also very well be the cause of 

death. Such cases need further study. 

- Abnormal Eggs. 

Owing to various diseased conditions of the oviduct many 
different kinds of abnormal eggs are produced by fowls. The 

explanation of the different types of such eggs is usually tol- 

erably clear if one gets definitely in his mind the normal physi- 

ology of egg production as outlined above. We shall con- 

sider here only some of the more important general classes of 

such abnormal eggs. Such eggs are very interesting from the 

scientific standpoint but are of relatively little practical signifi- 

cance to the poultry keeper because of the rarity of their occur- 
rence. 

Soft-shelled Eggs. ‘These are eggs laid without a sufficient 
amount of shell substance covering the shell membrane. The 

immediate cause lies in a failure of the uterus to function prop- 

erly. Regarding this class of abnormal eggs Wright has the 

following to say: “Soft eggs may be caused by lack of shell- 

material, which, if discovered, points to the remedy, the: most 

rapid being pounded raw oyster-shell. Or they may be caused 

by the fowls being driven or frightened, in which case they soon 

cease, and nothing need be done unless the injury has been so 

severe as to prematurely detach small and unripe yolks, when 

the case becomes a real abortion, or they may be caused by con- 
diments and too much animal food, spices in particular leading 

frequently to all sorts of trouble with the egg-organs, particu- 
larly in the Mediterranean races of poultry. A few small doses 

of Epsom salts or jalap, and cessation of the extra stimulus, 

will remedy this. But far the most usual cause is simple over- 

feeding. A little careful investigation will find which is in fault, 
and that will indicate the appropriate remedy. Want of shell 
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material is far less common than it used to be; over-feeding or 
over-stimulation probably more so.” 

Small, Yolkless Eggs. ‘These little eggs, variously called 
“wind-eggs,’ “cock eggs,’ “witch eggs,’ “luck eggs,” etc., are 

familiar to every poultry keeper. They contain no definitely 

formed yolk, and to the casual observer seem to consist of 

nothing but a small shell filled with white. The laying of one 

of these eggs is popularly supposed to mark the end of a laying 

period. This belief is without foundation in fact. They may 
be produced at any time. Unpublished data collected over a 
period of years at this Station in regard to such eggs indicate 

that three factors are fundamentally concerned in their pro- 

duction. These are :— 

t. The bird must be in an active laying condition; the more 

pronounced the degree of physiological activity of the oviduct 

the more likely are these eggs to be produced. 

2. There must be some foreign body, however minute, to 

serve as the stimulus which shall start the albumen glands se- 

creting. This foreign body may be either a minute piece of 

hardened albumen, a bit of coagulated blood, a small piece of 

yolk which has escaped from a ruptured yolk, ete. 

3. It seems likely, though this is a point not yet definitely 

settled, that ovulation (i. e., the separation of a yolk from the 

ovary) must precede the secretion of albumen around the for- 

eign body to form one of these eggs. 

Double and Triple Yolked Eggs. Eggs with two yolks are, 
of course, quite common. They result from a disturbance of 

the time relations of ovulation, of such nature that two yolks 

39 66 

Fig. 42. Triple yolked egg. (Original). 
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get into the oviduct at nearly the same time and become sur- 
rounded by common layers of albumen. | 

Eggs with three yolks are very rare. An egg of this kind 

laid by a pullet at this Station is shown in fig. 42. 

Inclusion in Eggs. The number of different foreign sub- 

stances which at one time or another have been found enclosed 

in eggs is great. ‘The list includes blood streaks or spots, blood 

clots of firm consistency and often considerable size, lumps of 

bacteria, worms, fecal matter, etc., etc. 

From the practical standpoint the only inclusions which need 

consideration are blood spots. Many inquiries are annually 

received at this Station as to what causes these spots and what 

to do to get eggs which will be free from them. These inquir- 

ies are most frequent in the spring months. The only thing 

which can be done im such cases is to candle the eggs, and sell 

only those. which show no spots. Hens which are perfectly nor- 

mal often lay eggs with blood spots, especially in the spring of 

the year when laying is heavy.. The blood which makes the 

spot probably comes in most cases from the ovarian follicle. 

When this ruptures a little blood escapes into the oviduct and 

is caught up in the albumen. ‘The so-called “liver” or “meat” 

spots in eggs are in nearly every case thoroughly hardened, 

well packed together, blood clots. They may be of large size. 

These inclusions do not represent, as they are sometimes said 

to, portions of the oviduct wall which have been torn off and 

enclosed in the egg. 

Eggs of Abnormal Shape. There are many other kinds of 
abnormal eggs besides those here discussed, but as they have 
no practical significance it 1s not desirable to devote further 
space to them. In closing this section we append some figures 

showing in outline some of the curiously shaped eggs which 

have been found. 

Vent Gleet (Cloacitis). 

This is a true venereal disease of poultry. It usually begins 

with a hen but is transmitted in copulation to the male, and by 

* him to other birds in the flock. 

Diagnosis. Salmon gives the following clear account of the 

symptoms: ‘The first symptom observed is the frequent pas- 

sage of excrement which is voided in small quantities almost 

as rapidly as it reaches the cloaca. Often the bird endeavors 

12 
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Fig 14 

Fig 17 

Fig 20 

von Durski after Landois). 
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to drop excrement when cloaca is entirely empty. This action 

is due to the tenderness and irritability of the cloaca which gives 

to the bird the sensation of fullness, and produces spasmodic 

contractions. If an examination is made the mucous membrane 

is found in the early stages to be red, dry, swollen and hot. In 

a day or two a discharge makes its appearance. It is, at first, 
thin and watery, but soon becomes white, purulent, and offen- 

sive. This discharge collects upon the skin and feathers about 

the vent, obstructs the passage and irritates the parts with which 

it comes in contact. ‘The soiled skin becomes red and inflamed} 

it may be abraded by. friction or by the bird picking at it, and 

thus sores or ulcers are started which may become quite trou- 

blesome.”’ 

Etiology. ‘The cause of the disease has not yet been thor- 
oughly worked out. Wright suspected it to be identical with 
human gonorrhea because of the similarity of symptoms, in- 

fectiousness, etc. However, he has not been able to isolate the 

Gonococcus, or specific germ of gonorrhea from affected birds. 

Treatment. ‘The following is the treatment outlined by 

Wright: “Any hen found with it should at once be isolated, 

and the male bird carefully examined, and if necessary also 

isolated. Give 30 grains Epsom salts, and twice a day inject 

first a 4 per cent solution of cocaine, and immediately after- 

wards a solution of nitrate of silver 4 grains to the ounce. The 

fifth day commence a small copaiba capsule daily, and inject 

acetate of lead, 1 drachm to the pint. Feed rather low mean- 

while, and dust any sore places outside with iodoform or aristol. 

If not well after 2 or 3 weeks, we would kill the bird, as the 

disease is not quite free from danger; for if the operator should 

touch his eyes accidentally before he has cleansed his hands, the 

result might be a most violent inflammation.” 

“Break Down.” 

Sanborn (Farm Poultry Doctor) gives an account of this 
trouble, which, while brief, is to the point, and says all that 

really needs to be said about the matter. Especially to be com- 
mended is the last sentence. 

“This is the ‘baggy condition’ often-seen in old hens that have 
had too much corn. The rear part of the abdomen is crowded 

with fat and hangs down, sometimes to the ground, giving a very 
unhandsome appearance to the bird. The ceasing to feed corn 
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and other fat-producing foods will sometimes remedy this con- 

dition, but a bird that has been allowed to get into such a shape 

is spoiled for life both as a layer and breeder. The hatchet 

and pot should be the fate of such a bird.” 

Diseases of the Male Reproductive Organs. 

A number of diseases of the male reproductive organs have 

been described but they are all of no practical significance, for 

the reason that no poultryman ought ever to use as a breeder a 

‘male bird that ever had any disease of these organs, whether it 
had been “cured” or not. 
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DISEASES OF CHICKENS. 

White Diarrhea. 

Of all the diseases which the poultryman is called upon ta 

fight, there is probably none so destructive, year after year, as 

the disease (or diseases) known as “white diarrhea.” The loss 
of chicks ascribed to this cause varies in different years and is 

different places from 10 to 90 per cent. It is perhaps not too 

much to say that more than 50 per cent of the chicks hatched 

throughout the country are lost from white diarrhea in its vari- 

ous forms. The number of inquiries concerning this disease 

which are annually received, and the amount of space devoted 

to it by the poultry press, lead one to believe that “white diar- 
rhea” is perhaps the worst enemy with which the poultryman 

must contend. ? 
White diarrhea is more common among artificially hatched 

and brooded chicks than among those which have been hatched 

and cared for by hens. However, it is by no means unknown 

among the latter. Many poultrymen report as heavy mortality 

from this disease among hen hatched and reared chicks as 

from those which were incubated and brooded by artificial 

methods. ; 

Almost any chick that comes out of the shell apparently 

healthy on the 21st day will live for the first week. If white 

diarrhea is going to strike the brood they usually begin to show 

symptoms about the end of the first week or later. The heavy 

loss of chicks from this disease occurs between the ages of 1 and 

2 weeks. Where the brood is badly affected chicks may con- 
tinue to die until the fourth or fifth week. On the other hand 

if a brood goes through its first 3 weeks of life without being 

attacked by this disease it is practically safe from its ravages. 

White diarrhea then may be said to be limited to the first 3 
weeks of the chick’s life so far as serious mortality from it is 

eencerned. ‘The reason for this no doubt is that the digestive 
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system of chicks under 3 weeks old is so delicate that even a 

slight disturbance makes a very serious handicap for the chick. 
Etiology. Within recent years a large number of studies 

concerning the cause, preverition and cure of white diarrhea 
have been conducted. Investigations have been carried on by 

state and national institutions as well as by many private in- 

- dividuals. Consequently a large number of alleged causes of 

the disease are given by different writers. Among these may 

be mentioned: Debilitated breeding stock, improper incuba- 

tion, improper brooding, overheating, chilling, poor ventilation, 

over-crowding, poor or improper food and filth as well as spe- 

cific bacteria, fungi or other parasitic organisms. 

Dr. Geo. B. Morse in the Reliable Poultry Journal for July, 
1909, classifies the causes of diarrhea in chicks as follows: 

“First among these causes is the class of physical agents. 

Under this title I would place such agencies as heat or its lack, 

moisture or its lack, producing what we call in human medi- 
cine, the diarrhea of relaxation. Such a condition is produced 

in the intestinal tract that a large amount of serum is driven 

through the intestinal wall into the lumen of the intestine, and 

in doing so the cells are loosened, and thus we have the devel- 

opment of a catarrh. This condition may be brought about by 

the agencies just mentioned.” 

“Another class of agencies may be designated foreign bodies, 

and in this class I place such diarrheas as originate from im- 

proper feeding, too early feeding or feeding wrong material. 

We know, from analogy, that in mammalians whether human 

or the lower animals, such a condition is possible.” 

“Then we have another large class of intestinal derangements 

o1 catarrhs or inflammatory conditions produced by what we 

-call living agents or parasites. These produce what we may call 

parasitic inflammations. Now, we must subdivide this class 

into two, and we may get rid of one substance at once by placing 

in it those catarrhs or inflammations produced by the larger 

parasites, macroscopic parasites, such as worms.” 

“Thus we come to the other sub-class of parasites causing de- 

rangements in the intestines, the microscopic parasites or micro- 

organisms. ‘This sub-class of diarrhoea-producing micro-organ- 

isms falls naturally into 3 groups. Having already referred to 

the animal kingdom in speaking of worms we shall take our 

first group of parasitic micro-organisms from that same king- 
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dom ; these are the protozoa, the lowest animal forms. The oth- 

er two groups of micro-organismal agents of enteritis are found 

in the plant kingdom; they are bacteria and molds. Hence, the 

3 groups of microscopic agents of intestinal inflammation are 

protozoa, molds and bacteria.” 

It is doubtful 1f many of the cases of true white diarrhea are 

caused by the physical or mechanical agents mentioned in Dr. 

Morse’s first two classes. In most cases true white diarrhea 

appears to be an infectious disease. Such disease we know is 

caused by some form of parasitic organism. Without doubt 

improper incubation, brooding and feeding, resulting in weak- 

ened chicks, very often lay the foundation for the attacks of 

parasitic organisms. In many cases these faulty methods of 
handling the eggs and chicks appear to be the real cause of the 

disease while they are really only indirect causes. 
From this it should not be understood that such things as poor 

food, poor brooding and weakened breeding stock are of no 

importance in the study of white diarrhea. It is just exactly 

these predisposing factors which result in chicks with weak con- 

stitutions, easily overcome by disease germs. Without doubt the 

points at which most progress can be made in combatting such 

diseases are in the methods of incubation and in the care of 

the chicks for the first 3 weeks of their lives. Nevertheless 

it should not be forgotten that the death of the chick is caused 

by the ravages of some minute parasitic organism. 

Within recent years several investigators have discovered 

organisms which they believe to be the specific cause of white 

diarrhea. ‘Three of these may be mentioned at this place: (1) 

Coccidium tenellum or cuniculi producing the disease called 

“coccidiosis.” (2) Bacteriwm pullorwm producing “‘bactillary 

white diarrhea” and (3) Aspergillus fumigatus and allied spe- 

cies, producing aspergillosis or brooder pneumonia of chicks. 

Of these the first two diseases will be considered in some detail 

in the following paragraphs. Aspergillosis is treated in a sepa- 

fate section of this chapter (cf. p. 193). 

Intestinal Coccidiosis. 

In Circular 128 of the Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. De- 
partment of Agriculture, Dr. G. B. Morse published a prelim- 

inary account of some investigations on the cause of white diar- 

thea. Microscopic examination of the intestines of chicks dying 
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Fig. 44. Diagrammatic representation of the life history of a 

Coccidium. “(After Cole and. Hadley). 
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with this disease revealed the presence of large numbers of 

protozoan organisms which he identified as Coccidiwm tenellum. 

At practically the same time Drs. Cole and Hadley of the Rhode 

Island Experiment Station reported finding a similar organism 

in white diarrhea chicks. They identified it as Coccidiwm cunt- 

culi. ‘These two species of coccidium are so nearly alike that it 
is very difficult to distinguish them except by prolonged study of 

their life cycles. Various species of coccidia have long been 

known to infest many domestic animals. In all cases that have 

been studied they produce very serious diseases. 

~The life history of a coccidium is very complicated yet in or- 

der to combat this parasite most successfully it 1s necessary to 

know something of its life history. Fig. 44 represents the. dif- 

ferent stages in the life history of these parasites. If one should 

examine with a microscope the contents of one of the ceca of a 

chick which died with this form of white diarrhea he would find 

forms somewhat like No. 1 in the figure. These are the odcysts 

or permanent cysts of the coccidium. The membrane around 

the outside of this cyst 1s very tough and will withstand almost 

all methods of disinfection. It will live and even grow in sul- 

phuric acid. It can be killed, however, by drying. The size of 

these cysts is about 14-25000 inch and 21-25000 inch. If this 

cyst is placed under the right conditions for development the 

first step is for the protoplasm to divide into 4 spherical bodies 

which are called sporoblasts (fig. 44, 2). Each of these sporo- 

biasts then divide into two sickle-shaped sporozoids (cf. fig. 44, 
3 and 4). These sporozoids are then set free in the intestinal 

tract (4a) and each one penetrates with its pointed end an epi- 

thelial cell of the intestine as at No. 5. In the figure 5a, 5b, 5c, 

6 and 6a, represent the succeeding stages of growth of the or- 

ganism within the intestinal cell. As shown in 6a and 7 the 

parasite grows so large that it completely fills the cell and finally 

these cells are broken down and torn off the intestinal wall. 

The stage of the parasite shown at 6a and 7 is known as the 

schizont. ‘The next step is for the schizont to break up into 

a larger number of sharp pointed bodies as shown at 7a. These 

escape and enter other epithelial cells just as the somewhat sim- 

ilar bodies did at 5. At.this point the organism may do one 

of two things. The small sporozoids from 7a may develop 

exactly like the sporozoids did from 5 to 7. This part of the life 
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cycle, as shown by the shorter arrow from 7a to 5 may be re- 
peated any number of times. 

If, however, the conditions are not very good, 1. ¢., the bird is 

about to die the sporozoids undergo an entirely different devel- 

opment as shown at numbers 7 to 15 (fig. 44). Here the sporo- 

zoids enter the epithelial cells and some develop into very large 

(ege) cells (female element) as shown at 8,9 and 10. Others 
go through the development shown in 8a, 9a and 10a, forming 

a very large number of minute motile zooids or sperms (male 

element) which unite with one or more of the large egg cells 

as shown at 11. After this sexual union there is developed 

the oocyst like No. 1, with which we started. At all stages of 

_this disease many of these cysts are carried to the outside with 
the feces and upon being picked up serve to infect other chicks. 

Death is caused by the parasite attacking so many of the intes- 

tinal cells that the chick is no longer able to digest its food. 

There are also secondary effects by which the kidneys are de- 

ranged and throw out a large amount of white urates, hence the 

name “white diarrhea.” 

Diagnosis. The symptoms of coccidiosis are similar to those 
of other forms of white diarrhea. (cf. p. 189). The only 

exception 1s that according to Morse the ceca are always dis- 

tended with yellowish-white cheesy matter. In other forms of 
white diarrhea this may or may not be the case. These differ- 

ent forms of white diarrhea have been too little studied yet to 

permit of an exact differential diagnosis on external symptoms 

even supposing that ever to be possible. With the aid of a 

microscope the finding of coccidial cysts in the fecal matter 

would indicate that these were causing the. disease. 

Dr. Hadley has carried out some feeding experiments with 

~ these coccidia and has found that he is able to produce the dis- 

ease in chicks more than two days old. As will be mentioned 

later (p. 188) it is said that infection with the bacterium of 

bacillary white diarrhea cannot take place after the chick is 48 

hours old. It is possible that further work will show that these — 

facts are of some importance in distinguishing these two forms 

of the disease. 

Bacillary White Diarrhea. 

In May, 1908, Dr. L. F. Rettger and Mr. S. C. Harvey pub- 
lished a paper on “Fatal Septicemia in Young Chickens or 
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‘White Diarrhea.’” (Journ. Med. Research). From a large 
number of observations and experiments they came to the con- 

clusion that white diarrhea was caused by a bacterium. A num- 

ber of later papers by Dr. Rettger have appeared since then (e. 
g., Journ. Med. Research, July, 1909; Am. Poult. World, Vol. 1, 

Nos. 3 and 5; also Rettger and Stoneburn, Storrs Agr. Expt. 

Sta. Bul. 60). In all of these the fact has been clearly brought 

out that at least one form of white diarrhea is caused by a 

bacterium. 

Dr. Rettger took chicks which had died with all the symp- 

toms of white diarrhea and by the ordinary bacteriological 

methods obtained pure cultures of a bacterium which had cer- 

tain definite reactions and habits of growth. By these methods 

this bacterium can be distinguished from other kinds. To this 
species of bacteria he gives the name Bactermm pullorum. 

Now if entirely healthy chicks were inoculated with the pure 

culture of this bacterium they almost invariably showed symp- 

toms of white diarrhea and in many cases died. To cite only 

one case; at the Storrs Experiment Station (Bull. 60) 210 
White Leghorn chicks were hatched from healthy stock. ‘These 

were divided into several lots, some of which were infected by 
feeding bouillon cultures of Bacterium pullorum. Other lots 

were used as controls. The results were as follows: “During 

the first two weeks the comparative mortality was as follows: 

Control lots (84 chicks) 5 deaths or 6 per cent. 

Infected lots (126 chicks) 22 deaths or 18 per cent. 

At this time the chicks in the control lots averaged 15 per cent 

miore in weight than those in the infected lots and appear in 

every way greatly superior to them.” 

In many cases Dr. Rettger was able to find Bacterium pul- 
lorum pure in the artificially infected birds. Further he was 

able to obtain the same bacterium from a large number of dif- 

ferent chicks gathered from widely different localities. Dr. 

Rettger says (Am. Poult. World, January, 1910): “From the 

blood of the liver, heart and lungs I have repeatedly found the 
organism—Bacterium pullorum. More recently I have been 

able to obtain the organism without difficulty, from the unab- 
sorbed yolk and in some instances from the crop of the affected 

chicks. In some chicks that were quite young at the time of 

death (2 or 3 days) the same bacterium may be found in the 
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intestines. In older birds it 1s obscured by the.common and rap- 

idly growing intestinal organisms, particularly the colon bacil- 

lus.” 

Dr. Rettger has also been able to find this same organism “in 

(a) the ova in the ovaries of the hens, (b) the yolk of fresh 

laid eggs, (c) eggs incubated for varying lengths of time and 

(d) yolk sacs of fully developed chicks still within the shell.” 
This, together with the evidence that the organism does produce 

white diarrhea, shows pretty conclusively that one source of 

infection is the hen. The feeding experiments with pure cul- 

tures of the bacillus apparently show that the infection must 

begin within the first 48 hours after the chicks are hatched. 

Several investigators have shown that it is impossible to infect 
chicks by feeding after they are two days old. It may be said 
that Dr. Rettger has proven that at least one form of white 

diarrhea is caused by a bacterium. The relation of this form 

of the disease to that caused by other organisms is still a subject 

for investigation. 
Diagnosis. ‘The external symptoms of bacillary white diar- 

rhea are much the same as those given for the disease in gen- 

eral (cf. p. 189). The following post-mortem appearances are 

reported by Rettger and Stoneburn :— 

“Crops—Empty or partially filled with slimy fiuid or with 
food.” 

“Lungs—Apparently normal. (Tubercles not observed).” 

“Liver—Pale, with streaks and patches of red. These appar-— 

ently slightly congested areas are usually large in size.” 

“Kidney and Spleen—Apparently normal.” ; 

“Intestines—Pale, and for the greater part empty. A small 

amount of dark grayish or brownish matter frequently present.” 

“Ceca—With few exceptions but partially filled with a gray- 

ish soft material. Only occasionally cheesy or firm contents.” 

“Unabsorbed Yolk—Usually present varying in size from a 

pea to a full-sized yolk. The color may vary from yellow to 

brownish green or nearly black. In consistency there is also 

much variation. It may appear perfectly normal, distinctly 
gelatinous, or watery. Frequently it is observed in the char- 

acter of custard and again more or less dry and firm. Unless 
the chick has been dead for some time the yolk is usually not 

found putrid, but merely stale.” 
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“The chick as a whole appears more or less anaemic and 

emaciated. ‘The muscles of the wings, breast and legs may be 

almost completely wasted away.” 

Fig. 45. Ten day White Leghorn chicks showing symptoms of 

bacillary white diarrhea. (After Rettger and Stoneburn). 

The chief difference between this and coccidiosis appears to 

be in the contents of the ceca (cf. p. 186). 

Diagnosis of White Diarrhea in General. The symptoms of 

white diarrhea are in general the same for the different forms 

of the disease. They may be briefly stated as follows: The 
affected chicks appear stupid and remain under the hover or hen 

much of the time. They isolate themselves from the rest of 

the flock and appear indifferent to what goes on about them. 

Their feathers become rough and the wings droop (cf. fig. 45). 

There is progressive loss of weight. The birds eat little or 

Fig. 46. Normal ten day White Leghorn chicks. (After Rettger 

and Stoneburn). 

nothing and appear unable to pick up their food. Their actions 

in this direction are chiefly mechanical. The characteristic 

whitish discharge from the vent very soon makes its appear- 
ance. The discharged matter may be creamy or sometimes 
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mixed with brown. The discharged matter is more or less 

sticky or glairy. In many cases it clings to the down in suffi- 

cient quantity to plug up the vent. This condition is known as 

“pasting up behind.” 

Many of the chicks chirp or peep constantly or will utter a 

shrill cry apparently of pain, when attempting to void the excre- 

ta. ‘These sounds are often characteristic of the disease. 
In many cases the chicks present the appearance of being 

“short backed” or “big bellied.” Dr. Woods describes this as 

follows: 

“The weakling is almost always big-bellied, the abdomen pro- 

‘truding to the rear so that it bunches out behind, well out of 

line with the vent, with the result that the chick looks as if 

the tail piece and backbone has been pushed forward and in 

just alnenwe tae weme,’ (Cr, ime, 25). 

In some cases the chicks die with but little warning and show 

few of the above symptoms. In other cases the sick chick will 

last a long time showing all the symptoms mentioned. 

Post-mortem examination often reveals but few lesions. One 

of the most striking things is the loss of flesh if the disease has 

lasted for some time. ‘The alimentary canal is usually nearly 

empty except for some slimy fluid. The organs are all very 

pale. The liver may have a few streaks showing congested 

areas. Some of the unabsorbed yolk may or may not be pres- 

ent. There is considerable variation in its appearance. It is 

not usually putrid unless the chick has been dead for some time. 

The ceca are often filled with firm, cheesy or soft grayish 

material depending apparently to some extent upon the form of 

the disease (cf. pp. 186 and 188). 

Treatment. The treatment of white diarrhea depends some- 

what on the cause. If it is due to improper feeding or brooding 

of course the only treatment consists in removing the cause. 
This will prevent the trouble in the later flocks and will help 

those already affected. A small dose of a good purgative such 

as Epsom salts will probably help in bringing the chicks into 

better condition. Dr. P. T. Woods recommends giving the 
chicks scalded sweet milk with a little grated nutmeg 4 times 

a day. He also recommends boiled rice as food. They should 

have plenty of charcoal before them and in their mash. They 

should also have green food every day. If green food is not 

available raw vegetables may be substituted. Some good anti- 
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septic should be used in the drinking water. Potassium per- 

manganate as recommended on p. 16 may be used. Dr. Morse 

recommends also bichloride of mercury, using 10 of the 1-1000 

grain tablets to one quart of water. Also 10 grains of iron sul- 
phate to the gallon of water is said by some to be good. It is 

the opinion of the writers that neither of the latter two is as 

desirable for use as an antiseptic for the water as permanganate. 

These recommendations apply to any case of white diarrhea 

whatever its cause. In the forms of white diarrhea caused by 

parasitic organisms specific modes of treatment or of prevention 

may be recommended. In-the case of coccidiosis Dr. Morse 

says that the eggs should be dipped in 95 per cent alcohol or a 

4 per cent solution of a good coal tar disinfectant before they 

are placed in the incubator. The incubators and brooders should 

all be thoroughly disinfected every time they are used. The 

treatment of sick chicks should be as recommended above. 

In the case of. bacillary white diarrhea the same recommen- 

dations for disinfection of incubators, brooders and the prem- 
ises should be followed. Dr. Rettger says that it is only dur- 
ing the first 48 hours that the chick can be infected. Conse- 

quently the very greatest care should be taken during those first 

two critical days. However, the fact that the bacterium has 

been found in the yolk of the unhatched—even of the unlaid 

egg—indicates very clearly that something more than disinfec- 

tion is necessary to stamp out the disease. Very great care 

should be exercised in picking out breeding stock. It is very 

likely that the hens which lay the eggs infected with the bac- 

teria were chicks which recovered from white diarrhea. ‘The 

bacteria still continue to live over in their bodies. Every ef- 

fort should be made to locate and remove the source of infec- 

tion. If there is widespread infection on the farm, eggs for 

hatching should be obtained from other places where there is 

little or no white diarrhea. 

On methods of preventing and eliminating bacillary white 

diarrhea Rettger and Stoneburn give the following. 

“Tf the disease makes its appearance among the flocks of 

chicks every effort should be made to ascertain the source of the 

infection. This may be (a) breeding stock upon the place, 

(b) eggs for hatching secured from other breeders, or (c) newly 
hatched chicks purchased from others.” 
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' ’ 

“Tf the breeding stock proves infected there are two courses 

of procedure open; (a) market the entire flock or refrain from 

using their eggs for hatching, or (b) install trap nests in the 

breeding pens and by means of accurate pedigree records ascer- 

tain which individual hens are producing infected chicks, and re- 
move such hens from the breeding flock.” 

“Since infection may be brought upon the place through pur- 

chased eggs or stock, such purchases should be made from farms 

where bacillary white diarrhea is not common.” 

“Tf bacillary white diarrhea is known to be present on the 

place steps should be taken to prevent the spread of the infec- 

tion, and, if possible, to effect a cure. (As to the latter we do 

not feel justified in offering any suggestions at this time).” 

“Prevention. Since the disease cannot, apparently, be trans- 

mitted through the food supply after the chicks have reached 

the age of 3 or 4 days, every means should be pursued to pre- 

vent the spread of the infection during this critical period. We 

suggest : 

The segregation of the chicks in small lots during this interval. 

Perfect disinfection and cleanliness of brooders and brooder 

coops. 

Food and water supplied in such a manner as to prevent con- 

tamination by the droppings.” 

“The use in the brooder of a liberal amount of fine, absorp- 

tive litter which will quickly cover and seal up the droppings.”’* 

“Raise and maintain the vigor and vitality of the breeding 
stock and chicks by every reasonable means known to the poul- 
tryman.”’ 

Leg Weakness. 

The term “leg weakness” is sometimes used by poultrymen 

to indicate the lameness due to rheumatism in adult birds. Re- 

garding this form of the disease see p. 123. The more usual 

use of the term “leg weakness” is to denote a disease or ailment 

which is found in growing chicks, from I month to 6 months 

of age. It is said to be more common among cockerels than pul- 

lets and is more frequent in the heavier than the lighter breeds. 
The chief cause of the trouble seems to be that in birds growing 

rapidly and fed heavily the weight sometimes increases faster 

*For this purpose we have used alfalfa meal with much satisfaction. 
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than the strength. This results in a weak kneed, wobbling bird. 

The disease is sometimes ascribed to other causes such as over- 

crowding,. close, unventilated quarters, overheating, etc. Salmon 

says “It may develop in young chickens kept in brooders in which 

the heat is not properly distributed or where there is too much 

bottom heat, also in those which are kept constantly upon 

wooden floors.” Regarding these cases Robinson says “Where 

such conditions are present the leg weakness is more likely to 

be an accompaniment of diseases which plainly show other symp- 

toms.” 
Diagnosis. The symptoms are indicated in the name of the 

disease. It first appears as an unsteadiness in the walk. This 

may gradually become worse until the bird is unable to stand 

alone and is constantly tumbling over. The birds are found sit- 

ting while eating and are inclined to walk very little. When the 

trouble first appears there is little else wrong with the bird. 

The eye and comb are bright and healthy, the appetite is good. 

Later, however, the bird being weaker than the others gets less 

grain and becomes thin, feathers out poorly and is a distressed 

object. It is said that rheumatism can be distinguished from 

leg weakness by the swelling of the joints in the former disease. 

Treatment. ‘This consists chiefly, of course, in removing the 
cause. Since the most common cause is the overfeeding with 
fat producing foods, the amount of these should be reduced. 

The weak birds should be removed to a pen by themselves. 

Substitute bran, wheat and oatmeal for the corn and corn meal. 

Give skim milk, if possible, instead of water. Feed plenty of 

gieen food. ‘This is one of the most important measures. San- 
born recommends rubbing the legs with tincture of arnica and 

adding 14 teaspoonful of tincture of nux vomica to each quart 

of drinking water. 

Aspergillosis or Pneumomycosis. 

This disease, which is discussed on p- 1, not only occurs 

in hens but it is also a very common and fatal disease in young 

chicks. It often occurs with white diarrhea and the double dis- 
ease was for a long time considered as one. Poultrymen desig- 

nated the cases in which the lesions occurred in the lungs as 
‘lungers.” Investigation has shown that there are two diseases 
which may occur separately or together. 

13 
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Diagnosis. ‘This disease is characterized by a dumpish sleepy 
condition of the chick. The wings are pendulent. Breathing 

is rapid and sometimes accompanied by snoring sounds. A 

whitish diarrhea is present. A differential diagnosis between 

this and the coccidial white diarrhea is only possible by an ex- 

amination of the dead birds. In aspergillosis, yellowish tuber- 

cles which closely resemble those of tuberculosis occur in the 

lungs and in the walls of the air sacs and often also in the intes- 

tines, mesentery, liver and other organs. In very acute cases 

the lungs are simply inflamed, death occurring before the forma- 

tion of the tubercles. The mycelium and spores of the fungus 

may be found by microscopic examination of the tubercles and 

this fungus may be obtained by inoculating cultures from these 

tubercles. j 

Etiology. ‘The disease is caused by the spores of an Asper- 
gilus usually A. fumigatus, fig. 22. This is a very common 

fungus and the spores are widely distributed in nature. The 

spores are often found on the food or on the litter and are 

inhaled or taken in with the food. Incubator chickens are 

often infected from the incubators and brooders and hen hatched 

chickens from the straw or chaff in the nests. Sometimes the 

chicks get the disease from chick food not properly cared for. 

It is possible that this disease as well as the coccidial and bacil- 

lary white diarrhea is sometimes carried in the egg. The spores 

and mycelium are often found in the digestive tract of hens 

and it is not unlikely that they may work up the oviduct from 

the cloaca and infect an egg before it gets its shell. 

Treatment. The treatment of diseased chicks is. useless. 

When they are infected the spores develop on the membranes 

and new spores are formed which spread the infection through- 

out the respiratory system and also to the other organs. The 

only effective treatment is prevention. Keeping the flock under 

good hygienic conditions with clean food, litter and nesting ma- 

terial reduces the chance of infection and keeps the chicks in a- 

vigorous condition in which they are able to resist the disease. 

The dead chicks should be burned or buried. 

Prognosis. ‘The disease is fatal so far as known. 

Emphysema. 

This name is applied by Robinson to a disease of young chicks 
in which the skin puffs out in the sides of the neck near its 
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juncture with the body. ‘The size of the puff varies somewhat. 
In mild cases it is about the size of a hickory nut. Sometimes 
there is one puff, sometimes several. A few cases have been 

reported “where the puffing covers nearly the whole body, the 

skin of the chick being so inflated that locomotion becomes dif- 

ficult.” (Robinson). 
According to Vale the trouble generally occurs in growing 

chicks which have been confined in close quarters. It is often 

associated with some lung trouble. It seems to be due to ob- 

struction of the air passages and the rupture of some of the air 

sacs. The air thus escapes into the tissues beneath the skin. 

While not common this disease does occur in Maine. Some 

cases were reported to the Station while this work was in prep- 

aration. 

The treatment suggested by Vale is to puncture the skin with 
a needle and to give 2 grains nitrate of iron to each wine glassful 

of drinking water. Robinson, however, says: “It is rather to 

be recommended that no effort be made to treat such chicks. 

Even if cured of the trouble, they rarely develop satisfactorily.” 

Gapes. 

Gapes is a disease which attacks domestic poultry and many 

species of wild birds. In fowls it is more frequently observed 

in young chicks. It occurs also in adult fowls but rarely causes 

enough inconvenience to attract attention. ‘The disease is due 

to the presence of minute parasitic worms in the air passages. 

Diagnosis. “The symptoms of gapes are frequent gaping, 

sneezing, a whistling cough with discharge of mucus and worms, 

dumpishness, weakness and drooping wings. When badly af- 

fected, the bird shakes its head frequently, gapes and coughs as 

if suffocating, droops and is not able to keep up with the rest 

of the flock, and stands in “dumpish” position with eyes closed, 

wings drooped, mouth open and tongue protruding.” (Woods, 

Rel. Poult. Rem.) 

The correctness of a diagnosis for gapes should be tested by 
determining whether or not the worms are present in the tra- 
chea. When chicks are dying from a disease supposed to be 
gapes the trachea of a dead bird may be examined. If the trou- 
ble is gapes the worms will be found attached in pairs to the 
mucous membrane of the trachea. 
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Fig. 47. Trachea (windpipe) of Fig. 48. A pair of 
a pheasant showing gape Syngamus trache- 

worms (Syngamus trachealis ) Ghis, at tae hierd: 

attached to the mucous mem- (After Megnin). 

brane. (After Megnin). 

_ The two sexes are joined together in such a way that a pair 

looks like a double headed worm. ‘The female is about %4 inch 

long and the male about 1-5 inch. The worms are pale in color 

when empty but when they have been feeding they are red with 

the blood of the chick. The presence of the worms in the tra- 

chea of a living chick may be demonstrated by passing a gape 

worm extractor (a loop of horse hair or fine wire or a feather 

with the vane removed except at the tip) carefully down the 

trachea for some distance turning it around to loosen the worms 

and drawing it out. If the worms are present some will be 

removed with the extractor. 
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Fig. 49. A pair of Syngamus trachealis, A, male. B, female. 

(After Megnin). 
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The presence of the worms causes an irritation and inflamma- 

tion of the membrane and stimulates the secretion of mucus. 

Some of the accumulation of worms and mucus is expelled by 

coughing. Sometimes part of it is swallowed and expelled with 

the feces. The loosened material may be drawn into the deeper 

air passages during inspiration. Death may occur from suffo- 

cation due to the obstruction of the air passages with worms and 

mucus, or weak individuals may die from loss of blood. 

Etiology. The only cause of the disease is the nematode or 

thread worm Syngamus trachealis Siebold, called the gape worm, 

red worm, or forked worm. (See figs. 47 to 49). These para- 

sites obtain their nourishment by sucking the blood from the 

mucous membrane of the trachea. They are attached in pairs 

to the membrane by their sucker-like mouths. Beside bringing 

about a considerable loss of blood the worms cause irritation and 

inflar imation of the membrane and a copious secretion of mucus. 

The two sexes are so closely attached to each other that they 

can not be separated without tearing. The body of an adult 
female is swollen with thousands of eggs and occasionally con- 

tains some embryos. The eggs are not laid but escape when the 

body of the female is ruptured. This may take place with the 

decomposition of the worm or the body may be torn by the 

coughing of the bird. The eggs may develop and grow to 

adult worms within the trachea of the same bird. The worms, 

eggs and embryos are often coughed up. Sometimes they are 

swallowed and then some of the eggs and embryos may be passed 

with the feces. The worms coughed up are eagerly eaten by 

the same or other birds and the ova and embryos are often taken 

with contaminated food and drink. Developing embryos have 

been found in earth worms living in infected poultry yards, 

~ and these will cause gapes if fed to chicks. 

The eggs and embryos need only warmth and moisture to 

develop. Eggs may develop in the digestive organs. It is not 

known how the embryos reach the trachea from the digestive. 

organs. A large number of those eaten never reach the tra- 

chea but are either digested or voided with the feces. Salmon 

says: “Although there are some thousands of eggs in the adult 

worms, 10 to 15 worms have been fed to a single chicken, and, 

as a result, not over 4 or 5 embryos would reach and develop 

in the trachea.” According to Theobald, Ehler found copulated 

worms where several of the females were full of worms 10 days 
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after feeding ova to healthy chicks. Wet clay soils are especial- 

ly favorable to the gape worms, and they thrive best in warm, 

wet weather. 

Treatment. In eradicating the disease it is important to iso- 
late all affected birds so that the worms and ova coughed up or 

voided with the excrement may not be eaten by the other chicks 

or contaminate the food, drink, and the ground of the runs. 

Burn the bodies or at least the heads and necks of all dead birds. 

The feed troughs and water dishes should be scalded and the 

houses, and coops disinfected. Use potassium permanganate 

in the drinking water. If possible provide fresh runs on which 

there has been no poultry for several years. The following par- 

agraph from Robinson is much to the point: 

“Preventive treatment to be fully effective, seems to require 

that fowls be kept away from infected ground for several sea- 

sons. It is said that ground from which poultry is kept for 

three years, the land meanwhile being sown to grass or culti- 

vated, will be entirely free from the gape worm. ‘To a poultry 

keeper whose area of land is small this means moving or keep- 

ing no poultry for several years. Where land is abundant gape 

worms can often be avoided by moving the poultry to a plot not 

recently occupied by them. . Treatment to disinfect the soil by 

destroying the gape worms in it, the object being to continue the 

poultry on it, is not often profitable.” 

The following methods have been recommended for disinfect- 

ing the ground. It is doubtful if these are economically advis- 
able. 

Treating the ground with air slaked lime and spading.- 

Sprinkling with one of the following solutions: 
I per cent or 2 per cent sulphuric acid. 

2 ounces of copperas dissolved in a pail of water. 
4 ounce of crystals of potassium permanganate to a bar- 

rel of water. 

The lime or acid treatments are most often recommended. 
The infected birds should be kept in houses easily cleaned and 
disinfected and this should be done frequently to prevent re- 
infection of the recovering birds. Theobald advises an addition 
of 3 drams of salicylate of soda to each quart of drinking wa- 
ter to destroy eggs and embryos that may contaminate it. 

The individual surgical method may be profitably practiced 
in some cases. It seems to be the only sure method yet ad- 
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vised of ridding an infested bird of the parasites. Wright gives 
the following description of the method: 

“The old-fashioned cure was to strip a small quill-feather, all 

but a small tuft at the point, and (moistening it in turpentine 

or not) introduce it into the trachea, turn it round, and withdraw | 
it with the worms. ‘This is effectual, but requires care to pre- 

vent lacerating the wind-pipe or causing suffocation. In this 

way 30 worms have been successfully extracted from one 

chicken. A very much better method is to take two straight 
hairs from a horse’s tail, laid together, tie a knot on the end of 

the pair, and cut off the ends close to the knot. This is passed 

straight (1. e., without twisting) down the windpipe as far as 

it will go without bending, then twisted between the finger and 

thumb and drawn out. A trial or two may miss, but usually 5 

or 6 attempts will bring up 4 or 5 worms, and the hairs inserted 

in this way, without twisting, do not seem to hurt the chicks, and 

are used with the greatest facility. The bringing up of even 

from 4 to 10 worms, and the failure of more to come after a 

blank trial or two, may usually be reckoned as a cure.” 

Wire gape worm extractors may be bought from dealers in 

poultry supplies, or one can make one for himself by taking No. 

30 wire, forming a loop at one end just big enough to go easily 

down the trachea, and then twisting together the ends of the 

wire to form along handle. Worms removed should be burned. 

Prognosis. ‘This disease is often fatal in young chicks from 

one to four weeks old, especially in small weak birds. Young 
chicks and in most adult fowls it often causes little inconven- 

ience. These fowls, however, are constant sources of infec- 

tion. ‘The removal of the worms from the trachea if skilfully 

done so that the delicate membrane is not injured usually effects 
.a cure but this individual treatment requires considerable time 

and the value of the chicks must determine whether or not it 

is economically profitable. 

ite ee wi wag tea eee » < 
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POULTRY SURGERY. 

It is proposed to consider in this section those pathological 

conditions of poultry which demand surgical treatment tor their 

cure. At the outstart it should be said tnat poultry bear and 

recover from surgical operations very well. The common prac- 

tice of caponizing, usually done without any aseptic precaution 

whatever and with small losses from infection, is sufficient evi- 

dence of this. Probably no mammal would bear opening the 

abdominal cavity (which is done is every caponizing operation) 

with such entire and nearly uniform freedom from ill effects as 

attends this operation with poultry. The reason why poultry 

make such excellent surgical subjects lies in their marked 
resistance to all pyogenic (pus producing) germs. 

The Trcatment of Cuts, Tears and All Open Wounds. 

Very severe wounds may be successfully treated by adher- 

ing to the following procedure: 

1. Thoroughly wash the hands in warm water, using plenty 

of soap, before handling the wounds at all. After the hands 

have been well scrubbed, rinse them thoroughly in a pan of 1 

to 1000 bichloride of mercury solution (p. 29) and dry with 

a clean towel. 

2. Pull out the feathers in the region around the wound, and 

thoroughly cleanse it, using first warm water, and follow this 

with warm I to 1000 vichloride solution. A piece of clean soft 

cloth may be used for this purpose, or absorbent cotton. Make 

sure that the wound is thoroughly clean. Do not be afraid of 

hurting the bird. A little pain at the start is preferable to a 

dead bird later. 

3. If necessary sew up the wound, using a good sized sewing 

needle and silk. Both needle and silk should be soaked in al- 

cohol for 15 minutes before using. Small wounds need not be 

sewed. Large ones will heal much quicker and more certainly 

if they are sewed. If the wound involves the muscles as well 
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as the skin sew it up in two layers; one set of stitches including 

only the muscles, the other set oniy the skin. 

4. Paint the skin in the region about the wound, but not the 

wound itself with dilute tincture of iodine. 
5. Powder the wound well with iodoform. 

6. Smear a thick layer of the ointment already recommended 

(p) 30) tover all: 

7. If the wound is very severe bandage it with a clean 

cloth. 

The above treatment is only necessary in its entirety in very 

severe cases. Depending upon the gravity of the condition the 

following items in the treatment may be omitted in the order 

named: 

7 may be omitted except in most serious cases. 

7 and 3 may be omitted in less severe cases. 

7, 3 and 4 may be omitted in still less severe cases. 

7, 3, 4, and I may be omitted in still less severe cases. 

In case of slight wounds which appear still to demand some 

treatment 6 and 2 or even 6 alone will suffice. 

Abscess. 

Should an abscess appear lance it with a clean sharp knife, 

making sure to cut to the bottom. Squeeze out the pus and core 

if there is one, and then proceed to heal it by following the 

treatment above outlined for wounds in general. 

Bumblefoot. 

This is an abscess of the foot which may result from a variety 

of causes, e. g., too high roosts, too narrow roosts, undiscovered 

wounds caused by stepping on nails, splinters of glass, etc. It 

is usually not discovered until the bird becomes lame. 

The best treatment to follow is first to tie a cord tightly about 

the leg above the foot to control the flow of blood; then with a 

clean, narrow bladed, sharp knife open up the abscess thorough- 

ly. Go clear to the bottom and dig out the core. Then follow 

im detail, omitting nothing except 3, the treatment given above 

for wounds. Two days after the first treatment take off the 

bandages and repeat the treatment, going through in order steps, 

I, 2,4,5,6and 7. In some cases a third treatment after a lapse 

of 2 or 3 days may be necessary, but usually not if the first treat- 

ment is thorough. 
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Of course the bird under treatment should be isolated and 

kept in a small pen with soft litter on the floor. 

Broken Bones. 

lf a bird is sufficiently valuable to warrant the trouble it is 

possible to set fractures of the long bones of legs and wings, and 
get successful union. A splint should be made for the affected 
part and carefully and thoroughly bound into place. Healing 

is rapid, and it should be possible to remove the splints in three 

weeks from the time they are put on if not before. In our ex- 

perience firm union has occurred in less time than this. 

Frozen Combs and Wattles. 

In northern parts of the country frozen wattles and combs, 

especially in male birds, are very common occurrences. ‘The 
trouble is more apt to be with the wattles than the comb, be- 

cause the former dip into the drinking water and then freeze at 
times when if dry, they would not do so. 

The following brief but adequate directions for treating 

frozen combs and wattles are taken from Farm Poultry, Vol. 

15, p. 41: “First thaw the wattles or combs out by manipulat- 
ing with the fingers well smeared with vaseline. Keep the bird 

in a cool (not cold) place, and anoint the frozen parts with a 

mixture of vaseline, 5 tablespoonfuls; glycerine, 2 tablespoon- 

fuls; turpentine, one tablespoonful, once or twice a day. If he 

is not very badly frosted it probably will make no difference 

with his breeding a few months from now—provided he is not 

again injured the same way.” 

Anesthetizing Poultry. 

From time to time requests come to the Station for informa- 

tion regarding the most satisfactory method of anaesthetizing 

birds. On this account it seems desirable to republish the fol- 

lowing material extracted from a paper written some time ago 

by R. Pearl and Frank M. Surface on this subject (Jour. Amer. 

Med. Asso., Vol. 52, pp. 382 and 383). 

“The difficulty which we have found to be inherent in anes- 

thetizing the domestic fowl may be stated briefly in this way: 

If any anesthetic is pushed to the point at which the bird is in 

satisfactory condition for operative procedure in about 9 cases 

out of 10 the bird will die on the table from the effects of the 
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anesthesia before the operation, 1f extensive, can be completed. 

If, on the other hand, the anesthetic is given less freely the bird 
does not lose its reflex excitability. Every time a cut is made or 

a nerve is pinched with the forceps the bird will struggle. Our 

experience in anesthetizing birds, which has now covered a large 

number of individuals, leads us to believe that the only middle 

ground between these two extremes is afforded by those cases 

(unfortunately too few) in which the individual idiosyncrasy of 

the bird toward ether makes it take the anesthetic well. 

While we have made no detailed physiologic study as to the 

fundamental reasons underlying this difficulty respecting anes- 

thesia which has been described, it seems reasonably apparent 

what these reasons are. Connected with the respiratory organs 

proper of a bird are the relatively enormous air sacs. During 

anesthesia the ether or chloroform vapor gets into these air sacs 

either by diffusion or directly as a result of respiratory move- 

ments. There is reason to believe that the vapor, once in the 

air sacs, stays there until it is absorbed by the tissues; in other 

words, it appears to be the case that the great bulk of an inhaled 

anesthetic in the case of birds must be eliminated from the body 

by way of the urinary organs rather than the respiratory or- 

gans. Assuming this to be the case there is no difficulty in see- 
ing why forcing an anesthetic in a bird leads to disastrous re- 

sults. The relatively enormous area for absorption afforded by 

the air sacs insures that a correspondingly large amount of the 

anesthetic will be taken up very quickly. This almost imme- 

diately affects the vagus center, with the consequent cardiac 

inhibition, respiratory failure and death. 

The exact method of procedure which we now follow in an- 

esthetizing birds is as follows: Immediately before beginning 

the administration of the anesthetic a 1-200 grain atropin sul- 

phate tablet is dissolved in 1 c. c. of warm normal saline solu- 

tion. The salt solution with the dissolved atropin is then in- 

jected subcutaneously in the axilla. Ether is used as the anes- 

thetic. It is administered from a small improvised mask which: 

admits of the condition of the comb being seen during the opera- 

tion. Depending on how hard the ether is pushed, the bird is 

ready for operation in from 15 to 20 minutes after the 
anesthesia is begun. The dosage of 1-200 grain atropin to a 
bird may seem large, but we have never been able to see the 
slightest bad effect from it, provided the administration of ether 
was begun immediately after the injection of the atropin.” 
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Abdomen.—That portion of the body which contains the internal or- 

gans. Belly. 

Air sac.—One of the membranous sacs filled with air in different parts 

of the body, especially in the abdominal region. 

They. often extend into the cavities of the bones 

and connect with the lungs. 

Albumen portion of oviduct.—See p. 157. 

Anaemia.—A condition in which the blood is deficient either in quality 

or quantity. It is marked by paleness and loss of 

energy. 

Anus —The external opening of the intestine. Vent. 

A pathetic—lLacking in feeling or ambition. Indifferent. 

Arachnida.—A class of invertebrate animals including among other 

groups the spiders, scorpions and miites. 

Articular.—Pertaining to the joints. 

Astringent.—Causing contraction and arresting discharges. 

Atony.—Lack of normal tone or strength. 

Atrophy.—A wasting of diminution of the size of « part. 

Auditory meatus.—The opening into the ear. 

Avian.—Pertaining to birds. 

Axilla—The region under the wing where ttie latter joins the body. 

Bile.—The substance secreted by the liver. Gall. 

Bronchi.—Vhe tubes which lead from the end of the windpipe (trachea) 

to the two lungs. (cf. fig. 12). 
Carcinoma.—A malignant tumor or cancer. 

Catheter—A tubular surgical instrument for discharging fluids from a 

cavity of the body or for distending a passage. 

Cecum (plural ceca) —A blind intestinal pouch of which there are two 

in the fowl. 

Cell—The smallest element of an organized body that manifests inde- 

pendent vital activities. A morphological or struc- 

tural unit of an organism. 

Chronic.—Long continued but not acute. 
Cleavage.—The division of the cells of an embryo. 
Cloaca.—The enlarged portion of the alimentary canal just before the 

vent. The intestine, the ureters (tubes from the 

kidneys) and the oviduct open into the cloaca. 
Conjunctiva—The delicate membrane that lines the eyelids and covers 

the eyeball in front. 
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Contagious. A disease which is communicable by direct contact. 

Copulation —Sexual intercourse. With fowls “‘treading.” 

Cornea.—The hard transparent structure forming the anterior part of 

the eyeball. : 

Creolin—A thick black liquid coal tar preparation. It has antiseptic 

properties. 

Cresol—A coal tar product with antiseptic and germicidai properties. 

Cyst—A sac-like growth which usually contains a liquid or a semi-solid. 

Demulcent—A soothing mucilaginous or oily medicine. 

Dermoid cyst—A form of congenital cyst often containing skin-like 

strtcttres. 

Diuretic—A medicine that increases the activity of the kidneys. 

Ecchymoses (ek-kim-o-ses).—Discoloration of the skin caused by blood 

outside of the blood vessels as in a bruise. 

Emaciated—Very lean or wasted condition of the body. 

Enema. A liquid injection in the rectum or cloaca. 

Enteritis—Inflammation of the intestine. In human me‘icine confined 

chiefly to the small intestine. 

Epidemic.—A disease that is widely prevalent in a community or locality. 

Epidermis—The outer or non-vascular layer of the skin. ‘The cuticle. 

Epithelioma.—A cancer or malignant tumor consisting chiefly of cells 

derived from the skin or mucous membrane. 

Epithelium.—The covering or outer layer of the skin and mucous mem- 

branes. 

Ergot—A fungus which affects and finally replaces the seed of a cereal 

grass. Used chiefly in connection with the ergot of 

rye which is poisonous to poultry. Ergot as a drug 

has the property of causing the mammalian uterus 

to contract. 

Etiology.—The causation of any disease. 

Exudate—A substance thrown out of the body or deposited in a tissue 

by a vital process. 

Feces—The excrement or undigested residue of the food discharged 

from the intestines. Dung. Droppings. — 

Flagellate micro-organism—Any minute microscopic organism which 

swims through the water by means of the lashing 

: of one or more hair-like structures (flagella). 

Follicle-—See p. 157. 

Gall bladder.—The reservoir for the bile or gall secreted by the liver. 

It is readily seen on the upper side of the liver. 

Gallus domesticus —The scientific name for the domestic fowl. 

Gangrene.—See p. 174. Gangrene of oviduct. 

Gastritis—Inflammation of the stomach. 

An organism which has boil inate and female re- 

productive organs. 

Hemorrhage.—Bleeding. A copious escape of blood from the vessels. 

Hepatic—Pertaining to the liver. 

Hyperaemia. Excess of blood in any part of the body. 
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Hypertrophy.—The morbid enlargement or overgrowth of an organ or 

part. , 

Immunity.—Security against any particular disease. 

Infection—The transmission of disease from one animal to another 

usually through some intermediate agent. 

Infiltration —The accumulation in a tissue of substances not normally 

found in it. 

Tnoculation.—The insertion of a virts into a wound or abrasion in the 

skin in order to communicate a disease. 

Isthmus.—See p. 158. 

Keratitis—Inflamation of the cornea of the eye. 

Larva—Vhe first stage in development after leaving the egg. Used 

in connection with insects, worms, etc. 

Larynx.—A muscular and cartilaginous structure situated at the base 

of the tongue and connecting with tre windpipe 

(trachea). It is the organ of voice. 

Lesion—Any hurt, wound or local degeneration. 

Leucocytes.—White blood corpuscles. 

Lymphatic. Pertaining to or containing lymph which is a transparent 

slightly yellow liquid which fills the lymphatic ves- 

sels. It corresponds in some respects to the serum 

or liquid portion of the blood. 

Mammal.—Any vertebrate animal which suckles its young. 

Melanosis.——Pertaining to an abnormal deposit of pigment. 

Mesentery.—The fold of peritoneum attached to the intestines. 

Mctamorphosis.—In insects the change from larval to adult form as from 

caterpillar to butterfly. 

Micro-organism—Any minute (microscopic) animal or pliant. Often 

used in referring to bacteria or germs. 

Mite——A small arthropod somewhat related to spiders. (Cf. fig. 31). 

Mucosa—The mucous membrane. 

Mucous membrane.—The lining of the internal cavities of the body. 

Mucus.—The viscid secretion of certain (mucous) glands. 

Mycelium.—trThe thread-like portion of a fungus. (Cf. fig. 38). 

Nacreous.—Resembling mother-of-pearl. 

Necrotic.—Pertaining to dead or decaying tissue. 

Nucleus (PI. nuclei)—A spherical body within a cell. The nucleus is 

essential to the life of the cell. 

Oesophagus—That portion of the alimentary canal between the mouth 

: (pharynx) and the crop. 

Oral.—Pertaining to the mouth. 

Ovary.—The female sexual organ in which the eggs develop. 

Oviduct—The tube through which the egg passes from the ovary to the 

cloaca. 

Ovum. (plural ova)—The~- egg, particularly while on the ovary. 

(Cf. fig. 40). 
Panophthalmia.—Inflammation of all the structures or tissue of the eye. 
Papilla.—A small nipple shaped elevation. 

Pathology—That branch of medicine which treats especially of the tissue 

changes caused by disease. 
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Pericardium—The membranous sac which contains the heart. 

Peristalsis—TVhe worm-like movements of the intestine and oviduct by 

which the contents of these tubes are propelled. 

Peritonitis.—inflammation of the peritoneum or the membrane lining the 

abdominal cavity. =. 

Pharynx.—That portion of the alimentary canal between the mouth and 

the oesophagus. It also communicates with the 

larynx and nasal passages at its upper end. 

Prognosis.—The prospect as to recovery from a disease or a forecast 

as to the probable result of an attack of a disease. 

Protoplasm.—A viscid granular material which forms the essential con- 

stituent of the living cell. Living substance. 

Protosoa.—A class of unicellular animal micro-organisms. 

Proventriculus—That portion of a bird’s alimentary canal lying be- 

tween the crop and the gizzard. Often called the 

stomach. 

Punctiform hemorrhages. Presenting the appearance as if punctured 

by a large number of fine prickle or needle holes 

from which the blood oozes. 

Purgative —Causing evacuations of the bowels. 

Pyaemia.—Blood poison due ta microbie origin. 

Sarcoma—A kind of tumor or cancer not always of a malignant nature. 

Scabies.—A contagious skin disease caused by a mite. 

Sclerotic—Pertaining to the hard white fibrous membrane which with 

cornea forms the outermost coats of the eyeball. 

Serum.—The clear liquid which separates from the clot and the corpus- 

cles in the clotting of blood. 

Spleen.—An oval shaped organ normally about one-half inch in diameter 

and of a dark red color. It lies immea:ctely above 

the liver and between that and the proventricalus. 

Spore-—The reproductive cell of many protozoa and of many lower 

plants. It is usually enclosed in tough membranes 

and is difficult to kill. 

Stigma.sSee p. 157. 

Subcutaneous.—Beneath the skin. 
Sub-mucosa.—The layer of tissue situated beneath the mucous mem- 

brane. 

Syncope (sin-ko-pe).—Fainting. Failure of the heart’s action. 

Trachea.—The wind-pipe. 

Trawmatic.—Caused by an injury. 

Therapeutic.—Pertaining to the art and science of healing. 

Urate—A salt of uric acid. A product of the secretion of the kid- 

neys. ‘The white part of a fowl’s droppings. 

Ureters—The tubes leading from the kidneys to the cloaca. 

Uterus.—See p. 158. 

Vagina.—That portion of the oviduct between the shell gland and the 

cloaca. 

Virulent.—Extremely poisonous or dangerous. 

Virus.—Any animal poison, especially one produced by and capable of 

transmitting a disease. 

Viscera.—The internal organs of the body. 
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Over eight years ago, Mr. Gifford Pinchot called the attention 

of the people to the necessity of protection and management of 

the then existing forest areas in the following words: 

“The true way to save the forests is not to plant new ones, but 

to protect and rightly use those which are standing now. The 

extension of the forest to regions which are without it is a most 
important task, but it must no be confounded with the conser- 
vative use of the forests now standing. For such use there is no 

substitute whatever.” 
That this sound and simple advice has been accepted by the 

American people is evidenced by the tremendous strides that the 

forestry movement has taken in this country during the past dec- 

ade. The demand for more detailed information is steadily in- 

creasing, and has, up to the present time, been supplied chiefly 

through the Forest Service. Much of this information applicable 
to any particular region is scattered through numerous bul- 

letins and circulars which have been issued from time to time, 

and some of these are no longer available for general distribu- 

tion, or are out of print. 
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It is therefore the purpose of this paper to collect and present 

in concise form for the use of the people of Maine the important 

facts already established as to the proper use of the existing 

woodlands, and the best methods for extending or re-establishing 
them, rather than the presentation of any original data. 

Tur Matneé Wooptort. 

Almost every farm in Maine has its woodlot from which logs, 
posts, and fuel-wood are taken as they are needed. The wood- 

lot therefore, constitutes one of the component, and by no means 

least important parts of the farm. As such, it deserves at least 

a pro rata share of the attention that is given to the other parts 
such as the corn field, the potato field, or the market garden. 
Like each of these other parts of the farm, it furnishes a regu- 
lar supply of a very necessary commodity, the only difference 

being that the returns from the latter are annual while those 
from the woodlot are usually periodic, occurring sometimes only 

at long intervals. ‘The very fact that the crop is a long time one, 
is all the more reason for giving it the same kind of careful and 

thoughtful attention that is now given to the management of ag- 
ricultural crops. 

While the average woodlot is rather small and can not be de- 
pended on to yield any very large or very regular supply of tim- 

ber, and the quality of the product is sometimes not as good as 
that of virgin stands, yet the size of the tract devoted to the 
growing of timber can often be increased to advantage, and the 

quality of the wood produced may be greatly improved by 

more care in the method of cutting and a better understanding 
of the treatment required by the different kinds of trees forming 

_ the stand. 

The extensive practice of forestry, it is true, can not be profit- 

ably undertaken in any large way by the average individual and 
must, therefore be left chiefly to the State and National Govern- 

ment; yet every land-owner, resident or non-resident, can prac- 

tice good forestry on a small scale by using a little care and 
forethought and by the observance of a few simple rules. 

SILVICULTURE. 

Silviculture is as important to the up to date farmer for the 
management of his woodlot as is agriculture for the rest of his 
farm. The former, moreover, requires but little outlay of either — 
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time or money, and this little will be amply repaid ; while agricul- 

ture requires ‘a constant investment of both, but, on the other 

hand, yields quicker returns as a rule. The chief reason that 

silviculture is not more generally practiced by the individual is 

in most cases due to lack of information on the subject, and the 

engrossing attention required by other kinds of farm work. 
The woodlot will stand more neglect and abuse than any other 

part of the farm and still yield a fair return to the owner, and a 
well managed woodlot is a decidedly profitable form of invest- 

ment. The truth of this statement is well demonstrated by the 
white-pine woodlots in the south-western part of the State which 

today bring large prices and are yearly growing more valuable. 

The proper application of the principles of silviculture by the 

individual means the securing of the greatest yield, and this of 

the best quality, in the shortest time and at the least expense. 

Surely this is what every farmer and land-owner wishes to ac- 
complish, but very often he is not sufficiently acquainted with the 

methods of procedure that are necessary in order to bring about 

the desired results. 

Very often the idea of perpetuating the woodlot does not oc- 

cur to him till after the best of the timber has been cut, or in 

some cases, not until the entire area has been clear-cut. It is 

then that the unsightly appearance caused by the loss of the 

trees causes him to wonder what to do with the area, and how 

it can ever again be made productive. In many cases, the soil 

is thin and poor and the site is of little or no value for the 

production of agricultural crops. There are many thousands of 

acres of land of just this kind in the State of Maine.: Some 

have but recently been cut-over, and others have been lying idle 
for some time and have, in the meantime, grown up to a tangle 

of worthless vegetation and weed-trees, which in time may be 

followed by tree growth. This natural process, if unaided by 

man, is a very slow one and never gives the best results. 
The practice of cutting only the best and largest trees 

without leaving any provision for seed-trees of the more dlesir- 

able species to seed up the ground has also been decidedly detri- 

mental to many of the woodlots. As a consequence of this prac- 

tice, there is a gradual deterioration of the woodlot, not only as 

to the number but alsoas tothe kinds of valuable trees; and the 

value constantly decreases not only on account of the lack of the 
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available supply of merchantable timber, but also on account of 

the lessening of the percent of valuable species in the stand. 

Today, most of the best woodlots in Maine are composed 

chiefly of white-pine, and these are situated, for the most part, 
in the south-western part of the State, thought there are, of 

course, many excellent woodlots outside of this part; but the 

growth is not so rapid, nor are the economic conditions as favor- 

able for the growing of timber on small areas outside of that 
section. . 

Many farmers by giving a little care and attention to their 

woodlots have profited by thousands of dollars even within the 

past decade, and the prospects of good financial returns from 

growing timber are today better than ever. Clear-cutting with- 
out making any provision for the replacement of trees of any 

kind on the area is a great mistake, for much of the land now 

occupied by woodlots is absolutely unsuitable for agriculture, 

and can be profitably utilized only for tree growth. It must 

always be borne in mind, that, besides producing timber,. for- 

ests build up the soil, conserve water, and help to prevent ero- 

sion. 

Burning over recently cut areas is generally a mistake, for it 
destroys the natural condition of the forest floor, exposing the 

soil to the excessive drying of sun and wind, and greatly de- 

creases the chances for securing reproduction of the better 

species; while the light, winged seeds of birch and aspen are 

blown in and soon take possession of the area, finding on the 
exposed mineral soil the most favorable place for germination. 

It is possible that some of the land owners in the State may 

not be familiar enough with the laws of the State to know that 

two bills to encourage planting have already been enacted. One 

~ passed in 1872 and revised in March, 1909, provides for an ex- 

emption from taxation for 20 years for all lands planted with 

not less than 640 trees to the acre under certain prescribed condi- 

tions; and the other passed in January, 1909, (Senate Doc-_ 
ument No. 160.) provides for the distribution of prizes at stated 

periods for the best plantations in the State. This latter is 
known as the Benj. C. Jordan fund and consists of five cash 

prizes ranging in value from $500 to $25. Complete informa- 

tion as to the terms required of competitors for these prizes may 

a ee ee ee eee PS 
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be obtained on application to the Forest Commissioner by whom 
the awards are made. . 

For the individual owner of woodland in Maine, there is no 
tree better suited either for regeneration by methods of natural 

reproduction or for planting, than the white pine; and, there- 

fore, its chief characteristics will be described in detail and direc- 

tions will be given for the best methods of treatment for this 
species in particular. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE PINE. 

‘(Pinus strobus, L.) 

Form and Sise: On suitable sites, white pine grows to be 

one of the largest of the Eastern conifers, often attaining a 

height of from 1co to 150 feet and a diameter of from 3 to 5 
feet, and often reaches an age of 250 or more years. 

Very little virgin timber is now left in the State, however, and 

present stands do not as a rule average over 12 or 18 inches in 

diameter. Trees grown in forest form, that is close together, 

have straight, column like trunks clear of branches for 50 or 100 

feet from the ground and open, irregular crowns while trees 

grown in the open have a more branchy and irregular form. 

- The bark near the base of old trees is dark-brown and deeply 
furrowed, but it becomes thinner, smoother and of a lighter 

color further up on the trunk and also on young trees. 

Local Range: White pine will grow throughout the whole 
of Maine, and its chief advantage for cultivation as a timber 

tree lies in the fact that though it makes its best development 

and most rapid growth on fresh, deep, sandy, well drained soils 

with a porous subsoil, yet it readily adapts itself to either dryer 

Or more moist situations. It will grow on the dryest sands and 

on steep, rocky slopes, and also on moist clay flats; but it will 

not grow in low swampy places that are subject to periodic flood- 

ing. It will make excellent growth on non-agricultural lands, 

and is the best tree for reforesting burned or cut-over areas in 
this region. It will also make a very satisfactory wind-break 

or shelter-belt in exposed situations. It is wind firm and frost- 

resistant to a remarkable‘degree, but it should not be planted too 

near the sea coast since it can not well withstand the strong, 

salt-ladened sea breezes. 
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Types: In the natural states there are three distinct types of 
white pine stands in this State. They are: 

1. Pure white pine stands such as are common on old 

fields where over 80% of the trees in the stand are 

White pine. é 
2. White pine mixed with other conifers, spruce and fir 

being most common in the mixture. 
3. White pine mixed with hardwoods, birch, maple and 

beech in old stands, and poplar and aspen in young 
stands. 

The first type is found chiefly on abandoned fields that have 

been reforested by natural regeneration, and this is the type that 
is most common in the south-western part of the State, south 

of the Androscoggin River. The other two types are general in 

their distribution. 

‘Ability to Endure Shade: ‘The seedlings, when young will 
endure and in fact will profit by considerable shade; but after 

the first few years, the trees require full light for their best 
development. They should, therefore, never be planted with 

any other trees that have a more rapid height growth for these 
latter would eventually overtop the pine and kill it out by ex- 

cessive shading. 
Rate of Growth: Figures taken from growth studies of 

plantations throughout New England show that the growth of 

these stands is more rapid than it is in the virgin forest of the 
same species, averaging from 1-4 to 1-3 of an inch each year. 

At this rate saw-timber may be produced in 60 to 70 years, and 

timber suitable for the making of box-boards, pails, and match 

stock in about half that time. 
Quality of Wood: White pine is one of the best of our east- 

‘ern species for general construction, but the supply for this 
purpose is no longer equal to the demand. It-is light colored, 

easy to work, does not warp or twist, and has a moderately soft, 

smooth, straight grain. 
Second-growth timber is apt to be more branchy and the lum- 

ber from it is therefore more knotty than that from virgin 
stands, but even this lower grade lumber finds a ready market 

for box-boards, pail-staves, woodenware, straight-staved cooper- 

age and match stock. Being mostly sap wood, it is not as dur- — 
able in the ground or in exposed places as the older pine. : 
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Complete utilization is possible, the edgings being made into 
kindling and the shavings baled and sold for bedding. 

Enemics: Young stands are susceptible to severe injury from 
fire on account of the thin bark of the trees at this stage of their 

development. It is necessary, therefore, to carefully exclude 

fire from plantations or areas being restocked by methods of 

natural regeneration. Older trees are more resistant but fire 
injures even these to a consiclerable extent. 

After the trees are a little older, say from 5 to 20 years old, 

the greatest cause of damage is the white pine weevil, (Pissodes 

strobi, Peck.) a small snout beetle which in the larvae stage 
buries itself under the bark of the leading shoot. It seems to 

prefer the best and most thrifty specimens in the stand. 
These tiny white worms eat their way through the living cam- 

~bium which is between the wood and the bark, and by so doing 
usually succeed in girdling the shoot which is as a rule the lead- 
ing shoot, causing it to turn brown, wither, and die. A side 
shoot then usually takes the place of the injured leader, but this 

causes a.crook in the tree at this point, making a deformed stem 
right in the most valuable part of the tree, (the butt log), and 

thereby greatly lessening the merchantable value of the tree. 
The only remedy is to cut off the affected shoots and burn them 

while the grubs are still in them. This will prevent them from 

spreading to other trees, but will not, of course, save the af- 

fected trees. Spraying with a preventive wash consisting of one 

pound of whale-oil soap dissolved in 100 gallons of water with a 

little paris-green added, may keep off the weevil. 

Animals should not be allowed to graze on planted areas or 

on those about to be reforested by natural methods. The dam- 

age done by them is chiefly in breaking and trampling the young 
seedlings and in packing the soil, since they seldom eat the pine 

tops on account of the resinous material contained in them 

which is distasteful to most animals. 
Reproduction: White pine does not sprout but reproduces 

only from seed. ‘The seed is in the cone or “burr” as it is some- 
times called. These are borne on the under side of the branches 

and near the end and they consist of many scales arranged 

spirally on a central stem. On the upper surface of each fer- 

tile scale, two seeds are developed, each having a film-like wing 

attached to it. This wing is about four times the length of the 
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seed itself, and acts as a sort of sail thereby facilitating the 

distribution of the seed by means of the wind when the cones 
open. 

The length of the seed with the wing attached is from 34 of an 

inch to 1 inch in length and from 1-10 to % of an inch in thick- 
ness. 

It takes two years for the seed in these cones to mature, and 
the mature cones are from 4 to 6 inches long. The cones are 

usually borne only on 3 or 4 whorls of branches at the 

top of the tree, but trees grown in the open produce more seed 

than those grown in the forest. 

Trees may bear seed when 20 years old, but these seeds are 
not usually very fertile, and crops of good seed are not produced 

as a rule before the trees are from 30 to 35 years old. After 

that age, some seed is usually produced each year, but large 
crops of seed occur only at intervals of from 5 to 7 years. The 
year of abundant seeding is called a seed-year, and it is impor- 
tant to note when these occur when methods of natural repro- 

duction are being used. During the last week of August or the 

first of September, two-year-old cones turn brown and begin to 

open, most of the seed escaping by the middle or end of Septem- 

ber. Most of this seed falls within a few hundred feet of the 

parent tree, but with a strong wind some of the winged seeds 

may be borne as far as half a mile or even a mile in some cases. 

About 80% to 90% of the fresh seeds germinate under 

favorable conditions. The seed may also be kept over tor 

several years, but the germination average is very much reduced, 

being only 40% to 50% in the second year and less each year 

after. It is, therefore, very desirable to procure only fresh 

seed for planting. 

MANAGEMENT OF THE WOoDLOT. 

Besides protection from fire and grazing, the practice of good 

forestry by the individual resolves itself into the observance of a 
few very simple rules of management. The method of treat- 

ment used will, of course, vary considerably with the present 

condition of the stand and the purposes of the owner. The lat- 

ter must first be decided upon by the owner in each particular 

case; but for a better understanding of the former, stands may 
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be divided into three groups: Young stands, varying in age 
from 20 to 40 years. Middle aged stands, from 40 to 80 years 

old. Old or mature stands, 80 years old or over. 

- YOUNG STANDS, 20 TO 40 YEARS OF AGE. 

In young stands the trees are usually too much crowded 

for thrifty development. There are too many trees to the acre, 

and many of the trees of the better species are being choked 

. and suppressed by the quicker growing but less valuable ones. 

In this case thinnings, or improvement cuttings as they are more 

properly called, are beneficial to the growth of the trees that are 

left in the stand. They are advisable, from a financial stand- 

point, only when the material taken out in the cuttings is large 
enough to be utilized in some way. In the improvement cutting, 

all trees that are dead, all that are hopelessly. suppressed, and all 

those of inferior species that are interfering with the develop- 

ment of the better trees should be removed. The chief purpose 

of all thinnings of this kind is not to produce merchantable ma- 

terial, but to improve the growth and development of the re- 

maining trees. 

By the removal of certain trees, the remainder have a chance 

to expand their crowns and also have the benefit of all of the 

available nourishment that is in the soil, and are therefore able 

to make faster growth than if they were crowded and hampered 

by their undesirable neighbors. For this reason, thinnings of 

this sort shorten the time needed to grow the trees to a desired 

size. They may, therefore, prove to be a good and far sighted 

policy even in cases where the material removed is not valuable 

enough to pay for the operation at the present time. 

MIDDLE AGED STANDS, 40 TO 80 YEARS OLD. 

Later on in the life of the stand after the improvement 

cuttings have been made or the natural law of the survival of the 
fittest has been allowed to run its slow course, slightly heavier 

thinnings are made in order to provide additional growing space 
for the remaining trees. 

In this thinning all dead and down trees, all crooked, sup- 

pressed, dying or badly injured trees should be removed. This 

opening up of the stand to more light and growing-space will 

greatly accelerate the diameter growth of the remaining trees. 
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Care should be taken not to open up the stand too much, but : 

to maintain a complete crown cover for the forest floor, so far 

as itis possible. If too many of the trees are removed, the stand 

is subjected to several dangers, for if the protection afforded by 

the surrounding trees is suddenly removed, the trees are much 

more subject to be thrown or broken by the wind during severe 
storms. ‘The exposure of the soil to drying by wind and sun is 

also increased, and even if the trees are not affected by any of 
these causes, they are apt to become branchy and of poor form | 

for merchantable logs. 
Pruning: Pruning the live branches of white pine or of coni- 

fers in general is never advisable since it is not only an economic 
waste but is often positively injurious. 

The pruning of dead branches does no harm to the tree, but 
ir is seldom advisable. In fully stocked stands this process is 
taken care of by nature, and it is not necessary if the pine is to 

_ be cut for box-boards, pail, or match-stock. The expense of 

the operation may, however, sometimes be warranted if the tim- 

ber is to be grown for the purpose of producing saw-timber at 
the age of from 70 to 80 years. In such cases pruning is usually 

done when the stand is from 25 to 40 years old. The branches 
should be cut off smooth and as near the main stem as possible 
without injuring the bark of the stem. ‘They may be cut with an © 
upward blow of an axe or marking hatchet, and are usually re- 

moved about as far up on the stem of the tree as a man can 

conveniently reach. 
Thinning: Methods of thinning are shown in the illustra- 

tions. The descriptions and the figures follow. 

Se 
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Ficure 1. Pure stand of White Pine. Diameter, 5 to 10 
inches; height, 45 to 55 feet. ‘The stand is in need of simple 
improvement cutting. The trees to be removed on this prin- 
ciple are numbers 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9, all of which are either sup- 

pressed or partially. suppressed, but still restricting the crowns 

of the better trees beside them. ‘The trees left are vigorous 
erough and thick enough to restore the cover in a few years. 

The lower diagram shows the stand before thinning, and the 

upper diagram the same stand after the trees marked for cut- 
ting have been removed. 

Ficure 2. A stand of White Pine mixed with Gray Birch. 
Age, 25 to 30 years; diameters, 4 to 7 inches; heights, from 30 

to 35 feet. The treatment is the removal of inferior trees which 

are crowding the better individuals. The Gray Birches, besides 
having almost reached maturity, are crowding the more valu- 

able Pines. White Pine 2, 3, and 5 should be cut to relieve 
I, 4, and 6; 9 to relieve 8 and 10; 11, 12, and 14 because they 

are either overtopped or falling behind. Gray Birches 1, 2, and 
3 should be taken out to release the better trees which they are 

crowding. Lower cut before cutting; upper cut after cutting. 
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GRAY BIRCH 

For description of figures see page 11. 



Ficure 3. Mixed White Pine and Oak. Diameters, 5 to 8 
inches; heights, 30 to 35 feet; age, 30 to 4o years. This stand 

furnishes a good example of the need for cutting both in the 

dominant and the subordinate class of trees. Of dead, sup- 

pressed, or partially suppressed trees, the best of which are 

already succumbing to the main crop, White Pines 1, 2, 3, 5, 
-and 8 and White Oaks 1 and 2 are cut to relieve the leading 
individuals beside them and to utilize the wood before it decays. 
Of the dominant trees, Red Maple 1, a comparatively inferior 

species, is cut because it is beginning to overtop White Pines 

6 and 7, both thrifty trees, and together more valuable than the 
Maple. The decision in such cases must depend on the relative 

health and value of the upper and lower trees. 
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RED OAK 

For description of figures see opposite page. 



Ficure 4. White Pine in mixture with White Oak. Domi- 

nant trees 4 to 7 inches in diameter, 30 feet in height, and 25 

to 30 years old. The treatment required is a light improve- 
ment cutting of a stand too thick for its best development. Such 

are White Oaks 1 and 3, Black Oak 1, and White Pine 6. In 

all these cases the trees cut are not sufficiently behind the others 
in height and development to be unmistakably in need of re- 
moval, but they are all either defective or so placed that the 

crowns of adjacent trees will be able to utilize the room. The 

Icwer diagram shows the stand before, and the upper diagram 

the same stand after the cutting recommended. 
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For description of figures see opposite page. 
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MATURE STANDS, 80 YEARS: OLD OR OLDER. 

In old or mature stands, cuttings should be made in such 

a way that natural reproduction will quickly follow in the open- 
ings made throughout the stand. If possible these cuttings 

should be made the year before a good seed-year in order to ob- 

tain the best results and to insure the succession of the right 
species. If the openings are made too long before a good seed- 

year, grass and weeds soon come in and sometimes also the less 

desirable tree species, and take complete possession of the 
ground, 

In the final cutting or harvesting of the crop, some provision 
should be made for the leaving of seed trees to assure the natural 

replacement of the old stand by young pine seedlings. 

Nearly all of the white pine woodlots are at present cut clean 
and the logs sawed by a portable mill placed at a convenient 

point on the lot. This is the best and cheapest method and in- 

cludes in some parts of southwestern Maine the working up of 
the tops for fuel. Very rarely is any provision made for the 

natural seeding of the ground cut over. This is the point of 
vital importance for Maine, because pine land is of little value 

for agriculture and should be made to yield crop after crop of 
pine. Most of our waste lands here are just as good quality as 

the forest lands of northern Germany or the southern part of 

the Scandinavian Peninsula and they can be, and should be made 

as productive. Although the present owner of the pine land 

may not himself cut the second crop of timber, he will have the 

satisfaction of knowing that the value of his land is constantly 
increasing while if left to itself it would soon deteriorate and be- 
come almost worthless “waste land.” ; 

Cutting so as to get a natural replacement of the pine by young 

- pine seedlings costs the owner but little if any outlay of time or 
money, while it makes sure another crop of trees instead of al- 

lowing the land to become barren or to support only a scanty 

growth of bushes and gray birch. This waste condition that is 

so frequently seen throughout the State arises directly from the — 

lack of trees to provide natural seeding. 
There are two methods of cutting, either of which may be 

used successfully on the woodlots of Maine. 
The Scattered Seced-tree Mcthod: Every acre of a pine 

woodlot has usually two or three trees on it that are short- 
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boled and low-branching because they began growing in ad-. 
vance of the. rest and received full sunlight. . Very frequently. 

these few trees did the original seeding for that land. They 
do not pay for cutting and sawing or at best bring a very 

small return. Such trees, however, have a very great value as 

seed-trees, since they are wind firm and will not die from ex- 

posure after the others have been cut down. Spindling, slender 

trees if left for this purpose will surely die or be blown down. 

Four or five pines are sufficient to seed one acre, provided they 

are sufficiently old to bear plentifully. They should be left on 
the western half of the acre, if possible, since the prevailing 
winds are westerly during the time of year that the seed escapes 
from the cones. 

If it is desired to burn up the branches and tops after lumber- 

ing, the debris must be removed from the foot of the seed-trees, 
If there is little danger from fire these tops may remain and will 

scon decay after the young growth gets started. A light growth 

of birch may first occupy this cut-over land but this will serve 

as a protection to the tender pine seedlings which will appear 
later beneath them. The birch should, however, be removed 

when the young pines are well established. 
The Strip Mcthod: This method may be used to advantage 

where the woodlot is a large one. Successive strips of the for- 

est are cut, beginning on the east side of the tract-and working 

west, or in other words, at right angles to the prevailing winds; 

Advantage may be taken of a seed-year for the time in which 
to cut one strip. The seed-years can be judged by the presence 

of little cones in the tops of the trees during the previous year. 
The strips should be not more than two or three times as wide 

as the trees are high if a complete seeding of the ground is 

desired. The wind will blow the seed from the adjacent woods 

over the newly cut land and after a few years, the seedlings 

having appeared, a new*strip may be cut and so on until the 
land is all lumbered and naturally re-seeded. The natural prin- 
ciple on which this method is based may be understood by noting 

the thick reproduction of pine in pastures or old fields on the 
easterly side of any pine woodlot. 

Where no method of establishing a new stand by natural re- 

production can be practiced, planting will have to be resorted to. 

This involves a greater expenditure at the outset but will often 
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be a profitable investment. However,’ anyone following these 

few simple rules may be reasonably sure of a fair profit on the 

investment which he has left in his woodlands, and he may, 
moreover, have the satisfaction that is felt in knowing that every 
part of his property is being put to its best use. 

Very frequently open, scattered stands of white pine repro- 

duction with short, branchy trees may be greatly improved by 
inter-planting with seedling stock between these trees in order to 
form a complete stand. As the newly planted trees grow, they 

will gradually shade out the lower branches of the older trees 
and the value of these trees will be increased as well as the gen-. 
eral increase in the value of the stand on account of being fully 

stocked. 

While in this case an absolutely uniform spacing between the 

trees will not usually be possible, an attempt should be made 

to have all the trees in the stand about six feet apart at the 
time of the planting. 

-When considering the advisability of using any sort of prac- 

tical forest.y in the management of a tract, the question which 

very naturally arises is: How long a time will it take to pro- 

duce merchantable timber, and what will this timber be worth 

when ready for the market? In other words, what kind of an 

investment is the practice of forestry for the individual from a 
financial standpoint? The following figures, taken from the 

United States Forest Service Bulletin No. 63, will best answer 
these questions. The data from which these figures were ob- 

tained were collected from actual stands of white pine in the 

New England States, and they are the most authentic and au- 
thoritative figures obtainable at the present time. 
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Rate of Growth in Diameter of Dominant White Pine- 

l 
| 

Diameter in- Average annual 
Age. side bark, one growth for 

foot high. each 10 years. 

a — 

Years Inches Inches 

10 ibe 0.13 | 
20 5.8 45 | 
30 9.3 .85 
40 11.8 .25 
50 13.8 .20 
60 15.8 320) 2 
70 17.4 16 

| Average time 
required to 
grow one 
inch. 

oo 

DH Orci co bo 

Volume of Single White Pine Trees. 

Volume ; Volume 
Diameter : Diameter 5 

P excluding. : excluding 43 ft. high. ia. 4% ft. high. janie. 

Inches Cords Inches Cords 

4 0.025 11 0.215 
5 039 12 -260 
6 .045 13 805 
y .065 14 2305 
8 .090 15 415 
9 120 16 -490 

10 ANGE) we llabooooagnosapeculboudondsenagadas 

Vield of Fully Stocked Stands of Sccond-Growth White Pine- 

Merchant- 
Age of | Average} Total trees Yield 
stand. | height. | per acre. ae ECS per acre. 

Years Feet Number Number Cords 

10 5 DADAO MI Aiferstenevetercicioncpeversselisvantaretayetereiereevere 
15 9 HEA? Chose G oo Obe toto arco rtaoooun a5 
D0 7 4 ALSO ie Ml cbristes aan pape ost Seale Sete pioteeetelaee 
25 | nee 1.310 400 11 
30 32 1,090 510 21 
35 45 885 620. 30 
4) 64 690 540 38 
45 G2 ae, 510 460 45 
50 68 400 380 53 
55 72 800 800 65 
60 76 260 260 80 
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Possible Profits To Be Derived from an Acre of Second-Growth 
~ White Pine of Various Ages. 

{ 

PROFIT. 
Value of 

Age. Yield. nee Total cost 
wood. to date. Average net 

= Total. annual %. 

Years Cords Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent. 

LORS) Sl eeecne shasta 400%" | BESO alte teeta meee [seis Sele oer 
ile RNS Veseeer nA ae: | 4 00 | GBT aE io oe nck Yon Ae ee 
20 ef oles tae aan Os 4 00 | 7 94 le paso shady eno | cesses eee 
25 i1 59 00 9 69 | 49 31 10.9 
3 21 109 00 21 04 87 96 11.0 
35 30 154 00 43 81 Ho DO) WE 10.0 
40 38 194 00 80 33 | 113 67 8.8 
45 45 229 00 133 55 | 95 45 Uses 
50 53 269 00 207 26 61 74 5.7 
55 65 829 00 807 95 | 21 05 3.4 
60 80 404 00 446 37 |\eyaiesasiasere ie ave (ofeye,e1 bral che tefeleietatele tetas 

I | 

*It is assumed that the land is worth $4. and that until the stand is 25 years old it 
has no greater value. From that time on the price that the wood will bring is added. 

{ This figure is the value of the land plus 12 cents per year paid for ten years, with 
interest compounded annually at 5%. 

{ This and succeeding figures in this column are 3% of the value at the end of the 
preceding period, paid for BY years with interest compounded annually at 5%. 

These figures show that the profits in second-growth white 
pine may be as high as 11 per cent per year where the land is 

valued at not over $4 per acre, the annual outlay is not over 12 

cents per acre, and the stumpage price of the wood is not less 

than $5 per cord. ‘The interest rate culminates at about the thir- 

teenth year, yet the lot pays a good profit up to she time it is 50 
years old, and many owners prefer to hold their timber for the 

higher returns, though the latter years do not yield sO mee a 
rate of interest as the earlier. 

In considering this question of profit it should always be re- 

-membered that a low initial cost always prolongs the time dur- 
ing which a profitable rate of interest can be earned. In other 
words, if land in this section is worth only $2 per acre instead of 

$4, the interest accumulates more slowly, and profits are pro- 

longed in proportion. Further, these figures must be taken 

only as indicative of what white pine lots may yield in New 

England. The actual returns from any tract may be higher or 

lower, according to the local conditions and the way the owner 

counts the annual costs. 
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PLANTING. 

All methods of securing reproduction by means of natural 

regeneration presuppose the existence of a mature stand of the 

desired species, or at least seed-trees of that species. \Where 

these are absent, planting must be resorted to. As to which of 

these two methods of reforesting is the most desirable will de- 

pend on a number of local circumstances in each particular case, 
the most important of these are the soil, the site, and the eco- 

nomic conditions in the locality where the reforesting is to be 

done. 
While planting costs more in the beginning, many arguments 

may be advanced in favor of this method. The results are surer 

and the stand is established in a single year while natural re- 

generation is a slow process requiring a period of years, usually 

ten or more to be successfully accomplished. Furthermore, in 

planting, the distance between the trees is equal from the start 

giving all the trees in the plantation an equal chance, while 

in the natural method the seedlings are usually more or less 

scattered in patches or groups which may be very thick in some 

places but of unequal distribution over the area. The equal 

spacing established by planting gives equal root and crown space 

for the development of the small trees and makes all of the fur- 

ther operations in the management of the stand much easier. 
Plantations should be started from nursery grown stock rather 

than from seed sown on the area direct. Direct seeding is ex- 

pensive and is not usually very successful here. Never plant 

the cones. Very often they have no fertile seeds left in them 

and if they have it is a wasteful method. Where only a few 

hundred plants are needed, it is usually cheaper and always 

easier to buy them from a nurseryman than to raise them. 

There are now in this country many dealers in forest tree seeds 

and seedlings who make a specialty of this kind of stock. A list 

of these dealers will be sent on request to all applicants. (Ad- 

dress the request to the Department of Forestry, University of 

Maine, Orono, Maine.) 

It is probable that within the year a forest tree nursery will 
be established in connection with the State forestry department 

which will be able to supply seedlings at the actual cost of pro- 
duction to prospective planters in the State. 

Stock purchased from dealers should be secured in the early 
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spring just at the time that it is desired to set out the plantation. 
On arrival, the seedlings should be unpacked immediately and 
note taken of their condition. Careless packing and delay in 

transportation may have injured some of the seedlings so that 
they are not fit to plant. In this case, claim should be made on 

the shipper or the transportation company whichever is at fault. 

After being unpacked, the young seedlings should have 

their roots dipped in a pail or puddle of thin mud. If not plant- 

ed immediately, the plants should be “heeled-in.” This heeling- 

in process consists of having their roots and stems entrenched 

and well covered with earth firmly packed down over them, 

care being taken not to cover or injure the foliage or tops of 

the trees. They should never be allowed to dry out, but in a 
shady place the plants thus treated may be kept for several weeks 
if necessary awaiting a convenient planting time. 

Two or three year old seedlings are sufficiently large for plant- 
ing in most cases, but two year old transplants, that is seedlings 

that have grown one year in the seed-bed and have then been 

transplanted for one year’s growth in a transplant bed, have 
as a rule better developed root systems and are therefore better 

plants for use under less favoable conditions of soil or site. 

METHOD OF PROPAGATION. 

If many thousand plants are to be used by one owner or in. 
one neighborhood, it is cheaper to raise them from the seed. If 
the trees are to be grown in a home nursery, the seed may be pur-- 
chased, but a large saving may be made by collecting it in the 
neighborhood, if this can be done. Cones should be gathered. 
during the latter part of August or in September before they 

begin to open. ‘They may be picked from standing trees, or 
from felled trees if lumbering operations are being conducted 

nearby. When gathered, the cones should be spread out on a 

sheet or floor, where they will be exposed to the sun, yet pro-. 

tected from wind and rain. Within a week they will open and — 
allow the seed to drop out. A thorough stirring will separate- 

the seed ; after which the cones may be raked away. One bushel 
of cones will yield one-half a pound to 1 pound of clean seed, 
which will average from 29,000 to 30,000 seeds per pound. 

Seeds may be stored over winter by placing them in small sacks. 
and hanging the sacks in a cold, dry place. 
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The most successful method of raising seedlings is by sowing 

the seed in nursery beds. Seed beds should be composed of fine, 
oose, fairly fertile soil, moderately moist but always well drained. 
The soil must not be too rich; otherwise the seedlings will suffer 

when transplanted to the less favorable conditions of the perma- 

nent site. A convenient size for seed beds is 4 by 12 feet, with 

a path about 18 inches wide between the beds, so that the plants 

can be weeded and cared for with ease. The seed should be 

sown in drills 4 to 6 inches apart, or broadcast over the beds, 

-and lightly covered with fine earth. Sowing should not begin 

until the ground is warm enough to cause rapid germination. 

Seed may be safely sown at the time garden vegetables are 
planted. After a seed bed is sown the surface should be 

“firmed” with a board or light roller. 

The plants will begin to appear in from 3 to 5 weeks. Like 
other conifers, they will require partial shading during the first 
season, but subsequently can endure full sunlight, especially in 
New England. A shade frame of lath supported 18 inches 

above the bed will serve the purpose. 

One pound of white pine seed is sufficient to sow 500 linear 

feet of seed drill, or about 200 square feet of surface, with drills 
‘6 inches apart. Even with proper care some seeds may fail to 

germinate promptly, but about 10,000 plants may be expected 

from every pound of fertile seed sown. White pine seed retains 

‘its vitality for several years, and when kept in cold, dry stor- 
age a fair percentage has been known to germinate after five 

years. Fresh seed, however, is always to be preferred. 
Two years after sowing, the seedlings should be transplanted 

in the spring from the seed bed to nursery rows, in order to 
-develop a good, fibrous root system. They may be set out 3 

inches apart, in rows from 12 to 18 inches apart. The roots 

‘should be set slightly deeper than they were before. The best 

‘method of transplanting is to open a shallow trench of the proper 
depth with a spade, and set the plants by hand, carefully cov- 

ering the roots of each plant with fine soil and gently firming it. 
Transplants, if thoroughly cultivated and weeded, will be ready 
for final planting at the beginning of the fourth season. At this 

age they should be frorn 6 to 9 inches high and have a well-de- 

veloped system of fibrous roots. 
In the early stage of the white pine a very injurious fungus 
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must be guarded against. If the soil becomes soaked, or suffi- 
cient light and air are withheld, ideal conditions for the action 
of the fungus exist, and the result is the “damping off” of large 

numbers of the young trees. In shaded seed beds, when the 

quantity of rain is sufficient to endanger the young trees, the 

damping off may be checked by so raising one side of the shade 

frame that it acts as a partial roof. Dry sand sprinkled over 

the seed bed will usually tend to hold the fungus in check. 
Birds and field mice are often very troublesome around con- 

iferous seed beds. If danger from such sources is expected, 

the seed may be coated with red lead mixed with linseed oil be- 

fore sowing. ‘This is distasteful to most birds and rodents and 

is usually quite effective. Another method is to protect the beds 
by wire netting and similar devices until the seedlings are suffi- 

ciently developed to be free from danger. 

SETTING IN THE FIELD. 

White pine seedlings should be planted on the permanent site 

in the early spring when the ground is dry enough to work. In 

most cases the site will not need preparation previous to planting. 

The roots must not be allowed to become dry during the plant- 

ing. Even brief exposure of the roots to the sun and air will 

cause the plants to die. 

The distance apart at which the plants should be set depends 

upon the character of the site and whether the pines are to be 

planted in mixture with some other trees or in a pure stand. The 

usual distance is 6 by 6 ft. apart. In this region white pine 1s usu- 

ally planted in pure stands, but it also produces excellent forest 

conditions in mixture with a number of other species, the chief of 

which are, European larch, Norway spruce, red oak, and hard 

“maple. When planted in mixture with larch, the pine should 

constitute two-thirds of the stand. 

Mixed with the other species, the stand should be composed 

of an equal number of white pine and the associated species 

planted alternately. On account of the increased danger from ~ 
insect and fungus enemies, it is advisable not to start planting 

operations too soon after logging. 
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CARE AND CULITVATION. 

Cultivation’ in this region is unnecessary. Persistent dead 
branches should be removed when possible, but it is not advisable 

to prune live ones. When there is a demand for small material, 

the stand may be profitably thinned, as described in detail, at the 
age of from 20 to 30 years, removing at the same time all sup- 
pressed or intermediate trees which are not needed in the stand 

to shade the ground or to assist in naturally developing the large 
trees. . 

Fire must be kept out of these stands, since the bark of the 

young trees is thin and easily damaged, and injuries from this 
source cause rapid decay. 

Information regarding general nursery practice and plant- 

ing may be obtained from the publications of the Forest Service, 
which may be procured from the Superintendent of Documents, 

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., for a nominal 
price. 

Insect damage, if serious, should be reported promptly and 

specimens of the affected parts sent to the Maine Agricultural 

Experiment Station, Orono, where they will be identified and 

measures suggested for their control. 

SOME PUBLICATIONS FROM WHICH ADDITIONAL INFOR- 

MATION MAY BE OBTAINED. 

Bi-annual Reports of the Forest Commissioner of the State of: Maine. 

U. S. Department of Agriculture Year Book 1899, 1905 and others. 

U. S. Forest Service Bulletin No. 42, The Woodlot. (Now out of 
print. ) 

U. S. Forest Service Bulletin No. 45, Planting of White Pine in New 

England. Price 2oc. 

U. S. Forest Service Bulletin No. 63, The Natural Replacement of 

White Pine on Old Fields in the New England States. roc. 
U. S. Forest Service Bulletin No. 76, How to Grow and Plant Coni- 

fers in the Northeastern States. 
U. S. Forest Service Circular No. 67, White Pine Planting Leaflet 

free on application to the U. S. Forest Service. 

U. S. Dept., Agri. Farmers’ Bulletin No. 228, Forest Planting and 

Farm Management. Free. 
U. S. Dept., Agri. Farmers’ Bulletin No. 173, A Primer of Forestry I. 

U. S. Dept., Agri. Farmers’ Bulletin No. 358, A Primer of Forestry II. 
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